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EAR TO THE GROUND

This month's cover and other il

lustrations emphasize that there are

many doors of opportunity to profes

sional improvement. No matter which

you select, you'll gain something that

will help in your daily job.

When we invited authors to con

tribute articles for this issue, we

posed three questions. Why did you

go? What did you get out of it?

What did you do with it after you

got it? Their answers to the third

question tell you how they applied

the things they gained from different

forms of professional improvement.

Without exception, all of them

gained skills, knowledge, and a new

outlook on their work.

Speaking of improvement, how

about helping me do a better job?

One of you suggested recently that

we start a regular section for read

ers' comments. We're all for it. An

objective of the Review is to ex

change ideas that will help you do a

better job. Your timely and pointed

comments may benefit your cowork

ers and help meet this objective.

If a Review article on a new

method (or a new way of using an

old one) gives you an idea for a

better one, let us hear about it. We'll

pass it along through the Review.

Maybe you disagree with an article.

Let's hear about that, too. Frank dis

cussion of both sides of a question is

the best way to clarify such things.

Your comments don't have to be

confined to articles that have ap

peared in the Review. Maybe you've

got questions on how to carry out a

specific job. Send them in and we'll

see if your coworkers have some an

swers.

Incidentally, if you prefer that

your name not be published with

your letter, we'll go along with you.

Don't hold back just because you

don't want to step on somebody's

toes.

Next Month: One of the authors in

this issue points out that the first

step to professional improvement is

becoming aware of the need for im

provement. We hope to help you do

that in the February issue.

We hear a lot these days about the

rapid changes taking place in our

agricultural economy. You county

workers only have to look as far as

your own area to see many of them

In view of these changes, next

month's authors are going to re-ex

amine some methods of working with

people. The theme is, "Are Your

Tools Equal to the Task Ahead?"—

E.H.R.

The Extension Service Review is published monthly

by direction of the Secretary of Agriculture as administra

tive information required for the proper transaction of

the public business. Use of funds for printing this publica

tion approved by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget

(July 31, 1955).

The Review is issued free by law to workers engaged

in extension activities. Others may obtain copies from the

Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,

Washington 25, D. C., at 15 cents per copy or by subscrip

tion at $1.50 a year, domestic, and $2.00, foreign.
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What Is Professional Improvement?

by EDWIN L. KfRBY, Assistant Director of Extension, Ohio

Let's broaden our concepts of pro

fessional improvement opportuni

ties. Many people consider profes

sional improvement primarily as

academic work which takes place in

the classroom. Others think of pro

fessional improvement only as that

provided through the normal chan

nels of conferences, workshops, and

training schools. Some look at such

participation as a duty rather than

an opportunity.

The urgency of "getting on with

the job" in a busy schedule causes

many to give little thought to making

a conscientious effort toward pro

fessional improvement.

Our primary responsibility is edu

cation—helping people change their

knowledge, skills, and attitudes. The

fulfillment of this responsibility is

becoming more complex with the

rapid changes in the social and eco

nomic conditions affecting the lives

of people. Extension work today de

mands an educational background

and ability specially designed to fit

workers for the profession.

With constantly rising standards

for professional proficiency, we must

recognize our obligation for con

tinued professional improvement. We

must sharpen our tools if we are to

be effective teachers.

Someone has said, "He who dares

to teach should never cease to learn."

If we are to provide the necessary

leadership required to work with

people, we must be better informed,

better trained, and possess higher

leadership abilities than the majority

of the lay leaders with whom we

work.

A person grows and develops

through the sum total of experiences

which he receives. With this broad

concept, professional improvement en

compasses all the experiences which

we participate in that contribute to

our effectiveness as extension work

ers. Even the experience of failure

because of a lack of knowledge or

ability can contribute to professional

improvement provided that it is rec

ognized as such and effort is made to

correct the causes. Many opportuni

ties are available to the extension

worker who accepts this definition of

professional improvement.

Individual Effort

Perhaps the most important, yet

least emphasized, opportunity is that

normally called "self-improvement."

Director Paul A. Miller of Michigan,

in an article entitled "The County

Agent's Job" in the July 1957 issue

of Better Farming Methods, stated:

"Tomorrow's county agent must now

obtain a self-energized professional

ethic. More and more the county

agent will discover that competence is

obtained alone." Director Miller em

phasized that, although assistance is

provided through many channels,

nothing will substitute for individual

effort through reading, keen observa

tions, and purposeful and analytical

thinking.

On-the-job experiences obtained

with an open, inquisitive mind and

a thirst for new knowledge, skills,

and understandings are basic and

necessary for effective professional

improvement. It is through this in

dividual effort that additional needs

become felt and a desire is created

for taking advantage of opportunities.

It is at this stage that the exten

sion worker becomes really profes

sional, according to G. B. Leighbody,

Supervisor of Industrial Teacher

Training, University of the State of

New York. He says, "The professional

worker continually seeks self-im

provement. He takes advantage of

every opportunity to improve his

knowledge and understanding in con

nection with professional duties."

Working as Team

Another important professional im

provement opportunity is available to

the extension worker through the

counsel, advice, and guidance of co

workers, supervisors, and others.

Proper orientation concerning re

sponsibilities, methods of working,

relationships, and helping workers

to become aware of the kinds of as

sistance available would do much to

enhance this opportunity.

Some of the most effective profes

sional improvement takes place where

an atmosphere is developed in which

each worker regards his coworker or

supervisor as a fellow professional

worker, hitched together as a team

working for a common cause and to

ward the same objectives. An attitude

of full acceptance of each other as

worthy individuals with a mutual re

spect and full understanding of the

responsibilities of each is necessary.

Universal professional opportuni

ties for extension workers are county

office conferences, district confer

ences annual conferences, workshops,

training schools, institutes, and

others. This type of training is an

effective means of keeping up to date

on subject matter, policies, proce-

(Continued on page 16)
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It takes more than experience

by C. O. HOULE, Professor of Education, University of Chicago

Once upon a time, there was a

veteran county agent who op

posed every suggestion for change.

"It won't work," he invariably said.

"Believe me, I know. Don't forget I've

had more than 20 years of experi

ence." His supervisor finally heard

this observation once too often. "No,

you haven't had more than 20 years'

experience!" he snapped. "You've had

one year of experience repeated more

than 20 times."

What gives this story its point is

that everyone realizes that the super

visor was making a valid distinction.

Anyone who merely piles up experi

ences or who repeats the same round

of activities year after year does not

grow very much. Cardinal Newman

put the matter rather neatly more

than 100 years ago when he said

that, if experience alone could edu

cate, sailors "who range from one

end of the earth to the other" would

be the wisest of men.

Si' If Evaluation

Experience is essential to success

in extension or in any other profes

sional work. But experience cannot

educate unless it is analyzed. This

analysis may be undertaken inde

pendently. Thoughtful people are

constantly looking back over their

activities to appraise their meaning

and to make new plans for the fu

ture. In recent years, however, the

process of self-examination has been

increasingly stimulated by organized

programs in which extension workers

are helped to learn more about their

work and how it may be improved.

Participation in these professional

improvement activities is needed by

every person within extension, as

within any other profession. The

dean of a college of agriculture once

remarked that he encouraged every

member of his resident teaching, ex

periment station, and extension staff

to undertake systematic professional

improvement. "That leaves only me,"

he added, "I'm the only one of the

whole group who has no training pro

gram planned for him!" And yet ac

tually, as he was quickly reminded,

he participated in many activities

each year which were wholly or par

tially educational.

Round Out Capacities

Many extension workers think of

professional improvement chiefly as

a means of acquiring new skill or

knowledge. Sometimes they discover

that they need to round out their

own capacities. Problems are pre

sented to them which they cannot

solve because they do not know

enough. Their techniques prove to be

inadequate; they may not know, for

example, how to write interesting

news stories or how to help groups to

plan effectively.

This acceptance by extension work

ers of their need for help is a neces

sary first step in their pattern of

growth.

In addition, the field of extension

is constantly moving forward and

every worker must keep abreast of

new developments. This need is rec

ognized clearly enough so far as con

tent is concerned. No county agent

would want to recommend a practice

which has already been supplanted

by a better one. He should also not

want to use an educational concept

or process which is out of date.

In constantly refreshing his knowl

edge of new content and new meth

ods, the extension worker is doing

what every professional worker does.

The doctor, for example, knows that

he must not fall behind in his knowl

edge and practice, or his patients will

quickly discover his inadequacy. The

medical profession has accordingly

set up an almost incredible variety

of refresher courses, conferences, and

conventions to reinforce the profes

sional reading which each doctor is

expected to do.

The doctor is even aided in his

reading. In California, several thou

sand doctors now have tape recorders

installed in their cars and are pro

vided periodically with tapes which

report on new developments in medi

cal research. In this way, a doctor

can be learning as he drives from one

house call to another. The effect of

this program on the California acci

dent rate has not been divulged!

Add Meaning

Important as knowledge and skills

are, an even more significant out

come of professional training is the

acquiring of new insights. It is in

this regard that experience is sig

nificantly transformed, since new in

sights give meaning to previously un

related facts.

For example, suppose that an agri

cultural agent attending summer

school becomes aware of the socio

logical research which reveals, among

other things, that the people who are

influenced by extension tend to be

those who have had extensive formal

education, who have many contacts

with new sources of information, and

who are stimulated by belonging both

formally and informally to certain

social groups.

This agent, if he is worth his salt,

will already have made certain obser

vations and will have a number of

unformulated ideas about the kinds

of people with whom it is easiest to

work. Now he finds his own general,

half-shaped ideas stated precisely

and supported by research.

At once, the way the agent views

his job will be different because he

has a principle to test and apply.

He will begin to think about his

county program. Is his influence

chiefly felt by those who have had

formal education, who have wide

contacts, and who belong to certain

social groups. If so, is this fact al

ways true? If not, how can one ex

plain the exceptions? Has he perhaps

been looking only at some of the

people in his county and being effec

tively blinded to the others? Ques

tions like these start up in the mind

(Continued on page J ft)
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WHAT

MAKES

A GOOD

AGENT?

by C. A. VINES, Associate Director of Extension, Arkansas

Today's extension agents must be

able to correlate the technical,

natural, and human resources and

come up with sound and wise infor

mation that will help rural people

solve the problems that are facing

them in agriculture and home eco

nomics.

This is more important today than

it was in the formative and early

years of extension. The rapid changes

being made in technology, the pres

ent-day status of our natural re

sources, and the general increase in

the educational level of rural people

make it necessary that an agent be

well-rounded in his education and be

able to give specific suggestions and

recommendations rather than the

shotgun method of spraying the en

tire farm. Scientific facts used yester

day may be out of date today and

obsolete tomorrow.

Stimulating Awareness

No longer can the Extension Serv

ice fulfill the needs of the people of

the United States by merely provid

ing them with how-to-do-it informa

tion, unless they go back to the social

structure of this country and indi

vidual communities and families and

start where people are.

We must provide people with the

basic principles and fundamentals of

the activities in which the various

segments of our economy are inter

ested and assist them to become

aware of a need for such information.

It is only when people realize a need

for something in their way of life

that they become receptive to change.

The extension agent's responsibil

ity is not one of demonstration of

production techniques per se. It is

the weaving together of production,

marketing, transportation, process

ing, wholesaling, and retailing, and

demonstrating how these and other

activities work together for the so

cial and economic good of the indi

viduals and their community. State,

and Nation.

We live in a time of technology re

sulting in rapid changes. Extension

has been aware of this and has con

stantly shifted its programs and

methods to meet these changing con

ditions and demands. We feel that

the primary concern of extension is

and has been with the people affected

by agriculture, not the agricultural

industry. It has been one of the

guiding principles of extension to

help people help themselves.

A recent report from an ECOP sub

committee made these statements

about helping people: In performing

these functions Extension operates

informally in line with the most im

portant local needs and opportunities.

It works with people helping to: (1)

identify their needs, problems, and

opportunities; (2) study their re

sources; (3) become familiar with

specific methods of overcoming prob

lems; (4) analyze alternative solu

tions to their problems where alter

natives exist; and (5) arrive at the

most promising course of action in

light of their own desires, resources,

and abilities.

In light of these changing times,

Extension is concerned with the ur

ban population as well as rural. There

is a constant decrease in the number

of people who provide the food and

fiber for this Nation and for foreign

trade channels. It has been suggested

that 6 or 7 percent of the total popu

lation might be sufficient to produce

the food and fiber necessary to keep

our country happy, healthy, and

prosperous.

It is one of the responsibilities of

Extension to assist this small per

centage of people, which are so es

sential to the health and welfare of

our Nation, to fit into the social and

economic pattern, and assist urban

and rural people to develop a mutual

admiration and respect for their re

spective vocations and positions in

society.

Applying Management Skills

Farming has developed into big

business. More capital is needed to

day to own, operate, and make a rea

sonable profit from a given farm than

ever before. Capital required in many

farming operations far exceeds that

required by small industries. With

large sums of capital invested, it is

becoming more imperative that farm

people have managerial ability. Al

though management principles are

learned in public schools and col

leges, the extension service can help

farmers apply these principles to

their particular enterprise.

Farm people today have access to

so much information by way of our

modern communications channels

that it is becoming more difficult for

agents to plan ahead and to provide

(Continued on page 21)
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Give Your Fitness A Checkup

by J. PAUL LEAGANS, Professor of Extension Education, Cornell University

Extension workers who improve

their professional ability become

more useful; the opposite is true for

those who don't. Extension's total

training program rests on this as

sumption.

With each new year the extension

job is bigger, there is more to be

known, expectations of the public are

more complex. Hence, both the op

portunity and responsibility are

greater.

To meet the challenge, extension

workers must attain abilities at the

high and intricate level of integrated

professional behavior that harmon

izes knowledge of technology and

skill with educational processes in

ways that get the job done.

What are the competencies needed

by extension workers? This is a

knotty question but one that each ex

tension worker must answer. There

are 10 kinds of ability that appear to

me as minimum for the success of all

extension workers.

Knowledge and Understanding of

Subject Matter: All successful educa

tional effort requires significant tech

nical subject matter. Subject matter

is to extension education what food

is to the human being; it is life's

sustenance.

Attempting to teach something one

does not know is to invite failure

from the start. If we are to "aid in

diffusing" we must know what to

diffuse. Extension workers must have

not only an adequate knowledge of

technology, but an understanding of

it and its relationship to the prob

lems of people.

Understanding Extension and Its

Educational Role: Adequate compe

tency in this area is clearly funda

mental to effective leadership in

extension. Knowledge of one's pro

fessional affiliation is a primary "tool

of the trade." Without such knowl

edge, one cannot thoroughly under

stand his job, intelligently explain

his profession, or suggest action to

improve it.

Skill in Human Relation*: Our

most difficult problems in the world

today are said to have their roots in

poor human relations. Research in

this area has uncovered evidence that

a major factor influencing personnel

performance is the way an employee

feels and acts toward his organization

and the people he is working with.

Acting on this significant cue, ratings

of success on the job put at the top

of the list the ability to get along

well with people.

Man is not born a social being.

These behaviors have to be learned.

Extension administrators say that

lack of technical competency rarely

is the cause of failure among exten

sion workers; it usually stems from

inability to get along with people.

Ability to Plan: Abe Lincoln once

said: "If we could but know where

we are now, and where we ought to

go, we could better judge what to do,

and how to do it." The need for

planning is related to the complexity

and the importance of the job to be

done. In this day of rapid scientific

progress, setting the conditions for

exposing people to useful ideas is not

a simple task.

Planning is primarily an intellec

tual activity, for it usually involves a

study and use of facts, and often of

principles. It is a preparation for ac

tion and gives meaning and system

to action. In essence, planning is a

process of making decisions. Good

plans are to the extension worker

what the compass is to the seaman.

Ability to Clarify Objectives: The

person was wise who said that: "To

him who knows not the port to which

he is bound, no wind can be favor

able." Too often, statements of objec

tives can be best characterized as

"glittering generalities." In this form

they are not very helpful in guiding

the extension enterprise.

It is very important to identify

clearly just what an extension activ

ity's purpose is and what its impor

tance is. This clarity improves the

preciseness with which the activity is

carried on.

Effective extension work is an in

tentional process, carefully designed

to attain specific, predetermined

ends. The shotgun approach to ex

tension has never been very effective

and must be replaced by the rifle.

We must identify our targets and

shoot straight at them with all the

force of our ammunition.

Ability to Organize: The principle

is well established that the need for

organization increases in direct ratio

to growth in the size and complexity

of the tasks to be performed. Organi

zation is properly viewed as an ar

rangement of relationships of per

sons, materials, or ideas necessary for

the effective performance of func

tions. We organize people for joint

activity. We organize ideas, materials,

and facts either for common use. or

for use by one person.

Good organization is that which

groups activities, materials, or per

sons so as to get the best perform

ance with the least effort. Good

organization is shown by definite

regularity, predictability, and de

pendability in the everyday behavior

of individuals or groups doing the

job that is expected of them.

Communication Skill: Good com

munication is the essence of good

extension teaching. It is one thing to

get information to people; it is quite

another to be certain the information

is accepted, understood, and acted

upon. Our success at influencing peo

ple is limited only by our ability to

select useful subject matter and our

ability to communicate it effectively.

Skill in Relating Principle to Prac

tice : Theory and practice always have

a relationship. One may understand

the structure of theory and be unable

to apply it in practice. On the other

hand, one may use a technique skill

fully but be superficial in his efforts

because he does not understand how

the technique relates to the whole

process of extension or to the broader

aspects of the activity he is perform

ing.

The extension worker must under

stand the principles lying behind his

technique in order to make the tech

nique most effective. This under -

(Conlinned on page 22)
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GRADUATE TRAINING

gave the answers

by WILLIAM G. RICE <=

Assistant County Agent Leader,

Indiana

-— ■>

Have you ever interviewed a pro

spective employee and later re

alized that you had not found out

enough about him? You found out

where he was reared, where he went

to school and the type of work he has

been doing since graduation, but did

not probe deeply into his personality,

his integrity, or his ability.

If you have had such experiences,

don't feel too badly. Many of us in

extension have had similar trials and

they are certainly frustrating.

It isn't just interviewing and other

personnel problems that bother ad

ministrators and supervisors. The

whole field of administration causes

difficulties.

One reason is that we have been

trained in technical agriculture but

not in administration. Until recently,

about the only means of training

along administrative lines was by as

sociation with coworkers, by trial and

error, and by observation.

Why I Went

This deficiency in formal training

motivated me to do graduate work.

Through graduate training, I have

learned the answers to many of my

questions concerning personnel, ad

ministration, and supervision.

At about the time I was seriously

considering graduate study, the Na

tional Agricultural Extension Center

for Advanced Study was established

at the University of Wisconsin. The

Center, as it is known on the U. W.

campus, was financed by a grant

from the W. K. Kellogg Founda

tion. This grant also provides fel

lowships for approximately 25 exten

sion administrators and supervisors

recommended by their deans and

directors.

Objectives of Center

I attended an interstate super

visory workshop where Dr. Robert C.

Clark, Director of the Center, out

lined its objectives. Of particular in

terest was his comment that one of

the Center's aims is "Expanding

learning opportunities in principles

of administration, personnel and fis

cal policies, and organization rela

tionships as they apply to the Co

operative Extension Service."

After the meeting, Dr. Clark told

me that the Center's study program

leading to a M.S. and Ph.D. degree

in Cooperative Extension Administra

tion includes a variety of courses

offered at the University of Wiscon

sin. Among these are some new

courses designed specifically for Ex

tension administrators and supervis

ors: administration of cooperative

extension, supervision in cooperative

extension, budget development and

control, program planning, and

methods of rural social research.

Other courses given on the Wiscon

sin campus are available to graduate

students in the Center. These include

personnel management, political sci

ence, communications, economics and

social theory, and education.

It isn't difficult to become enrolled

at the Center but it does take time. I

needed approval and letters of recom

mendation from my dean and direc

tor of extension, leave of absence

from the land-grant college and the

Federal Extension Service, approval

to enter the graduate school of the

University of Wisconsin, and accept

ance by the Center's Grant-in-Aid

Committee (for a fellowship).

As I recall, I asked for application

blanks for admission to the graduate

school and for a fellowship in No

vember 1955. Everything was ap

proved by June 1956. This gave me

time between June and September to

make arrangements for moving my

family. (Editor's Note: Applicants de

siring financial assistance through

the Center should apply six months

prior to the semester in which they

wish to enter—March 1 for the fall

semester, October 1 for the second

semester.)

Advisory Committee

As a candidate for a master's de

gree in Cooperative Extension Ad

ministration, I had an advisory com

mittee of three faculty members.

Their principal duties were to see

that my course schedule was sound

and advise in my research project.

Although the committee gave me

guidance in selecting courses, I had

considerable freedom in choosing

ones that I felt I needed. The com

mittee members advised me in the

research for my thesis.

Their guidance was sound and

democratic. I do not recall an in

stance when a committee member

told me that a thing had to be done

(Continued on page 22)
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by F. E. ROGERS,

State Extension Agent, Missouri

Heading is to the mind what exer

cise is to the body, says the

philosopher. A broad mental exercise

is needed to keep our mind alert, just

as we need physical exercise to keep

our body in good condition.

Extension workers read a great

deal on technical agriculture and

home economics developments to

keep up to date. This reading, plus

the other demands on our time,

means many of us do relatively little

reading to improve our techniques

for motivating people or for balanced

living and for most effective exten

sion teaching.

Reading good books can be done

with little or no expense. As we read

we get hints, ideas, principles, and

suggestions that, when applied in

everyday life, will make for fuller

living and greater job success and

satisfaction.

Such books as the Art of Clear

Thinking by Rudolf Flesch, Mature

Mind by H. Overstreet, Art of Lead

ership by Ordway Tead, and Tech

niques of Handling People by Laird &

Laird are invaluable for extension

workers and others serving in lead

ership positions. Reading Improve

ment for Adults by Paul Leedy,

Probing our Prejudices by H. Pow-

dermaker, and Release from Nervous

Tension by D. H. Fink are among

those that offer helpful suggestions

for personal living.

Many county extension people do

not have access to books that meet

their specific needs. Furthermore,

many agents do not receive the en

couragement and stimulation needed

from their supervisors for this kind

of personal improvement.

Extension Library Service

For several years a plan has been in

operation in Missouri to suggest books

suited to the needs of extension

people, to encourage the reading of

books by staff members, and to make

books more accessible to county ex

tension workers.

An extension section has been set

up in the University Agricultural Li

brary. It contains 442 books with 218

different titles which have been

recommended by specialists or other

staff members for use by extension

workers.

Supervisors take these books to

district conferences and on county

visits. Agents check them out for a

month or more. Last year 43 percent

of the agents in Missouri checked out

one or more of these books. Agents

make an appraisal of the books read

and this helps others decide whether

or not they want to read them.

New books are constantly added

and others are taken off the list from

time to time. The number of books

by titles in the extension library at

present are: extension history and

philosophy, 10; methods—leadership,

13; personal development, 30; psy

chology, 19; communication, 11; rural

development and education, 8: eco

nomics, 23; agriculture, 51; and home

economics, 53.

Full cooperation with the univer

sity librarian makes it possible to

give this service to extension agents.

With a part of the library's annual

budget designated for purchase of

extension books and with a member

of the State extension staff on the

university library committee, this co

operation is likely to continue.

Read and Succeed

by W. F. JAMES,

County Agricultural Agent,

Pemiscot County, Missouri

Professional reading is as neces

sary for my profession as sharp

ening tools is to a wood craftsman.

We extension workers are gener

ally equipped to use the basic tools—

farm and home visits, office calls,

meetings, newspapers, radio, demon

strations and tours — through our

college training and apprenticeship.

I've found little change in these basic

tools in my 23 years with the Ex

tension Service.

It's a different story, however, in

using these tools to accomplish our

goals. For example, a movie at a

meeting almost always insured a

good attendance 20 years ago. Not so

today.

In my job as county agent, I con

sider influencing people my biggest

problem. Thus my reading has been

mostly in that direction.

Clarifies Principles

Did you ever plan and carry out a

program when you felt it was the

right way but there lurked a little

doubt about it? I know you have and

you were pleased when it worked out

all right. But you did not have assur

ance that it would work next time

until you read in some good text or

had been told that your procedure

was sound. Several texts spelled out

and clarified principles and tech

niques which I previously had blindly

stumbled upon and used in a crude

way.

Among the books I've read are:

Release from Nervous Tension, Get-

(Continued on page 10)
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WHY WE BELONG

by E. O. WILLIAMS,

Agricultural Agent,

Lucas County, Ohio

Since its founding, the theme of

the National Association of

County Agricultural Agents has

been professional improvement. The

first two purposes written into its

constitution are: to assist member

State and district associations for

furthering educational advantages, to

encourage a high standard of profes

sional performance among extension

field workers.

Through the years, more than 35

committees have served the associa

tion. The current number is 10. Pro

fessional improvement, now called

professional training, is the only

committee that has continued with

out interruption.

On the presumption that there is

no substitute for graduate work at a

university, this committee has en

couraged the land-grant colleges and

the Federal Extension Service to

make attractive provisions for formal

professional improvement by county

extension workers. This includes

graduate study in an institutional

setting, in the field or travel under

supervision, summer schools, and in-

service training, with graduate credit

for graduate quality work.

The core activity of NACAA is the

annual meeting, which provides in

formal professional improvement that

supplements the formal. Approxi

mately 15 percent of the membership,

many with their families, attend the

annual meetings. These are rotated

among the four regions — Western,

Southern, Northeast and North Cen

tral.

Attendance at an annual meeting

generates professional consciousness.

There is professional mutuality of

interest. Members attending show

pride in belonging and a willingness

to contribute.

Reports of the research commit

tees, presentations by speakers na

tionally prominent in agriculture and

related interests, person - to - person

exchange of ideas, and travel to and

from meetings raises the level of

appreciation of the scope of our na

tional agriculture. In meeting and

working with this group, the finest

and most lasting friendships are de

veloped.

In the early days of the Extension

Service, county agent work was con

sidered a prep school by many. Ex

tension was a lucrative source of

trained manpower for commercial

and other organizations. The NACAA

has been a powerful influence in the

conversion from this early concept to

a ranking lifetime profession.

The NACAA participates in the

Council of National Organizations of

the Adult Education Association.

C.N.O. is the only organization in

America which brings together, in

terms of common interest in adult

education, the voluntary organiza

tions, formal educational institutions,

and educational arms of government.

Through C.N.O.'s auspices diverse

national organizations, including

some whose purposes carry a totally

different emphasis than others, have

been able to associate voluntarily

with the Adult Education Association.

Unifying interests include exchange

of information and materials, discus

sion of mutual concerns, participa

tion in common activities, and asso

ciation with representatives of

national organizations who share in

terest in the objectives of adult edu

cation.

A recent C.N.O. committee report

concluded that the big and continu

ing problem of today is educating

adults to live in a technological age.

More education will be needed in the

future, productivity will increase,

hours of work will shorten, and there

will be a more leisure-oriented so

ciety.

With the "flight to the fringe" by

both people and factories, farmers,

part-time city workers, part-time

farmers, and full-time city workers

will be living on the same street.

County agents will be conducting

programs in the same community

where voluntary organizations, for

mal educational institutions, and

other educational branches of gov

ernment will be teaching adults.

It is apparent that working alone

at the community, State, or national

level will not yield the greatest bene

fits to society. To work together will

require understanding and willing

ness to share responsibilities and ac

complishments.

Multiple Values

by IVA L. HOLLADAY,

Howe Demonstration Agent,

Valley County, Mont.

What are some of the values of

membership in national profes

sional organizations? As I begin

writing, this article is one of the

tasks to be done this week because

next week I will be attending the

national meeting of the Home Dem

onstration Agents Association in

Minneapolis, Minn.

I'll be burning some midnight oil

to get all the things done that will

give me time for that national meet

ing. Is it worth it? My answer is yes.

Many times I've gone through that

extra bustle to clear the schedule for

a professional meeting or activity,

(Continued on page 18)
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What I Gained from Summer School

by HELEN CHURCH, Clothing Specialist, Arizona

What do extension summer schools

have to offer specialists? When

I attended summer school, I know

that many of my fellow extension

workers wondered why I went. Some

even asked, "What can a clothing

and textile specialist gain from

school?"

Many folders concerning summer

schools cross my desk. Each year I

searched for something that would

be helpful in the field of clothing and

textile subject matter. I could find

this in a 6-week course but nothing

for 3 weeks or with the extension

specialist in mind.

Still determined to attend, I de

cided that I would obtain other bene

fits from such a school. Colorado

summer school was my choice.

I had just completed writing 4-H

Club bulletins; leader's guides needed

to be written. Possibly the course in

principles and development of youth

programs would be helpful.

Need for Evaluation

I knew the course in evaluation

would be beneficial. Often we become

so busy with the immediate problems

of initiating programs that we fail to

take time to evaluate our work in an

organized manner. And it's always

easy to put off doing something when

we're not sure of the best approach.

The class of about 75 in principles

in the development of youth pro

grams was most inspiring. I had an

opportunity to hear discussions of

problems facing agents in their 4-H

programs and to review literature

from the 36 States represented.

The 4-H literature from each State

was appraised by a class committee

on which I served. I might have done

a better job writing my 4-H bulletins

if I'd had this opportunity before.

For my term paper I wrote one

leader's guide and outlined two

others. I was able to informally dis

cuss these guides with many in the

class and obtain their suggestions.

The best part of the whole thing was

that when I returned home I had one

guide ready for the printer and the

other two were ready in a few days.

These guides have a different ap

proach than others I had written

earlier. Each meeting has specific ob

jectives—an outline of things to be

taught at meetings — things to be

done at home — and suggestions for

junior leader responsibilities.

Geared to Needs

The leader is given reasons for the

project's organization and why the

specific requirements are set up —

how they meet the needs of the spe

cific age group that she will be lead

ing. This was inspired from class

discussions on leader's needs for

knowing more about boys' and girls'

abilities and needs according to age.

The guides have been in use for

the past year. Leaders who have been

trained to use them seem to find

them helpful.

After another year of their use,

some evaluation needs to be made to

determine how effective the guides

are. Since I have had the course in

evaluation, I should be able to do this

easily and with confidence.

In the evaluation class, I decided

to set up a study of the Singer Sew

ing Machine leader training program.

This is ready for me to use next fall

when the program in our State will

have been given for 2 years. The good

guidance I received and the sugges

tions of fellow classmates were in

valuable in preparing this.

If I had prepared this evaluation

alone at my desk without expert as

sistance, I would have spent much

more time and would never have felt

as confident of its worth and use.

Even more likely, I would probably

have put it off because I just couldn't

seem to find the time.

Valuable Vacation

My summer school experience was

on my own time as vacation and I

am sure it was the most beneficial

vacation I have ever taken. Those of

us who do not need credit for sum

mer school courses still require such

help.

Subject matter, it seems to me.

could be added to some of our sum

mer schools. Then in a 3 -week period

many of us could gain information

that could be put to immediate use.

There is a place for assisting special

ists as well as county agents — allow

ing them to plan and prepare ma

terials.

Summer school is indeed worth the

effort if you actually have something

to show for your time spent. This

takes planning and thought before

you go to school.

Another benefit, of course, is the

inspiration that can be gained from

fellow extension workers. This is in

valuable to us in our job.

HEAD AND SUCCEED

(Continued from page 8)

ting Information to Farm People.

Technique of Handling People, and

The Art of Plain Talk. Prom this list

you can see that I've tried to pick

books that give practical and useful

information.

I consider all of these texts very

good and I've put many ideas from

them to work. The one that I prize

most highly is The Art of Plain Talk.

The author, Rudolf Flesch, sets

forth the principle that "writing is

just talking on paper." I always

wanted to write in that manner and

this book certainly gave me more

confidence to do so.

This informal type of writing has

been used particularly in my news

column. I'd be boasting if I told you

I frequently had calls from farmers

in other States as well as my own

concerning items appearing in my

columns.
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Group Development Training

We're Applying It On The Job

by JANE F. SCHROEDER, Home Economics Agent, Wasco County, Ore.

Whenever I And myself wondering

what kind of an agent I would

be if I hadn't taken advantage of

in-service training offered over the

past 8 years, I think particularly of

one of the most recent workshops in

Oregon. This course in Group Devel

opment Training was fun, it was very

interesting, and it has proved very

beneficial in my job.

In the spring of 1957 we were given

an opportunity to participate in a

4-day workshop for 100 Oregon ex

tension agents. I call it an opportu

nity because we weren't compelled to

attend. Enrolment was encouraged

but not required.

The course proved to be a great

learning experience. Working with

other agents, we discovered that as

theory was applied we were able to

"grow" as a group. We simply found

that we were more productive as we

worked together.

I recall an incident which occurred

during one of the first sessions. One

agent wasn't convinced that the role

of the blackboard person was impor

tant. Wanting to confirm his belief,

he intentionally misspelled a word

while playing the role of blackboard

man, thinking no one would notice.

Disapproval registered immediately

on the face of each person in the

group. This agent now appreciates

the value of using a blackboard.

Observing my own behavior and

that of others in my group during

the workshop, I soon found myself

thinking about similar behaviors no

ticed among people with whom I

work. Already I was thinking about

what I could do in my own county.

The old familiar verse might be

modified to say, "You can't do it to

other people unless you've done it to

yourself." In other words, we can't

hope to bring group development into

our county program unless we be

lieve in it and practice it ourselves.

For this reason, my own experi

ence is being applied constantly in

my work in many ways. It has not

only given me a greater insight for

working with people as individuals

and groups but has caused changes

in me.

Fortunately, every member of our

The leadership team of chairman, recorder, blackboard man and observer is used successfully

in Wasco County committee meetings. This group is setting up goals for the year.

Wasco County Agents Jane Schroeder and

John Frizzell do a "trial run" in preparing

a theory presentation for unit officers training

school.

Wasco County staff participated in

this training. As a result, our Mon

day morning staff conferences have

been more productive and more in

teresting. We find that our county

program is better coordinated and

that we enjoy working together as a

team more than ever before. Here is

evidence that the people in the

county are benefiting directly from

the training which we received.

Our county people have gained in

another way from this guidance.

They are learning more about work

ing with small groups. For example,

seven women who work closely with

me in developing the county home

economics program have been hear

ing a great deal from me about

leader and member roles. By making

a point of studying actions at our

sessions and relating my observa

tions, I helped them realize some of

the group development techniques.

These women have discovered how

to observe for themselves. Now when

they visit' extension unit meetings

they are able to evaluate the various

groups and do a better job of setting

up future programs to meet their

needs.

Mrs. Dorothy Brown, Benton

County home economics agent, re

ports one way in which she has ap

plied group development procedures.

She divided a large county meeting

for training officers into seven small

(Cnntinued on page 20)
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by ORENE McCLELLAN, Home Demonstration Agent, Dallas County, Texas

As agricultural and industrial

changes developed rapidly in

Dallas County, I have been concerned

about our extension program, par

ticularly in home demonstration

work. Has it grown with the chang

ing situation? Does our entire exten

sion program need to be redirected

to keep pace?

This growing concern started me

questioning and searching for a bet

ter way of conducting extension work

in our urban county. Reading studies

and reports of urban work in other

States stimulated my desire to visit

some of these areas. I wanted to see

how the work was organized and

what methods were used in planning

an effective program.

When a grant for study or educa

tional travel came my way, I soon

decided to use it for observation of

home demonstration work in urban

areas. My 3 months' travel leave was

one of the most rewarding experi

ences in my extension career.

In formulating plans for my sched

ule of study, I turned to the North

eastern industrial States. This area

was selected primarily because many

people moving into the Dallas area

have come from that section of the

Nation.

Through our State staff, inquiries

to State leaders brought reports of

various situations. Some States had

urban work in progress for many

years. Others were still in the ex

perimental stage.

My final decision was to concen

trate my study in one State, with

less time in three others. The urban

areas included were: Kent, Genesee,

Wayne, and Oakland Counties in

Michigan; Erie and Monroe Counties

in New York; the city of Baltimore,

Md.; and Essex County, New Jersey.

Viewed Whole Program

Although primarily interested in

home demonstration work, I studied

as much as possible of the entire

extension program in each county. I

consulted with county agricultural

agents, 4-H Club agents, home dem

onstration agents, State leaders, spe

cialists, and 4-H Club leaders and

members. I attended home demon

stration club meetings, leader train

ing sessions, program planning meet

ings, and home demonstration and

4-H achievement events. I observed

radio and television programs and in

one State participated in a home

demonstration program conference.

My schedule included one week

each in most of the counties visited.

The week usually began with the

agents' regular office conference. I

noted items of interest and with the

agents' help, mapped my schedule

for the week.

Everywhere I was warmly received

and the extension agents generously

shared their time, information, and

ideas. I shall always be grateful to

the agents, State staff members and

others who contributed so much to

make my study a truly rich experi

ence both professionally and per

sonally.

In general, I was impressed with

how the agents were involving more

people in planning and directing the

extension program in the counties.

An effort to increase the capacities

of people was clearly evident. Good

leader training and effective use of

mass media were two features I

noted most frequently in the urban

programs.

From every State and county, I

received many useful ideas. Most of

all, my own thinking has been greatly

stimulated.

Applications to Program

As we explore possibilities and op

portunities for involving more people

in the Dallas County extension pro

gram, these are some of the appli

cations I feel are important:

• Share findings, ideas, and infor

mation with coworkers.

• Discuss possibilities of expansion

with present extension leaders. They

are coming up with good ideas.

• Expand our leader training pro

gram. Do a more thorough job of

training leaders, open leader train

ing to organizations other than home

demonstration and 4-H, and recog

nize leaders for work they do.

• Make better use of mass media.

We are sending weekly news releases

to 15 county newspapers, have started

a weekly 15-minute radio program,

and are developing plans for a tele

vision program.

• Consider use of yard and gar

dening clinics with cooperating

nurserymen and garden groups.

• Plan a study to determine wants

and needs of people in county.

• Make progress in securing and

developing 4-H leaders.

I plan to continue my study for

increasing the effectiveness of the

extension program in Dallas County

and am on the lookout for better

methods, new ideas, and inspiration

for doing a better job. My faith in

extension has been strengthened and

I'm deeply grateful for the oppor

tunity of studying and working with

coworkers in other States.
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THE

DIVIDENDS

GROW

AND GROW

by JESSIE E. HEATHMAN,

Assistant Extension Editor, Illinois

In the 2'/2 years since the comple

tion of my travel leave, I've had an

opportunity to apply some of the in

formation gained and to evaluate it

in terms of the job at hand. I count

it a rich and rewarding experience.

And the dividends seem to grow with

the years.

When the University of Illinois

station was being readied for opera

tion, I was granted a semester's leave

to study commercial and educational

television programming. We needed

information on minimum budget re

quirements, staff workloads, and pro

duction techniques. County farm and

home advisers were requesting help

with local station programming.

A series of programs were given on arts and crafts for the entire family.

My assignment was to get first

hand information. Visiting commer

cial and educational stations in 12

States, I consulted with business

managers, producers, and directors.

I talked with grade and high school

teachers, county agents, university

and college administrators, and sub

ject matter specialists.

Observing in-school and commer

cial programs, I frequently monitored

around the clock. In addition, I at

tended two national communications

conferences and one regional com

munications workshop.

One of the most important benefits

gained from my leave is a realization

of the great potential of television

One phase of a television series on family fun—the home yard picnic. Three types of grill

equipment were used to indicate that such a venture need not be costly.

and its place in the overall informa

tion program. If we are to exploit

television to its fullest (and here our

responsibility is great) , we must

know the interests and needs of the

people. We must develop skills and

techniques, be willing to experiment,

and take time to evaluate thoroughly.

In producing two weekly half-hour

home economics programs during the

past two years, we have experimented

with format in an attempt to lighten

the workload for participants and to

make them less "camera shy." We

have borrowed "soap opera" tech

niques, adapted classroom methods,

and varied table-top demonstrations.

I believe we have had some measure

of success.

We have experimented with con

tent, broadening the scope to include

community projects and situations.

We have tried to answer such ques

tions as: What type of information

is best suited to television? How

much didactic teaching can we ex

pect to do effectively in a given

period? How many programs should

be included in a series?

This year we are varying our for

mat to give more flexibility to the

program. We are planning to evalu

ate three phases: content, presenta

tion, and impact of message. Cham

paign County will be our testing area

and a graduate student will help

with the interviews and surveys. In

addition, we hope to organize view

ing panels, drawing the members

from parent-teacher associations,

women's clubs, and extension groups.
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Thank ym

Sponso

u.

Editor's Note: This letter was

written to J. J. Thompson, Vice Pres

ident. Chas. A. Pfizer & Co., New

York, by Mrs. Jessie R. Middlemast,

one of four winners of a Pfizer Home

Demonstration Award in 1956. Be

cause it so clearly expresses her ap

preciation of the value of such

awards, we are publishing it as an

open letter to all sporisors of fellow

ships and scholarships for extension

workers.

Dear Mr. Thompson:

I can't tell you how often I have

written this letter in my thoughts

because it is so important to me to

express clearly and briefly what the

Pfizer Home Demonstration Award

has meant to me. It has enriched my

life professionally and personally —

and I don't believe one could ever

separate the two or that it would

be desirable to do so in terms of

growth and development.

The generous size of the award has

made it possible for me to complete

my graduate work for the master's

degree with no financial worries. In

addition, I have been able to start

a small collection of books which

have become important to me as

new windows have been opened in

my understanding of the problems

we face in the mid-20th century.

It becomes more and more imper

ative that the social sciences keep

up with the rapid technological prog

ress of our times. Education is in

large part responsible for the ulti

mate ability of man to live "the good

life"—to develop his ability to solve

life's problems in the midst of an

ever more complex social and tech

nical matrix.

Your company has shown this

vision in making study awards avail

able to us who are privileged to

work with homes and families that

influence the kind of society in which

progress will take place. I am deeply

grateful that I was a recipient of one

of the four awards this year.

My concern is primarily with ad

ministration in the home demonstra

tion program so I directed my course

of study in the area of educational

administration of adult education at

Teachers College, Columbia Univer

sity. I have been out of college for

20 years but have had the benefit of

excellent in-service training oppor

tunities as an extension worker. How

ever, I would list as my chief gain

in this graduate study experience the

opportunity it gave me "to stand

apart and take a look." I don't be

lieve it is possible in this day to play

things by intuition.

Research has given us definite

bodies of facts and knowledge—about

how people learn, how people are

motivated. It has given us tools and

techniques and has suggested meth

ods to use in developing an educa

tional program that will bring about

a change through the experience of

learning.

Research and invention in science

has revolutionized our lives. There

are definite things to be studied and

learned . . . and the knowing of them

becomes imperative for the educator

who influences people's lives.

I believe that the time has come

when we must plan for education

from the cradle to the grave and that

education must be the shared re

sponsibility of all of the agencies and

organizations of man—whether they

be commercial, religious, govern

mental or social—if we are to main

tain a democratic society. My con

viction has been increased through

my opportunity for study and con

templation without the responsibility

of a job and of financial burden.

I return to work with my philos

ophy strengthened and with confi

dence that what I have learned will

make me a better teacher and ad

ministrator in our home demonstra

tion program. This study experience

has given new direction to my life—

and new inspiration.

I will always have a special place

in my heart for your company. It

isn't within my ability to put in

words my full appreciation for the

study award which enabled me to

complete this program.

Sincerely yours,

Jessie R. Middlemast,

Home Demonstration Agent,

Nassau County, N. Y.

Epsilon Sigma Phi

Honors 14 Persons

Director James W. Burch, Missouri,

received Epsilon Sigma Phi's highest

award at the Grand Council's Novem

ber meeting in Denver. The Disting

uished Service Ruby is given to one

member of the honorary extension

fraternity each year.

For outstanding service to agricul

ture and rural life, certificates at

large were presented to President W.

E. Morgan, Colorado State Univer

sity; Administrator C. M. Ferguson;

and Georgiana H. Smurthwaite, pro

gram development specialist, Kansas

State College.

Certificates of Recognition for out

standing service in extension work

were granted to: Assistant Director

Herbert A. Berg, Michigan; Norma M.

Brumbaugh, State home demonstra

tion agent, Oklahoma; Edna Calla

han, clothing specialist, Ohio; Direc

tor James W. Dayton, Massachusetts;

Frank M. Harrington, professor

emeritus, Montana: Rhoda Hyde,

home demonstration agent, Vermont;

Assistant Director Mabel Mack, Ore

gon; Gordon Nance, former extension

professor, Missouri; Director Homer

O. Stuart, Rhode Island; and Direc

tor George M. Worrilow, Delaware.
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Fellowships and Scholarships

National 4-H Club

Foundation and

Sear-Roebuck Foundation

In 1958, for the seventh year, we

will have 50 scholarships available to

extension workers for training in the

National Workshop in Human De

velopment and Human Relations.

These scholarships are provided,

through the National 4-H Club Foun

dation, by a grant from the Sears-

Roebuck Foundation. The 6-week

workshop is again planned for Cor

nell University, from July 7 to

August 16, 1958.

As in the past, scholarship appli

cations will be open to at least one

man or woman extension worker from

each State or Territory, provided

they devote one- third or more time

to work with or for youth. States are

encouraged to name one or more

alternates, because every State does

not name a candidate each year. Ap

plicant shall not have received one

of these scholarships before. Size of

scholarships will range from $175 to

$225.

Application blanks may be ob

tained from the State extension di

rector. Approved applications are to

be sent by the State director to the

Extension Training Branch, Federal

Extension Service, U.S.D.A., Wash

ington 25, D. C, by April 1.

Pfizer Awards

The Chas. A. Pfizer & Co. of Brook

lyn, N. Y., has announced the spon

sorship of four fellowships for travel

or study to be offered in the fall of

1958 to home demonstration agents,

one in each extension region. The

awards are $1,500 each. A minimum

of 5 years experience is required.

Candidates are asked to describe

in their applications the development

of their county home demonstration

program, a detailed plan of how they

propose to use their awards, and in

formation on their personal and edu

cational background. The study

period is to consist of a minimum of

6 weeks.

Application forms may be obtained

from the State extension director;

one application from each State

should be approved by the State se

lection committee and forwarded

with a letter of approval to the Ex

tension Training Branch, Federal

Extension Service, U. S. Dept. of

Agriculture, Washington 25, D. C,

by July 1, 1958.

Grace Frysinger Fellowships

The National Association of Home

Demonstration Agents has set up two

fellowships named for Grace E.

Frysinger.

The fellowships are for $500 each

to cover expenses of a home demon

stration agent for a month of visit

ing other States to observe extension

work. Each State may nominate one

candidate, and the selection of the

agent to receive the fellowship will

be made by the National Home Dem

onstration Agents Association.

Applications are handled by the

State Association fellowship chair

man, in cooperation with State home

demonstration leaders.

National Committee on Boys

and Girls Club Work Co

operating with the Federal

Extension Service

Six fellowships of $2,400 each for

12 months of study in the United

States Department of Agriculture un

der the guidance of the Federal Ex

tension Service are available for

young extension workers. The Na

tional Committee on Boys and Girls

Club Work, 59 East Van Buren St.,

Chicago, 111., provides the funds. Fel

lows may study at a local institution

of higher learning or may organize

an out-of-school program of study.

Three fellowships are awarded to

young men, three to young women

from nominations by State directors

of extension or State 4-H Club lead

ers to the Extension Training Branch,

Federal Extension Service, U. S. De

partment of Agriculture, Washington

25, D. C. Applications must be re

ceived by March 1. Application blanks

may be obtained from the State di

rector of extension.

National Agricultural

Extension Center for

Advanced Study in

Administration and

Supervision

About 25 fellowships are to be

awarded annually on a competitive

basis to degree candidates or special

students. For students without other

financial support, these amount to

$4,000 for the 10-month academic

year or $4,800 for the calendar year.

Graduate assistantships involving

part-time work are available also in

the amount of $130 per month, the

work to be done in the center to

assist with research or teaching.

The deadline date for filing appli

cations is 6 months prior to the se

mester in which the students wishes

to enter, or March 1 for the fall

semester and October 1 for the sec

ond semester.

The Center for Advanced Study is

sponsored cooperatively by the Amer

ican Association of Land-Grant Col

leges and State Universities, Federal

Extension Service of the U.S. De

partment of Agriculture, the W. K.

Kellogg Foundation, and the Univer

sity of Wisconsin.

Persons interested in opportunities

at the center should write to Dr. R.

C. Clark, Director, National Agricul

tural Extension Center for Advanced

Study, College of Agriculture, Uni

versity of Wisconsin, Madison 6, Wis.

Horace A. Moses Foundation

The Horace A. Moses Foundation,

Inc., West Springfield, Mass., is pro

viding 102 scholarships of $100 each,

two scholarships in each of the States

and Territories, to qualified profes

sional staff members of the Cooper

ative Extension Service. Applicants

are nominated by their respective
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State ex-tension directors to the schol

arship committee appointed by the

Extension Committee on Organiza

tion and Policy.

Preference will be given to a man

and a woman county extension

worker from each State if all other

considerations are equal. The appli

cant shall not have previously re

ceived one of these scholarships and

must be devoting one-third or more

time to work with rural youth.

The scholarships are to be used for

attendance at one of the approved

short-term (3 weeks or longer)

schools for extension workers. The

applicant is to enroll in the 4-H

course plus others of his choice.

Applications are made through the

State director of extension to the

Extension Training Branch, Federal

Extension Service, U. S. Department

of Agriculture, Washington 25, D. C,

by April 1.

Sarah Bradley Tyson

Memorial Fellowships

For a number of years the

Woman's National Farm and Garden

Association has offered annually the

Sarah Bradley Tyson Memorial Fel

lowship of $500 for advanced study

in agriculture, horticulture, and the

"related professions." The term "re

lated professions" is interpreted

broadly to include home economics.

This year the association is making

available two such fellowships.

Applications are made to Mrs.

Walter G. Fenton, Chairman, Com

mittee on Applications, 20800 Moxon

Drive, Mount Clemens, Mich.

Harvard University

The Graduate School of Public Ad

ministration at Harvard has re

quested funds that would make it

possible to offer Conservation Fellow

ships in the amount of $4,000 each

for the academic year 1958-59. If the

funds are made available, the Con

servation Program will consist of a

year of study at Harvard beginning

July 5 and continuing through the

end of the academic year in June. It

would be designed to provide train

ing in the economic and political

aspects of the conservation and de

velopment of the renewable natural

resources.

Applicants should be men who are

ready for advanced training and pro

motion. Completion of the 1-year

program entitles the Fellow to the

degree of Master of Public Adminis

tration.

Application blanks will be sent to

State Extension directors when funds

are made available.

Applications are made through the

State director of extension to the

Extension Training Branch, Federal

Extension Service, U.S. Department

of Agriculture, Washington 25, D. C,

by March 15, 1958.

Farm Foundation

Scholarships

for Supervisors

The Farm Foundation offers 15

scholarships to extension supervisors

on the following basis:

The Farm Foundation will pay

one-half of the expenses or $100.

whichever is smaller, toward the ex

penses of one supervisor per State up

to 15 States enrolled at the 1958

Colorado Regional Summer School in

the supervisory course.

Applications should be made by

May 1 through the State directors of

extension to Howard Finch, Secre

tary, Extension Summer School Com

mittee, Colorado State University,

Fort Collins, Colo.

Farm Foundation

Extension Fellowships

This foundation offers fellowships

to agricultural extension workers,

with priority given to those on the

administrative level, including direc

tors, assistant directors, and super

visors of county agents, home dem

onstration agents, and 4-H Club

workers. Individuals being trained to

assume administrative responsibility

will be considered; also specialists if

the quota is not filled from supervis

ory staff. The fellowships will apply

to staff members of the State exten

sion services and USDA.

Courses of study may be pursued

for one quarter, one semester, or for

nine months. The amount of the

awards will be determined individu

ally on the basis of period of study

and need for financial assistance

Maximum grant will be $4,000 for

nine months' training.

It is suggested that the courses of

study center in the social sciences

and in courses dealing with educa

tional administration and method

ology. Emphasis should be placed

upon agricultural economics, rural

sociology, psychology, political sci

ence, and agricultural geography.

The fellowships apply in any one

of the following universities and col

leges: California, Chicago, Cornell.

Harvard, Illinois, Iowa State, Michi

gan State, Minnesota, North Carolina

State, and Wisconsin.

Applications are made through

State directors of extension to Dr.

Joseph Ackerman, Managing Direc

tor, Farm Foundation, 600 South

Michigan Avenue, Chicago 5, 111.

Applications should reach the uni

versity training centers not later

than July 1.

Farm Foundation

Scholarships in Public

Agricultural Policy

The Farm Foundation is offering

100 scholarships, 25 to each extension

region, for county extension agents

attending the regional summer

school courses in public agricultural

policy.

The Foundation will pay two-thirds

of the expenses of the agents selected

by the directors, not exceeding $100

to any one agent. Both agricultural

and home agents are eligible.

Applications for scholarships are

made through the State director of

extension to Dr. Joseph Ackerman.

Managing Director, Farm Founda

tion, 600 South Michigan Avenue.

Chicago 5, 111.

WHAT IS IMPROVEMENT

(Continued from page 3)

dures, and plans, primarily dealing

with areas of immediate concern.

The effectiveness of this opportun

ity is dependent on how well the

teaching situation has been struc

tured. Many times the participant

attends because he is expected to

rather than seeing this as another

opportunity to improve himself pro

fessionally. On other occasions, the
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activity is provided because someone

thought the participants needed this

type of training. This is most effec

tive when the participants are in

volved in the determination and

planning of the activity.

Proper involvement assures that

the teaching effort is based on the

recognized needs and interests of the

people concerned. Improper selection

of content for the time and place

available, as well as inadequate prep

aration, contribute to lack of enthusi

asm and acceptance of this oppor

tunity.

Periodic participation in regional

extension summer schools, purposeful

travel, attendance and active partici

pation in professional association

meetings, and accepting responsibil

ities on district, State, regional, and

national committees are all consid

ered professional improvement op

portunities under this broad concept.

The acceptance of these as a profes

sional responsibility as well as an

opportunity is desirable.

The opportunity to contribute, to

share experiences, and to gain addi

tional knowledge and skills are some

of the favorable benefits. A chance to

gain a different perspective, do some

reflective thinking, and develop a

fuller appreciation of responsibilities

are additional attributes.

Need for Graduate Study

Formal graduate study is becoming

increasingly important as a means

of professional improvement. Rapid

advances in technology and growing

complexities in our society dictate the

need for such training. Extension

workers can no longer perform effec

tively on the training received in un

dergraduate curriculums along with

the informal training while on the

job. This has been recognized by

both the extension administration

and the land-grant colleges and uni

versities.

A recognition of the need for such

training on the part of both the

extension worker and the institution

responsible for providing the instruc

tion has helped to provide more lib

eral policies relative to leave for

professional improvement. It has also

resulted in providing greater flexi

bility and broader selection in gradu

ate course offerings which will more

adequately meet the needs of the

extension worker.

The effectiveness of participation

in graduate study for professional

improvement is dependent on many

factors. The attitude with which the

person approaches graduate work is

a primary factor in the benefits at

tained. Some look upon graduate

work solely as a means of getting an

advanced degree. Others want to

make the practical approach, taking

only those courses which can be im

mediately applied on the job. Because

of broadened curricula and greater

flexibility in degree requirements, it

is usually possible to develop a gradu

ate program which will meet degree

requirements and provide principles

and methods applicable to the job.

Adequate advanced planning and a

recognition of strengths and weak

nesses on the part of the extension

worker are essential factors to be

considered if graduate study is to be

an effective professional improvement

opportunity. A determination of a

person's present needs as well as

planning for anticipated needs In

future responsibilities are necessary

considerations for intelligent selection

and effective participation in gradu

ate work. Effective counseling and

guidance in this regard can make

graduate study a real professional

improvement opportunity.

A clear recognition of the values of

professional improvement by the ex

tension worker will help to make

these many opportunities more mean

ingful. Any extension worker who is

eager and ambitious to do his best

in his job looks for means of im

proving himself.

Values Cited

Thus, a primary value to the ex

tension worker is that of improving

his abilities to develop an effective

extension educational program which

will more adequately meet the needs

of his clientele.

A second value is the personal sat

isfaction and recognition that one

receives from dealing successfully

with complex situations involving the

people whom he serves, his coworkers,

and others with whom he works.

There is no greater reward that

comes to any individual than that of

a personal feeling of a job well done.

A third value of professional im

provement is increased opportunity

for advancement and broadened re

sponsibility. More effective programs,

more frequent counsel, advice, and

assistance requested by otiher edu

cational agencies and groups within

the county and opportunities to serve

and contribute to the profession on

various committees are all examples

of values of professional improvement

to the individual and to the exten

sion service.

Demonstrated effectiveness in one's

present position is always a major

factor in the consideration for posi

tions of increased responsibility

within the extension organization and

positions in other fields of endeavor.

Salary advancement is another

value received from professional im

provement. Generally, persons who

regularly and actively participate in

advanced work demonstrate their in

creased effectiveness and, other fac

tors being equal, are at a higher

salary level than those who have not

taken advantage of professional im

provement opportunities.

Professional improvement is the

sum total of all experiences which

the extension worker avails himself

through his own initiative under

guidance and direction. This broad

concept of professional improvement

includes self-improvement and direc

tion; individual counseling and guid

ance available through coworkers,

supervisors, and others; conferences,

training schools, workshops, regional

summer schools, travel, committee

work, professional association meet

ings, and graduate study.

The individual himself determines

how effective the opportunities will

be to him. Others can only set teach

ing situations in which learning can

take place.

We should accept the fact that

participation in many kinds of pro

fessional improvement is necessary

and good for the individual, the ex

tension profession, and the extension

program. Each individual should have

a plan tailored to meet his needs and

interests. No organization will pro

gress further than the professional

abilities and skills of its personnel.
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IT TAKES MORE

(Continued from page 4)

whenever one looks at an old pro

gram with new eyes.

Suppose a home demonstration

agent reads an extension bulletin

which deals with how new practices

get adopted. This research shows that

usually a homemaker will not re

spond to one kind of stimulus — it

barely makes her conscious that the

new practice exists. But if the home-

maker sees a demonstration of the

practice, reads about it in the news

paper, finds it included in a radio

show, and hears her neighbors dis

cuss it, she will very likely feel im

pelled to adopt it.

This home demonstration agent,

realizing the importance of multiple

exposure, may well reflect about

whether her own program is suffi

ciently well-rounded. Is she relying

too heavily on one kind of educa

tional activity? Is she dealing with

so many matters that she is provid

ing only a weak and ineffective sup

port for all of them?

Occasionally the insights resulting

from professional training go very

deep and change the worker's whole

conception of his role. Suppose, for

example, that an extension specialist

has considered it to be his job chiefly

to go out on call to give consultations,

demonstrations, or talks concerning

his own field of specialization.

He may attend a conference dur

ing which a committee, defining the

role of a specialist, develops the con

cept that he should be primarily a

trainer, not presenting his special

knowledge himself but helping the

agents to know how to present it.

Moreover, it is agreed that a special

ist should not merely wait to be

called, but should actively stimulate

agents to understand his specializa

tion.

What will this extension specialist

do when he confronts this conception

which is radically new to him? Un

less he rejects It completely, and it

would usually be hard for him to do

so, his practice would almost surely

change and he might well completely

re-interpret his role and all that he

does to fulfill It.

Some of the learnings which grow

out of professional training are even

more profound and subtle than the

acquiring of insights. Fundamental

attitudes may be changed. A State

director, for example, whose profes

sional outlook has been fairly well

circumscribed by his extension re

sponsibilities, may take a course in

adult education at a university. Here

he gains the insight that extension is

merely one of the many significant

agencies in modern society in which

adults are engaged in systematic

learning.

This realization may change the

director's viewpoint toward his work.

By gaining a conception of the

breadth and sweep of modern adult

education, he will identify himself

with an important social movement

and will view his own job with a new

sense of its vitality and its relation

ship to the work of countless other

people.

Opportunity for Growth

All of the foregoing examples con

cern the training which a worker

might undertake in order to perform

his present responsibilities more ef

fectively. It must be remembered,

however, that extension is a social

framework in which people are con

stantly moving about from one posi

tion to another, often into situations

which bring greater responsibilities.

When an assistant agent becomes

an agent, or an assistant director be

comes a director, both find that the

range of demands made upon them

has broadened. When an agent be

comes a supervisor, he quickly dis

covers that his whole approach must

change. He becomes a stimulator, a

resource person, and a superior offi

cer, working chiefly through the

agents and not directly in the com

munity or the county as he formerly

did. To prepare for such new assign

ments as these and to learn how to

discharge them is one of the most

important aspects of professional

improvement.

To sum up, the fundamental tenet

of extension is that the men, women,

and young people whom It serves can

profit by organized learning experi

ences. Every professional extension

worker must believe that he is ad

vancing the cause of agriculture and

of homemaking by using education to

help the people with whom he works

to examine their own experience and

to learn new ways of doing things.

If he believes that this is necessary

for the people he serves, he must be

lieve that it is necessary for himself.

Professional improvement is the

means by which he practices what he

preaches.

MULTIPLE VALUES

(Continued from page 9)

and wondered as to its value. Always

I've come home with new ideas from

other agents or home economists,

inspiration and information from

speakers, new techniques and meth

ods from exhibits.

At each meeting, I make new

friends in the home economics field

and renew friendships with fine

people from all over the country. I

come back with a renewed profes

sional pride in being a home demon

stration agent and home economist,

and a greater appreciation for living

in a country that makes all these

privileges possible.

Membership in a national organi

zation brings the professional publi

cations of that organization. Names

of contributors of articles are no

longer just names — they're people

who addressed us in the national

meeting sessions or talked informally

to us across the table at one of the

association dinners.

As county extension agents, we

work with many people who want a

variety of up-to-date information.

Trips to national professional meet

ings and reading professional publi

cations help us to keep abreast of the

times while on the job.

Here in the West where our coun

ties are large (mine has 3,450,000

acres) , we do not often see our neigh

boring extension agents. Our profes

sional association ties not only pro

vide us with technical information

but help to keep up our morale.

I've been a home demonstration

agent for 28 years. During this time

I've been privileged to work with fine

county people as well as State and

national extension personnel. I cer

tainly prize these associations and

the values that have come to me

through membership and participa

tion in national professional organi

zations.
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22 Years in Extension

and I'm Still Learning

by JOSEPH MUIR,

Farm Advisor, Contra Costa County, Calif.

Even before I started out as Gar

field County (Utah) Agricultural

Agent In 1936, an extension career

was already a deep-seated ambition.

I had completed several years of 4-H

Club work, won a trip to the National

Club Congress, and participated in

many extension activities. Thus I

started my career dedicated to the

proposition of helping farm people

help themselves.

I had spent a lot of time with my

county agent, Lyman H. Rich. He

was tops in the field and the way

things clicked in Wasatch County,

Utah, justified my admiration. To

prove myself worthy as one of his

proteges, I attacked the extension

program with enthusiasm.

As the months wore on, I often

found myself wondering what had

happened to many of my important

projects. They just hadn't gone over.

At the first annual conference I was

lamenting to Director William Peter

son how slow my people were to

accept new ideas. He smiled and said,

"When we sent you down there we

didn't expect you to remake the

world immediately."

That remark started me thinking.

After a close analysis of the projects

that didn't go over so well, I discov

ered that some of my methods had

been wrong, my publicity approach

poor, and my knowledge of human

nature sadly lacking.

The local newspaper editor was

forever suggesting that I rewrite a

news story. And if there wasn't time

I would read my reports in the paper

and find them very readable and in

teresting. But that wasn't the way I

had turned them in. The editor had

taken pity on me and rewritten the

stories. I decided that if I was to be

a successful extension worker, I had

Group approach to a community problem is evident in this cooperative

tour with 5CS on lining of water storage range reservoirs.

viduals or groups to win their sup

port.

When I read in the 1940 Colorado

A & M extension summer school bul

letin that Professor Paul Kruse of

Cornell was to teach psychology for

extension workers, I knew that course

was for me. Again I was greatly im

pressed with a teacher. He taught me

very useful information on attitudes

and the nature of people that has

stuck with me ever since.

Summer school taught me how to

better work with people. It was like

magic the way things got done—by

the people themselves.

After 7 years in extension, I was

getting more specialized in my think

ing and decided I should learn more

about livestock. Enthusiastic and de

termined, I applied for sabbatical

leave and earned a master's degree

in animal husbandry at Texas A & M

in 1942-43.

This broadened my understanding

of animal science and helped fulfill

my ambition to become a livestock

specialist. Two years later I accepted

an appointment as extension animal

husbandman at the State College of

Washington.

The two summer schools had

sharpened my know-how in working

with people. Graduate study gave me

a deeper understanding of the sci

ence of livestock production and 9

years of field experience in a large

livestock county made me ready to

test my wings as a specialist.

{Continued on page 23)

to learn more about how to do my

job.

At the first opportunity I attended

summer school at Colorado A & M

in 1938. The advance program an

nouncements had listed courses in

publicity in extension work by Bris-

tow Adams of Cornell University and

extension methods by H. W. Hoch-

baum, Eastern Federal Extension

Supervisor. These courses were right

down my alley. I was determined to

learn how to write a news story that

would not only sell my program but

please the editor.

The influence of Professors Adams

and Hochbaum on me was tremen

dous. Professor Adams taught me the

five w's of writing and gave me the

foundation rules in story formation.

He also instilled in us the Importance

of vision in our work in helping farm

people.

Gained New Tools

I came back to my county armed

with some important tools. From then

on when a project was started, I

used sounder methods. The publicity,

subject matter articles, bulletins, cir

cular letters—in short, the printed

word—came out better. I started a

county agent's column in the local

paper and soon people were telling

me how much they enjoyed reading

it.

Still I found myself failing to fully

understand people. I did not know

just how to approach them as indi-
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New Michigan Institute Offers Three

Professional Development Programs

WITH the recent creation of the

Michigan Institute fer Exten

sion Personnel Development, three

universities now offer graduate pro

grams leading to a Ph.D. degree for

extension workers. The others are

Cornell University and the Univer

sity of Wisconsin.

These three schools are among 10

which grant a master's degree to both

agricultural and home economics ex

tension workers. They include: Colo

rado State University, Kansas State

College, University of Kentucky,

Louisiana State University, Missis

sippi State College, and University of

Missouri.

The University of California offers

a Master of Education degree for ag

ricultural agents. Graduate programs

at Tennessee and Oklahoma provide

masters' degrees in home economics.

Flexible Training

Based on 7 years' experience at

Michigan State in planning graduate

study programs with more than 200

extension agents, the Michigan In

stitute was founded on a flexible,

individualized, interdisciplinary con

cept of training. It focuses the total

educational resources of the univer

sity on the training of extension

workers.

According to Dr. John T. Stone,

staff training officer, the Institute

makes new and challenging pro

fessional improvement opportunities

available to county agricultural

agents, home demonstration agents,

4-H Club agents, specialists, and sup

ervisors. It was created in recognition

of the unique ever-changing training

needs of extension workers in a dy

namic society.

Under today's rapidly changing

conditions, a single training program

cannot meet the needs of all exten

sion workers. The Institute concept

encourages a systematic but individ

ualized study approach to help each

extension worker equip himself to

meet new and different situations.

The program is flexible to keep

pace with the ever-expanding scope

and growing responsibilities of ex

tension. By carefully building their

study program around strong course

offerings throughout the university,

agents can receive special training

for the many different types of posi

tions developing within the Exten

sion Service.

Related Programs

Basically the Institute offers three

different yet related professional de

velopment programs.

Graduate Degree Program: The

degree of Master of Science with a

major in extension is granted by

either the College of Agriculture or

College of Home Economics. Candi

dates for a master's or doctor of

philosophy degree in any department

in these two colleges may elect a

minor field in extension through the

Institute.

Considerable flexibility is permitted

in formulating graduate study pro

grams, with a minimum of required

courses. In planning the program, the

student's background, experience, fu

ture aspirations, and professional in

terests are taken into consideration.

Past experience indicates that a

program meeting the needs of most

extension workers consists of courses

in technical agriculture or home eco

nomics, one-third; courses in social

sciences, one-third; seminar and re

search problem courses combined

with optional courses in education

and/or communication arts, one-

third.

Professional Study and Research:

This program is designed for ex

perienced extension workers desiring

to improve their professional com

petence but not concerned about

earning an advanced degree.

Extension workers are encouraged

to take advantage of the facilities of

the Institute for self-improvement

study observations and research.

They may audit various courses of

special interest or take them for col

lege credit, even though not neces

sarily working towards a degree.

Under this more informal pro

gram, students make organized field

observations, study, and evaluate va

rious phases of the Michigan exten

sion program which are of particular

interest.

Work and Study Internships: This

is a special program offered by

the Institute for new workers in

the Michigan Cooperative Extension

Service. It offers both experienced

and inexperienced men and women

an opportunity to prepare for spe

cific assignments in extension.

Agents accepted for this special

program are "agents in residence" for

3 to 12 months. Their study and work

experience program Includes: getting

acquainted with staff members, study

of the Michigan Extension Service

and extension teaching methods, or

ganized field experience, special re

search assignments, and participation

in graduate courses and seminars.

APPLYING ON JOB

(Continued from page 11)

district sessions. Each group in

cluded from 8 to 14 people. This ar

rangement afforded her an excellent

opportunity to demonstrate through

group action some of the reasons

why groups "tick," responsibilities of

leaders and members, and other

group promotion procedures. The of

ficers were so enthusiastic that they

requested another similar meeting

later in the year.

She also has used experience gained

in project meetings to increase men

tal involvement of the people. In a

project on economical use of the

freezer, she was able to lead indi

viduals through group movement to

accomplish a goal which was much

more satisfying to them because it

was their own action.

This system could be applied to

meetings that we present as well as

to project leader training.

More of the same was applied in a

different way this fall at our annual

officers' training school. This included

about 90 chairmen, secretaries, and

chairmen of standing committees.

John Frizzell, county staff chairman,

and I worked out an informal theory
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presentation designed to be of max

imum value to these new officers.

Utilizing an easel, we demonstrated

such principles as types of leadership

and their effect on a group, qualities

of good leadership, how one can be

a good leader, and some of the re

sponsibilities of a leader.

Expressions on the faces of our of

ficer trainees assured us that they

were beginning to think "back-home

application." Since that time I have

attended meetings conducted by these

officers and have observed some good

results.

Leadership training workshops are

being conducted here this spring with

the help of the State staff. We an

ticipate that the experience which we

have had will be of great advantage.

Mentioning all the ways in which

I have applied group development

knowledge on the job would be im

possible. Most important, it has made

me aware of behavior in groups and

conscious of my own actions and re

actions.

A considerable gap exists between

theory and its application. Neverthe

less, there is a real challenge in try

ing to close that gap by practicing

the application of group development

techniques.

A GOOD AGENT

(Continued from page 5)

them with current and new ideas.

The agent could easily become so

busy in day-to-day chores that the

people might become better informed

on current farm problems than the

agent.

Extension, as the educational arm

of the U. S. Department of Agricul

ture, operates largely in the field of

adult education. Therefore, it is es

sential that agents have an under

standing of the educational process.

"Education involves more than

making available factual informa

tion; and educational achievement is

attained only when interest is aroused,

understanding is developed, and ap

propriate action is taken. An end ob

jective of education is the develop

ment of individuals to the point

where they are able to make deci

sions as to possible alternative courses

of action with personal confidence in

the soundness of the decisions they

have reached." (USDA report on

Scope of Extension's Educational

Responsibility, 1946.)

Needs of Agents

In view of the foregoing situations

existing in our land today, I want

agents to be able to do many things

in being of service to agriculture.

I want agents to consider the eco

nomic and social conditions existing

in their areas and to study the risks

involved in making recommendations

and suggestions. To do this they must

understand people, their social habits,

educational level and attitudes, as

well as have a good knowledge of

subject matter.

Agents must be good organizers

and know how to use leaders so as to

multiply their efforts. They must

delegate or share responsibility with

others on the staff and give sincere

recognition for jobs well done.

I want agents to be congenial with

each other, to support each other and

create a climate before the public

that will command the respect and

confidence of the people and be con

ducive to carrying out the family

approach in extension work. They

should have one program in the

county which will include youth,

home economics, and agriculture.

They should look at the farm and

home as one unit and recommend

practices that will support each other

to the end of using full resources.

Agents should be a part of their

community and participate in civic

organizations, church, school affairs,

and other activities. They should

have a genuine love for people and

a desire to be of service.

Work as a Team

Agents must keep in mind political

trends and their possible influence on

agricultural programs. They should

keep in close contact with local, State,

and national leadership of farm

people and be a closely integrated

part of the team with the land-grant

college and USDA. They must work

cooperatively with all other agencies

of the USDA In bringing about wiser

use of resources resulting in more

efficiency and greater service.

Educationally, I want agents to

plan for advanced study, to take part

in all in-service training programs,

to spend some time reading and

studying while on the job and to

cultivate an open mind toward new-

ideas and practices. The amount of

educational training that was once

sufficient for an agent is no longer

adequate. The educational process is

becoming more complex and the

agent cannot be complacent nor can

he consider himself educated.

Agents should have the capacity

for self-analysis and be able to eval

uate, not only their program, but

themselves in relation to their pro

gram. They should have a desire to

revise goals and activities in terms of

changing conditions of rural life.

Look in Future

Agents must look ahead and visu

alize and even dream a little as to

what agricultural and home condi

tions should be in their community

10 years hence. They must realize

that agricultural problems are no

longer confined solely to farm prob

lems but are intertwined with indus

try. Through Rural Development and

other programs, industrialization is

coming to many of the rural areas.

Farmers and homemakers are ac

cepting part-time employment in

these industries and at the same time

this movement brings urban people

into the country.

Today's extension agent must be a

specialist in several fields and at the

same time a generalist in having the

ability to look at the total program.

I want agents to be able to develop a

program that blends the activities of

these people and to take the lead in

encouraging the fullest use of all re

sources in the area toward the de

velopment of a better farm and home

program.

I want agents to have access to,

and make full use of, subject matter

specialists and be able to develop an

approach that will make research

and the knowledge that comes with it

meaningful to those who have need

of it. As we advance to the future

and specialization becomes more

prominent, I suggest that the agents'

personal skills in the techniques of

farming may not be as important as

their ability to develop agricultural
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ideas and to counsel with farm

people.

And then I want agents to plan

some time for rest and recreation—

to have some time to spend with their

families and to participate in activ

ities that include the entire house

hold. Healthy, happy family relation

ships give incentives to more efficient

operation.

GIVE A CHECKUP

(Continued from page 6)

standing, coupled with skill with

techniques, is the height of profes

sional competency.

Skill at Inquiry: This is basic to

guidance or counseling. Without this

skill extension workers cannot help

people analyze their problems and

work out effective solutions.

The process of inquiry consists of

four primary steps:

1. Identifying the difficulty, prob

lem, or need.

2. Discovering the focal point of

trouble.

3. Determining possible solutions.

4. Evaluating the alternative plans

of action and selecting the best.

Ability to Evaluate: With the ex

pansion and growing complexity of

the extension program has come an

increasing need for operation on the

basis of facts rather than of opin

ions—of knowing vs. guessing. On

what basis do extension workers ar

rive at facts about programs, accom

plishments, and ways to improve

them? Greater emphasis is being

placed on scientific inquiry as a

means of evaluation.

Identifying Competencies

In essence, evaluation is a process

by which one "looks to see" by using

valid and reliable methods. It is a

means of identifying what is actually

happening as a result of our efforts

and points at which our method may

be improved.

The basic significance of evaluation

lies in the fact that It Is useful in

guiding our programs and teaching

efforts. It is an integral part of any

effective extension undertaking.

Competency means fitness for the

necessities of the job, ability to meet

all requirements of a professional as

signment, skill to perform effectively

all the current tasks of the position.

What is known today about profes

sional training all points to the ne

cessity of clearly identifying the

competencies needed as a necessary

prerequisite for training. It is the

mark of a growing profession to give

thought to this problem.

The foregoing list is only prelimi

nary and should be developed much

further. It is hoped that, even though

incomplete, it will stimulate further

thoughts about competencies needed.

In this same vein, I would like to pose

the following thoughts:

1. We are experiencing a period

in which standards for professional

proficiency are constantly rising in

all fields of endeavor.

2. An important characteristic of

the 20th century is its requirement

of decisiveness in action.

3. It is clear that extension is

dealing with a dynamic parade, not

with a static congregation.

4. The quality of extension educa

tion, like that in any profession, can

never exceed the professional quality

of the people who carry it on.

5. Extension personnel with com

petencies to perform effectively the

current professional tasks are our

best assurance against becoming lost

in the passing parade of progress.

6. Extension workers must con

stantly seek to further clarify the

professional competencies needed and

to attain them as rapidly and as

completely as practicable.

GRADUATE TRAINING

(Continued from page 7)

a certain way. They would suggest

one or more ways in which I might

proceed, then leave the final decision

up to me.

Four Benefits

Looking back on my ten months at

the Center, I feel that there were

four areas of experience which were

valuable. First, the course work gave

me new knowledge and a different

slant on existing knowledge. My con

cept of research changed consider

ably through doing some actual re

search and writing it in thesis form.

Just getting away from the job long

enough to take a new look gave me

a new insight into extension. And in

my many associations with extension

workers from other states, I learned

that there is more than one good

way to do extension work.

As yet, I have not decided which of

the four areas was most valuable.

Perhaps it is not important to decide.

They all contributed to my total

learning experience.

The strength of the National Agri

cultural Center for Advanced Study

lies in the staff that Dr. Clark has

assembled. Each one is outstanding

in his field. I found all staff members

at the Center cooperative and help

ful. They have good working rela

tionships with the rest of the Univer

sity of Wisconsin faculty, which is an

asset to the graduate students who

take courses in several departments.

Family Adjustments

It was not easy for us to pull up

stakes and move to a different State

for nearly a year. The move meant a

completely new routine for me and I

looked forward to it with some mis

givings. For my wife, it meant taking

care of the family in a different house

and shopping at strange stores.

Our 12-year-old daughter probably

had the greatest adjustment to make.

She had her friends in Indiana and

her relationships were well estab

lished. I felt sure that the ten months

ahead looked much longer to her

than to me.

Our son, 6 at the time, looked on

the move as an adventure. His rela

tionships were not as strongly estab

lished as those of our daughter and

he was not leaving so much behind.

After about a month in Madison,

all of us felt at home. We had our

new routines established and every

thing that had seemed strange at

first was now normal.

The real test of my advanced study

program is yet to come. Will I be able

to do a better job for the Extension

Service in Indiana? I hope the an

swer is yes.

* * *

A fertile mind is as important as a

fertile soil in successful and profit

able farming.
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STILL LEARNING

(Continued from page 19)

From then on I constantly thanked

my lucky stars that I had those ex

periences in summer sessions and

graduate study. Situations were al

ways coming up that couldn't be

handled nearly as well without them.

My journalism course continued to

bear fruit as I wrote a weekly column

in the Western Livestock Journal for

5 years, plus many subject matter

articles in other publications.

I returned to county work in 1950

in Monterey County, Calif., and set

tled down for a long tenure. Yet,

after 7 years I began to wonder about

myself and the county program.

I reasoned thus: I haven't really

stopped to analyze what I have been

doing in a systematic scientific way.

Were the things I did really worth

while? Had they made any lasting

effects on the people?

Early in 1957 I learned that an

evaluation course was to be taught

at Cornell extension summer school

by Fred Frutchey of the Federal Ex

tension Service. I spent an enjoyable

and enlightening three weeks study

ing the evaluation process and how

to apply it in my work.

On the way home my thoughts ran

along these lines: "Joe Muir, you've

been in extension for 22 years and

had many experiences in both county

and State work. With this knowledge

of evaluation, you had better make

an appraisal of your past work, your

self, the extension programs and their

long time accomplishments, with a

view to bettering the future. You have

at least another 10 to 15 years ahead

of you as a career man in extension.

Now you should be in a position to

put your time to the best possible

use for the welfare of your farm

people."

As I look back on my three post

graduate school experiences, I am

very thankful that I took the time and

expense to go. I will be forever grate

ful to the kind professors for their

generous help. Each time I went I

had a specific problem and went after

exact information to help solve it.

It has paid off in not only salary divi

dends but more importantly in per

sonal satisfaction that I have become

a better extension worker as a result

of the effort.

I would like to pass on a bit of

advice to my fellow extension work

ers. By all means, look ahead. While

there is still a "kick in the old mule,"

keep up to date.

Attendance at summer school or

longer term graduate study will give

you the opportunity to get out and

get acquainted with new science,

new people, new ways of doing things.

It will develop your skills in working

with people. It will give you a new

view of yourself.

While away from the job you'll

find that people can get along with

out you. This is humbling and gives

us an understanding of our limita

tions. It makes us more tolerant.

Extension is working with people.

Live, breathe, and be one of them.

Love, thrill, suffer with them. And

along the line, help prepare the way

for our farm people to continue to

progress and improve the rural scene.

Monthly Revisions in

Publications Inventory

Last month the article "Rack 'em

Right" explained the operation of a

new plan to aid county extension

offices in keeping bulletin supplies up

to date.

State publication distribution offi

cers have been provided copies of the

Annual Inventory List of USDA Pop

ular Publications for all county of

fices. This is the first monthly sup

plement to that list.

Bulletins that have been superseded

should be discarded. Titles of re

placements and other new publica

tions should be added to the list

and bulk supplies ordered under the

procedure set up by your publications

distribution officer.

New publications include:

FB 2109 Shellerbelts for the Northern Great

Plains

1417 Tobacco Cutworms—How to Con

trol Them, Replaces F 1494

L419 Hauling Water for Range Cattle

L 420 Blackleg of Cattle, Replaces F 1355

L421 Mesquite Control of Southwestern

Rangeland, Replaces L 234

L 4 26 Scab of Cereals, Replaces F 1599

L429 The Meal-Type Hog

G 55 Potatoes in Popular Ways, Replaces

L 295

The following have been discon

tinued but county offices may use any

copies they have on hand. The titles

should be removed from the inven

tory list as USDA supplies are ex

hausted.

FB 141 B Lettuce Growing in Greenhouses

FB1881 Potato Diseases and Their Control

FB 1931 Care and Use of Rope on the

Farm

L 226 The Pepper Weevil

L 290 Protection of Turf from Damage

by Japanese Beetle Grub

The following is obsolete. All copies

should be discarded and the title re

moved from the inventory list.

FB 1330 Parasites and Parasitic Diseases of

Sheep
Good group relations and advance publicity were credited for this large turnout for a

cattle demonstration.
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Plan to attend

SUMMER SCHOOL EN" '58

University of Arkansas

Fayetteville

June 16-July 3

Principles and Procedures in Pro

gram Development and Projection,

Charles A. Sheffield, Federal Exten

sion Service

Principles of Extension Teaching (to

be announced)

Effective Use of Information Media

(to be announced)

Organization and Procedures in 4-H

Club Work, John Banning, Federal

Extension Service

Extension Education in Public Affairs

(to be announced)

Use of Groups in Extension Work

(to be announced)

Colorado State University

Fort Collins

June 16-July 3

Family Financial Management. Star-

ley H. Hunter, Federal Extension

Service

Principles and Techniques in Exten

sion Education, G. P. Summers,

Kentucky

Administration and Supervision in

Extension Work, F. E. Rogers, Mis

souri

Basic Evaluation Adapted to Exten

sion Teaching, Ward F. Porter,

Federal Extension Service

Public Relations in Extension Edu

cation, William L. Nunn, Minnesota

Psychology for Extension Workers,

Fred P. Frutchey, Federal Exten

sion Service

Principles in the Development of

Youth Programs, R. O. Monosmith,

California

Rural Recreation, Stewart G. Case,

Colorado

Principles in the Development of

Agricultural Policy, Tyrus R. Timm,

Texas

University of Wisconsin

Madison

June 9-28

Extension Communication. M. E.

White, Wisconsin

Farm and Home Development, John

B. Claar, Federal Extension Service

Development of Extension Programs,

Gale VandeBerg, Wisconsin

Evaluation of Extension Work, J. L.

Matthews, Federal Extension Serv

ice

4-H Club Organization and Proced

ure, T. T. Martin, Missouri

Extension Methods in Public Affairs

(to be announced i

Administration of County Extension

Programs (to be announced)

Rural Sociology for Extension Work

ers (to be announced)

Cornell University

Ithaca, New York

July 7-25

Farm Policy Education, Kenneth L.

Robinson, Cornell

Principles in the Development of 4-H

Club Work, John Merchant, Ver

mont

Farm and Home Development —

Techniques and Economic Consid

erations, Starley Hunter, Federal

Extension Service, and Robert

Smith, Cornell

•Special Problems in 4-H Club Pro

grams, Mylo Downey, Federal Ex

tension Service

Program Bui.aing in Extension Edu

cation, D. B. Robinson, Ohio

Psychology for Extension Workers.

Glenwood Creech, Wisconsin

Evaluation in Extension Work. Em

ory Brown, Pennsylvania

Communications in Extension Work,

George Axinn, Michigan

Prairie View Agricultural

and Mechanical College

Prairie View, Texas

June 9-27

Agricultural Communication, Sher

man Briscoe, Office of Information,

USDA

Rural Sociology for Extension Work

ers, Kate Adele Hill, Texas

Development of Extension Programs.

Martin G. Bailey, Maryland

4-H Club Organization and Proced

ure, Ben D. Cook, Texas

Farm and Home Development, Eula

J. Newman, Texas

Extension Supervision, P. H. Stone.

Federal Extension Service

* Advanced course open to extension

workers who have had elementary course

In 4-H Club work at one of the Regional

Summer Schools or to agents with at

least 10 years experience In 4-H Club

work, or State 4-H Club leaders.
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EAR TO THE GROUND

Are Your Tools Equal to the Task?

This month's issue takes a fresh look

at some of the methods used by

county workers and brings you up to

date on how these fit in with today's

and tomorrow's extension efforts.

We're living in a time of rapid

change. The extent and the speed

with which farm families adjust to

these changes may well determine

their future. One of Extension's big

jobs is to use every method at its

command to help farm families make

the necessary adjustments as rapidly

and as painlessly as possible.

Are we ready for this job? The first

step in answering this question is to

look at the tools we're using and see

if they're adequate. Then we have to

consider others that we might be

using to do an even better job. Fin

ally, of course, we have to find ways

to fit all these methods together.

Next month we're going to feature

Extension's role in the Rural Devel

opment program. We'll also have

some articles on Extension activities

related to this work, showing how

they all contribute to a well-balanced

program.

Rural Development is underway

formally in less than 100 pilot coun

ties but their experience offers sug

gestions for all extension workers.

A broad study of a county's resources

is a basic step in Rural Development.

Similar studies are valuable in pro

gram projection in all areas. Studies

in the pilot counties have revealed

some human characteristics common

to all these counties. Perhaps they

offer some clues that will aid you

in planning ways to carry out your

program.

Proven extension methods are be

ing used to carry out Rural Develop

ment work. For example, families in

these areas have to analyze their

resources, study their alternatives,

and make some decisions if they are

to increase their income and improve

the family's living standards. Thus

Farm and Home Development is a

good way to help these families de

velop their problem-solving abilities.

Rural Development also offers an

excellent example of inter-agency

cooperation. It has been denned as

"bringing to focus the resources of

all agencies ... to increase income

opportunities of rural people and as

sist them in improving the economy

of the area." Certainly this is an ob

jective not restricted to the 100 pilot

counties.—EHR

The Extension Service Review is published monthly

by direction of the Secretary of Agriculture as administra

tive information required for the proper transaction of

the public business. Use of funds for printing this publica

tion approved by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget

(July 31, 1955).

The Review is issued free by law to workers enguged

in extension activities. Others may obtain copies from the

Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,

Washington 25, D. C, at 15 cents per copy or by subscrip

tion at SI.50 a year, domestic, and $2.00, foreign.
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How's your batting^average?

by GEORGE H. AXINN,

Assistant to Director of Extension, Michigan

Success is important to all of us.

Each of us hopes to succeed in

our job. If you work on a production

line and produce yards of fabric, for

example, it's relatively easy to mea

sure your success. You merely count

the number of yards you produce in

a day.

If you play professional baseball,

your batting and fielding averages —

your hits, runs, and errors — tell you

and the rest of the world how suc

cessful you are. You may have a good

year or a poor year. But there is

never any question as to how well

you are doing on the job.

On the other hand, if you are a

county extension worker, it's very

difficult to know whether you are do

ing the job effectively. It is difficult

to know what personal abilities your

job requires. And it's difficult to be

able to say without any question,

"I am a success."

In spite of the difficulty, however,

every good county extension worker

does some self-evaluation. Riding

home from a meeting, an agent asks

himself, "Did it go well?" Walking

out of the radio studio, an agent says

to himself, "This was a good show."

A flood of mail in response to the

home demonstration club meeting is

a clue to the effectiveness of the

home agent's work.

Informal comments from our co

workers continually tell us something

about how successful we are. And,

of course, the extension agent with

an honest and critical husband or

wife receives an evaluation of the

day-to-day job.

This kind of personal evaluation

gives us some idea of the extent to

which we are successful. But there

are several reasons why it pays for

each of us to do a more systematic

job of evaluating ourselves and our

total jobs. For one thing, it will help

us increase our understanding of our

jobs and the level of our perform

ance. It will improve our perform

ance on the job and the effectiveness

of extension work, and should in

crease the satisfaction that we get

from our jobs.

As with the fabric mill worker, the

easiest kind of measurement is to

determine the volume and quality of

production. Some service aspects of

the county extension job are mea

sured this way. In our formal report

ing systems we usually list the num

ber of activities which we perform.

We record the number of days in

the office and the number in the

field. We total the telephone calls,

office callers, circular letters, and

bulletins distributed. We also count

the number of radio and television

programs, meetings, etc. in which we

are involved.

Measure Changes in Behavior

We count those things which are

easy to count—the activities in which

we are involved. We make few mea

surements of the changes in be

havior of people with whom we work

— the real goals of any educational

program. This suggests that one way

to evaluate ourselves is in terms of

our program. To what extent have

the goals and objectives of our pro

gram been achieved?

This kind of evaluation can relate

to individual activities, such as a

corn field day, kitchen tour, or junior

livestock show. It can also be related

to our long-time effectiveness as an

extension worker.

To do this kind of self judgment,

we must first have some kind of a

planned program. Planning and eval

uation are inseparable. Without spe

cific, tangible, measurable goals and

objectives, it is impossible to evaluate

the extent to which we achieve those

objectives. Every county extension

agent, in order to demonstrate his

success on the job, must first develop

a written statement of the educa

tional impacts he plans to bring to

bear upon the people with whom he

works and the changes to be effected.

Because the goals in our program

may be difficult to measure or im

possible to claim credit for, we must

turn to certain evaluative criteria.

Here we rely on our own experience

and that of other extension workers,

as well as the small amount of re

search which has been done on the

extension job. We look at the things

others have done which have been

associated with successful achieve

ment of goals and objectives in ex

tension programs.

Areas of Study

With regard to planning and devel

oping the county program, for ex

ample, we can ask ourselves how

carefully and systematically we have

analyzed the situation in our county.

We can ask whether we have assisted

our advisory groups and special in

terest committees in a study of the

overall situation to determine in

terests, needs, problems, and prior

ities.

To what extent have we developed

the program cooperatively with these

various advisory groups? Do our

plans include a way of evaluating

what has been done? Has leadership

been developed by involving people

in program development?

With regard to our advisory groups,

we can ask ourselves: Have we

trained our advisory groups and other

local leaders to carry out their

responsibilities? Are our advisory

groups and committee memberships

(Continued on page 46)
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What

Makes

Groups

Click ?

by MAUD M. WALKER,

Group Development Sped., Oregon

Why are some committees produc

tive while others can't seem to

get started? Why does attendance

hold up in some 4-H Club groups

and fall off in others? Why do some

agents look forward to going to

county staff meetings while others

tolerate it as a requirement of the

job? These are some of the questions

which have been raised by extension

staff members in Oregon.

Much extension work is centered

in the small group—from the county

staff itself to county councils, 4-H

and home economics clubs, commit

tees, and similar groups. If our pro

gram is to be successful, we must

know how to work effectively and

harmoniously with people in groups.

Increases Output

The social scientists, in their re

search in group dynamics, have

shown that there is greater produc

tivity when people are involved in

the planning and setting of their

own goals. They've also pointed out

the importance of teamwork in

bringing about social change and the

effects of democratic vs. autocratic

or laissez-faire leadership.

Among their findings has been the

training value of joining a new group

in which one actively participates

and observes the development of the

group's goals, standards, procedures,

leadership, and internal organization.

There may be evidence of competi

tion for leadership. Some people par

ticipate freely, others remain silent.

The problem of an agenda arises.

How and who will decide what the

group talks about?

This is the unique experience which

106 agents in Oregon had in April

1957 when they attended two district

staff workshops in group develop

ment.

The objectives of the workshops

were: to increase our effectiveness in

working with groups by increasing

our sensitivity and awareness of be

havior in groups and its effect on

others, further developing and prac

ticing leadership skills, and consid

ering ways of using workshop experi

ence "back home."

The group development workshops

were scheduled in two parts of the

State and enrollment was voluntary.

Where possible, county staffs sent

half of their members to one work

shop and half to the other. The first

workshop had an enrollment of 60

and the second 46, with 32 of the

36 counties in the State represented.

Changed Attitudes

Some of the agents had attended

workshops held 3 or 4 years earlier

and knew what to expect. Others

were wary. As the 4-day workshop

progressed, the negative attitude of

some agents changed to positive.

There was "something to this group

development business after all." In

observing their own behavior and its

effect on others, as well as the be

havior of group members, they began

to recognize familiar problem be

havior on their own staffs and in

some of their extension groups.

There may be the prominent

farmer who has all the answers, the

staff member who won't "play on the

team," the people who accept chair

manships and don't carry through,

the person who distracts by clowning

because he is bored, the breakdown

of poor communication. With the

help of other members of the group,

ideas for dealing effectively with such

behavior were brought out.

The workshops were planned and

carried out by a staff of 8 persons,

6 from the State office and 2 agents

from the counties. Emphasis was

given to small work groups of 11 to

12 members each because this discus

sion and activity provides the "meat"

of the learning experience.

One work group selected the county

staff conference as its major prob

lem for discussion. They talked about

the purpose, ways that some staff

meetings fail to accomplish the pur

pose, and what comprises an ideal

staff conference. They searched sin

cerely for basic answers.

Binding Thread

Interpretation of what actually

went on in the work groups was

given in theory sessions held twice

daily. As one agent expressed it,

"The well organized presentation in

the theory sessions was the thread

that bound the whole experience to

gether."

Topics discussed included: the lead

ership team, characteristics of a

group, a film forum on our invisible

committees, what is leadership, how

a group functions, steps in problem -

solving, and group development.

On the final day, a panel on back-

home application tied the workshop

to everyday activities in extension

work. The panel was composed of a

member from each work group who

reported how his group thought the

experience in the workshop might be

helpful in the county situation. This

proved to be one of the most in

teresting sessions.

In the evaluation, the workshop

was rated helpful because of the "op

portunity to discuss some common

problems and to exchange ideas and

solutions." The agents said they liked

the small work group approach be

cause of the "permissive" atmosphere

which allowed free expression of

ideas, interchange of experiences, and

opportunity for 100 percent partici

pation.

One agent said, "I could watch the

group grow as the theory was ap

plied. The practical experience gained

from this participation will help me

a great deal."

A new agent commented, "The

group learning process was a real

experience. It was interesting to note

how much we depended on each other

as the sessions progressed."—(inter

dependence within the group).

{Continued on page 42)
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COMMUNICATIONS TRAINING

fits

the

parts,

together | publications

radio-tv

by RALPH M. FULGHUM, Federal Extension Service

I haven't got time to be trained.

I need help now in better reach

ing the many people and doing all

the things that are part of my job."

The Texas county agent who threw

that point into a communications

training discussion was probably

speaking for most of us.

Yet, during the last year more than

half our extension agents and spe

cialists took the time to become

deeply involved in communications

training sessions. Most of them left

asking for more.

Thirty-six States and one territory

have made special efforts to equip

communications training teams—in

cluding supervisors, specialists, train

ing and information leaders. Are we

saying that this deeper, unit ap

proach look at how people learn, act

in groups, and how we can better

communicate from their standpoint

is a kind of training that does help

with our everyday planning, involve

ment, teaching and public relations

job? I think we are.

Core of Everything We Do

Communications — personal, oral,

written, visual, meetings, leaders,

press, TV, etc. — is the methods core

of everything we do. Good communi

cation — two-way, audience-centered,

learn-by-doing — is a changing proc

ess that we haven't studied enough.

We face vastly changing technology,

problems, audiences, we need to reach.

We have new tools involving the

speed of radio, the reach of the

press, the realness of TV, the simpli

fying impact of visuals. We have to

mesh these with the proven values

of leader and personal contacts to

get helpful information faster to more

people with more impact.

ISeed to Sell Ourselves

We've done a good job of selling

farmers on the value of science.

"Book Farming" they called it in the

early extension days. Maybe we need

to do as good a job of selling our

selves on the value of communica

tions science. Call it "Book Teach

ing" if you like. Much of the guidance

we need is in our own and other

research reports, educational and

other books. Communication research

and training is ferreting it out,

bringing it together so we can get

at it, make it a part of us and put

it to everyday use.

Part of our problem may be that

some of the terms the psychologists,

sociologists, and information special

ists use are new and strange words.

So were learn by doing, helping

people help themselves, and other

once new, now common extension

terms. The terms are not important.

The big point is, can we break

through their meaning, make it our

own, and put the principles to work

in our own words. Such terms as

inductive learning, learning blocks,

social action, initiation, legitimation,

diffusion process, impact, and the

audience, message, channel treatment

concept have real meaning in our

everyday work.

Tune Up Methods

So, we are deep in communication

training. How can we use it? Those

of us using it in our daily efforts

say: To tune up our methods, to

reach more people, to better involve

people in developing their own pro

grams, to concentrate on and still

spread the farm and home unit ap

proach, to aim our special programs

more specifically at the target.

A number of you have said it dif

ferently. The Georgia agronomist

who said, "Many times I failed to

communicate because I did not have

the people's interest, they did not

have the background." The Washing

ton agent who said, "I am going to

keep this social action chart on my

desk, and before I go to a meeting

look at it so I don't miss any of the

steps." The Wyoming agent who

said, "It helped me understand the

way people act and react." The spe

cialists who said, "I want to learn

but sometimes I just resist being

taught. You moved the immovable."

The training leader who said, "Our

agents are thinking more about how

they are doing their job, how the

parts dovetail together."

Reach More People

We are using better communications

to reach the people we need to reach

more quickly and effectively. We have

to if we are to meet the ever grow

ing demands for more educational

work in marketing, in public affairs,

as the educational arm of USDA

and our institution, in getting re

search results out faster and used;

with consumer, low income groups,

youth, suburbia, food handlers, others

who help pay us. We need to do all

(Continued on page 45)
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Do We Help People Help Themselves ?

by WALTER H. HAYES, JR., Assistant Dean, College of General Studies,

George Washington University, Washington, D. C.

SILLY title? On first glance, prob

ably your answer Is yes. But stop

a moment and reflect. Does the fol

lowing monologue sound familiar?

"Sometimes I'm ready to give up.

Here we are, trying to help other

people — trying to show them how

to do a job. But will they do as we

say? We knock ourselves out trying

to pound ideas into their heads.

What good does it do? I give up! I

just don't understand these people!"

Familiar? If so, then the title is

not so silly, is it? In fact— and here

comes the $64,000 question—have we,

ourselves, ever said it?

If we are honest in answering, we

probably are a little embarrassed. We

have to answer in the affirmative.

We are embarrassed because we know

our answer means that we have

sometimes failed, at least to a degree.

Reasons for Failures

It might be a good idea to examine

this matter a little more closely. It

is interesting that, after close scru

tiny, we find the reasons for our

failures do not lie so much with the

people we are trying to help but

rather with our own selves.

Let us start examining this matter

by looking at the nature of our work.

What is its primary aim? The an

swer is easy. Our aim is to help

people do a job, or at least do the

job better.

What is required to achieve this

primary aim? First, we must be of

service to help people. Second, we

must be leaders. Third, we must have

knowledge both of their problems and

of the ways to solve them.

Thus we serve the people by using

our knowledge and skills to help them

conquer their problems. This is the

kind of leader which we must be —

a very special kind of leader — the

leader of service.

Let us look at this item: leader

ship. It is a trait that ranges in

nature from the extreme authori

tarian to the most democratic. We

see examples of these opposites in

politics. The authoritarian leader is

exemplified by ruthless dictators such

as Hitler; the democratic leader is

exemplified by the President of the

United States.

How does the authoritarian leader

work? He merely tells the people he

is leading what their problem is and

how they are to resolve it. He then

sits back and waits for them to

eliminate the problem.

This sounds good, doesn't it? Par

ticularly because it sounds easy. But

wait. Why is it that history shows

us that no dictator has ever reached

his goal?

The reason is simple. The dictator

tells his people what to do. The

people are willing to follow his or

ders because they want to get out

from under the burden of their

problem. However, solutions are never

reached without obstacles. After be

ing set back by several handicaps,

the people soon learn that "this thing

is easier said than done." They soon

begin to wonder if the solution told

to them is a good one. Then they

begin to believe that it is not. After

all, it wasn't their idea. All they did

was do what they were told to do.

Unfortunately, their source of au

thority did not know so much.

As a result, the people either ac

cept the problem and do nothing

further or they turn to another ap

proach of resolving the problem. In

either case, the authoritarian leader

ceases to lead because to his followers

he has proven himself useless.

If we ourselves employ an approx

imation to this type of leadership,

we frequently will find ourselves re

citing our monologue about our futile

efforts "to help" other people.

Now let us look at the democratic

leader. How does he lead?

Does he tell the people what their

problem is? No. He works with the

people as a group in defining their

problem. He rapidly learns, as do the

people involved, that there is a prob

lem. But all concerned, through

working together as a group, soon

learn that this problem means dif

ferent things to different people.

By working together, the people

and leader come to define the prob

lem in terms of their mutual rather

than the many individual interests

involved. Thus the leader not only

learns much about this now well-

defined problem, but during this

process he has also learned much

about the people whom he must help.

Even more important, the leader

now has gathered around this mu

tually accepted problem a coopera

tive group of people ready to work

toward their common goal. They're

thinking together constructively.

Planning Action

Next comes the plan of action.

Does the democratic leader tell the

people he is helping how to reach

their goal? Again, the answer is no.

The people, aided by the knowledge

and experience of their leader, de

velop possible approaches, discuss the

merits of each, and finally agree upon

the approach to be tried.

Now the leader has a united group

working on a mutually accepted plan

toward a mutually accepted goal.

Therefore, when the people who are

attempting to carry out the accepted

plan are stopped by obstacles, they

do not give up. They work harder.

After all, this was their idea. It has

got to work. This is a part of them.

They are therefore ready to give more

of themselves.

Further, if the accepted plan

doesn't work, the people can blame

no one but themselves. They cannot

point the blame of the failure at one

person. The leader does not become

the scapegoat. Instead, the people

{Continued on page 40)
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PUTTING IT ACROSS

by ROY C. BUCK, Associate Professor of Rural Sociology,

Pennsylvania State University

A short time ago I was visiting a

farmer friend and asked him

how the new assistant county agent

was doing. Stan's reply was, "He's a

smart fellow but he doesn't know

anything."

"Now Stan," I said, "You are not

making much sense. If a fellow is

smart, he must know something."

"Well," mused Stan, "What I really

mean is, he is smart but he just

can't put it across."

Stan's second observation is a com

mon one. "He can't put it across,"

is such an easy criticism, and yet it

really makes a very basic point. The

need for good communication is at

the heart of the whole extension

program.

Several Angles

Stan's notion of communication

was much more than the bare me

chanics of message sending and re

ceiving. While he didn't mention it

as such, the thing that was foremost

in his mind was what we might call

the public relations problem in com

munication. Stan placed a lot of

emphasis on such things as "feeling

easy in the meeting, really learning

to know what extension is all about,

making a fellow feel as though he

knows something, and breaking things

down so they are clear."

His wife, Marie, had some ideas,

too. She talked about "good judg

ment, understanding woman talk, and

getting to do things that matter."

Tom, a young 4-H'er volunteered:

"A county agent has gotta level with

ya. I don't mean he's gotta horse

around but, boy, he sure has to make

his stuff important if kids are to

buy it."

Now, let's back up a little and see

if we can't hang a little meat on this

can't put-it-across skeleton. We shall

only work on the public relations

angle.

Defining Public Relations

Activities deliberately planned to

enlist public understanding and/or

approval and support for a plan of

operation may be considered public

relations. In addition, public relations

means cooperation with other per

sons or groups to an extent that

there is interest in each other's pro

gram and, no less important, mutual

respect. This is the planned part.

There is another way of looking at

public relations which is often over

looked. Each person has a public re

lations program whether he wants

it or not, or whether he realizes it or

not. People are continually sizing up

each other's behavior and drawing

conclusions and inferences.

So public relations is part of the

day-to-day life of everyone. It in

volves two broad categories of activ

ity — those events which are more or

less deliberately planned and those

which constitute the day-to-day rou

tine of living.

The idea of a general public is

not very helpful in considering the

public relations problem. An entire

county may know about the exten

sion program but the people will look

at it in different ways. People are

apt to see what they most want to

see and believe what they most

want to believe. This ordinary trait

of human nature cannot be ignored.

The problem is one of translating

and interpreting the program. The

general objectives can be the same

for all but they must somehow be

made relevant to each person's in

terests, biases, and prejudices. They

must strike at the heart of his spe

cial problems and, perhaps even more

important, at the special way he de

fines his problems.

Many Publics

One way to get a little practice

in thinking about your county as a

collection of special publics is to

compile a simple chart. List your

publics, including the county exten

sion office staff, county government

officials, commercial farmers, part-

time farmers, farm machinery deal

ers, farm organizations, cooperatives,

rural nonfarm residents, pub

lic schools, other public agencies in

the county, your next door neighbor,

and local business people.

Then select a major objective of

the county extension program. As you

go down the list of publics, how

would you vary the method of put

ting this objective across.

Perhaps in some instances there

wouldn't be much change. Some pub

lics are closely related. And a person

can be a member of more than one

public. We need to recognize that as

people move from one group to an

other, their points of view may

change. How does your next door

neighbor define your position? Do

you feel reasonably certain that he

(Continued on page 47)
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What Kind of Meeting

Do People Like ?

by EDWARD V. POPE, Federal Extension Service

This is not an easy question to

think about, much less to an

swer. Meetings are held for many

different purposes and involve many

different kinds of people and points

of view. There are staff meetings,

demonstrations, fairs, farm and home

visits, leader training meetings, an

nual conferences, and the many

sessions of county and community

groups ranging in purpose from pol

icy meetings to public social and

recreational get-togethers.

By reason of our broad charter of

/esponsibUity in the educational field,

we find ourselves as extension work

ers called upon to assume leadership

responsibility in all of these types of

meetings and many others. More

over, the complexity and interdepend

ence of modern life will probably

mean more rather than fewer meet

ings, as the need for consultation

with people becomes more frequent.

Setting the Stage

Perhaps the most basic questions

in any meeting cluster around the

problems of communication. This is

not meant in the sense of how to get

people to accept what we decide is

"good for them." The question is,

"How can we set the stage for com

munication well enough so that peo

ple progressively understand each

other and thus efficiently share ideas

and move toward greater consensus

with due consideration for all points

of view?"

The problems in creating this kind

of climate may appear insurmount

able. Some people seem not to want

to be democratic; they want either

to tell or to be told what to do.

Others go to the opposite extreme in

denying the need for structure or

leadership at all. There are all grad

ations between, and the same per

son may react differently at different

times. Then again, the nature of the

job to be done, the time available,

and the pressures exerted by all those

with a stake in the outcome arouse

powerful temptations to shortcut or

circumvent important steps.

Yet the democratic imperative is

there. Within the inevitable limits,

we still must operate as though peo

ple deeply like to experience the re

spect for the individual which dem

ocracy has as its premise.

Taking into account the varied

purposes of meetings and the indi

vidual differences of people, are there

any common denominators we can

identify as fairly adequate conditions

for good communication?

For one thing, we can make clear

the purposes of the meeting, with an

indication of the type of participa

tion for which opportunity is pro

vided. This seems as obvious as a TV

commercial. Yet how often have you

left a meeting still wondering why

you were asked to come? And how

often have you experienced the un

easiness of not knowing what was ex

pected of you as a member of the

group? No matter what the situation,

confusion as to objectives and roles

gets in the way of good communi

cation.

Important in this connection is the

choice of methods appropriate to the

purposes at hand. In planning for a

leader training meeting, for example,

the objectives are to help the leaders

both to understand the content and

to develop skill in conducting follow-

up meetings on their own. Preplan

ning will involve the selection of

methods encouraging the active par

ticipation of each leader in the roles

of learner and teacher.

In a staff meeting to acquaint per

sonnel with a new policy decided

upon at the last session of the legis

lature, preplanning will consider

other questions: Does the person who

will explain the new policy really un

derstand It? Can he explain it clearly

and accurately? Should there be time

for questions and discussion of the

policy's implication for the work of

the staff? Should there be a place

for some good-humored griping at

this latest "directive from on high" as

a safety valve for negative feelings?

Adaptable Methods

Flexibility of method within one

meeting is being widely practiced

nowadays. In this same staff meeting,

another item on the agenda may call

for the type of deliberation best

suited to small groups. The leader

who can adapt his methods as situ

ations change, even within one meet

ing, is quite likely to be helping

toward good communication.

Then again, respect for the indi

vidual means taking care that the

group does not sense a "hidden

agenda," and that, in fact, there is

none. Too often people have learned

to distrust meetings through experi

encing the destructive effects of ex

ploitation. They have been in meet

ings which have seemed to be for

the purpose of gaming the semblance

of group sanction for a program

planned by a "privy council." Even

with the finest of intentions, such an

inner circle, convinced that it knows

"What's best for people," will cause

those same people to go away mut

tering, "Why do they ask for our

opinions and then do what they want

to anyhow?"

In summary, clarity as to purpose

or objective, and appropriately chosen

methods for individual participation

in honest and open situations are

some important elements in encour

aging cooperative attitudes and thus

in setting the stage for good commun

ication. We can safely assume that

most people like meetings with these

qualities.
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by J. W. SCHEEL, Assistant

Extension Director, Oregon

Program integration or unification

has been discussed frequently in

recent years. Common questions are

"What is it?" "Is it practical?" and

"How do you go about accomplishing

it?"

The ultimate answers will be de

veloped by county extension staffs.

By trying out a variety of ideas, they

will find the ones that are practical

for particular situations. Some such

trials are under way in Oregon, and

experience here may be useful to

agents in other States.

For example, the extension agents

in Yamhill County last year held a

highly successful "Know your meats"

meeting that was attended by at least

275 people. All agents took part in

planning and staging. The local live

stock producers' organization, meat

retailers, and consumers were in

volved. And a demonstration of meat

cutting that was a major program

feature was handled by a livestock

specialist and a consumer education

specialist. Several other counties held

similar events with good results.

Joint Activity

This meat meeting is one type of

program integration. It represents a

joint activity by several agents in a

county that contributes simultane

ously to several separate objectives of

the different projects involved.

A second type of program integra

tion is the direct opposite—separate

activities by several agents that con

tribute to a common objective for

all the projects involved. The De

schutes County staff gave attention

to this possibility in one of their

weekly staff meetings early this year,

using the improvement of dairy farm

management through production

testing as an example.

Agents' Role

The home agent might have a

unit meeting on keeping and analyz

ing DHIA records, assisted by the

agricultural agent. The agent respon

sible for 4-H Club work might de

velop with local 4-H leaders some

club activities dealing with produc

tion testing and maintaining records

of production. The agent responsible

for Farm and Home Development

could encourage a testing program

for the families with whom he was

working who had dairy enterprises on

their farms. Finally, if a tour were

being held in the county in connec

tion with one of the agricultural

projects, a stop could be included at

a dairy farm where results of a good

program of cattle quality improve

ment could be seen.

Still a third version of program

integration is staff teamwork in a

joint activity toward a common ob

jective. One excellent example in

Oregon this year was a series of

leadership training meetings in Jeff

erson County in which all the agents

collaborated, with the help of the

group development specialist from

the State staff.

These meetings were planned in

cooperation with a local committee

of leaders from a variety of agri

cultural, civic, and youth organiza

tions. They were attended by some

80 people who were a good cross sec

tion of the local community leader

ship, both farm and town. The

series consisted of three meetings on

successive nights, each a workshop of

a different phase of the group pro

cess.

Emphasis was on developing better

understanding of the human inter

action that takes place in a discussion

group (such as a committee meeting)

and sharpening the leadership skills

of the participants by giving them

opportunity to observe and practice

the use of different techniques. Re

sponse was enthusiastic.

Common Problem

At least three other counties suc

cessfully undertook a similar activity.

In each case, the extension staff rec

ognized the need for a larger num

ber of better-trained leaders as a

common problem and made accom

plishment in that field a common

objective for a combined activity.

A similar type of integration was

the Great Decisions program in which

most Oregon counties took part early

this year. This program was intended

to improve public understanding of

a number of foreign policy issues

facing the Government of this coun

try. It was made possible through the

help of the Foreign Policy Associa

tion in providing fact sheets, discus

sion guides, and organization plans.

As a piece of public policy education,

(Continued on page 42)
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Equipping leaders

Clarifying procedures

Reaching new people

Evaluating progress

Planning programs

THE VISIT—A MULTIPLE-USE TUOL

by KENNETH F. WARNER, Professor, Extension

Studies and Training, University of Maryland

Hear about it — think about it —

talk about it. Action is the goal,

of course, but action does not come

until folks feel that it is important

and necessary. How they feel depends

on thinking and talking. That is

where visits come in — person-to-

person discussions that analyze, com

pare, and finally approve.

In Extension, the long series of

line-fence and teacup discussions

builds up the ground swell of public

approval. When that ground swell

rolls into all corners of the county,

our job is done. Then we can switch

to the next item.

The visits you make are "seeds"

for the ones described above. Well-

planted in fertile soil, they are worth

the time and preparation needed.

Well-planned visits build the foun

dation for planning and carrying out

programs.

Equipping Leaders

We extension workers can't do the

whole Job ourselves. We have to work

through others—through the million

and a quarter public-spirited local

leaders. Visits are key tools in equip

ping leaders.

When a local person agrees to take

charge of a 4-H Club, become an

officer in the homemakers or the

chairman of a weed eradication com

mittee, he steps out of the crowd.

These people move over to our side.

They put their status on the line

and become a target. We must equip

them to defend themselves, to ex

plain their actions with clearness

and enthusiasm, to promote the se

lected job with pride and conviction.

Person - to - person conversations,

face-to-face discussions are essential.

Only through such discussions can

the local person rehearse his infor

mation. Only through such rehearsals

can we be sure we told the story

clearly and that we were understood.

Amid the turmoil of a program

that is expanding and adjusting to

a changing situation, visits may ap

pear too time-consuming. There is no

better way to save time than through

well-planned key visits. Delay, con

fusion, mistakes, and hostility result

from misunderstanding. The facts,

the plans, our attitudes are best ex

plained face to face. Folks need to

know clearly what is to be done and

how. When they know, they take

pride in doing it themselves.

Prom this well-informed leader

ship, the useful grapevine starts. It

reaches into the home, the neighbor

hood, the town, the market. These

are the conversations that cause

people to consider, decide, and act.

These are the visits you planted but

did not have to make.

Potential Cooperatora

There will be other, unplanned

visits outside your regular program.

Bugs in the shrubbery, brown spots

in the lawn, newcomers on strange

farms, sick cows, sick chickens. Some

of these unexpected calls will give

you your greatest satisfactions. All of

them will yield potential sources of

cooperators in your program.

These calls can come from people

who do not go to meetings, who do

not read your column, who do not

(Continued on page 45)

Agricultural Agent C. R. Spooner, Telfair County, Go., and farmer R. H. Jones and son, talk

over Jones' farm plans and his son's 4-H projects. Well-planned visits build the foundation

for county programs.
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Broader Horizons

for 4-H Work

by GEORGE FOSTER, 4-H Club Specialist, and

FRED BERGGRCN, Assistant Experiment Station

Editor, Tennessee

A 4-H Club leader and 5 panel members pose before visual aids they used

to discuss the future of forestry in 7 Tennessee Valley States.

Back in 1956, some of the sponsors

of the first Tennessee Valley Re

gional Resource Development Con

ference for Older 4-H Youth were

skeptical about its success. Now they

would quit sponsorship as soon as

a youth would quit courting the at

tractive daughter and only child of

a middle Tennessee farmer—one who

owns a 500-acre farm all clear!

The seven States of the Tennessee

Valley mixed together generous help

ings of the cream of their senior 4-H

Club members at Fontana, N.C.

Some 200 boys and girls took a clear-

eyed look at their natural and human

resources and came up with some

ideas about their own responsibilities

and opportunities.

Plans are now well underway for

the third, annual conference. Fontana

Village, surrounded by inspiring for

est, water, and mineral resources, will

again be the site.

C. B. Ratchford, assistant exten

sion director of North Carolina, is

chairman of the 1958 planning com

mittee. It includes representatives of

the cooperating State extension serv

ices, and the other two sponsoring

groups — the Tennessee Valley Asso

ciation of Test-Demonstration Farm

Families and the Tennessee Valley

Authority. You can see that this is

an excellent example of inter-exten

sion, inter-agency as well as inter-

State cooperation.

How did this idea originate? Many

people have been concerned about

the depletion of the human and

natural resources of our region —

movement of youth off farms, migra

tion of people to industrial centers

in other areas, a general lack of ap

preciation for the physical and edu

cational resources of the region;

failure of older boys and girls to con

tinue in 4-H Club work; insufficient

recognition for those who stayed with

club work but failed to win national

honors. These and many related fac

tors were of serious concern to our

agricultural leaders. The problem cer.

tainly was formidable.

Recognition of Resources

One leader in Kentucky explains

it this way: "If any area or State is

to fully develop its resources for the

betterment of its people, some pro

gram must be initiated which will

first cause the people to recognize

these resources." As a result, Ken

tucky has developed a State-wide

4-H Club project in resource recog

nition.

Conference ideas crystallized at a

meeting held in Chattanooga early

in 1956 and a committee was named

to represent the sponsoring agencies.

Their job was to develop plans for

a conference to include 4-H Club

delegates from valley counties in the

seven States in the Tennessee Valley

region.

The following excerpts from the

announcement illustrate some of the

highlights of the first conference:

"The 4-H members attending will

spend 3 days at one of the most pop

ular vacation spots in the region.

They will learn about the resources

of the Tennessee Valley and the en

tire South; problems and opportun

ities in the area; and possibilities for

developing their skills and talents to

take advantage of the area's oppor

tunities. They will visit and work

with 4-H members from other States,

and take part in discussion, work

shops, and recreational activities.

"One boy or girl from each county

in the Tennessee watershed is eligible

to attend. (Now all' States can send

two delegates per county.) Delegates

must be over 15 years old, have out

standing leadership abilities and good

project records, and agree to report

on the camp to other groups after

they return home."

Officers and directors of the Ten

nessee Valley Association of Test-

Demonstration Farm Families pro

mote the valley-wide conference of

4-H boys and girls. The Extension

Service in the seven States and the

Tennessee Valley Authority help plan,

organize and conduct the conference

and use it to promote the develop

ed Continued on page 40)
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It 's Still A Basic Tool

by GLADYS GALLUP, Federal Extension Service

Extension is continually develop

ing new ways to reach more

people with more information. Of all

the methods employed over the years,

the result demonstration continues to

be basic in serving all groups. It is

particularly effective with low-income

families.

These families see others profiting

from modern improvements in com

munication and transportation, new

discoveries in science, and new in

ventions. Often as not their own

woes are intensified and their plight

more keenly realized. Extension re

sult demonstrations stir their interest

in seeking solutions to their problems.

Recent research indicates that

those in the low-income group in

general have less schooling, do not

participate as often in formal or

ganizations, and are more limited in

physical resources. They depend a

great deal on everyday contacts with

neighbors, relatives, and friends for

new ideas in farming and home-

making. The result demonstration

has proved to be a successful method

of reaching such groups.

Encourage Adoption

Studies show that mass media, es

pecially newspapers, farm journals,

and radio, serve mainly to inform

this group of new farm practices.

Other influences such as demonstra

tions are usually required to encour

age adoption of the practices.

Each result demonstration is a new

and different presentation and there

fore endowed with the advantages of

variety, freshness, and newness. The

fact demonstrated may be old but

each version of it is new.

Result demonstrations, the core of

extension teaching, provide basic in

formation used by agents in news

articles, circular letters, radio and

television programs, meetings, and

other teaching methods. Like other

visual presentations, demonstrations

stimulate much more interest than

can ordinarily be developed through

the printed page or by talks.

Basic Role

While results obtained at experi

ment stations lead some people to

try new practices, many more are

readily convinced by the experiences

of successful farmers and home-

makers in their own community. This

is the role of result demonstrations.

Well-staged demonstrations can be

more convincing than dozens of

printed pages or hours of talk. A

conveniently arranged demonstration

kitchen is far more interesting and

enlightening to a woman than a word

description of how to plan her

kitchen.

The demonstrator learns by follow

ing the recommended practice, by

observing, and by keeping a record

of results. He becomes his own

teacher as well as the teacher of his

neighbors.

After successfully proving the worth

of a specific practice in the county,

extension agents can speak and write

more convincingly about it. The most

successful agents have increased the

educational value of this tool. By

better planning, conducting, and us

ing the demonstrations, they not only

show proof of single practices, but

also a combination of practices such

as in Farm and Home Development.

An extension result demonstration

is used to prove the advantages of a

recommended practice or combina

tion of practices. It involves careful

advance planning, a substantial pe

riod of time, adequate records, and

comparisons of results. It is designed

to teach others in addition to the

person who conducts the demonstra

tion.

To be effective, result demonstra

tions must be carried on systematic

ally to prove that the recommended

practice is definitely superior to the

one it is to replace. Accurate records

are essential—records of labor, ma

terials, costs, and results. Before-

and-after photographs often are a

valuable part of these records.

Combination of Practices

Proof from research or reports of

successful experiences showing the

advantages of a practice must pre

cede a demonstration of it. Result

demonstrators do not discover new

truths, but they show to what extent

the research findings of the State ex

periment stations, USDA, and other

agencies apply to local conditions.

In recent years the trend has been

toward fewer and better planned re

sult demonstrations involving more

elements. Today's demonstrations us

ually involve a combination of sev

eral practices which will increase

efficiency.

Demonstrations will always be an

integral part of extension teaching.

They provide local proof of the ad

vantages of farm and home prac

tices, especially those that are based

on recent research. Demonstrations

also help gain the confidence of new

farmers and homemakers and others

who have had little experience with

Extension.
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Result demonstrations are on the

upswing in Texas. Packaged crop

demonstration kits have increased

both the number and effectiveness of

this basic extension teaching method.

Until we started using these kits,

result demonstrations in Texas fol

lowed the same downward trend

noted in some other States. A major

reason for this decline, no doubt, is

the great amount of time required

for a county agent to organize, plan,

and complete any sizable number of

result demonstrations.

To offset this disadvantage, we

adopted the idea of the packaged

demonstration. County agents are

supplied with a complete kit includ

ing seed, planting plan, report form,

variety identification signs, and road

side sign calling attention to the

demonstration. In 1952 we started on

a trial basis with 36 corn variety

demonstrations. The kits' value was

established and in 1954 grain sorg

hum, forage sorghum, small grain,

pasture grass, and legume demonstra

tions were added.

Acceptance Grows

The number of kits supplied to

counties has increased each year. By

1957 the total reached 693 corn, grain

sorghum, forage sorghum, and small

grain kits and the number of pasture

grass and legume kits jumped to 412.

Thus this single idea was responsible

for more than 1,100 crop demonstra

tions in the State in a year.

Other advantages have been ob

served and passed on to us from the

counties. Since research facilities are

widely distributed in the State and

most counties are a considerable

distance from a substation, many

farmers do not have an opportunity

to observe the work being conducted

by the Texas Agricultural Experiment

Station. Local demonstrations which

utilize the latest production practices

as well as the planting of the newest

and best hybrids and varieties of

crops offer the next best best.

Application for the demonstration

kits is made by the county agent

through his district agent to the

State agronomy office. County agents

are limited to two demonstrations of

any one crop. Applications are ac

cepted well in advance of the earliest

planting dates so there will be suf

ficient time for the specialists to

work up the kits and other supplies.

Planting plans for the various dem

onstrations are prepared in detailed

outline and mimeographed. The out

line includes not only planting in

structions but details for harvesting

and reporting results. Each partici

pating agent receives a copy of the

plan when his request is confirmed

and another with the kit. The ad

vance copy aids the county agent in

discussing the proposed demonstra

tion with a prospective cooperator.

The varieties or hybrids to be used in

Observations by farmers throughout the growing season encourage adoption of demonstrated

practices. This was one of 8 demonstrations last year in Hill County, Texas.
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each county or district are determined

on the basis of their adaptability.

Seed supplies are purchased from

seed companies with assistance from

the Foundation Seed Section of the

Texas Agricultural Experiment Sta

tion. Inoculant is supplied for the

legume demonstrations. Each kit con

tains an identification stake for each

hybrid or variety in each replication

of the demonstration.

Signs Increase Value

The kits are mailed to the county

agent 2 to 3 weeks before planting

time. When the demonstration has

been successfully established, the

agent is furnished a 16 x 30-in. road

side sign. It is felt that much of the

value of the demonstration is lost

when signs and markers are not

used.

For crops such as corn and grain

sorghums, seed is provided to plant

about 720 row feet each of six vari

eties or hybrids. Other seeds are

furnished proportionately. The plant

ing plans are designed so that ac

curate comparison of varieties or hy

brids can be obtained.

After the demonstrations are har

vested, the results are recorded on

forms furnished by the extension

agronomists. The reports are sent by

the county agent to the district agent

for his information and later trans

mission to the extension agronomists.

When all reports are in, the results

are summarized and furnished in

mimeograph form to all county agri

cultural agents. Drought, floods, and

other causes take their toll of the

demonstrations each year but the

demand for more kits continues to

increase.

Hill County in central Texas has

made effective use of the kits. County

Agent C. H. Clark and his program

building committee use the demon

strations for introducing a new crop

variety or hybrid. When the variety's

value has been established, demon

strations on that particular crop are

discontinued.

In 1957, Clark used eight packaged

demonstrations. Two grain sorghums

were demonstrated because of the

great amount of interest in the new

hybrids; two corn and pasture grass

demonstrations were included because

distinctly new types of hybrids and

varieties had been released by the

Experiment Station; two forage sorg

hums were used because of a need

for increased silage production in

the county's dairy program.

County Agent Clark usually renders

whatever assistance is needed to in

sure that the planting and harvesting

are done according to plan. This also

helps keep him familiar with the

progress and outcome of the demon

stration.

Clark reports good attendance at

field days and tours but believes the

greatest good has been the observa

tion of the demonstrations by farm

ers throughout the season as evi

denced by well-worn paths through

the demonstration areas. The dem

onstrations have had an effect on

the farmers' choice of varieties and

one seed dealer waits until the dem

onstration results are complete be

fore ordering his seed supplies.

Introduced New Hybrid

In Liberty County on the Gulf

Coast Prairie, Agent G. L. Hart used

a demonstration to introduce a new

corn hybrid which had been devel

oped especially for that area. The

hybrid yielded well in comparison

with other hybrids and showed the

disease resistance claimed for it.

These results, along with publicity on

research tests, resulted in a demand

for seed which was in excess of the

supply.

Result demonstrations are not

needed on every improved practice

in order to gain public acceptance for

it. However, it continues to be one

of our best teaching methods and

should not be discarded in the county

program building process. All meth

ods have their place.

The value of demonstrations for

introducing new crops is established

and agents and farmers like the

local testing. Demonstrations also

strengthen local mass media efforts

by providing agents with material for

news stories, radio and television

programs, and meetings. This pack

aged demonstration program has en

couraged county agents and farmers

to conduct more demonstrations in

volving other phases of crop produc

tion.

A New Look

at My Job

by GAYLORD HAYNES, Extension

Agronomist, Oklahoma

After 6 years, 240,000 miles and

1,000 days in the field helping

county agents establish and harvest

demonstrations, hold tours, field days

and educational meetings, I have

come to the conclusion that my job

is to train agents rather than

farmers.

During most county visits the time

is consumed by many items with

which you are well familiar. Tele

phone and office calls generally pre

vent much discussion in the agent's

office. District meetings are too large

and time too short for effecive dis

cussion of technical information.

Considerable research, not only

from Oklahoma, but from through

out the world, is available in every

field of agriculture. There are over

3,000 annual publications of scientific

literature on agriculture. Scattered

through these volumes of publications

is agronomic information valuable to

every county agent.

Practical experiences gained from

working with county agents, farmers

and research workers throughout

Oklahoma, as well as visiting experi

ment stations and agronomists from

other states, can be of value to county

agents.

Heavy workloads prevent the county

agent from taking advantage of

these sources of information. Per

haps I could bring many of these

bits of information to the county

agent in usable form.

In the coming year, I want to spend

more time working with the agents

and less time in direct contact with

the farmers. My plan is to meet with

3 or 4 county agents at a time for

1-day meetings. At these meetings

we can discuss the latest research,

teaching methods and exchange ex

periences. Also, slides can be made

available to the agents for duplica

tion and use in meetings. Tissue test

ing and other educational aids can

be discussed and practiced if desired.

The primary objective of this plan

is to see if a program of this nature

will help us both do a better Job.
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This recipe has the ingredients

by RUTH CRAWFORD, Home Advisor,

Humboldt and Del Norte Counties, Calif.

Do you want a recipe for successful

Clothing Information Days? Try

this one we used in California's Hum

boldt and Del Norte Counties.

Take one part clothing specialists

from the State extension office; blend

with one part local business people

(retailers, manufacturers, and dry

cleaners) and key women interested

in consumer questions; add equal

amounts of county home advisors,

clothing demonstrations, and exhibits.

Simmer this mixture for 6 to 8 weeks

or until the good program ideas rise

to the top. Then add an enthusiastic

audience of interested consumers.

What's the final product? Clothing

Information Days. California style.

We held two of these programs

this spring in Humboldt and Del

Norte Counties. As a result, the re

tailers and consumers who partici

pated have a better idea of each

other's problems. Business people are

more aware of extension and its serv

ice to the community. Consumers

have asked us to present similar pro

grams on home furnishings, home

management, and food buying.

Advance Publicity

Preparing for the meetings, county

staffs sent out advance information

to 4-H Club leaders, families, home

economics teachers, parent-teacher

associations, chambers of commerce.

and all local newspapers. Five tele

vision programs, two 5-minute radio

programs and spot radio announce

ments also helped publicize the

events. Questionnaires were distrib

uted to consumers to determine sub

jects for discussion.

More than 500 consumers attended

the 1-day sessions. The morning pro

grams consisted of panel discussions

on selection and care of clothing.

Demonstrations and exhibits fea

tured natural and man-made fabrics,

children's and adults' clothing, dry

cleaning, and many related subjects.

In the afternoon, the panel of

local business people and State cloth

ing specialists answered homemakers'

questions. The retailers distinguished

themselves for frankness and clarity

as they answered such questions as:

Why do zippers stick? Why do sizes

of dresses and coats vary? Why

should certain garments be dry

cleaned? Why don't labels give better

information?

Repealed on TV

For the benefit of homemakers un

able to attend, the same panelists par

ticipated in a half-hour live television

program the following week. The

program was announced in the ad

vance publicity as well as during the

consumer-day programs.

Retailers and homemakers re

sponded enthusiastically to the cloth

ing information days. Plans are

underway in other California coun

ties for similar programs.

This exhibit demonstrated that Humboldt County's 100,000 sheep Retailers and State clothing specialists discussed clothing selection

support 250 families and supply a useful clothing material. and care and answered consumers' questions.
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BROADER HORIZONS

(Continued from page 35)

ment of the Tennessee Valley and

its people.

What benefits have accrued? Let's

look at some of the comments:

"In evaluating this encampment,

I believe that it is a phase of club

work that we have failed to cover in

the past. . . Many of these boys and

girls had not been district or State

winners and therefore might not have

had an opportunity to prove their

leadership.

"We feel that the conference pro

vided one of the best incentives for

older youth to continue 4-H Club

work — to learn more about our

region. Words cannot convey the

closeness of fellowship and mutual

understanding that developed among

the youth of the seven States as we

studied and played together and dis

cussed our mutual interests.

"This opportunity if continued will

provide a very effective method of

fighting the increasing problem of

youth delinquency, which everyone

knows is due partly to the lack of

properly planned and supervised

worthwhile activities for youth."

What are all these comments about?

The first year, 1956, the senior 4-H'ers

presented skits on improved fertiliza

tion and soil management, use of

electricity on the farm, community

development, development of leader

ship, spread of better farm practices,

use of resources, and cooperative

action.

In 1957, topics developed by State

groups for discussion included for

estry; water (rainfall, transportation,

industrial, irrigation); recreation:

electric and atomic power; human

resources; rural organizations; agri

culture (livestock, crops, soil man

agement, fertilizer, and conserva

tion) ; industry and commerce.

Possibilities of Area

The program includes inspiring

talks by leaders from the area. There

has been no trouble in obtaining such

speakers as an editor of a large

southern farm paper, the public rela

tions director of a leading southern

insurance company, a member of the

TVA board of directors, deans or

directors of agricultural colleges, and

a college president. Speakers point up

the possibilities in the area and

otherwise inspire the youths. Leaders

who attend hope that the speakers

will tip a few wavering 4-H young

sters over the brink toward the con

viction that they must have more ed

ucation with college the next step.

As for the look ahead, we feel that

this pioneering effort is highly sig

nificant. It shows how various in

terest groups can work together to

support 4-H Club activities. It also

illustrates an approach to a broad

field of related subject matter on the

part of older youth — rather than

dealing with narrow project fields.

Significantly, a national 4-H Club

development committee has been

formed on the use and conservation

of natural resources. Its approach is

very similar to that of the regional

resource conference. They both deal

with plants, animals, minerals, soil,

water, and air, and their relationships

to human resources. They both are

demonstrating the values of coopera

tion between agencies, States and

subject matter fields in the develop

ment of the greatest resource of all

— man. They are truly making

broader horizons for 4-H Club work!

HELPING PEOPLE

(Continued from page 30)

will usually turn to an alternate plan

quite readily, keeping the group in

cluding the leader intact.

This is not true with an authori

tarian-led group. In this latter

group, if another attempt is made, at

least the leader is usually not present.

It is a united group that still must

solve the problem. It is also interest

ing that frequently a failure will tie

the members of the group closer to

gether in further planning, revising,

and working together to achieve suc

cess.

As we approach the ideals of dem

ocratic leadership, we find ourselves

less likely to find occasion to wail

over how incomprehensible these

people are.

We must realize, however, that the

two extremes of leadership have been

presented—authoritarian at one end.

democratic at the other. Although it

is obvious that the extreme of the

democratic method is the most effec

tive, we can scarcely hope to reach

the ideal of the democratic leader

either in personality or results. But

at least this should be the goal

towards which we, as leaders, should

aim.

By this method we can best serve

the people in need by helping them

with our knowledge and skills as

their leader to define and solve their

problems. By so doing, in our demo

cratic way, can we not only become

a real leader, but a successful one.
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They Put

Their Jobs

on Display

by ELWOOD MINTZ,

Assistant Publications Editor,

North Carolina

What do subject matter specialists

have to offer? North Carolina's

county extension workers were given

a comprehensive view of their State

staff's jobs at a recent annual con

ference.

Nineteen specialist groups set up

exhibits to show county workers what

each group offers in the way of edu

cational materials and other services.

Some 780 county workers toured the

exhibits at three separate sessions.

A half-day of each 2-day session

was allotted for viewing exhibits.

County workers were divided into

groups of about 20 persons, headed

by a group leader. Each group spent

about 5 minutes at each exhibit.

Specialists were hosts to the tour

ing groups. They either took turns

with the S-minute presentations or

each specialist gave a report on his

particular job.

Exhibits remained up throughout

the conference so interested persons

could take a second and more de

tailed look. Space was also provided

for previewing movies, film strips,

slide sets, and for inspecting visual

aids and communications equipment.

Planning started two months prior

to the conference. Assistant Director

R. W. Schoffner, Forestry Specialist

John Gray, Editor O. B. Copeland,

and Artist Lloyd Turnage checked

the hotel's facilities and layout, made

measurements, and alloted space for

the exhibits.

Turnage and Artist Floyd Harness

aided in making titles, layout, and

design arrangements. Photographers

Ralph Mills and John Mattox assisted

with photographic details.

Extension specialists also benefited

from the presentations. They were

able to see new avenues for coopera

tion between State and county staffs.

For example, the forestry special

ists illustrated the many and varied

educational opportunities in forestry.

Their exhibit contained large photos

emphasizing the role of good forest

management and what it means in

terms of dollars per woodland acre.

The forestry display also drew at

tention to ways of telling the forest

management story with such methods

as roadside demonsrations, sign units,

woodland analysis training schools

offered to county extension staffs,

result demonstrations, long-term co-

operator demonstrations, Agricultural

Forestry's growing economic importance and

extension's role in that growth were pointed

out in this exhibit.

Conservation Programs and Soil Bank.

Also shown were teaching and in

formation aids available such as mea

suring sticks, prepared television

scripts. Federal and State posters,

scale sticks, planting charts, canned

radio broadcasts, and publications.

Overall View

The home management exhibit was

designed to give an overall idea as

to the scope and range of home

management extension. Specialist

Mamie Whlsnant stated the objec

tive, "to develop managerial knowl

edge and skills" with publications

used to show what is meant by work

simplification. This center panel was

flanked by side panels devoted to

family economics, subheaded con

sumer buying.

Publications were displayed under

the respective sections covering all

ranges of home management from

money matters to selecting washing

machines, including 4-H project books

and manuals.

The Division of Agricultural In

formation used a portable display

rack known as Flexibit, designed by

artists Turnage and Harness. Con

structed of hardwood with masonite

paneling, the exhibit measured 4 x

8 feet. It folded down to a compact

2x4 feet. This type of equipment

can be assembled in about 5 minutes,

not counting the time for placing il

lustrative material on panels.

Because many members of the di

vision are not as well known to field

{Continued on page 42)
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GROUP TRAINING

(Continued from page 28)

The warm friendly atmosphere was

mentioned frequently. The coffee

breaks and fun night provided op

portunities to get better acquainted

with other agents. It was suggested

that every workshop should have a

common meeting place for the eve

ning where agents and staff members

can gather informally.

impersonal Look

Other comments included appreci

ation of the opportunity for self-

analysis and observation of the group

process, the frankness and good

sportsmanship shown regarding con

structive criticism, and the ability to

take an impersonal look at the county

situation.

Agents are applying this learning

experience in improvement of staff

meetings, in training local commit

tee chairmen for program projection,

and in using leadership material in

the training of 4-H Club leaders.

They are prepared to assist in the

training of community leaders.

A group development workshop

provides an opportunity to have fun

while you learn. As one agent put

it, "I thoroughly relaxed and enjoyed

the extension people more than at

any other conference. I feel that I

can see myself and my problems more

objectively, and that with application

of this training I can be a better

agent."

WORKING AS A TEAM

(Continued from page 33)

it was a logical job for the county

extension staff to tackle as a team.

Still another excellent example of

program integration in action was

the outstanding job done by the Polk

County staff in conducting a long-

range county planning conference or

program projection. It was planned

by the staff as a team and helped

identify some common goals. The lay

groups developed broad understand

ing of the county's problems and

opportunities, so that each group has

a vision of its part in a larger whole.

All of these examples have some

common elements. These common

elements provide some clues as to

what program integration is, and also

how to bring it about.

Basically, an integrated county ex

tension program means that the

agents in a county have some com

mon objectives, they carry on some

joint activities, and they make their

separate activities mutually reinforc

ing where practicable. By this means,

the agents accomplish some things

that they cannot otherwise do.

For one thing, program integra

tion permits a "family" approach in

extension teaching. Farms are family

businesses, and such an approach

makes sense. Program integration

also has public relations advantages.

It ties each public to the overall ex

tension undertaking rather than to a

separate segment that may not be

identified with the whole. It encour

ages joint support for the program

rather than competition for support

of various segments. It facilitates

using all resources of personnel and

knowledge in meeting the needs of

any one public. It permits increased

accomplishment by focusing con

certed effort on major objectives. It

also establishes a sounder basis for

staff organization in the county.

Achieves Naturally

The conditions necessary to achieve

an integrated program are simple.

They center around certain staff atti

tudes and habits. If agents are willing

to work as a team and make a prac

tice of doing so, they can achieve an

integrated program rather naturally

and without painful effort. They can

be aided considerably if the climate

created by administrators, supervis

ors, and specialists is favorable.

To get an integrated program, the

agents first of all plan together. Com

mon objectives and opportunities for

joint activities are easier to identify

when the planning is combined. A

weekly county staff meeting provides

a logical opportunity for this.

Staff meetings also help the agents

to keep each other informed — and

effective communication within the

staff is a second prerequisite for an

integrated program. Frequent con

sultation between agents is essential,

even though time-consuming.

Willingness to try new undertak

ings that require integrated efforts

also is necessary- There are many

opportunities for such attempts —

tours planned for family groups, joint

radio programs, combining related

home economics and agricultural sub

jects on meeting programs, team

work approach in farm visits, and

collaboration in recruiting and train

ing leaders.

These and many other opportun

ities have existed for quite a few

years. If we have been slow to rec

ognize them, perhaps it is because

attention of various staff members

has focused on somewhat different

objectives. When we integrate our

program, we seek out the broader

values behind our separate under

takings.

JOBS ON DISPLAY

(Continued from page 41)

extension workers as other specialists,

photos of the workers were displayed.

In addition to the panel exhibit,

visual aids, radio, and television

equipment items were shown.

Another broad field was covered in

the family life program exhibit. Mrs.

Corrinne English told the objective

of the family life program in a panel

captioned, "To learn to get along

with others." She listed ways in

which the program was carried out

in North Carolina and named co

operating agencies such as. parent-

teachers and mental health associ

ations. North Carolina recreation

commission, etc.

Common Goal

Mrs. English included three sub

jects on the two-sided panels. One

panel was devoted to child develop

ment and another to personality

development. Publications were dis

played with such catchy titles as,

Your Child Needs Both Parents, Faith

is a Family Affair, and Attitudes are

Important.

All the exhibits drew favorable

comments. They gave county workers

and specialists an opportunity to see

and appreciate the roles of all staff

members in reaching their common

objective of educational service.
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NEWS

and

VIEWS

Huffman Succeeds Croy

as Assistant Administrator

Otto C. Croy, assistant administra

tor for programs of the Federal Ex

tension Service, retired January 31

after more than 39 years as an ex

tension worker. He has been suc

ceeded by Gerald H. Huffman, PES

field representative for extension ad

ministration for the past 3 years.

ft

Otto C. Croy G. H. Huffman

Mr. Croy joined the FES staff in

1954 after serving 36 years with the

Ohio Extension Service. He began his

career in 1917 as the first extension

agent in Muskingum County, Ohio.

Subsequently he was assistant State

4-H Club leader, district extension

supervisor, and assistant extension

director in Ohio.

A graduate of Ohio State Univer

sity, Mr. Huffman served on the Ohio

extension staff from 1938 to 1949.

From 1949 through August 1954, he

was an extension specialist with Eco

nomic Cooperation Administration

missions in Italy and France.

All aboard for the State 4-H conference at Fort Collins, Colo. In the driver's seat of

the "county activities bus" is Bert Ransom, assistant county agricultural agent.

Activities Bus

Ever try keeping a caravan of 4

or 5 cars together in heavy traffic.

Washington County, Colo., agents

have whipped that problem. When

they want to take an extension group

to an out-of-town activity, they use

the county "activities bus."

A school bus scheduled for replace

ment was donated to the county in

the summer of 1957. It carries up to

30 passengers with ease.

A group of community leaders was

called on as advisors to draw up rules

for operating the bus. The rules are

tough but realistic. The bus is avail

able to any organized group within

the county, but applications must be

made at least 48 hours in advance.

A responsible person, representing the

group, must fill out the insurance

forms covering the entire group for

the trip. And the driver must possess

a chauffeur's license.

Groups using the bus pay only for

the gas and oil used on the trip. The

county maintains personal liability

and property damage insurance un

der its fleet policy. The county also

picks up the tab for repairs and

maintenance of the vehicle. Full con

trol for scheduling and operating it

remains in the hands of the county

extension office.

County Agent Edwin Amend says

the bus has solved the nettlesome

transportation problem for extension

group activities. No longer does he

and Assistant County Agent Ransom

have to spend considerable time on

the phone to line up cars and juggle

passengers. And they don't have to

worry about keeping a caravan of

cars together on busy highways and

crowded city streets. — Charles H.

Burch, Publications Editor, Colorado.

History of YMW

Young Men's and Women's Pro

grams in various States have grown

out of needs of this age group, at

tempts have been made to meet these

needs in a variety of ways, and the

good results prove the desirability of

increased adoption of some of these

ways in all States and territories.

These are the major points brought

out in "A History of Work with

Young Men and Women in the States

and Nation," published by the Indi

ana Extension Service, Purdue Uni

versity.

The specific purposes of the history

are:

1. To emphasize the importance of

some program for this age group,

which many leaders have called "the

most neglected phase of rural work."

2. To compile information about

the various approaches that have

been made in providing YMW pro

grams.

3. To recognize achievements and

values that have come from such

programs.

4. To encourage the development

of more programs and better achieve

ments with this important age group.

Edited by F. L. McReynolds, State
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Supervisor of Rural Youth Work,

the publication contains histories of

YMW work in 31 States and Puerto

Rico, as well as four national organi

zations. Single copies are available

free and quantity orders will be filled

at 5 cents per copy. Orders should

be addressed to: State 4-H Club

Office, Purdue University, Lafayette,

Ind.

Graduate Fellowships

in Ginning Engineering

Three fellowships are available in

1958 for graduate study in ginning

engineering at Clemson College, S. C.

Purpose of the awards is to aid out

standing individuals to secure addi

tional training for work in ginning

research and education.

The fellowships are for $2500 each

for one year's study. Deadline for

filing applications for the 1958-59

academic year is April.

Additional information and appli

cation forms may be obtained from

the National Cotton Council, Box

9905, Memphis 12, Tenn.

Litterbugs Exposed

National 4-H Club Week in 1957

was chosen by Clay County, Mo.,

4-H'ers to erase the marks of litter-

bugs from the county highways. At

the same time, they exposed litter-

bugs for their disrespect of others'

property.

Two Saturdays in March were

scheduled for the highly organized

clean-up campaign. Crews from each

of the county's 20 4-H Clubs started

on roads in their own communities

and then moved on to nearby areas.

Several hundred loads of trash

were collected and piled at a tem

porary site. The latter was selected

to show the public the accumulated

effects of litterbugs' activity in the

county.

Special Course in

Group Development

The 12th Annual National Train

ing Laboratory in Group Develop

ment will be held this year at Gould

Academy, Bethel, Maine. The two

3-week sessions will be held June 15

—July 4 and July 13—August 1.

The sessions will be devoted to

more effective development of human

relations knowledge, insights, and re

search on the part of various pro

fessional and volunteer leaders; and

to development of ability to overcome

resistances to change in organiza

tional and community situations.

The Laboratory is sponsored by

the Division of Adult Education Serv

ice of the NEA and its faculty will

come from the universities of Boston,

California, Columbia Teacher's, Del

aware, Kansas, Michigan State, New

York, Utah, Northeastern, and Van-

derbilt. For further information, write

to Mrs. Aieleen Waldie, National

Training Laboratories, 1201 16th St.,

NW, Washington 6, D. C.

Sears-Roebuck Foundation

Scholarships for NACCA

Eight $100 scholarships will be

awarded in 1958 by the Sears-Roe

buck Foundation through the Na

tional Association of County Club

Agents. Two scholarships in each ex

tension region will be awarded for

attendance at a 3-week extension

summer school or other advanced

study.

All county 4-H Club workers who

are members of NACCA are eligible.

Candidates may be previous Moses

scholarship recipients but preference

will be given to persons never having

received a scholarship. They must

agree to enroll in the 4-H or youth

course if they have never had such

a course.

Application forms are being dis

tributed to all NACCA members.

Completed applications must be for

warded to State 4-H Club leaders by

April 20. Not more than two will be

forwarded for final judging. Checks

will be sent direct to recipients by

Sears.

Soils and Plants

SOIL-PLANT RELATIONSHIPS, by

Dr. C. A. Black, Department of

Agronomy, Iowa State College. Pub

lished by John Wiley and Sons. Inc.,

1957.

The book contains 332 pages and

is subdivided into nine chapters: Soil

Composition, Soil Water, Soil Aera

tion, Exchangeable Bases, Soil Acid

ity, Soil Salinity and Alkalinity, Ni

trogen, Phosphorus, and Potassium.

This book is a pleasure to read. It

contains new ideas and is well illus

trated with concise examples. At the

end of each chapter there is a mass

of cited literature used in the prep

aration of the manuscript.

Extension workers interested in

soils should find this book worth their

inspection. It may be what is needed

to bring their library up-to-date.

—George H. Enfield, Federal Exten

sion Service

Little Shoal 4-H Club members unload rubbish from one-half mile of well-traveled road in

community. Severol hundred loads were collected in cleanup campaign in Clay County, Mo.
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COMMUNICATIONS

(Continued from page 29)

those and still find time to concen

trate where we must.

As one agent put it, "With so many

important jobs to do, I'd be lost if

I didn't have so many channels and

possibilities for getting each job done

in its best way. We are learning how

to use radio, TV, the press, to-

the-point publications, letters, idea-

packed visuals to create awareness,

build interest and get facts faster to

the people who need them. That's

where those channels work best. We

follow up and move concurrently

with leaders, meetings, counseling,

demonstrations, etc., as each job de

mands."

Develop People's Program

We in Extension pride ourselves in

helping people develop their own pro

grams. Most of us agree, as early

extension workers did, that a major

problem is creating awareness, in

terest, desire before the group con

cerned can work out the organiza

tion of a program. Their needs,

values, why they haven't done it,

may differ with each group. We need

to know. At each step from aware

ness to final action we have different

communication problems.

If it is truly a people's program,

someone must be sure all the groups

concerned, leader and lay, are in

formed of each step along the way.

This is a simple reporting job—

who did or plans to do what and

why? If we fail here, we wind up

with what is likely to be "our pro

gram" and not enough their program.

We then have a tough time trying

to sell it.

We also have a communication job

in getting local and other needed sit

uation facts ready for the people to

interpret and use in planning. As

Dr. Seaman Knapp put it before a

House Committee on Agriculture back

in 1908, "It is a task like the old

system of theology where the whole

law and the prophets had to be

boiled down into the Ten Com

mandments before the common peo

ple could get at a code of morals."

It takes leadership and keen type

of audience-centered, localized, in

volving communications to help peo

ple want something they don't know

they need because they don't know

it exists. We'll fail in program pro

jection if we don't succeed in this,

the highest type of communication.

Working with Family Unit

One of the really dynamic devel

opments in Extension in recent years

has been major progress in the total

farm and home unit approach. Here

we need everything we've had in the

past plus more, helping families fit

everything together.

We have to concentrate, and do an

expert counseling job. We need to

bring together and help localize all

applicable facts or teaching material

for the family. Though we don't

write any commandments, this ma

terial often needs to be as simple,

meaningful and still as overall as the

Ten Commandments.

And, while we are concentrating

so heavily with a few families, we

have a major communication prob

lem in extending the progress they

make to the rest of the community

and area. We are rendering personal

service to a few rather than leader

ship help to all if we fail to keep

the other families and the public in

formed. We need to plan for and use

success stories, tours, leaders, group

meetings and other good communica

tion channels to spread the better

total management idea.

Aim Programs at Target

In all our more specialized pro

grams — 4-H, home demonstration,

marketing and each subject matter

area—it is good communication plan

ing that aims our efforts at the

specific target. Apply the audience,

message, channel treatment concept

to each and we find we have dif

ferent audiences, with different back

grounds and interests. Each is usu

ally best reached by a different com

bination of channels.

That's what the Texas editor meant

when he recently said: "This leaflet

is aimed at early adopters." Good

planning finds other ways — some

times the one-two-three punch — to

inform and motivate the others, in

cluding the industry and other lead

ers who can help.

We who know our subject matter

well are very prone to become mes

sage or subject-matter centered. We

have to know our subject matter. We

have to know our channels. But if

we miss the audience we miss the

target. A little time spent in com

mon-sense, golden rule study of the

specific audience helps us come up

with audience-centered messages that

intrigue, have appeal, impact.

We are applying a most basic part of

communication training when we re

member the specific audience whether

it be 4-H Club members with their

teen-age language and ideas, parents,

leaders, the groups we want to reach

beyond the home demonstration club

members, food handlers, consumers,

the people who milk cows, or one

of many other groups. When we

know the target, it's much easier to

pick the channel and aim the mes

sage.

Add to our audience study the

principles of inductive learning and

involvement of groups in social ac

tions. When we fit it all together in

balanced use of the many educa

tional channels available to us, we

are better teachers, better leaders,

more effective extension workers.

Yes, we can and must put our com

munication training and experience

to work in everything we do.

FARM VISITS

(Continued from page 34)

belong to organizations, who do not

understand the real objectives of Ex

tension. Red spiders in their ever

greens can open a door for them

and for you.

Public relations calls can be a be

ginning or an end. In the beginning

you call to get acquainted, especially

if you are a new agent. You call to

inquire about borers in the cornfield

or to invite the wife to a sewing

machine clinic. At the close of some

activity you often call to say thank

you, to evaluate the progress made,

to obtain suggestions for the new

program.

County workers have a feel for

visits. They have to. Working through

others, it is important that they

maintain a personal touch. The

"others" like to feel that they are

in contact and that their avenues

of communication are open. These
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calls often are unplanned and brief.

But the county worker must be ap

preciative, helpful, and forward-

looking.

The family wants to do a better

job out on the farm and in the

community. They want to feel that

they are moving toward the security,

prestige and service that will give

them the comfort and social status

that we all desire.

When you drive away after a visit,

do you leave behind a clear under

standing of the progress they have

made — of the way they can take

another step along this road? Do

you leave them with confidence that

they and you can take this step to

gether? Do you leave them with en

thusiasm for this added effort?

If your answers are yes, you are

getting maximum value from the

visit — a key tool in extension.

BATTING AVERAGE

(Continued from page 27)

truly representative of the people in

the county and their interests? Do

we delegate and share responsibility

with advisory group members — do

we support but not dominate their

activities?

In carrying out our programs, we

might ask: Is our work guided by

the goals and objectives in our pro

gram plan? Do we use a variety of

appropriately selected teaching pro

cedures? Do we use personal con

tacts, group methods, and mass com

munication channels effectively? How

about the family approach?

Do we keep our programs flexible

by reviewing them periodically dur

ing the year? Do we delegate and

share responsibility with committees

and leaders in carrying out the pro

gram? Are other agencies and or

ganizations involved in implementing

the extension program?

And then comes the biggest ques

tion of all — to what extent have we

achieved the goals and objectives

listed in our program plan? If our

program called for increasing the ef

ficiency of corn production, for ex

ample, how many farmers have

adopted recommended practices and

thereby lowered their production

costs? If the average age of boys and

girls in 4-H Club work in the county

was 12 years and a goal was to raise

that average to 15 years, what is the

average age today?

As you answer these kinds of ques

tions, you will know how well you

are succeeding in your job. But, in

addition to the program questions

there are other aspects of the job

of a county extension agent which

should be evaluated.

How about your conception of the

job itself? Do you understand the ob

jectives of extension and meaning

fully interpret them for local people

in relation to their interests and

problems? Are you recognized as an

educational leader in your field? Do

you understand the part which local

people should play in the develop

ment and implementation of exten

sion work in your county?

Do you understand the relation

ship of and your responsibility as a

member of the Cooperative Extension

Service and as a representative of

both your State land-grant institu

tion and the USDA?

Are you able to see your job in

relation to other aspects of your

personal life? Do you set a pace con

ducive to high personal morale and

good health?

Relations With Others

How about your working relation

ships? Do you cooperate with other

members of the county extension

staff in developing and implement

ing a coordinated program? Do you

work conscientiously to promote

teamwork among the staff members?

Do you utilize the help of the spe

cialist staff and suggest areas in

which research is needed?

Do you use the help of the super

visory staff in administration to in

crease your understanding of the job,

level of performance, and significance

of programs? Do you cooperate with

representatives of other agencies and

organizations in serving the people?

You might also ask yourself about

your public relations. Do you know

the people in your county who serve

in the State and National legisla

tures? Do you keep them informed of

extension programs and activities?

Do you work closely and cooper

atively with members of the county

governing board?

Have you built and are you main

taining close working relationships

with the press, radio, television, and

other channels of communication in

your county? Are you able to main

tain sound educational programs

which develop understanding and

support among cooperators in exten

sion work and the general public as

well? Do you maintain a pleasant,

friendly, and attractive office?

Keeping Abreast

And, as career extension workers,

we must concern ourselves with pro

fessional improvement. Do you have

a good basic understanding of the

subject matter with which you deal?

Do you know where to turn for re

sources and information? Do you

keep up to date generally?

Have you developsd specialized

knowledge and skill in working with

people and the processes of com

munication? Do you work cooper

atively and constructively with your

supervisor to improve the quality of

your work?

Are you working individually and

through professional organizations

for the continuing professionalization

of extension work? Have you devel

oped a professional improvement pro

gram for yourself?

One of the best ways to use these

criteria in evaluating your success is

merely to ask yourself these ques

tions. If you take time to think

them through, your answer may be

better than those you can get from

anyone else.

It may be helpful, however to ask

others. Don't just ask, "How am I

doing?" Invite specific suggestions

for changes in the kinds of activities

and methods you are using.

What am I doing? What effect is

it having? What else should I be

doing? What am I now doing that

I could just as well leave out? To

really do my job well, what abilities

should I have? How can I develop

these abilities? What will happen to

me as a person in the years ahead?

Take time out now and then just

to think through your job. This is

one of the most productive ways you

can improve your performance and

make your program more valuable to

the people you serve.
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Monthly Revisions in

Publication Inventory

The following titles should be added

to the Annual Inventory List of

USDA Popular Publications. New and

major revisions of publications are

indicated; all others are reprints or

slight revisions of previously issued

publications. Bulletins that have been

replaced should be discarded. Bulk

supplies of publications may be ob

tained under the procedure set up by

your publications distribution officer.

F 1739 Pear Growing in the Pacific Coast

Stales, Revised June 1957

Insect Pests of the Peach

Growing the Transplant Onion Crop,

Revised Nov. 1957

Tree Planting in the Central, Pied

mont and Southern Appalachian

Regions

Producing and Harvesting Grass

Seed in the Great Plains, New—

Replaces F 1985

Quince Growing

Why Fruit Tree; Fail to Bear

Storage of Vegetable Seeds

Feeding Molasses to Livestock

The Spotted Alfalfa Aphid—How to

Control It, New

The Rolled-Towel Seed Tester for

Corn, New—Replaces F-948

Planning Farm Machinery Replace

ments, New

Trichinosis, How It Affects You —

How it Affects Your Hogs, What

You Can Do About It, New—Re

places L 34

The following have been dropped

but counties may use any copies now

on hand. Remove these titles from

inventory list as USDA supplies are

used up.

F 776 Growing Cherries Eost of the Rocky

Mountains

F 834 Hog Cholera

F 891 The Corn Root Aphid and Methods

of Controlling It

F 909 Cattle Lice and How to Eradicate

Them

F 980 The Spinose Ear Tick and Methods

of Treating Infested Animals

F 1060 Onion Diseases and Their Control

F 1721 Determining the Age of Farm Ani

mals by Their Teeth

F 1959 Sorghum Diseases and Their Control

F 1988 Mint Farming

F 2005 Using 2, 4-D Safely

F 1861

F 1956

F 1994

F 2112

L 158

L 172

L 220

L 352

L 422

L 425

L 427

L 428

F 2016 Insurance for Farmers—Fire—Wind

storm—Crop—Hail—Liability and

Life

F 2045 Commercial Production of Tomatoes

F 2051 Pepper Production, Disease and In

sect Control

F 2057 The Sheep Tick and Its Eradication

F 2096 Hose Pump for Applying Nitrogen

Solutions

L 161 The Eastern Tent Caterpillar

L 265 Control of White Pine Blister Rust

L 319 Control of Lice on Cattle

L 364 Chinch Bugs—How to Control Them

L 366 Poultry Lice—How to Control Them

M 708 Marketing Costs for Food . . . Farm

ers' Share of Food Dollar—Market

ing Bill—Consumer Demand

PUTTING IT ACROSS

(Continued from page 31)

is accurately describing your work as

he talks it over with his circle of

friends?

How are you putting yourself

across? This question is directly re

lated to what has been said so far

but this can become a touchy busi

ness. Most people don't relish the

idea of having themselves criticized.

And to turn on a little self criticism

is really asking a lot.

Take out your pocket mirror and

give yourself a good long look. No

mirror? Turn around and look out

the window or at the wall. Now ask

yourself these questions:

1. What am I really trying to do

in this county?

2. Have I made any really im

portant changes in methods of pub

lic contact in the last few years?

3. When was the last time I made

an honest effort to find out whether

the county extension program makes

sense in light of the major trends

in economic and community life?

4. When was the last time I sat

down with the county committee for

a heart-to-heart talk on its respon

sibility to the extension program?

5. Have I sized up the committee

lately to see if it adequately repre

sents the interests extension is obli

gated to serve?

6. How much time have I spent in

the last year on keeping up to date

on new methods of working with

people as well as on new subject

matter information?

This list could go on and on. Talk

yourself through these questions and

then begin to add your own. Now

don't rationalize your answers too

much. On the other hand, don't get

all bogged down in self-pity. This

little exercise can be a healthy tonic

if you are prepared to shock yourself

just a little.

The few hints suggested here should

not be confused with the idea that

everything should yield pleasant,

happy experiences for the people in

volved. The truly significant program

is likely to have some teeth in it.

Too much emphasis on pleasantry

may lead to a tea-party-like program

which may be fun but accomplishes

little. An unfavorable public response

in the short run may be the price

for gaining a long-run goal.

As you think over your experience,

you will no doubt find some of the

great achievements in extension work

in your county were born out of some

conflict. The test of your skill in pub

lic relations was to ride out the con

flict and, at the same time, keep your

professional and personal integrity

and the extension program intact.

Need for Checkup

County extension work, like any

other organized way to meet people's

needs, can be overcome by the inertia

of habit and tradition. People are

likely to run ahead of the groups

and agencies set up to help meet

their needs. This is one of the simple

truths of human life in a free society.

We really have an obligation to

give ourselves, our methods and sub

ject matter emphases a thorough

checkup from time to time. After

all, society created our position as a

means to raise the level of human

satisfaction. With this in mind, we

should take a little time and energy

to see if what we are doing is still

relevant in these times of techno

logical revolution, mass communica

tion, and widened social and eco

nomic horizons.

Now, ask your coworkers to go along

for a coffee or milk break while you

talk this over. Why don't you ask

the person in the office next door to

go with you? He may have some

good ideas, too.
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Something New Has Been

Added in 4-H Club Projects

by HERMAN TURNER, Agricultural Agent-at-Large, Alaska

Raising better quality sled dogs—

that's the latest in the long list

of 4-H projects. During the winter of

1955-56, 4-H sled-dog projects were

started by six Eskimo boys at Kotze-

bue, Alaska. This is said to be the

first such club in 4-H history.

Founders and present leaders of the

club are Frederick Fisher and Iver

Heinrich, Bureau of Indian Affairs

teachers. The real instigator of the

project was Mrs. Lydia Fohn-Hansen,

Alaska home demonstration leader at

College. She prepared the first proj

ect handbook with the aid of the

Arctic Health Research Center at

Anchorage.

Feeding and Care

The project got underway with

each boy caring for a puppy and

training him to pull a small sled. The

boys made the harnesses and were

taught correct dog feeding and care.

They were also given instruction on

dog diseases and how to cure them.

Eager to learn, the boys looked for

ward to holding races at the end

of the project.

During the summer of 1956, a tour

to observe agricultural extension and

research in Alaska was made by

C. M. Ferguson, Administrator of the

Federal Extension Service, and Dr.

Victor Lumsden, Division of Agricul

tural Research Service, Territorial

Experiment Stations, U. S. Depart

ment of Agriculture. They accompa

nied me on a trip out to the Eskimo

country. At Kotzebue, Mr. Fisher gave

us first-hand information on the

sled-dog project and two of the boys

were on hand to show their dogs.

The project is inspiring widespread

interest in developing better quality

dogs. Several more 4-H sled-dog

clubs will be in operation this season

throughout northern Alaska.

Sled-dogs are important to the

Eskimos and Indians of Alaska. They

Better but fewer sled dogs is

the goal of Alaskan boys.

Project to improve huskies9

quality creates wide interest.

are the principal mode of travel be

tween villages, for visiting trap lines,

and in hunting food and fuel.

Conserves Food Supplies

At present, there are 1.29 dogs to

each person in the Eskimo area of

western and northwestern Alaska.

Principal food for the dogs is fish

and the meat of reindeer and other

wild animals. Raising the quality of

dogs will reduce the number needed

and conserve fish and meat supplies.

Better but fewer dogs is the goal. .

Feeding and care of sled dogs is the newest 4-H project in Alaska.
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EAR TO THE GROUND

Rural Development — Pulling To

gether for Greater Strength. As this

month's cover shows, this program

brings together the resources which

can help plan and develop the econo

my of low-income rural areas.

Although agricultural agencies and

organizations are playing a leading

role in Rural Development, it should

be kept in mind that this is not an

exclusively agricultural program. It

is a concerted attack on the basic

problems of these low-income areas

by all the forces that have a stake in

the area's economy.

Extension workers are backing up

the work of local and State planning

groups. They are helping these com

mittees organize, encouraging local

participation, obtaining information,

and providing other support. To fol

low up the committee activities, on-

the-farm assistance is being provided

to individual families, largely through

Farm and Home Development.

Although less than three years old.

the program is already producing

some promising results in the pilot

areas. New agricultural enterprises

have been started, net farm incomes

increased on existing operations, im

proved marketing facilities set up,

and new industries added to provide

off-farm employmsnt. People are

taking advantage of new educational

opportunities and improved health

services. All of these are related to

the program's broad aim of helping

families in low-income areas attain

a more satisfactory level of living.

Even more important are some of

the intangible gains. An "it-can't-

be-done'' attitude is being replaced

by hope and enthusiasm. Better

communication between groups is

taking place. Talented local leader

ship is emerging. The extent to which

these changes take place will be the

real measure of the program's suc

cess. As pointed out by Secretary

Benson in Development of Agricul

ture's Human Resources, "The prob

lem of these areas is more basic than

low income expressed in dollars; it

embodies human values—the lives

and welfare of people."

Next month we'll have an article

by Dr. Byron Shaw, Administrator

of Agricultural Research Service, tell

ing why production research is es

sential, even in times of agricultural

surpluses. Another article will dis

cuss brainstorming—how it works

and how groups can use this tech

nique to solve specific problems.

Other featured topics will include

farm and home development, home

demonstration work with migrant

labor families, and a soil conservation

education program in Puerto Rico.

The Extension Service Review is published monthly

by direction of the Secretary of Agriculture as administra

tive information required for the proper transaction of

the public business. Use of funds for printing this publica

tion approved by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget

(July 31, 1955).

The Review is issued free by law to workers engaged

in extension activities. Others may obtain copies from the

Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,

Washington 25, D. C, at 15 cents per copy or by subscrip

tion at $1.50 a year, domestic, and $2.00, foreign.
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DEVELOPING ALL RESOURCES TO THE FULLEST

by HARRY J. REED, Coordinator, Rural Development Program

hat are the objectives of the

Rural Development program

and how does agricultural extension

work fit into it?

The basic principles of Rural De

velopment are not new. Like exten

sion, it is based on helping people to

help themselves. Its scope is larger

because it includes the urban areas

and recognizes the need to develop

all resources of a county or area to

the fullest if people are to enjoy a

high standard of living.

If we agree that productivity and

production are the basis of wealth,

it is logical that helping people to

create economic and social condi

tions in which they can achieve their

maximum productivity is a tremend

ous challenge to extension workers.

For several years many counties in

this country have been carrying for

ward programs that approach the

Rural Development program and

have achieved substantial improve

ment.

All the people can benefit from a

strong Rural Development program,

and in the long run, the greatest

contribution will be made to the

young people. Therefore, you have

an opportunity to benefit the lives of

future generations.

Uneven Sharing

For many years we have been aware

that a large share of our rural popu

lation was not sharing in the general

prosperity of this country. For the

most part, our past efforts to improve

the economic position of the low in

come areas has been directed at bet

ter farming practices; but because of

the very limited acreage of good

farm land, shortage of capital or

poor markets, the results have not

been generally gratifying.

During the last two decades we

have seen many low income areas

make real economic progress. They've

moved forward through the concert

ed efforts of local people, local indus

tries, farm organizations, chambers

of commerce, and other interested

groups. In most cases, the greatest

improvement has been in areas near

progressive, expanding, urban-indus

trial centers which provided employ

ment for the under-employed people

in the low income groups.

This points up the fact that local

leaders must look outside of agricul

ture for more job opportunities and

alternatives for under-employed agri

cultural workers. This wider search

is necessary if a community is to

achieve a balanced economy which

fully uses the total labor force and

resources in the county.

Broad Attack

Congress recognized this in pro

viding for Rural Development which

makes possible a broad, concerted

attack on the basic problems of the

lew income areas. The attack is

organized by mobilizing local leader

ship, private organization, industry,

civic and agricultural organizations,

religious and educational groups,

and governmental agencies into a

cooperative effort to plan and develop

an economic program for their areas.

/ hope that extension workers will

not overlook the fact that even

though Rural Development was origi

nally conceived for the low income

areas, its organization and plans for

balanced economic development offer

a sound, practical and constructive

approach for most counties in this

country.

One of the first steps is a complete

inventory of the human and physical

resources of your county. The total

labor force . . . how efficiently is it

employed . . . production per acre of

various crops . . . land use . . . markets

. . . transportation facilities . . . other

such facts. What is the probable de

mand for the young people in the

area? Are the educational opportu

nities satisfactory to prepare them

for the kind of work they will do

after completing their schooling?

Rural and urban resources and

opportunities must be considered as

a part of the same picture because

all segments of the economy are in

terdependent.

Local Leaders Are Key

This program recognizes that the

local people have the responsibility

and the ability to chart the destiny

of their future and that local leader

ship and initiative can carry the pro

gram forward. The Federal and State

agencies are pledged to render tech

nical assistance and advice to the

local committees as they proceed

with the program.

If the people are interested and

eager to assist in improving the

economy of their community, the

leaders must see to it that maximum

use is made of energy and enthusi

asm available; none should be wast

ed.

As local leaders, you can concen

trate your efforts on definite objec

tives set up by local committees.

Common objectives stimulate coopera

tion of all interested people, and pro

gress in any phase of the program

will generate enthusiasm and effort

and bring tremendous satisfaction

to each worker.

Strong, aggressive county commit

tees are most important. The people

must know about the Rural Develop-

msnt program and what it means to

them; also, it is important to select

objectives and goals that you can

do something about. Progress will

be slow at best, but the completion

of a short-term project occasionally

helps maintain enthusiasm and a

sense of accomplishment that is

necessary for the long-range proj

ects.

(Continued on page 70)
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Here Lies the Challenge

by L. I. JONES, Federal Extension Service

Our 4.8 million farms present a

picture of sharp contrasts. Some

are producing efficiently and provide

a good standard of living for the op

erator's family. But many others re

ceive relatively low farm income.

One fact dominates our rural situa

tion today. It's this: 44 percent of

our farms produce 91 percent of our

agricultural output. Less than half

our farms produce almost all our

farm products.

Stated another way, 56 percent of

our farms turn out only 9 percent of

our total products. Well over half

of our farms, combined, produce just

under one-tenth of our food and

fiber.

Here lies our challenge—a huge

one.

Even for farmers as a whole, the

economic returns for their labor are

only 45 percent as much as for work

ers in industry.

The 1954 census shows 2,680,000

small-scale, part-time and residential

farms with annual sales of less than

$2,500 per farm. It Is in this group

of farms that Rural Development is

aiming its major emphasis.

In contrast, only one farmer in 36

now runs a farm large enough to

market $25,000 worth of products.

As the map shows, low income is a

widespread problem. Almost every

State faces the problem of under

employment. In some States, a few

scattered families—in other States, a

large concentration. These under

developed agricultural areas are at

a disadvantage because of special

conditions affecting these areas.

In many cases farmers earn low

returns because of lack of enough

productive land, lack of equipment,

lack of credit facilities, and many

times lack of management informa

tion and skill which might open wider

opportunities to them. In short, the

basic cause of concentrations of farm

people with low earnings is inade

quate agricultural resources, rather

than any lack in the people.

Rural Development focuses the re

sources of many county and State

agencies and groups, plus seven Fed

eral departments, into a highly co

operative, unified effort to increase

income opportunities of rural people

and to assist them in improving the

economy of their area.

Rural Development helps rural peo

ple appraise their own economic and

social problems and understand the

adjustments they should make to im

prove their plane of living.

Local Program

The work is conducted primarily by

local citizens with help from State

and Federal agencies. It involves ed

ucation, credit, research, employment,

health, marketing and other services

under local committees. These com

mittees usually include leaders In

farm organizations, businessmen, rep

resentatives of civic clubs, schools,

churches and service clubs.

Work so far has been on a pilot

or see-what-can-be-done basis. It has

been slow due to the many groups

and agencies involved, but as one

county committee chairman puts it:

"The teamwork and cooperation

among agencies in one unified effort

has been one of the most amazing

things to come out of Rural Develop

ment."

To illustrate Federal aid available.

Department of Comm?rce representa

tives can advise on developing new

industries or improving present ones.

State offices of the Health, Education

and Welfare Department are empha

sizing vocational training, health, so

cial security. Employment services of

the Department of Labor assist with

manpower surveys and job place

ment. And the Small Business Ad

ministration explains its credit and

technical assistance programs for

small business Arms.

The Rural Development program

has three basic aims:

1. To strengthen industry in low

income rural areas and widen the

range of off-farm opportunities. Com-

munity-wide interests are needed

here.

/nrA/

BANKERS

WOMENS CLUBS

INDUSTRY

CIVIC CLUBS

CO-OPS

FARM A A '

GROUPS

CLERGYMEN

PRESS & RADIO

CHAMBER OF COM

SCHOOL AUTHORITIES

HEALTH

GROUPS

Local planning committees work together to increase income opportunities.
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RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM PILOT COUNTIES

AND AREAS, 1957-58

2. To help families who want to

stay in farming gain the tools, land

and information that will permit

them to farm successfully.

3. To help all people in these areas

arm themselves with adequate voca

tional training, good health, and

other such services.

The emphasis in Rural Develop

ment is on using existing agencies,

not in creating a new one. A great

deal of responsibility is placed upon

local initiative and resources, includ

ing private sources. The program is

not run from Washington. Federal

agencies play only a supporting role

and State and county leaders provide

direction.

Since July 1955, 30 States and

Puerto Rico have organized Rural

Development work in about 65 coun

ties and 8 areas of 2 or more coun

ties each. Extension Service has em

ployed 156 additional people for this

work. Foundation of the work, how

ever, rests with literally hundreds of

volunteer local committee members.

County Work

County Rural Development work

ers work closely with regular county

extension staff people. However,

Rural Development work centers in

two areas: (1) working with the

county committee and (2) intensive

on-the-farm assistance to individual

farm families. Here they often use

the Farm and Home Development

method.

Work with county committees us

ually is an administrative service and

guidance type — securing economic

data or research facts, outlining and

helping with surveys or studies, study

ing marketing problems, and work

ing out programs—in general, a co

ordination job.

The intensive on-the-farm aid re

quires patience, tact, good common

sense, and many times, motivation.

It involves helping farmers make de

cisions after they have listed their

resources and understand the choices

open to them—getting more land,

adding new enterprises, or getting

off-farm work.

Obviously an important part of

aiding farmers with low earnings lies

outside commercial agriculture. Part-

time farming and non-farm jobs have

long been important ways in which

many farm people have improved

their incomes and living levels.

More and more small farmers are

becoming part-time farmers—where

the operator works off the farm 100

days or more a year, or where the

family off-farm income exceeds the

value of farm sales. About 40 per

cent of farm income today comes

from non-farm sources.

Regular extension and other agency

problems have not effectively reached

(Continued on page 70)
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PULLING

TOGETHER

FOR

PROGRESS

by E. J. NESIUS

Associate Extension Director,

Kentucky

Rural Development in Kentucky

claims two "firsts." Under its

banner, State and Federal government

agencies for the first time planned,

executed, and evaluated large-scale,

jointly sponsored programs directed

toward the solving of important prob

lems. This has continued for sever

al years. The spirit has been fully

cooperative and constructive.

Also, for the first time, local lead

ers representing agriculture, industry,

education, general welfare, health,

civic and community interests, col

lectively approached their broad but

overlapping important problems in

search of solutions.

Coordinated Effort

The Kentucky Rural Development

Program was started and continually

stimulated by a State committee

made up of key Federal and State

agencies representing agriculture, in

dustry, education, health, and wel

fare. In addition, organizations rep

resenting farmers, press and radio,

mountain area interests, bankers, and

private groups interested in develop

ment were active through the State

committee. Employees of these agen

cies and organizations at the area

and county level were grouped for

similar action.

The State committee, in evaluating

the need and opportunities for devel

opment, found that many of the de

sirable changes would require the at

tention and coordinated effort from

more than one county. Furthermore,

it was found that the flow to and

from centrally located cities showed

an economic interdependence of 6 to

12 counties.

Therefore, after a pilot county was

selected and the leaders of that coun

ty expressed a desire to try the Rural

Development concept, the trade area

in which the pilot county was lo

cated became a pilot area for Rural

Development.

Organization of the pilot-county

leaders followed. Similarly, the lead

ers of other counties within the trade

area were assisted in organization of

basic committees for a program of

action. Agency personnel, while ac

tive, encouraged the volunteer lead

ership to take front positions.

Personnel Added

Agency personnel were added to

the county staffs in the pilot counties.

In addition, Extension employed 3

men agents to work on an area basis

in the 3 trade areas. Plans call for

a specialist in economic development

at the State level. Extra workers

were not placed in other counties

within the trade area.

Projects in the pilot counties are of

a more intensive nature, and the out

reach is more complete into the com

munities than is the program in the

counties within the trade areas.

In each trade area, projects are

underway which include some partici

pation of all the counties. Such an

effort presents a unique opportunity

to commercial concerns that wish to

expand some type of business. For

example, the leaders in one area are

attempting to develop and refine a

market for a large volume of eggs.

In another area, action is organized

to develop and establish a feeder-pig

enterprise.

The Rural Development program

is designed to cause volunteer leader

ship, with the assistance of agencies

and organizations, to identify their

problems, analyze them, and find

needed solutions. Thus the program

will be only as successful as the agen

cies are successful in stimulating local

action.

The program for any county or

area has these general objectives:

1. An intensive educational pro

gram carried to the communi

ties.

2. A survey and appraisal of the

natural, human, and industrial

resources.

3. An organization of the leader

ship to coordinate, plan and

stimulate action.

4. Specialized educational and tech

nical assistance to provide

"know-how" and skills.

5. Problem-solving workshops for

local leaders with trained con

sultants.

6. A blueprint for action, including

the services of local government,

civic, educational, professional,

religious, business, financial, and

farm groups.

Resolving Problems

The major problems included (a)

organizing the leadership in the

county so that the available services

are unified into a coordinated ap

proach to basic problems, and (b)

getting the agencies and organiza

tions to function as a unit. Answers

to these two problems do not come

easily.

Continued meetings to work out

solutions on singular, but important

problems have been most helpful in

resolving both problems, particularly

the second. Definitive and important

(Continued nn page 63)
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The Planning and Action Stages

by the COUNTY EXTENSION STAFF,*

Pulaski and Alexander Counties, Illinois

Program projection, farm and

home development, and rural

development are the planning and

action stages of the total extension

program in Pulaski and Alexander

counties in southernmost Illinois. We

try to coordinate all three into our

total educational work. We've pro

moted some community development

work too.

And in all modesty, when program

projection and farm and home de

velopment were introduced, they were

tools which we county workers were

quite familiar with and had been

using in some cases for many years.

This likely is true for other county

workers too.

The most significant accomplish

ment in our counties from working

on all three programs has been mak

ing more agencies and persons aware

of the many and varied interests of

overall Extension work. By pointing

up the advisory services available to

the family and coordinating them,

then reporting the results to the ap

propriate advisory committee, it has

been possible to bring the total pro

gram to life for many people.

Problems and How Solved

The problems involved in these

three rather new programs are com

mon to all newly emphasized pro

grams: (1) lack of time and (2) lack

of active interest by those most seri

ously affected.

We are meeting these in two ways:

(1) By realigning the time we have

spent on more familiar and routine

work. Some tasks formerly accepted

as necessary we've found to be rela

tively unimportant or could be dele

gated to local leaders familiar with

the work to be done.

•Mary H. Butler, Home Adviser; Leslie

B. Broom, Farm Adviser; Florita K.

Hogendobler, Youth Adviser; John C.

Slaton, Assistant Farm Adviser; Stanley E.

Ceglinski, Assistant Farm Adviser.

(2) By weighing or evaluating work

being done and eliminating tasks

from which no important results

could be expected.

All of us use every means of com

munication at our command in con

tinuing efforts to interest people in

what is being attempted. This is slow

and at times discouraging. However,

efforts are beginning to bear fruit—

such efforts as frequent mention to

individuals, frequent explanations or

offers of assistance to cooperating

agencies, and personal contacts with

local leaders or other key people at

appropriate times.

The formation of advisory com

mittees and meetings of these groups

where there is something for them

to do serves the double purpose of

saving time and building and main

taining interest.

Programming

Let's consider program projection.

Since about 1946, program planning

has been an established practice on

a short-time and long-time basis.

Thus we could better serve those

families with special interests, take

advantage of guidance and leader

ship available locally and at higher

levels, and direct our attention to

the most pressing local problems.

We've always used the committee

system. Each group such as dairy,

soils, or foods and nutrition reviewed

the local situation and recommended

actions needed. Committees then di

vided all problems between those to

work on in the current year and

those requiring longer consideration.

Extension workers acted as consult

ants.

Chairmen of all committees and

councils serve as the over-all exten

sion program committee. This com

mittee builds the total program from

advisory group reports, outlook in

formation, and general trends within

this county.

From this information, the exten

sion staff builds a county program

and tries to include items for minori

ties not represented by committees.

Not all parts can be worked on each

year, but for the most part some at-

tion is given to those most urgent.

We have made a strong effort each

year to have one subject of interest

to 4-H, older youth, and adults. Home

vegetable gardens was our topic last

year, with community meetings where

farm and home advisers presented

information to meet needs and in

terests of all age groups.

As for specific programs, the dairy

committee previously recommended

special help on feeding, breeding, and

marketing problems. A Dairy Day

has been held annually for the last

4 or 5 years to cover these prob

lems especially. Information support

through news and radio, as well as

personal assistance, continues all year

long. Results show up in higher pro

ducing herds and better pay for their

products.

Farm-City Cooperation

During a general program planning

session, the need was expressed for

business men to become more inter

ested in and familiar with small

farmers and their problems. From

this statement and active interest in

4-H work already shown by some local

business men, an agriculture-indus

try committee was formed. It spon

sors certain extension activities and

started one entirely new project, the

100-bushel corn club.

The agriculture-industry committee

also has fostered some broad-scale

efforts at rural and urban coopera

tion. It started when several mem

bers heard the Tupelo, Miss., plan

for this teamwork explained at the

University of Illinois Farm and Home

Week in 1954. Early in 1955 about a

dozen town and rural men and

women spent 2 days in Tupelo visit

ing and hearing what was done there.

Soon after that, the group chose one

area in each county to organize

groups for development of local re

sources. Some progress was made,

but the work demanded more time

and effort.

About this time Southern Illinois

University announced its services in

(Continued on page 68)
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KEEPING THEM ON THE FARM

^•j by W. D. DAVIS, Choctaw County Agent, Oklahoma

Choctaw County, Okla., is keeping

farmers at a time when farm

people in other areas are leaving to

seek employment away from home to

supplement their income.

This is due in no small part to a

well-organized and executed Rural

Development program that has pro

duced better on-the-farm conditions

and supplemental work for farm peo

ple within the county.

As one measure of success, income

per person in Hugo, the county seat,

has climbed from $500 annually 5

years ago to more than $1,000 at

present.

In setting up the Rural Develop

ment program a study was made of

existing conditions when the pro

gram was offered to the county. The

study by the Agricultural-Industrial

Development Service of Oklahoma

State University helped agricultural

workers and civic minded business

men to determine possibilities and

then to map out and execute a work

able program.

The Rural Development program

in Oklahoma received its big impetus

when Choctaw County was chosen as

Oklahoma's pilot county for the pro

gram. A Rural Development steering

committee was set up at the begin

ning of the program and is still func

tioning actively.

Committee members include a

banker who is also president of the

chamber of commerce; one represen

tative each from the county health

service, the county school systems,

and the Ministerial Alliance; a farm

er; and a vocational agriculture in

structor. Subcommittees were selec

ted to handle detailed work such as

livestock, crops and soils, horticul

ture, forestry, and poultry.

The 9-person extension staff inten

sified its activities into which Rural

Development has been integrated. We

do not consider it a separate pro

gram. The success of the program

is the result of hard work by many

people and all agencies in the county

working as a team.

Jobs and Markets

A number of new industries—and

payrolls—have been added to the

area. Among these are a glove fac

tory with a payroll of close to 300

people; a canning plant; a wood

products industry that keeps 18 to

20 full-time employees and furnishes

a market for over 2 million board

feet of soft hardwood lumber each

year, most of which comes from the

Choctaw area; a creosoting plant;

and a popcorn and peanut processing

plant.

Besides these new industries, sev

eral construction projects also fur

nished employment for local labor.

These included a new, modern hos

pital, new homes and business build

ings, road construction, and $25,000

spent on building a baseball park

and improving fairground property.

Most of the stores in Hugo and other

towns in the county give preference

to local help in operating their busi

ness, and State and Federal agencies

are staffed by Choctaw countians as

far as practicable.

Farm people in the county who

needed supplemental income were

quick to take advantage of the op

portunities provided through the

Rural Development program. Floyd

Berry and wife are good examples.

Berry operates a 280-acre farm and

has a small grade A dairy and a

commercial beef herd. To supple

ment farm income Mrs. Berry drew

on her experience as a housewife

to get a job cooking in a local cafe.

She works from 6 a.m. to 2 p.m. daily.

Her husband is working at a filling

station from 3 p.m. until midnight.

Berry handles the farm chores in

the morning and his wife takes over

afternoons. They hire labor during

harvest and haying season and in

the dairy operation when needed.

They are in the process of building

an 18 x 100-foot pole-type cattle shed

for the dairy and beef herd, the work

being done by a neighbor farmer.

Mrs. John Messingale is secretary

at the glove factory. Her husband

(Continued tin page 69)

A wood products company furnishes

employment for farm people and also

a market for lumber for the area.
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Studying Our Human Resources

by WARD F. PORTER, Federal Extension Service

The Rural Development program

was initiated in recognition of

the fact that many of our rural fam

ilies have not made as much progress

in achieving higher levels of living

as other segments of the population.

This fact suggests that these people

may have certain characteristics, in

addition to low income, that dis

tinguish them from others in the

community. The fact that they have

not been reached, for the most part,

by Extension and other governmental

agencies, suggests the need for a

reappraisal of our approach involv

ing consideration of both program

content and method.

Under these circumstances, assist

ing this segment of the population

effectively requires a fund of basic

information which only research can

provide. Studies have therefore been

conducted in some low-income areas

to furnish extension workers and

others with the kind of information

necessary for designing and carrying

out effective Rural Development pro

grams. This research has attempted

to clarify the needs, problems, and

situations characteristic of the dis

advantaged rural population.

Unfortunately, insufficient research

has been done to date to permit

sweeping generalizations of research

findings. However, there seems to be

a degree of consistency in some of

the conclusions of these low income

studies. We have attempted to sum

marize here a few of these findings

that may be of particular interest

and significance to extension workers.

Who are these people?

Needless to say, the rural people

of pilot and other low-income coun

ties are not all alike in their general

characteristics, needs, and situations.

On the one hand, we find rural

families living in small towns or in

the open country who are not en

gaged in farming. In many pilot

counties, such families are very num

erous; in some counties, they are in

the majority. Their needs, interests,

and characteristics will obviously dif

fer to a greater or lesser extent from

those whose livelihood stems entirely

from agriculture.

In between these two extremes, of

course, there are still other families

who are dependent on farming for

a part of their income. While some

of these families are combining farm

and nonfarm work—or hope to do

so—others are dependent, in varying

degrees, on nonwork sources of in

come, such as pensions or public as

sistance payments. In many cases,

adjustment potentials appear to be

severely limited by age, physical dis

abilities, or lack of adequate re

sources. In any event, it is clear that

the problems, needs, and interests of

these various groups will be different.

As a consequence, extension pro

grams and methods must be adapted

to specific situations and clienteles.

Economic Characteristics

The rural people of Rural Develop

ment pilot counties differ in many

respects from those in the more pros

perous areas. Income differences are,

by now, well recognized and were in

volved originally in the determina

tion of problem areas. The plight of

rural farm households, in this re

spect, is particularly apparent.

In addition to being disadvantaged

income-wise, many farm families in

the problem areas are seriously han

dicapped by inadequate physical and

natural resources. As reported in

Development of Agriculture's Human

Resources, low income farms are par

ticularly disadvantaged in terms of

acres of cropland harvested, value of

land and buildings, and degree of

mechanization. In addition, studies

in specific areas have also indicated

other limiting factors, including de

pleted soils and rough topography,

and limited credit facilities.

An understanding of the economic

and other factors should contribute

greatly to effective Rural Develop

ment program planning. While it

would be hazardous to generalize

categorically on the basis of our

present research, there are additional

findings that are equally suggestive

and worthy of careful consideration

by extension workers.

Significant Age Factor

The age of any population group

has great significance in terms of

adjustment potentials. Rural Devel

opment surveys indicate that farm

operators and their wives tend to be

somewhat older, on the average, in

pilot counties than in the more pros

perous areas.

Preliminary findings of the recent

Extension Rural Development Survey

in Douglas County, Mo.—to cite an

example—indicate that approximate

ly two-fifth of all farm household

heads are 55 years of age or over.

Likewise, a Lewis County, W. Va.,

survey revealed a median age of ap

proximately 61 years for those who

reported farming as their "major ac

tivity."

It is evident from these and other

surveys that many pilot county farm

ers and their wives are verging upon

or actually in retirement status.

Their relatively high average age

reflect', to some degree, a widespread

(Continued on page 66)
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Those who help plan the exten

sion program in Vinton County

recognize that a wholesome pride in

the home and its surroundings is one

of the factors which will lead to

greater personal contentment and

happiness and ultimately to better

family living. A sound housing and

home furnishings program must of

necessity be based on an understand

ing of the needs of individual fam

ilies and the demands made upon

their family living dollar.

In a county where the buying in

come per capita is less than half that

of the per capita average for the

State, it becomes an important re

sponsibility for the homemaker to

stretch the family spending dollar to

cover the rising costs of everyday

living. It is always a vital matter

to know how to buy wisely and to

care for possessions intelligently.

Home Furnishings Appeal

In families where the income will

not stretch far beyond the cost of

food, shelter, clothing, medical and

dental necessities, it boils down to

making the best use of materials at

hand and knowing how to care for,

make and repair home furnishings.

Home furnishings projects in ex

tension work seem to have an out

standing appeal for most homemak-

ers in Vinton County. In some areas

it has been the avenue of approach

to a full, well-rounded extension pro

gram. For example, folks in one

township apparently lacked interest

in taking advantage of the extension

service program. Husbands and wives

were willing to meet at the school

and discuss community problems but

to talk down-to-earth business with

the family was another thing.

One homemaker, who had been

most reticent in discussing problems

affecting the family, asked if I knew

where she could get a chair repaired

and reupholstered. That was my cue

to get into action. I went to her

home and we discussed the possibili

ties for the reupholstering work. I

visited with the family and in gen

eral established a good working basis

with both the wife and her husband

who happened to be at home that

afternoon.

We planned two all-day meetings

to which she would invite some of

her neighbors who might be inter

ested in the work we were doing.

Her husband suggested that the hus

bands might like to be included in

the invitation. Seven women and one

husband besides the host couple at

tended that first meeting.

We spent some time considering

the factors which make it advisable

to reclaim a piece of old furniture.

We checked the frame construction

and the spring foundations, retied

the springs, replaced the padding to

our satisfaction and then were ready

to re-cover the chair.

It took two days to complete the

project but interest in the work we

were doing did not lag. In that time

I had been cordially invited to all

seven homes represented and had be

come involved in assisting with the

solution of six different types of home

and family living problems.

To me, this has been one of the

most successful projects in Vinton

County, not because of the chair that

was satisfactorily reupholstered, but

because of the confidence which has

been established with families in that

area.

When the agent wins the confi

dence of the various family members

and is able to make them feel that

he or she is vitally interested in them

and their problems, the first steps

have been taken toward developing

a workable extension program. The

welcome mat is kept in place through

better understanding and a well-

founded belief in the values of ex

tension work.

To supplement the work done with

groups, we keep a mailing list of

families particularly interested In

specific areas of home economics ed

ucation. In this way we keep them

informed on new developments which

may affect their family living plans.

Efficient Planning

In Vinton County our home eco

nomics program is planned by the

home demonstration council members

who represent all areas and most

special interest groups within the

county. To plan the program with

the utmost efficiency it has been

necessary for the council members

and their committees—

(1) To make an appraisal of the

community and county situation,

(2) To determine its problems,

needs and resources,

(3) To take a look into probable

future developments which may af

fect family living,

(4) To determine the long-range

objectives for better family and com

munity living, and

(5) To decide which of the many

(Continued on page 70)
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Springboards

successful

by JOHN BANNING, Federal Extension Service

More than half the boys and girls

on farms must leave and find

employment elsewhere as there are

no farms available for them.

An encouraging factor for rural

youth is that agriculture-related busi

nesses employ more than 20 million

people.

More than 40,000 different careers

are open to rural youth.

The greatest concern, especially of

boys, is "What will my life work be?"

In this situation, Extension is and

certainly should be obligated to help

many of these young people explore

the many, many possibilities of find

ing happy employment off the farm.

Many occupations have a great need

for these young people. In fact many

industries related to agriculture pre

fer farm boys and girls and encourage

them to capitalize on their farm

background.

The real challenge is to get these

young people to realize the opportun

ities available, explore them and then

get the training necessary to do the

job.

Our aid can concentrate mostly on

helping them explore many of the

40,000 different careers. No doubt

Extension is also obligated to help

them prepare for and make the nec

essary social adjustments from farm

to city living. There are other impli

cations of Extension's responsibilities

to these youth; however, we will con

fine this article to career exploration.

That term in itself is very impor

tant. We should make sure that we

never imply that we are doing any

thing in the area of guidance and

counseling. This kind of help requires

specially trained professional people

which extension cannot provide. How

ever, we can work with the various

agencies to help young people explore

many careers that they might be in

terested in.

Sources of Help

We have much help available; in

fact, we should definitely consult and

clear any programs with our State

and county boards of education and

the State and local employment bu-

mm

OCCUPATIONAL

GROUP

Professional A technical

Propriclori A managers

Clerical A sales

Craftsmen (Skilled)

Operative, (Semi-skilled)

Service workers

Laborers

Farmers A Farm Workers

Our expanding economy demands more workers—better educated and better

trained.

reaus. Both of these agencies are

glad to cooperate in explaining ca

reers; they are invaluable help as

they have the training and know-how.

There are over 1,700 employment

offices over the country. Many have

professional counselors and they have

many fine printed materials available

as well as contacts with other good

resource people.

The schools also have much help

to offer; in many cases asking them

to help will suggest to them that you

might be able to help them with

guidance programs for these youth.

Experience has shown that business

also is anxious to assist. All you need

to do is call on them. Don't forget

your State 4-H and YMW office, too.

Several facts emphasize the need

for us helping them explore career

possibilities. Research shows that

rural young people are much more

concerned about what they are going

to do in later life than their urban

cousins. This is natural as they have

far less exposure to a variety of pos

sible careers.

They have less contacts with people

from different occupations and they

do not have the opportunities to

casually visit many businesses and in

dustries. We are informed that the

rural schools have less help available

in the area of guidance and counsel

ing than urban schools.

Extension can be of greatest serv

ice in helping rural boys and girls

capitalize on their rural background

by choosing careers related to agri

culture. Research has shown again

that many boys and girls, especially

in the low income areas, get a

"soured" outlook on farming and this

carries over to related occupations.

(Continued on page 69)
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KENTUCKY'S area api

by MIKE DUFF, Coordinalj

FORREST ESHAM, Coord

Problems? Yes. Progress? De

cidedly!

That summarizes our enthusiastic

feeling on first-year results with

Rural Development in Kentucky. It's

carried on in 25 counties within three

trade areas.

Our low-income problem is complex

as shown by (1) inefficient education

on basic knowledge and skills, (2)

heavy out-migration leaving a high

ratio of older and younger people to

employable persons, (3) low produc

tivity of human, land, labor and cap

ital resources and (4) an average per

capita income of one-third to one-

half that of the nation.

We consider Rural Development a

long-time program, but some first-

year results are appealing.

industry

Resource surveys have been com

pleted in three counties and are being

conducted in others. Industrial sites

have been selected or sold in several

counties. For example, in Lewis

County the railroad company recent

ly purchased 400 acres of land for

industrial purposes. In Johnson

County the Rural Development com

mittee was instrumental in reacti

vating the chamber of commerce. As

a result the people invested $47,000

in a 70-acre tract for industrial de

velopment.

In Metcalfe County the local gar

ment factory is expanding to hire

100 more workers. In Butler County,

the single local industrial concern is

expanding to hire an additional 100

workers. Expansion for additional

employment is taking place in Carter

and Lewis counties.

Agriculture

Dairy: Rural Development commit

tees have taken leadership in the

statewide program of Bangs eradica

tion, already organized. Elliott and

Rowan Counties were declared "modi-

fled certified brucellosis free" during

1957 and are the only counties to

reach that status to date. Wolfe,

Carter, Lawrence, Morgan, Metcalfe,

Adair, Casey, Warren, and Simpson

Counties are progressing rapidly,

while county organizations have been

set up recently in Barren, Russell,

Butler and Allen Counties.

An artificial breeding association

has been organized in Butler and

Ohio Counties with a goal of 1,200

cows. Two technicians have been

trained and now some of the best

sires in the world are improving milk

production there.

Through the Butler County dairy

show, with $700 in prizes raised by

the Rural Development dairy com

mittee, 45 dairy cows have been

placed in the county and a 4-H boy

won a purebred dairy heifer as a

prize.

Poultry: Poultrymen in two trade

center areas have developed egg mar

kets for one million hens. In one

trade center area 15 banks have com

mitted themselves to 3 to 5-year

credit terms to support the poultry

project. Several 1,000-hen laying

houses have been built.

Sheep: In six counties in one trade

area, 40 flock owners started sheep

in 1957. An Elliott County farm or

ganization provided $1,200 at 1% in

terest for 4-H and Future Farmers

of America members to start sheep

projects.

Feeder Pigs: Plans are being laid

One of 40 new flocks of sheep in 6 counties of the Ashland Rural Development

Trade Area.
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lach in Rural Development

ecial Extension Programs, and

Vocational Services, Kentucky,

A sorghum mill started by a stock company of eight farmers in Blaine, Lawrence

County, Ky.

in one 12-county area (Ashland) to

develop a feeder pig program.

Sorghum: In Lawrence County

eight farmers went together as stock

holders and invested $10,500 in a

sorghum processing plant. This plant

hired 16 workers at 8-hour days for

6 weeks to process the sorghum from

87 acres last year. Next year this

plant hopes to expand to include at

least 250 acres in the counties of

Johnson, Elliott and Carter.

Aromatic Tobacco: Three Rural

Development pilot counties started

this new cash crop on a small basis

and it shows good potential.

Forestry: Johnson County planted

754,000 seedlings partly as a result

of the stimulus of Rural Develop

ment. Elliott County set a goal of

100,000 seedlings but received only

67,000 from the nursery.

Soils Mapping: Soil Conservation

Service unit workers in Elliott County

heeded the desire of the people and

mapped an entire community—all

the farms. The same thing has al

most been completed in a community

in Metcalfe County.

ASC Payments: In the three pilot

counties, 357 farmers signed up for

ASC practices in 1956, compared with

600 the next year. The State ASC

committee approved a $5,000 increase

of 1957 funds for each of the three

counties. This was due to increased

work by agricultural service agencies

and stronger farmer response, ac

cording to Fred Wachs, State ASC

administrator.

Incidentally, four of the Ave awards

by the Kentucky Agricultural Council

to counties for outstanding service to

rural people in 1957 went to Rural

Class in farm mechanics conducted at

the Wurtland High School, Greenup

County, Ky.

Development counties—Elliott, Butler,

Metcalfe and Greenup.

Vocational Education

Over 1,000 adult men and women

have been enrolled in classes for

clothing, foods, family budgeting,

general home and farmstead improve

ment, farm program planning and

specific farming enterprises. These

subjects are requested by people in

the community. Follow-up instruc

tion is provided in the home and on

the farm by the teachers. Many

homes have installed water systems

and re-wired their homes.

Regular teachers of agriculture and

home economics in high schools have

aided in this program. Future

Farmer of America clubs have aided

the forestry program in some coun

ties by contracting with farmers to

buy and plant seedlings.

Vocational schools in the areas

involved have cooperated in provid

ing instruction in trades extension

classes.

At workshops in the three pilot

counties, guidance service people dis

cussed with administrators and teach

ers possible revision of the curricu

lum to keep young folks in high

(Continued on page 71 )
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Community organi;

RURAL DEVELOPMENT'S RIGHT ARM

by J. W. BRIMM,

Community Development Specialist, Tennessee

What is community development?

What is the difference between

it and Rural Development?

In a nutshell, Rural Development

on a county or regional basis is an

expanded community development

program. Each can work separately

but accomplish much more as a pair.

Both often embrace urban as well

as rural interests.

In Tennessee, the county is the

unit for Rural Development. The

community is the unit for community

development. Thus, a county may

have 5 or 30 organized communities;

the community may range from 22

families to more than 300.

Need Flexibility

We consider the community as the

unit and the family as the action

group. This attitude prevails in plans

and programs of the 800-odd organ

ized communities in Tennessee. Flex

ibility is required and that applies

to the family or action group.

People of the community meet and

organize, many times on their own.

Others consult the Agricultural Ex

tension Service, both county and

State. In any event the progress

an organized community makes de

pends upon personalities. One com

munity may be fortunate in having

one or more persons with inherent

leadership. Another community may

need combined effort to spur its peo

ple on. Usually, when several groups

discover that they can attain a cer

tain mobility, and reach preset goals,

they will find the ability to carry on

as an organization.

We can not overlook the key fac

tor in community development, de

veloping leadership. The community

club can be the place where leaders

are discovered, then trained and de

veloped. They are given minor places

of responsibility; then as they de

velop, more responsibility is added.

The better leaders may even go on

to places of county, area and state

leadership. Truly the community

club is a place where we "learn to

do by doing."

Some years ago in community de

velopment, there were tangible goals,

obvious to most action groups. For

instance, electric current on the farm

provided a popular goal. Then came

the rural telephone. Others that

probably will never be fully met in

clude improved roads, schools, and

school bus service. These improve

ments are more or less a public

problem.

The other side of the picture pre

sents one of group personal effort

such as community church improve

ment, care of cemeteries, picnic and

playground areas and many other

such tasks that take group action to

succeed.

Triangle Plan

Many projects undertaken by com

munities require money. We are urg

ing community leaders to select proj

ects that make money—or to say it

in another way "increase family in

come." Look at the triangle base,

"improving present operations." In

doing them better, we mean not only

increasing production but decreasing

unit cost of production.

One community with 60 families

over a period of 10 years increased

their corn yield by 33 bushels and

tobacco by 1,235 pounds per acre.

Another learned from their own

records their cows produced less than

3,800 pounds of milk per year. In

one year they raised the average

nearly 1,000 pounds. They were not

satisfied with that after they found

one of their members who had the

Dairy Herd Improvement Association

tester and was producing in the 8,000

pound group. They set that as then-

goal.

Cooperative Effort

Another side of the triangle is "New

Income." Sometimes these sources

are new crops and livestock, such as

strawberries, certain truck crops,

sheep, broilers, or eggs. It could be

a changeover from Grade C milk to

Grade A. Things like these take a

cooperative effort by the community

to get the best marketing facilities.

Another source of new income for

rural people in our state is off-farm

jobs. Many of our communities run

as high as 75 percent of their fam

ilies having one or more persons

working in the city or a nearby fac

tory or industrial center. Much of

this money is brought home and

spent for better living conditions in

the home and better farm equipment

on the farm.

One community was known to have

bought 27 radios, 7 washing ma

chines, 15 storage cellars, 2 tractors,

12 trucks, 18 mowers, and 10 disks,

and 18 homes put in running water.

All of these items took money which,

of course, was spent in the city.

If we should name a difference

between community and rural devel

opment, it would be at this point.

When new industries, plants or large

marketing contracts are brought to
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a county—or maybe we should say

the city part of a county—it of

necessity requires the support of the

civic-minded and business people of

the urban centers as well as of the

rural areas. The organized rural

communities can easily channel their

efforts for such projects through

their leaders to the people working

for such in the city. Joint teamwork

makes it much easier to complete

these major projects.

Then comes the third side of the

triangle "Thrift"—making the dollar

go further by wiser buying . . . doing

more for the family and farm rather

than hiring these jobs done . . .

growing, processing and storing more

of the home food supply ... or like

the old saying, "When you can't make

a dollar, save one." The women and

children of the home can make a

great contribution to these projects.

All three sides of the triangle then

contribute to better living for rural

people.

On many farms the home is too

often the neglected part of rural liv

ing. Where there is an active com

munity with family participation, a

team of father, mother, and children,

we And that home improvements and

comforts get their share of attention.

In a tour of several communities

across our state last fall, we found

kitchens, bathrooms, storage cellars

and other improved home facilities

of the very best. The best sign of

a family team was that Dad was

just as proud of these improvements

as Mother and the children.

Other Benefits

Community organization develops

fellowship and good public relations.

When we "work and play and sing

and pray" with our neighbors, we

come to know them better and ap

preciate their problems and are more

sympathetic with their efforts, though

they may in many cases be feeble.

We find many opportunities to meet

and greet each other as well as our

"city cousins" who come from the

sponsoring groups in town.

Truly the organized community is

a tool through which the Extension

Service and other agricultural and

educational agencies can reach a

majority of the rural families of that

area for promoting a better living

program. This is so evident in coun

ties where we find our better com

munity programs.

PULLING TOGETHER

(Continued from page 54)

projects calling for collective action

have helped.

The role of extension has been as

a member agency possessing certain

unique capabilities in overall educa

tional fields. These have been recog

nized by the cooperating agencies and

organizations. Likewise, extension has

recognized and encouraged use of the

specialized capabilities of the other

agencies and organizations.

Extension has provided basic as

sistance in finding and training lead

ers, in uncovering problems, and sug

gesting solutions to problems. Exten

sion has demonstrated that its serv

ices and personnel support the efforts

of other agencies and organizations.

The achievements due to Rural De

velopment stimulus have been almost

fantastic. Whether or not the con

cept will live and develop into an

increasingly effective method for

meeting the problems of rural people

remains to be proved. Certainly a

program such as Rural Development

requires continued attention and

stimulus by the participating groups.

From Our Experience

Rural Development is an unbiased,

powerful, creative concept.

Rural Development is bringing

about a warmer respect and closer

friendship among Federal, State, and

local governments and private agen

cies.

Rural Development is modifying

the standards and procedures of long

established programs.

Rural Development is a catalyst

that has stirred sleeping civic organi

zations to undertake active, wide

awake programs.

Rural Development is exciting local

lay groups to new heights of socio

economic endeavor.

Rural Development is moving back

the horizons of individuals and mak

ing them discontented with less than

the modern concept of an all-out ef

fort.

Rural Development is a slowly-

developed, hybrid method, character

ized by unusual vigor and increased

production.

If given ample time, Rural Develop

ment will demonstrate its worth to

the American economy.Community planning group cooperation makes dollars.
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COMMUNITY CLUBS

Proving grounds for new ideas

by DORRIS W. RIVERS, Leader, Rural Sociology

and Community Organization, Mississippi

In Mississippi 442 rural communi

ties are reaching goals thought

impossible 10 years ago. These com

munities are participating in an or

ganized way in a Rural Community

Development Program. We claim no

miracles or that the program borders

the spectacular. But there are valid

reasons to believe that the overall

objective of "better homes on better

farms in better communities" is

being realized.

Most community development clubs

are less than 5 years old. Some, like

that of Oktoc in Oktibbeha County,

have been organized for well over a

quarter of a century. The records

show 128 clubs in 1951, and since

that time the number has grown

steadily to 442 in 1957. These are

located in 67 of Mississippi's 82

counties.

The pioneer community program

is that of Lee County, or as it is

known, the Tupelo program. Since

1948, it has served as a model to

strive for and as a proving ground

for new ideas.

Mississippi's program differs in

some respects from those in nearby

southern States. First, there is no

uniform Statewide or even area-wide

program. Each county voluntarily

sets up its own rules, regulations,

scorecards, contests, and program em

phasis. However, all counties use

the secretary's record book furnished

by the extension rural sociologist.

Secondly, the program begins at

the local community or neighborhood

level. As the number of clubs grows,

these developments usually follow a

county-wide contest; a sponsor or

sponsors; and a county-wide Rural

Community Development Council

commonly known as the RCDC.

The State extension rural sociol

ogist, aided by many other special

ists, prepares organizational and pro

gram aids, uniform reporting devices,

interclub newsletters, assists with of

ficers and committee training schools,

and helps with other special county-

wide activities. We also stage an

annual community development con

ference and maintain rapport with

other development programs.

Complementing the rural commun

ity development program in the State

are the Hometown Development Pro

gram and the Hometown Achieve

ment Program. In these, some 200

cities and towns are enrolled.

County Picture

Alcorn County gives a good exam

ple of what the community develop

ment program is and does. The Al

corn County RCDC includes 3 per

sons from each of the rural commun

ity development clubs, 3 representa

tives from each of the Corinth Civic

Clubs that "sponsor" a rural com

munity development club, and all pro

fessional workers, mostly agricultural,

that render services to rural com

munities.

Officers of the council represent all

three membership categories. The

civic club representatives are respon

sible for raising the community

awards money and maintaining busi

ness and commercial interest in the

program. The agricultural agencies

provide leadership and technical in

formation on organization and pro

gram. The rural club men and

women speak for their organizations

in policy decisions.

Here are some things the council

does:

1. Sets broad county goals of farm,

home, and community or civic im

provement based upon those set by

the 11 community development clubs.

2. Draws up regulations pertaining

to the community development con

test.

3. Contacts resource people for

technical assistance to community

clubs.

4. Prepares a budget for the pro

gram.

5. Determines the content of the

individual and community scorecards

used in the contest.

To be listed as a community devel

opment club, the local community or

neighborhood organization must: (1)

have elected officers, (2) meet regu

larly, (3) have a membership com

posed of family units rather than in

dividuals, and (4) carry out a bal

anced program of farm, home, and

community improvements. Clubs also

usually have a sponsor which in most

cases is a civic club from the county

seat town.

The county agent and home demon

stration agent play a most important

role when the club year starts. They

assist the clubs in choosing their

goals and help the committees in

planning monthly program and proj

ects related to these goals. Expressed

and felt needs and survey results are

used to decide on goals. Programs at

monthly meetings represent a balance

of education, inspiration, and recre

ation.

The club is then ready to swing

into a planned program of action.

Several committees are appointed to

suggest and start projects designed

(Continued on page 68)
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Research Stui

Agricultural Research

Service

The Agricultural Research Service

has under way a program of research

designed to provide information

needed to effectively understand and

attack the problems of low produc

tivity and incomes for both individ

ual farmers and farm areas. This

program includes :

1. Analytical descriptions of the

resources controlled by farm

families, their use, and asso

ciated levels and sources of in

come in selected areas having

large numbers of low-income

farm families.

2. Studies of the role and poten

tial of part-time farming in

increasing the income earning

capacity of individuals and

areas.

3. Studies to develop capital, land,

and other resource require

ments for operator labor and

management income levels of

$2,500 and $3,500 for specified

types of farms in selected type-

of-farming areas.

4. Analyses of local labor re

sources and use in selected low-

income rural areas.

5. Study, for selected areas, of

credit use and of financial ob

stacles to increased earnings

from farming.

6. Study of tenure aspects of

farm abandonment and con

solidation in low-income areas.

7. Analysis of individual farm de

velopment experience and prob

lems of farm families assisted

by the Farmers Home Admin

istration, by major areas of

the United States, during the

period 1946-54.

8. A study on trends in the mag

nitude of low-income farm prob

lems and changes in sizes of

farms for the United States,

1930 to date.

9. Exploratory study of factors

affecting economic development

in particular areas where low-

income farm problems have

been acute and where impor

tant developments have occur

red.

lies in Rural

10. A study of the economic im

plications of achieving, in low-

income farm areas, an agricul

tural organization which would

return labor incomes equivalent

to those obtained in the non-

farm sector.

11. Analytical studies, in selected

low-income farm areas, of the

allocation of family income to

consumption and saving as re

lated to level of income, re

source base, and personal fam

ily characteristics.

Agricultural Marketing

Service

Agricultural Marketing Service is

cooperating with at least 13 State

agricultural colleges in extensive

studies, many of them in low-income

areas and pilot counties, to support

Rural Development program work.

Highlights fall into four areas.

1. The role of industry in provid

ing supplementary income. Stud

ies are now underway in Louisi

ana, Ohio, Mississippi and Iowa,

with another to begin soon in

Utah. Findings will help tell the

impact which newly established

industries have on rural life,

farm operations, levels of living,

and other economic and social

adjustments. These facts will be

extremely valuable to State and

community workers trying to

bring a better economic balance

to rural areas.

2. Security and retirement prob

lems of low-income farmers. A

study from Maine has already

been published, while reports

will appear soon from Kentucky

and Texas. Others are under

way in Oklahoma and Iowa.

Findings will provide a broad

picture of the effects of Old Age

Survivors Insurance on farm

families and their old age se

curity.

3. Rural health studies. Georgia

is studying use of health care

services and enrollment in health

insurance in low-income areas.

North Carolina has almost fin

ished a study on use of volun

tary health insurance by farm-

Development

ers. Early findings show that

those needing the protection (in

poorest health) are the ones

without health insurance. In

New York a third study wants

to know the trends in avail

ability and use of health re

sources in rural areas during a

period of rapid change.

4. Rural education. A Kentucky

study, now in progress, is de

signed to discover factors re

lated to school attendance and

educational attainments of rural

youth. Findings will be used to

plan approaches to improve

school attendance and educa

tional facilities. Pennsylvania

is studying the effectiveness of

rural schools in preparing youth

for their later work and life.

Emphasis here is on how well

graduates of rural high schools

in low-income areas are prepared

for their work careers. A re

lated study is being planned by

Minnesota.

Staff members also spend consider-

able time answering requests by out

side sources doing research or policy

making on Rural Development. AMS

specialists also have taken part in

several regional Rural Development

conferences.

National Judging School

Planned in Oklahoma

Interest will be focused on soil and

water conservation, pasture develop

ment, and range management at the

7th National Land, Pasture, and

Range Judging School and Cont3st.

The event will be held May 1-2 at

the Oklahoma City Fairgrounds.

The school and contest are open

to 4-H Club and FFA members, other

boys and girls, and adults. A train

ing school will be offered the first

day and judging contest the next

day. Prizes total more than $2,500 in

cash plus plaques, medals, and tro

phies.

Further details may be obtained

from Edd Roberts, Extension Soil

Conservationist, Oklahoma State Uni

versity, Stillwater, Okla.
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HUMAN RESOURCES

(Continued front page 57)

lack of interest in farming as a

vocation. Studies indicate a marked

preference for nonfarm work among

both adults and high school youth

in these disadvantaged rural areas.

The considerable out-migration of

youth from these areas is both an

expression of this preference and,

at the same time, the lack of suitable

work opportunities near home.

Educational Status

The people of our pilot counties,

particularly the adult farm popula

tion, have relatively low levels of

education. In 1950, more than half

(55 percent) of the adult rural farm

population in designated problem

areas had completed less than 8

years of schooling. By comparison,

less than 3 out of every 10 (27 per

cent) of the adult farm population

outside of these low-income areas

were equally handicapped.

Social Participation

We have known for some time,

through sociological research, that

the most disadvantaged rural people

generally do not participate in formal

organizations as often or as inten

sively as do other people. With the

possible exception of the rural

church, we generally find relatively

few from the lowest income group in

our major farm, civic, or social or

ganizations. This is not to say, how

ever, that members of this group do

not associate with others on an in

formal basis. Social participation of

an informal nature is common.

Reaching the Loic-income Group

One significant expression of this

pattern of participation is the com

mon dependence of many of these

people on friends and neighbors for

new ideas in farming and homemak-

ing. Low-income research strongly

suggests that the mass media may

serve mainly to create awareness.

The more personal approaches, par

ticularly those involving local in

formal leaders or "influentials" may

be more persuasive in promoting

adoption of recommended practices

in marginal areas.

Studies also indicate that those

with the lowest income are not as

easily "reached" by certain tradi

tional extension methods as are the

more prosperous and better educated.

Extension meetings, circular letters,

and experiment station bulletins may

be particularly ineffective, as ordin

arily employed.

However, there are some indica

tions that many of the low-income

group are or can be involved in such

all-inclusive organizations as com

munity development (improvement)

clubs. To the extent that the dis

advantaged people are so involved,

there is real hope and some evidence

that the adoption of recommended

practices can frequently be expedited.

Implications for Extension

For those of us in Extension, it

may be especially meaningful to view

the implications of some of these

research findings in terms of program

content and teaching methods. In

the space allotted, we can only sug

gest a few of the many possible in

terpretations that might serve as

guidelines in planning an extension

program for a typical pilot county.

We have mentioned the limited

physical, natural, and other agricul

tural resources so characteristic of

many pilot areas. The relatively high

proportions of farm people in the

older-age brackets, together with the

lower-than-average educational levels

of these people, are also of relevance

here. These and other related factors

strongly suggest the probable limita

tions of agriculture as the major

channel by which the low-income

problem can be resolved.

A realistic appraisal of the adjust

ment potentials—nonfarm as well as

farm—of pilot county farm families

is certainly called for; and it is here

that the county extension staff, as

educational leaders, can be of great

service. In any event, whatever is

planned or undertaken, projects

should be consistent with family ob

jectives, resources, skills, and inter

ests.

With the likelihood that agricul

tural opportunities will frequently be

limited—by physical and economic

resources, age and educational levels,

interests, and aptitudes—extension

workers may well And it appropriate

to consider expanded programs in

home economics and youth work, as

well as in other areas not considered

strictly agricultural.

The revelation that young farm

homemakers are not now as numer

ous in some Rural Development coun

ties as previously expected has al

ready prompted consideration of spe

cial programs to meet the needs of

the older homemakers.

At the same time, recognition of

the great exodus of young people

from many pilot counties—as re

vealed by surveys—is encouraging the

reappraisal of 4-H and other youth

programs. Interest is mounting, for

example, in career exploration or in

special projects to meet the needs

of youth who may soon be leaving

the farm or the county for jobs in

industry, business, or the professions.

Opportunities for service to this

group appear to be almost unlimited.

Implications for teaching methods

have already been suggested. While

methods research findings with spe

cial application to this lowest income

group are far from conclusive or

complete, it is evident that traditional

mass media methods are apt to be

less successful here than with other

segments of the rural population.

There are also indications that the

"trickledown" process is frequently

interrupted if not forestalled in its

operation.

The intensive, personalized family

approach seems to offer real promise,

particularly where the group's recog

nized informal leaders or "influen

tials" are involved in the educational

effort. In locating these key persons

in the low-income group, it is well

known that success in farming is

not necessarily, nor usually, a very

reliable criterion.

As educational leaders, extension

workers, by training and experience,

recognize the importance of motiva

tion and an understanding of the

other fellow in promoting changes in

human behavior. The difficulties of

motivating and understanding our

disadvantaged families will prove

considerably greater than for the

majority with whom we have worked

in the past. However, extensive use

of existing findings can help us de

velop the insights and skill that may

make this challenging assignment

less problematic.
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Management Schools for Young Farmers

by T. A. PARKER, Pepin County Agent, Wisconsin

"|»y|"ORE than 700 young fanners in

1t1 Pepin County, Wis. and sur

rounding counties have been taught

farm management during the last

13 years. These younger farmers at

tended a farm management school

which concentrated on fundamentals

of farm management and new de

velopments in farming.

This work was started because

young farmers wanted usable infor

mation about farm management and

improved farm practices that would

help them increase their income and

create security for themselves on

their farms.

Some of the young farmers and

neighborhood leaders in the county

helped to secure enrollment of young

men for the first series of meetings.

To meet the problems of what to

grow, how much to grow, and how to

grow crops and livestock, we dis

cussed the fundamentals of farm

management and gave instruction on

how to produce crops and livestock.

During the first year, 92 young men

attended. This was over half the

young farmers in the county.

Year-Round Follow/up

We worked out enterprises or proj

ects that would improve their farm

business. During the year I kept in

contact with them through farm

visits, letters, telephone calls, and

office calls. The same thing was done

the next year with a group of about

the same number of men.

Many extension specialists from

the college of agriculture have as

sisted with our programs. About half

the total hours of instruction have

been handled by myself. We have

used a good many motion pictures,

practically all of them from the film

library of the University of Wisconsin.

The men taking part in the first

two years of the farm management

school lived in Pepin County, a small

county; but these were open meet

ings, so they invited their friends

and the attendance developed into

an area group coming from Pepin

County and parts of four adjoining

counties.

The farm management instruction

was continued year after year, with

attendance growing each year until

in 1951, 250 different young men

came in from Pepin County and sur

rounding counties; we had nearly 200

average daily attendance for the 5-

day series of meetings. This group

was larger than we had facilities for,

so the; next year we invited fewer

and have held the average attendance

at the winter school to below 100.

More than 40 percent of the young

farmers who have attended during

the last 13 years have been from sur

rounding counties. Last winter's

school, consisting of 8 all-day meet

ings, had an average daily attendance

of 88. About one-third of these were

attending for the first time and about

one-third of all who attended were

from surrounding counties.

Soon after the farm management

instruction was started, the men who

attended organized the Pepin County

Farm Management Club. Since then

this club has sponsored the winter

schools and has held regular monthly

meetings throughout the year. These

monthly meetings may be the formal

type with a film, a speaker, and some

discussion, or in the summer may

consist of a farm tour or a trip to

an experiment station field day.

The farm management group has

promoted several county projects with

the following results: corn yields have

practically doubled; alfalfa acreage

has been increased from 15 percent

to 85 percent of our hay crop; 75

percent of the dairymen are using

artificial insemination of dairy cattle;

and a high percent of Pepin County

farmers are now cooperators with

the Soil Conservation District.

Men in the farm management club

are active in watershed organizations.

Final approval has been given one

watershed application and federal

funds have been set for it. A second

application for watershed planning

assistance has been filed.

Using Improved Practices

Farm management club members

are using the instruction given them

to improve the management of their

farms. Recently when I had a farm

planning session with 84 men, most

of them were using or planning to

use a good number of the farm prac

tices advocated in the farm manage

ment school. They are doing excel

lent work in managing their own

farms and they are also active sup

porters of the county agricultural

program.

When the farm management in

struction was started, Pepin County

was one of the lowest income agricul

tural areas in the State. At present

the average labor income in this area

compares well with other areas. Sav

ings have increased in the last 13

years while farmers here changed to

mechanized equipment and people in

the county improved its roads, re

modeled and enlarged schoolhouses,

and did a considerable amount of

home and farmstead improvement.

Not long ago Pepin County had an

amount equal to 114 percent of a

year's income invested in United

States savings bonds. This was the

highest percent in any agricultural

county in the State.
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PROVING GROUNDS

(Continued from page 64)

to accomplish the goals. The projects

themselves and the methods used

to complete them are a tribute to

the imagination and ingenuity of

thess committees. To attain each

goal, members must start and finish

several projects. These involve the

technical assistance from many agen

cies such as extension, health depart

ment, employment security, welfare

department, education department,

SCS, ASC, county library, and so on.

The county agricultural agent and

the home demonstration agent feel

that the community development ap

proach is a tool or a method for

extension teaching. Monthly club

meetings, committee planning ses

sions, and group activities for carry

ing out projects all serve as a ready-

made audience for distributing agri

cultural and homemaking informa

tion. The program also serves as a

good motivator or stimulator for the

acceptance of recommended produc

tion and management practices.

As for motivation, it seems to work

this way. The committees strive to

excel in accomplishing the farm,

home, and community goals set for

the club. Each participating family

strives to earn the highest possible

score in the contest for itself and for

the community as all family scores

are part of the overall community

score. Thus social pressures for con

formity are brought to bear upon

members so that the less enterprising

families of the community experi

ence a sense of guilt if they "let their

neighbors down."

Stimulates Action

Beyond all this, participation in

an ongoing community program

raises family aspirations for more

conveniences and services and better

living. And this desire for better

living stimulates economic planning

and action to offset the costs in

volved.

The program of community devel

opment has increased community

spirit and pride. Closer teamwork

develops among rural and urban

families, agricultural agencies, civic

clubs, and businessmen.

Members of New Hope Community, Tippah County, Miss., improving grounds

of community club house.

Further, communities develop a

stronger feeling of self-reliance in

doing things themselves. People

strengthen their leadership abilities,

they obtain more family and com

munity facilities, and they increase

their income.

Other Problems

Any program or method used to

solve problems creates other prob

lems. Here are the more common

ones.

Some communities expect the

county agent or home demonstration

agent to attend all club meetings,

committee meetings, and community

events—and most of these are held

at night.

Programs at monthly meetings

must be superior to survive the com

petition of other meetings, television,

radio, and commercial recreation.

Over-enthusiasm may lead to pre

mature action before the prerequisites

of study and planning are completed.

Miraculous results are expected in

one year; changes in patterns of

community behavior don't occur that

fast.

All community projects are not of

a direct concern to all agencies;

therefore, some feel the program is

not worthwhile.

In some cases, community interest

and enthusiasm have lagged because

agency personnel have used the "cap

tive audience" to teach only skills

and knowledge. Instead, the com

munity club meeting should stimulate

individual and special interest groups

to request such information. A final

problem—the contest can take prece

dent over the program.

Traditional patterns of community

structure and behavior are constant

ly being upset. More than ever be

fore people need stabilization, coord

ination, and planning. The com

munity club can and should perform

these functions.

PLANNING AND ACTION

(Continued from page 55)

community development. The village

of Mounds in Pulaski County where

the extension offices are located was

chosen for a special project and SITJ

representatives directed comprehen

sive surveys. Later the city of Cairo

in Alexander County joined the com

munity development plan.

Extension workers and people in

other organizations contributed fully

in this community work. At the same

time Extension program planning

continued as usual.

Farm and Home Development

About this time Pulaski and Alex

ander Counties were chosen as pilot

counties in the expanding Farm and

Home Development work. A new as

sistant adviser and experienced ad

visers all explained this new educa

tional approach to groups of families

they knew were interested in exten

sion's total program. During this

step it soon appeared that this
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method had been used in many cases

for some years.

One dairyman noted that ever since

he was a 4-H'er he'd been helped by

extension folks, and he'd also asked

and received information on many

other farm and home problems. Now

the entire family needed to think

over and write down some of the

improvements they planned for that

year and years to come. In Farm

and Home Development terms, these

are called the family approach and

short- and long-time goals.

Among all groups told of FHD,

most of the families who enrolled

came from an organized group of

young married couples. This was the

age, social and economic group which

would cooperate most fully.

Rural Development

Even with a good start on FHD,

one segment of rural people was not

being reached and their need for

help was great. They were the older

age group. Many farms in both coun

ties are less than 100 acres; most

of these owners and operators are

older folks. There are no industries

for off-farm work and family living

conditions are low.

Providentially, the farm and home

advisers learned of the Rural Devel

opment program at a meeting they

were asked to attend. It seemed de

signed to fit the local needs which

were great and growing greater. A

request for the two counties to be

considered as pilot counties was sub

mitted and approved. An assistant

farm adviser now is coordinating this

work.

The goal of our programs may be

simply stated as "helping more peo

ple to help themselves." If all farm

families in the two counties come to

know what Extension has to offer,

and if they realize that their progress

and well-being are important to gen

eral improvement, the goal will be

reached.

CAREERS

(Continued from page 59)

On the other hand, industries are

saying that this rural background is

a valuable asset toward success in

some 20,000,000 jobs related to agri

culture.

Another concern is that one-half of

our rural youth of college caliber do

not go to college. There are many

reasons for this. Perhaps one of the

greatest is that our rural boys and

girls have not had the opportunity

to explore the many careers; there

fore they do not aspire to many occu

pations that require a college educa

tion. Rather they follow the old pat

tern of drifting into the job that is

available at the time.

This last factor points to another

concern: jobs of the future will re

quire more and more training of all

kinds. There are fewer and fewer

opportunities for the willing worker

and plugger to advance on those

merits alone. In the past, many of

our good farm boys and girls got

ahead on these characteristics alone.

I would not minimize the importance

of these characteristics, but point out

that the time is here when these

alone are not enough. The chart on

page 59 emphasizes this fact.

County Staff Role

Specifically, what can a county ex

tension staff do?

1. Through program projection, de

termine the number of young people

seeking occupational information.

2. Check into the number of career

opportunities in the county and near

by area, for farming, related occupa

tions, and all others.

3. Get the thinking of county

school officials on need for helping

youth on this problem.

4. Consult the employment service

on this same question and learn what

help they can give.

5. Report these findings to your

4-H policy making group in the

county and let them decide what

should be done about it.

Cosponsor 4-H Fellowships

The National Committee on Boys

and Girls Club Work and Massey-

Harris-Ferguson, Inc. are cosponsors

of the National 4-H Fellowships an

nounced in the January Review. The

original announcement reported that

six fellowships are provided by the

National Committee, whereas four

are made available by Massey-

Harris-Ferguson, Inc.

KEEPING ON FARM

(Continued from page 56)

farms 105 acres of land and does

custom work with haying equipment

and combine. Mrs. Messingale plans

to take her place as a homemaker

as soon as they can get their farm

ing operations and livestock in order

financewise.

Agriculture is not being overlooked

in the search for industrial develop

ment in the county. The industrial

development committee joined the

extension staff and others interested

in agriculture in such work as pro

moting the use of bulk tanks on

grade A dairy farms; eight of them

are now installed in the county.

Fifteen new type pig parlors have

been added on farms in the county.

By using home grown grains, profit

able pork production can be in

creased.

New pig parlor on Choctaw County

farm.

Towns in the county have their

city limits but there is no limit to

the interest the businessmen show in

their rural neighbors. This continues

as plans for the future include addi

tional industries and payrolls for the

area. Likewise, farm leaders continue

to take to farmers practices that will

provide a fair labor return. The

people are convinced that new in

dustries will come if they continue

to set up definite objectives and keep

working toward them.
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ALL RESOURCES

(Continued from page 51)

I think it is important to remem

ber that in the low income areas

especially, one of the factors is un-

der-employment. It is often difficult

to get the low income farmers to

participate in programs, but it can

be done. Finding and training the

right kind of local leaders is the

Number One problem. Public spirited

men and women of capacity, who

are respected in their community,

must be brought into the program.

You have many of them on your

extension committees now.

It is my humble opinion that this

program offers the land-grant col

leges and universities their greatest

opportunity to assist in making

sound and rapid development in

rural America.

BALANCED PROGRAM

CContinued from page 58)

problems need attention in the year

at hand.

The selection of worthwhile adult

projects in home economics is one

of the keys which has opened many

doors to extension work in the

county. During the past six years

home furnishing projects have been

aimed at making the best possible

use of materials at hand.

About one-half of the families at

tending home demonstration meet

ings have made home-made rugs by

one or more of the common methods.

The women became interested in

making their own designs for hooked

rugs which soon developed into an

interesting creative arts study.

Working with curtains and draper

ies to give the most attractive window

treatments included wise selection

and skillful construction of curtain

ing materials. Slides were used to

suggest treatment of certain prob

lem windows. A study of different

devices for hanging curtains and

draperies was an interesting phase

of the project.

Individual planning by the women

gave emphasis to a study of the use

of color in the home. At each meet

ing those who were interested in

making some change in at least one

room of their homes planned for

the specific changes. They studied

swatches of fabric and wallpaper for

color, design and texture and sam

ples of painted wall and ceiling sur

faces for different hues and their

values and intensities. The plan was

discussed in its relation to basic prin

ciples of room decoration.

This study of color has stimulated

interest among the teen-age group.

4-H projects in clothing, home fur

nishings, and room decoration show

the result of home experiences and

training which are an apparent out

growth of the adult extension study

of color.

Electricity has become available in

most areas in the county only within

the past decade. This proved to be

a fertile field for the study of ade

quate home lighting and safe wiring

for the home. Specific work areas

were considered in a study of the

amount of illumination and the plac

ing of lamps and lighting fixtures.

As an outgrowth of this study more

than 150 lampshades have received

new and more suitable coverings; and

many homes have been more ade

quately wired for electrical appliance

loads.

Home management problems in

planning more convenient kitchens

and more adequate storage in the

home have called for the active par

ticipation of other family members.

Making storage devices to eliminate

wasted space in rooms, shelves, clos

ets and drawers has attracted much

interest. Set-in shelves, step shelves,

drawer dividers, sliding trays and

panels, racks for lids, trays, and plat

ters, and various uses of pegboard

are just a few of the adjustments

that were made for more convenient

storage in the home.

This project has done much to

foster cooperation among family

members. Several husbands have

commented that if we are to have

similar lessons in the future, they

want to attend the meetings. Having

the specifications and directions for

making the storage aids stimulated

their interest in the work we are

doing.

Reupholstering of furniture and

the reseating of chairs are projects

which have been conducted as train

ing meetings. Two meetings have

been held in different communities

by special request of women who

were willing to help others with their

furniture repair problems.

Women have searched through at

tics and barn lofts for fine old chairs

which had been discarded because

no one had taken the time to repair

them. Husbands have helped to re

move old finishes and replace rungs

or other damaged areas. Seven-step

caning, fiber rush weaving, splint

weaving have all been used on differ

ent occasions to make the chair a

cherished possession for the home.

If we should evaluate in dollars and

cents the amount that has been

saved by making the best possible

use of available materials, the results

would definitely be flattering from

an economics standpoint.

However, our greatest returns are

in satisfactions achieved for the in

dividual family members, in the en

couragement of cooperative enter

prises in the family group, and the

development of a wholesome pride in

the home and its surroundings.

THE CHALLENGE

(Continued from page 53)

many of these underemployed or

part-time farmers. This is not to be

blamed on any agency program, but

on the lack of resources by farm peo

ple to put into practice the teachings

of the several agencies.

Regular extension programs offer

assistance to any farm family, re

gardless of income. Still, many

farmers have not taken the time or

did not see fit for some reason to

make improvements. Some of these

farmers need motivation as well as

scientific know-how.

Up to now extension's resources

would not permit as much time as

needed to inform a farmer fully

through farm visits. In pilot coun

ties with added personnel, this is

being solved on many small farms

and incomes from new enterprises

are convincing heretofore skeptical

farmers that their incomes can be

raised and level of living improved.

Rural Development is another ex

ample of the American way of doing

things for its citizens that involves

a high degree of Federal-State-local

relations. The Rural Development

concept and determination being

shown to help a large segment of

underemployed rural families is en

couraging.
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AREA APPROACH

(Continued from page 61 )

school longer and help them in choos

ing vocations. Butler County has em

ployed a full-time guidance counselor.

Vocational education has employed

one person full-time on Rural Devel

opment for coordination and liaison

work.

Sociology

A ministerial association has been

organized in Metcalfe County by the

Rural Development committee, with

three other counties doing likewise.

In Metcalfe County the ministers

sponsored a drive and put TV sets

in every room in a TB hospital in

the area. As a result of work by

other associations, five counties are

completing recreational plans.

On health matters, Butler County

and three others succeeded in getting

a health center. The three other

counties have used some of the

methods used first by Butler County.

In all cases previous efforts to get

health centers had failed.

Garbage disposal systems, improved

water systems, and general clean-up

campaigns are common projects. In

one county 80 percent of the youth

are now vaccinated for polio, com

pared to only 3 percent a year ago.

One county completed plans for a

water district, another has two new

medical doctors, two others have new

veterinarians, and another is plan

ning to build a hospital.

Training Personnel

These results did not just happen.

More than 200 Rural Development

meetings were held in Kentucky in

1957. Task forces from Extension

Service, Vocational Education, Soil

Conservation Service, and Depart

ment of Economic Development con

ducted educational meetings at the

State and area levels. In-service

training workshops for agency per

sonnel were conducted at State, area

and county levels. Some were mixed

agency workshops, others were ses

sions to orient their own personnel.

In one area lay people asked agency

technical teams to conduct a problem-

solving workshop on program develop

ment. Also 54 agency and lay lead

ers toured Tennessee, Mississippi and

North Carolina searching for ideas

to work into the Kentucky program.

We have modified and used their

proven success.

The Farm and Home Development

method has aided Rural Development

work considerably in Kentucky. In

two pilot counties more families (100)

took part in Farm and Home Devel

opment in 1957 than in all the pre

vious years of FHD. This method

could well be the core to Extension's

part in Rural Development.

A State Fair exhibit, costing lay

groups more than $1,000, was also

shown at several county fairs. And

Butler and Elliott Counties conduc

ted essay contests, with more than

80 students writing on "How Can Ru

ral Development Help Our County?"

Radio, TV, and countless news arti

cles carry the story of Rural Devel

opment into every part of the State.

Intangible Benefits

We've been quite specific and tang

ible so far. Just as important, though,

and probably more valuable, are

these other achievements.

Tolerance, understanding, and posi

tive thinking developed among co

operating groups ... a stimulating

effect by Rural Development on other

organizations not too active in the

past . . . real cooperative effort . . .

Rural Development has overcome

barriers of attitude.

New hope and enthusiasm . . .agency

teamwork has filtered down so there's

now teamwork of unrelated person

nel at the local level . . . Rural De

velopment is considered a sound,

scientific, problem-solving approach,

not a remedy approach . . . people

accept it as a practical, self-help

approach, not a method superimposed

... it appeals to people in all walks

of life ... it has resulted in better

communication among groups . . .

we've discovered talented local leader

ship.

Rural Development has told peo

ple you can't sleep and be awake . . .

it has met with very little vested

interest ... it appeals to individual

pride, creative ability, leadership,

thinking, respect . . . businessmen

consider it an investment approach,

not a donation approach ... it is

converting the "my baby" and "if

we can do it" leadership into a posi

tive thinking group.

To sum up, the people have faith

in Rural Development. Their group

action seems to create a hope and

faith not found through other or

ganized approaches. The attitude is

good. The future of the area approach

in Kentucky is bright.

Monthly Revisions in

Publications Inventory

The following new titles should be

added to the Annual Inventory List

of USDA Popular Publications. Bulle

tins that have been replaced should

be discarded. Bulk supplies of pub

lications may be obtained under the

procedure set up by your publications

distribution officer.

F 2101 Watch Your Step—Avoid Farm Ac

cidents, New—Replaces M 608

L 416 Barberry Eradication in Stem Rust

Control; Wheat, Oats, Barley, Rye,

New—Replaces f 2014

The following have been discontin

ued but county offices may use any

copies they have on hand. The titles

should be removed from the inventory

list as USDA supplies are exhausted.

F 1368 Breaking and Training Colts

F 1523 Leather Shoes, Selection and Care

F 1741 Bur-Clover Cultivation and Utiliza

tion

F 1844 The Culture and Use of Sorghums

for Forage

F 1863 The Turnip Aphid in the Southern

States and Methods for its Control

F 1950 Sewage and Garbage Disposal on

the Farm

F 1958 Potato Production in the North East

and Northcentral States

F 1966 Part-Time Farming

F 2003 Legume Inoculation. . .What It It. . .

What it does

F 2006 Wheat Production in the Eastern

United States

F 2036 Seed-Flax Production in the North

Central States

F 2037 Winter Oats for the South

F 2041 Castorbean Production

L 213 Sour Cream—How to Prepare and

Use it at Home

L 263 Fly Control on Dairy Cattle in Dairy

Barns

L 287 Farmhouse Plans for Minimum Bud

gets

L 311 Farmhouses for the North

L 376 Spl it-Level Expansible Farmhouses
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We must open wider the doors of opportunity

In this wealthiest of nations where per capita income is the highest

in the world, more than one-fourth of the families who live on American

farms still have cash incomes of less than $1000 a year. They neither

share fully in our economic and social progress nor contribute as much

as they would like and can contribute to the Nation s production of goods

and services.

This human problem is inadequately pictured by charts and figures.

Curtailed opportunity begets an economic and social chain reaction which

creates unjustified disparity in individual reward. Participation dimin

ishes in community, religious, and civic affairs. Enterprise and hope

give way to inertia and apathy. Through this process all of us suffer.

We must open wider the doors of opportunity to our million and a

half farm families with extremely low incomes—for their own well being

and for the good of our country and all our people.

A many-sided attack is essential. We need an integrated program

in which each part contributes to the whole. Each will be more effective

if the others are adopted. Together, they will help toward a solution

within the framework of freedom for the individual, respect for his rights

as an American citizen, and opportunity to participate more fully in the

economic life of our Nation. . . .

Dwight D. Eisenhower

Excerpted from "Letter of Transmittal," April 26, 1955. by the President to the Congress with
accompanying report on "Development of Agriculture's Human Resources."
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EAR TO THE GROUND

The question is frequently raised,

"Why do production research when

we have agricultural surpluses?" We

thought you'd be interested in what

ARS Administrator Byron Shaw had

to say on this subject in a recent

address before the Agricultural Col

lege Forum at Pennsylvania State

University. YouH find the highlights

of his talk on page 75.

Another topic receiving a lot of

discussion lately is brainstorming. Its

proponents say that groups using this

approach come up with a lot of pos

sible solutions to problems in a short

time. Critics of brainstorming, on the

other hand, say that most of the

solutions obtained in this manner are

impractical. No matter which side of

this question you're on, you'll want

to read the article on page 76. It

gives the rules for this free-wheeling

method of generating ideas, lists some

advantages, and points out its limi

tations.

You'll also want to read how Bal

anced Farming is helping Missouri

farm families attain a more profit

able and satisfying living (see page

80) . Nearly 12,000 families have

formal Balanced Farming plans in

action and another 18,000 have pre

viously participated in the program.

And these figures don't include the

many thousands who have taken part

informally.

I've heard a lot about farm and

home development since joining Ex

tension last summer but haven't had

an opportunity to put my ear to

the ground in a county where agents

are using this approach. As I write

this, though, I'm looking forward to

a trip to Missouri where I plan to

visit some of the families taking part

in the Balanced Farming program.

I'll fill you in on my trip in the May

issue.

Next Month: What do various

family members want and need from

4-H? That's the theme of a special

issue in May. We'll have articles from

leaders, mothers, and prominent 4-H

alumni telling some of the values

they've observed in Club work.

The lead article will represent

something new for the Review, too.

We tape-recorded a discussion by FSS

Assistant Administrator Gerry Huff

man, 4-H Division Director Ed Aiton,

and State Agent BUI Skelton of Vir

ginia. They took "A Look Ahead in

4-H" and talked about some of the

many changes taking place which

are requiring a constant adjustment

in programming to provide "real-life

situations."—EHR

The Extension Service Review is published monthly

by direction of the Secretary of Agriculture as administra

tive information required for the proper transaction of

the public business. Use of funds for printing this publica

tion approved by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget

(July 31, 1955).

The Review is issued free by law to workers engaged

in extension activities. Others may obtain copies from the

Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,

Washington 25, D. C, at 15 cents per copy or by subscrip

tion ill SI.50 a year, domestic, and $2.00, foreign.
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UNITED ST^ES u

don't

sell

Production

Research

Short

by BYRON T. SHAW,

Administrator,

Agricultural Research

Service, USDA

A new high-yielding cotton, Pima S-l, is the

first domestic long-staple variety to compete

successfully with imported Egyptian cotton.

W. E. Bryan, Arizona Experiment Station, is

shown examining one of long-staple types he

originated. USDA cooperated in seed increase,

fiber testing, and market development.

We are living in an age of re

search. And, if anyone had any

doubt of this before last October,

he must certainly be aware of it by

now. You can't pick up a newspaper

without reading about satellites and

space travel.

Further, the tasks of research to

day have never been so urgent, and

the stakes have never been so high.

In some aspects of this race for

knowledge, we are in a contest where

the winner takes all.

Agriculture has a big part to play

in this contest.

The main reason that our agricul

ture leads the world today is because,

for the past 50 years, our agricultural

research has led the world.

Must Anticipate Changes

Yet the fact remains, there are

some weak spots in agricultural re

search . . . and today's surpluses

point them up. They show that it

is not enough for research to give

farmers the means of efficient pro

duction. There must be other research

that anticipates changes in farming

growing out of these improvements,

and that helps farmers adjust to

them.

Take the case of hybrid sorghum—

one of the important recent achieve

ments of agricultural research. In

anticipating the gains in yields from

these hybrid sorghums, we were

wrong not to be doing companion

research that would help farmers

make the best use of this improved

crop. We should have had more

utilization research directed toward

the development of new uses for

sorghum.

We should also have had more re

search in economics on the effects of

hybrid sorghum. Farmers needed to

know how the general adoption of

these hybrids would affect their in

comes—how to adjust their farm

plans to best meet these new condi

tions.

In broad terms, research is not

going ahead fast enough to help

fanners meet the economic problems

that are continually growing out of

changes in farming technology. There

must be more production research,

especially in farm economics, if farm

ers are to make the most of these

changes in technology.

Our nation's continued world lead

ership in agriculture depends upon

production research. And it would

be dangerous to underestimate how

much is enough. Who can say how

many plant breeders we need to

maintain the status quo on stem rust

disease of wheat? Or how many

scientists we need to hold the line

on the spotted alfalfa aphid and the

soybean cyst nematode? Production

research that fights these pests does

not increase total production. At

best, it only helps farmers to hold

their own against the hazards that

can wreck farm production. We must

do a great deal of this kind of pro

tective research.

Aids Marketing Efficiency

Furthermore, in those instances

when research does lead to greater

production efficiency in soils, crops,

and livestock, it contributes impor

tantly to the improved marketing

and utilization of farm commodities.

Today, because of research, live

stock products—meat, milk, eggs,

cheese, and ice cream—are marketed

at greater advantage than ever be

fore. There's a wider variety of these

foods in the stores. They're more

attractively packaged and displayed

. . . they're fresher . . . and higher

quality. They're more convenient to

buy, carry, and use. And we con

sumers are more aware of the nu-

(Continued on page 78)

New varieties of corn better able to

withstand attacks of European corn

borer are being bred by I SI) A and

Corn Belt scientists. Two experimental

resistant strains (outside rows) that

have withstood borer attack are com

pared with susceptible variety in center.
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by W. G. BRAKEY,

Manager, Technical Recruiting,

Monsanto Chemical Co.,

Springfield, Mass.

Creative imagination is the talent

that has enabled man to trans

cend other animals. An anthropolo

gist may quarrel with this and state

that man owes his progress to his

ability to oppose the thumb and

forefinger and thereby hold tools.

The desire to hold the tools, however,

must first originate in the imagina

tion.

Electronic brains have been unable

to produce any ideas. If the apple

which fell on Sir Isaac Newton had

fallen on the Univac, it might have

broken a tube or blown a fuse. Cer

tainly Univac never would have come

up with the law of gravity.

Constructive ideation, the act of

generating ideas, holds the key to

the solution of problems in business

and personal life, as well as in sci

ence and the arts. We have to discuss

creativity because our educational

system has neglected it. Our educa

tion and experience have done al

most nothing to develop our creative

power, unless we are products of an

art school.

As children, we are all endowed

with an unbridled imagination. Kin

dergarten really is an experience.

The youngster sticks his little fists

into a moist block of clay, making a

hand print. This dries, he paints it

bright red, and the teacher scratches

his initials below it. He brings it home

and his parents are both enthused

over his being so creative and, natur

ally, feel they have a budding sculp

tor on their hands.

Kindergarten is over and in Grade

I, he learns that 1 and 1 equal 2 —

2 and 2 are 4. This is the way it goes

through the rest of his training. The

further he goes, the more highly spe

cialized he becomes. The more highly

specialized he becomes the more he

knows of the laws of physical sci

ence, the less inclined he is to depart

from the path on a creative tangent.

The ideal solution would be to have

all subjects taught creatively, and

some progress has been made along

these lines. We can help fill the gap

by a brief orientation to the creative

approach or brainstorming.

Brainstorming Technique

Creative thinking isn't new, but

brainstorming is a conscious effort

to use creative techniques in arriving

at solutions to new problems. For

teaching materials, in 1953 Scribners

published "Applied Imagination" by

Alex Osborn, based on a 5-year pilot

course at the University of Buffalo.

A second edition is based on broad

experience in industry and education.

The objective of brainstorming is

not to produce Einsteins, but to pro

vide ordinary people with hints and

devices for allowing their imagina

tions full play. It gives participants

a consciousness of the power of imag

ination and a confidence in using it

by self-demonstration, thereby creat

ing a new and creative approach to

any problem.

Individual ideation Is productive.

It requires that you ask yourself

questions, that pencils can be magic

wands, that you set deadlines, and

pressure yourself by setting quotas of

ideas. Group ideation is more pro

ductive because the flow of ideas is

increased almost tenfold by the abil

ity to spark each other's ideas.

Here are the ground rules in this

brainstorming game:

Judicial judgment is ruled out. Con

ferences are usually dominated by

critical thinking. This is a new kind

of conference where you defer evalu

ation until enough alternatives are

derived. We feel we are better off

with 53 ideas to select from than 4

solid ideas.

Free wheeling is welcome. The

wilder and woolier the idea, the bet

ter to spark the imagination of each

other and to loosen the minds, for

ideas can be tamed down much easier

than they can be thought up.

Quantity is wanted. Quality is in

herent in the volume of ideas.

Combination and improvement are

sought. We want ideas expanded,

developed, combined, refined, and

improved.

How It Works

To participate in this game, we

have three rules:

1. Idea—raise your hand. 2. Hitch

hike—to adapt, expand, or modify

someone else's idea, snap your Angers

so the group leader will get the hitch

hike before the association is lost.

3. Critical thinking—out at the bell.

The slightest suggestion of criticism

by a sneer, a laugh, or a remark

causes the bell to ring.

To conduct these sessions, the

above background should be covered

and then a few demonstrations per

formed to get the mental set of

the group. For example, try a vis

ualization. The prop could be a hat

box and the group give their ideas

of what it contains. It could contain

two aspirin tablets.

For a demonstration of improve

ment, use a familiar object such as

a hammer, pen, pencil, or paint

brush. Have the group generate ideas

(Continued on page 85)
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SPECIALISTS—

The connecting links

by JOHN J. McELROY, Program Leader,

Special Projects, California

The Cooperative Extension Service

is like a highway, running from

the U. S. Department of Agriculture

and State land-grant colleges and

universities to the nation's farms

and homes. The traffic consists of

extension specialists carrying tech

nological facts from the campus to

the counties and returning with in

formation and local reaction which

help guide future research programs.

The specialist interprets and adapts

research findings to local needs. At

the same time, he acquires knowledge

of local requirements for further

study. The specialist serves as the

connecting link between the land-

grant college and the county exten

sion worker. By this means, research

activities and extension endeavor are

tied together so that the full facilities

of the college are used effectively.

The county agent's work covers a

wide field. Even though a county

may be concerned with the produc

tion of a single crop or related group

of crops, problems of soils, irrigation,

disease, pest and weed control, as

well as problems of variety and cul

tural practices, must be faced. Con

sideration must also be given to as

pects of farm management, econom

ics and marketing. Thus the county

worker must have a broad-gauged

knowledge of a large body of subject

matter.

But the county worker's horizon is

often limited by county boundaries.

He has special knowledge dealing

with local people and conditions, but

he is removed from the sources of

information and his ideas may be

conditioned by local thinking. He

has little time to travel and observe

or to keep up with research findings.

He cannot read as widely as his re

sponsibilities require. Here is where

the specialist comes into the picture.

He helps the county worker by serv

ing as a resource person, consultant,

adviser, and friend.

Specialist's Role

Responsibilities of the specialist in

clude analysis, interpretation, plan

ning, training others for teaching,

inspiring action, encouraging appli

cation, achieving objectives and mea

suring results. He helps county work

ers to carry on an effective teaching

program; to grow in ability and

judgment.

As a subject matter leader, the spe

cialist assembles, selects, and inter

prets scientific findings, adapting

them into usable material. This re

quires continuous study of field needs,

close relationship with research, and

correlation of information from

USDA, colleges and other agencies,

and of particular importance, infor

mation from farmers themselves.

Training county staff members in

subject matter and techniques is an

other important function of the spe

cialist. By working with county per

sonnel in analyzing the local situa

tion and organizing the county pro

gram, the specialist selects subject

matter suitable to local use. Training

techniques include sectional confer

ences, background or refresher con

ferences, assistance with test plots

or demonstrations which are helpful

in carrying out the county program.

In followup visits, the specialist

brings supplemental information and

helps evaluate the program as it pro-

(Continued on page 84)

Range seeding project in California is examined by L. J. Berry, range improve

ment specialist; A. D. Haig, field technologist; and A. L. \V. Mitchell, Butte

County farm advisor.
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PRODUCTION RESEARCH

(Continued from page 75)

tritional values and better satisfied

with what we buy.

But the fact remains that many

people would eat more of these good

foods if they could get them at lower

cost. And with our population boom

ing, this potential market for live

stock products will stay strong in

the years ahead. Here then is a

market for farmers to aim for. But

how well they succeed in reaching it

depends to a great extent upon con

tinued emphasis upon production re

search.

Science must find ways of produc

ing all these foods more efficiently.

And it must find the means to make

it attractive for grain farmers and

cotton farmers—all of those who to

day have no choice but to produce

already too-abundant commodities—

to switch some of their acres to com

modities with a growing market. De

velopment of suggestions for profit

able changes in farming that are

geared to market opportunities, area

by area, and for the nation as a

whole, is a job for production re

search—a job of economic analysis

built upon dependable research in

soils, crops, livestock, and engineer

ing.

Our aim in all research is to broad

en the market for agricultural prod

ucts. Production research is just as

important in this as any other kind.

There is a bright future for such new

crops as castor beans and safflower.

There are perhaps even greater op

portunities for finding new indus

trial uses for the major crops that

make up our cereal grains ... in

plastics, industrial finishes, pesticides,

and the paper and rubber industries,

for example. These market opportun

ities will be developed for farmers

just as fast as research can push

ahead in marketing and utilization.

But in the final analysis, the suc

cess of farmers to capture and hold

these markets will depend upon their

abilities to meet market demands in

terms of quality . . . quantity . . .

and price. And this is a job for pro

duction research.

Twenty years from now we will

not think that we were doing too

much production research in 1957. In

looking back over our past, we will

be amazed that we were satisfied

with a production research effort

whose emphasis was so heavily geared

to holding the line.

It is clearly evident that produc

tion research has been important in

the past. It is important now. It

will be important in the future. Don't

sell it short.

When It's Your Turn

at the Meat Counter

The fllmstrip on Federal grades de

veloped by the Livestock Division of

Agricultural Marketing Service, TJ. S.

Department of Agriculture, has been

revised and is now ready for distri

bution. Developed to assist in teach

ing the market selection of meats,

the 25-minute fllmstrip is designed

especially for use with consumer-

buyer groups.

Because this is a commercial re

production, slight color variations

may be inherent in the process.

Copies can be ordered at $4 each

from Photo Lab, Inc., 3825 Georgia

Avenue, N.W., Washington 11, D. C.

Your order should specify the name

of the fllmstrip, "When It's Your

Turn at the Meat Counter," and

USDA Catalog No. C-16. Each film-

strip will be accompanied by a copy

of the lecture notes.

The Wonder of Water

A new 16-page comic book which

provides information on soil and

water conservation problems has been

published by the Soil Conservation

Society of America. Bulk supplies of

"The Wonder of Water" are being

sold by SCSA, 838 Fifth Ave., Des

Moines 14, Iowa.

The effect of drought on a typical

city, Midvale, U. S. A., is illustrated.

It tells how the community faced the

problems caused by the drought, de

veloped an educational program for

all its citizens, and then secured an

ample water supply to meet long-

range needs.

The booklet is similar in treatment

and format to "The Story of Land,"

published in 1955 by the Society. More

than a million copies of the latter

have been distributed and 100,000

copies of a Spanish version were

printed recently for use in Puerto

Rico.

Textile manufacturers want and will pay more for wool fleeces of uniform

fineness and length and free from off-color fibers and weaknesses. USDA

scientists, in cooperation with Idaho Experiment Station, are developing sheep

that will produce wool with these desired characteristics, along with high yields

of fleece and meat.
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THREE-WAY APPROACH PAYS OFF

by KATE ADELE HILL,

Studies and Training Leader, Texas

Athree-way approach in mass me

dia is an effective way to reach

homemakers, believes Viola McKenzie,

Galveston County, Texas, home dem

onstration agent. A regular news

paper column, a weekly radio pro

gram by the agent plus a weekly

radio program by the home demon

stration club women, and a weekly

television program by the agent and

club women make up this concentrat

ed drive.

Changes observed in the county's

population caused Miss McKenzie to

adopt this three-media plan. The

county was becoming more urban and

less agricultural; more than three-

fourths of farm families owned tele

vision sets. So a single medium would

not adequately reach the potential

audience.

After this coordinated effort had

been in effect for about a year,

Maurine Hearn, State home demon

stration leader, suggested that a

study be made to evaluate its effec

tiveness. District Agent Leta Bennett,

Miss McKenzie, and I presented the

plan for such a study to the county

home demonstration council and they

agreed enthusiastically to help.

A total of 80 women made 2 to 5

interviews each. Every fifth house on

alternate streets was visited.

The 1,052 interviewees were classi

fied as: home demonstration club

members, 259; nonclub members, 695;

and ex-club members, 98. Two main

purposes of the study were to dis

cover how many women in each

classification had used the informa

tion given on these programs and in

the news column and to determine

subjects on which they desired fur

ther information.

Yard improvement rated first with

nonclub members and ex-club mem

bers and tied with food information

(including meal planning and reci

pes) in club members' interests. Food

information was the subject of most

interest to club members and was

second among nonclub members.

The television program is viewed

regularly by 140 club members, 233

nonclub members, and 26 ex-club

members. More than half of the club

members who read the agent's week

ly news column, 191 out of 259, used

information given in the column. A

little less than half of the nonclub

members, 308 out of 695, had used

information from the column.

As to the radio programs, 92 club

members, 110 nonclub members, and

23 ex-club members reported that

they received helpful information

from the agent's program and about

the same number heard the program

put on by the women.

Significant in this study was the

fact that the club women interviewed

their neighbors and fellow club mem

bers, and they had fun doing it. Com

ments by the women helpers ran like

this:

"We found every person was will

ing to answer the questions and we

enjoyed the experience . . . We

found that many women listen to

the radio program who previously

were not familiar with the Extension

Service . . . We were pleased to see

how many younger women listened

to or viewed the early programs."

If you want to do a thorough job

of evaluating a program in a county,

just ask the women to help you. They

will get the job done.

Plans for mass media study are discussed with Galveston County Home Dem

onstration Council by Dr. Hill, right, and Agent Viola McKenzie, standing.
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balanced ■ FARMING! Meets the Needs o

by A. EDWARDS, Associate Agricultural Editor, Missouri

Balanced Farming in Missouri

came as a logical outgrowth of

Extension work. By 1936, when the

first work was started with this total

farm and home approach, there was

a need for a program to more fully

meet the needs of farm people.

Top livestock men had lost farms

because their cropping systems hadn't

kept pace with their prime enterprise.

In some cases the best crops opera

tors raised big crops and then sold

them through unthrifty hogs and

cattle.

In short, Extension in its early ap

proach made little attempt to tie the

farm operation together as a unit.

Specialists worked on individual prac

tices without relating them to other

phases.

Objective in Balanced Farming

has been a system of balances—be

tween input and outgo of soil fertil

ity—between pasture and crops and

the livestock system—between the

farming system and desires of the

farm family, coupled with their labor

supply—between net income and the

needs of the family—and between

good planning, hard work and a com

fortable, attractive home.

Much of the success of the pro

gram has been because specialists

understand the overall picture of

Balanced Farming. For example,

dairy specialists recognize that the

dairy farmer can't succeed unless he

builds soil to grow the feed necessary

for low-cost milk production. Crops

and soils men, on the other hand,

know that build-ups in their field

won't suffice without the right kind

of livestock management.

This idea of a balanced operation

must be implanted in the family

planning session. The farm home-

maker has to help with every step in

the farm plan. And her husband

must help with every step in the

home plan. This calls for real team

work if it is going to succeed.

Extension has worked toward get

ting the family started where their

interests lie, perhaps in an improved

cropping system and bigger use of

fertilizer based on soil tests, maybe

in a dairy cow test association, or in

a feeding program, or with home im

provement if finances will permit.

But the important thing is to get

the family started toward a program

for a net income which will meet

the needs of the family and pay the

improvement bill.

How It Works

To see how Balanced Farming

works, let's look at a cross-section of

Missouri farmers who are using the

program.

Since joining a Balanced Farming

association in 1950, the Ralph Vin-

yards, Webster County, have accom

plished many of their goals and are

setting new ones.

The Vinyards operate a rather

rough hill farm of 180 acres. Only

75 acres is cropping land and about

40 open pasture. A dairy herd and

some hogs are the cash enterprises.

The cropping system is geared to pro

vide all the feed possible for the

livestock.

Their progress with this rather

conservative unit shows what the

smaller operator can accomplish. In

1955, the Vinyards herd produced

only 7680 pounds of milk and 369

pounds of fat per cow on 28 cows.

In 1956, they increased this another

1650 pounds of milk and 82 pounds

of fat. Vinyard says they made the

jump by culling low producers and

buying some new breeding stock, plus

a better feeding program.

They have used income from the

farm without going into debt to make

Results of good Balanced Fanning program are evident on Clarence Spaetlie

farm, Lincoln County, Mo. Improved features include terraces, lanes to fields,

ponds, well-arranged farmstead with open court and good buildings

i
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Croup system enables agents to work with more families but must be supple

mented with individual discussion. Home Agent Mary Lou Brown and Asso

ciate Agent Hubert Headrick are shown working with Osage County group.

a number of farm and home improve

ments. Chief among these were: util

ity room and bath, $1400; bulk tank,

$2300; new tractor and equipment,

$2175; water management, $100;

breeding stock, $1286; converting

milking parlor to pit-type unit, $800.

Vinyard says Balanced Farming

has paid him big dividends. He esti

mates that it has returned $20 for

every $1 he has put into the program.

As an example, Vinyard reports one

instance when he spent $12 for dield-

rin to spray 10 acres of barley. Sav

ing the crop gave him 65 days' pas

ture for 40 head of dairy stock.

A livestock and cash crop farmer,

Earl Weeks of Stoddard County, says

a good Balanced Farming operation

can mean the difference between

profit and loss. He says planning

ahead and a good fertilizer program

have been key items on his farm.

Basis for Weeks' thinking is the

big boost in his farm yields. In the

mid-40's wheat averaged only 20

bushels per acre. Last season his

Vigo made 50 bushels and Knox 60

bushels per acre. Weeks cribbed 6200

bushels of corn from 60 acres and

then fattened out 42 head of hogs

he purchased just to clean up picker

losses. His soybeans beat the 40-

bushel mark and alfalfa ranged from

5Va to 6 tons per acre.

W. W. Lowe of Livington County,

a successful livestock farmer, says he

joined the Balanced Farming associa

tion primarily to get help on soil con

servation. Since starting a plan in

1946, he has terraced all sloping crop

land on the farm. He says it takes

longer to farm terraced land but the

benefits in fertilizer savings alone are

well worth the difference.

By boosting yields on his farm,

Lowe is getting production to carry

his livestock. His speciality is meat-

type hogs, bred up from a four-way

cross. He sold 396 market hogs from

45 litters last year for an 8.8 littler

average.

Balanced Farming has proved be

yond doubt that the small farmer

Planning session with Mr. and Mrs.

Ralph Vinyard, Webster County, is

held by Associate Agent Jim Summers.

still has a big stake in agriculture.

The Ruth and Lawrence Helmering

mother-son partnership of Crawford

County shows an adequate income on

only 120 acres of Ozark land. They

handle a 1000-hen laying flock and

retail their eggs to customers in St.

Louis, Steelville, and Cuba.

Besides producing 12,000 dozen eggs

last year which averaged 50 cents

per dozen, the Helmerings raised and

sold 200 turkeys at premium prices.

Their sole livestock enterprise is a

flock of 55 ewes. They have built a

10-acre lake for irrigating truck crops

which include grapes and straw

berries.

The experience of Albert Bos,

Christian County, shows that the

young farmer can get started in the

farm business today with limited

capital. He and his wife formed a

50-50 partnership with a retired

farmer and in 5 years have paid for

a half interest in 60 head of Guern

sey cattle, a complete line of farm

equipment and milkhouse equipment.

In 1956, their income over feed

cost on 30 milking cows was $330.56

per cow, a big climb from their first

year in 1952 when the income over

food cost was only $155 on 21 cows.

Next step for the Bos family is pur

chase of a farm.

Such partnerships have proved an

important phase of the overall Bal

anced Farming program. Not only do

they offer a chance for young oper

ators to get established, but they open

the door to capital for getting an

economical unit in operation.

(Continued on page 87)
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teaching the WHY of soil conservation

by ANGEL TOMAS BERRIOS, Extension Soil Conservationist, Puerto Rico

To teach the science of good land

use is a tough job in Puerto

Rico where the crucial problem is

too many people on too little land.

Puerto Rico has 3,450 square miles

of area. That's about two-thirds as

large as Connecticut. Yet with its

650 persons par square mile. Puerto

Rico is one of the most densely popu

lated areas of the world.

With no mineral or fuel resources,

the Island's economy depends largely

on agriculture, even with strong in

dustrial development recently. Un

wise handling of land has damaged

more than half the Island's land

surface. Less than 50 percent of the

total land area is tillable; so the one

million acres that can be farmed will

have to be stretched to accommodate

the mounting population burden.

The resulting pressure for more

land to cultivate has forced farmers

to use steeper and steeper land that

should be devoted to forests instead

of cultivated crops. But it is difficult,

if not impossible, to convince a farm

er to plant trees when he has a big

family to feed.

In spite of its size, Puerto Rico

has 115 soil series with 352 different

types and phases of soil. There are

7 distinct areas of rainfall, ranging

from more than 200 inches in the

northeastern mountains to less than

30 inches in the southwestern coastal

plain.

The Island stretches east and west

for 113 miles at its longest. Around

the coast is a narrow fertile plain

which rises gradually toward the in

terior in a series of mountain ranges

that occupy much of the Island.

These mountains run mostly east to

west and are broken by deep, narrow

valleys.

The Extension Service, in close co

operation with Soil Conservation Dis

tricts, Soil Conservation Service,

schools, and other organizations, is

working hard to make the popula

tion conscious as to what constitutes

proper land management and good

land use.

Even though many of the soils are

heavy clays, the intense rainfall over

much of the Island has each year

caused great losses in organic matter,

in fertility, and in soil itself.

The agricultural extension agents

in Puerto Rico give special attention

to soil and water conservation educa

tion. They direct their efforts toward

(Continued on page 85)

A group of 4-H boys of Cidra County participating in a land judging school.
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Bulletins say "take me" on this pegboard display in the Muskingum

County, Ohio, extension office. This rack is easily mounted on the wall

and hangers can be arranged in any position.New Book Reveals

What Teenagers Think

THE AMERICAN TEENAGER, by

H. H. Remmers and D. H. Radler,

Purdue University. Published by

Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc., Indianapolis

and New York, 1957.

For more than 15 years, social

scientists at Purdue University have

been polling a national sample of

teenagers to learn their attitudes and

opinions on just about everything.

Out of this continuing scientific

study comes the most complete pic

ture of American adolescents ever

drawn.

This book is must reading for every

extension worker, teacher and parent

—indeed, every adult American.

Many of the puzzling aspects of

adolescent behavior—including juven

ile delinquency—can be better under

stood after the authors' thesis is

assimilated. And the teenagers we

all deal with come into perspective

when they are compared with the

typical teens revealed by the more

than 40 individual polls covered in

the book.

Based on these studies, the book

reports on the problems of teenagers,

sexual, social and physical; their re

lationships with their parents; the

schools they attend; the future they

face, including college, work, military

service and marriage; their views on

religion, ethics, science; their politi

cal attitudes; juvenile delinquency;

and finally, suggestions for bettering

the overall picture.

More than half the nation's teen

agers believe that censorship is all

right in some cases (who is to de

cide which cases?) ; that police should

be entitled to use wiretapping; that

third degree methods are acceptable;

that the Fifth Amendment should be

repealed—people ought to testify

against themselves.

But the biggest shocker comes in

these two figures: More than 50% of

the nation's youth think most people

aren't capable of deciding what's best

for themselves and 75% think obedi

ence and respect for authority are

the most important habits for chil

dren to learn.

There is much more fact than opin

ion, more problem-stating than prob

lem-solving. But for perceptive read

ers, there are plenty of cues for ac

tion—modern, progressive ideas based

on the insights of psychology and

sociology as well as on the poll results

themselves.

There is, as you can see, much food

for thought in "The American Teen

ager." It's a revealing, provocative, im

portant book. It has the validity of

objective research on a huge (10,000

to 18,000 on each poll) random sam

ple of the nation's teenagers care

fully reduced in size to a smaller

stratified sample (2,000 to 3,000)

which is truly representative of all

America's adolescents. And it has

the readability of a popular magazine

article rather than the difficult style

of a technical report—Einar R.

Ryden, Professor of Extension Edu

cation, Purdue University.

Human Relations

Training Laboratories

Human relations principles for

working with small problem-solving

groups as well as large organizational

and community groups will be among

subjects discussed at summer labor

atories in various sections of the

country. Participating will be execu

tives, religious leaders, and workers

in education, government, and other

professional fields. The laboratories

also offer opportunitity to exchange

ideas with these leaders from varied

backgrounds, all interested in group

development.

Following is a partial list of lab

oratories and addresses to write for

further information:

National Training Laboratory in

Group Development, Bethel, Maine,

June 15 to July 4 and July 13 to

August 1; National Training Labora

tory, 1201 16th St., N.W., Washing

ton 6, D. C.

Human Relations Training Labora

tory, Taos, N. M., August 10-23; Dr.

R. R. Blake, University of Texas,

Austin 12, Texas.

Pacific Northwest Laboratory in

Group Development, August 8-17;

Miss Katharine Wolfe, Admin. & Pub-

lice Service Center, Seattle Public

Schools, 815 4th Ave., N., Seattle 9,

Wash.

Intermountain Laboratory, Salt

Lake City; Dr. D. A. Orton, Annex
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205, Univ. of Utah, Salt Lake City,

Utah.

Rocky Mountain Workshop, Den

ver; Mrs. J. L. Reed Edgar, Adult

Education Council, Public Library,

Denver 3, Colo.

Workshop in Community Relations,

Chicago; Dr. M. L. Haimowitz, Hu

man Relations Center, Univ. of Chi

cago, 19 S. LaSalle St., Chicago 3, HI.

California Laboratory; Dr. W. H.

Schmidt, University Extension, Univ.

of California, Los Angeles 24, Calif.

Columbia University Laboratory;

Dr. K. F. Herrold, Teachers College,

Columbia University, New York 27,

N. Y.

Farm Machinery

MACHINES FOR POWER FARM

ING by Archie A. Stone and Harold

E. Gulvin. Published by John Wiley

& Sons, Inc., 1957.

This 600-page book combines trac

tor and machinery information in

one volume. Throughout, the close

and essential relation of the machine

and its power (the tractor) is empha

sized.

The book is divided into eight

Time-saving system lor selection ol

«ilts for replacement has been intro

duced by Darl W. Fike, Henry County,

III., agent. Gilts from large, thrifty

litters are ear-notched. When ready

for market, notched gills are weighed

and probed for backfat. Above, Sidney

Cole, chairman of county livestock

committee, checks weight and backfat.

Fast gaining gilts are selected for

breeding stock.

Bagged by hit-and-run-moose! Lew

Hanks, Matanuska Valley, Alaska, ex

tension agent, was shaken up consid

erably when a moose tried to leap

over his passing car. Smashing the

hood, top, and windshield, the moose

recovered his composure and ambled

off without exchanging details of in

surance coverage.

parts. Part I covers the tractor under

the heading. Power for Production.

In the next six parts the authors

provide general information on each

major machine; instructions for op

eration and field adjustments; main

tenance and upkeep.

Of particular interest is the last

section — Tractor and Machinery

Management. The authors point out

such pertinent items as machine ca

pacity, draft and power requirements,

cost per hour of use, control of trac

tor and machinery costs, etc.

Because the book is based on prin

ciples, it will not readily be outdated.

—Robert Gilden, Federal Extension

Service.

CONNECTING LINKS

(Continued front page 77)

The specialist examines, reviews,

evaluates, suggests, and plans with

county personnel. The county work

ers know local situations and attitudes

—they are close to local problems

and local thinking. The specialist

brings new information and a broad

objective outlook. Together, the spe

cialist and county worker analyze and

work out solutions.

Aid in Program Planning

Many counties hold planning con

ferences. The specialist attending

such conferences gives participating

farm people direct background infor

mation and, by taking part in their

discussions, gives them a better un

derstanding of the problems they

seek to meet.

The county worker who uses these

conferences for program development

enjoys the advantage of a program

well understood by the leaders. Such

a program in action may require test

plots or demonstrations; the special

ist can contribute his particular abil

ities in plot layout and demonstra-

tional techniques. His continued in

terest and occasional appearance lend

the authority of USDA and the col

lege to the teaching of the county

worker.

Both the specialist and the county

worker are field representatives of

the Extension Service and of the col

lege. The county staff member rep

resents the Extension Service inti

mately and immediately before the

public; effective extension perform

ance depends upon his leadership.

Here, the specialist's role is to under

stand, support, and strengthen the

county representatives.

Through his relationships with

other agencies and organizations, the

specialist finds new funds of infor

mation and improves the application

of these wider resources. He encour

ages better interrelationship of pub

lic and private research and teach

ing. Developing these relationships,

the specialist broadens his own per

spective and increases his usefulness

to the county worker.

Liaison with Administration

The specialist serves as a liaison

between the county worker and the

State administrative staff. As an ad

viser to the administrator, he fur

nishes technical knowledge for policy

formation. The State administrative

staff requires an understanding of

local conditions and the support of

the counties. It requires basic tech

nical information which can be ap

plied to the solution of problems if

it is to effectively support and assist

the county staff.

In a period of advanced technology

and dynamic change, the specialist

exerts a leadership and performs a

catalytic service which enables the

Extension Service to be in the fore

front of progress in agricultural and

rural life. Understanding, sympathy,
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vision, confidence, courage, tolerance,

unselfishness, persistence, enthusi

asm, and a sense of humor are as

much a part of the specialist's equip

ment as his technical proficiency and

knowledge of science and research.

The specialist is an educator with

specialized knowledge and skills. He

trains those who train others. He

assists others in understanding their

own situations and in planning their

action. His success is measured in

terms of the success of others. He is

the tie between the college and the

field. He is in a strategic position to

help make the Extension Service an

integral part of the lives of the na

tion's food producers.

TEACHING WHY

(Continued from page 82)

shaping attitudes and developing an

understanding: (1) that resources

are not limitless, (2) that there are

practical methods for using land and

water efficiently for sustained pro

duction without impairing, but even

improving their productive capacity,

and (3) that the welfare of the food

producer and of the urban family are

definitely linked together.

The extension worker in Puerto

Rico has to face many problems in

doing his educational work. Perhaps

the biggest problem is the low edu

cational level of the people, especial

ly in areas where many of the old

farmers are illiterate. It is very hard

for them to change "the up and

down hill way of farming" for con

tour farming. The old ideas of their

forefathers are rooted in their minds.

To adapt the teaching of soil and

water conservation to this audience,

it is necessary to rely heavily on

meetings, discussions, farm tours,

demonstrations, exhibits, and visual

aids. The farm tour has proved to

be one of the best methods in teach

ing soil and water conservation. The

farm leader visited is in charge of

convincing the visitors what soil and

water conservation has done for him

and his farm. Generally a farmer be

lieves the testimony of a farm leader

more than testimony of a professional

leader.

Education is a slow process but

we're making progress in Puerto Rico

as to the best use and treatment of

land. County agents are emphasizing

soil and water conservation with

youth in 4-H Clubs and in other or

ganizations. Youths will be citizens

of tomorrow that will make effective

use of the natural resources or co

operate, help and stimulate other

citizens to use effectively natural re

sources such as land and water.

Land judging schools and contests

were introduced as an educational

method in Puerto Rico in 1957. With

this method, the principal factors

which determine the intensity of

land use are identified. Once a man

knows and understands these factors,

he can decide how best to use his

soil. Since he understands the

"why," he feels it reasonable to con

tinue to apply the principles.

The land judging conducted so far

in Puerto Rico has proved that the

method is a truly great aid to teach

the art and science of good land use.

Land judging activities will be in

creased in Puerto Rico in 1958. This

method will surely help to make soil

and water conservation education an

easier job in Puerto Rico. To all soil

conservation educators we heartily

recommend land judging as an effec

tive teaching aid.

GENERATING IDEAS

(Continued from page 76)

for the improvement of this well-

known object.

Develop a spacial concept with a

question like—if there were 6 months

of sunlight and 6 months of dark

ness, what changes would be neces

sary in our form of living? Having

freed the group's imagination with

these warmup sessions, you go to a

specific problem.

Concentrated brainstorming ses

sions should not last longer than 20

minutes, for they are fatiguing. One

idea can be explored usually in about

4 minutes. A lull generally occurs

after the first 90 seconds of explora

tion and after this lull, the second

surge usually gives the best ideas. A

good pace would be 60 to 70 ideas

in 3 minutes.

For record-keeping, a stenographer

may be brought in to record the

free-flowing ideas. However, the con

ference leader or another person can

write ideas on a flip pad or chart or

blackboard so the participants can

see the ideas and be stimulated to

hitchhike with new ideas. Two people

recording are better than one. They

can alternate writing the ideas and

do a more complete and legible job.

Hang the completed sheets of pad
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Home Economists Chart Communications Course

paper on a wire strung across the

front of the room where all can see

the ideas. A tape or wire recorder

may be used but this sometimes in

hibits the group.

A committee of at least 3 people

should be selected to screen all the

ideas and recommend the 5, 10, or

20 which seem to merit further

study.

Not m Panacea

Brainstorming is considered by its

practitioners as quite successful in

problem-solving situations. However,

it should not be considered a panacea

for all problems. Like everything

else, it has its limits. One is the re

quirement that this technique be

used to solve only specific, not gen

eral, problems.

Twelve people form an optimum

brainstorming group. The brainstorm

ing rules, and the atmosphere they

create, tend to overcome the various

blocks to creative thinking. Lack of

knowledge is minimized when 12

people pool their backgrounds.

Lack of confidence, timidity, con

formity, and an "it can't be done"

attitude are lost in a completely per

missive atmosphere. Pessimism and

self-satisfaction are squelched by the

spirit of the session. Psychological

blocks, caused by habit or past ex

perience, are broken down by the

strange associations that take place

during free-wheeling.

Brainstorming in Action

A recent example came about dur

ing a brainstorming session. Six men

had been assigned as a task force

to come up with solutions for a par

ticular industrial problem 3 months

before the session. The brainstorming

group, which did not include any of

the six men, assaulted the same

problem.

In 22 minutes, all of the potential

solutions that the 6 men had con

ceived in the 3-month period, plus

27 other ideas, were generated by the

group. If we had brainstormed the

problem first and eliminated all but

the best ideas, we could have saved

a considerable proportion of the 3-

month period, if nothing else.

We recommend that you give this

technique a try. It will help you do

a more effective job.

by JESSIE E. HEATHMAN,

Assistant Editor, Illinois *

Home economists have started the

communications ball rolling. A

program is underway to contact every

member in the United States regard

less of her area of work.

Members of the National Advisory

Committee in Home Economics Com

munications met with the NPAC ex

ecutive staff at Gull Lake, Mich., last

fall to study communications prob

lems and to draft an action program.

The four associations represented on

the committee were: American Home

Economics Association, American Vo

cational Association, American Die

tetic Association, and American Asso

ciation of Land-Grant Colleges and

State Universities.

After several days' study and dis

cussion of problems which involve

home economists in every area of

work, one took on major importance

—the need for more effective com

munication within the membership.

As one committee member said, "Be

fore we can tell our story to the

world effectively, we must be able to

communicate with each other. There

must be understanding within our

membership."

One of the first decisions was to

continue to give priority to the origi

nal objective of the program. That

is: "To create an awareness on the

part of all home economists, present

* Miss Heathman is a member oi the
NPAC Land-Grant College Home Econom
ics Committee and the National Advisory
Committee in Home Economics Communi
cations.

and future, of the importance of

communications."

Representatives of each association

drafted a program to be presented to

their membership. Recommendations

of the American Association of Land-

Grant Colleges and State Universities

were:

1. Obtain a speaker on a subject

relating to communications for the

home economics division program at

the 1958 Land-Grant College Associa

tion meetings. One suggested topic

was: What makes people accept

ideas?

2. Ask members of the association

to explore on their own campuses the

possibilities for graduate programs,

fellowships, or assistantships in home

economics communications, and to

encourage communications research

projects whenever possible.

3. Suggest that the Triennial Ad

ministrator's Workshop in 1960 be

centered around communication.

4. Take bibliographies on commun

ications to campus librarians for

checking so that materials will be

available for interested workers as

needed.

Extension's Part

Probably no other group within the

membership is more aware of the

importance of communications than

extension folks. What can we do to

further this program?

These three steps should start us

on our way:

1. Study the program as outlined

by the committee and understand the

recommendations made by all four

associations. State leaders can se

cure single copies of the program for

duplicating from Miss Mary Holt-

mann, NPAC Home Economics Direc

tor, Wells Hall, Michigan State Uni

versity, East Lansing, Mich.

2. Take stock of our own ability

to communicate, whether person-to-

person or through mass media. We

can all improve our communications

skills and techniques.

3. Study the communications proc

ess and know how it operates. Fol

low developments in the field of com

munications and reserve some time

for attending training classes and

workshops.
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Editor's Note: We recently asked

readers to send in comments on Re

view articles or any subject related

to extension work. Our objective is

a continuing forum for the exchange

of ideas.

The following letter proposes some

changes in the present system of re

porting extension accomplishments.

Possible improvements in the report

ing system are now being explored

so Mr. Hall's suggestions are certain

ly timely.

What do you think of the present

system and Mr. Hall's proposals? Let

us have your comments to pass along

to your coworkers as well as to the

committee now studying this matter.

Evaluative Reports

Many extension workers become

unhappy when reports are mentioned.

The main reason is because they

know that most reports do not meas

ure results.

To make good result reports, we

should conduct special studies of the

major projects in our program. These

of necessity would be sampling stud

ies with well-thought-out criteria, data

collection, and analysis. It would

seem satisfactory if every county

would select five projects and collect

data on each every 5 years. This

would mean one study a year.

These would be measures of effi

ciency of farmers in conducting vari

ous enterprises, measures of health,

measures of social-civic accomplish

ments, and measures of recreational

results. Comparisons of year-to-year

results would give measures of prog

ress.

When result measures are too dif

ficult, we might step back and tabu

late the activities undertaken by our

clientele. Activity measures, how

ever, are not as satisfactory as re

sult measures because of the loss be

tween what we do and the results

obtained.

These would be sampling studies

of the number of persons who said

that they adopted certain recom

mended practices. Specialists could

specify the practices, propose the

questions, and analyze the data. As

in the result studies, each county

might select five areas and survey

the practices in each area in a 5-

year rotation. This would mean one

approved practice study each year.

When we cannot easily tabulate

activities, we might take another step

back and measure knowledge and in

terests. These tests would show us

how well we teach and what errors

we need to correct. Tests could easily

accompany subject-matter lessons, at

both the beginning and end of each

series. We might compare those who

attended with a group who did not

attend.

These three proposed types of stud

ies are special surveys of our clientele.

If properly executed, they might

prove to be far superior to the "guess

timates" which make up such a large

part of our annual reports.

D. M. Hall

Extension Specialist, Illinois

Course Scheduled for

Extension Specialists

The Changing Role of the Special

ist in Extension Education is the title

of a course being tentatively offered

in the 1958 session of the regional

Extension Service Summer School at

Cornell University. The school will

be held July 7-25.

Many changes are taking place

which influence the work of special

ists. The course will deal with their

functions as recognized leaders in

light of these changes. It will be con

ducted as a conference or workshop,

using consultants and discussion

leaders.

Instructors will be Prof. Elton K.

Hanks, Cornell, and Prof. Kenneth

F. Warner, University of Maryland.

Review Index Available

Copies of the 1956-57 index of the

Extension Service Review are now

available. Articles are indexed by sub

ject, author, and state. Write to the

Editor, Extension Service Review,

FES, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Wash

ington 25, D. C.

Monthly Revisions in

Publications Inventory

The following new titles should be

added to the Annual Inventory List

of USDA Popular Publications. Bulle

tins that have been replaced should

be discarded. Bulk supplies of pub

lications may be obtained under the

procedure set up by your publications

distribution officer.

F 1068 Judging Beef Cattle

L 423 Hauling Water to Sheep on West

ern Ranges

The following have been discon

tinued but county offices may use any

copies they have on hand. The titles

should be removed from the inventory

list as USDA supplies are exhausted.

F 684 Squab Raising

F 767 Goose Raising

F 952 Breeds of Light Horses

F 1 369 Bridge Grafting

F 1372 Plum and Prune Growing in the

Pacific States

F 1723 Feeding, Care, and Management

of Young Dairy Stock

F 1910 Ladino White Clover for the North

eastern States

BALANCED FARMING

(Continued from page 81)

We are sure that we do not have

the final answer in carrying out this

program. However, we can count

some 30,000 formal Balanced Farming

plans, plus thousands who have fol

lowed the lead of their neighbors on

an informal basis.

Our present methods are effective

but we are continually seeking better

ways of getting the job done. We've

tried a number of variations of the

group system of teaching but we're

still not ready to label any system

as the final answer.

Most important is that Balanced

Farming fully meets the needs of

farm people. One concept has been

held to throughout the 20 years Mis

souri has been working with Balanced

Farming. That is, each farm family

must set its own goals and plan how

to attain them. This is the only way

we can expect a family to carry out

the plan. Changing economic condi

tions mean that the plans may have

to be altered. If the family does not

make the plan, they will not know

how to change it when they should.
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DiOOl

someth.no nM.A School For

' Mr. And Mrs.

To-Be

by JANICE C. BUGBEE, Hampden

County Associate Home Demon

stration Agent, Mass.

Prospective brides and grooms in

Hampden County, Mass., are

learning the answers to some of the

problems they will encounter in es

tablishing a home. Schools for "Mr.

and Mrs. To-Be," held for the past 2

years, are expected to become an an

nual activity of the home department.

The idea for the school was con

ceived at a statewide program plan

ning meeting in home furnishings.

This committee felt that many

couples are faced with questions re

garding selection of furniture and

appliances, use of credit, and many

other phases of homemaking.

The program for the school was

planned to include features on wise

use of credit, life insurance, financing

a home, selecting furniture and ap

pliances from the standpoint of use

and practicability, household linens

and mattresses, and use of color in

the home. An additional meeting on

food buying was held later at the re

quest of the group.

A panel discussion by newlyweds

dealt with problems of house hunt

ing, division of household chores

when the wife works outside the

home, and other phases of learning to

live together. The series of three

meetings closed with a talk by the

extension human relations specialist

about some areas where adjustment

is needed. Extension specialists dis

cussed topics in their field and three

bankers contributed to the sessions

on insurance, home buying, and

credit. A local department store

loaned merchandise for display.

Publicity played an important role

in the school's success. Announce

ment posters were sent with an ex

planatory letter to 133 industries,

business firms, public utility compan

ies, supermarkets, and colleges in the

area. Members of the home depart

ment executive committee also dis

tributed posters in their immediate

area. Mimeographed announcements

were sent to a large number of

churches.

The posters would have been more

effective if several had been sent to

each concern. Some companies are

so large that one poster is not effec

tive. One company requested addi

tional posters for its several depart

ments.

Newspaper publicity proved to be

the most effective way of announcing

the school. The majority of those

attending reported they had learned

of the school through this medium.

More than half of the 43 people

attending the school came with their

future mates. The men were equally

as interested in the topics as the

women and all entered freely into

discussion. Only two of those attend

ing had previous contact with the

Extension Service.

The meetings were held in the

evening, with two sections each meet

ing. A coffee break between sections

gave the couples an opportunity to

question the instructors, sign for

bulletins on display, and chat with

others present. It also increased the

friendly atmosphere which prevailed.

All who worked on the program

felt it was the most satisfying teach

ing experience they had encountered.

The prospective young marrieds were

responsive to all the information of

fered and were thoroughly interested

in each topic.

The School for Mr. and Mrs. To-Be

reached a group that is often over

looked in extension programs, from

the time they leave 4-H Clubs until

they join adult extension groups. We

are looking forward to seeing many

of these people in adult groups in the

future.

The school also made us more

aware of consumers' great need for

information on buying equipment, ap

pliances, and furnishings. Belated to

this is the need for more information

on use of credit. These topics will

be discussed more frequently in fu

ture news articles by the home agents.
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EAR TO THE GROUND

What do various family members

want and need from 4-H? To find

the answers, we asked for articles

from parents, leaders, businessmen,

and 4-H alumni, as well as extension

workers who have geared programs

to meet these needs.

The opening article tells some of

the many changes taking place in

our society which necessitate a con

stant adjustment in programs. One

of the primary wants of youth which

it brings out is for real-life situations

which will prepare them for adult

hood.

Recognize the family on the cover?

We adapted it from this year's 4-H

poster, painted by William Griffith

under the sponsorship of Coats &

Clark, Inc.

Last month I promised to All you

in on some of the things I learned on

my Missouri trip. I was particularly

impressed with Farm and Home De

velopment, or Balanced Farming as

they call it, in Pettis and Bates coun

ties. One farmer I visited summed up

its value by saying, "I never had an

opportunity to go to college. The

things I've learned from Balanced

Farming are worth as much to me as

a college education."

Brief visits to Cass and Henry coun

ties gave me a glimpse of program

projection. They've had long-term

plans underway for some time and

were in the process of revising them.

The agents' role, as in other exten

sion activities, is that of a catalyst

to stimulate action by local people.

In three Rural Development pilot

counties, they're holding vocational

short courses, using the Balanced

Farming approach, developing facili

ties to make the area more attractive

to industry, and otherwise attacking

problems spelled out by the local

people.

Wherever I went, I noticed a defi

nite relation between the rate of

progress and how much the lay peo

ple are involved in planning and

carrying out a program. In Balanced

Farming, for example, the cooper

ating families select subjects for dis

cussion at group meetings. And the

families I visited were enthused about

the things they had learned from

these discussions with their neigh

bors about common problems.

Next month: Marketing Includes

all activities and services connected

with moving goods from the producer

to the consumer. The June issue will

tell how extension contributes to mar

keting and where you, as an exten

sion worker, fit in this broad process.

—EHR

The Extension Service Review is published monthly

by direction of the Secretary of Agriculture as administra

tive information required for the proper transaction of

the public business. Use of funds for printing this publica

tion approved by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget

(July 31, 1955).

The Review is issued free by law to workers engaged

in extension activities. Others may obtain copies from the

Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,

Washington 25, D. C, at 15 cents per copy or by subscrip

tion at $1.50 a year, domestic, and $2.00, foreign.
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Taking a look ahead in 4-H are, left to right, W. E. Skelton, E. W. Alton,

and G. H. Huffman.

A Look Ahead in 4-H

-WVTHAT challenges are facing exten-

W sion workers, particularly youth

leaders, in our rapidly changing

■world? How will they affect 4-H pro

gramming? These are among ques

tions covered in this tape-recorded

discussion by E. W. Aiton, Director,

4-H and YMW Division, Federal Ex

tension Service; G. H. Huffman, As

sistant Administrator, FES; and W. E.

Skelton, State 4-H Agent, Virginia.

Mr. Aiton: Since this issue of the

Review is pitched to the question of

what various family members want

and need from 4-H, let's take a brief

look first at the basic objectives of

extension work. Would we be ac

curate to say that the fundamental

objective is to help people to help

themselves?

Mr. Huffman: I think that is a very

precise statement. As educators our

main job is the development of men

tal growth in people. This certainly

encompasses an ability to make deci

sions as well as add new knowledge. I

look at Club work as a complement

and supplement to formal schooling

in the mental growth of youth.

Mr. Skelton: In the present world

situation, it is more necessary than

ever for young people to have tech

nical know-how in farming or any

other career they might select. At

the same time, we shouldn't let this

need for technical knowledge over

shadow the development of the indi

vidual. Equally important is the

change in the person's attitudes and

beliefs—what he believes toward his

fellow man, in his own community

and the world community.

Mr. Huffman: It's the development

of the whole man and his character.

It seems to me that that's been one

of Club work's major contributions to

the life of young people.

Mr. Aiton: Yes, that's usually the

thought that friends and supporters

of 4-H emphasize in their remarks.

I expect at the same time they recog

nize that the subject matter and tech

nology aspects of 4-H are a means

toward that end, though, don't you?

Mr. Huffman: It seems to me that

around the country we're trying to

sharpen this area of understanding.

We're not thinking of Club work just

in terms of the practices and tech

niques—as this is a good way to raise

an animal or to make a dress—but

we're thinking of the basic science

behind the practices—why they are

good practices.

Mr. Aiton: Going back to your ini

tial lead, Jerry relative to growth,

let's talk a little bit about this growth

in terms of numbers of people avail

able for and wanting services from

Extension. By 1960, compared to the

1950 census, we will have 13 percent

more young people of 4-H Club age

on our farms. At the same time,

well have about a third more rural

non-farm young people of 4-H age.

Mr. Huffman: Another thing is the

rise in the educational level of all

our people. For example, look at the

precociousness or maybe it's sophis

tication or maybe it's just plain com

mon intelligence that our youngsters

have today. This also has an effect

upon what kind of depth we go into

in content.

Mr. Skelton: This certainly chal

lenges extension workers to really be

qualified themselves and to be cur

rent in programming. These young

people are securing knowledge from

all sources.

Mr. Huffman: They have many

channels we didn't have just 10 years

ago—such as television. The tech

niques and skills with which our

schools are providing information are

changing. In total, our youngsters

are getting a broader education and

that certainly has an impact on

youth work.

Mr. Aiton: That leads us up to the

question of how we are going about

this business of re-examining our 4-H

and extension programs. Can we use

the youth development section of the

Scope Report as a sort of launching

platform?

Mr. Huffman: The Scope Report is

an indication of the thinking that

our Extension leaders have been do

ing in the very recent past. They

have put together a current version

of types of things that Extension

should be concentrating its efforts on

in the next 5 or 10 years.

The section on youth development

has this very pertinent comment:

"The extension youth program should

provide learning opportunities and

practical experience in real-life situ

ations. These opportunities should be

sufficiently challenging at advancing

maturity levels so that youth are

prepared for economic, social, and

leadership responsibilities as adults."

It seems to me that the key here is

"challenging opportunities at advan

cing maturity levels."

Mr. Aiton: The basis for that state

ment goes back to some very funda-

(Continued on page 110)
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STEP BY STEP

toward maturity

by ARLENE L. MARTIN,

Associate 4-H Club Agent,

Litchfield County, Conn.

Connecticut now has a three-level

4-H Club program—4-H Mem

bers, from 9 to 13 years of age; 4-H

Teens, from 13 to 15; and 4-H Sen

iors, from 15 to 21.

Does the lack of sharp age division

between levels confuse you? They

overlap because age only gives an

indication of the boy or girl's stage

of development. Although all young

people follow the same general pat

tern of growth, each proceeds at a

different rate of speed.

This revamping of the 4-H Club

program didn't happen overnight, of

course. It was a gradual process in

volving many people, many program

areas, and many years of study. The

final decision to gear 4-H Club work

to the developmental needs of boys

and girls was made in 1957.

Why We Did It

Many factors played a part in this

decision. Foremost among these were

the in-service training experiences of

county and State staff members, es

pecially courses in 4-H Club Work

and Human Development.

The interest of subject matter spe

cialists, especially the family life

specialist, in working out programs

for various developmental levels was

a vital factor. Because of this inter

est, trial projects were planned spe

cifically for developmental levels. A

broadened concept of the 4-H Club

project also helped, with projects in

social as well as physical skills to

meet the changing needs of members.

The program evaluation which

grew out of a study of the use of

county club agents' time pointed up

needs. The rapid urbanization of

Connecticut also made program eval

uation a necessity in county after

county.

Consideration of competition and

its effects resulting in development of

a group award system and progress

in self evaluation techniques played

a part in program evaluation. And

a tendency toward clubs of one age

group or sub-divisions of clubs by

ages fitted Into the picture.

The program levels developed from

all these interrelated factors are

based on studies of child develop

ment. In general the 4-H Members

need to perfect physical skills. 4-H

Teens are primarily interested in

social skill development and using

their advanced physical skills in

adult-like roles. 4-H Seniors are ready

for perfection of social skills, career

exploration, and adult responsibili

ties. The total program offers well-

rounded experiences in physical and

social skills at all levels, but each

level emphasizes the most important

needs at that time.

Democratic planning played an im

portant role in this decision regard

ing program levels. Many project

and activity committees of county

club agents, extension specialists,

State 4-H staff, and lay people have

been improving various segments of

the program for the past 12 years.

Club members and volunteer leaders

contributed in these trial periods. The

success of new project outlines, rec

ords, and leaders' guides showed the

value of a developmental level ap

proach.

When enough evidence and inter

est was developed, the situation was

discussed with county 4-H advisory

commutes. They were interested in

this approach so the county club

agent, State 4-H staff, and specialists

decided to implement it.

Putting in Action

Many projects are already geared

to this approach. Others are being

revised and new projects are being

written to meet changing needs of

club members. A leader training pro

gram in understanding boys and girls

has been gaining momentum for sev

eral years. This is contributing to

implementation of the three-level

program.

No sharp program change is expec

ted. Instead, more and more chal

lenging and exciting opportunities

are being offered and members are

responding enthusiastically. Plans for

further training of volunteer leaders

will emphasize the importance of de

velopmental levels as the criteria in

project selection.

The program not only provides a

more satisfying experience for boys

and girls but promises to keep mem

bers in Club work longer. More mem

bers will enjoy 4-H experiences under

this plan as the program holds a

variety of offerings for all age groups.

A 4-H Club program which brings

young people step by step toward

maturity is also a logical introduction

to adult extension programs.
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A Parent Looks at 4-H

What 40 years with 4-H has meant to

me, my parents, my children, and my

community.

by MRS. FRED BULL, College Park, Md.

My husband and I were among

the first 4-H Club members in

Maryland back during World War I.

One of the first things I learned was

how to use a pressure cooker instead

of a wash-boiler for canning. Our

mothers were afraid of "those new

Tangled pressure cookers" but we

demonstrated their use at fairs,

schools, and community meetings un

til nearly everyone was using them.

I remember how proud I was the

day I taught my mother how to darn

socks and do mending on the sewing

machine, as I had learned in my

4-H Club. She was an excellent dress

maker, yet it had never occurred to

tier to do her darning by machine.

Not only did we learn newer and

better methods of homemaking, we

taught our mothers, friends, and

neighbors.

When we reached the age when

we could no longer belong to 4-H

clubs, we insisted upon having clubs

for adults. As a result the first home

demonstration clubs were organized

in Harford County.

I well remember our first county

agent, a young fellow fresh from

college, and how reluctant the farm

ers were to "have him tell us how

to farm." He had to work with the

boys first and through them he soon

reached the dads. The first purebred

livestock came into our county by

way of the boys' 4-H clubs.

The records kept by 4-H boys

proved many things to their dads

and often changed and improved their

whole farming operation. Fathers

learned, for example, that keeping

accurate farm records was an im

portant part of good farm manage

ment.

It is impossible to tell all that 4-H

meant to us in those days. By giving

demonstrations and serving as club

officers, we learned to express our

selves, to give our opinions, to make

our own decisions, to help younger

or less experienced members, to speak

before large audiences with poise and

confidence—all important accomplish

ments.

We learned to assume responsibil

ities, to adjust to situations and to

others, self-discipline, dependability,

and the like. We acquired qualities

of leadership which later proved to

be of tremendous value. Our 4-H

projects involved the whole family

and family unity—planning, working,

playing, praying together—is one of

the most worthwhile advantages of

extension programs.

Yes, there was competition, keen

but wholesome competition, but we

were taught to "win without boasting

and lose without squealing." Good

sportsmanship was more important

than the prized blue ribbon.

Training for Citizenship

We not only learned skills "by

doing," but we learned to be good

citizens the same way—by helping

others through community projects

and by practicing the Golden Rule.

Such experiences offered the best

possible training for good citizenship.

It was my privilege to help pur

chase the first permanent 4-H camp

in our State. I shall never forget

the lovely vesper services at sundown,

the craft classes, the recreation per

iods, the delightful campflres. and

the "rest or meditation hour" with

each girl in her own secret little nook

in the pines.

We acquired a new appreciation of

nature and the world around us as

together we learned to identify every

tree and flower and rock. When it

comes to social adjustment, leader

ship training, character building,

physical fitness, or just pure fun, a

4-H camp can't be beat.

I feel that all these wholesome

experiences of 4-H work determined

most of our moral and spiritual

values. I doubt that anyone who has

not had the rich 4-H experience can

even partially imagine its far-reach

ing and long-lasting meaningful in

fluence in the lives of millions of

boys and girls, their parents, and

their offspring.

My husband and I, as well as our

children, feel indebted to 4-H for our

college educations. The profits from

our projects and the prizes and

scholarships that we won made it

possible financially. The encourage

ment of our beloved extension lead

ers gave us the will and the desire,

and the cooperation of our families

and friends helped make it possible.

When we were in college, former

4-H'ers were leaders on the campus,

just as they are today. They held

high offices in campus organizations

and were outstanding in sports and

scholarship. A group of six former

4-H members organized the first non-

denominational religious service on

the University campus, the first Bible

study class, and the first Sunday

evening vesper service.

After college I worked for 3 years

in the Philadelphia schools and soon

became involved in youth organiza

tion work—Scouts, YWCA, Campflre

Girls, FPA, and FHA. And my sum

mer vacation each year was spent in

4-H camps or at Club Weeks in

Maryland, West Virginia, Pennsyl

vania, Delaware, or Rhode Island.

Then I married the 4-H'er I had

met years before at my first 4-H Club

CContinued on page 102)
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A Leader Looks at 4-H

by MRS. R. C. NEWTON,

Three Rivers, Mich.

rriHERE is no greater joy to a local

1 4-H Club leader than the ob

servation of growth and development

of a member. When standards of

workmanship, conduct, ideals, and

ambitions which have been stimu

lated during the 4-H period continue

to be apparent in the young adult,

the leader forgets any earlier frus

trations and disappointments.

The leader-member association is

especially important. The leader who

contributes is one who has a genuine

interest in the member. He is the

leader who likes and respects the

member and for whom the member

has an equal liking and respect.

In the early years of club work,

pleasing the leader is especially im

portant. A little girl who has fin

ished an apron to the best of her

ability, who shows it with pride and

wears it with joy, even though some

of the seams may be irregular by

adult standards, will come back next

project period eager to continue to

develop her skills.

Recognize Capabilities

As leaders, we need to keep in

mind the ability of each child. It

is our responsibility to help this child

develop at the speed at which he is

capable. We must guard against be

coming so engrossed in obtaining blue

ribbon exhibits that we neglect to

observe that some of our members

are not ready to prepare ribbon-win

ning exhibits.

The adult leader needs to consider

the home background of each mem

ber. If the home standards are high,

parent cooperation usually is no prob

lem. Sometimes in the average home,

and often in the marginal area,

progress is slow. An indifferent par

ent may become an enthusiastic co-

operator after his child has done

commendable work, or has received

some recognition.

The alert leader watches for areas

in which each child can excel so that

he can feel important to the group.

Committee work, greeting guests as

they arrive, removing refreshment

plates, distributing supplies, or ar

ranging chairs seem to help with

younger members.

As the member develops confidence

and ability, possibilities for tasks

which bring satisfaction and recog

nition are endless. They include a

club office or committee chairman

ship, speaking before the group or

at community and area meetings,

helping to plan and present pro

grams, acting as host, preparing 4-H

publicity, taking part in safety or

community service programs, super

vising recreation, planning achieve

ment programs or window displays,

and helping to plan and present

training programs for other members.

Aid in Growth

As the member advances in project

skills, the leader should watch for

opportunities to suggest special ac

tivity work. The responsibility of the

leader is to see that each member

enters some activities which fit his

aptitudes and which will help him

to develop.

Parent understanding and coopera

tion are necessary to good activity

participation as well as to good proj

ect work. If a cordial leader-member

relationship had been built in the

early years, it has a good chance

of survival through the trying

early teens. The member at this

stage desperately wants approval, al

though he is reluctant to admit this

need. He wants to excel but is afraid

of criticism if he makes an error or

appears different from the group.

Achievement programs near the

end of each project period, at which

parents and friends are guests, are

helpful in building parent interest in

the work of the club and in develop

ing parent cooperation. Parents who

start attending special meetings and

achievement programs when their

children are beginning 4-H are likely

to continue this interest as the child

advances.

Developing Leaders

As the leader-member relationship

grows, junior leadership is a natural

development. By this time, the mem

ber has his major project sequences

underway, has developed a taste for

activity and contest participation,

and is anxious to help younger mem

bers as he has been helped. As in

beginning project work, the leader

must give the junior leader respon

sibility only as he is able to take it;

at the same time seeing that he is

given every opportunity to use his

own ideas and to take over leader

ship in the areas in which he is most

skillful.

The junior leader who is trained

well, and in whom ideals and stand

ards have been instilled through the

years, can be an invaluable aid to

the local leader, as well as an inspir

ation and help to the younger mem

bers. At the same time he is develop

ing into a young person of poise,

tact, skill, and ambition.

The leader-member relation can be

most rewarding when continued after

the 4-H years have terminated. Let

ters and other communications we

receive often indicate that the stand

ards instilled through the 4-H Club

are of help in building a home or a

career. The influence of the good

leader carries through many years

of life, either as associations are re

membered, or through the realization

by the member that here is an un

derstanding person with whom he is

free to talk over his problems objec

tively.
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A Businessman Looks at

by JAMES M. PATTERSON,

Director, Public Relations, American Oil Co.

When a business like ours grows

and prospers as it has for the

past half-century, our customers, em

ployees, stockholders, and the general

public all benefit from our success.

If we can help today's rural young

people become better, more prosper

ous farmers tomorrow, our business

stands to benefit even more.

Being a success presents one of the

greatest challenges that businessmen

and industrial leaders must meet in

our competitive economy.

A successful farmer will remain

successful only as long as he applies

the sound business principles essen

tial to good farming. He must prac

tice soil conservation, crop rotation,

and in other ways plan for the future.

A businessman must also seek new

production processes, product im

provements, expanding markets, and

earn and set aside reserves for the

future.

Developing People

However, scientific and technolog

ical advancements are fruitless with

out the continued growth and devel

opment of people. Leadership, char

acter development, individual respon

sibility, initiative, high moral stand

ards, and the other desirable char

acter traits that are so obvious in

4-H trained young people are the fac

tors that cause businessmen to con

tinue their support of the 4-H pro

gram. Business dollars invested in

engineering and research must be

backed up with more dollars invested

in human development.

Just as the farmer cannot contin

ually take from the soil without re

turning basic elements to the soil,

business cannot consider itself a

"horn of plenty" with a never ending

source of money, raw material, and

manpower. We must continue to look

to the future, if we are to survive in

a free, competitive economy.

Meeting the Challenge

To meet the challenge of being

successful in any endeavor—sports,

farming, business management, or

whatever your goal might be—I am

convinced that we must rely on the

axioms that are vital parts of the

very foundation of 4-H work, "learn

by doing" and "to make the best

better ! "

To attain greater individual achieve

ment in any phase of 4-H Club work,

the challenge of success for each suc

ceeding group is to not only match

what has been done before—but bet

ter it. This places increased respon

sibility on the 4-H members, their

parents, extension personnel, volun

teer leaders, business people who sup

port these fine programs, and every

one else who has a stake in our fu

ture. But the increased responsibility

pays off in more capable and useful

citizens.

4-H dignifies work. A youth pro

gram that encourages honest effort,

and proves the rewards of honest

effort, is one of our country's great

est hopes for the future.

I have been privileged to be in

direct contact with Club work for

many years. With a great deal of

personal pride and pleasure, I ob

served the young 4-H members of the

1930's and '40's become the adult

community leader of the '50's. It is

my sincere belief that the challenge

of this success will produce even more

outstanding citizens in the future

from today's 4-H boys and girls.

Leaders in the various 4-H pro

grams today are charged with the

great responsibility of guiding these

young people who pledge their Heads,

Hearts, Hands, and Health "for my

Club, my Community, and my Coun

try." No one can make a greater or

more important personal pledge to

our future security than that pledge

repeated many, many times by every

4-H boy and girl. Leadership is essen

tial to the fulfillment of that pledge,

and my company is proud to be

among the first donors to 4-H pro

grams that place primary emphasis

on leadership training.

Key to Support

The 4-H way is the American way.

Being a member or a leader is purely

voluntary.

Faith in our free American way of

life is the key to continued support

of 4-H by businessmen.

Faith in the young Americans who

make the 4-H pledge—Faith in the

thousands of leaders who voluntarily

devote so much time and effort to

4-H—Faith in the high-caliber pro

fessional extension people who super

vise 4-H programs—Faith in the par

ents who give their support to 4-H—

and Faith in the ultimate goals of the

4-H program. Faith, which each mem

ber of the "4-H family" must have in

each of the others, will guarantee

that we can meet the worldwide chal

lenge to our free, voluntary American

way.
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Achieving family goals

Introducing happy lives

by DANA L. FARNSWORTH,

Director, University Health Services,

Harvard University

Happiness is to be dissolved into

something complete and great,

says Willa Cather, in her novel My

Antonia. Those who try to achieve

happiness by having fun all the time

usually end up miserable and un

happy. Those who think in terms of

achieving a balance between then-

own needs and the welfare of others

may have many moments of disap

pointment, fatigue, and frustration,

but a backward glance over lives so

lived gives a warm glow of satisfac

tion.

4-H clubs have become an introduc

tion to the latter way of life for mil

lions of people. Many have had their

lives significantly changed by the new

avenues of awareness and opportuni

ties opened to them by their experi

ences in Club work.

Every age has its problems—seem

ingly more serious than those of pre

vious ages. Ours is no exception. But

our problems are different from those

of the past. They differ because they

are our own and we are the ones

who must do something about them.

Our most serious problem today

is the lack of a sense of values. Mil

lions of people are almost frantically

Say These 4-H Alumni

searching for something which they

cannot define, yet which they think

may come if only they can surround

themselves with enough material

things. Advances in science, tech

nology, medicine, and public health

have notably increased our standards

of living and our life expectancy, but

these benefits are unevenly scattered

among the earth's peoples. In the

struggle for improvement, the old

methods of settling rivalries and dis

putes are no longer suitable and can

readily bring about mutual destruc

tion through suicidal war.

What does this have to do with

4-H clubs? Simply that the ideals

and practices of the 4-H way of life

are among the most hopeful that can

be seen in our society.

The boy or girl who joins a 4-H

club learns that each person is differ

ent and his views must be respected.

He soon acquires the point of view

that human life is sacred and calls

for a reverent attitude, even in the

face of behavior that is regrettable.

He learns that caring for animals,

culturing plants, and creating useful

or beautiful things from the products

of the soil bring a kind of satisfac

tion that can only be called happi

ness.

He observes that those who respect

and care for their own bodies have

greater opportunities for serving

others than those who are careless.

He soon finds that he is helpless if

he tries to rely solely on his own

(Continued on page 97)

by PAUL D. SANDERS,

Editor, The Southern Planter

What do members of the rural

family want and need from

4-H? They want information and

inspiration; an opportunity to learn

modern agriculture and homemaking

in a wholesome, happy atmosphere;

a chance to demonstrate the joys of

better living on the land through

bigger farm incomes.

Farming has shifted in recent years

from a rustic way of life to a highly

technical business, requiring great

skill in production and marketing.

The capital and credit requirements

are fantastic. Money management is

frequently the key to success. A work

ing knowledge of machinery and elec

trical appliances is essential.

Club boys want practical ideas

from their projects that will enable

them to grow better pigs, poultry,

and calves. They want new ways to

lower the labor load in farming and

put money in their pockets. Girls

want easier and quicker ways of do

ing the ordinary homemaking chores

—cooking, canning, freezing, and

dressmaking. Parents want their

children engaged in constructive ef

fort and cultural endeavors. They

have confidence in 4-H to achieve

these goals.

If I were asked today to name the

one thing outside my family training

that has contributed most to my

modest success in life, I would un-

hesitantly point to my 4-H Club ex

perience. Club work gave me my

first taste of scientific agriculture

and a greater appreciation of the

social values in rural life.

The money I earned from my 4-H

projects enabled me to enter agricul

tural college. And because of the

better farm practices my father

learned from our county agent and

through my club projects, he became

a more successful farmer—better able

to help defray the cost of my college

education and place me in position

to render a service to my beloved

Southland.

We have the word in Holy Writ,

"Your young men shall see visions

and your old men shall dream

(Continued on page 107)
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VALUES

IN

4-H

by LILLIAN T. WADE,

Negro Home Demonstration Agent,

Prince Georges County, Md.

What are the values in 4-H? I

can answer that question best

by evaluating my own experiences in

this great youth organization.

Looking back over my seven years

in the Bryantown 4-H Club in Charles

County, Md., I have many happy

memories. And these years were well

rewarded because of the many mean

ingful experiences that could have

come only through participation in

4-H.

4-H helped me to love, appreciate,

and understand my family, my home,

and my environment. Most import

ant of all, it helped me to under

stand and to develop myself.

Some of the experiences contrib

uting to this personal development

were serving as club president, work

ing on committees, giving demonstra

tions at club, county, and State meet

ings, and exhibiting project work at

the county fair. Later, service as a

junior leader gave the opportunity

of helping to train other club mem

bers. In all these activities, my par

ents always encouraged me and pro

vided every needed assistance.

In evaluating my 4-H experiences,

I have classified them as little, big,

and very big achievements. The little

achievements are those that only I

know about, the big ones are those

that just my family and close friends

know about, and the very big achieve

ments are those known throughout

my community, county, and State.

It is important to appreciate the

little achievements for these lead to

the very big ones.

During each of my seven years in

4-H, I experienced all three types of

achievements. I remember how ex

cited I was the day my adult leader

asked me to present a demonstration

on canning at the County Home-

makers Club Day. More than 100

homemakers saw the demonstration

and, since it was a success, this was

a big achievement. The following year

I gave the same demonstration dur

ing State Club Week and won the

gold cup for my county. Another big

achievement!

In 1953 I was selected as one of

the Maryland delegates to the Re

gional 4-H Club Camp in Frankfort,

Ky. At State 4-H Club Week later

that year, I gave a report of my 4-H

achievements and the trip to Re

gional Camp. The Dean of Home

Economics at Maryland State Col

lege heard my report and offered me

a 4-year scholarship. This was a

dream come true and another big

achievement.

The author, center, demonstrated canning

fish as part of food preservation project.

She won State prize and gold cup for her

county with this demonstration in 1952.

In college I held several offices in

campus organizations, received the

Better Living Award, and graduated

with honors in June 1957. When I

received my B.S. degree in home eco

nomics education, I had realized the

greatest of all my dreams.

The biggest achievement of all was

yet to come, however. Seven days

after graduation, I was appointed

Negro Home Demonstration Agent in

Prince Georges County, Md. Now I

am in a position to help others as

I was helped and am endeavoring to

fill this position with a sincere dedi

cation to my profession and to 4-H

Club work.

I shall never forget what 4-H has

meant to me, my family, and my com

munity. And I know that every 4-H

achievement, no matter how small,

can have a great influence in chart

ing a wholesome way of life.

HAPPY LIVES

(Continued from page 96)

efforts, and therefore learns that he

must cooperate with his fellows. As

his experience widens he becomes

more aware that there is a power

higher than himself which he calls

God, and just as men differ, so may

their ideas differ as to how they

shall worship him.

He knows that he can never ac

complish all his goals but only strive

toward their achievement. He real

izes that he who bears the burdens

of others becomes stronger for hav

ing done so.

Those who work with boys and

girls who are seriously disturbed by

emotional conflicts are becoming con

vinced that the future of our coun

try depends in large part on whether

or not family life can be maintained

as a strong and vital source of se

curity for children. Almost without

exception, the boys and girls who

have serious emotional disturbances

have home conditions marked by ser

ious deficiencies, such as lack of love

and affection, no consistent discipline,

or poor models of identification.

Behavior problems of all kinds can

be lessened in severity if parents,

teachers, ministers, and civil author

ities unite in promoting those condi

tions in the community that give

meaning and purpose to family life.

This is just what 4-H Club work does

most effectively. But solving prob

lems is not the business of 4-H work

ers. Instead it is the development of

goals, little ones at first in terms of

completed projects, larger ones later,

expressed in terms of lives of ac

complishment and meaning.

The men and women who follow

the ideals learned in the 4-H work

of their youth may yet turn out to

be the greatest single source of

strength and good judgment our na

tion possesses. Of all the satisfac

tions of life, none is greater than that

which comes from the realization

that one has done his best in the

face of all the opportunities and

frustrations that life has to offer.

For such a person happiness will

come not only from the feeling of

being part of something much greater

and more complete than oneself, but,

as Willa Cather also said, "when it

comes to one, it comes as naturally

as sleep."
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BUILDING 4-H

by CHARLES Y. HOYT,

State 4-H Club Leader, Kansas

In these challenging times more

than ever before, we need to give

youth greater opportunity through

4-H Club work. One way to meet

individual wants and needs is by

members, leaders, and parents plan

ning a long-range project program.

This program had its inception in

Kansas when a county club agent

met with a 4-H family having a

daughter and two sons. The agent

and the family planned long-range

project programs for each member.

The same procedure was used later

with another 4-H Club family. Those

experiences in this county led other

extension agents and leaders to plan

with families.

Trained Leaders

In the fall of 1954-55, a detaUed

plan giving the objective and telling

how to plan, develop, and mold the

program was distributed to every

county in the State. Special assist

ance was given to agents in 23 coun

ties so they could train and assist

leaders in working with parents and

members for the development of such

programs.

The 4-H Club family sits down with

club leaders and extension agents to

discuss fully the interests of the in

dividual, how these fit into the farm

and home situation, facilities for pro

gram development, and how special

activities and hobbies can supple

ment the program. By doing long-

range planning, the member and par

ents know in advance what projects

and activities will be carried. Thus

a sense of ownership, security, and

accomplishment is developed.

The individual who develops a

flock of ewes or herd of registered

cows—acquires items of furniture or

clothes—gains experience in music,

CAREERS

for

tomorrow's

citizens

recreation, or speaking—can have a

glowing pride of satisfaction for years

to come. The parents know that in

3 or 5 years, 10 or 15 acres will be

needed for crops projects, the back

40 which needs terracing will be done

by junior in his conservation project,

the registered bull calf from junior's

breeding heifer could be the sire for

the herd of grade cows. Mother and

daughter can look forward to the

repairing and reconditioning of fur

niture, planning and decorating the

home, and wise planning and de

velopment of a happy, wholesome

family through good nutrition.

In developing a 4-H Club career

plan, emphasis is placed on one or

two major projects to be carried

through the whole program, and two

or three minor projects to be added

or dropped as they fit into the plan.

Consideration is given to several ac

tivities as members are shown how

these supplement the project pro

gram.

Yearly evaluation is made and the

program changed according to in

terests and needs of the individual.

Our goal has been to increase the

project and activity program so that

in his 6th or 8th year of Club work,

each member will be carrying a fully

developed program. Beyond those

years, emphasis is placed on leader

ship. A decrease in the project pro

gram may need to be considered due

to additional school and other out

side interests.

By long-time planning, the parents

will understand more fully the im

portance of their support—both fi

nancial and moral. They will know

in advance the financial assistance

and the space needed for crops, live

stock, and articles to be made or

repaired, as well as the scope of the

activity program. With such under

standing, the club member will gain

a new sense of security and respon

sibility, for he knows that dad and

mom will back him in improving and

developing his interests.

Dynamic Potential

By molding a long-time plan, a

family unit will be developed—united

for practical experience, education,

business, and opportunities unlimited.

Such a program provides a dynamic

potentiality of development with each

family. Planned long-range project

programs that fit the needs and in

terests of the individual, the farm

and home, and even the community,

help pave the way for the boy and

girl to slide smoothly from youth

training days to manager and owner,

to teacher, leader, and friend.

New York State Fair exhibit last year showed how 4-H members go step-by-step to become

useful citizens.
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by ROBERT S. CLOUGH, State 4-H Leader, Missouri

The Missouri 4-H Club of today

is basically a one-package deal.

The package contains a wide range

of individual and group interests and

challenges each member's active par

ticipation.

In the early days, we started with

a single interest in 4-H. We had pig

clubs, clothing clubs, and corn clubs.

Youngsters interested in a certain

project joined that group and com

pleted the project. Then the club

folded until another one was formed,

perhaps the next year. Freqeuntly,

there were several clubs in one com

munity.

This hit-and-miss proposition cer

tainly wasn't the answer to the de

velopmental needs of youngsters. We

felt then, and still feel, that clubs

with continuous organization are the

answer.

Twenty years ago, we tackled the

problem of continuous organization

by introducing the community club.

Project meetings, supervised by adult lead

ers, are workshops that stress achievement

by individual members.

Older Missouri 4-H'ers find the junior lead

ership project challenges their leadership

abilities and provides opportunities for fur

ther development.

This brought all interested youngsters

in a community together in one or

ganization, which offered a choice of

projects and activities. Since that

time, Missouri 4-H clubs have been

moving forward with year-round pro

grams that allow group as well as

individual achievements.

Today's community club in Mis

souri has two outstanding features

which we believe adapt it to the needs

and interests of its members. Its

year-round program provides plenty

of opportunities for each member to

take an active part. And its flexible

organization can be fitted to any sit

uation—rural, suburban, or urban.

Our community clubs have planned

meeting programs made out a year

in advance. These planned programs

include health, recreation and an ac

tivity, emphasizing group achieve

ment and plenty of member partici

pation. And separate project meet

ings pinpoint practical work with

projects, stressing individual achieve

ment.

We believe the project is the hard

core of 4-H. Actual work of growing,

husbanding, constructing, conserving,

demonstrating, judging, and exhibit

ing is an important part of Club

work. So, the other half of our com

munity club program is the project

group. Project meetings are held

largely in the barnlot, shop, kitchen

or sewing room. Here is where ap

proved practices are emphasized,

techniques taught, and elementary

judging and demonstrating are done.

The package is wrapped up at the

club's annual meeting. The newly

elected president appoints program,

health, and activity committees.

Others, such as recreation, member

ship, and financial, may be appointed.

Regular club meetings are under

the guidance of the community

leader. As a group, members deter

mine what they are going to do in

health, recreation, and activities.

Through committee work, meeting

discussions, and assignments, each

member has a responsibility for see

ing that goals are reached. Group

action provides members with experi

ences in getting along with others,

leadership, self expression, and other

experiences youngsters need in groom

ing themselves for responsibile citi

zenship.

The junior chairman of each proj

ect group reports the group's progress

at regular meetings. And each group

elects members to give demonstra

tions and illustrated talks for regu-

(Continued on page 103)
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CAN WE HELP IN CAREER EXPLORATION?

by DALE APEL,

Editor, Kansas 4-H Journal

Anew challenge for 4-H lies in

career exploration.

As Sedgewick County Kans. Club

Agent Thurman Wren puts it, "We

can't put them all back on the farm.

If we can help them select something

else, we are certainly doing them a

service."

And Wren is right. Due to the de

creasing number of farms there are

now 168 young farm men to replace

every 100 farmers who die or reach

retirement age.

In spite of this surplus of young

farm men, a smaller percentage of

farm children go to college or take

advanced training than any other

group. Educators say one reason more

farm children don't take advanced

training is that their home and com

munity environment does not en

courage them to do so. And voca

tional guidance facilities in most

rural high schools are just not as

good as those in city schools.

The 4-H clubs reach most rural

boys and girls. What is more natural

than that they should take the lead

in furnishing help and guidance in

choosing a life's work?

Many farm boys and girls look to

the city and see the high paying jobs

in factories or in offices. And for

some these jobs are well suited.

But too many are not aware of

the 30,000 different jobs in the TJ. S.

today. Nor are they aware of how

well they might fit into these jobs.

Too few appreciate that jobs for col

lege graduates generally offer more

of a future and more stability than

those that require only a high school

education.

Historically Club work has been a

force in choice of careers by 4-H

members.

A local publisher's visit to a 4-H

club meeting had an impact on the

vocational choice of Owen Redmond,

former Sedgwick County 4-H'er. He

told the group "they could be any

thing they wanted to be," and ad

vised Owen, who was interested in

politics, that the law profession pro

vided a good entry into this field.

Now Redmond is an attorney and is

active in county politics.

100

Joyce Holdsworth, a former na

tional winner in 4-H recreation and

rural arts, is a music teacher in the

Abilene schools. Did her 4-H experi

ence help in selecting a career out

side the fields of home economics and

agriculture?

Yes, says Joyce. She started as a

song leader for the county 4-H coun

cil and led singing at businessmen's

picnics, camps, and achievement

banquets. As a climax, she led sing

ing at the 1953 National 4-H Club

Congress.

Generally, however, career explor

ation has been quite incidental to the

4-H program. Too often the thought

has prevailed that all of the boys

should be farmers and the girls

should be home economists.

Kansas 4-H Clubs have made a

small start on putting additional em

phasis on vocational information.

Last year's State 4-H Round-up fea

tured seminars and discussion on

various vocational fields with per

sonnel from all schools at Kansas

State College.

The 1957 State 4-H junior leader

ship camp set aside one day for dis

cussion of careers. Personnel from

the KSC counseling bureau, the local

employment office, persons employed

in industry, and those working in

agriculture and home economics

served as resource persons.

Sedgwick County 4-H clubs have

gone one step further—25 members

have signed up to participate in a

series of meetings devoted specifically

to career exploration. And Agent

Wren says it may involve the entire

junior leadership club next year.

At their first meeting members

were asked to list: "jobs and other

activities that have interested me

most, what my parents say my in

terests are, what others say my in

terests are, and vocational fields I

would like to study further." They

were also given an opportunity to

order from a wide variety of liter

ature.

Club members then arranged to

take aptitude tests at the local Kan

sas State Employment Service office.

Next a personal interview was held

with an Employment Service coun

selor.

Following this testing and coun

seling, the group developed individual

questionnaires to be used in inter

viewing people in the vocation they

chose to study. Club members are

encouraged to make individual con

tacts for interviews although help is

available from the county extension

office if requested.

A summarization meeting follows

the interviews. 4-H'ers present both

written and oral reports, with the

written reports filed in the county

extension office. An additional meet

ing on "How to Get a Job" is in the

planning stage.

"The big thing in this program is

what they do themselves," Wren says.

"We help them develop an interest,

perhaps make tests and literature

available, and then it's up to them.

We hope they'll take off where our

program ends."



Priceless

Heritage

by MERRITT D. HILL, Gen. Mgr.,

Tractor and Implement Division,

Ford Motor Company,

and Chairman, Farm Youth Com

mittee, National Sales Executives

A balance sheet which lists assets

of property, plants, equipment,

and inventories does not reflect the

most precious asset of any business

organization—its manpower resources

The businesses, industries, and pro

fessions which serve agriculture to

day—the feed manufacturers, farm

equipment dealers and manufactur

ers, fertilizer firms, petroleum pro

ducers and distributors, and many

others who are a part of agri-business

—have a specialized problem in the

area of manpower. Many of the jobs

they need to fill require manpower

with a farm background and farm

training.

On the other side of the coin, we

have the problem that is causing

great concern among the men and

women who counsel our farm young

people as they prepare for careers.

They recognize that all these youth

will not have an opportunity to en

gage in active farming. But they are

distressed by the fact that too often

farm young people ignore their great

heritage—their farm training and

background. Without giving thought

to ways of putting this asset to work,

they go into occupations which make

little or no use of it.

Some time ago a group of business

men and industrialists became con

cerned over this two-pronged prob

lem. This concern led to the forming

of the Farm Youth Committee of the

National Sales Executives, a nation

wide organization of sales executives.

Today this committee is generating

an educational program to help these

farm young people to recognize their

opportunities to serve agriculture, and

themselves, in a career of agricul

tural selling. It is recognized, of

course, that this is only a partial

solution of the total problem. There

are many agriculturally related career

opportunities where a farm back

ground is an important asset.

Agricultural selling is not built on

glib, fast-talking, hit-and-run tech

niques. The salesman is a counselor

and adviser who is trained and equip

ped to help the farmer in a particular

phase of his operation. Obviously

the salesman who can best serve the

farmer is the one who thoroughly

understands the farmer's problems

from first-hand experience.

The NSE Farm Youth Program is

being built on information obtained

in surveys and in exploratory meet

ings. Its purpose is to serve farm

youth by making them aware of agri

cultural selling career opportunities.

And, of course, the business and in

dustrial organizations banding to

gether to acquaint farm youth with

their opportunities in this field recog

nize that such steps are necessary if

these organizations are to remain in

a position to serve agriculture.

Out of the exploratory meetings

which the committee has held has

come another measurable "plus" that

businessmen associate with farm-

trained manpower. That "plus" is a

composite of characteristics which

seem to be brought out in farm youth

to a much greater degree than in the

city-trained youth.

One of the most important is the

sense of responsibility to produce.

Farm boys and girls have been reared

to want to see results from their

efforts. It is not enough to engage

in an activity—they want to see that

their activity has borne results. The

4-H Club program certainly has fos

tered this fine characteristic.

Then there is something about

working with the good earth and with

living things that inculcates in farm

youth an appreciation for the miracle

of life which leads to a deeper un

derstanding of human values. And

there is a great need in modern busi

ness—indeed in all of the experiences

of life—for insight into human re

lationships.

Independence of action and initia

tive are other characteristics that

appear to be developed more fully in

farm youth. Their farm training

teaches them to recognize a task and

to take steps to get it handled with

out waiting for some one to give

orders. Such initiative is a tremend

ous asset in modern business, and

especially in a field which consists

almost entirely of independent ac

tion as does agricultural selling.

These are by no means all of the

desirable characteristics which life

on a farm brings out in young peo

ple, but they are the ones which lift

the farm-trained youth above the

youth who has not had the advan

tages of such training. And all of

us who are interested in farm youth

will be doing our young friends a

distinct disservice if we fail to point

out to them that these characteristics

are a marketable personal asset.

The NSE Farm Youth Program still

is in the formative stages. The edu

cational tools needed for the pro

gram are being created and financial

support is being sought from business

and industry serving agriculture.

The stakes are high. We are deal

ing with the most precious Ingredient

of our economic structure. And we

are attempting to contribute to a

common goal of guiding these re

sources of manpower into channels

where they can serve both themselves

and agriculture most effectively.
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PARENTS

PROPEL

PROGRAMS

by HOWARD F. KING,

4-H Club Agent,

and MARGARET L. POTTER,

Associate 4-H Club Agent,

Northern Rhode Island

Most people know that Rhode

Island is the smallest state in

the union. Many know it is the most

densely populated, with 749.2 persons

per square mile. But few people

realize that in the western part of

the State there are several rural

towns.

Among these is Scituate, 20 miles

from the capital city of Providence.

In the 1950 census, Scituate had a

population of only 3905 persons and

a land area of 55 square miles, or

about 70 people per square mile.

There are 18 active 4-H clubs in the

villages of the township.

One of these villages, Potterville,

has a unique organization overseeing

its four 4-H clubs. This is the Potter

ville 4-H Parents Association—a group

of parents furthering the work of

4-H in the community. The associa

tion resulted from the work of a

senior 4-H member, Jerry Yeaw.

Four years ago at the age of 17,

Jerry organized a 4-H club for

younger boys. Running into such dif

ficulties as lack of parental interest,

transportation problems, and getting

materials for project work, Jerry be

lieved many of his problems would

disappear if he could get the parents

more interested. So he invited all

parents of children of 4-H age to a

meeting in the community house.

From this meeting the Potterville

Parents Association was born. Officers

were elected and by-laws and a con

stitution drawn up. Meetings are

held quarterly, with a pot-luck sup

per followed by a speaker or an

educational movie.

At each meeting any current prob

lems are resolved and the 4-H pro

gram for the next three months pro

jected. If one of the clubs needs

material such as lumber for a wood

working project, a request is made

to the association treasurer.

One of the more important func

tions of the parents group is fund-

raising by public whist parties, sup

pers, and dances. Each year enough

money is raised to send the 4-H mem

bers to State camp.

The association also coordinates ac

tivities of the four 4-H clubs in com

munity projects such as polio, heart,

and other fund drives. Last year an

emergency arose in the village when

a volunteer fireman was badly hurt.

A community effort was put forth,

under the leadership of the parents'

group, and more than $1000 was

raised for his family. The 4-H mem

bers did everything from picking and

selling blueberries to sponsoring a

spaghetti supper at which over 400

persons were served. This was quite

an undertaking for a community with

only 200 population.

The Potterville Parents Association

is the type of organization that helps

to keep parents interested in the

4-H program. It strengthens the pro

gram by keeping members in 4-H

longer and by letting volunteer lead

ers know that their efforts are ap

preciated.

Yes, there is a rural Rhode Island.

And everywhere there are rural peo

ple the cooperative spirit prevails.

Such is the power that propels the

Potterville 4-H Parents Association.

PARENT LOOKS AT 4-H

CContinued from page 93)

Week at College Park and had known

better during our college years.

Both Fred and I became local

leaders long before our own children

were old enough to belong. We or

ganized the first club in the com

munity, saw it grow and divide again

and again over the years until today

there are some 8 or 10 clubs which

grew from it.

Being 4-H local leaders has been

one of our most satisfying and most

rewarding experiences. It required

hard work, long hours, great patience,

and some inconvenience and expense,

but it was great fun and so worth

while. As our State leader says, there

can be no "hardening of the atti

tudes" when you work with youth.

It is guaranteed to "put glitter in

your golden years."

I am sure our children would say

that 4-H was one of the finest ex

periences in their lives. Our son, I

feel certain, would never have served

as class president and student gov

ernment president in high school,

and later as student government

president in college, if he had not

received his excellent 4-H Club train

ing in leadership. Our daughter

would never have won top honors as

a champion demonstrator, nor for

showmanship in the cattle judging

ring, nor held such responsible posi

tions in school and since, were it

not for the same fine 4-H experience

and training.

Active Family

This wonderful experience is the

reason our whole family has been

so active in civic, church, fraternal,

farm, and other organizations. What

ever honors, positions, or recognition

that have come to us have truly

been due in large measure to our

long association with extension and

its leaders.

Now I am looking forward to the

day when our grandchildren will be

come 4-H members. Meanwhile, I

am still in close contact with exten

sion work, although I am no longer

a local leader. I am responsible for

the women's and girls' exhibits and

demonstrations at Maryland State

Fair and employ more than a dozen

older 4-H'ers there each year. This

gives me an opportunity to look at

the whole program from still another

viewpoint, and everything I see is

good.

I think the 20 million or more 4-H

alumni in this country would agree

with me that "4-H is the largest and

greatest out-of-school education sys

tem in the world today." And that

it is also one of the very best char

acter-building agencies in the coun

try.

Without any exaggeration, I can

truthfully say that 4-H Club work

has meant everything to me and my

family and my community for more

than 40 years. And I am sure our

experience is not an exception but

the general rule.
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Leaders Can GetLost, Too

by T. L. WALTON, State 4-H Club Leader, Georgia

When the leader gets lost, who

finds him and brings him back

home? A ridiculous question, you say,

but what can be more ridiculous than

a lost leader? And just as a cause

may be lost for the want of a leader,

a leader may be lost for the want of

a sure line of communication between

himself and his group.

If a leader is to truly lead instead

of wander aimlessly somewhere up

ahead, he must maintain close con

tact with his followers at all times.

For this close contact, county agents

and State 4-H Club leaders in Georgia

rely upon youths, chosen by 4-H'ers,

who compose county, district and

State 4-H Club councils.

Council members serve as a com

municative link and liaison corps

bridging the gap between what 4-H

Club boys and girls want and need

and what adult leaders think they

should have. Like transformers in

an electrical system, they step up

or step down the "current" as the

situation requires and keep the idea

stream flowing both ways. The coun

cils serve as synthetizing agents, so

to speak, and more important, like

catalysts, they stimulate quick action

toward a desired end.

These organized groups serve as a

common meeting place where adult

and youth differences in outlook and

aims can be received and reconciled.

Ideas of youths and adults can be

evaluated from both points of view

and the best of each homogenized

into a mutually accepted program of

action. The energy and enthusiasm

furnished by the youth, combined

with the experience and judgment

of the adults, furnish four ingredi

ents necessary for successful pro

gram planning and subsequent ac

tion.

The council system gives youth,

through their own representatives, a

real and vital part in planning pro

grams designed to meet their own

needs. Youths become involved in

each phase of a program from its

inception, youths know they are in

volved, and consequently, youths stay

involved with enthusiastic participa

tion until their goal has been reached.

Then new goals and new plans of

action must be decided upon as this

is a continuing process.

Adults benefit from the opportun

ity provided to meet regularly with

youths. The small size of the coun

cil enables adults and youths to

quickly establish the rapport neces

sary to mutual understanding and

respect. It encourages the intimate

type of relationship that inspires

sharing of innermost hopes, ambi

tions, and fears.

Adult and youth council members

soon become friends working together

to spread the fellowship they enjoy

to ever enlarging circles of friends.

This is the most vital need of the

men and women who would lead

youth. Any adult who wishes to suc

ceed as a leader of youth must first

succeed as a friend of youth.

Organization of the Georgia 4-H

Club councils is simple and basic.

County councils are composed of offi

cers and leaders of all local clubs.

District councils are made up of six

officers and two adult volunteer lead

ers elected annually at district proj

ect achievement meetings. Six elec

ted officers and two leaders comprise

the State council.

County councils meet periodically,

usually once a month, to establish

goals and to formulate and imple

ment programs. The council acts as

the official agency to solicit 4-H sup

port from business and civic organi

zations on the county or community

level. Youth, through the personali

ties and achievements of their own

representatives, can claim the busi

ness and civic support needed much

more effectively than any adult lead

er. Businessmen find personal con

tact with these young people inspir

ing and gladly join 4-H'ers in their

programs of service.

Parents, too, often express their

appreciation for the graduate train

ing in citizenship and leadership pro

vided their child by service on a 4-H

Club council. Many parents express

their appreciation by serving as vol

unteer 4-H leaders themselves.

What do these county, district, and

State councils actually do? Their ac

tivities in Georgia are many and

varied—as comprehensive as the total

4-H program. The councils give youth

a place alongside of and equal in

prestige to adults—a place every

youth deserves to attain. They give

adults a place alongside of and equal

to youth in opportunity—a place

every adult longs for again.

Which are you? The youth leader

who is lost and wandering aimlessly?

Or the leader who keeps in close con

tact with his group, knowing their

innermost hopes, ambitions, and

fears, and helping them to develop a

program designed to meet their needs

and interests.

PACKAGE FOR ALL AGES

(Continued from page 99)

lar meeting programs through the

club year.

To us, there is a big difference in

merely including and in actually

achieving. Perhaps all a new and in

experienced club can do is include

many of these items in its program.

Then, as the members become more

experienced, the framework of their

program holds challenges for both

group and individual achievment.

We attach a bit of blue ribbon to

achievement seals for clubs that

reach standards considerably higher

than the regular standards for a

gold seal. Briefly, standards for the

blue ribbon seal call for a continuous

organization, planned programs for

regular meetings made out a year in

advance, project meetings separate

from regular club meetings, above 85

percent completion of quality project

work, high member attendance, and

better than average health and rec

reation activities.

Last year 649 of our 1790 clubs met

this standard. This is 36 percent of

the clubs and 38 percent of the mem

bership of the State. The average

continuous operation of these clubs

is 9.2 years. The average number of

regular monthly meetings was 11.9

and the completion figure was 97.3

percent.

We know all rural youngsters can't

stay on the farm. And we think the

community club is the kind of youth

organization that has the potentials

for experience that will contribute to

basic needs of young people where-

ever they may go or whatever they

may do.
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There's

Nothing

As Big As

An Idea

by EVERETT E. BIERMAN,

Information Officer,

National 4-H Club Foundation

tjave you ever wanted a recipe for

XX action? Here's one that's been

tested and proved: Take a group of

4-H'ers who have a good idea, who

have learned to do by doing, who

haven't yet learned all the reasons

why it can't be done; counsel with

them, encourage them, and give them

leadership.

This recipe was proved in the es

tablishment of the International

Farm Youth Exchange. This year

IFYE celebrates its 10th anniversary

as a program conducted by the Co

operative Extension Service and the

National 4-H Club Foundation to pro

mote understanding and friendship.

It was young people themselves

who wanted to do something to help

create the conditions for peace, ac

cording to Dr. E. W. Aiton, Director

of 4-H Club and YMW Programs, who

is often called the "father" of IFYE.

As he puts it, IFYE was their doing

expression.

"In the beginning this whole idea

was so nebulous it looked like a

needle in a haystack," Aiton recalls.

"Yet a cake of yeast is but a drop

in the ocean too, and look what it

does to a batch of bread."

Four New York 4-H'ers and Albert

Hoefer, their State 4-H Club Leader,

helped to give form and substance to

the cake of yeast which is IFYE. In

the spring of 1947 they drove to

Washington, D. C. to explore with

officials of the Federal Extension Serv-

Idaho 4-H'ers who have strengthened world

friendships through their visits to other lands

under the IFYE program. The young people,

from left to right, visited Brazil, Pakistan,

Nepal, Sweden, Austria, Pakistan, and

Austria.

ice the idea of an exchange of rural

youth between the United States and

other countries. It had grown out of

their discussions about the problem

of peace and of guidepost No. 10 of

the postwar 4-H program, "Serving

as Citizens in Maintaining World

Peace."

The young people—Donald Sulli

van, Ann Dickinson Murray, Germain

Marion, and Bernard Stanton—were

given counsel, encouragement, and

leadership by Extension officials.

Among those who carefully studied

this "needle in a haystack" proposal

and helped develop plans for the ex

change were: Dr. C. B. Smith, Miss

Grace Frysinger, R. I. Thackrey,

Donald Sullivan, (Mrs.) Ann Lee

Tifton (Pararas), Walter Conway,

M. L. Wilson, and E. W. Aiton, who

served as project organizer.

After preliminary discussions, a

plan of action was written and was

officially approved by the Committee

on Extension Organization and Policy

on Jan. 9, 1948. The six purposes,

which have stood the test of 10 years

of experience, are:

• To develop an informed junior

leadership among farm youth.

• To develop a positive, construc

tive program of education for

farm youth in the field of in

ternational relations and world

peace.

• To contribute toward better in

ternational understanding of the

problems of world peace.

• To provide opportunity for rep

resentatives of American farm

youth to see and experience the

life and culture of rural people

in foreign countries.

• To provide opportunity for Amer

ican farm families to extend

hospitality to farm youth rep

resentatives from European

countries and thereby develop a

better understanding of their

problems, attitudes, talents, and

contributions to society.

(Continued on page 111)

Counties indicated in black have sent IFYE delegates or served as hosts to exchangees from

other lands.
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WHAT YOUTH WANT AND NEED FROM 4-H

... to join with friends for fun and fellowship
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Puttingchallengeandglamourinfoodsprojects

In New Jersey

by DOROTHY V. SMITH,

Home Economics and 4-H Editor,

New Jersey

New Jersey has found a better

way to perk up 4-H girls' inter

est in foods projects than to point

out the traditional way to masculine

hearts. It's the annual Favorite

Foods Show.

Not that 4-H girls of the Garden

State don't find satisfaction in cook

ing for its own sake, nor in perfec

ting home skills for future use. They

do. But in 1951 there were 1,806

girls in 4-H foods projects and last

year there were 2,456. The increase

is attributed mainly to the Favorite

Foods Show, sponsored by a utility

company.

Last fall 325 girls took part in dis

trict and State competitions. The

contestants credit the event with

high educational value, whether they

win a top-place ribbon or not.

Like all successful events, the

Favorite Foods Shows require much

planning. Committees of club agents

handling girls' work are named each

year to work out the details with

Miss Clara Ann Smith, assistant

state 4-H leader, and a representative

of the sponsor.

This golden goose won first place among

main dinner dishes at the New Jersey show.

A young New Jersey 4-H'er puts the finish

ing touches on her Polka Dot Cake during

Favorite Foods Show.

Where should the event be held?

Grange halls, schools, and utility

offices supply facilities for regional

events. The sponsor furnishes equip

ment.

Rules must be set. How much ad

vance preparation of the food is

permitted? Should there be a mini

mum age limit? What are reasonable

amounts for prizes? Judges must be

selected and invited. Food page edi

tors, commercial home economists,

and extension personnel have served

in the past.

All club members with foods proj

ects are eligible for regional compe

titions, with ribbons and merchan

dise awards presented to all entrants.

Judging in regional shows is on the

Danish system and winners of ex

cellent ribbons receive a free trip

to the State contest and are invited

to the banquet which follows, all as

guests of the sponsor.

Both regional and State events

have five divisions—breakfast dishes,

luncheon desserts, all other lunch

eon dishes, dinner desserts, and all

other dinner dishes. In addition to

three cash prizes in each division,

there are ribbons plus souvenir cer

amic plates specially made for the

occasion.

No mere fudge-makers, these youth

ful cooks. They whip up such dishes

as roast goose with dressing, pecan

(Continued on page 109)

In Washington

by LUELLA M. CONDON,

Walla Walla County Home Eco

nomics Agent, Washington

Sponsorship of a 4-H foods and nu

trition program by an adult ex

tension organization has a double

value. It strengthens the 4-H program

as well as educates members of the

sponsoring group about Club work.

In the fall of 1953, members of the

Walla Walla County Homemakers

Federation were discussing what they

could do as a county-wide community

project. They were particularly in

terested in working with youth.

When they asked me for sugges

tions, I explained the 4-H foods and

nutrition program and the need for

a sponsor for the county meal prepar

ation contest. After discussion and

study, the federation's advisory coun

cil voted to sponsor the contest in the

spring of 1954. The council is made

up of county officers, presidents and

vice-presidents of extension home

economics clubs in the county.

A federation 4-H committee was

named, with one member from each

home economics club in the county.

This group worked with the 4-H foods

leaders and me in planning the event.

Meal preparation teams are trained

by leaders and mothers, with the

assistance of committee members.

Many people, including dads, are in

volved.

On the day of the event, federa

tion 4-H committee members serve

as hostesses and assist in other ways.

Presidents of home economics clubs

and friends of 4-H are guests. Later,

the committee members report the

event to the county advisory council

and their respective clubs.

The federation awards small cash

premiums to ribbon winners. County

luncheon and dinner contest winners

go to the Southeastern Washington

Fair, where two teams are selected

to go to the State 4-H Club Fair.

What have been the results? Dur-

(Continued on page 109)
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EVERYBODY HELPS

TRAIN JUDGING TEAMS

Since 1920 when they first entered

out-of-state competitions, Mary

land 4-H dairy cattle judging teams

have represented the United States

in international judging at England's

Royal Livestock Show 11 times.

State 4-H Club officials naturally

are proud of this record, but claim

trade secrets are not responsible.

State 4-H Club Agent W. Sherard Wil

son uses such phrases as "team effort,

club members' enthusiasm, and sup

port at the local level" in explaining

success.

The State 4-H Club organization

believes that training in the funda

mentals of judging is not a special

ized phase of a program for a few

people but should be incorporated in

the club and county program for all

members. It's not a matter of spot

ting talent at an early age and then

painstakingly developing it.

Along with encouraging members

to engage in judging—which often

offers prizes, glamour, and wide rec

ognition—4-H leaders take precau

tions against losing sight of major

goals. Participation in county, dis

trict, state, regional, or national con

tests is only an incidental outgrowth

of the program in the individual

community club.

State 4-H officials say that judging

helps train boys and girls to make

sound decisions, one of the major

objectives of club work. They further

believe that judging helps members

know and appreciate modern stand

ards of type and quality, permits

them to compare their judgment with

that of more experienced leaders or

judges, and provides practice in the

rudiments of fair play and sports

manship.

Former Members Are Nucleus

If there is one phase of the Mary

land program that can be pointed

out as more responsible than any

thing else for producing representa

tives in 11 international competitions,

it probably is the work with local

leaders. And in recent years even

this vital phase has more or less

taken care of itself. Former members

of winning judging teams form the

nucleus of a group of volunteer local

leaders that generate their own en

thusiasm and desire to help young

people.

Almost as important as the eager

participation of local leaders is the

generous cooperation of individual

dairymen and breed associations. It's

not unusual to find that the dairy

man offering his herd for practice

District meeting to train 4-H bays in selection of dairy cattle.

judging is also a local leader whose

interest dates back to the time he

was a member of a 4-H judging team

himself.

County club agents are guided by

the policy that they have the respon

sibility of working with leaders and

members to develop a sound all-

round 4-H program suited to the

needs of the individual and the club

to which he belongs. If projects

chosen for the club program may be

strengthened by training in judging,

the agent is responsible for providing

it. He can do this either indirectly—

by training leaders or using former

4-H'ers or other competent local resi

dents, or directly—by demonstrating

and teaching judging techniques at

club meetings or at special training

meetings.

In using specialists, the agent

has the responsibility of organizing

and conducting appropriate training

schools for leaders. Where possible,

this is done in cooperation with

agents in adjoining counties to con

serve time and travel.

The specialist's first responsibility

is to prepare teaching aids to be

used by agents and local leaders.

Teaching aids which have been found

effective include colored slides, score

cards, mimeographed material, out

lines for setting up training meet

ings, and guidance on the conduct

of teaching programs.

It's almost impossible to estimate

the number of people who have con

tributed to the success of Maryland's

4-H dairy cattle judging teams. Most

of them are not even aware that they

have given anything—to them it is

self-gain rather than sacrifice because

they did something they wanted to do.

FAMILY GOALS

(Continued from page 96)

dreams." Agriculture today needs the

"visions" of youth, mellowed with

the rich experiences, the "dreams"

of their elders. It is upon the broad

shoulders of our 2 million 4-H mem

bers that agriculture must move for

ward on a hundred fronts in the

years that lie ahead.

4-H, more than any group I know,

is better equipped through program

and precept to capture the visions

of youth, temper them with the ex

periences of adults, and let their full

impact be felt in rural life.
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Wants

and

Needs

of older youth

by GLENN G. CARTER,

Assistant County Agent,

Tioga County, Pa

What are the wants and needs

Of older youth? And how can

Extension help meet them? We

learned the answers to these ques

tions in a recent study in Tioga

County, Pa., and have revised our

program accordingly.

Interest in the problem was stim

ulated by C. P. Lang of the State

4-H Club staff. To get the facts, it

was decided to survey the rural young

people and learn their interests and

attitudes.

As the first step, community lead

ers compiled a list of rural young

people. Names of approximately half

of the county's older youth were ob

tained in this manner, thus giving

a good cross-section.

Dr. Emory Brown, in charge of

Pennsylvania's extension research, as

sisted in formulating the question

naire. The interviewers were exten

sion executive committee members,

4-H members and leaders, and many

older youth using the self-study

method.

Training in interviewing was given

and questionnaires distributed at

meetings in five areas of the county.

A followup meeting of interviewers

was held after the survey was com

pleted—to learn the attitudes of those

interviewed and to discuss how to

use the findings.

What We Learned

The mean age of both men and

women interviewed was between 28

and 29, with 67% of the men consid

ering farming as their major occupa

tion. It was found that four out of

five are members of a church, half

belong to a farm organization, and

one-fifth are labor union members.

There was definite interest shown

in every community for some type

of organized recreation supplemented

with educational features. Dancing,

bowling, and educational programs

on farming and homemaking were

among program suggestions.

Several questions were asked to

learn the attitudes of these people

about the extension program. Nearly

everyone was familiar with the ex

tension service — 95% knew the

county agent, 78% knew the home

economist, and 50% had heard of

the two assistant county agents. But

an alarming 60% of the individuals

had never attended an extension

meeting or tour and 66% had never

been visited by the extension staff.

News articles of extension origin

had been read by most of the people

interviewed. It was also noted that

almost everyone interviewed prefer

red to attend meetings in their own

community rather than a central

point in the county.

Television is one of extension's im

portant tools. As many had viewed

extension TV programs, 65%, as had

listened to extension radio broad

casts. And extension had only been

using TV for a few months, compared

to several years of radio programs.

An analysis was made of how well

this group of young farmers had

adopted extension practices on their

farms. Such practices were consid

ered as weed spraying, complete soil

testing, artificial hay drying, and

four others. Answers varied from 2%

adopting all 7 practices up to 41%

not adopting any.

The preferred method of receiving

extension information was the news

letter. Personal visits also received

high regard, with meetings considered

a weak third.

Results of this study indicated

some changes needed in the county

extension program. For one thing

it showed a definite need for recre

ational and educational programs for

older youth.

Three senior extension clubs or

older youth clubs are being organ

ized in the county, with the possi

bility of more in the future.

We are taking a closer look at tele

vision as a means of mass communi

cation. The newsletter is being used

more extensively to present informa

tion to the public and an effort will

be made to make more personal

visits. More local rather than county-

wide meetings will be held in the

future.

This study of older youth has been

a useful tool for the county staff. It

pointed out the need for revising

some techniques and showed the kind

of program that older youth want

and need.
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Building better citizens

in better communities

by M. L. CONDE THILLET,

Extension Press Editor, Puerto Rico

The boys and girls of the two 4-H

Clubs of ward Carraizo of the

county of Trujillo Alto, Puerto Rico,

had many things in mind when they

drew the program of work for their

citizenship project. They wanted ed

ucational and recreation activities

which would benefit the whole com

munity.

One of the first problems they

faced was the need for an appropri

ate meeting place. Undaunted by

their lack of funds or know-how in

construction, they decided to build

their own clubhouse.

Now this goal is no longer just

an idea. With the help of some adults

in the community, these boys and

girls are rapidly completing the "4-H

clubhouse that cooperation built."

Explaining Need

Their first step in solving this

problem was to visit all families of

the community to make them con

scious of the need for a clubhouse.

Fortunately response was good. Many

promised to help by giving construc

tion materials or by working in their

spare time.

The next move was to raise the

money needed. The girls made and

sold candies and conducted other ac

tivities. The boys held benefit base

ball games and other money-raising

ventures. Together they carried out

"the March of Concrete Blocks," by

which they were able to obtain many

of these as gifts.

Groups of 4-H boys and girls, par

ents, and neighbors are now com

pleting the clubhouse, which will

serve as a community center. The

4-H members plan to conduct train

ing meetings and demonstrations for

both youth and adults of the com

munity. Other 4-H clubs of the

county may also use it as a meeting

place.

Other Projects

These 4-H'ers also want the club

house to be the community library.

They will have magazines and books

of interest to all age groups. Club

members and their parents will be

in charge of the library in their

spare time.

The 4-H clubs of Carraizo have

carried out other community activi

ties in their citizenship project. For

example, they made a census to de

termine the number of homes with

out sanitary facilities. As a result

of this activity, families lacking such

facilities were provided with them by

the Health Department of Puerto

Rico.

Last Mothers' Day they gave bas

kets of useful gifts, plus some money,

to two poor mothers of the com

munity. At Christmas, a basket of

gifts was given to a needy family.

Throughout the Island, 4-H boys

and girls are active in similar citizen

ship projects. In this way they are

doing their part in building better

communities.

IN WASHINGTON

(Continued from page 106)

ing the first year of sponsorship by

the homemakers federation, mem

bership in the 4-H foods and nutri

tion program almost doubled and per

formance quality was much improved.

The program has grown each year.

In 1957, 142 members exhibited units

in meal preparation and 42 units in

baking at the Southeastern Wash

ington Fair.

Members of the federation are bet

ter informed about 4-H Club work.

Many became volunteer leaders and

several home economics clubs are

now sponsoring other 4-H projects

in their communities. Parents, too,

have become more interested and co

operative.

The interest shown in these 4-H

members, the extra help they are

given, and the premiums all are in

centives for them to work harder and

accomplish more.

IN NEW JERSEY

(Continued from page 106)

pie, sweet and sour meat balls, and

applesauce cake roll.

Veteran contestant Carol Coles

summed it up from the 4-H mem

ber's point of view this way: "The

Favorite Foods Show has given me

an incentive to try different dishes.

It has taught me to set a table cor

rectly and with a bit of flare. It has

put glamour into the 4-H foods

project."
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A LOOK AHEAD

(Continued from page 91)

mental research, too. For instance,

the University of Michigan made two

studies—one sampling the needs and

expressions of girls and one of boys

from about 14 to 16 years of age.

The young people themselves say

that more than anything else in

their adolescent period, they want

real-life experiences that fit them for

adulthood. They don't want to make

believe—they don't want just make-

do and busy work. They want their

development to be in terms of some

thing that's worthwhile and lasting.

Desire to Reach Out

Mr. Skelton: That is one thing that

has impressed me in the past 4 or 5

years. You're not going to keep the

young people—not even the 12 or 13

years olds—as young persons. I am

simply amazed at the questions some

of them are asking. What career

will I go into? Will I be a farmer?

What will it take? If 13 and 14-year-

olds have that desire, our 4-H Club

program for the 17-21 group must

get into this area of farming as a

business which would include man

agement training.

Mr. Huffman: This brings us to

this area of career exploration. Bill

has pointed out this need of being

more ready to assume farm manager

ial responsibilities. Many other farm

boys and girls are going to select oc

cupations in nonfarm life.

Mr. Aitont Only 10 to 15 percent

of our young people growing up on

farms today will be able to become

managers or owners of Class I, II,

or in farms. These are farms yield

ing a net income of at least $2,500

a year, which is about a minimum

for a family living these days. That

means that around 85 or 90 percent

of our farm youth are either going

to have to supplement their farm

income or find a job off the farm.

Mr. Huffman: That's a good point.

However, we should point out that

approximately 40 percent of our

working force in this eountry are

associated with agri-business. This,

of course, is nothing new, but the

fact that the percentage is so large

brings home to us the tremendous

responsibility that the Club program

places upon county agents and volun

teer leaders and the folks at the state

colleges, as well as those of us here.

Mr. Aiton: It might be appropriate

to mention some ways that we are

recognizing this responsibility. An

example is a pilot program being de

veloped at Penn State in cooperation

with PES. It is with farm boys and

girls, helping them first of all to find

some part-time jobs where they can

be apprentices in the marketing and

distribution of agricultural commodi

ties—in grain elevators, chain store

merchandising, and agriculturally re

lated business. Along with it, they

are developing some new literature

and materials so these young people

can study the marketing and distri

bution process simultaneously.

Mr. Skelton: We have made good

starts this year in a couple counties

in what we call career exploration.

Of course, that brings us right back

to the thing that is going to require

a lot of understanding among all

extension workers. If we consider

career exploration seriously, we must

realize that a very high percentage

of youths will be going into areas of

what we generally call "off-farm em

ployment."

Mr. Huffman: We have been talk

ing about our historic base, which

is rural people. Another challenge

is what does Club work offer the sub

urban and urban youngster.

Mr. Aiton: I live out in suburbia

and one day I was watching a boy

about 11 mowing a lawn. He hacked

out a little piece here and another

little piece there. It suddenly occur

red to me that there was just as

much for him to be learning in terms

of the farm management principles

involved in mowing a lawn as there

was for a boy starting out to culti

vate a field of corn. He had as much

to learn of a fundamental scientific

agriculturally related nature as the

farm boy. And I had a real teach

ing opportunity with that young lad.

Mr. Skelton: The same thing is

true for girls in non-farm areas.

There is a lot they need to know

about agricultural products. Take a

12 or 13 year old girl enrolled in one

of the home economic projects. Part

of her training might be visiting

markets and learning the difference

in grades of meat or potatoes. This

would be a learning opportunity in

a real-life situation that would be

useful for any girl.

Mr. Huffman: This brings us to an

area our home demonstration agents

have been moving into with greater

emphasis—how to make income cover

a larger number of family needs, in

cluding better nutrition. Many times

there's an inability to judge not only

the grade but the combination of

food products that will give a good

diet, plus the matter of money. A

dollar saved is still a dollar earned

—even in this day of modern eco

nomics.

Mr. Skelton: If we go step by step,

we would follow the real-life situa

tions from maybe one of understand

ing the quality of products both in

food and clothing to one of money

management, installment buying, and

all these things. If we follow the de

velopmental needs of young people

in the present day, not the needs of

10 years ago, then our programs are

bound to be sound.

Strengthening the Family

Mr. Aiton: It's not just important

to the young people, but to the whole

family unit. We ought to ask our

selves every time we try something

new in 4-H—What does this do to

strengthen the family? What does

it do to help young people find satis

factions and permanent enjoyment

as well as education right within the

family circle.

Mr. Skelton: There is another point

we have to keep in mind. A lot of

people are asking, what can we do

for young people, rather that what

can we help them do for themselves.

When we do for them, we fail be

cause we take them out of the real-

life situation. It has been said, "Sure,

the world owes you a living, but you11

certainly have to learn how to work

to collect it."

Mr. Huffman: Bill, that may be a

good place to end this discussion be

cause it goes back to Ed's initial

statement that the fundamental phil

osophy of extension is to help people

to help themselves.

Mr. Aiton: I'd certainly be willing

to rest on that.
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Guy Noble Retires

Guy L. Noble,

managing direc

tor and one of

the founders of

the National

Committee on

Boys and Girls

Club Work, re

tired May 1 after

36 years of serv

ice.

Through the

committee, business Arms and pri

vate citizens support 4-H Club work

by providing funds to support specific

activities. Over the past 36 years,

almost $13 billion has been disbursed

by the committee for this work.

Mr. Noble took charge of the first

4-H boys and girls ever to come to

Chicago for an official meeting.

There were 160 in that first delega

tion in 1919. Since then, more than

45,000 4-H youths have visited Chi

cago as Club Congress delegates.

Norman C. Mindrum, executive di

rector of the National 4-H Club Foun

dation for the past 5 years, succeeded

Mr. Noble. Mr. Mindrum previously

was a member of the Minnesota State

4-H staff and county agent in Win

ona County, Minn.

Planning an Exhibit?

4-H exhibit kits on Family and

Community Living (kit No. 2) are

still available for purchase by State

and county extension offices. Made

of silk screen processed panels in

color, they are designed to fit on a

3 by 8-foot pegboard background. The

kits are excellent for store window

displays, exhibits in banks, fairs, or

at community gatherings. Address

your order, with $6 which includes

mailing costs, to the Ad-Print Co.,

737 Third St., N. W., Washington 1,

D. C.

AN IDEA

(Continued from page 104)

• To provide opportunity for ex

change of other cultural and

citizenship experiences.

At first the plan of action was only

a hunting license. A license, that is,

to seek funds and support for the

idea. A "grubstake" of private funds

was pledged and States agreed to

raise the balance locally.

A start on the outbound phase was

made in June 1948. Eight 4-H girls

and nine 4-H boys were "commis

sioned" at National 4-H Camp and

sailed for seven countries of Europe.

There they lived, worked, and shared

mutual hopes and dreams of peace

with farm families as the vanguard

of the International Farm Youth Ex

change.

From this small beginning IFYE

has grown to a worldwide program.

In its first 10 years a total of 894

U. S. delegates, representing 44 States

and Alaska, have gone to other lands.

At the same time, 1032 exchangees

from 60 countries have lived with

farm families in 45 States, Alaska,

Hawaii, and Puerto Rico. Over 8,000

U. S. families have served as hosts

to these young ambassadors from

abroad.

Each of the families could "write

a book" about the experiences of its

adopted son or daughter, who has

learned about America from honest

to goodness Americans. And in the

learning they have "unlearned" some

of their misconceptions gathered from

superficial movies, propaganda, or

American tourists.

Family life provides a window

through which youth from abroad

can see and learn to know America.

This is revealed by a letter from

Ayla Sari of Turkey. While in Michi

gan, she wrote: "Before I came to

America, I always thought of her as

a dream land, Utopia, which you can

only reach in your dreams; full of

ambitious people who care for noth

ing but money and wealth; people of

no feeling who acted like machines.

Now I realize how wrong I was."

Through such experiences IFYE

has proved itself a dynamic force.

It provides the kind of people-to-

people influence which President

Eisenhower says will develop under

standing and friendship with people

of other nations.

Behind IFYE lie 10 years of ex

perimentation, development and dem

onstration of an idealistic doing and

sharing idea. Ahead lie opportunities

for larger service by an ever-growing

corps of enlightened and informed

leaders, developed through the IFYE

program. To them we can look for

inspiration and leadership as each in

his own way puts into action the bet

ter understanding he has gained of

himself, of his country, and of his

neighbors throughout the world.

Monthly Revisions in

Publications

Inventory

The following new titles should be

added to the Annual Inventory List

of USDA Popular Publications. Bulle

tins that have been replaced should

be discarded. Bulk supplies of pub

lications may be obtained under the

procedure set up by your publications

distribution officer.

F 1043 Strawberry Varieties in the U. S.

Rev. Feb. 1058

M 744 Hog Houses—Replaces F 1487

The following are no longer avail

able but county offices may use any

copies they have on hand. The titles

should be removed from the inventory

list as USDA supplies are exhausted.

F 1162 Proso or Hog Millet

F 1439 Diseases of Cabbage and Related

Plants

F 1651 Corn Earworm as an Enemy of

Field Corn in the Eastern States

F 1 854 Diseases of Rice

F 1990 Habits and Control of the Fall

Armyworm

F 1995 Growing Erect and Trailing Black

berries

L 5 The Prevention of Roundworm in

Pigt

L 160 Crimson Clover

L 227 The Home Fruit Garden in the

Northeastern and North Central

States

L 233 Selecting Breeding Stock for Broiler

Production

L 250 Hamster Raising

L 274 Control of Apple Tree Borers

L 305 Okra: Culture and Use

L 324 Soil Treatment an Aid in Termite

Control

L 329 Control of Dutch Elm Disease and

Elm Phloem Necrosis

IS 56 How to Choose and Use Your Re

frigerator
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National 4-H Center—Another Resource for Extension

Smith Hall at the National 4-H Club Ce it will look when renovation is completed this year.

The National Center is at long last occupied by 4-H.

The Army, which had occupied the property since its pur

chase by the National 4-H Foundation in 1951, turned

back the keys to the 4-H Foundation on January 31.

Throughout the year, carpenters, bricklayers, and paint

ers will be hard at work, readying the Center for its

opening in January 1959. All three buildings—Turner,

Warren, and Smith Halls—will be renovated and two

new wings added to Smith Hall. The grounds will be

landscaped and parking facilities added. When this

work is completed, the new National 4-H Center will

be an ideal location for educational training programs.

Heading the list of events to be held at the Center

next year will be National 4-H Conference, scheduled

for late April instead of the traditional June date. This

event will bring together at their national 4-H home the

200 top representatives of more than two million 4-H'ers,

many of whom helped to develop the Center through

their contributions to the Share and Care program.

Grounds and buildings of the National 4-H Club Center, Chevy

Chase, Md. Smith Hall, center, will have three wings when renova

tion is completed.
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EAR TO THE GROUND

In planning this special issue on

marketing, we sought the answers to

four questions: What is marketing?

How is marketing related to other

areas of extension work? Where do

various workers fit in the total ex

tension marketing effort? Who bene

fits from increased marketing effi

ciency?

The first question is answered by

Assistant Director C. B. Ratchford,

North Carolina. He describes market

ing in terms of the many functions

involved in moving goods from the

producer to the consumer, and the

persons who perform these functions.

The need, the challenge, and the

place of marketing in extension are

told by P. V. Kepner, PES deputy

administrator. He points out that in

creased efficiency in marketing is

equally as important as efficiency in

production. And to attain this ob

jective, close coordination between all

extension workers is essential.

In the next several articles, agents,

supervisors, and specialists explain

their roles in this broad marketing

picture. These articles, and the illus

tration on pages 124 and 125, may

help you answer the question posed

on the cover, "Where do you fit in

this marketing picture?

The question of who benefits from

increased marketing efficiency is an

swered in the article on page 135 and

the illustration on the back cover.

Author Lloyd Davis of FES points

out that the early adopter of im

proved marketing practices receives

short-run gains, the same as the early

adopter of better production prac

tices. In the long-run, however, the

benefits flow back and forth between

marketer, producer, and consumer,

depending upon the economic situa

tion.

Next Month: Associate Director

H. L. Ahlgren of Wisconsin, Chair

man of the Extension Committee on

Organization and Policy, discusses

changes taking place and some diffi

cult problems facing agriculture.

Then he discusses the nine program

areas, from the Scope Report, which

Extension must emphasize in this

era of change.

Examples of progress in the Rural

Development Program are cited by

Under Secretary of Agriculture True

D. Morse, Chairman of the RD Com

mittee. He points out that citizens

in many areas are taking literally the

term, resource development—using all

resources to develop the economy of

a whole area.—EHR

The Extension Service Review is published monthly

by direction of the Secretary of Agriculture as administra

tive information required for the proper transaction of

the public business. Use of funds for printing this publica

tion approved by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget

(July 29, 1955).

The Review is issued free by law to workers engaged

in extension activities. Others may obtain copies from the

Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,

Washington 25, D. C, at 15 cents per copy or by subscrip

tion at $1.50 a year, domestic, and S2.00, foreign.
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WHAT

IS

MARKETING

"The services and activi

ties connected with moving

goods from the producer to

the consumer."

by C. B. RATCHFORD,

Assistant Director of Extension,

North Carolina, and Chairman,

ECOP Subcommittee on Marketing

There are many concepts of mar

keting. The many people In

volved tend to define marketing as

just their position in the total proc

ess. To the farmer, marketing means

selling to the person or firm who

takes his produce. To the consumer,

it is the retail stores. To the 10 mil

lion workers involved in farm mar

keting, it is a host of things, usually

related to the specific jobs they per

form.

Marketing was defined in a North

Carolina publication entitled North

Carolina Accepts the Challenge as:

"The services and activities connected

with moving goods from the producer

to the consumer."

The 1954 Yearbook of Agriculture,

Marketing, defines it as: "Part and

parcel of the modern productive proc-

part at the end that gives

point and purpose to all that has

gone before.

"Marketing is getting the product

to the consumer. And it is the prod

uct, too: The bread from the wheat,

the cloth from the cotton, the steak

from the beef, the salad from the

lettuce. It is service and utility: The

stores that sell the food and clothing,

the railroads and trucks that carry

the goods, and banks, elevators, mar

kets. It is people and work.

"The basis of marketing is this:

Farm goods must be stored, trans

ported, processed, and delivered in

the form, at the time and to the

places that consumers desire."

Marketing may be further described

either in terms of the functions per

formed or people who perform the

functions. In earlier days, when farm

ers sold direct to consumers, they

performed all the functions. With

the coming of specialization, agencies

or individuals with particular skills

began to take over individual func

tions. Today several marketing func

tions may be performed by a single

group, but increasingly each function

is performed by a specialist.

Marketing Functions

Assembly of raw commodities is

bringing together the goods to be

marketed. This takes place close to

the producer.

Grading involves sorting a com

modity into lots which have uniform

characteristics as to quality, size, etc.

Standards may be prescribed by State

or Federal agencies or by an individ

ual buyer or seller. Products may be

graded several times during the mar

keting process.

Transportation is moving commodi

ties from place to place in their route

from producer to consumer. Most

commodities are moved several times

during the marketing process and

several modes of transportation may

be involved.

Processing means changing the

form of the product or changing the

raw product into the finished product

purchased by the consumer. Proces

sing may be quite simple, such as

washing potatoes, or may be quite

complicated, such as changing wheat

to bread.

Packaging consists of putting a

product into convenient form for

shipment, storage, and sale. Some

products are packed and repacked

several times.

Storage is holding products for fu

ture sale or use. It provides products

for consumption over a longer period

of time than the harvest period, re

duces the extent of price fluctuations,

and improves product quality by ag

ing and curing.

Risk taking covers the possibility of

loss from fire, flood, weather, insects,

disease, spoilage, change in price, and

other hazards. Often the risk in trans

ferred to professional risk takers—in

surance companies, futures markets,

and speculators who make hedging

possible. Regardless of who bears the

risk, this is an important marketing

function which must be paid for

either through actual losses or by

transferring it to professional risk

takers.

Exchange of ownership and pricing

involves the transfer of ownership of

goods and the determination of com

pensation and conditions of sale. A

number of auxiliary services are pro

vided to facilitate exchange of owner

ship and pricing. Among these are

sanitary inspection, market news, and

market forecasting. Lawmaking bod

ies at local, state, and national levels

have established rules regarding both

exchange and pricing and the courts

are available to enforce these laws.

Credit and financing provides funds

for the establishment and operation

of the many marketing functions.

The entire marketing system requires

large amounts of both short-term and

long-term credit.

Distribution consists of disassembly

or moving goods from points of con

centration to the consumers. This is

the largest single function in the en

tire process.

Merchandising involves the plan

ning by a number of people to have

the right merchandise or service at

the right place at the right time in

the right quantity and at the right

price. It includes promotional activ

ities, trademarking, competitive pric

ing, and salesmanship. Merchandis

ing occurs throughout the marketing

process but is intensified at the con

sumer level.

All farmers are involved in mar

keting but they are performing fewer

and fewer of the functions described

(Continued on page 134)
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Where

Marketing

fits in

Extension

by P. V. KEPNER,

Federal Extension Service

Marketing Is an integral part of

a well-conceived educational pro

gram. It complements and supple

ments other phases of a well-rounded

extension program.

The responsibility of the Coopera

tive Extension Service to conduct ed

ucational work in the field of mar

keting was recognized at the time the

Smith-Lever Act was passed. The As

sociated Congressional Committee re

port stated, in part:

"The itinerant teacher or demon

strator (referring to the proposed

county extension agents) will be ex

pected to give as much thought to

the economic side of agriculture—the

marketing, standardizing, and grad

ing of farm products—as he gives to

the matter of larger acreage yields."

Subsequent legislation has reaf

firmed that responsibility—as have

the demands of various groups seek

ing assistance from Extension. And

as our marketing system has grown

more complex, the opportunity and

need for Extension to render educa

tional assistance in marketing has

broadened and become even more im

portant.

High Priority

This fact is recognized in the Scope

Report recently issued under the

sponsorship of the Extension Commit

tee on Organization and Policy. Effi

ciency in Marketing, Distribution, and

Utilization is listed as one of the nine

major areas of program emphasis

which should be receiving high-pri

ority attention. With respect to this

area of need, the report states:

"Paralleling efficiency in production

is the necessity for developing the

maximum practicable efficiency in the

marketing, distribution, and utiliza

tion (including the consumption) of

agricultural products. Herein lies a

challenge and a responsibility for

Extension to contribute to the welfare

of the producer, the handler, and the

general public simultaneously."

This reflects the realization that

the welfare of farmers, and the total

welfare, cannot be served entirely

through extension programs dedicated

to inducing greater efficiencies in the

production processes. It reflects the

fact that farming and businesses re

lated to agriculture are so interrela

ted that extension programs must

include the distribution and utiliza

tion of farm products.

Work with Producers

While the primary objective of ex

tension marketing work is to increase

the efficiency of the marketing sys

tem, many facets of it are closely re

lated to other phases of the extension

program. For example, some market

ing problems originate on the farm

or at the first shipping point while

the commodities are still under the

control of the producer. In his man

agement decisions the farmer must

consider changes in the marketing

system and market demands if he is

to be most successful.

Extension workers, in making pro

duction recommendations, must keep

in mind market demands and mar

keting problems. They must be pre

pared to advise regarding the proper

handling of products so that they will

move through the distribution process

with the least practicable loss and

wastage and with the highest feasible

return to the producer.

Another example of the need for

close coordination in extension pro

grams is in the marketing informa

tion program for consumers. This

program provides housewives, both

urban and rural, and large scale food

purchasers, such as restaurants and

hospitals, with information which

provides a firmer basis for making

purchasing decisions.

Much of the information in this

program comes from marketing econ

omists, nutritionists, and technolo

gists. Information on supplies and

local production conditions is ob

tained from production specialists

and agents. Agents and specialists

assigned to this program must work

closely with other agents and with

information personnel in achieving

greatest efficiency in reaching con

sumers through mass media.

Everyone Gains

Between the producer and con

sumer are many handling, processing,

and distributing firms receiving edu

cational aid. Work with these firms

increases their efficiency and, in turn,

everyone in the marketing system

benefits.

Much can be gained from a close

working relationship between exten

sion personnel working directly with

producers and those working with

marketing firms. For example, work

with retailers has pointed out prob

lems and opportunities In the pro

duction processes which should be re

flected back to farmers. This is par

ticularly true of problems originating

(Continued on page 130)
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whom? what?

spending tJf Challenge

The Cooperative Extension Service

is being challenged and urged

to increase its work in marketing.

County agents hear this challenge

from their program and advisory

committees and from people gener

ally. Farm organizations voice the

need for more marketing work. Mar

keting research workers urge the ex

tension of the results of their work.

Responding to increasing interest,

county agents are searching for an

swers to certain specific questions.

They want to know what extension

marketing work is. They need some

help in defining extension responsi

bilities and opportunities in this field.

They are searching for kinds of edu

cational activities that will be sig

nificant contributions.

Seeking Answers

Extension agents are looking for

ways to work with marketing special

ists. They are seeking help in ex

plaining Extension's role in market

ing to program and advisory com

mittees.

Extension specialists in marketing

who are responding to the challenge

are looking for support from admin

istration for their ideas and activities.

They are seeking assistance in or

ganizing training programs for other

extension workers.

Marketing specialists are looking

for guidance in the development of

program suggestions for the exten

sion staff. And they want their par

ticular responsibilities to be inter

preted to other extension workers.

As a member of the extension staff,

the supervisor cannot be blind to

these challenges, this responsibility,

and the information available. The

supervisor's responsibility is to be

How a supervisor serves as a communications link

by C. R. HARRINGTON, Associate State Leader

of County Agricultural Agents, New York

a teacher of teachers, a stimulator,

a consultant, and a representative of

administration.

Activates Resources

Playing his role of teacher, stimu

lator, and consultant, the supervisor

can provide some of the communica

tion that is necessary in a program

of this kind. He may be a catalyst

that brings together and activates

the resources available from special

ists, agents, and administrators to

help meet this challenge of more

effective educational work in the field

of marketing.

The entire administrative staff has

an opportunity to think through Ex

tension's role in marketing. This re

quires an understanding of what

marketing is, what some changes are

in the marketing scene, and how ex

tension organizes its resources to do

an effective educational job.

Traditionally, extension work has

centered around farm people. Oppor

tunities exist to expand educational

work in marketing with farmers and

their families—helping them to pro

duce in relation to market needs and

demands, to understand the market

ing system, to perform certain mar

keting services skillfully and efficient

ly, and to organize groups to provide

other marketing services.

Extension programs of marketing

information for consumers have been

developing during the past 10 years.

Improvements and expansion in these

programs to help consumers under

stand marketing, use their food dol

lars wisely, and make effective use

of purchased foods can be significant

contributions.

Off-farm services are becoming

more important in the movement of

products from the farm to the con

sumer. What is Extension's respon

sibility to people other than farm

persons? If marketing is to become

efficient, the people employed in these

marketing firms are the ones who

must make it more efficient.

Extension work in marketing is a

team effort. County agents are help

ing farm families produce the kind

of product that the market wants,

and these agents are supported by

specialists from several fields. In the

movement of the product from the

farm to consumer, again several fields

of specialty are involved—the biologi

cal, physical, and economic aspects

of marketing. How is the necessary

team effort best developed?

Coordinated Support

Extension marketing agents need

to be supported by coordinated effort

on the part of specialists. As a new

kind of employee, they need to un

derstand where they fit in the Ex

tension Service; they need to know

Extension's policies, history, tradi

tion, and philosophy. They need to

appreciate the relationships that ex

ist between extension workers and

between these workers and extension

cooperators. What is the marketing

agent's relationship to county agents,

especially if the marketing agent is

on a district or regional basis?

Not all extension marketing work

can be done through agents. Some of

this work requires highly trained spe

cialists. How shall their work be co

ordinated with the work of county

agents and district or regional mar

keting agents? How are the various

specialties brought together to pro

vide a unified approach to problems?

(Continued on page 119)
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Bringing home the market facts \

What a county agent learned at the

terminal market

by JOHN P. UNDERHILL, Son Joaquin County

Farm Advisor, Calif.

TMme and travel are wearying to

a tomato. How can you take a

fragile tomato from California to

New York and put it in attractive

goodness on a luncheon table there?

This calls into play a vast array of

skills and practical know-how.

What can California growers and

shippers do to assure arrival of toma

toes in eastern markets in prime con

dition? To find the answers, I visited

the New York terminal market.

Purposes of Trip

Specifically, my assignment was to

relate quality and condition at des

tination to the following factors: ini

tial quality as determined by field

production and weather conditions,

maturity, and handling practices;

transit, temperature, packaging, and

loading factors; and conditions dur

ing distribution—ripening, handling,

and retailing.

A second purpose was to develop

teaching materials for use with grow

ers, shippers, buyers, and receivers of

California tomatoes. Information also

was desired for research at the ex

periment station on handling and

transit of tomatoes.

San Joaquin County is one of sev

eral counties that supply the major

portion of the nation's fall market

tomatoes. More than 10,000 carlots

are shipped each season.

Tomatoes are shipped to eastern

markets as "mature greens," at full

size but before any color shows. While

some ripening occurs during transit,

final maturing is done in ripening

rooms at the market. Most shipments

to New York are in transit 8 to 11

days.

In carrying out the study, 6 ship

pers in 3 counties were selected as

cooperators. The six packing houses

were visited daily prior to the market

visit to observe fruit that was to be

shipped to New York. Information

obtained on each car included var

iety, routing, protective service to be

used (icing, fans, vents, etc.), fruit

pulp temperature on loading, and

packing house treatment.

The trip to New York was made

by air in order to be on hand when

the survey cars arrived at the mar

ket. Data were collected on 52 cars

at the packing sheds and 24 of these

arrived at the New York market, al

lowing collection of complete data on

A New York buyer, the author (center), and

a California grower-shipper inspect arrival

condition of tomatoes.

arrival condition. The remaining sur

vey cars were diverted to other mar

kets. Some 200 other cars of Cali

fornia tomatoes were also observed

on the market.

Showed Research Needs

On arrival, fruit was inspected for

overall quality and condition. De

tailed data were collected on matur

ity, decay, and temperatures in var

ious positions in the car. In addition,

the Railroad Perishable Inspection

Agency furnished inspection reports

on all cars of tomatoes shipped from

California during the season.

Various lots of fruit were examined

in the ripening room. Observations

were made at different stages of

ripening and on the condition and

quality of fruit packaged for retail

markets.

A number of tomato ripening rooms

in the New York area were visited.

Problems were discussed with receiv

ers, ripening room operators, buyers,

and wholesalers. Their ideas were

solicited on condition and quality of

California tomatoes and how they

might be improved.

A complete set of colored slides was

taken of the arrival of cars, unload

ing, stacking, agency inspections,

buyers' inspections, auctions, ripen

ing room operations, and wholesale

displays. Close-up views of such prob

lems as decay, bruising, and ripening

were also obtained.

A major problem was the extreme

variation in ripeness of the fruit on

arrival. Tomatoes varied from 90 per

cent green fruit to less than 5 per-

( Continued on page 134)
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The Right Place at the Right Time

How area marketing agents find their "groove"

by R. B. DONALDSON, Agricultural Economist, Pennsylvania

If you can't give adequate atten

tion to local marketing problems,

the solution may be area market

ing agents. We've found this true

in Pennsylvania, where marketing

problems differ substantially from one

section of the State to the other, and

from one community to another.

Area marketing agents keep well

informed on local conditions. When

marketing problems arise, they give

them immediate attention.

Good Communication

Marketing information is transmit

ted from one agent to another, as

well as to the State specialist staff.

Through this communication, all staff

members have up-to-date knowledge

of conditions throughout the State.

Specialists, in turn, assist wherever

possible, either through in-service

training or by going into the areas

and working directly with the mar

keting agent.

This area program is designed to:

create greater efficiencies in handling,

processing, and distribution; expand

markets; assist in the development

of efficient market organizations and

facilities; develop greater understand

ing by consumers of the importance

of timely food buying; and get rapid

adjustments by farmers, consumers,

and marketing firms to changes in

technology and current merchandis

ing procedures.

To assist with this task, marketing

agents are located in five areas of

the State. Their services are avail

able to farmers, marketing firms,

processors, and consumers.

In December 1955, purely as an

experiment, a marketing agent was

placed in six northwestern counties

of Pennsylvania. His instructions

were quite simple, "to peddle his bi

cycle up and down the roads and not

sit in the office waiting for develop

ments to occur." This was for the

two-fold purpose of getting to know

people and to learn their marketing

problems.

He was not handed a definite stere

otyped marketing program. Instead,

he was given a green light to develop

his program as opportunities mate

rialized. And they did materialize in

the form of commodity marketing

programs with producers and dis

tributors, organizational work with

cooperatives, and consumer education

activities through radio and news

papers.

Marketing of sweet corn presented

a real challenge in this area. For

many years growers had marketed

their corn in a hit-or-miss fashion.

Contact was made by the area mar

keting agent with the buyer of a

large food chain and a new venture

in marketing developed.

Growers agreed to make store-door

deliveries of freshly pulled corn and

the chain store agreed to pay top

prevailing prices for daily deliveries.

Thus, a successful marketing plan

was born. This year we plan to re

peat this plan to include other local

ly grown commodities.

Find Own Groove

After the initial success in the

northwestern area of the State, four

additional marketing agents were ap

pointed. Again these men were given

no definite assignment or specific pro

gram—they were simply to determine

problems and cope with them at the

local level.

Marketing activities in these areas

include a weekly television show on

food buying; a weekly consumer re

lease, "Family Food Facts," mailed

to newspapers, radio stations, and

representatives of consumer groups;

assistance in management problems

and operation procedures of a recent

ly formed vegetable marketing coop

erative; assisting processors with pro

curement of quality fruit through

better handling procedures; and

materials handling and time-and-mo-

tion studies with a retail store or

ganization.

Area agents obtain assistance in

their marketing work from State com

modity specialists. They also keep

county agents in their areas informed

of their activities and work closely

with all county personnel. This area

marketing program is unique because

these agents have no specific pro

gram. They cover all phases of mar

keting and proceed where the great

est need exists and where the best

opportunity for service presents itself.

Area marketing agents in Pennsyl

vania mean that timely marketing

help is available to all who need it.

THE CHALLENGE

(Continued from page 117)

These questions and these problems

begin to point up the job of an ex

tension supervisor as he works in the

field of marketing. The supervisor

needs to understand what marketing

is and what Extension's responsibili

ties and opportunities are. He needs

to recognize extension resources, the

subject matter involved, and the peo

ple with whom educational work in

marketing is important.

The general objective of an exten

sion marketing program is to improve

through education the overall effi

ciency of the marketing system for

the benefit of producers, consumers,

and marketing firms. But this ob

jective poses three basic questions

that are not foreign to education:

Whom shall Extension teach? What

shall it teach? How shall the teach

ing be done? From his position in

the administrative staff of Extension,

the supervisor can contribute to the

answers to these questions.
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How a utilization specialist works with

textile mills

Semi-elastic cotton gauze bandage (right) originated at Southern Laboratory is

compared with ordinary bandage (left).

by WILLIAM J. MARTIN, Cotton Utilization Specialist, Federal Extension Service

Cotton utilization is one of the key

operations in the complex chain

through which cotton products be

come available to consumers. In the

marketing phase of this chain, the

baled lint must be transported, ware

housed, and its quality evaluated and

preserved until it is converted into

yarn or fabric.

Extension cotton marketing and

utilization programs are directed at

those intermediate stages in the area

from ginning, where the fiber is re

moved from the seed, to its processed

form of yarn or fabric. There is

naturally a close tie-in between mar

keting and utilization. Cotton's qual

ity as determined in the marketing

phase largely governs the end prod

ucts into which it can be successfully

processed.

Timely Use of Research

The primary objective of educa

tional work on cotton utilization is

to get research results into the hands

of textile firms who can make prac

tical use of them in their daily op

erations. Another important phase

is to bring current utilization prob

lems to the attention of U. S. De

partment of Agriculture research

agencies and develop research efforts

to meet industry needs.

The research results used in this

program come largely from the

Southern Utilization Research De

velopment Division of the Depart

ment of Agriculture, from textile

schools, and other private and public

cotton improvement agencies. The

SURDD, located at New Orleans, was

established to further the utilization

of southern agricultural products.

More than half of its budget and re

search programs are devoted to cot

ton utilization.

Studies at the laboratory deal with

both mechanical and chemical proc

essing. Fundamental research is con

ducted on the structure and proper

ties of cotton fibers and other phases

of cotton utilization. Mechanical

processing involves work on opening,

carding, spinning, weaving, develop

ment of new and improved equipment

for processing, and the design of

fabrics for specific uses.

An important phase of the exten

sion marketing and utilization pro

gram has been aimed at a better un

derstanding of new technical develop

ments and instruments and how they

relate to manufacturing performance.

This has been done through coopera

tion with State extension cotton mar

keting specialists and through con

tacts with the cotton departments of

textile mills.

Personal contact is highly desirable

in an educational effort such as this.

It has been said that research is a

"state of mind" and this is certainly

true of the application of research

findings. In many cases, it becomes

basic to the educational work to do

a personal relations job and develop

a research state of mind in the indi

viduals who are to make use of the

research development.

New Processing Techniques

Machines and techniques have been

developed at the SURDD for more

efficient processing of cotton by tex

tile manufacturers. One machine

which has been rather widely adopted

is an opener which fluffs up the cot

ton and enables subsequent cleaning

processes to do a more effective job.

About 100 of these are in operation

in mills processing many thousands

of bales per year.

Mills report savings of up to $20.-

000 per year attributable to these

openers. Other mills, where detailed

figures are not available, report im

proved blending of cottons, better

processing into yarn, and improved

quality of yarns and fabrics. A fur

ther development, recently released,

is a combination opener-cleaner.

Accurate figures are not available

on how many mills have adopted im-

(Continued on page 132)
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How a marketing specialist aids grain

elevator operators

by JAMES R. ENIX, Wheat

Marketing Specialist, Oklahoma

Commercial marketing of grain

usually starts at the grain ele

vator. Here grain is received from

the farm, binned according to quality,

conditioned, stored, and merchan

dised. Here, too, the farmer usually

obtains supplies needed in his farm

operations.

Grain elevator operators are gen

erally alert for newer and better

methods of operation. They are anx

ious and willing to put plans into

effect which help them become more

efficient and serve their community

better.

Today's grain elevator operators re

quire knowledge in many fields.

These include: merchandising, rec

ords and accounting, personnel and

human relations, administration, en

tomology, biology, engineering, feed

nutrition, fertilizer, farm supplies,

credit, financing, grading, and quality.

They have economic decisions such

as: installation of labor saving equip

ment, expansion into new lines, and

enlargement or location of facilities.

In Oklahoma, the Extension Serv

ice is working with the grain indus

try through educational programs

which deal not only with current

problems of the industry, but re

search information which results in

improved service or more efficient op

erations.

Outlook Information. Current in

formation is regularly supplied eleva

tor operators through news bulletins

on the domestic supply and demand

for grain, export demand, and gov

ernment programs applicable to the

grain industry. The storage situation

is appraised with respect to space

available, stocks on hand, and expec

ted sales prior to the harvest season.

Production prospects and forecasts

are given regularly.

Management Training. A 2-day busi

ness management conference is held

each year for elevator managers, as

sistants, supervisors, and foremen.

Subjects covered are: functions of

management, employee management,

customer relations, facility manage

ment, inventory management, finan

cial management, credit, and buying

and selling.

A short course in grain and farm

supply bookkeeping for grain eleva

tors is held annually. The 1-week

course consists of working a problem

and making bookkeeping entries com

mon to a year's business. Opening

and closing entries, profit and loss

statements, balance sheets, and other

entries are completed.

Quality. Grain entering commer

cial channels is graded under regula

tions set forth in the U. S. Grain

Standards Act. Grain grading schools

for elevator operators are held in co

operation with State grain inspection

departments. Samples of grain are

examined for the various degrading

factors.

Some grain dealers use variety

identification in measuring its qual

ity. Schools are held to teach variety

characteristics so various lots of

wheat may be identified by visual ex

amination of the sample. Charts,

colored slides, and samples of com

mon wheat varieties are used to ac

quaint the elevator managers with

variety characteristics.

Storage. Maintaining the quality

of grain in storage is an important

responsibility of the warehouseman.

Losses may occur through biological

damage caused by insects, molds, and

other factors. Two-day conferences

are held to explore factors which

cause grain to spoil in storage, eco

nomic factors of artificial grain dry

ing, drying with atmospheric temper

ature, and batch dryers vs. continu

ous flow dryers.

Clean Grain Program. The Federal

Food and Drug and Cosmetic Act re

quires that foods shipped in interstate

commerce be wholesome, clean, and

handled under conditions to prevent

contamination. Demonstrations are

held at centrally located elevators to

explain insect and rodent control,

food and drug regulations, sanitation,

control of birds, and "pink" wheat

detection.

Youth Programs. The Extension

Service and grain elevator operators

encourage 4-H, Future Farmers of

America, and other youth organiza

tions to learn the fundamentals of

grain marketing and the function of

the elevator. Activities include tours

to elevators, training on how to read

market reports, clean grain, and

grain grading methods. Awards at

fairs and grain shows emphasize

grade, quality, and marketing prac

tices.

Mass Media. Radio, television, news

papers, and farm magazines help ex

plain the marketing program to pro

ducers. Exhibits are used at fairs and

other public gatherings to depict the

role of the elevator in grain mar

keting.

Cooperation with Other Organiza

tions. Effective extension programs

(Continued on page 129)

Demonstrating how grain is graded.
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ThisSchoolRangtheBell

How a retail marketing specialist helps bridge the gap

between producer and retailer

by ROBERT L. BULL, Retail Marketing Agent, Delaware

How to cut costs in marketing food

and how to merchandise it more

effectively—those were the objectives

of nearly 300 tradespeople who gath

ered on the University of Delaware

campus this spring for a 2-day short

course in food retailing.

Job responsibilities of participants

varied from store clerks to executive

officers of leading chains. Most were

retailers but wholesalers, food brok

ers, and manufacturers were also rep

resented.

The concentrated program covered

18 subjects of current interest, with

as many as four sessions conducted

simultaneously. The short course

faculty consisted of 25 specialists in

various areas of food distribution.

Participants were enthusiastic as

they accepted their certificates of

completion at the closing banquet.

They eagerly suggested other prob

lems to be covered in the next short

course.

Year-Round Activities

Almost without exception, those at

tending the course had worked pre

viously with Extension in seeking so

lutions to problems in marketing

farm products.

During the past three years of ac

tive work with food distributors, the

Delaware Extension Service has held

21 public training clinics for retailers

and innumerable training programs

for employees of individual whole

saling or retailing firms. Direct in-

store consulting work has been done

in hundreds of stores at the request

of owners or managers. Hundreds of

other merchants have received help

by mail.

Retailers throughout the State re

ceive a weekly bulletin summarizing

new handling efficiencies, merchandis

ing innovations, and market informa

tion. This periodical, sent only on

written request, enjoys a good follow

ing in the trade.

Several series of newsletters keep

other members of the trade informed

of extension programs and new mar

keting developments pertinent to

their operations. A separate series is

published for each of the following:

grocery wholesalers, produce jobbers,

meat wholesalers, dairy distributors,

frozen food wholesalers, food brokers,

roadside marketers, and food manu

facturers' representatives.

How it's Organized

This project is the primary respon

sibility of the agent in retail market

ing. This work is closely coordinated

with that of other marketing special

ists who devote their time to prob

lems of producers and to consumer

information services.

County workers are fully informed

on project developments and cooper

ate closely wherever the work relates

directly to marketing practices of

producers. The program is guided

constantly and evaluated periodically

by a State steering committee of 14

businessmen representing chain and

independent retailer interests, food

wholesalers, and related businesses.

Results of the work are difficult to

measure but have been encouraging,

as these examples show. In one super

market where backroom work sim

plification practices were instituted,

sales climbed 35 percent with exactly

the same labor input. Store person

nel considered their work easier than

before, even with the added volume.

A large wholesaling company, for

which an intensive classroom training

program for supervisors was conduc

ted, credits Extension's assistance

with having been "a decisive factor

in turning company losses into prof

its." A newsletter to brokers, outlin

ing a plan for more efficient time

utilization, prompted five firms to

adopt improved methods with con

spicuous economies and better service.

Benefits Producers

Farmers benefit indirectly from re

sults such as those just cited. Mar

keting work with retailers also has

many direct and tangible effects upon

farm profits, as the following exam

ples illustrate.

The short course this spring

brought together many potential buy

ers for cantaloupes that will be

grown by a new marketing cooper

ative of farmers. The leaders of this

farm group took advantage of this

opportunity to discuss their market

ing plans with the management of a

retail chain and with a large whole

sale receiver attending the short

course.

(Continued on page 130)

In-store training clinic in Delaware supermarket.
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New

Markets

Don't

Just

Happen

How extension economists

helped develop a market

for a new product

by W. SMITH GREIG,

Agricultural Economist, Michigan

Extension specialists can help

spark the development of new

products and markets. As proof, here

is an example of how a market was

developed for potato flakes—a newly

dehydrated mashed potato developed

by the U. S. Department of Agricul

ture.

Recently a Michigan processor con

tracted with a growers' association

for 150,000 hundredweight of potatoes

to be used in a planned potato flake

plant. This contract and new plant

did not just happen—they were at

least partially due to an intensive

extension program.

Michigan's extension work on mar

ket testing and market development

of potato flakes was undertaken at

A chef's reaction to potato flakes.

a calculated risk. The risk was that

perhaps nothing at all would result

from the efforts. To counterbalance

this risk, there was a possibility that

this new product might have a large

potential market, that Michigan

might be an ideal location for proc

essing this product, and that a large

quantity of Michigan potatoes might

ultimately go to market in this form.

Basically the market testing proj

ects developed as follows: The East

ern Utilization Research Division,

U.SX).A., had developed a new process

by which high quality dehydrated

mashed potatoes could be made from

eastern-grown potatoes. With earlier

processes, only western-grown pota

toes of very high dry matter content

would yield a dehydrated mashed po

tato of acceptable quality.

Although technical data, estimated

costs of commercial production, and

results of one market test on potato

flakes had been published, no com

mercial plants were in production.

Interest in this new process and

product developed among several dif

ferent Michigan groups.

The interests of the different

groups were consolidated and given

direction at the first meeting of the

processing committee of the newly

formed Michigan Potato Industry

Council. This committee was com

posed of potato processors, brokers,

buyers, and representatives from

growers' associations, State Depart

ment of Agriculture, Michigan Eco

nomic Development Commission, and

extension specialists.

At the first meeting of the com

mittee, extension specialists presented

detailed information on technical as

pects, costs of production, the market

test, total trends in production of de-

Testing retail sales of a new product.

hydrated mashed potatoes, current

prices of institutional and retail

packages of the western products,

and demonstrated potato flakes made

from Michigan potatoes.

The processing committee recom

mended that additional market tests

be conducted, using potato flakes

from Michigan potatoes. Since a con

sumer panel was already established

in Detroit for another project, the

first tests were consumer taste pref

erence tests. Michigan potato flakes

and the different forms of western

products currently on the market

were tested, with the consumer panel

indicating a preference for the Mich

igan flakes.

Studied Other Potentials

The committee then recommended

further market testing and a study

of market potentials at the institu

tional level was undertaken. Mean

while, a retail test package was being

developed.

Michigan potato flakes were dem

onstrated to 164 restaurant, hotel,

and institutional buyers, and their

reactions to quality, use, and market

potentials were tabulated. The es

tablishments were classified as im

mediate, potential, or no market for

potato flakes, based on total reaction

to the demonstration and answers

given in the interview following the

demonstration.

The high market potential indica

ted by this sample of establishments

was expanded to State, regional, and

national totals. A preliminary report

was mimeographed and sent to inter

ested individuals within four months

after the initiation of the study.

Data on interregional competition

were developed while the market tests

were under way. Analyses were made

of average farm prices, estimated

cost of potato production, farmer-

processor contracts in other areas,

differences in dry matter content of

potatoes, transportation costs to re

gional markets, and estimates of

prices and sales of competing prod

ucts. From these a projected cost

and profit sheet for a proposed proc

essing plant was developed.

A controlled retail experiment is

currently under way to check com

parative sales of different forms of

(Continued on page 130)
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HOW EXTENSION COM

All members of the Extension educational team—

agents, specialists, supervisors, administrators—have

a role in marketing.
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How county agents help at the first step in marketing

by R. P. ATHERTON, Litchfield County Agricultural Agent, Conn.

If you want to know how much a

county agent helps farmers sell

their products, you won't find all the

answers in his annual report. Look

out in the county where the market

ing job is carried along with all the

other work. Marketing is so much a

part of the whole that it's hard to

separate.

A recent survey of Connecticut

county agents revealed that a tre

mendous amount of time and effort

is being spent in marketing activities.

Here are some results from the

survey made in January 1958. The

greater Hartford Regional Market

now known as the Connecticut Mar

keting Authority, was opened in No

vember 1952 after many years of

education of farmers, wholesalers, re

tailers, and others.

County agents did yeoman's work

in aiding the formation of the $1.7

million project. The total amount of

business conducted in 1956 amounted

to $30 million and the value of agri

cultural products marketed by farm

ers reached $900,000.

Work with Cooperatives

One agent reported: "We have

worked several years to get our vege

table producers to develop a cooper

ative packing, grading, and market

ing plant. We have not achieved this

goal because there is insufficient vol

ume due to the failure of growers to

work together." Yet this agent's time

hasn't been spent in vain. The edu

cational facts he has given these peo

ple will "crop net" sooner or later

in some better method of marketing.

Another agent says, "We have sup

plied our potato cooperative and in

dividual growers with up-to-date in

formation on types of packages, size,

quality of potatoes, and the best

variety for baking. We have tried to

find out what consumers want and

pass that information on to the grow

ers."

An agent from a county where

poultry are leading products reports:

"We aided in organizing a cooperative

marketing unit for the sale of broilers

and eggs and in the formation of a

cooperative slaughtering plant for

poultry. We keep up with the latest

egg prices and furnish information

on the proper grading of eggs, poul

try, potatoes, and fruit. Then the

farmer has all the market facts and

knows what prices to charge."

Other agents tell about giving as

sistance in the establishment of road

side markets. One agent aided farm

ers in bringing about a revision of

zoning regulations so roadside adver

tising space might be available for

farm stands.

Much time is spent by agents in

supplying information to dairy farm

ers relative to the blend of prices of

milk in Connecticut in comparison

to other areas, supplies of milk, the

effect of outside markets on Connec

ticut markets, and milk marketing

orders.

Informing Consumers

Home agents do their part in the

marketing field, too. They work di

rectly with groups of consumers and

offer factual information on the use

of products.

They demonstrate planning and

freezing of fruits and vegetables and

use mass media to tell about prod

ucts raised locally and ready for mar

ket. They provide bulletins to the

retailer on the use of locally grown

products.

Agents report spending much time

in feeding information on new mar

keting practices to producers, deal

ers, and retailers. These include the

use of milk dispensers in restaurants,

direct milk sales machines located

where the public will buy, use of

larger than 1-quart containers, and

the discount plan to purchasers of

larger quantities.

Methods

What methods achieve the best re

sults?

Methods with a group consist main

ly of mass education—supplying in

formation on market volume, mar

ket needs, increased or decreased con

sumption, stabilizing production to

meet demand throughout the season,

price comparisons between areas, and

market regulations for dairy farmers.

With the individual producer, dif

ferent methods are needed. He may

need aid in finding a market or per

haps in becoming established in the

marketing business. He may want

drawings for a roadside stand—where

to place it—how to arrange it. Per

haps he wants facts on grading and

pricing.

One of the most pressing needs is

to develop a better understanding be

tween the producer and the consumer.

Whenever the price of food rises—the

producer is at fault in the eyes of

the housewife. This lack of under

standing is a brake on the sale of

agricultural products.

There is much work to be done in

this marketing field. We must con

tinue and expand activities on behalf

of farmers to get their products to

consumers at a price which is fair

for both.
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MARKETING

—Farming's

other half

How county agents helped

organize a marketing co-op

County Agricultural Agent, Ohio

by C. H. BOND, Retired Henry

Production is only half the busi

ness of farming. The other half

is marketing. The most efficient pro

ducer in the world can lose his shirt

with a poor marketing job."

That's what Prof. Theodore Mack-

lin used to tell his farm management

classes at the University of Wiscon

sin. And it's just as true today. One

solution to the cost-price squeeze is

for the farmer to get a fair price for

a quality product.

Locating Markets

How can county agents help farm

ers do this? They can work with

farmers in improving product quality

and locating markets that will yield

a fair price. Our experience with an

egg marketing cooperative in north

western Ohio is a good example.

Early in 1939, agricultural agents

from seven counties—Williams, Ful

ton, Defiance, Henry, Paulding, Put

nam, and Hancock—met with poul-

trymen to discuss the lack of a mar

ket for quality eggs. Most eggs were

brought on a mine-run basis by door-

to-door hucksters, with the quality

producer receiving the same price

per dozen as his neighbor with poor

egg quality.

Producers suggested a new cooper

ative to market quality eggs. Agents

were cautious. The extension service

had helped to organize a similar un

dertaking in Fulton County in 1925

which failed within 5 years.

Determining Need

Meetings were held in the seven

counties to ascertain interest and

needs for a quality egg market.

Agents conducted surveys as to size

of flocks, facilities for egg care, and

marketing problems. Leading poul-

trymen observed cooperative egg mar

keting operations in two other areas

and terminal facilities in Cleveland.

After these preliminaries, the poul-

trymen wanted action and expected

agents to take the lead. Each county

selected one poultryman to proceed

and they incorporated the North

western Ohio Poultry Association.

Raymond E. Cray, extension poultry

specialist, was called in to aid in

forming the co-op.

A goal of 400 high quality producer-

members was set to insure adequate

egg volume before marketing started.

Four member solicitors were selected

in each township and a total of 372

members joined in the seven counties.

The $5 membership fees furnished

the only starting capital, amounting

to $1,860.

In addition to meeting with pro

ducers before marketing started,

poultry specialists and agents visited

the farm of every member to explain

proper care of eggs to insure quality.

Eggs were to be marketed strictly on

a graded basis, with every producer

receiving what his eggs were worth.

The word was spread among busi

nessmen in the seven-county area

that a new "big" business soon would

locate in one of the towns. Business

men in Napoleon, Henry County, bid

highest by offering to pay half the

first year's rent on a building. A

local auctioneer donated his services

for the first three months.

The association held its first egg

auction in the rented building on

July 14, 1939. Total marketing costs

were 2% cents per dozen, made up

of 1% cents to the auction, % cent

for hauling and % cent for the case.

The first year volume was low—

31,253 cases of eggs selling for

$209,461.32.

At the end of three months, Spe

cialist Cray and each agent visited

members who had low egg grades to

help find and correct the cause. At

the end of a year, they again visited

every member to help improve grades.

Egg quality was of the essence at

the Napoleon Egg Auction—meaning

higher prices, more profit, and satis-

fled members. This thorough educa

tional program by the extension serv

ice was a major factor in a good start.

A survey was made after the first

year to compare egg prices received

by association members with prices

received in a similar territory with

out such an organization. They were

17 cents per dozen higher at the

Napoleon Auction.

The egg cooperative soon outgrew

the rented building. As operating

capital accumulated, the poultrymen

built a large marketing building in

Napoleon. Northeastern Indiana poul

trymen were attracted to this good

market and a large branch marketing

plant was built in Albion, Ind.

Quality Symbol

Techniques of marketing the eggs

changed over the years. Actual auc

tioning was discontinued after 2 or

3 years as markets were established.

About one third now are sold on order

and the manager sells the balance by

contacting city buyers by telephone

daily. The trade name "Napoleon

Eggs" is a symbol of quality in many

eastern cities.

Facilities throughout the market

channel maintain egg quality. These

include rapid handling, large mechan

ical cooling rooms, mechanical grad

ers, and refrigerated trucks.

In 19 years, the egg cooperative

has grown in volume each year. It

has furnished an excellent market

for 5,463 poultrymen in 24 Ohio and

Indiana counties and has sold over

$25 million worth of eggs in that

time. Last year, the co-op marketed

246,556 cases of quality graded eggs

for $2,790,438.

Work leading to the establishment

and successful operation of this co

operative was a major extension proj

ect. It involved months of agents'

and specialists' time. But it has

proved again that county agents need

not fear becoming involved in farm

ers' marketing problems. Helping

farmers solve these problems in the

past has contributed to the present

strong extension service.
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How county agents help

the fruit industry face

marketing problems

by R. D. BARTRAM and

J. K. BALLARD, Chelan County

Agricultural Agents, Wash.

Apple and pear production, ware-

_/\ housing, and marketing is the

major industry supporting the 40,000

residents of Chelan County. It ac

counts for three-fourth of the county's

income. Naturally, fruit production

and marketing are important in the

county extension program.

Each year as part of extension pro

gram planning, 30 to 40 fruit indus

try representatives — growers, ware

house operators and marketers—are

invited to discuss the question, "What

the fruit industry faces." At the De

cember 1957 meeting, this group pre

sented two major problems which

pointed up marketing as a major fea

ture of extension work in the coming

years. The goals are to increase effi

ciency of production and warehouse

operation and to improve the mar

keting situation by controlling low

grade fruit and standardizing mar

ket containers.

During normal production years

the C-grade, cull, and small size

apples are major causes of depressed

market prices. The apple and pear

industry has also been gradually

shifting from wooden to cell and tray

packages of fiber containers. Lack

of standardization of these containers

makes it difficult for individual ware

houses and market distributors to

know which will be the most accep

table in the market.

Price Analysis

In developing an extension program

to aid in solving the above problems,

the first effort was to analyze prices

received over a period of years for

different sizes and grades. Next it

was necessary to gather information

on average pack-out records from dif

ferent orchards. Chelan County

agents cooperated with adjoining

counties in assembling average pack-

out and price information.

To keep up-to-date on changes in

containers the agents cooperated in

carrying out a survey of 120 ware

houses to determine plans for further

changes in containers for the coming

season. The survey indicated that

warehouses would shift in container

use so that 26 percent more of the

1958 crop would be packed in fiber

or cell-type containers than last year.

This pointed up the problem of sup

ply.

A review of research on harvest

containers showed that four agencies

had been studying use of pallet or

bulk bins for harvesting fruits. Two

large warehouse units in another

county had tried bulk bins in 1957.

This information was assembled to

evaluate practicability of converting

to bulk bins for harvesting and how

bulk bins might be used in ware

houses for handling and storing loose

fruit.

In meeting with grower groups on

production problems, emphasis was

shifted so that the four main cost

production items—pruning, thinning,

spraying, and harvesting—were dis

cussed in relation to costs and im

provement of quality of fruit. Charts

were prepared to show the differences

in return per acre by improving the

sizes and quality of fruit. Average

prices received for different grades

and sizes over a period of 8 years

were used in these cost of production

and price comparisons.

Information was assembled on con

tainers, prospective shift in use of

containers, and the possible use of

pallet or bulk bins for harvesting to

replace the standard wooden box.

The information was used in discus

sing container problems with ware

house managers and directors.

To follow through, the same infor

mation was used in releases to daily

and weekly newspapers, fruit grower

magazines, and special bulletins pre

pared periodically by marketing in

formation agencies.

Improving Quality

Six orchards in the county were

selected as demonstration orchards

for summer meetings on production

practices and techniques for improv

ing the quality and size of fruit.

Pack-out records on these orchards

for the past three years were printed

on large charts to be used in produc

tion meetings.

Information on pallet bin handling

—in the orchards, from orchard to

warehouse, and in the warehouse—

will be demonstrated at a machinery

and pallet bin demonstration spon

sored jointly by the Fieldmen's Asso

ciation and the Extension Service.

An apple industry committee was

organized in early 1958 to analyze the

possible use of a marketing agree

ment to control low grade fruit dur

ing high production years. Agents

have provided this committee with

information on production outlook

and factors affecting the size and

quality of apples.

Agents also assisted with two grow

er meetings to explain the possible

effects of a marketing agreement. The

industry committee is continuing its

activities in educating fruit growers,

warehouse operators, and marketers

on the possible use of an apple mar

keting agreement.

One of Extension's big jobs with

the fruit industry is to reflect mar

ket needs. We are doing this by keep

ing producers, warehouse operators,

and marketing firms informed on

efficient practices in production, grad

ing, storing, packaging, and market

ing.
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Everybody Gains when Producer Meets Processor

How this 4-H project con

tributed to better under

standing of production and

marketing problems

by E. C. SOBERS, Assistant Schuyl

kill County Agent, Pennsylvania

When producers and processors

get together, the result Is

bound to be better understanding of

each other's problems. This is cer

tainly true of the 4-H potato chipping

project held for the first time in 1957.

Pennsylvania was one of three

States to accept an invitation from

the Federal Extension Service to par

ticipate in the project sponsored by

the National Potato Chippers Insti

tute. Operated on an experimental

hasis in Somerset and Schuylkill

Counties, it demonstrated a success

story in cooperation. The 4-H Club

agents had the active support of the

potato chippers institute, and exten

sion specialists in agronomy, path

ology, entomology, 4-H Club work,

and marketing.

To initiate the project, a meeting

was called to establish rules and

guides. Attendance included repre

sentatives of three potato chipping

firms, State and local 4-H Club work

ers, and extension specialists. Then

4-H potato clubs were organized in

the two counties.

Project Organization

The Schuylkill County club con

sisted of 11 boys starting and com

pleting chip potato projects. Mem

bers ranged from 13 to 19 years in

age, with from 1 to 4 years in 4-H

Club work.

Each boy agreed to raise one acre

or more of Russet Rurals, the variety

specified by the chipping firm. A

complete soil analysis of the selected

planting site and fertilizing according

to the test recommendation were

mandatory. The firm also promised

to pay the cost of seed, fertilizer, and

spray materials in the event of a crop

failure by natural causes.

Only certified seed was acceptable,

with all seed pieces treated according

to extension recommendations. The

average amount of seed used by each

member per acre was 30 bushels. Be

cause of a severe wireworm outbreak

the previous year, all planting sites

were sprayed with heptachlor before

planting.

Projects were frequently checked

as to methods and numbers of culti

vations and spray applications. An

average of three cultivations and

eight spray applications were made

on all projects. At harvest, little or

no insect and disease damage was

found.

Twelve club meetings were held,

with an average of 9 boys and 12

parents or other adults attending.

Topics covered included identification

of disease and insect damage on

tubers, proper methods of taking a

soil sample, treating of potato seed

pieces, proper methods of spraying

and cultivation, harvesting and stor

age, selection for exhibits, and com

mercial grading of tubers.

Extension specialists discussed

many of the above topics at the meet

ings. A representative of the sponsor

ing company was present at each

business meeting and the project tour.

The two-day tour included visits to

Penn State's seedling plot and large

potato storages and potato farms in

New York State. The trip helped

show members the size and scope of

the potato chip industry in the North

east.

All members exhibited their tubers

at local fairs or the State Farm Show,

with several winning prizes. Two of

the top places in the county potato

quality improvement contest were

won by club members.

Pour members joined the Pennsyl

vania 400 Bushel Club. In a high

yields contest sponsored by a grow

ers cooperative, two boys won second

and third place. In the 4-H or FFA

projects division, members won first,

second, fourth, and fifth places and

four members received 9 of the 18

prizes awarded.

A severe drought hit the county

from the latter part of June until

the middle of August, with most

projects receiving little or no precipi

tation. Three club members were

equipped to irrigate and applied three

inches of water during the drought

period.

Yields ranged from a low of 189

bushels to a high of 723 bushels per

acre. Profit ranged from a high of

$531 per acre to a loss of $104 per

acre. The boy who lost money had

the low yield of 189 bushels per acre

due to drought conditions and was

reimbursed.

More than 25 potato growing fam

ilies other than the members fam

ilies, were reached by direct contact

during the course of the project. This

does not include families reached by

news articles and radio broadcasts.

Emphasizes Changes Needed

This 4-H project certainly strength

ened relations between chipper and

producer, and brought a better un

derstanding of each other's problems.

It showed producers that potatoes

can be grown profitably for outlets

other than the open market. It may

help to pave the way for more orderly

marketing of this staple foodstuff.

With the continued, rapid trend

for more and more potatoes to be pro

cessed, it is important that 4-H proj

ects reflect this change. Specialized

varieties must be grown for specific

end uses. Exacting harvesting, stor

age, and conditioning practices are

necessary if the potato chipper is to

receive an acceptable raw product.

This 4-H potato chip project is an

attempt to help bring about these

changes, which require a closer rela

tionship and better coordination be

tween growers and processors.

WHEAT TO FLOUR

(Continued from page 121)

with grain elevator operators involve

many departments of the university

and other organizations and agen

cies. In addition to the department

of agricultural economics, assistance

is often obtained from engineering,

agronomy, animal husbandry, biology,

entomology, and others. State depart

ments of agriculture, various agencies

of the U.S.D.A., U. S. Dept. of Health,

Education, and Welfare, and numer

ous other organizations and agencies

also make major contributions to

these programs.
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NEW MARKETS

(Continued from page 123)

dehydrated mashed potatoes as well

as to test the demand elasticity. Since

factors other than taste may govern

relative sales, this test was primarily

designed to determine whether the

preference shown for flakes in taste

tests would show up in actual sales.

Design and development of the test

package were coordinated through

interested industry groups.

Since the beginning of the market

tests, meetings were held with inter

ested parties as soon as important

new data were developed. These

meetings were with growers, process

ors, and processor-grower-local inter

est groups. Test results were also dis

seminated through publications and

other media.

Extension can claim some respon

sibility for the recent processor-grower

association contract for 150,000 hun

dredweight of potatoes to be used in

the planned potato flake plant. None

of the principals involved had seen

the product before it was demon

strated by extension personnel. Both

the processor and the growers' as

sociation have worked and are con

tinuing to work with extension on

all phases of market testing.

WHERE MARKETING FITS

(Continued from page 116)

at the shipping point or dealing with

changing consumer demands.

Extension work with marketing

firms is dramatically revealing the

need for coordinated efforts on the

part of specialists from several dis

ciplines. Problems being encountered

call for collaborative efforts on the

part of engineers, economists, nutri

tionists, bacteriologists, chemists, and

others. Another trend is the increas

ing employment of specialized mar

keting agents on a market area basis.

Close coordination is needed be

tween specialists, marketing agents,

and the general extension staffs in

the counties. This will insure an

efficiently operated and inclusive pro

gram providing essential educational

services throughout the marketing

process.

Marketing problems are prominent

in the areas which county program

planning and program projection

committees are listing as needing in

creased attention. Such analyses of

county situations effectively point up

marketing problems originating on

the farm or at the first shipping

point.

For problems beyond the first ship

ping point, usually occurring outside

a given county, consideration by

broader based committees or groups

is necessary. Such considerations and

analyses need to be directed to needs

and opportunities on a market area

or Statewide basis, and in some in

stances an even larger geographical

area.

Need for Coordination

This presents a big challenge to Ex

tension ingenuity and vision—a chal

lenge that is recognized and is being

met with ever increasing effective

ness. But the very nature of the chal

lenge and problems involved will re

quire the best from all of us. It will

require a high degree of coordination

of effort, alertness, and dedication.

It will require participation by ex

tension workers serving rural youth

through 4-H Club work, those work

ing primarily with homemakers, and

those working with producers and

handlers.

The need, the challenge, and the

place of marketing work in the ex

tension program are obvious. Work

ing together in a coordinated pro

gram, Extension can make another

major educational contribution to

ward helping all those involved in

producing and distributing agricultu

ral products do a more efficient job.

RANG THE BELL

(Continued from page 122)

These producers learned first-hand

exactly what quality, sizing, packag

ing, refrigeration, and transportation

standards they would have to adopt

in order to get trade acceptance of

their product. Fruitfulness of the

meeting is evidenced by the chain

retailer's offer to handle the 1958

cantaloupe shipments on a trial basis.

He also invited the farmers to visit

his stores (at the retailers' expense)

to get direct consumer reactions.

The Delaware Swine Growers As

sociation is typical of several farm

organizations that have utilized the

contacts and information services of

the retail marketing program to make

their own marketing practices more

profitable.

Speakers at the swine growers an

nual meeting were the agent in retail

marketing and the general manager

of a large pork packing plant that

cooperates in the extension program.

In talks and exhibits, these farmers

learned what hog marketing improve

ments would be necessary if their in

dustry is to grow and prosper in

Delaware.

Mushroom quality deterioration

studied while working with retailers

prompted extension personnel to

launch a major program of improv

ing growers' marketing practices to

prolong shelf life. Growers were en

couraged and assisted in forming a

trade association to promote mush

rooms. Research was begun, with

direct financial underwriting on the

part of the mushroom farmers, to

improve marketing practices.

Today there are better mushroom

packages, improved handling meth

ods, special treatments to retard dis

coloration, and improved merchandis

ing. During the past year, mushroom

sales per store in one chain have

climbed 20 percent. Fresh market

prices to growers have held steady

even during periods of seasonally

peak supplies, failing to take the usu

al plunge to lower levels.

Many farmers in Delaware have

discovered that roadside selling offers

greater net returns under their par

ticular conditions than other market

ing methods. Here again, extension's

retail store experience with displays,

pricing, packaging, and advertising

has proven most beneficial to farmers.

On numerous occasions, the exten

sion marketing office has served as a

clearing house for farmers seeking

ready buyers for perishable products

and for retailers needing a certain

commodity according to definite spe

cifications. Buyers and sellers have

been Drought together to complete

the marketing of such items as sweet

corn, eggs, apples, and strawberries.

The indirect benefits of work with

food distributors are of long term

importance to everyone concerned.

And the immediate direct advantages

to farmers are important dividends

from this investment of extension

time and effort.
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Let the Buyer Know—

And Know the Buyer's Needs

How the marketing information program for consumers

serves as a two-way communication street

by S. Q. HOOBLER, Federal Extension Service

Marketing information programs

for consumers have grown rapid

ly during the 10 years since the pro

grams began. Specialists and agents

in 38 States, Puerto Rico, and Hawaii

are using mass media to bring mar

ket facts to more than half of the

total population.

This rapid growth reflects the

awareness of producers, the trade,

and consumers of benefits to all

groups from such a program. It also

is an indication of progress in refin

ing and fulfilling the program's spe

cific objectives.

The marketing information pro

gram for consumers is an integral

part of Extension's total marketing

program. It contributes to improved

marketing efficiency in two areas.

The program provides consumers

(including quantity food buyers) with

information which enables them to

make informed purchasing decisions.

The other area is that of bringing

information on consumers' wants and

needs to those who produce and mar

ket food products. The latter is also

a basis for efficiently conducting a

consumer marketing program by pin

pointing information to specific

groups.

Thus, marketing information pro

grams for consumers serve as a two-

way communications street. Even

though the consumer may live thou

sands of miles from point of produc

tion, marketing information provides

her with a basis for adjusting her

purchases quickly to changing sup

plies, prices, new products, and other

facts. Likewise, with a better knowl

edge of consumers' ever-changing

needs and wants, producers and mar

keting firms can more efficiently ful

fill consumer demands.

When Extension pioneered this

type of program, workers moved into

an area containing many unknowns.

Like earlier programs, there have

been, and will continue to be, trial

and error. However, research and ob

servation have been the springboard

behind what has taken place in pro

grams subject matterwise, as well as

in methods of disseminating infor

mation.

How It Began

Prior to the establishment of con

sumer marketing programs, individ

ual commodity marketing specialists

developed information for consumers

on such things as grades, supplies,

prices, and new products. This in

formation was disseminated directly

to consumers in their State as well

as used by home demonstration

agents in their educational programs.

However, with the concentration of

people in large urban areas and ship

ment of food long distances from pro

ducing areas, a national market for

food developed. The former approach

was found ineffective in reaching a

large portion of the population.

To meet this need, consumer mar

keting information programs were es

tablished. Their aims are to provide

consumers with marketing informa

tion on products coming from all

over the country and to obtain infor

mation on consumers' needs for re

laying to production areas.

With the setting up of programs in

urban areas away from land-grant

colleges and universities, problems

arose as to how these people could

keep abreast of changes taking place

in marketing. They needed to main

tain continuous communication with

other marketing specialists, outlook

specialists, county agents, and pro

duction specialists, as well as special

ists in producing areas in other

States. Substantial progress has been

made by many workers in establish

ing definite procedures for obtaining

facts from other production and mar

keting people. Thus they have a con

tinuous flow of information which,

with information from local trade

and producers, gives a more complete

and accurate food market picture for

consumers.

Consumer marketing personnel in

many States work closely with other

marketing people in approaching par

ticular marketing problems. Likewise,

consumer marketing workers in many

States serve on producer, marketer,

and consumer committees in an effort

to develop a better understanding of

the problems of each group.

Most programs have given some

emphasis to providing marketing in

formation to institutions, particularly

old-age homes, hospitals, and chil

dren's homes. Recently some States

have been giving increased emphasis

to providing similar information

adapted to the needs of restaurant

food buyers. Important contributions

have been made in Michigan and

Ohio; other States are making plans

for similar restaurant programs. In

diana and Iowa have held restaurant

management schools which are co-

sponsored by their State restaurant

associations.

Reflecting Consumer Needs

In the second area of consumer

marketing responsibility — reflecting

the needs and wants of consumers—

increasing emphasis is being given.

Some personnel have studied data

from commercial sources on the char

acteristics and purchasing habits of

consumers. Others have studied USDA

and other research on consumers'

buying patterns and habits in order

to assist other marketing specialists

in interpreting needs and wants of

consumers and to better pinpoint

marketing information.

Consumer marketing workers have

maintained close working relation

ships with producer groups and the

trade and are increasingly being

called upon for information about

consumers—their needs and wants

and the factors which motivate them.

Many work closely with trade groups

in providing educational assistance to

their merchandising efforts.

To meet ever-changing needs, it is

important to continually appraise all

aspects of a program. Thirteen ex-

(Continued on page 132)
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RESEARCH TO WORK

(Continued from page 120)

proved procedures recommended by

the laboratory. A cooperative demon

Stration in North Carolina WaS at

tended by representatives from 62

mills, most of whom are now giving

the procedures a trial.

Figures from four mills ShOW an

nual savings of approximately $10,

000, $11,500, $17,200, and $18,000 from

waste reduction. Other Savings or

benefits to the quality of productS are

intangible.

Improved Products

One of the early accomplishments

Of the Southern Laboratory Which

found considerable use during the

Korean War Was the cotton conform

ing bandage or cling bandage. This

was widely used by the Armed Forces

and is now in production by the lead

ing antiseptic bandage manufactur

erS.

Another development is heat and

rot resistant cotton through partial

acetylation. A treatment for tobacco

shade cloth has enabled tobacco grOW

ers to use the cloth two or three times

as long as the old type.

Chemical treatment gives Cotton a

flame resistant quality and this de

velopment has been used by the

Armed Services and manufacturers of

baby blankets. Much work has also

been done on resin finishes to give

cotton fabrics wrinkle resistance and

crease retention.

Since the extension cotton utiliza

tion program Started in late 1954,

more than 100 mills with a total of

5 million spindles have been Visited.

Other contacts include machinery

manufacturers, trade organizations,

and individuals interested in Cotton

marketing and utilization.

Current plans are under considera

tion to add State cotton utilization

specialists in 4 southeastern States

and a Federal specialist on applica

tion of research results in the chemi

cal field. These programs are all di

rected toward prompt application of

research findings for cotton to help

produce better quality products at

lower costs and improve Cotton's COm

petitive position.

LET THE BUYER KNOW

(Continued from page 131)

New opener-cleaner for cotton textile mills combines superior opening and blending with high

cleaning efficiency and reduces lint loss.

provide a much better basis for in

fluencing consumers to use market

ing information and provide produc

erS and marketers With information

Which can be used in merchandising

WOrk.

Particular emphasis Was given this

area in an Indiana Study and One by

a commercial research firm, under

COntract With the Federal Extension

Service. This latter study developed

methods for learning the motivational

attributes of consumers both in food

buying and in purchasing specific

products, as well as their level of

marketing knowledge and informa

tion on effectiveness of various mass

media.

Other Studies are concerned With

the needs and wants of mass media

and their effectiveness in reaching

consumers. The New York City office

is Studying the needs and Wants of

newspapers, radio and television.

Michigan has completed a study of

the effectiveness of various mass

media.

Yes, progress is being made in this

program to let the consumer know

and to find Out What the consumer

needs. And the foundation is being

laid for even greater Opportunities

for progeSS in the years ahead.

Monthly Revisions in

Publications Inventory

tension studies have recently been

completed or are underway that are

aimed at providing information which

will assist in the development of more

effective programs. These Will con

tribute greatly to both future Subject

matter development and methods of

disseminating information to con

SumerS.

A newer development is that of ob

taining more information on the fac

tors which motivate consumers in

buying foods. This knowledge will

The following new titles should be

added to the Annual Inventory List of

USDA Popular Publications. Bulle

tins that have been replaced should

be discarded. Bulk supplies of publi

cations may be obtained under the

procedure set up by your publications

distribution officer.

L 424 Food for Fitness—A Daily Food

Guide

L 430 Cockroaches—How to Control

Them—Replaces l 144

F 1443 Dairy Cattle Breeds—Rev. April

1958

F 1679 Popcorn—Rev. April 1958

F 21 14 Lupines Culture and Use

Replaces F 1946

PA-338 Boosting 4-H Reenrollment

The following has been discon

tinued but county Offices may use any

copies they have on hand. The title

should be removed from the inventory

list as USDA Supplies are exhausted.

G 38 Buy Your Home Sewing Machine.
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How an economist helps

marketing firms increase

their operational efficiency

by GORDON A. ROWE,

Economist in Marketing, California

Increasing the efficiency with which

agricultural products are marketed

is important to the producer, proces

sor, and consumer. Problems in op

erational efficiency exist in the plant

packing fresh fruit, the cannery, the

frozen food plant, and other types of

marketing firms.

California's program in marketing

efficiency centers around the applica

tion of industrial engineering tech

niques, sampling theory, and statis

tics, along with economics, for the

solution of these problems.

The approach to these problems is

functional. In-plant transportation

problems tend to be quite similar, re

gardless of the commodity or form.

The application of sampling tech

niques is similar, whether the prob

lem relates to sampling as a basis of

estimating value or of estimating size

distribution of a lot to permit efficient

utilization in processing. Cost func

tions of the cotton gin and the fresh

pear packing house both indicate the

problem of high unit fixed costs with

relatively short seasonal operations.

The program as developed in Cal

ifornia requires that the specialist

work directly with marketing firms

or industry organizations. County

farm advisors are kept informed on

projects in which they have an in

terest and are brought into the proj

ect when quality and farm manage

ment practices are related to the

problem.

Cooperation with researchers in

various departments is also import

ant. In some instances work is car

ried out cooperatively with them.

Examples of Work

Carton Forming. The labor require

ment for forming cartons in citrus

packing houses was a problem, par

ticularly when mechanical filling was

used. Improved methods utilizing a

forming jig were considered possible

and a project was initiated to develop

and test them. Performance stand

ards of the various methods in use

were determined and utilized in de

veloping an improved method.

The new method reduces labor

costs for carton forming 50 percent

in many plants. It has been adopted

generally by volume-fill citrus houses.

Recently a dried fruit packer was

shown that by using this same meth

od he could cut his forming crew

for institutional pack cartons in half.

Performance standards developed for

a job through industrial engineering

techniques permit the use of such

information by many industries and

commodities.

Sampling Problems. Sampling may

be employed by marketing firms to

estimate grade distributions or values

of products purchased. This elimin

ates the delay or down time that oc

curs when separate lot systems are

used and increases plant capacity.

A problem of this type was solved

for a walnut dehydrator.

Walnuts must be dried after har

vesting and prior to packaging. With

a relatively short harvest period and

a large Investment in dehydrator

equipment, the tonnage dried per

hour has an important effect on costs.

The practice has been to dry each

grower lot separately in 3-stage driers,

each stage holding 1 ton of walnuts.

A preliminary survey indicated only

70 percent utilization of drier capa

city because growers do not deliver

lots in 1-ton units.

A procedure of selecting undried

walnut samples to estimate dry

weight and grade distribution or

value of grower lots was considered

a solution to the problem. The co

operation of the department of agri

cultural economics was helpful in de

velopment of theoretical considera

tions of the sampling problem and in

carrying out the work.

The sampling procedure developed

for this plant has been in operation

for two seasons. It has increased

plant capacity and reduced costs. The

plant management estimates that

sampling has reduced costs of proc

essing $12 per ton.

Another important project is being

carried out in cooperation with the

National Canners Association. For ef

ficient operation, canners must use

sampling procedures to secure infor

mation on deliveries of raw products.

For example, knowledge of pressure

test (maturity) of given receipts of

pears enables efficient production

scheduling and utilization. The prob

lem is to determine the sampling sys

tem and size of sample for evaluating

each delivery. It is basic to efficient

utilization and plant operation.

Sampling to determine size distribu

tion is important to peach and tomato

canners. Decisions as to the type of

pack and can size may be made from

such information. This results in

maximum utilization of the raw prod

uct and minimum canning costs.

The above examples indicate some

of the problems being considered.

Other activities relate to bulk han

dling, packaging, plant transporta

tion, and materials handling proce

dures.

Benefits Observed

Experiences during the last several

years indicate several important fea

tures of such a program.

• Unlimited opportunities exist to

increase marketing efficiency. Re

sponse by marketing firms and indus

try organizations is excellent.

• Solutions to the problems re

quire background and training in in

dustrial engineering, statistics, and

economics. Because of the nature of

(Continued on page 134)
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WHAT IS MARKETING?

(Continued front page 115)

above. Farmers must still make the

decisions of what, when, where, and

how to market. They may haul the

produce to the point of first sale and

may do some grading and packaging

at the farm level. A few farmers still

do the whole job by selling direct

to consumers but the trend toward

farmers doing less of the marketing

job is likely to continue.

The bulk of the marketing function

is performed by more than 1 million

firms employing in excess of 10 mil

lion people.

An important group of marketing

firms deals with the farmers and

starts the assembly process. This

group includes the local cash buying,

stations, auction markets, country

buyers, elevators, and local processing

plants. It is at this point that farm

ers' prices are determined and the

first exchange of ownership takes

place.

In addition to the local shipping

and assembly points, approximately

100,000 firms process farm products.

Thousands of elevators, warehouses,

and cold storage plants specialize in

performing the storage function. Rail

roads, shipping companies, trucking

firms, and airlines transport farm

products.

A vital role is played by a large

group of firms, individuals, and in

stitutions who never physically handle

or even see the farm products. This

includes the commodity exchanges,

futures markets, speculators, banks,

courts, and advertising agencies.

The largest single category of firms

involved in farm marketing is in dis

tribution, including wholesalers and

retailers. There are 34,000 food whole

salers and 350,000 food retailers in

this country. Retailing accounts for

a larger proportion of marketing costs

than any other marketing function.

Role of Extension

In conducting extension marketing

programs, we must work with those

who perform all these functions. As

the preceding clearly indicates, most

marketing is done by nonfarmers.

This means that major marketing

efforts should be devoted to those

firms doing the marketing.

This approach must be followed if

we are to attain the major objective

of increasing farm income. Farm in

come can be increased through an

educational marketing program with

firms by increasing efficiency, expand

ing sales of farm products, and pass

ing all or part of the gains back to

the farmers.

CUTTING COSTS

(Continued from page 133)

the problems and industry organiza

tion, primary reliance on the special

ist to carry out the program is indi

cated.

• Research results are not avail

able to solve all problems. A certain

amount of applied research may be

required on the part of the specialist.

• The functional approach to

problems in marketing efficiency is

highly desirable. Industrial engineer

ing techniques, for example, may be

basic to solving a problem in the

citrus industry rather than knowledge

of citrus as a commodity.

• Cooperation of industry, re

searchers, equipment manufacturers,

and others is important to the suc

cess of the program.

MARKET FACTS

(Continued from page 118)

cent. This makes it necessary for

receivers to maintain extensive ripen

ing rooms and sorting operations

which greatly add to marketing costs.

Fruit which is green on arrival is

not as good quality when it reaches

the consumer as fruit that is ripe on

arrival and of good quality. This

revealed the need for research on the

ripening characteristics of different

varieties, methods of selecting ma

ture green fruit of uniform ripeness,

shortening transit time, and develop

ing procedures to allow shipment of

fruit in more advanced states of ripe

ness. Investigations along these lines

are now underway at the experiment

station.

Another major problem is decay

which has an important effect on the

market price. Of particular import

ance are wet rots which produce ex

cess moisture that accumulates on

the outside of packages. These are

sold at reduced prices or discarded.

Study of this problem and investiga

tion of the possibility of reducing

wet-rot by fungicide applications in

the field or packing house are now

underway.

Decay is sometimes apparent when

the fruit is packed. Education to

eliminate infected fruit on the pack

ing belt is now incorporated in the

extension program.

Previous research had shown that

field and transit chilling seriously

affects the ripening ability of toma

toes. An icing schedule developed

from these investigations resulted in

improved quality of tomatoes on ar

rival. Many California shippers adap

ted this new practice but some re

ceivers on the eastern market buy

cars on an F.O.B. shipping point

basis. They control the car during

transit and still use the old methods

of icing.

There is a notable lack of under

standing of horticultural aspects of

fruit and vegetables by market per

sonnel. This indicates a need for ex

tension work in terminal markets.

Aid to Local Program

A 26-page report was compiled on

the observations made and data col

lected during the survey. This report

was distributed to growers, shippers,

and other tomato Industry members.

One of the greatest benefits of a

market survey is to the farm advisor.

The extension man who has visited

these markets is in excellent position

to carry on an educational program

with growers and shippers.

He has probably made a much

closer observation of market condi

tions than shippers and may have

seen many things that they missed.

Few growers have visited the termi

nal markets so the farm advisor can

advise them on market factors which

must be considered in growing crops.

The real payoff came when the

complete slide series of the market

ing of California tomatoes was pre

sented to growers. The conditions and

quality of the fruit on arrival, plus

the difficulties involved during transit

and distribution, gave growers a clear

understanding of the problems in

volved in marketing their crops. It

focused attention on marketing prob

lems directly related to production

practices and stressed the interrela

tionship of production and marketing.
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Howcfg«^if THI
the Farmer

by L H. DAVIS,

Federal Extension Service

Afew years ago, County Agent

Jonathan Doe helped potato

farmers in his county adopt DDT

for insect control. He had a justifi

able pride in his accomplishments as

tie saw their yields increase and costs

per bushel go down. There was no

doubt—he had helped them to a bet

ter living.

An agent in another county helped

a feed company establish a poultry

dressing plant. He had the same

pride in accomplishment as he saw

new markets open to his farmers and

as they increased their poultry pro

duction. There was no doubt—he, too,

had helped them to a better living.

In another county a specialist sug

gested work to help a processor re

duce operating costs. In still another

county, someone suggested work with

retailers and wholesalers. These

agents, already overworked, asked,

"How does that help the farmer?"

That is certainly a "good question."

Indeed, all extension agents have so

many demands on their time and op

portunities for constructive work that

they must carefully evaluate the costs

and benefits from each alternative

activity.

Early Adopters Gain

Let's go back to Agent Doe and his

potato farmers. Two years later po

tato farmers everywhere were using

DDT and getting higher yields. Po

tato grower meetings had the small

est attendance Agent Doe had ex

perienced. He heard one leader spec

ulating that DDT had put a lot of

them out of business.

The agent knew that fewer acres

were now required to produce our

potato supply. He also knew his

farmers had received short run bene

fits as early adopters of DDT and

that they would have suffered more

had they not been early adopters.

Now he was helping them to become

early adopters of other new develop

ments.

How our economic system distributes benefits from

increased marketing efficiency

The poultry situation changed, too,

as more dressing plants were built,

integration became general, and other

economies were realized. Lower costs

were reflected in lower prices. Con

sumption of poultry climbed and

more farmers went into the poultry

business. Producers and marketers in

that county, with the help of their

county agent, continued to be early

adopters and picked up new advan

tages to replace advantages lost.

Are these hypothetical, yet realis

tic, situations very different? One

represents work called "production,"

the other work called "marketing"

(help to a marketing Arm serving

farmers) .

In both cases, early adopters ob

tain substantial benefits and in the

long run our competitive system dis

tributes benefits broadly through the

economy. Some producers gain in the

long run and others are at a greater

economic disadvantage than before.

How about work with marketing

firms farther from the farm? If we

help a food retailer reduce his costs,

how does this help the farmers?

The available data indicate that,

among marketing firms as among

farmers, early adopters of a new de

velopment increase their profits—gain

from the new development. But our

competitive system passes the savings

on to consumers and producers as the

development is generally applied.

Consider these facts. During the

last 20 years, consumers have con

tinued to spend about the same pro

portion of their incomes for food—

around 25 percent. Per capita in

come has increased greatly. So have

costs of growing and marketing farm

products, but they have gone up less

rapidly than consumer incomes, due

to increased efficiency of production

and marketing.

In other words, if today we all

bought the same foods in the same

form as 20 years ago, it would take

only 16 percent of our income and

require fewer farmers and less farm

land than we now use.

But we are not eating the same

foods in the same form. During this

20-year period, per capita consump

tion of the following foods has gone

up by about these percentages: poul

try, 110; other meats, 35; fresh and

processed fruits, 12; vegetables, 23;

fluid milk and cream, 9. Consumption

of some foods has declined.

On the whole, consumers have sub

stituted higher priced foods—foods

requiring more farm resources in

their production—for foods with the

opposite characteristics. Also, con

sumers have bought more marketing

services. This has helped keep thou

sands of people profitably employed

in agriculture and make us all better

fed, more healthy citizens.

The Goals

Certainly these results are con

sistent with extension's goals. They

are the results we seek in working

for a more efficient production and

marketing system—working through

the whole marketing system—and

why we work for rapid general adop

tion of new developments.

What do we mean by an efficient

marketing system? This is what we

seek: A system that performs assem

bly, processing, storage, transporta

tion, and distribution services at low

cost—A system that provides the

products and services demanded by

consumers —A system that quickly

and accurately reflects consumer de

mands to producers and supply condi

tions to consumers—A system with

the kind of competition that brings

about fair prices and profits and that

encourages increased efficiency.

The extension workers seeking this

goal of increased marketing efficiency

may not see such dramatic short run

gains to individual farmers as the

man helping with farm production

decisions. But their contributions in

the long run are just as real, substan

tial, and important.
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EAR TO THE GROUND

Change is an asset but the price is

adjustment, Associate Director Ahl-

gren of Wisconsin says in the article

on page 139. In our rapidly changing

agriculture, Extension must contin

ually focus on essential—though shift

ing—areas of need.

As he points out, the recently is

sued Scope Report outlines areas in

which Extension must operate in this

era of change. An ECOP subcommit

tee broadly analyzed current trends

in agriculture and their significance

to Extension. Then they listed nine

program areas comprising the hard

core of Extension's educational re

sponsibilities.

You'll be reading a lot about the

Scope Report in forthcoming issues

of the Review. Each of the nine

program areas will be featured in a

special issue, beginning in November.

We're going to show the interrela

tionship of the nine areas, explain

the need for their emphasis, tell how

these objectives are being met, and

explore fresh approaches to each area.

To set the stage for this series,

we're planning special issues in Sep

tember and October. These will tell

some of the adjustments that Exten

sion has been making in the immedi

ate past to equip for the future.

The Scope study and report is the

latest and broadest example of how

Extension is equipping for the future.

But there are many others. The com

mittee planning the September and

October issues has defined three areas

of adjustments that have been and

are taking place. These are changes

in programs, changes in procedures

or methods, and changes in personnel

qualifications and training.

The Scope Report points out that

a consistent characteristic of Exten

sion has been the necessity to shift

programs and methods to meet ever-

changing conditions and demands.

We think you'll be interested in the

examples of some of these shifts

which we'll present in these two L-^ues.

Getting back to the current issue,

the article by Under Secretary Morse

reports examples of progress being

made in the Rural Development Pro

gram. He tells how this effort to de

velop all resources of an area is

spreading beyond the pilot counties.

We think you'll also be interested

in the article on page 141 about Ex

tension work with Indians. And for

those of you working with youth,

there are articles on activities that

meet the wants and needs of today's

boys and girls.—EHR

The Extension Service Review is published monthly

by direction of the Secretary of Agriculture as administra

tive information required for the proper transaction of

the public business. Use of funds for printing this publica

tion approved by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget

(June 26, 1958).

The Review is issued free by law to workers engaged

in extension activities. Others may obtain copies from the

Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,

Washington 25, D. C, at 15 cents per copy or by subscrip

tion at $1.50 a year, domestic, and $2.00, foreign.
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Keeping Pace with the Tempo of Change

by H. L. AHLGREN, Associate Director of Extension, Wis., and Chairman,

Extension Committee on Organization and Policy

We are living in the most signif

icant and challenging period

the world has ever known. More than

that, we are entering the greatest era

of economic growth this country has

ever experienced. This is a dynamic

age—the most dynamic in our histo

ry. The tempo of change has accel

erated rapidly in the past decade and

will speed up even more in the years

that lie ahead.

Yes, change has become the watch

word of our times. With agriculture

there is change in the tools with

which we work, change in the meth

ods being used, change in the people

who manage and operate our farms,

change in our relationships with the

rest of society.

An age of progress is necessarily

an age of change. Change is an as

set, but the price—a rather heavy and

difficult one—is adjustment. What

once was good enough no longer suf

fices.

Effect of Change

We cannot live with the status quo

today. Today we accept the fact that

economic growth is essential and new

developments must occur. In agri

culture this means some will succeed,

some will fail. For homemakers it

means changes in the elements that

make up good family life. For com

munities it means some will grow and

prosper, others will decline.

Let's look at this changing scene in

agriculture.

There are fewer farm people—12

percent of total population now, per

haps as few as 5 percent by 1975.

Fewer farms means fewer opportu

nities to enter farming as an occupa

tion. And larger farms call for higher

capital value—now averaging about

$27,000 per farm. Today's farm is a

highly complex business enterprise.

A veritable explosion has occurred

in science and technology. This has

made new knowledge the most im

portant and sought after commodity

in today's agricultural world. It has

made possible a doubling of the out

put per man hour since 1940.

Production costs are increasing.

Credit and its use are becoming in

creasingly important as a tool or re

source.

Off-farm forces are also having a

tremendous effect on farm life. We

know agriculture has been and will

be greatly affected by such develop

ments as: acreage controls, marketing

orders and agreements, price support

programs, foreign trade policies, tax

policies, changes in Social Security,

and increased costs of labor, trans

portation, processing, storage, and

distribution.

Our rural homes and commun

ities, too, give evidence of enormous

change. Part-time farming is in

creasing and the rural nonfarm pop

ulation continues to grow.

Conspicuous differences in mode of

life between farm and city are fast

disappearing. The rural home is rap

idly becoming a modern home.

People are becoming better educa

ted. More people are attending school

and are remaining longer. This is

most satisfying, because a well ed

ucated person is one who knows how

to do what has to be done and why

it ought to be done. Such equipment

makes for both culture and com

petence, both of which are becoming

increasingly important.

Even in the realm of natural re

sources there has been a shift from

a philosophy of wanton destruction

to "conserve and restore." This is

as it should and must be, because

demands and pressures on our nat

ural resources are increasing.

Meaning to Extension

For us in Extension whose privilege

it is to serve agriculture, these sig

nificant trends mean constant eval

uation and modernization of pro

grams to keep pace with the ever-

changing conditions facing the people

we serve. In today's world, programs

and procedures appropriate and ad

equate yesterday are likely to be in

appropriate and ineffective today and

obsolete tomorrow.

We are being asked to provide more

educational services to more people

and to a wider variety of interest

groups. But our resources are not un

limited. So there must be continuous

focusing on essential—though shift

ing—areas of need.

(Continued on page 150)
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RURAL DEVELOPMENT—

Balancing Our Economic Strength

by TRUE D, MORSE, Under Secretary of Agriculture, and Chairman,

Committee for Rural Development Program

America needs balanced and wide

ly dispersed economic strength.

That is a major objective of the

Rural Development Program.

This program to encourage bal

anced farm, industry, and community

development in low-income rural areas

holds great potential for the whole

Nation. The pilot areas are demon

strating methods, organization, and

services that can be effective in all

rural areas.

Pioneering community and area

development programs provided the

foundation on which to build. Then

some three years ago the Rural De

velopment Program came into being.

Now the program is going forward

in 70 pilot or demonstration counties

and areas in 30 States; others are

planning expanded rural development

work.

Developing Entire Economy

And these activities are spreading

beyond the demonstration areas. For

example, Jim Gooch of Michigan

State says, "Michigan's upper pen

insula citizens are taking literally the

term 'Resource Development.' The

aim is to use all resources to develop

the economy of the whole (15-county)

area."

The program was created to help

increase the incomes of underem

ployed farm families, especially those

living on small farms or poor land.

Up to 1.5 million farm families have

net cash incomes of less than $1,000

per year. More than half of all our

farms—2.6 million out of a total of

4.7 million farms—produce only 9

percent of all farm products mar

keted.

A primary goal of Rural Develop

ment is to enable these farm families

to increase their earnings. Entire

areas of low income are being lifted

to higher economic levels, thus add

ing strength to the total economy.

Dispersed industrial and other eco

nomic activities are making it possi

ble for more families to continue to

live on farms and in rural areas. This

is good for people. But it's also in

creasingly important for defense rea

sons. More than 60 percent of the

nation's manufacturing workers are

concentrated in 62 large metropolitan

centers.

Young people are receiving more

training and education, thus open

ing wider the doors to greater op

portunity throughout their lifetime.

Action Brings Results

This is an action-packed program

that is paying off. In Chilton County,

Ala., where three-fourths of the land

is in forest, 25 new jobs in timber

cutting and handling resulted from

efforts to strengthen forest products

industries. A boat manufacturer

started a small factory in Perry

County, Ind., bringing job opportuni

ties to 50 rural people.

Garment manufacturing has

brought 100 new jobs in Watauga

County, N. C, and 475 jobs in Macon

County, Tenn. Woodworking plants

and grain cooperatives have meant

30 more jobs in Choctaw County,

Okla.

Employment for 130 people resulted

from a new poultry processing plant

in the Camp-Franklin-Titus (3-coun*

ty) area, Texas. Increased poultry

production in Chesterfield County,

S. C. brought 58 new job opportuni

ties to the county.

Price County, Wis., has 54 new

jobs in woodworking, charcoal, and

sports equipment industries. An ex

panding clothing plant in Tippah

County, Miss., added 150 jobs.

Training programs to improve the

skills of rural people have been

started in several States. In Ken

tucky, for example, about 500 people

in eastern and south central counties

have received training in such skills

as welding, plumbing, and office prac

tice.

In Covington County, Miss., a

Negro community of 40 families, with

guidance from the development

group, organized a home life com

mittee to encourage members to im

prove sanitation. A cooperative com

munity campaign to improve their

homes and farms was undertaken by

100 families in a Texas county.

Fifty percent more children in

Hardin County, Tenn., are receiving

preschool health examinations as a

result of community efforts. In three

States (Georgia, Tennessee, Ken

tucky) and six pilot counties, rural

development promotion helped raise

matching funds to build hospitals.

People's Program

County and area leaders run the

programs which they agree are

needed.

President Eisenhower, upon receiv

ing the first report, said: "The pro

gram is being managed by State,

county and local committees—not

from Washington. This is as it

should be.

"I am most encouraged by the

active interest and leadership of

various groups—farm, school, church,

service clubs, business, industry, and

others. The development programs

are those which the State and local

participants want.

"There is major emphasis on youth

—education, vocational training,

health, and character. . . ."

The accomplishments through the

Rural Development Program can be

unlimited.

Dr. Arthur F. Burns former Chair

man of the Council of Economic Ad

visers under President Eisenhower

and now President of the National

Bureau of Economic Research in New

York, says, "I; have felt from the

beginning that the Rural Develop

ment Program is potentially more

(Continued on page 145)
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Facing Another Challenge

by SHAWNEE BROWN, Federal Extension Service

Know the people — know their

problems—then help them find

solutions.

That formula has lead to many Ex

tension accomplishments. And it's

the same one being applied in Exten

sion work with Indians.

Extension work with Indians is

not new. The Bureau of Indian

Affairs, Department of Interior, has

been doing good work in this area

for a number of years.

In recent years the Bureau has

been contracting with State Ex

tension Services to carry on these ed

ucational responsibilities. The pur

pose is to enlist the full support of the

agricultural colleges and the Depart

ment of Agriculture in an intensive

extension program for Indians.

To date 16 of 18 States have en

tered into agreements for this work.

This transfer of responsibilities in

volved 93 positions, most of them

already staffed. And in 1956 the Bu

reau and Federal Extension Service

teamed up to provide liaison at the

national level.

Let's take a look at some of the

challenges of this work and how they

are being met.

There are about a half million

Indians in the country, with a large

percentage of them living on reser

vations in the Western States. Gen

erally, economic conditions are poor.

The population on many reservations

is too great for the best known land

use to support and there are few non-

agricultural job opportunities.

Not all reservations are poor. Some

have abundant natural resources—

fertile soil, timber, oil, minerals—

which are being developed rapidly.

Tourist trade is an important income

source on some reservations.

The same situation is found among

individual families. Some are devel

oping their resources and opportu

nities to good advantage. Others

have been slow in fitting themselves

into the economy.

Resources Studied

Extension's first step was to become

fully acquainted with the different

segments of the Indian population,

their physical resources, cultures, eco

nomics, and other factors affecting

their level of living. This was done

through conferences on the reserva

tions with tribal councils, Indian

leaders, and BIA and Extension per

sonnel. At the same time, the Indian

leaders and BIA staffs gained a better

understanding of extension work.

Several farm and home visits were

made on each reservation. Here the

family's problems, as they see them,

were discussed. These visits were

helpful in sizing up the overall sit

uation and in planning an educa

tional program.

Work with Indians is not a dif

ferent world of extension education.

It is the same as extension work with

other people and many of the same

methods can be applied. In many

cases more intensive work is neces

sary, particularly where there are

language and other barriers.

Some of their problems relate to

credit, land ownership patterns, prod

uction, marketing, nutrition, cloth

ing, and social conditions.

Greatest opportunities for progress

appear to be through leadership de

velopment, youth training, home dem

onstration work, farm and home de

velopment, community improvement,

(Continued on page 146)

Associate McCurtain County Agent John Netherton, Indian farmer, Seminole boys from Brighton Reservation, won first prize in junior

and BIA land operations officer observe winter cover crop on Choctaw livestock judging contest at Southwest Florida Fair.

Reservation, Oklahoma.
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by PHILLIP J. TICHENOR,

Information Specialist, Minnesota

Despite his popularity in north

country folklore. Paul Bunyan's

way of "putting the axe" to vast

stretches of timberland is rapidly be

ing discarded in northern Minnesota's

Itasca County. Instead of cutting sec

tions of forests wholesale, hundreds of

farmers are giving their trees as

much care as they would their finest

cropland.

One of the big reasons behind this

better use of woodland is the exten

sion forestry program, led by Floyd

Colburn, Itasca County forestry

agent. When he came to the county

in 1946, few farmers were practicing

selective cutting—removing the ma

ture, marketable trees to make room

for smaller, growing trees. But since

then, some big changes have been

made on farm woodlots.

• About 150 of the 1,714 farms in

the county have complete, long-range

woodlot management plans.

• Colburn has helped more than

1,000 local farmers cruise their wood-

lots, plan cuttings, find markets, and

carry out reforestation projects.

• About a third of Itasca County

farmers who own sizable woodlands

are following careful forest manage

ment.

• More than a million trees have

been planted since 1949.

• Farmers are using more diversi

fied timber markets which they

learned about through the extension

education program.

• Colburn annually visits about

200 local farms, on request, for in

dividual consultation on tree farm

ing. Added to the hundreds of office

calls he gets from forest land owners,

there are few local farmers who don't

get his help.

• Dozens of Itasca County 4-H

youngsters have forestry projects.

There were some real problems

facing Colburn when he came to

Itasca County. When the pulpwood

market first opened up, whole areas

were cleared with little thought for

the future. People were using second-

growth trees for firewood, fence posts,

and other needs, but hadn't con

sidered them as a potential source of

income.

Colburn found working in small

groups to be a good approach. He

continually met with groups of 10-30

farmers and their families to explain

the possibilities of their timberlands.

The county's largest newspaper

strongly supported the program.

Through news articles and a by-lined

column, Colburn told farmers how

they could make better use of their

trees. He also presented this infor

mation on a weekly radio program.

Annual growth rate of naturally-seeded

young Norway pine is checked by

farmer Alec Salmonson and Floyd

Colburn, Itasca County forestry agent.

Mature red pine ready for cutting i-

niarked by Salmonson and Colburn.

To follow up, he gave individual

help to every farmer who asked for

it. As with any type of farming, no

single plan fits every situation. Woods

vary in type, age, stocking, and

growth potential. Colburn helped the

farmers decide which trees to cut,

what use to cut them for, and where

to market the wood.

Richard Johnson, who farms near

Grand Rapids, asked Colburn a few

years ago if it would pay to cut some

sawlogs from his forest. After look

ing over' Johnson's 20-acre tract of

Norway pine, Colburn advised that a

commercial thinning would do the

area some good, but that the pole

market would be more profitable than

selling sawlogs. The reason, Colburn

explained, was that a 40-foot tree

would bring $1.30 more as a pole than

as a sawlog at that particular time.

Johnson sold $480 worth of poles

that year and the next year harvested

$400 worth of pulpwood without clear

ing any area. Last fall he cut about

50 cords of home-grown wood for

fuel, saving another $130.

Alec Salmonson, a farmer near

Bigfork, found that his 25 acres of

Norway pine are a steadily growing

"bank account." He is growing about

500 board feet of wood per acre every

year. If it's all harvested, that could

mean an income of $300-$400 each

year.

Colburn is also helping Itasca

County farmers build for the future

through a tree planting program.

Four years ago, a paper company

(Continued on page 150)
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Digging In To Make

A Dream Come True

by RUTH RADIR, 4-H Club Specialist, Washington

If you want to see a dream that

came true, come along on a visit

to Panhandle 4-H Camp.

We emerge from a narrow road

and find ourselves by a cottage that

serves as the camp lodge. Down a

grassy slope we can see the smiling

eye of Panhandle Lake and across it

the tall timber. The dining hall is

just back of the lodge. Down toward

the shore is the bathhouse, dock, and

boat.

The air is redolent with the res

inous odor of fir, spruce, and hemlock.

The alive stillness of the woods is

underscored by the hum of distant

voices.

/t's Camp Time

The 4-H boys, girls, leaders, and

agents of Grays Harbor County are

here for their annual 4-H Club camp.

Let's follow a path around this bend.

One club is busy putting up tents.

Their permanent sign tells us this is

the Busy Beavers Campsite.

Farther along the trail is a per

manent shelter built of peeler-cores—

leftover centers of logs. A sign over

the entrance announces that this is

the property of the Cloquallam Boost

ers 4-H Club. Boys are busy in one

end of the shelter unrolling sleeping

bags. Girls in the other end are

already tidying up the grounds.

We ask, "How did you get this site

for your cabin?" They tell us their

club chose this from several avail

able sites, then applied to the Pan

handle Camp Association for a claim.

When it was granted they agreed to

abide by regulations set up by the

Association and built their Forest

Service type shelter of shakes, slabs,

or peeler-cores.

A part of each club's obligation is

to improve their site each year. As

soon as they get approval for their

floor plan and the sketch they have

made of the front view of their

shelter, the club goes to work.

Money is a minor item, for all the

shelters are built of local materials

Grays Harbor and Mason County 4-H'ers at camp assembly.

Each 4-H Club has a permanent marker at

its camp area.

appropriate to the environment. Club

members can cut the poles for fram

ing from a designated area near

camp. If they decide to use shakes,

they split their own. Since windows

must be left open—no glass—about

the only cost for a shelter is for nails.

How It Started

The camp began with a dream, a

desire, a drafted plan, digging in

together, and constantly deepening

and spreading the influence of the

idea. Just 11 years ago the 4-H

leaders and agents of Grays Harbor

and Mason Counties decided they

wanted a campsite in a primitive

area. They hoped to give 4-H Club

members a camping experience that

fitted their own memory and vision

of pioneer camping.

The leaders looked over many sites

and decided that Panhandle Lake

was ideally suited. It was an isolated

area with no public interference. The

lake was excellent for swimming, with

a gravel and sand bottom. The only

access road would be on camp pro

perty.

All 4-H leaders of the two counties,

with their agents as advisers, formed

the nonprofit Panhandle 4-H Associa

tion in 1948. A month after the site

was purchased, 200 4-H'ers, parents,

leaders, and agents from the two

counties went in for a workday.

Grays Harbor County held the first

camp at the new site. Everyone

camped out, everyone called it the

best camp ever, and everyone began

to plan "how to make the best better."

(Continued on page 151)
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Meeting the Needs

of Younger 4-H Members

by REBECCA J. DEA, Associate Hampshire County Club Agent, Mass.

What can we do first? asked 10-

year-old Mary. How long will

it take? asked another girl. A third

remarked, I want to go to the store,

too.

And thus the club of first-year 4-H

Club members started on their first

project. They were planning to make

cotton skirts to exhibit and model at

4-H family night.

Enthusiasm, short span of interest,

and ability to learn mechanical skills

will make their project fun. Mother

will probably buy the material but if

the leader has had a planning meet

ing with her, then Mary will go to

the store, too. This will give Mary

some opportunity to develop her in

dividual personality with the gui

dance of an adult.

Geared to Abilities

Younger club members always want

to do what the older ones do. But

their program needs to be geared to

their abilities so that they will not

become discouraged. Special events

in their own age grouping will help

meet their needs.

In general they will stay with their

own sex groupings until their early

teens. Yet their hero worship of a

teenager may encourage them to try

new things in their own club.

Younger boys will enjoy doing home

economics projects, such as cooking;

girls will like agricultural ones. Later

these projects will appear to be

sissified or unladylike to many.

Variety is the spice of life. The

leader needs to encourage these

younger members to create plays,

participate in talent shows, do things

together as a club, exhibit, and dem

onstrate. A tour to see club members'

projects at home, a trip to the city

to buy supplies for project work, or

a party can break the monotony for

the beginners.

This is the age of not much fear

and any fear that is present can be

overcome better at this age in begin

ning demonstrations and developing

techniques of showing. But younger

members should not be expected to

do the polished job of a teenager or

adult on a demonstration. They need

to express themselves in their own

way.

They need many short informal

demonstrations to show them how to

do things. Sharing responsibilities at

a club meeting will carry over to

home and community. A job for

everyone is most important. They

like to see numbers grow on record

cards of things they do.

Broadening Activities

The best 4-H Club members are

those who join as soon as they are

eligible, have an understanding

leader who encourages them and

guides them in developing their abil

ities, take part in county events—ex

hibit and demonstrate, and do more

than one project. With this solid

background and encouragement from

parents, leaders, and the 4-H Club,

they will seek to progress with a

broadening of activities.

All along the way they need rec

ognition for their accomplishments

and kind words from everyone. They

need recognition from the county for

completion of their projects such as

certificates, award cards, and first-

year pins.

Leaders have found that alterna

ting meetings of different projects or

dropping an activity when interest

lags and picking it up again later

help many club members do more

and like an activity better. A project

should be educational but it must be

fun, too.

A chance to build on what they

know is important, for this is the

age when they make the greatest

strides in learning. To be held back

with slower members or to do some

thing they already know well can be

boring. If one club member can do

something the others can't, have him

do a demonstration. He will grow-

in this experience and the others

will learn something new.

Every club member needs a

challenge. It is not the same for

each as no two are alike. But every

one can do something well.
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Charter for Full Development

by HARLEY V. CUTLIP, Assistant State 4-H Club Leader, West Virginia

One of the biggest problems con

fronting teenage 4-H Club

members is to know their own educa

tional and vocational potentialities

and limitations and the opportunities

for self-improvement and achievement

which exist in the world about them.

They also need help in understand

ing their own personality, how their

personality affects themselves as in

dividuals, and how it affects others

with whom they come in contact in

social, community, and job relation

ships.

Yes, 4-H Club members are per

sonally interested in improving them

selves in every way—in appearance,

in personality development, and in

their relationship with others.

The early leaders of 4-H Club work

in West Virginia were cognizant of

these problems and needs in the

lives of youth. Hence, in addition to

placing special emphasis on four-fold

development in terms of head, heart,

hands, and health, they also designed

a special program to give specific

help and guidance to older club

members in all areas of self-improve

ment. Thus the West Virginia 4-H

charting program was brought into

existence, as the result of a need and

for a purpose.

Charting has been a unique but

important feature of 4-H Club work

in West Virginia. It has undergone

many changes since its inception but

the basic ideals and objectives re

main in the same. The main pur

poses continue to be: to let the club

member see himself as he really is

and to help him plan a program of

self-improvement.

The program is designed for

members who are 15 years of age or

older by January 1 of the current

club year. They also must have

completed two or more years of

club work. Members who have not

quite reached these requirements,

either in age or in years of club

work, may be permitted to participate

in a program of "precharting."

A 4-H pin is presented to members

who have had club experiences which

have been a real factor in their

development. However, the real ob

jective of the charting program is

the all-around development of the

boy and girl. This is brought about

by his or her endeavor to satisfy these

basic psychological needs or desires:

the need of acceptance or a feeling

of belongingness in the group, the

desire for a feeling of security, and

the need for achievement. Club

members find the 4-H charting pro

gram helpful in meeting these needs.

Planning for Future

The West Virginia charting pro

gram is now being revised in an effort

to make the effectiveness of a good

program even more meaningful in the

lives of those participating. After a

period of pretesting, several changes

will probably be recommended both

in program content and adminstra-

tion by the special committee of

county and State extension agents.

They are giving careful considera

tion to the social, psychological, and

economic characteristics and needs

of youth, as they study the present

program and plan for the future.

The committee believes that chart

ing should be a year-round program

so there can be more time for in

dividual counseling and guidance by

agents, local leaders, and others. A

year-round program might also pro

vide additional time for the charter

to participate in group activities

which would provide him with new

experiences.

The charting class and individual

counseling program will continue to

be an important part of the county

camping program. However, the new.

plans actually call for a reversal of

emphasis in that participation in

county camp will now become only-

one of several important phases of

the charting program.

One tool that will continue to

implement the program is the 4-H

chart. The revised chart will contain

these seven units designed to help

the 4-H Club member in accordance

with the previously stated purpose

of the program:

1. My 4-H Experiences

2. Career Explorations

3. Life Enrichment

4. Citizenship

5. Getting Along with Other People

6. Recreation and Leisure Time

7. My Health

The 4-H charting program pro

vides tools and techniques helpful to

teenage club members in getting to

know themselves better. And it gives

guidance as they plan for the future.

Self-improvement follows self-under

standing as club'members chart their

all-around development.

RURAL DEVELOPMENT

(Continued from page 140)

important than all of our other ag

ricultural programs put together."

During the past few years, at

least three major committees of Con

gress have taken up the problem of

underemployment in agriculture.

They all agree in their recommenda

tions. In the words of one committee

report, "A main line of attack. . .

should consist of programs to devel

op local nonfarm resources, to im

prove the education of farm people,

to make training in industrial skills

available, to overcome obstacles

faced by people who wish to make

the transition from farm to nonfarm

work." (Subcommittee on Agricul

tural Policy, Joint Economic Com

mittee of Congress, February 10,

1958.)

Secretary of Agriculture Ezra Taft

Benson, in recent testimony before

Congress, said, "No recent develop

ment in the Nation's agricultural

policy holds greater long-term im

portance. . . .

"I want to emphasize that the

Rural Development Program is not

separate from our regular activities

for improving living standards in

underdeveloped rural areas. Nor is

it limited in scope and objectives to

specific areas." i
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A

Club

for

Brides

by VIVIAN MOON, Mercer County

Home Economist, Pa.

Where in our extension programs

are the young women from

18 to 25 or 30? Perhaps you'll find,

as I did, that the real beginners at

homemaking are often too busy to

attend adult homemaking clubs.

Worse yet, maybe they don't even

know what the home economics ex

tension office has available for them.

As an experiment last spring, I

organized a Wise Brides Club. For

a few months before the first class,

wedding and betrothal announce

ments were clipped from local papers.

Then individual contacts were made

with these brides. Other publicity in

cluded announcements to the adult

homemaking clubs and a story in the

local papers.

Stimulating Interest

The first letter was not just an

announcement. It was planned to

make them think about their new

role as homemakers. Some of the

questions were: Are you sure you've

found the right mate? How do you

know a piece of furniture is worth

the price? Can you plan good meals

without overspending that first pay

check? How much insurance should

a young couple have? What prelim

inary plans should be made before

the stork arrives?

The letter went on to say, "As a

new bride you no doubt have lots of

questions such as these. Your Ex

tension Service helps homemakers

manage their homes in the easiest

and happiest manner possible. We

are offering a course for you, home-

maker-to-be, to help you answer the

above questions." The letter then

gave the date, place, topic, and type

of meeting.

Twenty brides came for the first

lesson on What to Look for in Fur

niture. This included a talk on dif

ferent constructions, types of finishes,

and different styles. The group then

went to a furniture store where the

owner showed different styles and

discussed rug selection.

Handbooks were given out at this

first meeting. Later the members

added mimeographs, bulletins, and

question and answer sheets on the

subjects covered at each meeting.

From then on the attendance and

enthusiasm grew. The second meet

ing was on Family Security with an

insurance adjuster as guest speaker.

The third meeting brought out the

most questions from the group. A

doctor of medicine and a minister

discussed, What I Think Every Young

Couple Should Know Before They

Marry.

Advantages of Planning

The next two meetings were con

ducted by the home economist with

the help of several charts, bulletins,

and farm and home work sheets..

The group seemed surprised at the

helpfulness of planning for such

things as Keeping the Family Healthy

Through Food and Guarding That

Family Income.

The final meeting, but one they

all looked forward to, was conducted

with extension bulletins and a fine

film. The topic—Preliminary Plans

Before the Stork Arrives.

At this final meeting, the members

were given an evaluation sheet with

a few questons concerning topics,

time, and publicity for the course.

The most popular request was for

more meetings.

This club filled a real need. New

homemakers are anxious to do a good

job and get off to the right start.

Such a project helps Extension fill

that gap of contacts from teenagers

to older mothers. To the home eco

nomist, it gives a feeling of having

strengthened the very foundaton of

our country.

ANOTHER CHALLENGE

(Continued from page 141)

and organizations dealing with water,

range, timber, livestock, and other

resources.

Progress in establishing good work

ing relations and organizing and

carrying out programs depends on

voluntary leaders. Emphasis is be

ing placed on developing new leaders

and establishing good relations with

the present leadership.

Youth training is being carried on

primarily through 4-H Clubs. Last

year there were 12,597 Indian boys

and girls participating in Club work.

Agents and voluntary leaders are

striving to develop character, leader

ship and other abilities to help these

boys and girls to select and live a

useful way of life.

Home demonstration work is being

carried on through clubs of both

Indians and whites or Indians alone.

They are emphasizing home manage

ment, youth training, housing, foods,

clothing, health, and other factors

important to the welfare of the fam

ily and the community. These club

members also influence the applica

tion of good agricultural practices

and sponsor 4-H, community improve

ment, and other activities.

The Farm and Home Development

approach is being used effectively.

Indian leaders and BIA and Ex

tension workers believe this is the

most logical approach to extension

work with Indians.

Community improvement organiza

tions have been operating on a self-

help basis for several years and these

activities are expanding. The Indians

are recognizing that they can do a

lot of things to help themselves.

Good work is being done through

livestock and range management as

sociations. Many reservations have

wide-awake organizations that buy

and sell cooperatively. Soil manage

ment, irrigation, and other practices

are receiving increased attention.

Indian families and extension

agents are working together to apply

improved practices to farm and home

living. Together they are making

progress in developing a program that

will enable those families to take

their place in society with a feeling

of responsibility, security, and confi

dence.
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Training Youth

for Service

and for LIFE

~\M ichigan extension folks have

ItJL sparked nation-wide interest

in training young people for service,

hospitality, and feeding of tourists.

And it all began with 12 civic-minded

4-H Club Council members and 24

4-H boys and girls.

Through the tourist and resort

project, 4-H boys and girls are gain

ing skills for summer jobs. And at

the same time they are developing

personality traits that will make them

better citizens.

The tourist industry—$600 million

a year—is an important one in Mich

igan. Many inviting scenic spots, in

cluding thousands of lakes, water

falls, vast Great Lakes shoreline,

parks, along with fish and wildlife

are important attractions.

But natural attractions are not

enough to satisfy the tourist. Vaca

tion-bound folks "return to" as well

as "spread the news" about places

where surroundings are pleasant and

service is tops.

Interest Spretuis

■ Because of their interest in "serv

ice," the Gogebic County 4-H Council

started a new project for youth in

1955. This project, tourist and resort,

has grown from its beginning group

of 24 members to 115 last year. Many

other counties followed suit—Chip

pewa, Iron, Houghton, Keweenaw,

Luce, and Mackinac. This year most

counties serving tourists have the

project. And it is attracting attention

in other States, too.

The 4-H tourist and resort project

is a 5-week appreciation and train

ing course, aimed at helping 4-H'ers

whose summer jobs bring them in

Typical of service at many Michigan resorts this summer is this

demonstration given at tourist and resort training session for 4-H

Club members.

contact with tourists. They learn

how they can best extend hospitality

and service to those visiting their

areas.

The initial project covered the field

for waitresses and waiters. In the

near future, extension specialists

plan to cover such areas of services

as housekeeping, guide service, boats,

bait business, grounds maintenance,

and guest entertainment.

Job Exploration

Each student learns the fundamen

tal job and also observes it in opera

tion. Lecture sessions are enlivened

by tours to local attractions and

resorts. Upon graduation, the 4-H'ers

know about the different jobs avail

able and how to go about getting one.

They also know more about their

local area and its attractions.

The appreciation side of the pro

gram is two-fold. The teenagers

learn to appreciate both the tourist

and the area in which they've grown

up. They find that by doing little

"extras" they can get more satisfac

tion and pleasure from their jobs.

Each student realizes that helping

his tourist friends makes him a

better citizen in his community.

Goals of the 4-H tourist and resort

project are given through 2- to 3-

hour meetings each of the 5 weeks.

During the first meeting, the 4-H'ers

are reminded that "a happy and sat

isfied tourist is the most important

and best means of advertising."

At this first meeting, the members

get off to a good start in satisfying

the wants of tourists. They are

divided into teams and each team

is responsible for making an inven

tory of a part of the county. Many

of the young people find spots they've

never heard of before. They begin

to see their own "backyards" with

new eyes. Later the inventories are

pooled so each member has working

knowledge of the surrounding area.

The second meeting is devoted to

self-evaluation. There are many per

sonality traits that can be improved

with a little concentration. The ones

that are desirable for people in the

tourist and resort business are dis

cussed. Each student is prompted to

be alert, ambitious, clean and well-

groomed, polite, and friendly.

Management Interest

The students "practice" during the

next two meetings. They get pointers

from management for the jobs they

will be doing.

At the final meeting, the 4-H'ers

get down to the business of finding

summer work. Here again the resort

program comes to the rescue of new

comers to the job-hunting ranks. All

the teenagers find out where to look

and who to see for a job. They often

find it easier to get work as employers

are already expressing their satisfac

tion with "graduates" of the tourist

and resort project.

Everyone pitched in and helped

make the 4-H tourist and resort

(Continued on page 150)
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Farm and Home Planning

is a family affair

by FRED HUGHES, Farm Management Specialist, Pennsylvania

Ask the Jay Summers family of

Centre Comity, Pa. what they

think about Farm and Home Plan

ning . . . they'll tell you it's a family

affair that pays dividends.

Three years ago the Summers fam

ily—like many other farm families—

needed help. Their farm investment

had grown. Cash costs were jump

ing by leaps and bounds. Their farm

income was getting smaller.

Jay and Sara Summers felt some

changes in their farm organization

would be necessary if they were to

increase their net income. They were

concerned about their income and

future for several reasons.

Long-Time Goals

They had four children to educate

—perhaps college for all of them. A

more immediate concern was the fact

that three of the children were teen

age girls active in school, church, and

other social activities. This meant

nice clothes, music lessons, spending

money, and transportation costs.

Sara Summers had visions of a

new home, but of more immediate

concern was getting some remodeling

done on the present home.

Jay Summers wanted a high-pro

ducing herd of dairy cows and a set

of buildings to house the cows and

farm equipment adequately. He also

liked to hunt and take an annual

vacation with his family. This re

quired not only money but a farm

program that would let him get away

from home.

They had one son who might want

to farm some day. This would mean

a larger business if one farm were

to support two families.

When County Agent Charles For

ney started his first Farm and Home

Planning group 3 years ago, he in

vited the Summers family to parti

cipate. Like many farm families, they

were hesitant to sit down in a group

and work on a farm and home plan.

Forney convinced them that per

sonal information would not be dis

cussed in group meetings. He showed

them that Farm and Home Planning

would help them achieve the goals

they had set.

Ordinarily changes on a farm come

rather slowly, and a family can't

achieve all their goals in one or two

years. Some resources, such as capi

tal, labor, land, or health, will limit

progress. It might take 10, 15, or

more years to reach some goals, but

they can be reached more quickly

and with more satisfaction with a

plan.

The Summers family have not

reached all their goals. Some are

long-time goals. The important thing

is the progress they have made in

2 years on the farm and in the home.

Developing a Plan

After analyzing their farm business

with the help of the county exten

sion staff, the Summers felt they

needed a larger operation to return

the needed income. They decided a

two-man operation was necessary.

Their 142 acres was enough to plan

on increasing the dairy herd size to

40 or 45 cows plus replacements.

There will be 28 cows in milk this

fall as compared to 20 cows 2 years

ago. In addition to the dairy herd,

the Summers family had 200 laying

hens, 500 broilers, 125 turkeys, and

36 fat hogs.

There was some doubt about being

so diversified, especially when the en

terprises were so small that unit costs

of production were high. Some

thought was given to dropping the

broiler and turkey enterprises and

increasing the laying flock size. Sara

Summers objected to this, since these

were her projects and cash receipts

A good forage program is credited by

Jay Summers family with increasing

net income and helping them attain

family goals.

from them were used for the chil

dren's music lessons, clothes, and

spending money. Most of these birds

are retailed with no cash labor.

The Summers expect eventually to

eliminate the laying flock and swine

enterprise, when the cow herd is built

to the size planned.

Changes Vndertvay

Changing the livestock program in

volved some other important changes.

The barn had to be remodeled to

handle additional cows. Mr. Sum

mers has already done this and has

installed a barn cleaner to reduce

the work load.

Another important consideration

was the crop and pasture program.

Since buying the farm, Summers had

followed a corn—oats—wheat—hay

rotation. He was also limited on pas

ture acres.

Changes were necessary if the addi

tional cows were to be fed an ade

quate supply of high quality forage.

Mr. Summers decided on two rota

tions. One would be 120 acres on a

4-year rotation of corn—small grain

—alfalfa—alfalfa. The second would

be 22 acres on a 6-year pasture rota

tion of 1 year rye, sudan; 1 year small

grain; 4 years orchard grass ladino

clover. It will be 1960 before the farm

is completely changed to this crop

program. A second silo has been con

structed to handle additional forage.

Wheat and peas have been cash,

crops in the past and will be contin

ued until the forage program elimin

ates them as the herd size increases.

Summers also put his herd on

D.H.I.A. so he would know which

cows to cull. There isn't any place

for low producers in his new pro-

(Continued on page 151)
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Farm and Home Planning is featured in this exhibit which greets visitors to the Kittitas

County, Wash., extension office. Offering the leaflet is Jack Crawford, agent respon

sible for farm and home planning in the county.

NEWS

and

VIEWS

People to People Is

Summer Camp Feature

Nassau County, Long Island, 4-H'ers

report a People to People program

feature at their summer camp this

year. Two counselors from Europe

were secured through the Association

of World Travel Exchange, Interna

tional Counselor Exchange Program.

Christine Hoechstetter of Paris,

France, is teaching overnight camp

ing, sports, sewing, group games, and

painting at the girls unit. The girls

are learning French songs and a lot

about the people of France.

Off on the first leg of a 3-month tour of 1 3

European countries, Ruth Crawford, (left),

Humboldt County home advisor, California,

pauses at New York's idlewild field to chat

with colleagues from graduate school at

Columbia University. Bidding bon voyage are

Jo Ann tonam, former home agent in Hawaii,

and Jack H. Wood, Clatson County agent,

Oregon. Miss Crawford received a $1,500

Pfizer fellowship for advanced study and

travel.

The boys are learning to yodel, sing

Swiss songs, and some dances from

Christian Keller of Zurich, Switzer

land. He is assisting with teaching

nature and outdoor cooking.

This fall each 4-H Club plans to

learn songs and dances from different

countries. Then they will present

them with appropriate costumes and

settings to community groups.

Controlling Insects

METHODS OF INSECT CONTROL

by Dwight Isely. Lithographed by

Braun-Brumfleld and Co., Inc., Ann

Arbor, Mich.

The current revision of this book

is important in forwarding extension

entomological work. While prepared

as a text for the classroom, it is

pointed, in part, for the training of

county agents and others in the field

of general agriculture. Previous edi

tions have been used for reference by

many agents in the field.

No doubt the subject matter and

the manner of presentation have been

influenced by the author's long con

tact with agricultural agents in Ar

kansas. The book is characterized by

an analysis of principles of control,

and not by a flat statement of for

mulae. Up-to-date recommendations

are used, however, to illustrate the

problems presented.

This approach to insect control has

undoubtedly affected the readiness

with which agricultural agents enter

into the programs recommended by

extension entomologists. Since most

agents are trained in fundamentals,

they are able to adjust recommenda

tions to a particular case. For exam

ple, the development of our Statewide

program in scouting cotton for con

trol of the boll weevil has been facili

tated because of the ready under

standing of principles by the agents.

—Gordon Barnes, Extension Entomol

ogist, Arkansas.

Monthly Revisions in

Publications Inventory

The following new titles should be

added to the Annual Inventory List

of USDA Popular Publications. Bulle

tins that have been replaced should

be discarded. Bulk supplies of publi

cations may be obtained under the

procedures set up by your publications

distribution officer.

L 161 The Eastern Tent Caterpillar—Rev.

April 1958

L 409 The Price of Milk.—Rev. May 1958

L 432 Where and How to Get A Farm.—

Replaces L 299

F 2113 Annual Lespedezas — Culture and

Use

PA 359 Help 4-H Local Leaders Do A Better

Job.—Replaces PA 116
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TRAINING FOR LIFE
both today and tomorrow. We must

get full return from all our resources

Without diminishing them—indeed

While building them up for greater

potential.

Management on the farm and in

the home. The whole farm—not a

piecemeal—approach is needed. The

challenges associated With efficient

management of the farm and the

home are inseparable.

Family living. Both adults and

youth continue to need certain basic

homemaking Skills, as well as the

Skills of management, human rela

tionships, and group participation.

With the Wide range of choices which

families have, decision-making and

management principles are increas

ingly significant in planning the use

of time, money, and energy.

Youth development. The knowledge

and Skills We can help young people

to acquire are the best investment

We can make in tomorrow's agri

culture.

Leadership development. Extension

has made a significant contribution

by developing leadership ability in per

sons it has served. Such contribu

tions will be even more important in

the future.

Community improvement and re

source development. Backed by its

long experience in helping people Or

ganize for group action, Extension

can provide the stimulus and guid

ance that Will enable local people to

develop and use all resources to their

fullest potential.

Public affairs. Here is an obligation

to help farm people understand public

issues affecting them. Our job is to

equip the people we serve, through

educational processes, to analyze pol

icy issues affecting them and make

their own decisions on the basis of

all available factS.

The Job Ahead

The jobs and problems ahead are

important, big, and difficult. But

there is no evidence which suggests

that they cannot be met or Solved.

Agriculture itself needs to develop

a philosophy of farm life to fit our

time. It must move aggressively into

areas where to date progress has

been slow or even halting. It must

recognize that off-farm influences are

exerting an ever increasing impact

on country life and living—and that

(Continued from page 147)

program a success. Chambers of com

merce, teachers, extension Workers,

businessmen, and employees alike

joined to help the 4-H'ers help the

tourist. And they have all expressed

their approval of the project.

At the end of the 5-Week SeSSion,

Students take an exam as a review

Of the material covered. When they

graduate, they go to their Summer

Work With the tourist and resort

pledge clearly in mind. It is this

pledge which summarizes the philos

Ophy of the Whole program:

“Our touristS Should have the Very

best and most pleasant places to stay,

dine, and See While they are in Our

area. We Will do everything We can

to make them feel Welcome when they

arrive. We will help them enjoy them

selves while they are here. We Will

do our best to see that they are Sat

isfied and happy when they leave.”

This project contributes to the

growth and development of youth.

While training for Service in a com

munity business, they are equipping

themselves for Some of their future

adult responsibilities.

KEEPING PACE

(Continued from page 139)

The Extension Committee on Or

ganization and Policy recently issued

a statement of Extension's scope and

responsibility. This Scope Report lists

nine areas of program emphasis in

which We must operate in this era

of change.

Efficiency in agricultural production.

Individual farm units must be effi

cient if they are to Survive. This is

the very essence of the American Way.

There is no satisfactory alternative.

Progress in this area is not only nec

essary but mandatory.

Efficiency in marketing, distribution,

and utilization. This is equally as im

portant as efficiency in production.

And it presents a challenge and a

responsibility for Extension to con

tribute to the Welfare of farmers,

food handlers, and the general public

simultaneously.

Conservation, development, and use

of natural resources. Conservation is

using our resources wisely so they

Will best serve the needs of our people

even Within the confines of the farm

there is room for Substantial improve.

mentS.

Ours is the most efficient agricul

ture the World has ever known. Like

Wise our farm people enjoy the high

est standard of living among all ag.

ricultural people of the World. But

it is also true that our farm people

have not shared equally with other

economic groups in the great abun

dance that we as Americans are privi

leged to enjoy.

If agriculture's leaders have the

courage of mind and Wisdom to make

full use of all the great resources at

their disposal, our destiny is some

thing much grander than anything we

have seen to date. An alert, consci

entious, dedicated and well-equipped

Extension Service—Such as We must

resolve to be—can lead the way in

helping the people we are privileged

to Serve in achieving a richer, fuller,

and more rewarding life.

TREE CROPS

(Continued from page 142)

gave the county extension office two

tree planting machines for use by

local farmers. A Grand Rapids bank

later provided a third planter to be

used the same way.

Farmers use the tree planters free,

except for a Small maintenance

charge. The farmer has to pay for

the tractor driver and furnish one

or two men to work on the planter.

Itasca County farmers have planted

1,090,000 trees on Some 900 acres

Since 1949. Now they average about

300,000 per year.

This county forestry program has

met with resounding approval from

farmers, townspeople and industrial

ists. Raymond J. Wood, a former ex

tension forester and now manager of

the land and timber department of a

paper company, says the forestry

project is giving farmers important

help in managing a major segment of

their economy.

“The forest resources of farms in

Itasca County and elsewhere in north

eastern Minnesota have a tremendous

potential,” Wood points out. “Our

forest industries depend heavily on

these farm Woodlots as a source of

their wood needs. Properly managed,

they can become an even greater

Source of primary raw material.”
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DIGGING IN

(Continued from page 143)

The aSSociation's Objectives Were:

to provide recreation and camp fa

cilities for nonprofit organizations

and to increase the agricultural, ed

ucational, and social advantages of

the people served by the association.

Plans included the development of

farm forestry in the camp program,

So the Panhandle 4-H Camp Tree Was

established.

Wide Cooperation

The Spirit of cooperation among

club members, parents, leaders, and

Sponsors, and the guidance given by

extension agents made this big under

taking far exceed that first dream.

Community support and money were

valued investments in the camp but

the leveling, grading, clearing, cut

ting, and building were the Work of

many hands. Whole families Worked

together long hours to help realize

the dream.

In the first year, a breeding aS

sociation gave a substantial sum of

money and a timber company donated

lumber and loaned equipment. That

Winter many civic groups put up

money to help finance the building

facilities. The Pomona Grange raised

enough money to build the dining

and recreation hall.

The second year, with expert aid

from the Forest Service, a year-round

forestry project Was Outlined. Boys

enrolled in the project, 14 years of

age and over, began staying in camp

One Weekend each month.

By the third year, the board of

trustees had laid out a 50-year plan

of construction and Operation. This

board is an elected group of leaders

with a rotating membership and is

responsible to the 4-H Leaders Coun

cil of the two counties. An agent

from each county serves as adviser.

Under the guidance of this group,

4-H Club members, leaders, and par

ents continue to raise needed money

and go to camp for Workdays. The

rental of facilities to other groups

also brings in funds.

Today the dream, the desire and

the digging in have gone far to reach

the objective, “to increase the agri

cultural, educational, and social ad

vantages of the people.” Because the

Site Was Well chosen, it SerVeS many

purposes. 4-H Clubs use it for picnics

and swimming parties. The 4-H lead

ers council finds it a happy meeting

place, even in winter. Teenagers in

the 4-H Builders Clubs of the two

counties have get-togethers there.

The first summer, only 4-H boys

and girls from the tWO counties

camped at Panhandle Lake. In con

trast, last summer facilities were used

up to capacity. Five different groups

camped there from late June through

August. More than 1,000 perSOnS

took part in the resident camping

programs, using the camp for over

6,000 camper days. Five community

and civic groups held Outings, picnics,

or day camps, amounting to 4,000

camper days. Seven 4-H farm for

estry sessions were held, adding 210

more camper dayS.

It started With a dream, a desire,

drafted plan, and a Small investment.

Now the 4-H leaders of Grays Harbor

and Mason Counties have, at a con

Servative estimate, a $50,000 invest

ment in facilities and another $50,

000 investment in the tree farm.

An additional 320 acres of timber

land Surrounding the lake was pur

chased a few years ago to Set up a

permanent endowment for the camp.

AS boys and girls learn timber man

agement, With help from their leaders

and skilled foresters, the Sustained

yield program provides income for

Camp Panhandle.

4-H Club members can Say with

pride that they have raised over

half of the money for their camp.

Best of all, the people can Say “We

did it ourselves.”

Learning to estimate number of board feet

in standing timber.

FAMILY AFFAIR

(Continued from page 148)

gram. His herd has been in the arti

ficial breeding program for a number

Of years.

The most striking change on the

Summers farm since they first started

in Farm and Home Planning has

been in milk production. The aver

age production per cow in 1954 was

about 7500 pounds. For the testing

year ended Sept. 1, 1957, average

production per cow had increased to

11,267 pounds. The total pounds of

milk Sold in 1954 were 153,000. In

1957, 283,485 pounds were produced.

SummerS attributes most of the

increase to a good forage program.

With the second silo he put up 2

years ago and With adequate Summer

grazing, his cows have not dropped

off in production at any time in the

past year. He had to do some green

chopping from his hay Strips last

Summer to Supplement his pasture

program which was inadequate due

to dry Weather.

Some credit for the increased pro

duction is also given to closer culling

as the result of D.H.I.A. records.

The dairy feed bill has shown a

marked decrease in the past year

and probably Will decrease more in

the next year. Summers is still feed

ing 1 pound of grain for each 3

Tounds of milk. He hopes to cut his

feeding rate to 1 pound of feed or

less for each 5 pounds of milk.

SummerS has been following rec

Ommended fertilization but has not

done Soil testing. He feels Soil testing

Will be necessary in the future to

get maximum results in his program.

Major improvements in the home

are being postponed at the present

time With the plan that a new house

can be built in the near future. It

is very probable that this goal will

be reached, considering the progress

the Summers have already made on

their plans.

The Summers have not spent all

their time Working toward a high in

come. The children have had swine,

capon, and Sewing projects in 4-H

Clubs. One of the girls is in the high

School band and the other children

are taking music lessons.

The family is active in church and

in the Grange. Mr. Summers belongs

to the Lions Club and is a leader in

cooperatives.
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Cotton Picking Tips

Pay Off at the Gin

by A. EDWARDS, Associate Extension Editor, Missouri

Even the latest cotton gin equip

ment does a better job with dry

cotton. When machine picked, gin-

ners have to remove an extra 35 to

50 pounds of water from each bale

of seed cotton. This calls for double

and triple drying before the extra 10

to 70 pounds of trash picked up by

mechanical pickers can be removed.

And if cotton is picked too early

in the morning or too late in the

evening when moisture content is up,

ginners have still more water to re

move. The best equipped gins can't

efficiently handle extremely wet and

trashy cotton.

During the 1957 harvest season, an

alert county agent, Joe Scott of Dunk

lin County, called on his radio farm

director for help in tipping growers

as to when to pick. The idea origi

nated with J. M. Ragsdale and A. M.

Pendleton, State and Federal cotton

ginning specialists.

Scott and his already busy staff

had to work out times for taking

moisture tests and getting them to

the station. Typical of their efforts

is the following announcement:

"According to the county agent, the

moisture content of seed cotton in the

field is now 9.5 percent. Cotton will

be dry enough to harvest with me

chanical pickers about 9 a.m. Barring

weather changes, we will have good

harvesting conditions until about 5:30

p.m. Cotton harvested with a mois

ture content of 8 percent or less will

give higher grades at the gin. This

announcement has been made as a

public service by Radio Station KBOA

and the Agricultural Extension Serv

ice."

Such announcements were made

daily during harvest season at 8 a.m.

over Station KBOA, Kennett, Mo.

Every cotton producer in the eight-

county cotton area was within listen

ing range and could hear when cotton

was dry enough to harvest with spin

dle-type pickers. When weather con

ditions were unusual, further an

nouncements followed during the day.

Agent Scott or a member of his

staff took a moisture meter to the

field at 7 a.m. each day. He recorded

the moisture content of field cotton

and also made a relative humidity

Joe Scott, Dunklin County agent, making 7

a.m. cotton moisture test.

Radio Farm Director John Mark cooperated

readily with the county agent staff fo n

daily announcements on cotton moisture

tent.

reading, noting the presence or ab

sence of dew, type of cloud cover, and

wind velocity. This was repeated

every hour until moisture content was

below 8 percent.

The procedure was started again

in the afternoon when it was esti

mated that the moisture content was

again nearing the 8 percent mark.

By checking conditions at 8 a.m. daily

and comparing with previous days,

it was possible to accurately estimate

when cotton would get down to 8

percent moisture. Likewise, an ac

curate estimate could be made as to

when the moisture content would rise

during the afternoon.

Time consuming? Yes, but cotton

men say the service had real merit.

The reason for collecting all data is

the hope that the procedure can be

shortened this year without sacrific

ing accuracy.

It is still too early to make a com

prehensive estimate of the value of .

this service. However, it is being care

fully watched by all cotton interests

in Missouri.
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EAR TO THE GROUND

The expressions of the children in

the right hand photo on the cover

are probably typical of the people of

Jaguas, Puerto Rico, when their com

munity obtained a good water supply.

The article on page 157 tells how

these people pitched in to solve this

critical community problem.

I think you'll also be interested in

the article by Associate Director

Nesius, Kentucky, on why we need

more economics in 4-H. This is based

on a talk he gave at the February

meeting of the Association of South

ern Agricultural Workers. There is

a growing awareness of this need and

some extension groups are exploring

ways to meet it. One is a Southern

regional group which includes 4-H

leaders and extension economists.

Plans for future issues of the Re

view have changed since I wrote Ear

to the Ground last month. Then I

said we would start special issues in

November on the nine areas of Exten

sion responsibility outlined in the

Scope Report. We now plan to begin

these in February.

In September we'll have the first

of two special issues telling some of

the changes taking place as Exten

sion adapts to today's rapidly chang

ing agriculture. We plan to start with

an article telling the current situation

in agriculture and some of the trends.

Then we'll have one discussing the

impact of this changing situation on

the rural family. A third will explain

what this changing situation means

to Extension and what is being done

to meet it. Then we will follow with

articles giving specific examples of

changes in programs, procedures, and

personnel qualifications and training.

Examples of program changes are

the broadening of marketing work

and the emphasis on developing all

resources in Rural Development.

Changes in methods include renewed

emphasis on Farm and Home De

velopment, group discussion on public

affairs, township agents, and other

pilot ventures. And there are new

requirements for extension personnel.

Now people are needed with com

merce and administrative training,

urban backgrounds, and many other

qualifications.

The above are only a few of the

many things taking place. When you

see these brought together in the

September and October issues, I think

you'll agree that Extension is equip

ping for the future.—EHR

. The Extension Service Review is published monthly

by direction of the Secretary of Agriculture as administra

tive information required for the proper transaction of

the public business. Use of funds for printing this publica

tion approved by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget

(June 26, 1958).

The Review is issued free by law to workers engaged

in extension activities. Others may obtain copies from the

Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,

Washington 25, D. C, at 15 cents per copy or by subscrip

tion at & i .50 a year, domestic, and $2.00, foreign.
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DEPOSITED BY THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

we need

ORE ECONOMICS

in 4-H \

by ERNEST J. NESIUS, Associate Extension Director, Kentucky

HOW can we get more econom

ics into our 4-H activities?

That is a question leaders of 4-H are

asking as they adapt club work to a

changed and more complicated world.

These leaders recognize that we

now have a new situation on the farm

as compared to 10 or 20 years ago.

Agriculture and rural life have

changed tremendously. Present day

conditions leave no alternative except

to adjust if we are to live as an or

ganization, which, in its simplest

terms means that we must meet the

needs of our clientele.

Foundation for Growth

Too often economics is considered

something unrelated to fattening a

calf or making a dress when, in fact,

it is part of it. We have not anchored

4-H philosophy to the basic subject

matter of economics. This is neces

sary to provide stability and to pro

vide a foundation from which to

grow.

Economics can be defined simply

as an overall science which is con

cerned with the "means" of living

when such means are in scarce sup

ply. We may also say that econom

ics is the science in which man deals

with his relationship to the material

means of livelihood. The objective

of economic choices, of course, is to

maximize satisfaction for the indi

vidual.

Let us recognize some of the things

we believe.

We believe that 4-H will assist

boys and girls to gain an understand

ing of the adult world in economic

and social situations.

We believe that 4-H provides an

excellent opportunity for youth to

participate in an interplay of moral,

spiritual, economic, social, and politi

cal forces. We try to simulate real

situations in the adult world and

then guide the boys and girls

through them.

We believe that "the project" is

the best vehicle for developing the

boy or girl. We design this project

as a small-scale replica of the real-

life situation.

4-H leaders believe that to be suc

cessful a 4-H project must lead to a

climax.

We believe that we can strengthen

4-H with more economics in the pro

jects.

Basic Needs

Now let us look at four basic needs

which may help to correct the situa

tion and thus solve the problem.

1. We need to possess a thorough

understanding of the changes a boy

or girl experiences in growing up.

Many 4-H activities are already

adapted to the different phases of

development. If age is chosen as the

first criterion for stratifying youth,

then different economic and social

teaching situations must be met with

in each classification.

2. We need to adapt a training

program to teach applied economics

to professional workers and volun

teer leaders. It would be a serious

mistake to develop methods of em

phasizing economics in 4-H programs

without training professional work

ers and volunteer leaders to evalu

ate the project activities from an

economic standpoint.

3. We need to intensively evaluate

present projects and activities to de

termine their effectiveness in meet

ing our objectives. We need to ask:

What will be the future needs of 4-H

members? What changes should be

made? What shall we drop?

4. We need to develop most pro

jects so that a natural training

occurs in the business side of the

real world. This doesn't mean that

only the business side should be

stressed. But if the business side and

related aspects are recognized, all

of the objectives can be accomplished.

For example, it would be possible to

put the whole project in a cost and

return framework. Then we could

use the economic form of analysis.

Gaining Perspective

All aspects of a project cannot be

identified with a dollar sign, of

course. But if they are recognized

within the general cost and returns

framework, we can apply the judg

ment factor by raising the question:

Are the benefits worth the effort

(cost) ? The methods of analysis

would be essentially the same.

The first three needs above are

important to get economics into

proper perspective for discussion.

For the remainder of this article,

we will deal only with the business

side of the project activity.

To analyze the problem, we need to

ask two questions: What would it

mean to the 4-H project to place

more emphasis on economics? What

projects and activities would result

from emphasis on economics, and

how would it be evaluated within a

4-H framework?

Economics in the 4-H project

would mean that success would be

measured, in large part, by the 4-H

member's understanding and analy

sis of his progress in the business he

is learning. This would require spe

cially developed project plans and

forms.

(See More Economics, page 166)
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Better Living for

Farm Labor Families

by ANNA PRICE GARNER, Home Advisor, Kings County, Calif.

Orange crates, feed sacks, card

board, tin cans, home gardens,

chickens, powdered skim milk—these

are the simple tools which eight Cali

fornia home advisors are using to help

thousands of migrant farm labor

families live a more comfortable life.

It's a pioneering program: nobody

had done much organized educational

work with the State's huge mobile

farm labor pool before.

It's a large program, covering seven

counties in the San Joaquin Valley

and several more in the Sacramento

Valley.

It's an important program; perish

able crops make up much of the agri

cultural wealth of the area, so a

large, mobile labor pool is essential.

In some communities as many as

10,000 extra people may move in for

a few weeks or perhaps a few months.

Many specialized crops are grown,

often on a large scale.

It's a difficult program; the labor

ers include whites from other States,

Negroes, Mexicans and American

This mother learned to make children's cloth

ing from feed sacks. Clothing of two boys

at right and garments hanging on wall were

made from easy-to-get materials. Note child's

chair made from an orange box and stools

from tin cans.

Indians. Some of the families follow

the crops as they ripen; others find

a place they call home and travel

to nearby areas to harvest crops and

return when work is finished.

Finest of all, this teaching pro

gram was started by farmers and

homemakers themselves. It began in

Kings County and spread from there.

Farm operators felt their present

standards of living were in jeopardy

if lower standards of newcomers

were not raised. They wanted their

laborers to have the opportunity to

improve themselves. Since 1949 the

University of California, the State

government, and the Rosenberg Foun

dation have worked with area farm

people on migrant labor matters.

Housing Facilities

Some laborers live in housing pro

vided by growers. By law, this hous

ing must meet certain standards.

Other laborers locate in fringe

areas of low-cost housing outside

towns. Usually these are unincorpor

ated. Extremely primitive sanitation,

unsurfaced roads, low water pres

sure, homes of only one or two rooms,

poor construction with odd scraps of

lumber, poor heating facilities, dan

ger of fire, and problems with in

sects, dust, and wind are obstacles

which the families must overcome.

Still, the fact that they're becom

ing more settled and established on

their own is important. This embry

onic stability of previously mobile

families makes it possible to establish

an educational program with them.

We've used mostly the method

demonstration and participation type

of meeting in our teaching, with sim

ple demonstration aids and written

material. Some of the farm owners

have provided cabins and larger cen

ters with well-planned kitchens and

Author demonstrates how to gain better nu

trition at low cost with powdered milk, dried

eggs, and green vegetables.

sewing rooms for meeting places.

These are used for teaching purposes

as well as prenatal and well-baby

clinics conducted by the public health

department.

In our work the first essential was

to gain their confidence in us as

teachers, and likewise to develop in

ourselves a sympathetic understand

ing of problems of migrant families.

This helped us to motivate and guide

their efforts to improve their level

of living. We found it necessary to

commend their first steps toward im

provement to make sure other steps

would be taken. In this first stage

it's usually fatal to correct techniques

or criticize. A "birth of belief" in

themselves and their abilities is es

sential to their progress.

Meeting Problems

The program is designed to help

wives of laborers meet their most

pressing family living problems. It

is planned jointly by homemakers

and the home advisor to relate to

families' food, health and sanitation,

housing, storage, clothing and under

standing of children.

To stretch their food dollars, many

families learned to reclaim alkali soil

before growing successful gardens.

Others raised chickens or rabbits.

Some produced both garden and

home meat supplies. Demonstrations

have helped many wives plan better

meals at lower cost to meet the needs

of all the family. Families learned

how to use powdered skim milk wise

ly to gain low-cost good nutrition.

Homemakers also learned how to

buy foods in quantity and to watch
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How Community Action

Solved a Problem

by M. L. CONDE THILLET, Press Editor, Puerto Rico

for bargains in quality and price of

food. Ways to prepare and store

food to keep its top food value took

on new importance.

Homes have been made lighter and

gayer by painting or using wallpaper

to cover rough lumber walls. Often

we've shown how to lay newspapers

on rough floors and cover with linol

eum to make rooms easier to keep

clean. The women have fashioned

colorful curtains from feed sacks,

burlap bags, and unbleached muslin.

We've taught how to use easy-to-

get materials to improve the com

forts of home . . . foot stools from

#10 tin cans . . . dual-purpose "stor

age stools" from 5-gallon cans . . .

small kegs or boxes added to the

limited seating in homes.

For storage needs, we demonstrated

orange crates or apple boxes fash

ioned into tables, chests of drawers,

or storage walls. These add privacy

as well as functional storage.

Better Results

Correct working heights make

household tasks much easier. Simple

wooden blocks under table or ironing

board legs accomplished this. We

also showed how to do housework so

the women could save time and en

ergy and still get better results.

Clothing was a real problem for

most families. Lack of knowledge and

skills, poor facilities for care and

repair of clothes, little money to buy

clothes, poor surroundings with rain

and mud making clothes quickly un

usable—these were some of the major

obstacles.

Many of these homemakers see an

opportunity to make an immediate

and valuable contribution to family

living by learning to make and repair

clothing. Garments made at home

seem more valuable and hence re

ceive better care.

After learning to sew, one home-

maker made 15 shirts for the men

and boys in her family, saving $1.50

per shirt. Naturally many women

have bought sewing machines since

learning how to sew. They've also

learned some principles of better

buying of fabrics and ready-made

garments, as well as how to use com

mercial dress patterns.

Many new garments have been

(See Better Living, page 164)

Visitors to Jaguas, a rural com

munity in Puerto Rico, are usu

ally impressed with its rustic beauty

and the hospitality of its inhabitants.

They think that this must be a place

of happiness, where problems never

have existed.

But the people of Jaguas had a

serious problem back in 1956. They

lacked a supply of pure drinking

water.

They were using contaminated

water from a stream far from their

homes. The school was using water

for cooking purposes and the stu

dents were drinking it, too. The dan

ger of an epidemic was great. During

the dry season water scarcity was

another problem.

Initiating Action

A group of community and 4-H

leaders visited the local extension

office to discuss the problem with the

county agents. Several possible solu

tions were studied. It was decided

that meetings should be held

throughout the community to alert

people to the problem and the need

for community action.

At one meeting, a representative

from the Division of Civic Employ

ment of the Commonwealth Depart

ment of Agriculture offered his agen

cy's aid in constructing a water sys

tem. "We can provide materials and

technical help," he said, "if the com

munity will provide the labor and

the necessary land."

After thorough discussion the com

munity accepted this proposition as

a solution to their problem. Many

promised to work a day or more in

building the system.

The project got underway in July

1956. The Civic Employment Divi

sion gave what they promised. And

there was good response from the

Seven public faucets now supply pure water

for the people of Jaguas.

community, with 60 or 70 people

working.

Then, during the election cam

paign there was a slack period. People

were too interested in politics to re

port regularly to work.

This problem did not last long how

ever, because 4-H members of the

community realized the urgent need

for workers. They took on the re

sponsibility and the project was com

pleted in June 1957.

Today about 75 families obtain

pure water for household use from

seven public faucets in the com

munity. One pipe goes directly to the

school.

Plans are now being studied to sup

ply water to 14 families living in a

nearby housing project. The capacity

of the distributing tank will have to

be increased and other sources of

water found.

These plans will be carried out be

cause community action is strong in

Jaguas. The community's success in

solving their problem not only gave

the people much satisfaction but it

made them conscious of their

strength as an organized group.
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in family

planning

by HELEN ROBINSON,

Extension Health Specialist,

Arkansas

When a family thinks about

changing the farming opera

tion, a lot of factors have to be con

sidered. One of the most important—

frequently overlooked—is health. Will

the new enterprise require more

physical work?

A Hempstead County, Ark., farmer

learned the answers to these questions

the hard way. He changed from beef

to milk production, despite the fact

that he had been in ill health for

some time. Soon after the change

over, the farmer suffered a heart at

tack and had to cut down his work

load.

Then the farmer visited the county

agent's office and wanted to partici

pate in Farm and Home Development.

If he had done this earlier, the state

of the farmer's health might have

been taken into consideration in a

family planning session.

The importance of nutrition in

maintaining high standards of health

may also be brought out in family

planning. Perhaps the homemaker

will ask the extension agents for ad

vice on food selection and preparation

for a well-balanced diet. This, too,

relates to an important factor in

daily living—individual and family

health.

County extension agents, working

with families in Farm and Home De

velopment, come face to face with

many health problems. These prob

lems play an important part in over

all family planning and setting of

goals.

Health involves all phases of daily

living—physical, social, mental, emo

tional, economic, and spiritual. So,

the success and happiness of any

family depends upon the state of

health of each individual member.

Too many times the blame for low

crop production is placed on weather

factors, lack of personnel, and bad

luck, when the real problem is time

lost in man-hours because of illness.

Observing Problems

In working and counseling with

farm families, agents often observe

health problems. These do not neces

sarily have to be discussed with the

family as soon as observed. But the

agent should make a mental note to

bring them up at an opportune time.

Some families may freely discuss

their health problems with agents.

Others may not be aware of them or

may give health matters a low prior

ity. When the problems become acute,

then something drastic must be done

and usually at more cost than if the

condition had been treated sooner.

Extension agents try to be alert at

all times to the possibility of health

matters entering the picture in long-

range planning. Is there a health

problem in the family? What is be

ing done about it? Do any family

members have a chronic disease?

Are any of the children handicapped?

What plans have been made for

treating these conditions? Does the

family carry an adequate health in

surance plan? Do they have a fami

ly doctor and dentist? Have the

children been immunized?

Is there a good water system? Are

sanitary and garbage disposal facili

ties adequate? Do they have a rat

and insect control plan? Have the

livestock been tested for disease?

The answers to these questions

need to be considered in determining

future farm and home plans. If health

matters need attention, the agent

may have to devise a way to present

modern concepts of healthful living

to the family. If these are presented

in the light of the particular situa

tion, they may be a guide to changing

unsatisfactory habits and conditions.

Health Counseling

How should agents approach a dis

cussion of family health matters?

Health is a personal subject and

many agents are reluctant to even

mention problems they have ob

served. The agents should, however,

be prepared to bring these matters

up when the time comes for planning

immediate and longtime goals.

As agents gain the confidence of

families, they are in a better position

to counsel on health matters. This

is particularly true when goals are

planned.

Agents have a responsibility to sug

gest that heads of families have

physical examinations. They should

be encouraged to have a family phy

sician—a good investment for a

growing family. If there is an urgent

health problem, it should be resolved

before further steps in planning are

undertaken.

Agents hesitate in counseling on

health matters because of lack of

background on the subject. In every

county there are health consultants

such as physicians, dentists, public

health nurses, sanitary officers, and

directors of health agencies, all of

whom are willing to help with health

problems.

Agents should feel free to consult

with these people, or to bring them

in on cases when the need arises and

the family is willing. Many families

in need of medical care are not able

to pay and are not aware of the serv

ices of agencies willing to help.

Family health has not only an in

trinsic value but a definite relation

to net income. It is one of the most

vital factors in family planning.
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the agent's role

in a SPECIALIZED PROGRAM

by JACK KELLEY, Animal Husbandry Specialist, North Carolina

Progress is the product of co

operation. That's certainly

true in pig parlor production or dry-

lot feeding in North Carolina.

About 900 concrete feeding floors

are being used in North Carolina in

hog production. Rapid development

of this swine program has been due

to cooperation of feed companies

with county agents and farmers.

Good examples of this are Martin

County, where 80 feeding floors have

been constructed, and Pitt County,

which has 85. Feed representatives

in these counties have stimulated

interest among farmers by farm

visits, meetings, and contacts at the

feed dealers.

County agents furnish information

to farmers on methods of feeding,

breeding and management, market

factors, how hogs fit in with other

enterprises, and construction plans

for pig parlors. Agents and specialists

participate in meetings sponsored by

the dealers.

Feed dealers expect the county

agents to continue to be the leader

in furnishing educational material

and helping to develop the know-

how to make the program succeed.

This is a highly specialized program

and farmers must know all the ad

vantages and disadvantages before

deciding if they want to go into it.

North Carolina State College has

conducted experiments during the

past two years to compare the cost of

raising hogs on a concrete floor with

a pasture-type program. Dr. A. J.

Clawson concluded that the cost is

approximately the same for the two

methods when a value is placed on

the pasture.

He found that 358 lbs. of feed is

required to produce 100 lbs. of gain

on concrete floors while only 339 lbs.

is required when hogs graze on Ladino

clover. Hogs on concrete gain faster,

producing 1.45 lbs. of gain per head

per day as compared with pasture

gains of 1.36.

Advantages and Disadvantages

Feeding on concrete gives a farmer

an opportunity to use labor-saving

methods and equipment. He can spe

cialize in producing feeder pigs or

feeding hogs out for market.

Hogs fed on a concrete floor gain

faster during summer months when

a sprinkler is used to keep them cool.

Many North Carolina farmers find

that gains during the summer months

equal gains at other times of the

year because of a sprinkling system.

Concrete floors offer an opportu

nity for the farmer to do a better

job of sanitation. In old hog lots it

is impossible to follow a program of

sanitation. Concrete floors, however,

can be kept clean and reduce pro

blems of parasites and diseases.

Hog growers using concrete are

required to do a better job of feeding.

Pasture feeding often covers up mis

takes made in feeding hogs. An ad

equate ration results in faster gains

and cheaper pork production.

Sanitation can become a problem

if proper drainage is not provided and

if waste material is not removed from

the floor and outside of the pen dur

ing summer months.

Farmers have found it necessary

to use a windbreak on at least three

sides of the pen. This helps prevent

colds and flu from developing in hogs.

A major problem in feeding hogs

on concrete floors is to obtain thrifty

pigs. Many pigs that have been

bought were unthrifty, resulting in

loss from death.

Farmers feeding hogs on concrete

floors must be willing to work and

stay with the job. This highly spe

cialized program requires close super

vision so that the farmer can recog

nize any trouble that develops and

reduce losses from disease.

Future Outlook

There is little doubt that the num

ber of hogs fed on concrete floors

will increase in North Carolina. If

so, a program must be developed to

furnish feeder pigs to farmers not

situated for producing their own.

Farmers raising pigs should revise

their breeding programs so that sows

farrow throughout the year. This

type of swine program seems to be

better suited for large producers and

its future will depend on the ability

of the farmers to do a good job of

feeding and management.

Contract feeding is being discussed

by some people, including the packers

and feed companies. Future develop

ments will depend on the type of

contract developed.
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Indians work

for a BETTER LIVING

by MARY KENNINGTON, Federal Extension Service

Family ties and love of children are strong

among Indians. Note mother's dress and the

baby's cradle board, both typical of the

Apache tribe.

Producing food is difficult in dry desert areas

of Navajo country. This cornfield shows many

stalks grown in hill as protection against

nd shifting

A traditional goal of Extension has

been to help people obtain a

better living. This is the same objec

tive of agents working with Indian

families.

Indians are receptive to ideas which

will help them attain a better life

and a promising future for their chil

dren. When the relationship of

"friend and neighbor" is established

by extension workers, Indians forget

their shyness and share their

thoughts and desires in a construc

tive way.

Low income and inadequate facili

ties for family living comforts apply

to many of the 226,000 Indians living

on reservations. Extension agents

must consider these factors, as well

as the degree of academic education,

adherence to cultural patterns, varia

tions in social and religious values,

shortage of useable resources, lan

guage handicaps, and sometimes geo

graphic isolation.

More intensive educational work is

often necessary. Many agents find

that more personal contacts must be

provided through farm and home

visits, demonstrations, tours, meet

ings, and development of local leaders

than with non-Indian groups.

Extension workers are helping

families and groups in the fields of

agriculture, family living, 4-H, and

community improvement. Encourag

ing results are evident when the In

dians participate in program plan

ing. Then they become aware of

their situation and establish plans

for providing a better way of life.

A good example is the Fort Hall.

Idaho, Agricultural Advisory Coun

cil. This group and the extension

staff are discussing ideas, desires, and

abilities of the people and working

toward a plan for improvements.

Women's Activities

Home agents And that Indian

women are interested in the same

projects as non-Indians when these

activities are adapted to their needs

and abilities. They are interested in

Community cleanup project contributed to

safer place to live. Facilities for trash dis

posal are poor on many reservations.

Interest in sports and recreational activities is obvious in this

game of stickball played by Mississippi Choctaws. Many

communities lack facilities for organized recreation.

Oklahoma Indian women receii

frozen foods. A home economii

with extension I
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food and clothing, for example, es

pecially when it relates to children.

Family diets are often inadequate

and low in calcium and Vitamin C.

Indian women respond to ideas of

preparing and improving the use of

available foods. As an illustration,

the use of non-fat dry milk in breads,

soups, and drinks is well accepted.

Many women have found that a gar

den plays the dual role of providing

a better diet and supplementing the

family income.

Women's groups often raise funds

to send delegates to county and State

events, improve community meeting

places, or send boys and girls to 4-H

Club activities. An Oklahoma home

demonstration club refinished and re-

upholstered two altar chairs for their

church. In San Carlos, Ariz, the

women led a cleanup project which

cleared the area of litter and con

tributed to a safer, more attractive

community.

Community Spirit

Indian people are notably commu

nity minded and enjoy activities that

include all age levels. Indians recog

nize the need for social and recrea

tional satisfactions and community

gatherings, school, church, and tribal

meetings provide both.

Additional social and recreational

opportunities, as well as the chance

to develop skills, are provided Indian

children through 4-H Clubs. These

activities contribute to adult pro

grams, too. Agents find that parents

who attend meetings with their chil

dren often adopt recommended prac

tices more readily than others. The

self-confidence gained through 4-H

Club participation encourages both

children and parents to take part in

activities outside the reservation. For

example, 11 women and 11 girls at

tended extension activities outside

the reservation as a result of planned

activities at the Jicarillo Reservation

in New Mexico.

Fairs, achievement days, and other

community gatherings are generally

well attended. Indian parents indi

cate the same pride in achievements

of their children as other parents.

These activities serve as easy "mix

ers" and help to eliminate shyness of

Indian children.

Example of Enthusiasm

The Jicarilla-Apache 4-H Achieve

ment Day Tea illustrates the interest

and enthusiasm for this type activity.

More than 150 people turned out and

parents pointed with pride to the ac

complishments of their children.

This was the girls' party, from start

to finish, despite the fact that none

had attended a tea before. They pre

pared the cookies, met guests at the

door, made introductions, served re

freshments, and took guests on a

tour of the exhibits.

There are a lot of barriers to be

overcome as Indian families work

for a better living. Through activi

ties such as these, however, extension

workers are helping them to gain at

titudes and skills that will have a

deep influence in the years ahead.

Clothing projects are popular among Indian

girls, who are skillful in using their hands.

A 4-H Club project resulted in these im-

well-labeled mail boxes in a North

Carolina Cherokee community.

raining in preparati

■om the electric co

f in this program,

ion and use of

cooperative works

Hopi women learn by doing as they use a

new pressure cooker to prepare a meal for

club members.

Family labor and $500 changed this neglected Oklahoma

to one in which entire family took pride.
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We Multiplied

Our Training Efforts

by MARY E. JACOBSON, Food and Nutrition

Specialist, and JAMES D. BROMLEY,

Consumer Education Specialist, Rhode Island

Each junior trained a group of 10 youngsters in the cooking

project.

W* hen enthusiasm for a project is

greater than facilities can han

dle, something has to be done. In a

situation like this, an extension work

er has to find ways to meet this in

terest.

We had this problem at our 4-H

Camp in Rhode Island. In evaluat

ing the camp program, extension spe

cialists noticed that an abundance

of enthusiasm was going to waste.

The outdoor cookery class was con

tinually turning away boys and girls

because of lack of facilities and

supervision.

Could the project be expanded to

teach more youngsters? Interest was

high but facilities were extremely in

adequate and camp funds were lim

ited.

Home-made stoves and fireplaces

seemed to be the best answer to the

equipment shortage. For stoves, oil

drums were split in half lengthwise

and legs added. Cement block fire

places were simple to construct and

the grills were made from hardware

mesh and scrap pipe.

Equipment-wise, we were in busi

ness. But two specialists were no

match for the anticipated enrollment.

A class of 10 youngsters in outdoor

cookery would be no problem. With

25 to 30, most of the time would be

spent supervising rather than teach

ing. And prospective enrollment for

this class was 60 boys and girls rang

ing in age from 10 to 16.

If 10 people make an easy group

with which to work, why not divide

the youngsters into such units? This

would call for six adult leaders, how

ever, and that was exactly twice the

number available. The solution was

to put a junior leader in charge of

each unit of 10 youngsters. Then two

Well-trained leaders solved the problem of lack of personnel to supervise

this outdoor cooking project.

units, or 20 youngsters with their

leaders, were assigned to each adult

leader.

This plan sounded fine but its suc

cess hinged on the junior and adult

leaders. Unless the leaders did their

jobs properly the whole scheme

would fall apart. They were willing

to cooperate but they had to know

what was expected of them.

Before classes started at summer

camp, a training session was held for

the adult and junior leaders assigned

to the outdoor cookery project. They

were given a complete rundown of

the week's activities and each day's

demonstration was conducted on a

reduced scale. Then the leaders knew

exactly what was planned and their

duties each day. To supplement this

information, each leader was given a

mimeographed sheet outlining each

day's program, supplies needed, duties

of leaders, and suggested jobs for

campers.

When classes started, the leaders

knew what was expected of them and

they did their jobs well. Instead of a

milling group of 60 youngsters, there

were six well-ordered units of 10.

Each group had a junior leader in

charge with every two units under

the watchful eye of an adult leader.

The State specialist was available for

general assistance to all groups.

The fact that the 60 youngsters

were taught outdoor cookery was

something of an accomplishment.

But the greatest value of this project

was the benefit to the junior leaders.

They gained leadership skills and the

rest of the campers had an oppor

tunity to see effective leadership in

action.
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Junior Leader Training Pays Big Dividends

by GLADYS M. MUSGROVE, Ravalli County Home Demonstration Agent, Montana

Dividends from junior leadership

training in Ravalli County,

Mont., are multiplying in a chain re

action. From junior leaders, to adult

leaders, to county activities, to 4-H

members, the benefits of training are

growing.

Three years ago we started special

training for junior leaders. Leader

ship skills and attitudes, acceptance

of responsibilities, and feelings of

real worth and accomplishment have

increased among the junior leaders.

And contributions by this older group

have enhanced the entire 4-H pro

gram.

We started the training on an area

basis in the county. Junior leaders

made their own selections of subject

matter, including How To Conduct

Top-notch Meetings, Recreational

Leadership, The Job of a Junior

Leader, and Camping.

Evaluated Program

During the second year, requests

for training from junior and adult

leaders coincided so closely that in

struction was given in combined work

shops. Help was offered on demon

strations, recordkeeping, judging, and

developing a sound understanding

and philosophy of 4-H. Through group

discussions and evaluations of the

current program, they developed their

own answers to the questions of what

Fly lying is a popular project at Ravalli

County Camp

constitutes a sound 4-H program and

philosophy.

Workshops for junior and adult

leaders are good for two reasons. They

produce a feeling of maturity and

acceptance on an adult level for the

junior leaders and bring the two

groups closer together.

Since this combined training proved

successful, we used it again in the

third year. For some time both junior

and adult leaders had asked for help

in understanding and working with

younger 4-H members. This training,

along with How People Learn and

How to Teach Effectively, was given

during the year.

Practicing Leadership

The first good opportunity for jun

ior leaders to practice leadership skills

was at 4-H camp. They plunged en

thusiastically into planning the camp

program. The entire 4-H membership

has benefitted richly from the cre

ative contributions to camp programs

by junior leaders.

While junior leaders were searching

for camp program ideas, history was

introduced. Montana was commem

orating the 150th anniversary of

Lewis and Clark's exploration through

the territory acquired in the Louisi

ana Purchase.

The valley now known as Ravalli

County is where Lewis and Clark's

exploring party met the Salish In

dians. This tribe pointed out the pass

over the Bitter Root Mountains to

the Columbia River.

The 4-H campsite is only a short

distance from where the explorers

met the Salish Indians, and directly

on the creek which Lewis and Clark

followed into the valley. With this

combination of circumstances, it was

natural for the junior leaders to sug

gest exploration as a camp theme.

They decided to enact a pageant

to depict the meeting of the explorers

with the Indians. Needing help on

facts, costumes, and drama, they ap

pealed to members of the local his

torical society and the idea became

Junior leader teaches basket making at 4-H

Camp with an Indian theme.

a cooperative adventure in history.

The pageant was only a part of

the junior leaders' contribution to

the camp's success. They helped teach

crafts, organized and supervised rec

reation, handled campfire programs,

and acted as counselors for younger

members. Their well-earned respect

and prestige became an incentive to

other older members to attain the

rank of junior leaders.

Fired by the success of their previ

ous experience with a history theme,

the camp program planned by junior

leaders the following year also re

volved around history of the area.

This time they searched out informa

tion about the missionaries, trappers,

builders and settlers, and their lives

as pioneers in the valley.

The result? Members came to a

4-H camp that offered opportunity to

acquire some of the skills of these

pioneers in handling firearms, survi

ving in the wilderness, and cooking

over a camp fire.

You might well ask at this point,

"What did the adult leaders do?" As

one of them said, "We enjoyed camp,

with so much of the work assumed

so enthusiastically by junior leaders."

The opportunity to sit down with

adult leaders in an evaluation of

(See Dig Dividends, page 166)
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Restaurant

operators

fgo to

school

by LEE KOLMER, Extension Economist, Iowa

Restaurant operators are an im

portant part of the farm-to-con

sumer chain. Approximately 1 out

of every 4 consumer food dollars is

spent in restaurants.

Three years ago in Iowa, we began

to think about how we could provide

restaurant operators with information

that would help them become more

efficient food marketers. At the same

time, the Iowa Restaurant Associa

tion began thinking about how the

college might help restaurant opera

tors with management problems. In

the discussions that grew out of this

thinking, the Extension Service and

the association decided to co-sponsor

a 1-day management short course in

February 1957.

We recognized early that restaurant

problems in an essentially rural State

like Iowa are different than restau

rant problems in highly industrialized

areas. Iowa has approximately 6,000

licensed restaurants serving a market

of about 2,600,000 people. Des Moines

is the only city of over 100,000; only

four other cities in Iowa have a pop

ulation over 50,000.

With such a population distribu

tion, most restaurants are relatively

small. About 75 percent have five or

fewer employees. The turnover among

restaurant operators is relatively

high, primarily because of poor lo

cation, poor management, and/or in

adequate financing.

These problems made it necessary

to design a program that would pro

vide small operators with information

and ideas that could be easily and

quickly adapted to their operations.

Teaching personnel for the course

were recruited from the economics

and sociology department and insti

tution management department of

Iowa State College, retailing depart

ment of Drake University, and the

restaurant industry. A 1-day session

was considered desirable to minimize

time and out-of-pocket costs to op

erators.

Creating Interest

Copies of the program were sent

to all members of the restaurant as

sociation. A section of one issue of

the association magazine was devoted

to informing operators of the pro

gram and the possible benefits oper

ators could obtain by participating.

In addition, news releases were pre

pared by the college and the associa

tion prior to the course.

A total of 87 operators and employ

ees attended the 1957 course. Topics

discussed were: employee perform

ance, training programs, labor rela

tions, planning of management func

tions, menu planning, and manage

ment control.

Questionnaires were sent to all par

ticipants about 30 days after the

course. Its purpose was to obtain re

actions to the subjects covered, dis

tribution of presentation and discus

sion time, and length of the program.

The participants were also asked to

indicate problem areas they thought

suitable for discussion at future

courses.

On the basis of questionnaires re

turned and our appraisal of the

course, we decided to change the 1958

course to a \Vz day session. We also

allowed more time for panel and

group discussions, with each topic

covered by both a professional per

son and an operator.

Topics covered in this year's course

were: buying and pricing food, effec

tive advertising and salesmanship, fu

ture outlook for the small town res

taurant operator, controlling labor

costs, and menu pricing. A tour of

a university food service operation

was also included.

This short course is a beginning in

the process of helping restaurant op

erators become better food marketers.

Increased efficiencies may result in

more profitable businesses for indi

vidual operators, better products of

fered to consumers, and better outlets

for farm products.

BETTER LIVING

(Continued from page 157)

made from feed sacks or used cloth

ing. Often we've had to combine

colors and materials to get usable

garments and this gives the oppor

tunity to teach the fundamentals of

color and pattern. Learning how to

make material "do" by redesigning

has been a big step forward.

Small houses, many children, and

little extra money create problems in

play and recreation for the young

sters. They stay outdoors much of

the time, but have little play equip

ment; many children not occupied

develop behavior problems.

By using toy-making bulletins and

actual homemade toys they could

copy, homemakers made useful and

constructive toys such as bean bags,

stocking dolls, blocks from pieces of

wood, soft animals from colorful cot

ton scraps, and drums from cans.

The home advisor carries kit of dem

onstration toys to keep children oc

cupied while mothers attend group

meetings.

What has this whole effort meant

to families? They have better food

because the homemaker learned how

to plan, buy, prepare, and serve bet

ter meals. They're using more green

and yellow vegetables and milk. Their

homes are becoming cleaner and more

attractive. Families are better dressed

for less money and effort.

As one Mexican mother exclaimed

when she learned to make a boy's

shirt: "It isn't hard to do since you

showed me how."
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YOUTH

SELL

PIGS

THE

CO-OP

WAY

by WILLIAM H. COLLEY,

Assistant Agricultural Editor,

Missouri

Twice a year, the quiet of early

morning in Vienna, Mo., is

shattered by boys' excited yells and

pigs' high-pitched squeals.

This is the all-important day when

South Central Missouri 4-H and Fu

ture Farmers of America boys find

out what kind of job they have been

doing in producing feeder pigs. It's

Vienna Junior Feeder Pig Sale day,

the State's first successful coopera

tive pig marketing venture for mem

bers of organized youth groups.

A noisy business-like rush domi

nates the scene. Amid a bunch of

protesting porkers, Livestock Special

ist E. S. Matteson yells, "Grab those

two big ones, boys." Two strong

4-H'ers respond, a gate creaks, and

the two big ones are separated from

their litter mates. In short order,

this bunch is graded and sorted, and

Matteson moves on to the next.

Other 4-H'ers move the sorted pigs

toward the scales. After being

weighed under the supervision of

county agents, the porkers are hus

tled into pens by still other 4-H'ers.

Through weighing, the pigs are

handled on an individual owner basis.

As each group comes off the scale, a

ticket showing weight and ownership

is made. Then, the small groups are

combined according to size and qual

ity to make large, uniform lots.

Before each lot of pigs enters the

sale ring, it gets a good soaking from

the spray crew. This eliminates any

possibility of lice or mange.

Spraying eliminates any possibility of lice or mange and helps to combat restlessness.

The final bid on each lot of pigs

is a big moment for the junior pro

ducers. The price received tells

whether they made the right deci

sions in selecting breeding stock,

management, and feeding.

This cooperative marketing opera

tion involves 4-H'ers and FFA boys

from several counties. Sales are held

in fall and spring to fit a two litters-

a-year system.

How It's Organized

All sale operations, arrangements,

and regulations are handled by 4-H

leaders and members. A sale commit

tee, made up of one leader and one

older 4-H'er from each participating

county, provides the leadership. The

committee arranges for the sale barn

and pens, sets consignment dates and

rates, and enforces health and qual

ity regulations.

Educational work related to pro

ducing and marketing feeder pigs is

done by county agents and livestock

specialists. They hold special leader

training meetings, encourage the

youths to obtain improved breeding

stock, and supervise grading, weigh

ing and grouping at the sales.

The sale gives junior producers

practical experience in marketing and

an effective means of evaluating

their project. They get pointers on

grading and what to look for in qual

ity. Watching the sale, they see what

kind of pigs the buyers want.

These youngsters also learn that

producers' cooperative marketing is

a selling technique that fits today's

big Corn Belt hog-feeding operations.

Cooperative marketing provides big

operators with large numbers of pigs

of uniform quality and size as well

as a central collecting point to mini

mize transportation costs.

These semi-annual sales are pro

viding a new approach to organizing

4-H Clubs in South Central Missouri.

County staffs find it easy to organize

new clubs on this one-project basis.

All youngsters take the 4-H sow

and litter project the first year. As

the new clubs grow in 4-H experience

and desire to expand, they add new

projects and other special interest

features to their programs.

4-H'er urges a bunch of graded pigs toward

scales. After weighing, pigs are combined

with others of similar size and quality.
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MORE ECONOMICS

(Continued from page 155)

Now let's turn to the second ques

tion and identify five categories of

possible projects for economic em

phasis. These would include individ

ual projects in which a member

analyzes his project results, pro

jects in which a member or group

analyzes a given situation, projects

which feature the conduct and man

agement of a money-handling activ

ity, projects which are concerned

with acquiring capital over a period

of years, and projects which feature

group action for individual benefit.

Analyse Record Book

For projects in which a 4-H mem

ber analyzes his own project results,

the already established record book

system can be used. It can be judged

almost entirely on the economic

basis. In addition to the usual con

siderations, such as neatness and pre-

ciseness, major consideration would

be given to the business aspects of

the project.

Many of our record books would

need to be redesigned in order to

make the analysis by the 4-H'er

meaningful to himself and to the

project judge. Illustrative of the way

a 4-H member would analyze his

situation would be consideration of

such points as:

Determining the availability of

markets for his project as a pro

ducer, deciding what to produce to

satisfy a particular market, deciding

what size project to start, deciding

whether to have the 4-H project, and

making choices to reflect manage

ment of the project.

State 4-H leaders, working closely

with their agricultural economics

colleagues, could scale these ideas to

a size comprehensible to the 4-H'er.

For example, a 14-year-old could dis

course on trends and cycles. It would

not be too complicated to show a dia

gram of a hog production cycle and

point out the reasons why it is so,

and then relate the existing situa

tion to the cycle.

For projects in which a member

or group analyzes a given situation,

we have many types of activities

available to carry out an economic

approach. Essays, debates, public

speaking contests, forums, or balance

sheets would provide excellent means

of measuring proficiency in analyz

ing a given situation.

Types of projects in this category

include: visiting different types of

markets—auction, wholesale, road

side; explaining market margins and

the spread between the farm price

and consumption price; explaining

the various services involved in mar

keting; and demonstrating compara

tive advantages of different produc

ing areas.

An example of a project in which

the 4-H'er conducts and manages

money-handling activities is the road

side stand. The project should dem

onstrate to the 4-H'er the value of

such information as costs of each

unit, dates of marketing, costs and

description of roadside facilities. It

should also illustrate the value of

records and description of prepara

tion for market, physical inputs and

outputs, and a summary of costs and

returns, as well as the consideration

given to alternative choices and their

possible effect on profits.

A project in capital acquisition

would record the progress made in

accumulating capital over a number

of years. Financing would become

important to show the proper use of

credit. A year-to-year net worth

statement with a complete balance

sheet would be necessary.

A project featuring group action

for individual benefit would be an

activity in which members of one or

more clubs affiliate to carry out a

specific objective. Examples are a

buying cooperative, a selling coopera

tive, or a community development

project.

Logical Approach

It should be clear at this point

that there is a logical and not too

difficult way in which economics can

be introduced into the 4-H program.

This is necessary for the future de

velopment of a program that hopes

to expand and grow within a frame

work acceptable by society. We will

flounder in this effort if we attempt

to apply a rigorous economic inter

pretation to a completely uninformed

clientele who do not understand com

plex situations. On the other hand,

we can succeed if we identify the

ideas of economics and select them

according to size and complexity to

meet the different phases of develop

ment that youth experiences in ma

turing.

Let economics begin for a 10-year-

old when he turns in his first record

book. The ideas would have to be

simple at this age, but they would

initiate a development which would

help keep the boy or girl in our youth

program until he reaches adulthood.

Then we would see experienced young

men and women who are qualified to

discuss economic problems on even

terms with the best of analysts.

BIG DIVIDENDS

(Continued from page 163)

camp was still another step in leader

ship training for these young people.

In 1957, the third year of special

training, history had become an ac

cepted part of camp.

"Why not invite the Salish Indians

to visit our camp?" some suggested.

The invitation was issued and six of

the tribe came to the camp. The en

tire schedule of camp activities was

built around the Indian theme. The

Salish sat around our campflre and

told Indian legends about the area.

They related instances of Indian his

tory, explained the laws and govern

ment of their tribal council, and told

how treaties with the white man had

affected the lives of their people. At

titudes toward another race were built

around that campflre, as well as a

knowledge of history.

Benefits of Training

After three years of junior leader

training, we can see many dividends

to the county 4-H program. We also

recognize the need for improvements

and hope to carry them out.

Junior leadership now has real

meaning to our older members. The

training has attached prestige to the

project that is holding them in 4-H.

Junior leaders have gained in skills

and confidence and are assuming

more responsibilities in county activi

ties. They have developed a feeling

of real worth and accomplishment.

And the camp programs have been

enriched by the creative thinking of

junior leaders. They have woven his

torical heritage into camp life in such

a living, dramatic manner that it has

become a tradition in Ravalli County.
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I All means of communication were pulled together in the "total

| approach". Above are Opal Roberson (left), clothing specialist, and

I Candace Hurley, assistant extension editor, with some news articles.

by ARDIS W. McMECHAN,

Assistant Extension Editor, Iowa

Mass media versus direct teaching?

There is no versus about it in

Iowa as home economics specialists

take a close look at people's needs in

each subject matter field and how

they can best meet these needs.

Through the "total approach," spe

cialists are using each communication

medium for optimum teaching poten

tial. The best features of television,

radio, press, publications, leader train

ing, and personal contact are com

bined to help more people than ever

before. Real analysis of each medi

um's effectiveness has shown tremen

dous results in terms of reaching peo

ple with important information.

Coordinated Approach

Behind a single important educa

tional program there is total coordin

ated use of all communications meth

ods—direct and indirect. The State

leader, home economics supervisors,

and the editorial staff back up this

total approach by specialists and

county workers.

A case in point is one phase of the

clothing program. Home economists

recognized the impact of today's ris

ing costs on family living. One way

the clothing specialists saw to meet

this need was through makeovers for

children.

The big questions facing the spe

cialists were, "In what ways can we

spend our time and energy to get the

greatest results with a State-wide pro

gram on makeovers? How do we or

ganize through the counties? How do

we reach all people who are interested

in conserving their family resources?"

Responsibilities Shared

Here's how responsibilities for the

program were divided:

The State leader encouraged plan

ning, helped specialists with sched

uling, kept county staffs informed,

and encouraged their participation.

Supervisors worked with county

home economists as they considered

how to integrate televised teaching

series with ongoing programs.

County home economists discussed

the program with family living com

mittees, selected ways to utilize the

program, held workshops for specific

construction problems, worked out

special displays, encouraged enroll

ment and viewing of televised series,

and distributed materials through

schools, factories, and welfare organi

zations.

Specialists trained county staffs, did

direct teaching via TV and worked

with home economics editors in de

velopment of literature, promotional

kits for county staffs, and exhibits.

Home economics editors developed

specialized promotion materials and

worked with commercial stations in

the initiation of the series and follow-

up evaluation.

Almost 6,000 women enrolled for

the New Ways With Castaways series

when it was presented on WOI-TV in

the winter of 1957. Since then thou

sands more have followed the series

on four other commercial stations.

Evaluation by the county home

economists shows that the series

reached people never contacted by

Extension before. Many more urban

women are now taking part in exten

sion activities.

The series helped many women rec

ognize the values of management of

family resources. One news article

brought 300 phone calls to the county

office for literature and more infor

mation.

This was an opportunity to do a

real public relations job through sup

plying educational material to com

mercial stations. Program directors

are aware of the cooperation they can

obtain from the college in presenting

educational programs.

Future Plans

Clothing specialists will continue to

train county workers who have New

Ways With Castaways in their county

programs. Specialists in landscape

architecture, home furnishings, and

family life are also using this co

ordinated approach.

Based on the expressed needs of

the people, this total approach is

being made to problem situations.

Across the board cooperation between

extension specialists, administration,

county workers, and editorial staff is

putting subject matter programs

across effectively and efficiently.

Kinescoped television series performed a

major role in the New Ways With Castaways

State program. Clothing Specialist Shirley

Smith is shown giving demonstration.
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Raising Race Horses—

A Novel 4-H Project

by SHIRL E. BISHOP, Riverside County Farm Advisor, California

Editor's Note: Horse projects, rela

tively new in 4-H, continue to grow

in popularity. They offer youth an

opportunity to acquire healthful liv

ing habits, to participate in group ac

tivities, and to obtain direction in the

use of leisure time. The following

article describes an unusual race

horse project, not completely adapta

ble in other counties. This project in

troduces some of the economic factors

recommended in the article on page

155.

Buyers and sellers of race horses

have stiff competition at one

California sale. They have to bid

against 4-H'ers who raise these thor

oughbreds for their projects.

Unusual? Yes, but not for the Lop

ing Lads and Lassies 4-H Club. These

Riverside County boys and girls have

raised race horses since 1953 and have

consistently made a profit on this

unique enterprise.

The members buy and sell their

animals at the California Thorough

bred Breeders winter sale each Janu

ary. Competing with professional

breeders and trainers, they have met

with great success. The fine animals

they display and their skill in han

dling them have gained the respect

of everyone.

The 4-H'ers raise the thoroughbred

foals or weanlings until they are two

years old, then sell them. Their horses

bring excellent prices, too. One colt

sold for $3200 and several have been

sold for $1700 to $2000. Five club

members made a net profit of $2600

on this project last year.

This business isn't too expensive

either. Several members started with

brood mares or weanlings that cost

from $100 to $200. Expenses run from

$200 to $400 per year, including feed,

veterinary services, medicines, and

insurance. Some members finance

their projects through loans from the

local banks, where they are preferred

customers.

Selection of good blood lines Is im

portant, but the key to the success of

these projects is in the way the ani

mal is grown out. The calcium and

protein balances in the ration are

critical and must be watched very

closely.

Hoofs must be trimmed every two

or three months in order to develop

properly and corrective trimming is

sometimes needed. Control of internal

parasites is a big problem, so regular

laboratory tests are a part of the

program. All members, of course, have

to keep up on the latest developments

in feeds, diseases, and management

procedures.

Under the expert guidance of Mrs.

Dorothy McElhinney, club leader, the

boys and girls carry out an ambitious

training program for their colts.

Young colts are put into the halter,

gentled, and soon begin their training

on a lunge line. Later they are ex

posed to bits, cinching, and sometimes

ground driving. During the last few

months the larger animals may be

ridden. By the time of the sale, they

are ready for their track training.

Not all of the Loping Lads and

Lassies are interested in the race

horse project; some carry on tradi

tional type horse projects. All of

them, however, are developing valu

able skills and attitudes, as well as

deriving pleasure and satisfaction

from this experience.

Loping Lads and Lassies 4-H Club members look over the thorough

bred being raised in race horse project .
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EAR TO THE GROUND

Tremendous changes have been

taking place in Extension in recent

years. Adjustments have been and

are being made to keep pace with the

social, economic, and technological

changes occurring so rapidly in this

country.

When we first started planning a

special issue on Extension Equips for

the Future, we were thinking in terms

of one issue. But we couldn't cover

the many changes in a single issue.

So we are devoting this issue and the

next to this subject. Even with two

issues, we will only be able to give a

sampling of the many adjustments

Extension is making.

Extension began in a vastly differ

ent world. Increased crop production

was the farmer's principal concern.

Pood preservation and preparation

and sewing for the family were the

main interests of the farm wife. The

farm family's outside contacts often

were limited to neighborhood gather

ings, the local newspaper, and the

weekly trip to town to buy supplies.

Now isolation of families, neighbor

hoods, and communities is becoming

history. With extensive use of elec

tricity and electronics, mechanized

equipment, rapid transit, and instant

communications, the family's horizon

is now practically unlimited.

The first three articles in this issue

tell some of these broad trends that

influence the changing character of

rural life and, consequently, the role

of extension work. The remainder of

this issue and the next give examples

of how Extension is making adjust

ments in its operations and studying

ways to make future adjustments.

Basic changes are being made in

the content of the knowledge Exten

sion is teaching. New and more ap

propriate educational approaches and

methods are being devised. Studies

are being used to point the way to

further improvements in methods and

programs. Higher standards and dif

ferent qualifications are needed for

extension workers. Taken as a whole,

these adjustments indicate that Ex

tension is widening its base of oper

ations and expanding its objectives

ations and expanding its objectives.

Next month well have more of the

same. Director Paul Miller of Michi

gan gives some personal reflections

on the Scope Report—one of the

best examples of how Extension is

equipping for the future. And well

have other articles on how extension

is meeting the challenge of change.

—EHR
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DEPOSITED BY THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

by WILLIAM E. MORGAN, President, Colorado State University

It is difficult to realize that transi

tion from the first night in a

heavier-than-air machine to a jet age

transport system has been accom

plished in just a half century. Refer

ence to inter-planetary travel had al

ready found its way into respectable

scientific journals before "sputnik"

found its way into the English lan

guage. (Incidentally, the revised edi

tion of the dictionary I use will insert

"sputnik" between the words "spurt"

and "sputter.")

Through time, man learns more of

the nature of our universe and is able

to exert greater control over it.

Technological advancements occur at

a compound rate with contributions

of learned men who draw heavily on

the works of predecessors.

Absorption of each major tech

nological innovation into our daily

life requires adjustment in our social

organization. For example, doubling

of world population during the last

40 years, due largely to medical

science's reduction in the death rate,

confronts us with a world-wide prob

lem of supplying enough food and

clothing.

The Agricultural Revolution

An integral part of the whole

changing world has been the change

in basic techniques by which human

food and fiber needs are met. The

magnitude of these changes in the

United States during the 16 years

preceding and following 1940 is re

flected in the table below.

The ability of fewer and fewer

American farmers to feed an increas

ing population at higher nutritional

levels can be accounted for largely by

intensified production and transfer

of many functions off the farm.

Farming is more productive. Land

use for crops has increased by less

than 2 percent since 1940, yet total

farm output increased by 36 percent.

This increase in output was made

possible through scientific and tech

nological innovations developed, to a

large extent, off the farms and later

adopted by American farmers.

Percent Change

Item 1924 1940 1956 1924-40 1940-5

Index of total farm output (1910-14=100) 110 134 182 +22 +36

Persons supported by production of one

9 11 21 +25 +95

Index of output per man-hour of farm

work (1947-49—100) 50 70 136 +40 +94

Index of man-hours of farm work

(1947-49-100) 136 119 83 —14 —43

Rapid strides have been made in

increasing efficiency. New crop va

rieties, new cultural methods, im

proved breeds of livestock, and more

efficient livestock rations have been

developed by scientists and applied

by farmers.

New and improved machines have

been developed and widely U3ed. For

example, there are now in the United

States twice as many tractors, 4

times as many corn pickers, and 12

times as many pick-up balers as there

were in 1945.

Farmers are becoming more de

pendent on suppliers of productive

factors for agriculture. Substitution

of tractors for horses has transferred

the job of producing power for Amer

ican agriculture to the factory and

refinery. Farmers are purchasing

more hybrid seeds, processed feeds,

and chemical fertilizers.

Likewise, relations with processors

are multiplying. Many off-farm firms

now are purchasing agriculture's raw

products. Contracts specifying quan

tity, quality, and a wide variety of

other production practices and con

ditions are increasingly common.

These changes add features of time,

place and form utility as products

move into consumption.

In the process of adapting to these

changes American farms are becom

ing fewer but larger, more highly

capitalized and, many of them, more

specialized. The unmistakable trend

is away from a subsistence-type agri

culture to an industry of commercial,

business-type farms growing larger.

Changes in Employment

All of these changes suggest closer

attention to the complex of activities

called agribusiness. If we consider

only those functions performed on

the farm, farm employment has de

creased from 10.4 million in 1947 to

7.6 million in 1957. However, if we

consider both farm and farm-related

workers who supply productive fac

tors to agriculture, those who are

engaged in farming, and still others

who are occupied in processing and

distributing agricultural products,

agriculture-related employment has

remained relatively constant at about

24 million workers since 1940.

(See What's Happening, page 188)
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The Challenge

of Change

by C. M. FERGUSON,

Federal Extension Service

A short time ago one of our econo

mists placed on my desk the

chart that accompanies this article.

As I studied this one line with its

volcanic rise since 1940, it took on a

new meaning. Was this what is

meant by the explosion in agricul

tural technology about which we are

hearing so much?

I was further intrigued by the

economists' estimate that if all our

farmers were following as good prac

tices as those in the upper economic

echelons, this line which has already

reached a phenomenal level of 21

would go up to 45. This would mean

that one man with modern power,

today's chemistry, applied genetics,

and other scientific discoveries

blended into a sound program of

management and marketing could

provide 6 times as many people with

food, fiber, and tobacco as was the

case when the Smith-Lever Act was

passed in 1914.

I recently heard a speaker say that

agriculture was a dying industry. He

pointed to the declining number of

people needed to produce the Nation's

food and fiber. This point of view is

about as consistent as saying that the

airplane industry is dying because

one pilot can haul 100 people today

in contrast to 12 or 15 a few years

ago. As long as our farmers produce

3 meals a day for a population esti

mated to grow to 210 million by 1975,

agriculture can hardly be classified

as a dying industry.

Then, too, the concept that the

terms farming and ranching are syn

onymous with agriculture is equally

indefensible. The business of putting

180 million breakfasts on the Nation's

tables starts with seedbed prepara

tion and ends only when breakfast is

over and Mother puts the dishes in

the dishwasher.

The Whole Team

Agriculture's primary production

team consists of a total of 8 million

workers on 2.1 million farms. And

there is a secondary production team

of about 3 million workers producing

food and fiber on a part-time basis on

2.6 million farms. In today's modern

agriculture, for every producer who

turns a furrow in the spring, there

are 1.3 workers employed in trans

porting, processing, and merchandis

ing farm products. Another .8 of a

worker provides each farmer with

supplies he uses in production.

Each of us as a consumer has a

real stake in the business of agricul

ture, too. If you and I are going to

live and live well, we will do it with

a growing dynamic agriculture—not

one which could be described as

dying.

Our attention is frequently called

to the increasing spread between

farm and consumer prices. This is

largely a result of extending and ex

panding the processes and services

of distribution. We have come a far

piece from the day when we traded

eggs and butter on Saturday night

for flour, sugar, and salt, to today's

complicated marketing system.

The housewife who works for

wages, and approximately one-third

do, wants her potatoes washed and

packaged, or perhaps even prefried

and frozen. Time takes on new

values in her modern world. She

buys her fruit and vegetables in pack

ages which fit her home refrigerator.

Few indeed are those who will drive

out to the farm, buy a 100-pound sack

of field-run potatoes or a barrel of

apples, store them in the basement,

sort and resort them, eating first

those showing signs of deterioration

before they are lost completely.

Some of us can well remember doing

that.

(See The Challenge, page 189)
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THE IMPACT OF CHANGE

ON THE FARM FAMIL

by PAUL C. JOHNSON, Editor, Prairie Farmer

TpiXTENSiON workers are keenly

Pi aware of the revolution taking

place in American rural life. This

revolution is much more comprehen

sive than the startling technological

changes that get the headlines.

It is not just that farms are getting

bigger and farm businesses more

complicated. The revolution is reach

ing deep into family and community

life, affecting work habits, educa

tional goals, and civic institutions.

The change has come gradually.

We who have been busy in the day-

to-day service of farm people may

not realize its full significance.

Significant Changes

The farmer has become a different

man. He is now a brain worker.

Muscle power commands a poor re

turn because the electric motor and

the internal-combustion engine can

furnish this at a fraction of the cost

of human labor.

Farming has emerged as a profes

sion. The farmer's technological

knowledge must compare favorably

with that of a county agent. He

must be a businessman, too, because

his total operation compares to a

hardware store or a lumber yard in

town.

His duties as a citizen have also

changed. Now he must share both

viewpoint and responsibility with

many nonfarmers living in the coun

try. The traditional responsibilities

of country schools and township

roads have broadened. To them

have been added problems of rural

zoning, sanitation, water supply, law

enforcement, and many others.

Farming may no longer be the sole

means of livelihood of the family.

Father, mother, and children may

work part-time in town or may have

demanding business sidelines.

. As every home demonstration

worker knows, the life of the home-

maker has changed right along with

the responsibilities of the farmer.

The increasingly fluid community has

brought nonfarm women into the

church, parent-teacher association,

and home study group. A growing

proportion of all women in the rural

community are gainfully employed

and looking for the short cuts of

homemaking that go with the dual

responsibility of job and family.

The need for steady income in siz

able amounts is felt keenly by the

woman of the household. If her hus

band is farming, financial worries are

probably multiplying as the couple

wrestles with the growing complexity

of the farm business.

In this climate of growing eco

nomic competition and quickening

activity, the homemaker finds her

most important job is to stabilize

family life and increase its spiritual

content. She needs to know how to

ease the tension under which her hus

band works, to counteract the divisive

forces that shatter the family, and

temper the materialism of the time

with cultural and spiritual warmth.

Effects on Children

Children are much on the move.

They go to school in town and engage

in athletics and music after school

hours, thereby reducing their time

in the home and on the farm.

Early in its history, Extension ac

cepted responsibility for the educa

tion and development of rural youth.

The 4-H movement, and later the

older youth programs, grew and pros

pered. The project approach was

broadened to embrace citizenship

activities.

Even while extension workers

worked diligently for a better rural

life and better equipped young

farmers, they were aware that more

than half of their charges would not

be farmers. If youth was an "export"

farm crop two generations ago, this

is even more true today.

Broad education and wise voca-'

tional guidance are now as necessary

as good nutrition. The proportion of

farm-reared boys and girls who will

continue in farming has declined

steadily. How can we back away

from the "how can you keep them

down on the farm" point of view and

enter into a period of full vocational

choice without appearing to sabotage

rural ideals and family tradition?

This is one of the knottiest prob

lems facing those who serve rural

people. It must be done by first mak

ing clear the new skills required of a

present-day commercial farmer, then

by setting forth with vision the many

professions that have emerged in

relation to modern agriculture, and

lastly by a full presentation of the

challenge of other vocations and

professions.

In this last connection, we have a

special opportunity to point out that

the traditions and ideals of rural life

are no longer the monopoly of the

full-time farmer. Many of the ad

vantages of rural living can be at

tained by persons in other kinds of

work.

New Needs

The rural families we serve have

new needs. If we are to continue to

be of service, we must weigh these

needs and decide which are upper

most. As the rural community

changes, Extension must change with

it.

Technology and business manage

ment cannot be abandoned. The

(See Farm Family, page 190)
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Extension's Look to the Future in Marketing

by R. C. SCOTT, Federal Extenson Service

Marketing educational work has

been conducted by the Cooper

ative Extension Service for many

years. But marked changes have oc

curred in this area during the past

10 years. These changes came about

Jollowing passage of the Agricultural

Marketing Act.

This Act provided funds for mar

keting research, educational, and serv

ice work. It provided for work with

clientele new to Extension in many

cases. And it required reorientation

of the point of view from which we

had carried on marketing programs

in the past.

Prior to the passage of the Agricul

tural Marketing Act, most educational

work in marketing had been conduc

ted with farmers and first handlers

on "farm centered" problems.

Change in Emphasis

The Agricultural Marketing Act

helped to develop a philosophy that

much of the emphasis in our market

ing work must be beyond the farm.

We must work with those who proc

ess, distribute, and consume agricul

tural products if a significant contri

bution is to be made in increasing

marketing efficiency.

This concept was expressed in the

intent or purpose of the Act as fol

lows: "It is further declared to be

the policy of the Congress to promote

through research, study, experimenta

tion, and through cooperation among

Federal and State agencies, farm or

ganizations, and private industry, a

scientific approach to the problems of

marketing, transportation, and dis

tribution of agricultural products sim

ilar to the scientific methods which

have been utilized so successfully dur

ing the past 84 years in connection

with the production of agricultural

products, so that such products cap

able of being produced in abundance

may be marketed in an orderly man

ner and efficiently distributed."

This authorization and the appro

priation of funds provided a real

challenge to Extension. Much prog

ress already has been made in meet

ing this challenge and, as we look to

the future, there is little question but

that we can fully meet it.

We have broadened our audience to

include assemblers, transporters, proc

essors, wholesalers, retailers, and con

sumers. We are finding that individ

uals with a wide range of back

grounds of training and experience

have a real contribution to make in

increasing the efficiency of processing

and distributing agricultural prod

ucts. We are also finding that many

extension methods which have worked

successfully with rural groups also

work well with processors and dis

tributors. For example, result demon

strations are being used successfully

with retailing organizations.

A great deal of pioneering work

has been done in marketing educa

tional work during the past 10 years.

The results of these efforts in one

State have frequently spread rapidly

to others. The following areas are

some in which greater emphasis has

been placed in recent years.

Marketing information programs

for consumers expanded rapidly in

the 1950's. These are now in opera

tion in areas where about 60 percent

of the Nation's population live.

Programs aimed at increasing the

efficiency of retailing have received

considerable emphasis in recent years.

About one-third of the States now

have full-fledged programs with this

Important segment of the distribution

chain.

Work has been and is being devel

oped on commodity marketing prob

lems with assemblers, processors,

wholesalers, and others in the distri

bution system. Many of these prob

lems require action by all segments

of the system if significant changes

are to be made.

While work with transportation

agencies has been limited, some ex

cellent examples of educational pro

grams exist. Representatives of vari

ous types of transportation agencies

have been brought together to con

sider research findings which could

be brought to bear on their problems.

Programs with processors are re

ceiving more attention, particularly

as they apply to new uses and im

proved processing methods. Much

work has been carried on for many

years with dairy plants. Educational

programs have also been developed

or expanded in recent years with

processors of fruits, vegetables, meats,

grain and grain by-products, and

cotton.

Reflect in Future

Changes are being made in the

nature and operation of educational

programs today which may reflect on

the complexion of these programs a

few years from now. The demands

for marketing educational assistance

are increasing and are being reflected

in more work with processing and dis

tributing firms and consumers.

While much of the marketing work

with farmers and first handlers has

been carried on by county agents, a

great deal of this work with other

groups is being carried on by special

ists or specialized agents. Specialized

agents work in a market area or dis

trict in some States. The marketing

information program for consumers

is being conducted largely by special

ized agents.

Much of the marketing educational

work is being carried on by econo

mists. This is particularly true in

areas other than the technology of

processing. Many extension adminis

trators recognize, however, that in

dividuals with a wide variety of dis

ciplinary backgrounds such as chem

istry, bacteriology, economics, and en

gineering have a contribution to make

to a marketing educational program.

We can expect more teamwork from

(See Future in Marketing, page 184)
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In TUNE

with the TIME

by WALTER C. HAYNES, Madison County Agent, Ind.

Extension's big job today is to

harmonize its programs and

methods with the ever-changing needs

of the people it serves. People, com

munities, farming, homemaking, and

industry all change. As an educa

tional team, Extension has to be in

tune with the times.

A brief look back about 20 years in

Madison County, Ind., reveals some

changes in the county extension pro

gram. The 3,300 farms of 20 years

ago averaged less than 70 acres each

as compared to the present 2..200

farms with an average size of 110

acres. The county population was

about 88,000, with 12,000 living on

farms. Today there are nearly

110,000 people, with 9,000 listed as

rural farm. The county seat, Ander

son, has increased from 39,000 to

more than 50,000 population.

Each year the county extension

committee and the extension agents

review and suggest char ;es in the

extension program. Oth<sr commit

tees and groups in charge of special

events endeavor to keep up to date.

Urban Influvnce

Twenty years ago tl i agent spent

two days each week on farm visits in

this effective, individual, personal-

help method. Today, while slightly

fewer farm visits are made (386 in

1957 compared to 590 in 1937), they

are mainly hurried calls to commit

teemen, demonstrate! s, and coopera-

tors. More time is now required in

the office, handling administration

and increased calls concerning urban

problems on lawns, shrubs, gardens,

flowers, and household insects.

4-H Club work has b*en changed

to meet the urban growth. In 1937

there were 859 members enrolled,

with about 50 percent on farms. In

1957 the enrollment was 1,206 mem

bers, with only 26 percent on farms.

Such projects as forestry, wildlife,

entomology, handicraft, electric, rab

bits, pheasants and quail-raising are

all rather new 4-H Club projects in

this county and appeal to urban

members.

The home demonstration program

listed 35 clubs with 914 members in

1937, 80 percent of whom were farm

women. Today there are 73 clubs

with 1,548 members, 34 percent of

whom live on farms.

Subject matter has changed from

making feed-sack aprons to such

modern lessons as weight control,

outdoor cookery, family recreation,

and how to be a gracious hostess. A

foods project was organized a year

ago with the local labor unions. Food

buying, meal planning, and time

management were given as special

lessons for the wives of the labor

union members, as well as employed

women.

Extension has also adjusted by

adding activities that did not exist

20 years ago. An annual farmer-

businessmen's banquet, involving

about 200 farmers and 200 business

men, helps to create better under

standing between these two groups.

An annual tour is arranged for about

100 businessmen to visit three farms

and talk with farmers about their

problems. The local chamber of

commerce and the county farm

bureau cooperate in these two events.

The extension agent serves as a

member of the county planning com

mission. Much of its work has been

the zoning of subdivisions around

cities. The latest venture is the zon

ing of 7 tracts involving about 700

acres for future factory sites.

Projecting Programs

While our county extension pro

gram has made adjustments to meet

the needs of the urban people, the

farm folks continue to receive the

latest scientific information through

field demonstrations, meetings, news,

letters, and other methods. There is

a tendency toward more specialized

meetings with smaller attendance.

Our county extension committee is

starting a long-time program of

analyzing and outlining methods for

Extension to do a better job for both

the rural and urban families.

One last comparison will explain

how Extension can broaden the pro

gram and still get the job done. In

1937 we had 133 men, 161 women, 34

boys, and 43 girls listed as local

leaders and committee members. In

1957 we listed 370 men, 1,464 women,

70 boys and 157 girls as local leaders.

Much time and effort is spent on

leader training with these local lead

ers.

Extension can almost say that the

size and effectiveness of the county

program depends upon the number

and quality of trained leaders. With

proper guidance, they will usually

point out the problem, suggest a solu

tion, and work out the answer.

A couple of new terms seem to de

scribe our changing county. They

are The Urban Sprawl and Rurban.

Extension must adjust to meet the

problems which are associated with

these kinds of changes.
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Our County Looked in the Mirror

by ROBERT JOSSERAND, Sedgwick County Agricultural Agent, Colorado

i

The Great Plains in Transition

probably will rank as the all-time

best selling book in Sedgwick County,

Colo. Its teachings were a mirror in

which the people of Sedgwick County

could see their mistakes and their

problems. Even more important,

they could see possible solutions to

those problems.

This book touched off a wave of

interest in agricultural adjustment

problems in the county. The result

is a public well-informed in public

affairs and policies and more capable

of coping with adjustments.

Sedgwick is a small, predominantly

rural county. Polks around here are

intelligent, but they never were con

sidered "bookish."

As in every rural area, by 1956

everyone in the county was deeply

concerned about the adjustments in

agriculture. Businessmen as well as

farmers and ranchers were interested

—and more than a little apprehen

sive—about the changes that were

occurring. They could see a trend to

bigger, more efficient farming units.

With the trend came a multitude of

problems—higher operating invest

ments, farm consolidation, school re

organization, declining population.

Moving Into Action

Drouth, too, was becoming a factor

and accelerating the changes. It

began to be evident that a sturdy

fight for survival was underway.

So the interest in agriculture and

its troubles was already there. The

book merely "jelled" an uneasy con

cern into action.

Author of The Great Plains in

Transition is Carl Frederick Kraen-

zel, a University of Montana sociolo

gist. In the book, he deals with

conditions and problems peculiar to

the Great Plains region and ham

mers out three overriding require

ments for successful living—reserves,

flexibility, and mobility.

"Discovery" of the book was made

by a wheat grower. He discussed it

with Carl Hoffman, then the county

agent, and together they encouraged

a small group of county leaders to

read Kraenzel's book. Would it be

possible, one asked, to organize dis

cussion groups to take up the book

in detail? It would.

A group of 24 community leaders—

farmers, business and professional

men—met weekly to study the book

in detail. They decided the book had

popular appeal and asked that a

meeting of the County Crops and

Livestock Improvement Association

be devoted to The Great Plains in

Transition.

11-Point Plan

Before a crowd of 225 people,

Extension Economist Avery Bice gave

an overall review of the book. Then

a panel of six discussion group par

ticipants attacked the problems of

the Great Plains. They drafted an

11-point program of recommenda

tions as follows:

A well-informed, well-educated pub

lic. Suggestions, included informing

elementary and secondary teachers

of Plains problems, a regional univer

sity, and an adult education program

built around discussion groups.

Creating reserves. Why not aver

age incomes over a 5-year period in

calculating income tax? Changes

also might be made to permit ac

cumulation of reserve funds in good

times by local governmental units

which could be drawn upon during

lean years.

End outside financial exploitation.

Particular reference was made to

freight rate inequities.

Problemi of the Great Plains, and their pos

sible solutions, were the No. 1 topic over the

countryside. Here, Al Smith (left) and Lloyd

Kontny pursue the discussion while Smith

tends to his chores.

Weather research. Emphasize

long-range forecasting and weather

modification.

Seek strength through unity. A

regional advisory council was sug

gested to work toward adequate in

ventory of resources and better com

munication.

Land classification and regulation.

Regulation of use was suggested for

lands unsuited for cropping. Govern

ment purchase of marginal lands for

rehabilitation and regulatory control

was suggested as a method of protect

ing land resources and providing for

economic units.

Correlation of efforts by Federal

and State agencies. The possibility

of establishing regional units was

proposed. To achieve adaptation of

programs, a regional approach must

be made to regional problems.

Research on alternatives for wheat.

Hazards of dependence on one crop

were emphasized.

Underground water study. Im

portance of surveying underground

water potential and limitations was

stressed, as well as the need for a

study of ways to conserve the supply

where recharge rates are low.

Study industrial possibilities. In

dustrial development was discussed

as an aid for general economic sta

bility for the area.

Develop political potency. It was

CSee In the Mirror, page 188)
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Migrant workers play an import

ant role in agricultural produc

tion. But, as they travel from one

temporary home to another, they

don't have many opportunities for

improving their living.

Through a demonstration project

in Marquette County, Wis., we at

tempted to broaden these opportuni

ties for migrants. The county is the

center of a rapidly developing area

of vegetable production. More than

2,000 acres of muck land is under

cultivation for lettuce, beets, spinach,

mint, onions, carrots, sweet corn, and

tomatoes, with 10,000 acres of muck

soil available in the area.

Living Conditions

Migrant labor is used to produce

and harvest the crops. They are

housed in comparatively small camps,

ranging from 20 to 80 persons.

Some workers come to the county

for 5 months; others come only for

the harvest period of about 6 weeks.

Spanish - American families from

Texas predominate, with some Mexi

can men also brought in on contracts.

At the peak of the season some 1,000

men, women, and children are in the

county.

In the spring of 1957, the National

Consumers Committee for Research

and Education was asked to sponsor

a research experiment in Wisconsin,

utilizing extension resources in work

ing with families of migrant workers.

A successful project, it was believed,

would demonstrate the desirability

and possibility of similar programs

in other States.

No community projects had been

in operation among the migrants in

the area, so the county presented a

good opportunity for experimenta

tion. The county extension staff of

four full-time workers assumed the

responsibility for the project.

The project's purpose was: To pro

vide educational and recreational op

portunities for migrant families, and

to increase understanding between

families, farmers, and people of the

community.

Mrs. Ruth Braun, a former Wis

consin home agent, was hired for this

experimental project in the summer

of 1957. Betty Dixon, a teacher who

spoke Spanish, was named her assist

ant. The program was organized

with the help of an advisory com

mittee, made up of farmers, school

representatives, a newspaper editor,

a county nurse, and agricultural com

mittee members.

The first step was to get acquainted

with the migrant workers and the

families. All camps were visited and

contacts made with the families.

Camp leaders were interviewed to

learn the needs and interests of

workers. People were concerned

about the health, housing, recrea

tional, and educational opportunities.

The need for better food care and

management was apparent. Foods

and nutrition were a real problem

with small stoves, no ovens, and little

refrigeration. The mothers were re

sourceful and interested in getting

practical help.

Improvements in housing were

needed, many of which could be

made by the families. Interest in

clothing appeared in each camp.

Mexican Nationals were interested

in more opportunity for recreation

because they were there without their

families.

Weekly Programs

Individual weekly programs were

planned for each camp. Children

were interested in craft work and

games. They were taught to make

foot stools, stuffed dolls, paper place

mats, bean bags, and scrapbooks.

Sewing was popular with the

women. Machines were provided in

the camps and tables were made from

vegetable crates piled together and

covered with a blanket.

Women and older girls learned to

use patterns. They made skirts,

dresses, and shirts. Some learned

knitting, crocheting, and embroidery.

A food demonstration was the

highlight of the season. Held in a

country school building, it was at

tended by both migrant workers and

wives of farmers. Demonstrations

included the Spanish way, shown by

migrant women, and the foods served

in Marquette County homes. One

group made enchiladas, one tacos,

another tamales, another fried

chicken—Spanish style.

One woman said, "You know, Mrs.

Braun, this was the first time I had

(See Migrant Workers, page 184)
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Georgia Reorganizes for the Future

by W. A. SUTTON, State Extension Director, Georgia

Amore abundant life in all its as

pects for all the people of

Georgia is the overall goal of our

extension program. Efficiency in pro

duction and marketing of agricul

tural products, in the management

of the farm and home—is the watch

word of this program. Proven exten

sion methods are helping Georgia

families to reach desired goals toward

better living.

To better practice this efficiency

which we advocate, we recently

adopted a comprehensive plan of re

organization.

As our program and staff developed

into its present scope and strength,

several factors became apparent

which indicated the need for a

thorough examination and reorgani

zation of our extension structure.

This was imperative if our staff was

to effectively render the full impact

of its combined talent, knowledge,

and desire to serve.

Need for Adjustments

Over the years, the Georgia Exten

sion Service had grown tremendously

in both personnel and funds. But

this growth had been spasmodic, in

answer to specific needs as occasion

demanded and opportunity allowed.

No total, comprehensive extension

program, together with an overall

estimate of staff and budgetary re

quirements necessary for its fulfill

ment, had ever been formulated.

Rather, the total extension program

and budget was only the sum total

of its many and varied parts.

Expansion of the Extension Service

in recent years had given it a rela

tively new and untried staff, the

largest and youngest in history.

Training and experience of individual

staff members was well documented

in our personnel files, but the

strength and ability of these indi

viduals as a team was an unknown

quantity.

Since World War II, Georgia had

been caught up in a vast social and

economic revolution. The impacts of

industrialization, urbanization, and

farm mechanization were being felt.

Old established patterns of rural life

were breaking up.

Agriculture had been changing

from the mule-plow cultivation of

field crops to the feeding-out of beef

cattle, swine, and poultry. Large

initial investments and managerial

skills had become prerequisites for

successful farming. It was obvious

that Extension must have a new and

revitalized structure for service.

Beginning Reorganization

As the first step toward reorgani

zation, we asked the Federal Exten

sion Service to cooperate in a

thorough study of our strengths,

weaknesses, and needs for the future.

Administrator Ferguson agreed to

cooperate fully and, because such a

complete study had never been made

before, suggested that the study be a

joint effort.

He appointed a committee to work

with a committee of Georgia exten

sion workers. As a unit, they were

asked to make a complete manage

ment study, the findings of which

would be the basis for recommenda

tions for changes in our organization.

Members of the Federal committee

were: Gerald H. Huffman, Chairman,

Assistant Administrator; Luke M.

Schruben, Assistant Administrator;

Joseph P. Flannery, Director, Division

of Management Operations; John

Speidel, Chief, Personnel Manage

ment Branch; Mary Louise Collings,

Chief, Extension Training Branch;

and Richard E. Ballard, Internal

Audit Staff.

The Georgia committee was com

posed of: L. W. Eberhardt, Jr., Chair

man, Associate Director; Charles R.

O'Kelley, State Agricultural Leader:

Eddye Ross, State Home Demonstra

tion Leader; Tommy Walton, State

4-H Club Leader; S. G. Chandler,

Chairman, Extension Training; J.

Pledger Carmichael, State Extension

Editor; and Charlie Bryant, Exten

sion Training.

Changes Planned

These committee members worked

diligently for many months. Their

criticisms were candid and their

recommendations sound and prac

tical. The committee's report has

been explained to all county and

State personnel and the recommen

dations are being adopted as rapidly

as possible.

No drastic overhaul or restyling of

the Extension structure was recom

mended. Basically, our organization

was found to be sound and not a

single position was eliminated. In

stead, further expansion was recom

mended. Recommendations of the

joint committee already or soon to be

put into effect, include:

• Greater responsibility for the

planning, coordination, and imple

mentation of the programs of our 18

subject-matter projects has been

given to the State Program Leaders

for Home Economics, 4-H Club Work,

and Agriculture.

• Immediate supervision of State

staff members in such matters as

approval of travel requests, purchase

orders, leave, etc., has been given to

the State Program Leader.

• Our system for the administra

tion and supervision of county work

by a joint team of a man and a

woman district agent has been

strengthened by appointment of a

district chairman. Authority for dis-

(See Georgia Reorganizes, page 184)
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Farm and Home Planning

by M. C. HOUGAN and M. F. BUNNELL,

Yakima County Agricultural Agents, Wash.

Close cooperation between Soil

Conservation Service and Exten

sion is an integral part of Farm and

Home Planning in Yakima County,

Wash. This has been true since

Yakima was selected as a pilot

county for Farm and Home Planning

in 1953.

One of the basic concepts both

services worked under was that the

farm and family were to be treated

as a unit. SCS recognized that de

cisions affecting the farm also

affected the family. Extension recog

nized that wise use of soil and water

resources were dependent upon well-

informed decisions by the family

unit.

The decisions which SCS and Ex

tension counseled on varied widely.

Perhaps the type of irrigation to be

used was a question on one farm.

How fast could financial arrange

ments be made for necessary drain

age work may have been another

question.

Results Apparent

Results of early cooperative plan

ning with farm families are now ap

parent throughout the county.

Nearly all farms in the county are

irrigated. Conservation of water, as

well as soil, is important on these

farms.

The Chester Miller family, with

the encouragement of the District

Conservationist, was one of the first

to take part in Farm and Home Plan

ning. One of their problems was

distribution of irrigation water. The

tppography of the farm is rough and

washing of the soil due to steep

slopes was common. Runs for rill

irrigation generally were short.

A sprinkler irrigation system was

indicated and SCS personnel planned

the installation. Financing was

worked out with Farmers Home

Administration by the family, with

Extension cooperating.

Field usage has been changed on

the Miller farm. Production has

doubled by increased pasture and

hay output and enlargement of the

dairy herd. Pride of ownership, lack

ing before the planning was done, is

now clearly visible on the place.

Often associated with irrigation is

the need for drainage, with resultant

alkali accumulation. The Norman

Crosier farm was characteristic of

this condition.

His farm was surveyed by SCS

which recommended drainage work.

But, to be effective, the drainage

work could not be confined to one

farm. Cooperation of four other

farm owners was necessary.

Under the leadership of Mr.

Crosier, cooperation of the neighbors

was obtained. SCS planned the

neighborhood drainage system and

the work was carried out over a

period of two years.

Now the results are apparent.

Where formerly the ground on many

parts of the Crosier farm was white

with accumulated salts, good cover

crops are now growing. Where fruit

trees died from excess alkali, replace

ments are growing. Alkali is still

present, but drainage has helped

correct it and Extension's recom

mendations for resistant types of

trees and crops have minimized its

effects.

Production per acre is not yet as

high as it might be. As time goes

on, however, the excess salts will be

removed. New trees replacing the

killed and stunted trees will increase

production.

Without the far-sighted cooperative

planning by SCS and Extension and

the farmer's willingness to improve

operations, the farm would have con

tinued to decrease in productivity.

Now it is progressing more rapidly

than the average in the community.

How It's Done

One of the first steps in Farm and

Home Planning is an inventory of

the resources available to the farm

family. If an SCS map has not been

prepared prior to the inventory, it

is recommended that this be obtained

as soon as possible.

Usually SCS develops a complete

farm plan with the cooperators. This

is used by extension workers in de

veloping plans with the farm family,

particularly in relation to land use.

The combination of the farm map

and land use recommendations is

often indispensable. The map alone

may lead to poor management de

cisions.

For example, Mr. and Mrs. Robert

Assink purchased their farm in 1957.

The farm map showed that approxi

mately half of the farm was cut into

(See Teaming Up, page 188)
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Probing To

Determine Needs

by FERN SHIPLEY, Federal Extension Service

Arizona first-year 4-H girls learn fundamentals of sewing through

the guidance of trained adults.

Why don't more leaders attend

training meetings? How im

portant are meetings in a total train

ing program? What can we do for

the new leader? These are typical

questions that Western States' 4-H

Club and other supervisors faced up

to in a series of three meetings last

March.

Their discussions were sparked by

data from the fifth phase of the

Western 4-H Club study, a regionwide

analysis that has been in action since

1949 under the able chairmanship of

Associate Director Carroll Young-

strom, of Idaho. Since the begin

ning, Mrs. Laurel Sabrosky, Federal

Extension Service, has guided the

technical procedures, consulted with

participating States and worked with

the committee on analysis and

planning.

Progressively, the study has probed

deeper and deeper into the problem

of how to keep beginning members

in 4-H Club work for a longer period.

Each of the five phases has been an

outgrowth of the previous step and

the resulting analysis and discussion.

Analyzed Reenrollment

The first step was to survey and

describe the first-year 4-H Club mem

bers. Reenrollment for the second

year was correlated with age, size of

club, project, and other factors.

Results showed that more than

two-fifths of the first-year members

were 12 years of age or over. And

it was found that the older the boys

and girls were when they joined 4-H

Clubs, the less likely they were to

reenroll.

Fewer first-year 4-H members were

reenrolling in large clubs than in

smaller ones. Also, members re-

enrolled to a greater degree from re

organized clubs than from those that

failed to reorganize.

First-year 4-H Club boys and girls

who enrolled in certain projects had

a greater tendency to reenroll than

those in other projects. This raised

questions about factors within the

project, as well as about types of

literature supplied, activities con

ducted, and help given.

Because reenrollment varied be

tween States and among counties

within a State, the committee then

decided to study some counties hav

ing what seemed to be good 4-H pro

grams. Detailed case studies were

made in four counties, one each in

Utah, Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho.

The results, showing 15 factors re

lated to high reenrollment, were sum

marized in a training leaflet called

Going Up. Later it was reissued

under the title Boosting 4-H Reenroll

ment.

In Phase III came real involvement

of county staff members. This phase

was undertaken because even the

"good" counties lost first-year 4-H

members. Case studies were made

of 203 boys and girls who had re

mained in club work only one year.

Agents making the studies reported

that this was a meaningful training

experience for them.

These studies revealed that when

a member dropped out, it was usually

because help and encouragement were

not available to them when they

needed it. Generally the local leaders

had not been equipped to help the

member in that particular situation.

Progress towards better 4-H pro

grams was marked when agents

realized that the program, not the

member, had been inadequate. Out

of this third phase came the training

bulletin. Meeting the Basic Needs of

First-Year 4-H Club Members.

This bulletin, and other Western

Study findings are generally appli

cable to club work across the country.

The West has all types of 4-H or

ganizational patterns—project clubs,

school clubs, community clubs, and

combinations of all three. Many

ideas and experiences from other

localities are intermingled.

Studying Attitudes

It was evident to the study com

mittee, however, that the findings

were not boosting reenrollment to

the degree expected. Deeper probing

was necessary to accelerate progress.

So, Phase IV was undertaken, this

time a study of extension workers to

try to find out if their attitudes to

ward 4-H work were affecting use of

the study findings. Attitudes were

found among some workers that in

dicated a lack of interest in improv

ing 4-H work. These findings were

distributed to the State administra

tive staff for use as they saw fit.

The findings pointed up the need

of a fifth phase focused on the op-

(See Determine Needs, page 182)
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TOWNSHIP

EXTENSION

PROGRAM

an experiment in education

by L. H. BROWN, Extension Specialist in Agricultural Economics, Michigan

Agricultural leaders have long

been concerned with the time

lag between the development of new

technology and its general adoption

by farmers. In 1953 Michigan exten

sion administrators decided to do

something about it. The result was

the Township Extension Program.

The program was financed jointly

with funds provided by the Kellogg

Foundation, the State, farmers, and

in some cases by local business firms.

An extension agent was placed in

each of five townships representing

different types of farming in Michi

gan's lower peninsula. The selected

townships were located as far as pos

sible from county extension offices.

The broad objective of the Town

ship Program has been, "helping

farm people to achieve a more pros

perous, productive and otherwise

satisfying farm life." This has been

carried out through personalized "on-

the-farm" educational work.

The five agents were experienced

extension workers and had demon

strated ability to work with farm

families on an intensive basis. In

this new program they were admin

istratively a part of the county ex

tension staffs. But in planning they

worked directly with the State leader

of special programs. A farm manage

ment specialist helped coordinate

plans.

In order to evaluate the program,

a research project was set up under

the guidance of Dr. James Nielson,

agricultural economist. He made

benchmark surveys in both experi

mental and control areas, followup

surveys at the halfway mark, and

will make a final survey early in

1959.

The township agent and his family

became 24-hour-a-day members of

the community and participated in

all community activities. This pro

duced some new situations for the

extension workers.

First, the extensionist became a

neighbor with most of his clientele.

And most folks feel free to call on

neighbors for anything, any time.

Secondly, he is a 24-hour repre

sentative of an educational institu

tion which is a source of up-to-date

information. This presents some

problems at times. For example, the

man tends to become a symbol of

the institution. When personnel

changes must be made, people find it

difficult to accept the idea that some

one else can do the job.

Of course, there are many advan

tages of living in the community in

which one works. As the agent be

comes established as a source of

technical and economic information

and a demonstrator of how to use

this information, he tends to be used

intensively. Whether he is in church,

shopping, or in his office, he must be

prepared for questions.

Grouting Pains

The Township Program experi

enced some growing pains common

to any program designed to work

closely with people. One was the

problem of getting acquainted and

establishing confidence.

People must be sure that the agent

"knows his stuff." And they must

have confidence that personal mat

ters will not be revealed to neighbors.

Most agents say it took one to two

years before real headway was made.

In dealing with this problem, the

advice of the late Michigan Extension

Director, C. V. Ballard, proved to be

invaluable. He said that if, in your

early contacts with a man, you can

tell him something he knows to be

true, he will always consider you to

be an expert. And, if you ask for

a man's advice or counsel on some

thing he knows, he will always regard

you highly. The township agents

proved this to be sound psychology

to apply in getting established in the

community.

Get-Acquainted Calls

Another means of getting estab

lished was through get-acquainted

calls, without invitation. The agent

picked up information about size of

operation, kinds of enterprises, and

size of family. Any ideas for recom

mended changes gained from such a

first visit were inventoried for future

reference as a basis for motivating

the family. Frequently such a visit

resulted in a request for information

or future help.

Early in the program the agents

established several farm planning

groups, usually of younger families.

Five to eight families were led

through a planning procedure—

recording facts about the present

situation, establishing goals, and de

veloping plans for attaining these

goals. The agent visited individual

(See Township Program, page 191)
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DETERMINE NEEDS

(Continued from page 180)

portunities that local leaders have

had for training. Training is a

broad field, so the committee decided

to concentrate on a study of county

leader training meetings. The com

mittee considered that county staffs,

with their heavy work loads, must

rely upon meetings.

They also realized that many

things can be more effectively pre

sented in a group training oppor

tunity where leaders can share with

each other.

All training meetings for 33

counties—304 meetings with 3,307

volunteer leaders attending—were ob

served and tabulated over a 12-

months period. The quality of the

training job was not appraised—only

the opportunity the leaders had for

training. The hypothesis was that

if there were not enough leaders at

tending training meetings, if there

were not enough meetings, if the

information obtained from 4-H stud

ies was not included in the meetings,

then something extra would have to

be done to get study findings into use.

Again the participating counties

had the richest opportunity and the

survey became a training experience.

When "our" county's data was in

cluded, "we" were most eager to

Arizona adult shows sympathetic interest

while a 4-H'er learns skills of how to do.

know the findings and were alerted

to causes and effects.

The 10 areas included in the sur

vey blank were the result of discus

sion and correspondence by the State

Club Leaders of the entire Western

Region.

More than 30 States are using

these 10 areas as a basis for a shar

ing effort in leadership training.

Each State has selected one area and

is developing materials and conduct

ing a training program. The methods

and materials that prove effective

will be shared with other States.

Mrs. Sabrosky, as consultant to

the Study Committee, has pointed

out other pertinent research about

help that leaders need. At the re

cent Western meetings, serious con

sideration was given to these first-

priority needs of new leaders: Ex

planation of their duties, informa

tion about help available for doing

the job, training to understand young

psople better and how to work with

them, ideas about how to develop a

recreation program, personal con

sultation with the professional leader,

and moral support from the trained

personnel.

Experienced leaders want, as first

priority: Training in subject matter,

opportunity to share experiences

with other leaders, help with recrea

tion activities, and ideas on how to

obtain better parent cooperation.

This information was helpful in

analyzing the results from Phase V.

When it was found, for example, that

only 56 percent of the leaders at

tended any training meetings, imme

diately the questions were, Why

didn't they attend? Can our meet

ings be better planned and con

ducted? How can we reach those

leaders who do not attend?

Lack of attendance was most acute

among beginning leaders who ap

parently had greatest need of the

help. Timing of meetings, content,

methods used, who did the teaching,

and size of the group are all part of

the significant information. The job

now is one of application.

It was interesting to note that re

sults varied more between counties

within a State than between States.

That apparently brings need for fur

ther analysis of tenure and training

of agents, planning processes used

for program determination, 4-H

events conducted, and program em

phasis.

The Western Regional Study Com

mittee plans an October meeting

when they will consider the next

steps in regionwide effort. Directors

have given full support to every

phase of the study, realizing that we

must take a searching look at our

program in operation if we are to

make meaningful program changes.

Value of Thesis

I read with much interest the Janu

ary issue, Doors of Opportunity to

Professional Improvement. I was a

Pfizer award recipient in 1955 and

share with Mrs. Middlemast deep ap

preciation for this assistance.

One phase of my graduate experi

ence which was especially valuable

was writing a thesis. My thesis was

based on a survey of 50 farm families

and dealt with decision-making.

In addition to all the specifics I

found out about the 50 farm families,

conducting this survey and writing

my thesis was a worthwhile personal

experience. First of all, it gave me

a fine opportunity to talk with farm

folks in their homes. More than

this, it showed me what can be found

out and observed through a planned

home visit.

It helped me develop a new frame

of reference for reading and analyz

ing publicatons which come to my

desk. It made me realize that it is

not enough just to get ideas from

people, either through personal con

tact or in meetings, but it is also

necssary for the county worker to

interpret what he is told.

Louise C. Dix, Franklin County

Home Economist, Pa.

(Mrs. Dix became State Home Dem

onstration Leader in New Hampshire

on June 17.)
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Today's Changing Agriculture

The Supervisor's Role

by VINCENT M. ANDERSON, District

Has the role of the extension

supervisor changed? Are the

qualifications of a supervisor differ

ent today? How can a supervisor

keep up with the changes that are

taking place?

Problems are arising from the

growing complexity of farming.

Challenging social, economic, and

technological changes, innovations in

marketing and consumer interests,

and growing interrelationship of

agriculture, industry, business, and

government must be met.

The significance of these changes

is well expressed in the Scope Re

port: "Extension must be ever alert

.... to adjust its programs, focus

and methods to insure that its re

sources are used most efficiently and

in keeping with the ever-changing

problems of the people demanding

services of it ... . There is constantly

the necessity of continuous focusing

on essential—though shifting—areas

of need."

This means that Extension must

focus on the expanding demands of

a changing situation. It calls for

strong emphasis on program develop

ment, administrative decision on

priorities, and techniques for action.

Liaison Job

In the middle of all these changes

are the extension supervisors—the

men and women who are the liaison

between administration and county

staffs.

Today, the supervisor functions as

a liaison for extension, county staffs,

specialists, county governing bodies,

and other groups. His activities deal

with programs, personnel, budgets,

salary ratings, reporting, and evalua

tion. He plays an important role in

Supervisor, Iowa

the recruitment, placement, and

training of county staff members.

In the past, a supervisor was ex

pected to have such characteristics

as initiative, tact, intelligence, in

tegrity, knowledge of Extension, good

judgment, loyalty, and cooperative-

ness. Today he needs additional

characteristics: The supervisor must

be a good planner and a good judge

of men; he must have the ability to

lead, inspire, and teach; he must

have broad knowledge and interests

and a background similar to those

who are supervised.

One of the most important roles

of today's supervisor is that of a

program leader. If he is easily satis

fied with going programs, he may be

a liability. He must coordinate the

activities of county staffs and special

ists, keeping in mind the problems

of the local as well as the State-wide

program.

New Requirements

Dr. J. Paul Leagans, in the

publication Developing Professional

Leadership in Extension Education,

says:

"This new chapter (in extension

work) will require analytical and

creative thinking and produce op

portunity for extension people to

become not just competent techni

cians but educators. Programs will

need to be developed that are cen

tered on the important problems of

the people and their community . . . ,

unimportant .ones will (have to) be

excluded."

The extension supervisor has a

major responsibility in continuing to

seek new knowledge in order to main

tain his competence for his job. He

(See Supervisor's Role, page 185)

The Specialist's Role

by A. H. WALKER,

Sfafe Agricultural Leader, Texas

Training and experience in a speci

fic subject matter field of agri

culture are not enough to become an

effective specialist today.

Formerly, the big job of the

specialist was to make people aware

of their problems, then show them

how to do something for improve

ment. Specialists asked, "Will it

work and will it pay?"

This situation exists only to a

limited extent today. With active

program building committees and

subcommittees in the counties, the

people are aware of their own prob

lems and are planning what to do

about them.

Growing Demands

In today's changing agriculture, a

specialist must continually study and

observe to keep pace with the people

whom he is trying to serve. He must

be a human dynamo, a showman, a

thinker, planner, and coordinator.

He must be aware of his relationships

with agribusiness groups. At the

same time he must keep in mind his

relations with specific publics.

Yes, the specialist today needs

training in subject matter, but the

field is much broader. He must show

the why as well as the how.

Basically, a specialist of today

needs training in a specific field, with

at least a Bachelor's degree. A

Master's degree is desirable, although

this need not necessarily be in the

same subject matter field.

Courses in psychology, communica

tions, public relations, management,

and training are essential. He needs

experience working with people, en

couraging them to think, motivating

(See Specialist's Role, page 185)
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MIGRANT WORKERS

(Continued from page 177)

ever gotten up in public and said

anything. I worried all afternoon

and prayed, too, but when I got up

to make my chicken, something hap

pened and I enjoyed it and didn't

mind a bit." One of the greatest

accomplishments of the meetings was

getting the women out of their camps

and mixing with community people.

Family nights were held to provide

recreation for the Spanish-American

families and the Mexican contract

workers, or Nationals as they were

called. Spanish movies and color

slides of Mexico were shown. Their

appreciation was evident from the

rapt attention of the audience.

4-H demonstrations were held in

the camps. One migrant boy was

president of his club in Texas and

many young people were interested

in the 4-H program.

Health needs came to light in visits

to the camps. Through the assist

ance of the county health nurse,

medical care was arranged in several

cases. These included a child sub

ject to epileptic seizures, a tubercular

father, a man who needed to have a

diet for high blood pressure trans

lated into Spanish, and a deaf child

needing institutional care.

Benefits of Program.

Obvious benefits were the increase

in understanding on the ' part of

farmers, migrant families, and mem

bers of the community. Feelings of

mutual sharing and understanding

attitudes developed as the project got

underway.

The influence of the regular visits

to the worker camps was shown by

improvements in housing, new skills

in sewing and handicrafts, and more

orderly camps.

Migrants were deeply appreciative.

Although considered shy, they seemed

to overcome that in a short time be

cause of the friendly treatment given

them.

Farmers who had been hesitant

about the value of the program at

the beginning were enthusiastic about

results at the end of the summer.

Such improvements in facilities as

refrigeration and provision of a

laundry room were noted. One

farmer plans to provide a playground

for the children. Whole hearted sup

port was given for continuation of

the project for the coming year.

Relations between the local people

and the migrants have been reason

ably good. But the local citizens

asked, "How can we get along

better?"

One answer was to learn to speak

the language of the field workers, so

a course in Spanish was set up.

Emphasis was on words and expres

sions that people need for contacts

with Spanish-speaking people at the

stores, the bank, the post office, and

on the farm. The course was com

pleted by 56 local residents, including

farmers, merchants, bank tellers, and

extension agents.

Homemakers and 4-H leaders in

Marquette Comity are carrying on

the work started last summer.

County agents have held training

meetings for leaders in sewing, foods,

4-H demonstrations, and recreational

activities. Farmers and Spanish-

American leaders served on a plan

ning committee for the 1958 work of

homemaker and 4-H leaders in the

camps.

Marquette County Agent Tom

Brady predicts that Marquette

County will continue to grow as a

vegetable producing area and that

farmers will continue to need mi

grant help. So foundations being

laid now will be even more important

in years to come.

FUTURE IN MARKETING

(Continued from page 174)

individuals with different disciplinary

backgrounds in the future.

There is much interest in market

ing educational programs on the part

of agents, specialists, and administra

tors in the Cooperative Extension

Service today. The Extension Com

mittee on Organization and Policy

has a subcommittee on marketing

which is devoting its attention to fu

ture development of the program. The

climate will likely be very favorable

for further development of marketing

educational programs in the next few

years.

GEORGIA REORGANIZES

(Continued from page 178)

trict leadership, including administra

tion, supervision, and programs, now

rests in this position.

In the near future, the chairman

ship plan will be extended with the

appointment of county chairmen.

County chairmen will be recom

mended by district chairmen and ap

pointed by the Director, with any

person on a county team eligible to

serve in this position.

• The budget has been consoli

dated into six permanent financial

projects — administration, informa

tion, agriculture, home economics,

youth, and county extension work.

This not only allows greater flexi

bility of the budget as a tool but

reduces the number of plans of work

and annual reports.

• Work in county offices is being

made more efficient by adoption of

a master file for all subject-matter

and program materials. This will

improve communications between

State and county staffs and will

greatly facilitate orientation of new

personnel.

• Plans are underway to set stand

ards of performance and job descrip

tions for each staff position. New

positions must await the securing of

additional funds.

Eventually we expect to have a

district agent chairman, district

home demonstration agent, district

agricultural agent, and a man and

woman district 4-H Club agent.

With the changes indicated above,

we already are becoming a more

efficient team.

The establishment of intricate and

rigid lines of procedure was not the

intent and purpose of this study.

Lines of organizations are only boun

daries of channels to facilitate

clearer communication and quicker

action. We asked the Federal-State

Study Committee that administrative

and supervisory lines be made no

higher than the ink on the paper.

We in administration intend to re

main just as accessible to everyone as

circumstances permit. We want the

Georgia Extension Service to remain

our "Extension family," composed of
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members who share mutual admira

tion and respect. Any structural

changes which tend to lessen our

present spirit of unity would lessen

the effectiveness of our service.

SUPERVISOR'S ROLE

(Continued from page 183)

must constantly strive to take advan

tage of the many opportunities avail

able.

One of the best opportunities for

self improvement is through contact

with coworkers. By maintaining a

cooperative and willing attitude with

workers in all areas of extension, the

supervisor can reap the benefits of

their ideas and knowledge.

New materials, available from a

multitude of sources, are another

means of keeping up to date. Pub

lications from Federal and State

offices and other areas provide much

helpful information.

In recent years many opportunities

have developed for supervisors to

keep posted: Workshops have been

established and active participation

and follow-through will help keep

supervisors current on many major

issues.

Extension summer schools are still

another means in which supervisors

can gain materially, not only in rela

tion to subject matter covered but in

association with others who have

similar problems.

The National Agricultural Exten

sion Center for Advanced Study pro

vides supervisors with an opportunity

to improve their competence and

proficiency.

These and many more are not just

opportunities—they are musts for the

supervisor who wants to keep up to

date on his job.

In a Nutshell

Dr. Robert C. Clark, director of the

National Center, has summarized the

role of the supervisor in a modern

extension service. In the foreword of

the report on Supervision in Coopera

tive Extension Service, by Rogers and

Olmstead, Clark says:

"The role of the supervisor in the

Cooperative Extension Service is

being recognized as increasingly diffi

cult and important in developing an

effective extension program. In a

'middle management' capacity the

supervisor is looked to by the admin

istration, the specialists, and the

county staffs as an interpreter of

policy, a trainer, a planner, a stimu

lator, a coordinator, and an evalua-

tor. The responsibilities of a super

visor continue to increase in scope

and complexity with the expansion

in services rendered and staff em

ployed. Competency in the per

formance of such varied and com

plex functions requires continuous

training for this important job."

SPECIALIST'S ROLE

(Continued from page 183)

them to learn, accept, and use new

knowledge. A specialist must be well

read in related fields such as history,

philosophy, objectives, problems, and

methods of extension work.

Self-study, attendance at short

courses, lectures, and extension edu

cation courses are helpful. He needs

a comprehensive knowledge of the

principles of adult and youth educa

tion and educational methods em

ployed in conducting successful ex

tension programs.

Extension programs have broadened

so the specialist needs to supplement

his information with a working

knowledge of allied fields. Since the

farm family is concerned with all

activities of the farm, teamwork

among specialists is essential.

As demands on the specialist's time

increase, he becomes a teacher of

teachers—training agents in district

and sub-district meetings. Individual

county contacts are made to keep up

with overall developments, but the

specialist concentrates in training

leaders and working with groups.

He must hold the broader views of

modern extension work which con

cern rural development, community

improvement, and urbanization. This

creates even more demands on the

specialist and requires the use of all

types of educational facilities to do

the best job.

The specialist today is required to

serve on committees on county, State

and national levels for solution of

mutual problems. He must be ready

and willing to accept these duties

even beyond the regular line of duty.

Extension is a mixing and blend

ing of research, demonstrations,

practical experience, and common

sense. Specialists are not born; they

are made and developed through

practical experience, study, and ob

servation. It is both a challenge and

an opportunity to be a specialist in

today's changing agriculture.

Cotton demonstrations in the Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas will

show which varieties are best adapted to machine harvesting. George

G. McBee, specialist in agronomy, (right) and County Agent James D.

Selman, Jr., of Willacy County, planned the demonstrations.
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Training To Meet Changing Times

by JOHN T. STONE, Training Officer, Michigan

How are we going to acquire the

professional competence to give

effective leadership to the extension

program in the years ahead? Is the

answer to be found in more training

meetings, workshops, tours, and con

ferences?

A look at the rapidly growing list

of these 1, 2, and 3-day training ac

tivities indicates an affirmative an

swer. Short training sessions, often

covering a wide range of topics, are

generally accepted as helpful and are

popular with agents and specialists

alike. They provide the specialists

with an opportunity to train large

groups of agents who find this way

to keep up-to-date.

Some people, however, say this

method is producing agents who know

a little about many things, but not

enough about anything to be effective.

They point out that, because the peo

ple we work with are becoming better

educated and more specialized, agents

must possess a higher degree of spe

cialized competence. Otherwise, they

say, people will by-pass the extension

agent in the quest for knowledge to

solve their problems.

Supporting this point of view is the

fact that most agents have a general

agricultural or home economics back

ground. To conduct effective pro

grams in new areas of extension re

sponsibility, they need to become

familiar with entirely new bodies of

knowledge which, it is argued, cannot

be done in a 1 or 2-day workshop.

Concept of the Job

As we struggle with this question

of what might be called horizontal vs.

vertical training, it became evident

that everyone's concept of the county

agent's job was not the same. After

extended discussions and a study of

the Scope Report, we realized that

each one was thinking of the county

agent in terms of a stereotype.

We were not seeing the individual

agent's learning problems and the

many different kinds of jobs to be

done. Unquestionably, the Extension

Service needs agents with widely dif

ferent skills who can give professional

leadership in each of the nine broad

areas of program emphasis.

This report also helped us to dis

tinguish between National, State, and

county program levels. A nationwide

organization must have a broad pro

gram to permit adaptation to specific

situations. And a large organization

with many staff members can do more

different things effectively than a

small one or a single agent in a

county. Therefore, a county program

must be more specific.

Through the program planning

process, a few areas should be selected

for emphasis at one time. These

should be unique to the local situation

within the broad framework of the

State and National program.

Based on this accepted extension

philosophy, no two counties will have

the same program nor will the agents

have the same teaching responsibil

ities. The latter is especially true in

multiple agent counties where the

trend is to assign agents to special

ized program responsibilities.

This concept, recognizing many dif

ferent county agent jobs with chang

ing educational responsibilities, logic

ally supports the importance of indi

vidualized training directly related to

specific program needs. At the same

time, all agents have some common

training requirements and there is a

place for the horizontal-type of train

ing.

We must also find a way to bring

about greater depth in the training

program so that individual agents can

conduct totally new kinds of educa

tional programs. Because of this con

viction, we evaluated our in-service

training efforts of the past in terms

of the changes in the ability of agents

to carry out new and experimental

programs.

Four programs were singled out as

being particularly effective: graduate

training, both on and off campus;

township agent training; consumer

marketing agent training; and re

source development agent training.

Three common characteristics were

noted in each of these. First, the

training was planned and adopted to

the individual agent's background

and future program responsibilities.

Second, a series of learning experi

ences were spread over a relatively

long period of time. This involved

the interaction of a small group con

cerned with a specific topic. Finally,

there was a concentration of study

on one subject at a time which in

volved considerable individual effort

on the part of the agent and instruc

tor.

With the help of the professional

improvement committees of the

agents' associations, we have incor

porated these features into a long-

range training experiment. It was

planned to complement other forms

of in-service training.

The Experimental Plan

f

Every agent, with his supervisor,

determines his major training needs

at least one year in advance. Then

agents with similar learning interests

and problems in each district organ

ize into study and work groups of 5

to 10 agents. For periods of 6 weeks

or more, these groups meet periodic

ally with a specialist to intensively

improve their competence in the se

lected area.

Specialists develop professional

training courses or organized learn

ing experiences on specific county

problems or subjects to meet the

needs of these study groups. These

include plans for individual work with

each agent on his educational pro

gram in the related area of emphasis.

No fees are charged for these

courses nor is University credit given.

However, if an agent qualifies himself

through additional personal study, it

might be possible to enroll in a re

lated University course and earn

credit by passing the examination. A

record of participation in each pro-

(See Training Experiment, page 191)
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Training Extension Workers for the Future

by F. E. ROGERS, Sfafe Extension Agent, Missouri

What axe the training needs of

extension workers in an agricul

ture that is described by such terms

as mechanized, specialized, and inte

grated, and that is characterized by

a rapidly declining population?

Farming has changed tremendously

since the Extension Service was born

in 1914. At that time, farmers lived

in a world largely self sufficient. A

lack of transportation and communi

cation facilities limited their oppor

tunities to get new information and

provided the new extension worker

with a definite job.

The record of help we have given

people in reaching many of their

goals of increased efficiency, higher

incomes, improved homes, and better

family living is one of which we can

be proud. However, a good past can

be dangerous if it makes us com

placent about the future.

New Look at Training

This changing role in agriculture

suggests that a new look should be

taken at training for future exten

sion workers. The starting point is

the pre-service training offered at

land-grant colleges. It's the respon

sibility of extension administrators

and training leaders to suggest and

encourage colleges to teach courses

needed. Then they should encour

age prospective agents to take these

courses that will further qualify them

for extension work.

This year more than 300 county

personnel in our State were asked to

indicate the courses that were of

most value to extension workers.

The majority indicated that basic

subject matter courses were most

important.

At the seme time, many stated that

the advanced courses in subject mat

ter were of little value because much

of the technical information taught

was soon outdated. A large percent

age of agents said courses in public

speaking, newswriting, sociology, psy

chology, economics, and farm man

agement were most important.

Certainly extension can't expect

the resident faculty to supply all the

training needed for its staff. In-

service training is highly important

if we are to have efficient and effec

tive extension workers.

And the first year is the most

strategic period. It's then that new

employees must get satisfaction from

their work, experience a feeling of

"belongingness," and feel secure in

their work.

Gear to the individual

A well organized in-service train

ing program should start with help

ing new workers to become adjusted.

And this training, to be most effec

tive, must be geared to the individual

because each person is different.

When we find out about his knowl

edge, interests, skills, habits, past

experiences, attitudes, prejudices,

goals, and family, we are ready to fit

our training to the needs of the

newly employed agent.

And when we gear the training to

the individual's needs, most of it will

be done in a job situation similar to

that in which he will work. Here he

can observe the work as it is sup

posed to be done, have an oppor

tunity to try out what he has learned,

and have an analysis and evaluation

by a coworker who serves as a

friendly trainer.

A job description should be the

basis for determining training needs.

Unless the trainer has a clear under

standing of what the trainee is ex

pected to do and how it can best be

done, the training is likely to go

astray.

Present needs should serve as the

starting point for in-service training

of experienced agents. All Missouri

agents were asked this year to indi

cate their main training needs. They

said they needed the most training

in how to: develop, train, and moti

vate leaders; help farm families to

analyze their situation, develop

goals, and set up procedures to reach

these goals; use the best teaching

methods; carry out a plan for self-

improvement; and promote and pub

licize the extension program. These

areas will make up the main core of

our State training efforts for the year

ahead.

If we are to meet the challenges

outlined by the Scope Report and

furnish the leadership in a dynamic

program, extension workers of the

future must be better trained than

many are today. We need to give

more consideration to specialized

training in order to meet the needs

of specialized farming.

What We Need

We must learn how to use counsel

ing techniques or otherwise teach

individuals how to make decisions in

farm and home management, com

munity life, and public affairs. We

need to know better how to lead

groups to make decisions as a means

of motivating them to take action.

This technique is particularly im

portant in developing extension pro

grams and in public affairs education.

And most of us need training in

how to motivate people. This means

we need training in the whole field of

human relations and the diffusion

process. Extension's future will de

pend on the kind of workers we have

and how well they are trained to

meet the needs of our changing

times.
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WHAT'S HAPPENING

(Continued from page 171)

Although the land-grant college

system was established to serve all

the people, its obligation to agricul

ture has been stressed from the be

ginning. To cope with the problems

spawned by a society living in tech

nological revolution, these land-grant

institutions have broadened their

programs greatly.

It would have been the height of

folly for these institutions to have

fixed inflexible programs based on

conditions of agriculture that existed

when the Hatch Act of 1887 created

the Agricultural Experiment Stations

or the Smith-Lever Act of 1914

created the Cooperative Extension

Service. Literally, the wellsprings of

progress have been fed by changes in

concepts of what constitute worthy

agricultural research, Extension, and

college teaching. But, have we kept

fully abreast of adjustments required

by the bewildering revolution with

which we are dealing?

Factors To Recognize

We must recognize the nature of

job opportunities open to farm-reared

college graduates. Increasingly, suc

cessful operation of a farm or ranch

requires upgrading of technical and

management skills. But we must

also recognize that opportunities for

entering this field have been and will

continue to be relatively limited.

This suggests the need for emphasis

on practical management assistance

for those already in the competitive

business of farming, and for recogni

tion of the limits of newcomers.

Let's explore fully the potential

suggested by the fact that agricul

ture-related employment opportuni

ties are numerous. Knowledge and

skill requirements in these positions

are equally exacting. Our 4-H pro

grams and student counseling must

also recognize that many farm-

reared youngsters will find their

greatest opportunities for gainful

employment outside of the agricul

tural industry.

More broadly, we must remember

that the efficient operation of a

democratic society presupposes an

enlightened citizenry. There is a re

sponsibility to aid all students and

our adult constituents in understand

ing the nature of the highly inter

dependent society in which we live.

Groups active in shaping public policy

have a right to turn to the land-grant

colleges for leadership. We must re

main in a position to provide this

leadership.

Finally, there is the problem of

helping people gain full benefits from

the fruits of their labors. We are

living in a period of material abund

ance. A large part of our population

finds this abundance accompanied by

an increase in leisure. There is a

great role to fill in helping assure

constructive and satisfying use of

leisure time.

The major challenge confronting

us who deal with the educational

needs of agriculture in a dynamic

society is the challenge to recognize

the nature, direction, and implica

tions of forces operating for change

in agriculture. Having done this, we

must make timely and constructive

adjustments in our programs of

teaching, research, and Extension.

We can give no less if we hope to

continue to deserve and receive sup

port as public institutions contribut

ing in a positive manner to the gen

eral welfare.

TEAMING UP

(Continued from page 179)

long, narrow fields with irregular

boundaries. From a management

standpoint, it would have seemed

desirable to consolidate the fields and

straighten the boundaries.

However, a study of the land use

recommendations and closer obser

vation of the soil indicated the need

for long, narrow fields. The soil on

the field boundaries is shallow and

rocky, of little agricultural value.

However, it is valuable in draining

excess irrigation water. Wise land

use indicated that the fields remain

as they are.

Cooperative planning between the

farm family, Extension, and SCS has

resulted in better land and water use,

more productive farms, and more

satisfied farm families. Extension

and farm families will continue to

rely on SCS for guidance on wise

land and water use. SCS will con

tinue to rely on Extension for work

with families on farm and family

management problems. Farm fam

ilies, SCS, and Extension will con

tinue to team up in Farm and Home

Planning.

IN THE MIRROR

(Continued from page 176)

suggested that Plains States' con

gressmen work together on legislation

aimed at economic stability for the

area.

These 11 points were not designed

as an "action program." They were

advanced to stimulate thinking and

arouse interest in the problems of

the Great Plains.

Shortly after the meeting County

Agent Hoffman proposed a follow-up

publication, based on the lessons of

Kraenzel's book. The 28-page booklet

outlined steps necessary to unify and

strengthen Sedgwick County agricul

ture, business activity, and family

and community living.

Community leaders contributed

their experience and knowledge in

drafting sections of A Plan for the

Plains. Because of its plainswide

application, the publication was

Businessmen and professionals were drawn

into the problems of agricultural adjustment.

Men like Lawyer R. D. Dittemore (left), shown

with County Agent Bob Josserand, were

deeply concerned with changes in the eco

nomic and social structure of the community.
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underwritten by the Colorado Exten

sion Service.

The booklet has been used widely

by the State Agricultural Planning

subcommittee in discussion groups in

many counties. Virtually all Plains

States have used it in discussion

groups and, in one case, for formal

workshop sessions.

Based on first-year success, the

1958 county program included an

other successful series of discussion

meetings, following the same general

pattern. For a discussion book,

leaders chose Lauren Soth's Farm

Trouble, then invited the author to

discuss his views at a general meeting.

Carl Meline, local rancher and

county commissioner, sums up what

this look in the mirror has done for

Sedgwick County. "We now have a

built-in interest in our problems," he

reports. "This influence is paving

the way towards their solution."

THE CHALLENGE

(Continued from page 172)

These are a few indications of

what is happening and will continue

to happen in our agriculture. You

can see them from your own kitchen

door, your super market, your milk

plant, or any one of 100 vantage

points.

These dramatic changes are com

ing about because of our desire to

seek and find new methods through

research and to develop an educa

tional system which not only trains

the researchers and the teachers but

also increases the economic and

technical literacy of the producer,

the homemaker, the handler, the

processor, and the merchandiser.

Extension during this process of

growth and change has gone through

three rather distinct eras.

a. The era of the skeptic—book

learning. "It was good enough for

father—it's good enough for me,"

was a common attitude.

b. The era of confidence—demon

strations showed the way. "If it

works for Joe, it will work for me,"

became common thinking.

c. The era of dependence. "Let's

check with the county agent before

we change," has become an everyday

thought.

Along with the era of dependence

has come the problem of communica

tions. The audience has outgrown

the venturesome few of a few decades

ago. While demonstrations are as

effective as ever, even they must be

adapted to today's needs.

Today's Approaches

Overcoming skepticism is no longer

the big job. Today's big job is how

to reach more people in such a way

that they can understand and apply

this whole complex of modern science

under a system of up-to-date manage

ment in their own homes and on

their own farms.

The unit approach, or Farm and

Home Development, is being used

widely with those who need this kind

of help and to the extent that there

are enough hours in the week to do

it. One director said recently, "Our

people are now demanding that more

of our energy be expended in this

direction."

As another example of a shift to

more intensive teaching, Michigan

has been experimenting with town

ship agents to provide this more inti

mate kind of extension work.

The current effort to better under

stand principles of communication

and apply them through modem

means is a well-directed effort de

signed to streamline the flow of in

formation to our many diverse

audiences. The realization that we

are dealing with people, many of

whom expect tomorrow's ideas today,

is causing us to carefully examine

every known device from the over-

the-farm-fence interview to the

demonstration on TV.

The day has passed when "the

professor knows best" what the

"extension curriculum" for any

county should be. Program projec

tion is putting new emphasis on the

importance of providing local com

mittees with all the information

available concerning resources that

will help them to help Extension pat

tern a dynamic program designed to

solve their own problems.

These resources are not only natu

ral resources but those in the eco

nomic realm such as capital and

credit and markets—in the techno

logical field from modern chemistry

and genetics to power units. They

also include our schools and land-

grant colleges and farm, social, and

church organizations, to say nothing

of our greatest resource—our people.

With the rising level of formal educa

tion, aided by the informal programs

such as Extension, local people have

never been as competent to make

sound judgments as they are today.

People are showing an ever-increas

ing concern for more objective infor

mation on the many off-farm in

fluences which govern their daily

lives and level of living. This tests

not only our objectivity but our

ability to assemble facts and present

them in a way that they can be in

telligently discussed and understood.

In this category may fall subject

matter ranging from a discussion of

a local ditch problem to international

trade.

Recent pilot efforts in Rural De

velopment covering 63 counties and 9

trade areas in 30 States and Puerto

Rico, made possible by special Fed

eral appropriations, point up a new

area of emphasis for Extension.

While this effort focuses particular

attention on these people and com

munities which have been pushed to

one side by the on-rush of modern

technology, it brings us into a new

relationship with other agencies—

local. State, and National. It has

opened up a new vista of teamwork

to help do a job that would be diffi

cult indeed for any one agency to

undertake alone.

Focus on Challenge

I have mentioned only a few items

and commented on only a few ideas

which may help focus our attention

on the "challenge of change."

There are myriads of questions we

must ask ourselves as we examine

the task ahead. Are we keeping

abreast with an adequate in-service

training program? Are our oppor

tunities for professional improvement

in tune with the times? Do we make

the best use of opportunities which

we are afforded? Is our organization

in the county—at the college—in the

Department a 1958 model? Are we

set for the next phase of the tech

nological explosion? What does the

"space age" hold for Extension?

This is the Challenge of Change.
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THE COMMITTEE APPROACH

To Determine Training Needs

by HARRY D. COSGRIFFE, State Training Leader, Montana

What to Include in extension

training programs and how to

provide this training are among the

difficult decisions facing extension

administration in this increasingly

complex society.

Training events used to be sched

uled on short notice, sometimes when

someone had a particularly bright

idea or perhaps the loudest voice.

However, the complexities faced by

all personnel now make it necessary

to plan training on a long-range

basis. But, how can this be done?

We think that our committee ap

proach has been a first step in im

proving our decisions on training.

This might be called the integrated

approach since four groups actually

assist in deciding training. These

are the administrative staff, the State

professional improvement committee,

and the professional improvement

committees of the home demonstra

tion agent and agricultural agent

associations.

How do we decide on our training

program? Our State professional im

provement committee recommended

this procedure which was adopted:

Specialists and supervisors, through

observation, personal interviews, and

group meetings, submit training pro

posals to the training leader by

midsummer for the next year. The

training leader summarizes these

proposals and the summary is sent to

State staff members and the profes

sional improvement committees of

the agents associations. Summaries

are forwarded to county personnel by

their committees.

The proposals are reviewed and

suggestions from agents are returned

to their committees. During the 4-H

Congress in late August, time is pro

vided for the agent associations to

review the proposals and make their

final recommendations. Following

these sessions, the agents' representa

tives meet with administrative staff

members and the State professional

improvement committee to review

and clarify their recommendations.

Original proposals and additional

recommendations are then considered

in administrative staff conference

and final decisions made on training

for the entire year ahead. The State

professional improvement committee

also reviews the proposals.

We are now deciding our train

ing calendar for 1959. All staff mem

bers will receive this calendar before

writing Plans of Work in December.

This process helps to uncover

significant training needs but it must

be closely geared if the training pro

gram is to be representative of staff

thinking. Supervisors, specialists,

and the professional improvement

committee all play an invaluable part

in keeping the process moving.

Training events this year include

the 4-H Leaders' and Agents' School,

8-day Communications Schools, Live

stock Marketing Schools, Crops and

Soils Clinics, Irrigation School, Newer

Extension Workers' Conference, Pro

gram Development Workshop for

Home Demonstration Agents, and

Farm Management Workshops. In

addition, a special training session

was held for agents working with

Indians.

Yes, there are problems. Super

visors are searching for better ap

proaches to getting the thinking of

agents on training. Specialists say

there is more need for coordinating

subject matter training so that

agents can better relate specialized

subject matter to farm and home

planning.

The professional improvement

committee has helped to identify

competencies needed by extension

personnel. Committee members say

that we need to get the assistance of

all staff members in helping our

workers become competent in these

areas.

Decisions made on what to include

in the training program will affect

considerably the progress of Exten

sion in the years ahead. The com

mittee approach has been helpful in

providing guidance both for the

immediate future and the long pull

ahead.

FARM FAMILY

(Continued from page 173)

technology we teach must be of a

higher order than ever before, even

though it may decline in importance

in the total extension teaching job.

Much of the farmer's technical in

formation will come from other

sources, while Extension must con

sider the total need.

We who serve farm people will

have to give more thought to min

istering to the life of rural people

than to their business. We have a

great stake in the family as an eco

nomic and social unit.

From the first, Extension cast its

lot with the family. The family is

still the most stable institution in our

society. This venerable institution

can reach its highest fruition in the

rural community.

Of course, the rural family must

recognize technological change and

reconcile itself to current patterns of

economic productivity and develop

ment. As agriculture ceases to be

come a way of life and becomes more

and more a business, the greatest

need is to nourish the appetites and

abilities that make for a good life.

Home and youth agents have been

working toward this goal from the

beginning. Agricultural agents, too,

have worked at improvement of the

farm business with an eye to the real

goal of better living.

Our nearness to the family and

our understanding of the rural set

ting equip us well to assume this

broader duty.
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TRAINING EXPERIMENT

(Continued from page 187)

fessional improvement course will be

kept in the agent's personnel file and

official recognition will be given.

Groups are now being organized

around different problems. For ex

ample, one is personnel administra

tion, of special interest to newly

named county extension directors.

Success of this experiment can only

be measured in the effectiveness of

the Michigan Extension program in

the future. Some of us are convinced

that this is a design for training that

can help extension workers acquire

the competence needed to meet the

changing times.

TOWNSHIP PROGRAM

CContinued from page 181)

families between group meetings to

discuss personal problems. Once a

family completed the series of meet

ings, the process of getting ac

quainted and establishing confidence

was usually complete.

It was realized early that the more

important farm problems involved

major adjustments in business or

ganization, use of credit, family op

erating agreements, and inheritance

problems. To help with these, agents

needed a sound knowledge in fields

which were somewhat new to them.

Getting needed facts before the farm

family required that the agent be

come acquainted with personal busi

ness and household financial records,

including net worth statements that

listed assets and liabilities.

Different Methods

With more time to spend per

family than the conventional county

worker, township agents alter the

methods used. For example, they

spend less time in the office, hold and

attend fewer meetings, and put less

effort in disseminating generalized

information by mass media.

On the other hand, they make

more farm calls, spend more time

teaching families to analyze then-

own situation and make decisions

which will move them toward then-

goals. Monthly meetings with the

Township Extension Association

boards of directors give the agents

"grassroots" guidance in program

development.

Generating Interest

Three agents produce an annual

farm business report based on records

kept by families in the township. In

dividual records are not identified

but reports are organized so that

each family can compare business

results on 50 different factors. These

are invaluable in pinpointing needed

improvements and motivating action.

Enterprise-oriented farm tours for

groups of 10 to 25 farmers are or

ganized to visit farms both in and

out of the township. Several tours

have been made to adjoining States,

including a hog farm tour to Indiana

and a tour of dairy farms in Wis

consin.

All agents use the one-subject post

card or letter to remind their farmers

of timely topics and give how-to-do-it

information. Louis Webb's Newton

Nuggets are postcard reminders

"short enough to be read while a

person is walking from the mail box

to the house."

Inspirational Touch

Albert Hall uses a weekly news

paper column called On the Farm

which presents information with an

inspirational, philosophical touch.

Many farmers testify that this is

first priority reading in their house

hold. Quentin Ostrander and Orville

Walker get out current newsletters.

Each agent works with business

people to bring about a mutual ap

preciation of the problems of farmers

and small businesses in the com

munity. Agent Don Eppelheimer of

Odessa Township, for example, was

able to involve the banker, food

processor, elevator operators, ma

chinery dealers, and retail store op

erators in his program.

What It's About

The job of the "on the farm" ex

tension worker is to provide a pro

gram which will help farm families

in making everyday management de

cisions. Nobody can make manage

ment decisions for another unless

they are hired and given complete

responsibility for management. Ex

tension agents cannot accept such

responsibility. They can, however,

help farm and home managers in at

least three ways.

1. They can disseminate infor

mation from State and Federal ex

periment stations. They also pick up

good ideas from farmers to pass

along.

2. They can help farmers become

acquainted with methods for observ

ing and for using information in

arriving at management decisions.

This includes teaching techniques for

business analysis, farm planning, and

budgeting.

3. As experienced extension work

ers, agents can help farm families

see how goals may be set and at

tained at higher levels than they

might otherwise have thought pos

sible. Through inspiration, people

are motivated to act.

Monthly Revisions in

Publications Inventory

The following new titles should be

added to the Annual Inventory List

of USDA Popular Publications. Bul

letins that have been replaced should

be discarded. Bulk supplies of publi

cations may be obtained under the

procedure set up by your publications

distribution officer.

F 2107 Defense Against Radioactive Fall

out on the Farm—Rev. May 1958

F 2115 Culture and Varieties of Spring-

Sown Red Oats—Replaces F 1583

F 2116 Conservation Methods for the

Upper Mississippi Valley (Fayette

Soil Area)

G 46 Insects and Diseases of Vegetables

in the Home Garden—Rev. June

1957

L 136 Production of Parsley—Reprint

L 431 The Sweetpotato Weevil. . .How

to Control It—Replaces L 121

L 434 Frostproofing Water Systems in

Poultry Houses

I 435 Interseeding Legumes in Corn

M 708 Marketing Costs for Food—Rev.

March 1958
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by COY G. McNABB,

Extension Economist, Missouri

rxiHE idea behind the Rural De-

JL velopment program is that local

people can solve most of their prob

lems with the help of existing agen

cies. If real progress is made in the

program, it will be due to the efforts

of local people.

A rural county or area may get a

large proportion of income from agri

culture, tourists, manufacturing, min

ing, or other sources. It may have

an economic advantage for one busi

ness but little for the others. An

important part of Rural Development

is to determine where the best oppor

tunity lies.

Extension can make a vital con

tribution by referring local groups to

resource people who are able to help

them study a phase of community

improvement. One of the big jobs

in Rural Development is to know

what organization can help and how.

Extension workers can help in

another way. By serving as a cata

lyst as they work with local groups,

they can help motivate the people

into action.

The Rural Development pilot pro

gram in Missouri was started in the

Ozark counties. Other counties with

greater agricultural resources are

also finding that their needed adjust

ment is a big one.

Lafayette County in west central

Missouri is one of these. Last Octo

ber the Cooperative Extension Coun

cil suggested that agriculture and

industry needed to work together to

improve the county.

A meeting was scheduled and

representatives from each town in

the county were invited to attend.

Over 60 leaders attended the first

meeting. An extension economist

told why some of the adjustments

are taking place. A representative

of the Missouri Resources and De

velopment Commission suggested

what communities might do to at

tract new industry or expand existing

ones. A member of the University

Community Development Project pre

sented information on how people

could work together.

The group decided to organize on

a county-wide basis and is planning

special activities and programs to

help develop all phases of the econ

omy, with special emphasis on agri

culture and industry.

Ed Schwitzky, Lafayette County

agent, feels that the results have

been excellent. This organization

has caused town and rural leaders to

think what might be done as a unit

to improve the county, rather than

going their separate ways.

The idea behind Rural Develop

ment has spread to Northwest Mis

souri, too. Charles Belshe, Harrison

County agent, reports that both, rural

and town leaders are concerned about

the changes taking place in their

community. They are interested in

knowing what adjustments will have

to be made in view of these changes.

Meetings sponsored by both farm

and urban organizations have been

held in the county seat. Again an

extension economist and representa

tive of the State Resources and De

velopment Commission met with the

100 people who attended, helped iso

late the problems, and pointed out

what might be done to help solve

them.

As a result, the people have in

creased their efforts to improve agri

culture and develop industry through

local resources. For example, they

are investigating the possibility of

using a nearby volcanic ash deposit

in the manufacture of some product.

In Oregon County, the extension

council is conducting a survey to not

only get more information about the

county, but create an awareness and

develop more interest on the part of

the local leaders. Their program of

work will be based on problems as

they are brought out by the survey.

More and more people are begin

ning to see that the problems of the

small underemployed farmer cannot

be solved by agriculture alone or any

other single approach. It's necessary

that the community understand the

changes that are taking place and

why they are occurring before ad

justments can be made.

Extension workers must adjust

their thinking along these broader

lines. They can help the Rural De

velopment idea spread into every

county.
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EAR TO THE GROUND

"If you're going to talk about

change, give it a new twist. Every

body's tired of hearing the same old

stuff." That's a comment I heard the

other day at an extension meeting.

We've been trying to give a new

twist to change in these last two

issues of the Review. We looked for

articles showing how extension work

ers are meeting change and getting

ready for more changes to come.

The theme for these issues was

suggested by Les Schlup, director of

the information programs division

of FES. Les, who retired last month

after more than 41 years in Exten

sion, had seen first-hand some of the

vast changes taking place. He wanted

us to bring together some examples

that: "Extension is a dynamic or

ganization, moving forward with the

times and, as a matter of fact, ahead

of the times."

This is the first issue of the Review

since May 1934 that doesn't have

Les' name on the masthead. He

served as Review editor for 10 years

before taking over as chief of infor

mation.

Les gave us this parting message

for Review readers:

With this issue my name comes off

of the masthead of the Review where

it has been for many years. I am,

you see, now going through the turn

stile which leads to a life without

incoming boxes, jangling phones, and

the demanding alarm clock. My pro

fessional life here has been an event

ful adventure, thrilling fun. Surely,

I wouldn't want to live one life all

over again; but if I had to, knowing

you, I'd still choose the same career.

For years, you folks have been

most helpful and graciously kind.

This is my way of expressing my

deep appreciation for everything you

have done for the Review and in

other ways to make easier the ful

fillment of our aspiration. Part of

the year we shall spend at our cot

tage in St. Mary's County, Md. We

have an excellent county extension

staff there. So, you see, we'll be on

the receiving end of this great Ex

tension organization in which for

two generations I have been a minor

cog.—Les Schlup.

Next Month: Pinpointing Your Au

dience is the theme of the November

issue. The lead article will tell how

to define your audience so you'll

know which communication channel

to select. Then we'll show some of

the ways that extension workers are

aiming their messages at specific,

rather than mass, audiences—EHR

The Extension Service Review is published monthly

by direction of the Secretary of Agriculture as administra

tive information required for the proper transaction of

the public business. Use of funds for printing this publica

tion approved by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget

(June 26, 1958).

The Review is issued free by luw to workers engaged

in extension activities. Others may obtain copies from the

Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,

Washington 25, D. C, at 15 cents per copy or by subscrip

tion at $1.50 a year, domestic, and 92.25, foreign.
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REFLECTIONS

ON THE

SCOPE REPORT

by PAUL A. MILLER,

Director of Extension, Michigan

In May, the Report on the Scope

and Responsibility of the Cooper

ative Extension Service was added to

the literature of the extension system.

This Report was not the first such

analysis. It will, hopefully, not be

the last. Public institutions must

periodically subject themselves to self-

examination—the alternative is ob

solescence.

During the past few months every

extension worker has hopefully been

introduced to the Scope Report and,

even more hopefully, has read if not

studied it. Those who have will re

member the format—the black and

yellow colors, the plant theme which

symbolizes the rooting of extension

work in the lives of people, and the

nine areas of program emphasis

which the Report recommends.

What's Behind It

Many extension workers may not

find the reason or time to search out

the fundamentals which the Scope

Report suggests. For them I offer a

few reflections.

The fundamentals are threefold.

The first is that which produces the

Report: the intensity of the seven

extension leaders who formed an ex

emplary team in organizing and pro

ducing the Report; the hundreds of

county program projection reports

from which sprung the general out

line; the loyal merger of county,

State, and Federal levels of the Exten

sion enterprise; and the uncounted

many who gave facts, review, and

timely suggestions.

The institution of extension work

rests in a vast and intricate commit

ment of organization, legislation, and

administration. This commitment is

Extension's strength even though the

complexity and rigidity may some

times be a weakness. The Scope Re

port is a product of the extension

commitment at its best.

The second fundamental is the

four basic ideas around which the

Scope Report builds. The first idea

is management orientation. This is

neither farm management, nor home

management, nor any other particu

lar arrangement in which manage

ment is a central feature. Neither is

there exclusion of subject matter

fields which are commonly thought

to fall outside the management con

cern.

The Scope Report suggests manage

ment as a point of view, whether of

individual workers or of entire ex

tension staffs. It suggests that man

agement orientation enriches our ed

ucational capacity toward skill and

versatility in choice-making — from

farm to neighborhood land use, from

family living to community organiza

tion to regional development, and

from national issues to international

policies.

The second idea is that of inter

dependence. The Scope Report em

phasizes the inseparable interplay be

tween the agricultural and industrial

sectors and between city and coun

try. We know this interplay is usual

ly political, increasingly social, and

continuously economic. Insistence on

the notion of interdependence is the

real explanation why the Report rec

ommends that Extension focus on im

portant problems rather than on what

clientele to be served.

Need for Flexibility

The third idea is focus and flexibil

ity. The Scope Report suggests that

modern extension education must dis

tinguish important and relevant mat

ters from those that are not. It im

plies rejection of the immediate and

most pressing as necessarily the most

important.

Throughout, the Report suggests

that desirable educational outcomes

depend upon educators and the peo

ple they serve making such decisions.

From this comes design of extension

effort and commitment to fulfillment.

To these ingredients the Scope Report

is devoted, for they are primary to

educational leadership.

The fourth idea is services and

education. The Scope Report implies

that the informal education of exten

sion work must be responsive to

everyday needs. People who are rear

ing families and earning livings are

scarcely captive to classrooms, cur

ricula, or even sustained interest.

Where extension education begins

may, and usually will, be humble and

elementary.

But where extension education ends

in aspiration for the people is equally

important. And so the Scope Report

suggests to all extension workers that,

while rendering service may be the

starting point, the ultimate aim is

always a continuously broader and

deeper experience of people who are

learning.

The third fundamental of the

Scope Report is its implication for a

national effort in extension work. In

no way does the Report reduce the

(See Reflections, page 213)
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The Agent's Role

in

VERTICAL

INTEGRATION
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by H. B. SCOGGINS,

Whitfield County Agricultural

Agent, Georgia

Ten years of broiler and commer

cial egg production have com

pletely revolutionized farming in the

northwest Georgia county of Whit

field. Just a decade ago poultry and

poultry products provided approxi

mately 50 percent of the gross farm

income in the county. It is estimated

that 85 percent of gross farm receipts

were from poultry and poultry prod

ucts in 1957.

Approximately 14 million broilers

were produced during the past year

in the county, providing a weekly in

come of about $100,000 to farm fam

ilies. Production of hatching and

market eggs provides additional farm

income. Poultry industries, such as

hatcheries, processing plants, and

feed mills have a weekly payroll of

about $40,000.

The major change in Whitfield's

agricultural program can be attrib

uted to a number of agricultural, eco

nomic, industrial, and other factors.

Vertical integration of the poultry

industries may well be one of the

most significant.

Different Approach

The county agent's role in the proc

ess of integration calls for many

changes in extension education tech

niques, agricultural program planning,

and public relations.

All poultry companies have from 3

to 10 servicemen to supervise and

assist poultry producers with produc

tion and management problems. This

is the group of poultry leaders with

which the county agent and State

poultry specialist can put across an

effective, coordinated, county-wide ex

tension education program. By work

ing through the servicemen and con

tractors, the county agent and spe

cialist can reach more farm people.

Although the county agent is not

responsible for supervision of indi

vidual poultry producers, he works

with farmers in planning and carry

ing out the overall agricultural pro

gram. The extension method of edu

cation by personal visits with pro

ducers is Impossible to use when there

are over 500 broiler growers in the

county. Before the number became so

large, short courses for producers

were held with the assistance of State

poultry specialists. Usually, broiler

producers attended the morning ses

sion and commercial egg producers

attended in the afternoon.

In recent years the agents, with

the assistance of extension poultry

specialists, have held county short

courses for the numerous field serv

icemen in Whitfield County. Field

servicemen, poultry contractors, and

other poultry leaders are also en

couraged to attend all area and State

poultry short courses, with the county

agent usually accompanying them.

Poultry dealers and servicemen

have been active on the County Agri

cultural Program Committees, County

Pair Poultry Show, and other exten

sion activities. Local poultry contrac

tors and service personnel are organ

ized into a County Poultry Dealers

Association and the county agent is

a member of this group. Extension

poultry specialists also participate in

some association meetings.

This association recently held a

chicken barbecue and 40 4-H Club

members helped serve the 3,000 per

sons attending. On another occasion,

the county agent worked with the

association in a survey to determine

the economic importance of poultry

and associated industries in the

county.

Good public relations with the con

tractors and service personnel is im

portant. Whitfield agents frequently

visit with the contractors and occa

sionally accompany servicemen on

farm visits to keep abreast of the

poultry situation. Mutual concern

and interest in the poultry enterprises

of the county encourage a spirit of

cooperation and progress.

Vertical integration of the poultry

enterprises is a dynamic force. It

appears likely to continue as the

industry becomes more competitive

and contractors find it necessary to

integrate as a means of controlling

production to meet market demands.

The county agents and program plan

ning committees will need to make

adjustments in the agricultural pro

gram from time to time to enable

producers to cope with the changing

agricultural situation and economy.

Poultry dealers and servicemen put final

touches on some of 3,000 chicken halves

served at recent dedication of recreation cen

ter. County Agent Scoggins worked with

dealers in planning the chick-n-que.
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People Before Things

by GLADYS GALLUP and RALPH M. FULGHUM, Federal Extension Service

An estimated 60 million people in

the United States saw or read

about a Minnesota corn demonstra

tion not long ago. The demonstra

tion shows corn-growing today con

trasted with 25 years ago. Look a

little deeper and you see tremendous

progress in the science and manage

ment side of growing corn. You also

see tremendous progress in extension

methods of getting the results to

many people.

This was done through TV, a movie,

slides, magazines, and newspapers,

some of which went to national audi

ences. In that way we are taking ad

vantage of progress in communication

channels to spread the results of our

demonstrations, our research, and

other information to the people who

need it.

The changes in our methods may

not be as dramatic as an atomic sub

marine slipping under the North Pole

or a man-made satellite sliding

through space like a star. To the

pioneer who set our extension educa

tional pattern, however, they would

be as astonishing.

Like our hard-to-fathom atomic and

missile progress, tremendous changes

in extension problems and methods

are exploding suddenly before us. Ac

tually, they are speeded up outgrowth

of a long series of more orderly

changes, experiences, and of our ef

forts to adjust to people's needs. By

experimenting and making adjust

ments through the years, we continue

to make progress in meeting the

changes taking place in our audi

ences, their problems, and our chan

nels for reaching them.

Once rural counties now have

diversified populations. Extension

agents are learning how to work with

many different groups farm fam

ilies, families in the open country not

farming, suburbia, fringe areas, fam

ilies in town and urban centers, low-

income farmers, part-time farmers,

young married couples, homemakers

who work away from home, farm

youth not needed on the farm.

We have fewer commercial farmers

but their output is just as vital as

ever to the country. And their prob

lems are more specialized, more com

plicated with high investment, high

potential, and high risk.

We are working with an increasing

number of people who serve farmers—

people who process, distribute, and

market farm products. Many of them

are doing services farmers used to do.

All of these groups are our audi

ences and they have different prob

lems, goals, values, needs, and in

terests.

Audience-Centered Teaching

We are aiming our efforts at spe

cific targets or audiences as we did

in the early days of Extension. The

major extension job in early days

was one of creating awareness, inter

est, and confidence in scientific farm

ing.

As we became more established and

farmers more eager for production

research results, we became more spe

cialized and started putting subject

matter first and giving the research

answer. We didn't have so many

different audiences and the problems

were largely physical science ones.

Today, with the emphasis on ad

justment — economics, social, public

affairs, marketing, farm-city relations

—we give our first emphasis to the

audience. As Wayne State University

Prof. Earl Kelly says, "Science calls

for a switch from the thing to be

learned as central, to the human

being who is to do the learning. This

constitutes a revolution in teaching."

Each individual, each group is unique

and will learn what has meaning for

them.

Lester Schlup, Federal Extension

Service Information Director, puts it,

"The switch from things to people is

now the paramount moving force in

Extension, bringing it closer to edu

cation than ever before."

Fitting Things Together

With individual farm families we

have shifted to the total farm and

homa unit approach. We are helping

thousands of families fit together the

many factors, the many research re

sults that apply in line with their

goals. In program projection we are

helping whole communities and areas

get at all the facts, consider the al

ternatives, and develop their own pro

grams.

In like manner we are developing

our own coordinated teaching ap

proach. Some of the factors are:

How people learn, how they act in

groups, appeals that will interest the

particular audience, and how we can

fit visits, leaders, demonstrations,

meetings, press, radio, TV, visuals,

and other channels and methods to

gether to create awareness, interest,

trial, action with the particular audi

ence.

A group of starry-eyed extension

editors asked for a national extension

communications research and train

ing program to help do that. Many

joined them and the idea grew into

the half million dollar National Proj

ect in Agricultural Communications

(See Change in Approach, page 210)
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Meeting the Needs of Today's Homemakers

by WINIFRED EASTWOOD, Sfofe Home Demonstration Leader,

Massachusetts

How-to-make and how-to-do proj

ects were the center of attention

in extension homemaking programs

of the 1930's and 1940's. Today the

homemaker's interests have broad

ened and our programs include money

management and consumer education

projects to match the new interests.

This changing picture is clearly

visible, particularly in urban States.

Indications of the gearing of pro

grams to changing needs in Massa

chusetts are the Mr. and Mrs.-To-Be

Schools, Finance Forums, and Man

aging for Family Satisfaction.

"We want to know if there is going

to be a recession." This was a ques

tion from a young woman in the

Norfolk County Mr. and Mrs.-To-Be

School. Discussion brought out that

the young couple was concerned

about the wisdom of credit buying in

view of a possible recession.

Credit is one of the many topics

that young couples eagerly discuss

with the specialists. Life insurance,

auto insurance, house buying, furni

ture buying, equipment selection, and

family relations are also covered in

the Mr.-and-Mrs.-To-Be Schools,

which originated in Hampden Coun

ty in 1957.

Tackling Money Problems

In 1956, Essex County extension

workers introduced another program

idea that is spreading—Finance For

ums. Cosponsored by a savings bank,

the first forum had record attend

ance.

A bank official attending a Middle

sex County Finance Forum with 350

homemakers said, "It is amazing that

so many homemakers are interested

in money management." His bank

and four others were cosponsors with

Extension on a series of four morn

ing forums.

The interest of these homemakers

is part of the general shift in inter

ests and needs that seems to have

only begun. The formal education of

most homemakers includes little

about money management. A survey

carried out in one Massachusetts

county in 1957 showed that 88 per

cent of the 150 homemakers inter

viewed needed some help or assist

ance on money affairs.

At the first Finance Forum, topics

included: Women and Money; Social

Security and Life Insurance; You and

Your Community Bank; Wills, Es

tates and Joint Ownership; Invest

ments; and Home Mortgages. But

even the forum type of presentation

hits only the high spots in the way

of education. It introduces the sub

jects, awakens interest, and gives

some facts.

Helping Whole Families

Another project called Managing

for Family Satisfaction has been as

popular as the forums and individual

learning is perhaps higher. Here the

topic is developed in an intensive

series of workshop meetings with

small groups of homemakers.

The specialist or agent meets with

the group for a series of half-day or

evening meetings. Using workbooks,

the families are encouraged to think

through their needs and wants—food,

clothing, housing, health, recreation,

education—and to work out ways to

provide them.

Income brackets and age groups are

broad among those interested in

money managemBnt. Homemakers at

tending the workshops had incomes

varying from $3,000 to $10,000 and

were young to middle-age. Only one

group drew both husbands and wives.

In a highly-urbanized and organ

ized State, just reaching the home-

maker is often a problem. The home-

maker's time is frequently in shorter

supply than even money or advice.

Meetings take energy and valuable

time. To help meet this problem,

Worcester County has a daily re

corded message on the telephone

answering service.

From 400 to 800 calls are received

each day, from early morning until

midnight. Callers hear a 45-second

message on the same subject as the

regular telephone questions of the

week. Best food buys, hints on home-

(See Today's Homemakers, page 215)
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A Learning Package

for Young Parents

by ELIZABETH GRADDY, State Home Economics Leader, New Jersey

This is the story of a project that

grew out of a need—a need ex

pressed in letters from anxious par

ents.

From their letters, it appeared that

many parents were overconcerned

about their children and needed help

to know what to expect at various

ages.

To give young parents a well-

rounded picture of their jobs, our

specialists in human relations, foods,

clothing, and textiles cooperated to

make Know Your Preschool Child a

"package" learning experience.

Volunteer leaders take part in six

2-hour training sessions to prepare

for conducting local discussion groups.

Lesson one is devoted to physical

growth patterns. Parents learn what

they can expect of their children at

different ages. They learn that there

are certain ages when they can ex

pect new accomplishments, but that

the child's pace cannot and should

not be hurried.

m

How much should a child grow in 6 months

or a year? Classes such as Know Your Pre

school Child help parents understand that

development rates vary.

Lesson two deals with emotional de

velopment and the influences of such

feelings as love, hate, anger, fear,

and jealousy. Recognizing that many

childhood fears are the result of

vivid imaginations, wise parents help

their children through the period of

being frightened by showing them the

love and reassurance they need to

outgrow their fears.

Lesson three, Food to Grow On,

stresses the importance of food which

meets individual needs along with the

what, how much, how often, and why

of food for the preschool child. Re

assurance that children's appetites

can vary considerably at different

stages does much to make mealtimes

happier occasions for all family mem

bers.

Lesson four is titled Building Good

Food Habits. Parents are given reci

pes and menus and taught the effect

of food on behavior of children. Moth

ers learn how to adapt family menus

to suit a child's needs and to intro

duce new foods in small amounts.

The realization that attitudes toward

food are largely emotional helps to

reduce the temptation to use food as

a bribe, a reward, or a punishment.

Lessons 5 and 6 deal with clothing

which provides comfort, freedom of

movement, room for growth, and self-

reliance. Mothers learn to consider

these features as well as durability

and ease of care when they select

their youngsters' garments.

Visual aids and supplementary

materials help keep the two-hour ses

sions lively. Often a point is illus

trated by a film with a descriptive

title, such as The Terrible Twos, The

Trusting Threes, The Frustrating

Fours, and the Fascinating Fives.

Mothers express interest in a chart

on how to measure children for

clothing sizes and another showing

the approximate age at which a child

learns to help dress and undress him

self. Sample garments with desirable

features and helpful labeling nearly

always start an exchange of shopping

and clothing care experiences.

Agents, and later the leaders, go to

meetings armed with well-illustrated

leaflets to supplement the lessons.

For instance, the one titled. Food for

Your Child, contains photographs of

well nourished children to help par

ents know physical characteristics to

look for.

Values of Project

Obviously, all this takes a great

deal of effort. And what does it ac

complish? For one thing, Know Your

Preschool Child meetings have helped

relieve hundreds of parents of un

necessary anxieties.

By this group study of general

growth patterns in all areas, parents

realize the individuality of each child.

They understand that each will re

spond to his environment and learn

ing experiences in his own way.

Parents sometimes underestimate

the importance of providing experi

ences for which the child is ready.

They sometimes get so much joy in

doing things for their child that they

hinder his growth or fail to recognize

the signs that he is approaching an

other stage of development.

Through sharing observations and

knowing the variation which can be

expected in general development pat

terns, study group members gain con

fidence that they are helping their

children to reach their full potential.

As a part of the overall home eco

nomics program, this project plays

a vital role in helping individuals un

derstand and appreciate growth and

development and the needs of self

and others. Realizing that the home

is the major influence in the day-to

day status of physical and mental

health, our aim is to coordinate and

focus our teaching program in the

several subject matter fields on the

problems of families.

With young people marrying at an

earlier age, and in most cases having

larger families, the demands of bear

ing and rearing children often over

lap the completion of physical and

emotional development of the young

parents themselves. They need and

want to help in accomplishing the

greatest of all tasks—building the

foundations of human health and

character.
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National Home Demonstration Week

A Guide For Every Week

by Mrs. MINNIE M. BROWN, Assistant State Negro Home Agent,

North Carolina

Arecord-breaking audience was

reached by North Carolina Negro

Home Demonstration Clubs during

National Home Demonstration Club

Week this year. Organizational lead

ers of the Home Demonstration

County Councils planned and carried

out a large number of special proj

ects, programs, and activities to ob

serve this special week.

Home agents, specialists, and dis

trict agents all provided educational

assistance as these leaders planned

activities to acquaint more people

with the total extension program.

They emphasized Extension's contri

bution to home and family living, the

scope of home demonstration work,

and how it helps families as they

adjust to changing social and eco

nomic conditions.

All counties geared their observance

with the National theme, To-day's

Homes Build Tomorrow's World. In

addition, each county made special

efforts to reach new people and have

them actively take part in the home

demonstration program.

Participation of Others

One outstanding feature of this

special week was the widespread par

ticipation of other agencies and pro

fessions. We feel this indicates how

Extension is broadening its scope

through other groups. For example,

program participants included Con

gressmen, members of the State

Board of Education, lawyers, school

principals, vocational home econom

ics teachers, doctors, county commis

sioners, heads of college home eco

nomics departments, supervisors of

schools, newspaper publishers, librar

ians, ministers, officials of missionary

societies, and retired home agents.

These people gave their views on

the week's theme, and called for

united, determined leadership and

greater clarity of purpose in today's

everchanging patterns of living.

Over the past three years there

has been a constant rise in the num

ber and variety of methods that lead

ers and agents are using to get the

job done.

The methods used in reaching the

people during this special week in a

large measure paralleled those used

by home agents and leaders in con

ducting the regular home demonstra

tion program. Community meetings,

county-wide meetings, and tours ac

counted for a total attendance of

more than 25,000. Scores of news

stories, radio and TV programs, ex

hibits, home visits, and circular let

ters were also featured.

Other activities included banquets,

fashion revues, teas, clean-up cam

paigns, bake sales, home beautifica-

tion projects, special church pro

grams, the crowning of "Mrs. H. D.

of the Year," district federation meet

ings, reviews of home demonstration

accomplishments through use of

slides, skits, and talks, awarding of

4-H scholarships sponsored by home

demonstration county councils, and

awarding of certificates to outstand

ing voluntary leaders.

Each activity had a definite pur

pose in the overall goals and objec

tives of the extension program. Many

counties used the week to make addi

tional attacks on homemaking prob

lems already pointed up in program

projection. The complete report shows

that programs and projects incorpor

ated lines of work in each of the

major homemaking areas.

In Gates County one program was

a dress revue emphasizing how home

sewing contributes to better family

living. Three generations of the J. M.

Bond family participated. Mrs. Bond

modeled an afternoon dress, her

daughter modeled a Sunday dress

and a cashmere coat, and her two

granddaughters wore navy blue coats.

These garments had a combined total

value of $150 but the actual cost was

less than $50.

To promote community pride

through cleaner and more attractive

surroundings, the Guilford County

Clubs conducted a clean-up campaign.

About 5,000 litter bags were distrib

uted through rural churches and

stores. Each bag carried the club in

signia and the message: "Do You

Throw Trash on the Highway? Join

the Home Demonstration Women—

Take a Bag in Your Car for Trash

and Keep Guilford County Clean and

Green—National Home Demonstra

tion Week May 4-10."

Richmond County filled a two-page

spread in the local newspaper with

pictures and stories of home improve

ment projects by the local rural fam

ilies.

Vance and Caswell Counties fea

tured food conservation (canned and

frozen) displays designed to show

their relationship to health, economy,

and better utilization of time and

energy.

Mrs. Thetis Gerald, Robeson County

Council president, spoke to a special

church program audience of nearly

300 on the subject, "The Christian

Family."

Program Effects

It is difficult to measure accurately

the results of the programs and ac

tivities carried on during National

Home Demonstration Club Week.

However, we have reports that divi

dends are already appearing.

Basically a greater awareness of

the Extension Program was brought

not only to those already actively in

volved but to non-participants as well.

Greater interest was generated among

homemakers for improved personal,

family, and community living.

As a result of the awareness and

interest created, nearly 200 home-

makers joined existing home demon

stration clubs. Requests for organiz

ing new clubs were made and other

homemakers are seeking assistance

through other media.

Volunteer leaders were given an

other opportunity to develop their

talents and originality. Greater ap

preciation was developed for the ex

tension program in general by rural

farm, rural non-farm, and urban peo

ple. This was especially aided through

the fraternization of other agencies

and professions.

(See Every Week, page 202)
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Stepping Up Health Education

by ELSIE CUNNINGHAM, Sfafe Home Agent, New Mexico

How healthy are our homemakers?

That's a question we asked in

considering ways to step up our health

education efforts.

We knew that the most pressing

health problems today are the chronic

diseases. Among these are heart dis

ease, tuberculosis, anemia, diabetes,

cancer, mental illness, arthritis, obes

ity, and certain defects of vision and

hearing. If detected early many of

these can be cured or minimized.

Multi-test screening programs have

been developed recently to help de

tect two or more diseases at a time.

One blood sample, for instance, can

be tested for signs of diabetes and

anemia, or a chest X-ray can be in

spected for signs of tuberculosis, lung

cancer, and heart defects.

With these facts in mind, we won

dered if we were overlooking the im

portance of health education in our

State extension program. We knew

that many homemaking club mem

bers had physical examinations every

year but we had no way of gathering

data from individual doctors.

New Mexico women learned about program

of National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis

during 1958 Homemakers College.

Then the Department of Public

Health expressed an interest in know

ing the proportion of women in the

State who suffered from chronic dis

eases. Could the Extension Service

help gather such information?

Homemakers College, an annual 4-

day program on the campus, offered

a golden opportunity for a survey.

It brings together a cross-section of

homemakers from all parts of the

State. So the public health depart

ment agreed to conduct a multi-test

screening program.

Taking Action

The survey team from the chronic

diseases division set up a temporary

clinic on the campus and went to

work. Participation was voluntary;

the service was free.

Approximately 200 women, from

teenagers to sexagenarians, partici

pated in a series of tests. These in

cluded height and weight measure

ments, blood pressure and electro

cardiogram readings, and blood

sugar and urinalyses.

The tests indicated that 41 percent

of the women had positive blood sugar

reactions, showing the possibility of

diabetes. In the urinalyses, 6 percent

had varying degrees of positive al

bumin reaction, indicating possible

malfunction of the urinary system.

Electrocardiogram recordings showed

that 26.6 had abnormalities of heart

function.

This screening program was not

intended to diagnose disease. Its pur

pose was to spotlight areas where fur

ther tests were needed.

Although the tests were not con

ducted under controlled conditions

and cannot be considered conclusive,

the survey provided challenging in-

Technician draws blood sample for blood

sugar determination, one of several tests for

detecting chronic diseases.

formation for program planners as

well as for those who participated in

the survey. Furthermore, it increased

health consciousness.

Individual reports of survey results

were mailed to both the women who

participated and their family doctors.

Most of the women followed up by

consulting their physicians for fur

ther diagnosis.

The health committee of the State

Association of Home Extension Clubs

also stepped up its program of physi

cal examinations for club members.

More emphasis is being placed on

health in club programs.

Health Agencies Help

Attention was again focused on

homemakers and their health at

Homemakers College this year. An

impressive exhibit showed results of

last year's health screening survey.

The American Cancer Society, Heart

Association, National Foundation for

Infantile Paralysis, and Tuberculosis

Association brought timely informa

tion through exhibits, too. Represen

tatives of these health agencies were

on hand to talk with interested in

dividuals. This year women between

the ages of 18 and 44 also had an

opportunity to participate in a dental

research project conducted by the

division of dental health.

Perhaps we will never have an an

swer to the question, "How healthy

are our homemakers?" But one thing

is evident; the job is just beginning.

Much more remains to be done in

health education.
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Joining

Forces for

Better

Breakfasts

by MRS. HELEN MEINZER,

Rio Grande County Home Demon

stration Agent, Colorado

How can you get a message to

every person in your county and

be sure they receive it? One sure-fire

way is to enlist the support of other

groups with similar interests. That's

what we did in our Better Breakfast

campaign in Rio Grande County.

For some time the home demonstra

tion club members and agents felt

that our nutrition lessons were not

meeting the needs of the people. To

find out, we carried on a nutrition

survey in each home demonstration

club. The summary showed that

county folk were not getting enough

Vitamins C, A, or calcium.

Breakfast seemed to be the most

neglected meal. One logical answer

to this, of course, was a series of les

sons on better breakfasts. This raised

the question: How can we get these

lessons to all people in the county?

The club members decided on a

county-wide campaign to inform

every man, woman, and child in the

county. To do this, they organized a

campaign committee composed of

business and professional women,

school teachers, radio and newspaper

representatives, and home demonstra

tion club members.

The major objective was to im

prove the health of county families

through better breakfasts. To carry

it out, the committee agreed on these

steps: To project the home demon

stration program on better break

fasts to other organizations and indi

viduals, to get cooperation of others

in answering the breakfast survey, to

assist in distributing educational ma

terials, and to suggest other means

of creating interest among other

groups.

Members of the committee carried

the campaign to other people through

individual contacts and mass media.

School staff members, representing 12

schools, encouraged students and

faculty to participate. Grade school

children competed in a poster con

test on good breakfasts.

Breakfast habits were determined

in a survey of 2,500 school students,

teachers, business and professional

women, and home demonstration

club members. Although most chil

dren ate big breakfasts during the

summer and on weekends, school days

were a different story. After break

fast facts were given to students and

their parents, a followup survey

showed marked improvement.

Improvement was obvious among

teachers, too. One teacher said he

had never before understood why a

good breakfast was important.

Survey of breakfast habits in Rio Grande

County is discussed by May Combs, associate

home economist; Helen Meinzer, Rio Grande

agent, and May Stonek, nutrition specialist.

We aimed for greater adult parti

cipation through home demonstration

club members and business people on

the committee. A limerick contest

was one way of stirring up interest

in the breakfast suggestions.

The importance of making up for

the lacking vitamins and minerals

led many homemakers to enrich their

morning menus. One home demon

stration club member said that her

husband weuld not drink fruit juice.

Now that she prepared fruit in other

ways, he enjoyed it every morning.

Another club member told about

her young son saying, "Gee, breakfast

tastes good now. This is the best

lesson Mama has ever had at her

home demonstration club."

Business and professional women

reported changes in their breakfast

habits, too. Many said they had not

realized before that this was so neces

sary.

Mass media played an important

role in extending the campaign's

range. One radio station reaches 5

surrounding counties and the county's

2 newspapers are read in other areas.

Another contact was made through

breakfast folders placed in restau

rants.

For 3 months we emphasized better

breakfasts in this all-out campaign.

Each month we concentrated on a

different food group—proteins, grain

foods, and fruits.

We estimate that the information

reached at least 30,000 people. There

are 12,000 people of school age and

over in the county. The others were

reached through mass channels.

Many people from surrounding

counties asked for copies of publica

tions distributed during the cam

paign. Letters were received from

three other States asking for the

breakfast information they had heard

or read about.

The end of the Better Breakfast

campaign coincided with National

Home Demonstration Club Week. The

nutrition and club week committees

decided to observe both events with

a county breakfast for club members

and others who aided in the cam

paign. More than 150 persons at

tended this event which officially

closed the campaign to boost better

breakfasts.

The campaign was both work and

fun. By joining forces with other or

ganizations, we were able to make

the people aware of the need for

good breakfast habits. We think the

campaign will continue to pay divi

dends in better health for years to

come.

EVERY WEEK

(Continued from page 200)

We realize that voluntary group

work must be constantly attractive

and that people must have solid rea

sons for taking part. So the principles

and objectives underlying the observ

ance of National Home Demonstra

tion Club Week will be followed as

guides throughout every week of the

year. Evaluation will be continued as

a basis for general program direction

and improvement.
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Challenges for Older Youth

by JOHN BANNING, Federal Extension Service

We have a problem of holding

members long enough to make

the experience most meaningful, E.

W. Alton, 4-H division director, told

State leaders at National 4-H Camp

5 years ago. He challenged State and

county staffs to tackle this problem.

A swing around the country quickly

shows that the States and counties

took the challenge seriously. They

have added many programs with spe

cial appeal to the teen-ager.

In Virginia, George Russell of the

4-H staff and George Bloom, sociol

ogy specialist, have teamed up to put

special emphasis on career explora

tion. A 17-year old boy who attended

a career exploration class at the

State 4-H Club short course wrote,

"I didn't know there were so many

things to consider before deciding on

a career." Another 4-H'er who took

the class at Senior 4-H Camp made

this remark, "I am interested in sev

eral occupations and before I didn't

know how to go about choosing one

of them."

A survey of those enrolled in a

career exploration program revealed

much about the interests of young

people. Forty-eight percent thought

it should have the same emphasis as

other projects. Another 20 percent

said it should be a project and all

agreed that it needed great emphasis

with the 14-18 age group.

Teenage Interests

New York State has been experi

menting with a teenage talkover proj

ect since 1953. Joe McAuliffe, assist

ant State 4-H leader, said, "The proj

ect is planned by teenagers and adults

jointly. It is built on the same foun

dation aS all successful extension

work—based on the needs of the

group, learning by doing, backed by

accurate information, presented in an

interesting manner."

They have had as many as 80 14-

year olds or older in a countywide

club. They held eight meetings on

such subjects as physical and mental

development, boy-girl relationships,

getting and keeping friends, exploring

careers, etc. At present, the teen

agers run the program almost entire

ly, making arrangements for meeting

places, resource people, selecting top

ics, and other details with the guid

ance of the club agents.

"This project has resulted in a

method of working with teenagers,"

Mr. McAuliffe says. "Working with

a group of teenagers to help them

develop a program is more satisfying

than giving them a cut-and-dried pro

gram, even one that has been success

ful with other groups. The future

looks bright if we can meet teenagers

on their own ground and challenge

them to grow as they develop their

own projects and programs."

A. Mayoral Reinat, State 4-H Club

leader in Puerto Rico, writes that

the 4-H Citizenship Study has started

them off on a program that will be

helpful to extension workers and

younger members, as well as the older

4-H boys and girls. He quoted an ex

tension agent as saying, "The citizen

ship project helped me to organize

my work better and equipped me with

more knowledge and skill in conduc

ting a more efficient program for 4-H

members."

He says they look with satisfaction

on the involvement in the program

of the mayor, senators and represen

tatives, the Authority of Water Re

sources, and the Department of

Health. A 4-H'er in Puerto Rico said,

"I believe the citizenship project offers

club members splendid opportunities

for developing our personalities into

more useful and desirable citizens."

(See Challenges, page 215)

More than 1,000 Virginia 4-H Club members had opportunity to study Automobile dealers cooperate with 4-H automotive care and safety

career information at exhibit during 1958 4-H State short course. projects. Here a salesman discusses safe ways to jack up a car.
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IOWA'S ANSWER Tl

A big challenge is banging on Ex

tension's door. You've heard it.

It's the challenge to change with

the times.

Iowa Extension recognized the chal

lenge. And it made an effort to put

the forceful drive of change to its

own use in a Challenge to Iowa dur

ing the early months of 1958. The

title was used to identify an educa

tional broadside aimed at rural and

urban Iowans. They were told the

story of social and economic change

through every communications med

ium.

Challenge to Iowa was spelled out

in newspapers, on television and

radio, in leaflets and letters, by

word of mouth, and in a new tool

for Iowa Extension — fact sheets.

These were summaries of facts re

lating to specific subject areas and

were used by self-organized discus

sion groups.

People Take Notice

The goal of the Challenge program

was to make Iowans aware of change

and of the need for meeting it con

structively. Results are hard to mea

sure in terms of statistics. But an

observer can find ample surface evi

dence that Iowans are increasingly

aware of these changes.

For example, a small-town Iowa

banker told an extension worker,

"Small towns are fighting for life.

There's no standing still—we must

go ahead or back."

The headline of a county seat news

paper proclaimed, Launch Commun

ity Planning Program. In the ac

companying story, the editor is quoted

as telling persons attending a com

munity planning meeting, ". . . we

must learn how to live with change

instead of becoming its victims."

Iowa's largest newspaper has for

several months been carrying a Sun

day feature series reporting on com

munity life, hopes, and outlook in

Iowa towns and cities.

More and more communities have

been calling on rural sociologists at

Iowa State College. Apparently with

a reawakened concern for the future,

they want guidance and advice.

Reaching Them All

Challenge to Iowa was broader in

scope than any educational program

previously attempted by the Iowa

staff. It employed more resources,

both within and (significantly) out

side Extension. And it engaged a

vaster audience, reaching young peo

ple as well as adults, urban dwellers

as well as country folks.

The Challenge program served as

a training ground for extension work

ers at both State and county levels.

It created new ties between workers

and inspired their confidence in the

ability of extension to grab hold of

a tough problem and work out a

solution.

Challenge to Iowa was designed for

presentation over a period of six

weeks. It was based on six topics—

one for each week of the program

period.

Topics were, 1858-1958 — A Cen

tury of Change, Growing with a

Changing World, Facing Change in

Iowa, Building Agriculture for Mod

ern Needs, Building Iowa Communi

ties for Tomorrow, and Families in

Tomorrow's Iowa.

The program was designed for max

imum saturation. Each topic was

presented in four ways — through

newspapers, television, radio, and

fact sheets.

Fact sheets were the core materials

for the program. They were the

primer for press, television, and radio

by RICHARD K.

presentations; the guidebook for dis

cussion groups. Each fact sheet con

densed a great body of facts, figures,

experience, and knowledge on a spe

cific topic.

An opinion record sheet was en

closed with each fact sheet. This

allowed the user to register his opin

ions on the subjects and to make

them known to county and State ex

tension leaders.

The idea of fact sheets was new to

Iowa Extension, as was the discussion

group approach to extension educa

tion. Groups were formed in both

rural and urban areas. Volunteer

leaders formed groups among their

friends and neighbors. The leaders

obtained fact sheets and other ref

erence materials from county exten

sion offices.

Mass Coverage

Members of discussion groups also

could get basic information from

Challenge articles in newspapers. And

they could view the television pro

grams and listen to the radio series.

Seven TV stations carried the six

half-hour programs produced by Ex

tension. Six stations were Iowa out

lets, one was on the Iowa border at

Omaha, Nebr. A series of six 15-

minute radio programs was carried

on 27 stations, blanketing the State.

A total of 194 county newspapers

carried the series of Challenge arti

cles produced at the State level and

distributed through county offices.

Television, radio, and other State

wide publicity were conducted by the

central Extension staff. Out in the

counties staff workers were busy

stimulating interest in the program.

During the period of preparation

for, or involvement with the program,

38,824 people attended 1,294 meetings

conducted by county extension per

sonnel. County staffs involved 1,500

county and city leaders in assisting

with the development of the program.

Hundreds of others helped in various
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HE CHALLENGE OF CHANGE

ssistant Editor, /owo

ways. Leader guides were adapted

for local use and distributed to 2,662

leaders.

In publicizing the television and

radio presentations, and in telling of

the availability of fact sheets, 49,318

homes were reached by letters from

county extension offices.

When the program was underway,

fact sheet distribution climbed to a

final total of 31,895 sets. Distribution

was made to 922 discussion groups,

584 classes in 513 schools, and 7,846

additional families.

Challenge to Iowa was a program

of depth and ambitious purpose. Yet

it was created in minimum time, to

meet an urgent need. The decision

to undertake the program was

reached late in November 1957. On

January 27, 1958, Challenge was

pushed into full swing in the kickoff

area.

This meant that, in 2 months' time,

a tremendous amount of planning,

research, and production had to be

accomplished. The pressure of time

meant that everyone had to pitch in.

Production teams were formed by

cutting across department lines and

assignments to get the best people

to do the job. The keys were team

work and a willingness to try new

things. Extension recognized that it

was challenged to change its ways to

cope with the times—and did.

But the Challenge in Iowa hasn't

ended. In fact, it's only begun. Chap

ter two already is outlined and soon

will be under way.

...And How One County Applied It

by ROGER W. LEINBACH,

Calhoun County Agricultural

Agent, Iowa

Extension has made a lot of

changes since I started 22 years

ago as county agricultural agent in

western Iowa. Looking back, I recall

the many farm trips in the Model A

to assist with individual problems.

Our extension programs at that time

seemed to be geared to requests for

assistance from either families or

small neighborhood groups.

Now I am county extension direc

tor in a typical central Iowa rural

county with no towns of more than

2,500 population. Our county is

blessed with the highest per acre

value of land and buildings in the

State. But we face our share of ad

justment problems.

Great as our natural resources are,

the facts reveal that 14.3 percent of

the farm people in our county moved

off farms during the past decade. Our

people ask, "What's happening?"

They become increasingly concerned

as they see young and older people

leaving farms and homes. They sense

the effects on many communities

"rocking" from the economic and so

cial impact of the times.

Thanks to the guidance and fore

sight of the Iowa Extension Service,

the people were given a "handle to

grab." A unique mass media and dis

cussion program called Challenge to

Iowa was outlined by the college with

county and local participation invited.

The program provided two basic

principles applicable to present ex

tension techniques—get people to an

alyze their problems and situations

based on true facts and information

and coordinate educational programs

using mass communications media.

Community Observations

In our county, 117 discussion groups

were formed. They ranged from

single families to community groups.

These people sat around their own

tables, met in a neighbor's home or

in a community building and listened

to special television and radio pro

grams dealing with vital subjects. In

addition, they were supplied with

printed material for group discussion.

The impact of this program is un

limited. For example, one school

group decided to analyze their situa

tion. They discovered that there

were 21 vacant farmsteads in their

own school district, 17 of which were

vacated during the last 5 years.

In less than a year, the public

school had lost 35 high school students

while adding only 6. Losses were due

to dropouts or families moving away.

And the town serving this commun

ity lost $81,600 in business due to

the declining farm population.

This community, since discovering

the true situation, has "rolled up its

sleeves" and is adjusting to present-

day conditions. It is one community

that will not fold, because the people

are planning now for the future.

Another community, as a result of

the Challenge discussions, requested

our county extension staff to help ob

tain the latest labor availability in

formation. A survey was taken and

this material made available to all

the communities in the county. Com

munity groups now can present up-

to-the-minute information about skill

ed and unskilled labor to industrial

firms seeking locations.

Summaries of individual and group

thinking about Challenge subjects

were tabulated by the county staff.

These have been invaluable in shap

ing future educational programs. We

(See County Application, page 210)
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Better Farming Agent Lloyd Clem

ent, of Utah's Uintah County,

faced a difficult problem. How could

he get the P. family to adopt some

changes they needed to make to save

their home and farm. Twice he had

worked with the family and devised

what looked like a feasible farm plan.

Each time it fell short, because the

family didn't follow through.

The family had over-extended

themselves financially in an effort to

complete their new home. They had

sold, borrowed, and charged all they

could to buy lumber, a furnace, con

crete, shingles, and other things going

into the home.

Management Introduced

As a last resort, Clement and Home

Agent Jessie Eller tried a new ap

proach just proposed for use with

Better Farming for Better Living

cooperators by the State steering

committee. They made an appoint

ment with the family to spend an

evening talking over their program.

Present for the discussion were

father, mother, two teenage daugh

ters, and the 10-year-old son.

The agents introduced the discus

sion by asking family members to

list their needs, wants, and hopes.

What did they want to do, to be, to

achieve as individuals and as a

family.

Among the things listed were a

set of false teeth, school clothes, live

stock, be an eagle scout, and 27 other

items involving individuals and the

group. It was noteworthy that the

most urgent need was suggested by

one of the teenagers—larger income

to pay bills and debts and to buy

some of the things on their list.

Next the family was asked to go

back over the list and classify each

item as a need, a want, or a hope.

How urgent and necessary was each

item? They then ranked their needs

in order of priority.

In all, they classified 10 items as

needs, 8 as wants, and 9 as hopes.

Next they added a date by which

each should be achieved to meet

family standards of progress. Top

rating was given to more income and

high priority was given to false teeth

and school clothes.

The evening's discussion was con

cluded by talking about what could

be done to bring more income—what

were their alternatives? Their sug

gestions became their plan (and most

ly the changes that had been previ

ously proposed, but failed to achieve) .

The family sold their riding horses

and postponed indefinitely the pur

chase of a new car. The son took

over the chores, enabling the father

to do some custom work. One daugh

ter took over the housework and the

mother and the older daughter both

took part-time jobs.

Emphasised Needs

A checkup 6 months later showed

that the family had followed through

very well. They had made substantial

progress and achieved 11 of the 27

needs, wants, or hopes. Of still greater

significance, they had concentrated

their energies on the needs, not the

wants as had been their custom.

Their faith in the power of this

method is illustrated by the fact

that the family, without leadership,

suggestion, or help, went through the

same process this year. They made

a new list of needs, wants, and hopes,

together with a farm and family

plan. Now they're well on their way

to a fuller, happier life.

Utah agents and specialists who

have gone through this preplanning

process with a family say it has a

great potential. It sets the guidelines

for budgeting family income, expen

ses, purchases, and payments. It

helps the family unify their efforts.

It helps them develop real, tangible

goals.

Door to Future

This process opens the door for

considering all alternatives — even

leaving the farm if necessary to meet

their goals. It introduces a consid

eration of alternatives which are con

sidered in greater detail during the

preparation of written plans.

Preplanning helps the family to

move from the past to the present

to 5 years hence when considering

their plan. Preparation of written

plans is implemented by the family

having gone through this process.

This preplanning process, which Is

outlined in Utah Extension Circular

259, has been effective in several

cases. One couple left the farm and

went back to school after taking a

better look at their goals and oppor

tunities. Another couple bought ad

ditional acreage, a decision which

they had debated for years. A third

couple built a grade A dairy unit

in preference to converting to a

broiler enterprise—a change that had

been pending for months.

This process unifies the family, ele

vates their goals, and adds to their

determination to succeed. It gives

them a step-by-step program for

changing hope to reality.
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Agents Retool for the Future

by W. J. KIMBALL, Program Leader, Resource Development, Michigan

Iike the State's automotive industry,

j Michigan extension agents are

having to retool for the future. Tra

ditional agricultural training is no

longer adequate for meeting the com

plex problem in one of the most

rapidly changing areas of the county.

Look almost anywhere and you will

see signs of change. In southern

Michigan you will see great sprawling

suburbs and new country homes scat

tered throughout the farming areas.

Huge factories are going up away

from the old population centers. Even

in the rural communities you will find

modern subsidiary and supply plants.

In these same southern Michigan

counties you will see a changing agri

culture. Farms are growing larger,

more intensive, and fewer. On the

small farms that remain are the busy

twilight or weekend farmers, a part

of the regular commuting factory

force.

In much of northern Michigan and

the Upper Peninsula another, quite

different, change is taking place.

Many farms now are idle but with

the increased population, shorter

workweeks, super highways, improved

automobiles, and the "Big Mac

Bridge," there is a new boom in the

tourist and resort industry.

Change is not new to Michigan.

From a State of farmers, woodsmen,

millworkers, and miners, Michigan

rapidly grew to one of the foremost

manufacturing areas of the world.

But the present change is coming

even faster in an area which already

has 7.8 million people.

Michigan extension agents' train

ing and experience, coupled with help

from specialists, has enabled them to

meet the challenges of an improved

and expanding agriculture. Agents

also adapted programs to help answer

urban lawn and garden problems,

develop urban 4-H Club activities, and

assist part-time farmers.

Such problems as land use plan

ning, zoning, and community develop

ment have been more difficult. Few

foresaw the great future needs and

these areas were not given equal con

sideration with the traditional com

modity approaches in the develop

ment of extension programs.

As early as 1945, land use courses

were offered at Michigan State Uni

versity but participation was limited.

The big push in extension for ad

vanced work of a broader nature had

not yet begun. Extension leaders,

however, were beginning to sense

what the future might bring and

made some bold steps which estab

lished a satisfactory basis for much

retooling.

In the late 1940's a club agent of

long standing was transplanted to a

new role in a booming automotive

manufacturing community. Sheldon

LaTourette was named Genesee

County associate agent to serve non-

farm families of Flint and surround

ing communities.

There were apprehensions about

this new assignment and LaTourette's

"suburban forums" were skeptically

surveyed by traditional agricultural

workers as well as his new clientele.

This pioneer, however, successfully

assisted with general planning prob

lems and other educational problems

of that rapidly growing community.

Trying New Ways

A second major experiment began

in a rural southern Michigan county

about the same time when Charles

Kaufman was appointed Livingston

County agent. Kaufman saw the

signs of future development and grad

ually won support for land use plan

ning. In 1956 an associate agent took

over the agricultural responsibilities,

enabling Kaufman to devote his time

to planning and zoning developments.

Now his advice is sought throughout

Michigan to help others bring about

an orderly shift from a strictly rural

economy.

Several major changes in develop

ing land use and community develop

ment programs were accomplished in

1956. At the completion of a grad

uate course in sociology, Ed Alchin

was appointed Saginaw County Com

munity Development Specialist. A

carefully executed program, involving

over 300 Saginaw citizens, resulted in

an outstanding community survey.

Alchin was recently brought to Michi

gan State University to help others

develop similar projects.

Later that year two more extension

workers who showed interest and ap

titude in this resource development

approach were given unique assign

ments in two northern "cut over"

counties.

Oscoda County people wanted as

sistance in developing new employ

ment opportunities. Warren Cook be

came the county's first full-time agent

(See Agents Retool, page 214)

Land use changes are discussed by Harry Lund, Midland County

agent, at weekend field workshop for agents.
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FROM IDEA TO

NATIONAL

by D. B. VARNER, Vice President, Michigan State University

My grandmother used to say that

you can count the seeds in an

apple but you can't count the apples

in a seed.

Ideas are like seeds. Once an idea

has been planted, it may have effects

on people and things forever after.

This is the story of just such an idea.

This is the story of why and how

the National Agricultural Extension

Center for Advanced Study was de

veloped. It is a story of problem iden

tification—and the creation of a con

cept designed to solve the problem.

It is a story of a concept on trial for

a full 2 years.

This is a story of involvement of

many people—every director of ex

tension, every State leader of home

demonstration work, and every presi

dent of a land-grant college or uni

versity in America—busy but intently

interested people.

A Seed Is Planted

The story began at the annual

meeting of the Association of Land-

Grant Colleges and Universities in

November 1952. Here the Extension

Committee on Organization and Pol

icy gave particular recognition to the

need for a program which would re

sult in an improved Extension Serv

ice. It was here that a representative

from the W. K. Kellogg Foundation

indicated an interest in such a pro

gram and encouraged further develop

ment.

The administrators at this meet

ing had taken a thorough look at the

Cooperative Extension Service. They

came face to face with the realiza

tion that, in our rapid growth over

the past half century of service to

American families, the service has

proceeded largely on the basis of

trial and error.

The State and territorial services

have been guided by a common phil

osophy but they have developed in

51 varying environments and with 51

concepts of organization and proce

dure. Those closest to this organiza

tion appreciate that progress since

1903 has been tremendous. But they

also recognize that we have only be

gun if we are to fulfill our educa

tional responsibilities and potentiali

ties in the fields of "agriculture,

home economics, and subjects related

thereto."

The Extension Committee on Or

ganization and Policy formalized

their concern by appointing a com

mittee to develop an appropriate

program for attacking this problem.

While there was substantial change

in the early membership of the

committee, the group which was

largely responsible for developing the

program consisted of Director George

Lord, Maine; Director G. G. Gibson,

Texas; State Leader Helen Prout,

Colorado (later Washington) ; Direc

tor D. B. Varner, Michigan, chair

man; and C. M. Ferguson, FES Ad

ministrator.

The committee met frequently dur

ing late 1952 and throughout 1953.

Each member was asked early to

identify those areas where serious

problems existed — problems which

limited the effectiveness of Extension.

There was a striking unanimity

among all members of the committee

in the identification of these prob

lem areas. They were so clearly de

fined that the whole range of prob

lems could be condensed into four

major groupings:

1. The entire field of personnel

training and management.

2. The planning, development, exe

cution, and evaluation of extension

programs.

3. The matter of relationships

within the Extension Service, between

the Extension Services and the

Schools of Agriculture and Land-

Grant Colleges, and between the Ex

tension Services and other agencies,

organizations, and institutions.

4. The need for a continuing re

assessment of the role and function

of the Extension Service in modem

society.

With these problem areas identi

fied, the next task facing the com

mittee was to develop an approach

which might lead to problem solving.

Many hours were spent discussing

the most productive possible ap

proach, including consultations with

numerous resource persons. Out of

these deliberations came the concept

of establishing a National Extension

Center where the best available re

sources could be mobilized and ad

ministrators and potential adminis

trators could be brought together for

the dual purpose of problem solving

and training.

Concept Analyzed

This concept was then subjected to

searching inquiry and careful scru

tiny from many points of view. State

leaders, directors, deans, and educa

tional authorities were consulted, and

their criticisms, comments, and sug

gestions were incorporated in a re

vised draft. From this process it

emerged as a sound, productive, and

positive approach to the major prob

lems confronting Extension.

In November 1954, the Senate of the

Association of Land-Grant Colleges

and Universities, carried unanimous

ly the following motion: "That the

report of this committee be approved

in principle; that the committee be

authorized to proceed to negotiate

with the W. K. Kellogg Foundation

for the establishment of such a Cen

ter and submit a definite proposal to

the Foundation for action. Further,

that the committee be authorized to

negotiate with interested Land-Grant

institutions for the establishment of

a home-site institution for the proj

ect. Further, that the members of

the Senate, in voting to approve this

project, by their actions indicate

(See Piatiimal Center, page 210)
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Training Needs of

Today's County Agent

by EDWIN L. KIRBY, Assistant Director of Extension, Ohio

Extension has always prided itself

for the ability to conduct a flex

ible, dynamic, educational program

based on the changing needs and in

terests of the people. The "county

agent system" of bringing together

the experiences, judgments and ex

pressed needs of the people with up-

to-date research from the colleges,

experiment stations, and the U. S.

Department of Agriculture has dem

onstrated a sound pattern of educa

tion which is being developed through

out the world.

The fundamental question today is,

"Is the extension worker sufficiently

prepared to meet the increasing num

ber and varied demands of the people

he serves in order to maintain the

high degree of confidence which now

exists?"

Conflicting Tasks

The county agent of today and to

morrow is faced with a complex and

seemingly insolvable conflict. He is

expected to provide specialized pro

fessional leadership to a highly spe

cialized agricultural business. At the

same time, he is expected to be pro

ficient in dealing with the problems

of a growing society with different

values, needs, and interests.

Agents can no longer fulfill their

professional obligations by giving at

tention to only the farm and farm

family problems. Traditional farming

is declining in favor of agribusiness

which includes the complete cycle of

production, processing, distribution,

retailing, and consumption.

The differences between farm and

nonfarm, rural and urban, farm and

city are rapidly disappearing. As seg

ments of society become more inter

dependent and as people with differ

ent vocational and social interests be

come more intermingled in their liv

ing patterns, the complexities of con

ducting an effective educational pro

gram become more challenging.

The extension worker's primary

function is education—developing and

providing teaching situations in which

learning can take place. He must

possess an adequate knowledge of the

subject matter and the ability to

work with people so the desired

changes in behavior will take place.

Through this type of process, the

desired changes in social and eco

nomic conditions, determined jointly

with the people, can be attained.

Educational Job

The county agent's job is to deter

mine, with the people, the areas of

need which are most important to

large segments of his clientele and

then decide on the most appropriate

methods to meet these needs. This

can be done effectively only if the

agent can "time in" to the masses

of people through carefully selected

leaders.

So a county extension agent must

be trained in these areas:

He must be a disseminator of infor

mation, a teacher, and an educator.

He must possess a knowledge of sub

ject matter and skill in using various

teaching methods. He must be a

communicator with the ability to use

effectively both oral and written

means of communication.

He must be a planner and organ

izer, possessing the ability to cause

people to think through their own

situations in order to develop the

kind of educational program most

needed.

He must be a counselor, advisor,

and a consultant in order to help peo

ple see the relation of individual prob

lems to the total situation.

The Ohio extension staff was asked

to indicate their needs for on-the-job

training in both methods of work

and in needed subject matter. County

agents reflected a greater need for

on-the-job training in the areas of

planning and organization, methods,

and in evaluation, than in the subject

matter areas. In the subject matter

areas, the apparent need is greater

in the areas of public affairs, agricul

tural policy, marketing, consumer in

formation, farm or home manage

ment, and family life, rather than in

specific areas, such as agronomy, live

stock, and nutrition.

An analysis of expressed off-the-job

training needs shows a similar pat

tern of requests.

Another indicator of training needs

is the professional performance eval

uation of each staff member based on

a predetermined set of criteria. The

criteria for evaluation should be pre

pared from a job description of the

specific areas of responsibility which

is well understood by both the persons

being evaluated and the evaluators.

A performance rating is made of the

person's ability to perform the re

sponsibilities specified in the job de

scription.

Ohio has used a written perform

ance evaluation of each extension

worker for several years. A composite

summary and analysis of performance

gives some guidance as to needs for

training.

Each staff member is evaluated on

specific items related to program de

velopment, working relations, and

personal qualifications.

A study of the findings shows that,

in general, the staff is evaluated lower

in program development than in the

other two areas. A comparison of the

results of this study with that of the

survey of on-the-job training needs

indicates a close relationship to train

ing needed. Both studies point out

the need for training in program de

velopment, teaching methods, pro

gram evaluation and reporting re

sults, ability to work with people, and

leadership development.

These are only two methods of de

termining the in-service training

needed by county agents in order to

meet the challenges of the rapid

changes taking place within society.

Professional improvement committees

of the agents' associations have con

tributed much to identifying training

needs. Committees representing ex

tension personnel at all levels help

to develop effective in-service training

programs. Participation in off-the-job

(See Today's Agent, page 214)
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CHANGE IN APPROACH

(Continued from page 197)

at East Lansing, Mich., sponsored

largely by the Extension Service and

financed by the Kellogg Foundation.

An Extension Committee on Organ

ization and Policy task force of

agents, specialists, and supervisors,

headed by Indiana Extension Direc

tor Roy Hoffman, guided NPAC in de

veloping an extension-financed com

munications training program. Forty-

two States have helped develop and

finance communication training mate

rial and have trained a team of ex

tension leaders to extend the training

to all workers. It highlights how peo

ple learn, involvement, decision-mak

ing and goal-setting by the people,

visualization, and an audience-mes

sage-channel approach.

Broadening—Yet Specific

We are having to broaden our pro

grams to reach the many audiences

needing and demanding our help. Yet

the problems of the day are such that

we are having to be more specific

with each program and each audi

ence.

In early extension work we de

pended heavily on individual con

tacts, result demonstrations, and local

leaders. As more and more people

and groups demanded help on more

and more problems, we developed

much heavier use of group and mass

methods.

We tried to develop general recipes

and formulae to guide us on when to

use each method. As we become more

communication conscious, more audi

ence-centered, we are learning that

the only formula is an audience-

message-channel consideration for

each job.

We are learning better counseling

techniques in making farm and home

visits and in working with a wide

variety of local leaders. We are still

using result demonstrations, but they

are a broader type—involving whole

farms, communities, and market

areas. We have many more ways to

rapidly and widely spread the demon

stration results.

We are improving our meetings

through better planning, use of bet

ter discussion techniques, and visual

aids.

We are using old and new channels,

using them differently in different

combinations. We are using radio,

spot announcements, taped telephone

messages, television, press, and many

other mass media. We are using

them as a more integral and built-in

part of our total teaching job. We

are making greater use of circular

letters; specialized and simplified

leaflets; trade and farm magazines;

business, labor union, and other house

organs to get needed information to

specialized audiences.

Extension leaders have highlighted

need for change in our approach in a

special report on the Scope and Re

sponsibility of Extension Today. It

accents nine major areas and work

ing specifically with many audiences.

The base of our progress is com

munication with people—a balanced

combination of channels that reaches,

informs, and involves the people con

cerned in an audience-centered way.

That is the kind of communication

that puts people before things.

NATIONAL CENTER

(Continued from page 208)

their future support of it to the ex

tent practicable."

The establishment of the National

Agricultural Extension Center for

Advanced Study at the University of

Wisconsin in 1955 is now history. Dr.

Robert C. Clark, who had been Wis

consin's State 4-H Club Leader, was

named Director of the Center and

proceeded to acquire a staff.

A total of 11 students have been

awarded the Ph. D. degree and 26

have been awarded the M.S. degree

through participation in the graduate

training program of the Center. The

Center has awarded fellowships for

graduate training to students from

all except 11 States.

Research conducted and completed

by Fellows and Assistants at the Cen

ter during the past year involved

such general areas as: Extension or

ganization, policies, and finances; Ex

tension programs and personnel train

ing; State and county advisory

groups; 4-H leadership participation

in enrollment; and the functioning

of extension specialists and supervi

sors.

In its conference program the Cen

ter has sponsored or been associated

with workshops for supervisors in

various parts of the country, admin

istrative workshops for extension di

rectors, and the national symposium

on home demonstration work. The

Center has also supported such efforts

as the seminars which recently ex

panded the nine program areas of

the Statement of Scope and Respon

sibility of the Cooperative Extension

Service.

The seeds have been planted. More

are yet to be sown. They are now

being nurtured in the hearts and

minds of career extension workers

throughout the country. It is too

early to count the apples. The fu

ture itself will complete this story of

an idea and its germination.

COUNTY APPLICATION

CContinued from page 205)

in Extension have obtained many

constructive suggestions from the

people we serve. They include:

Greater emphasis should be placed

on adult education to keep pace with

changing conditions. School facilities

might be used on weekends and dur

ing the summer for adult education

classes. Hobby courses should be pro

vided for older people.

This county should continue to

place high priority on the education

of its youth, fully realizing that many

will not stay here. Several groups

expressed themselves, "This is our

contribution to society as a whole."

Our communities must maintain a

closely knit farming-industry-business

relationship.

Family ties need to be strengthened.

All groups within the county should

direct their efforts to this problem.

We must keep abreast of a chang

ing world, understand other people,

and encourage free trade with na

tions who believe in our democratic

principles.

Perhaps the benefits of the Chal

lenge program can best be summed

up by this quote from one of the

groups :

"We believe that cooperation with

leadership such as the Challenge to

Iowa discussion meetings is a definite

asset to our community. We think

that the city development association

is a good thing—taking in both rural

and urban thinking. Perhaps even

further group planning would be wise

in helping the community meet the

changing world and the local situa

tion."
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Training County Chairmen for the Job Today

by JEAN W. SCHEEL, Assistant Director, Oregon

If we do a job well, we get more

jobs to do.

A successful extension program

causes people to want more extension

work. Sooner or later this leads to

more projects and more agents. And

as Extension grows, its organization

and procedures have to change, be

cause the practices of the past don't

fit the problems of the present.

One such change now apparent

throughout the country is a move

ment toward decentralizing adminis

tration. As county staffs grow from

one agent to four, five, or more, it

becomes impractical to depend upon

State supervision to accomplish the

unity of effort that is necessary for

efficiency. Some administrative func

tions must be delegated to a member

of the county staff.

What He Does

Out of this need has arisen the job

of the county extension administra

tor. The job goes by many different

titles but the functions performed are

surprisingly similar in most places.

Special problems that the county ad

ministrator faces are also similar

from county to county and State to

State. They suggest that a particular

kind of in-service training is needed

for people in these positions.

Well-performed, the county admin

istrator's position can perhaps con

tribute more to strengthening the ex

tension program and increasing the

efficiency of extension operations than

any other.

The job of the county administra

tor is in nearly all cases a part-time

responsibility. Normally, the person

who fills the job has had no special

training for it and administration

involves problems that are new to

many agents.

In most States the county adminis

trator's major responsibilities include:

personnel, office management, finan

ces, program development and coord

ination, and public relations. In

handling these, the administrator is

expected to function as a democratic

leader. The entire staff of agents

participates in making major deci

sions. Then the program becomes one

of teamwork by agreement based

upon understanding.

It is no wonder that many people

who occupy such positions say they

have problems. The most common

complaint seems to be, "How do I

find time to do the job?" Other prob

lems include how to get staff cooper

ation, how to determine whether an

office is being efficiently managed,

where to get ideas for improving of

fice management, and how to develop

a well-rounded public relations pro

gram.

Others on the staff also have prob

lems relating to county administra

tion. Supervisors are seeking ways to

aid the county administrator in de

veloping an understanding of the job

and acquiring the skills for handling

it. Other members of the county staff

are concerned in cases where the ad

ministrator does not measure up to

their expectations.

Planning Training

Several States have conducted

training programs for county admin

istrators that show practical results.

Their experience shows that useful

training for county administrators

can be given on an in-service basis

with only a modest time requirement.

Oregon's experience is an example.

Staff chairmen were named in all

counties beginning in 1950. A two-day

conference of these agents was held

at that time to develop an outline of

their responsibilities. Then in 1956

it was decided to plan a training ses

sion that would give particular atten

tion to ideas about how to be a good

staff chairman.

The first step was to send a ques

tionnaire to county staff chairmen

asking what kind of administrative

problems they would like to have

covered in a workshop. Most answers

could be classified under personal

time management, office manage

ment, staff relationships, or public

relations.

A three-day workshop was decided

upon and a committee appointed to

plan the agenda. The committee in

cluded three assistant directors, one

man and one woman service team

member, a county staff chairman, and

a woman agent from a county.

Showing Them How

The first day's program focused on

the job of the county staff chairman,

with particular emphasis on public

relations. The second day concen

trated on office management and the

third day dealt with staff teamwork.

The first part of each day was spent

in a general assembly session with

speakers, and the balance of the day

in small discussion groups.

A speaker from outside extension

was asked to keynote the conference

with a talk on the science and art of

administration. On the second day's

session, three office managers from

Portland firms served as speakers

and also acted as consultants for

work groups.

The third morning program dealt

with techniques that promote team

work. It was handled by a panel in

cluding the assistant director in

charge of county personnel matters,

a member of a district service team,

and the specialist in group develop

ment.

The entire program was enthusi

astically received by the county chair

men and they asked that similar

training be provided for all county

staff members. Four area meetings

were held in July 1958, with 35 to

45 agents attending each.

The objective of these meetings

was "to develop staff understanding

of the extension job and the roles of

the county staff members." It was

(See County Chairmen, page 214)
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Make Your Files Work for You

by W. E. LAVERY, Federal Extension Service

A dvantages of a uniform classifying

s\ and filing system are being dis

covered and put to use by extension

workers in many States.

With a uniform system in all

county offices throughout a State,

personnel can change from one

county to another without the strug

gle of learning a new system. Mate

rial from the State office can be pre-

coded and filed in the same manner

in all offices. Precoding also saves

time in classifying and filing in the

county offices.

Whether we maintain a large or

small volume of records, they should

be kept so that we can readily obtain

them. And the records of an office

should remain usable regardless of

personnel changes. With an organ

ized plan for filing material, the ar

rangement will be understandable to

all who have to use it.

Why is a classification and filing

system necessary? We need some sort

of system so that there will be a defi

nite place in the files for materials,

so that like materials will be treated

the same, and so that the records

will be arranged for greatest useful

ness.

Essentially, a filing system should

be simple, easy to install, operate,

and understand. It should be adapt

able to all types of records and per

mit the adjustment, addition, and

deletion of subjects without difficulty.

The system should be logical, with

sound grouping of related subjects.

It should be comprehensive, covering

all functions of the organization.

And it should be effective to insure

speed in locating records.

Filing Preparations

Classifying, the first step toward

better filing, requires knowledge of

agency programs, how records are

asked for and used, and the classifi

cation and filing manual predeveloped

for the agency or office. Analytical

ability is an important prerequisite.

A paper may cover one subject or

several. Subjects may be obvious or

obscure. For these reasons, materials

on related subjects can be logically

and consistently filed together only

when classifying techniques are

sound.

A good procedure for classifying

reference material is to first review

the material to determine the sub

ject by which it will most likely be

requested. Then select the proper

file designation and mark it on the

material. This notation should be

written or stamped in approximately

the same position on all material.

Classify material immediately after

it has been read. You are familiar

with the content then and won't have

to read it later to classify. Notice

key phrases and ideas in the material

to help classify it.

Filing Made Easy

The process of actually putting

materials into the files should be ac

complished without waste motion or

time. A simple contribution to ease

and speed of filing is the proper use

of file drawers.

The most current records should be

maintained in drawers which provide

the most direct, natural access. Rec

ords of previous years (normally less

active) will be in the less- accessible

drawers.

The practice of setting aside a few

minutes each day to do the filing is

helpful in maintaining current and

complete files. Then filing does not

become a tedious job and adds to the

efficiency of the office operations.

Orderly appearance and efficiency

of a file depends to a large extent

upon the careful preparation, use,

and arrangement of folders and

guides. Folders keep the material in

order and guides serve as "sign posts"

to help find materials.

A Working System

The Subject-Numeric System has

the essential features of a classifica

tion and filing system. It is readily

adaptable to all extension offices.

This system brings related material

together under a common heading

and requires no memorization.

Kentucky and New Jersey have the

Subject-Numeric System in operation

and several other States are installing

it. Reports from those States using

the system are highly satisfactory.

As extension workers, it is our job

to serve the public in the most effi

cient and effective manner possible.

The ability to classify and file records

so they can be readily located adds

much to smooth office operation and

reflects credit on the Extension Serv

ice.
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We Solved Our Filing Problems

by JAMES I. STEPHENS, Scoff County Agricultural Agent, Kentucky

Have you ever had a farmer, home-

maker, club leader, or supervi

sor wait at your desk while you and

your staff frantically searched the

files for something which couldn't be

found? We have gone through this

embarrassing experience many times

in our extension office. But, since

we installed a standard filing and

records management system, we have

this problem licked.

This system was planned by the

Federal Extension staff and tried in

four pilot counties in Kentucky. The

plan, with some revisions, has been

adopted by Kentucky Extension Serv

ice and is being installed in all coun

ties.

Our previous filing system in the

county had several disadvantages. It

consisted of three different systems

scattered throughout the office, was

difficult to understand, and did not

provide for filing all material relating

to one subject in the same place.

And there was little relationship with

the system used in the other 119

county offices. New personnel usually

had to learn a different and rather

complicated filing system in each

county.

How It Works

In contrast, our new filing system

is based on an adaptation of both

the simple subject and numerical

coding plans. All material to be filed

is first classified into 29 functional,

primary subject headings, arranged

alphabetically. All material relating

to a certain field, such as agronomy,

is filed behind that heading.

Three secondary divisions under

agronomy, labeled numerically, are:

(1) field and forage crops, (2) soils,

and (3) weeds. Each of the secondary

divisions is then divided into numer

ical tertiary divisions. In the case of

agronomy, forage crops, these tertiary

divisions include: (1) disease, (2)

marketing, and (3) storage.

A useful part of this system Is the

from the files for any length of time.

We now have one filing system for

all material on any subject, including

subject matter information, refer

ence material, records of organiza

tions, reports, correspondence, etc.

These files are housed in the office of

the extension secretary, eliminating

the need for individual or special

files.

Our entire staff is enthusiastic

about this new filing system. No

longer do we have to tell a client

that we have the information he

wants but we can't find it. This sys

tem solved all our filing problems.

REFLECTIONS

(Continued from page 195)

case file. Whenever there is enough

related material on one specific sub

ject to warrant it, this material is

brought together in a case file and

placed behind the appropriate pri

mary, secondary, or tertiary heading.

For example, under the headings,

agronomy, field and forage crops, dis

eases, separate case files may be made

for diseases of corn, alfalfa, or to-

bacco- historic emphasis on locally deter-

Correspondence is filed under A to mined programs. But it exhibits a

Z guides or, if it contains special ref- pride ^ extension ^ a national sys-

erence material, it may be filed in tem and mdIcates that our work must

subject folders. reflect this fact. The nine areas of

Another important feature is that program emphasis are not recom-

all subjects fall within the scope of mended for anyone or any level. They

the 29 primary headings and of the are essentially a framework of ideas

secondary and tertiary headings, within which each can find his place,

which are comparatively few in num- Tne cumuiative enterprise of ex-

ber. New subjects can be added with- tensi0n work must increasingly reflect

out disrupting the system. attention to the important questions

/:•/,.„, c„.#__. of the nation, to which informal edu-
11 nitorm system ' ... . ,

cation may contribute. Accordingly,

A file classification manual is sup- i look forward to the real importance

plied to all county extension offices. 0f the Scope Report, which is the

This insures consistency in setting up process which may carry it into exten-

and using the system, and in training sion discussion and debate, testing

personnel. and revision, and application through

Cross reference sheets are used adaptation. If such processes occur,

where material may be filed under a new and richer companionship will

more than one heading. Charge-out bind us all, no matter how diverse our

slips are used for material taken workplaces, with a substantially deep

er professional spirit.

Recently someone asked, "What one

comment on the educational signifi

cance of the Scope Report would you

care to make?" I replied, "The trou

bles of the agricultural community

are the troubles of a society engaged

in synchronizing the cadence of hu-

/ man affairs to the cadence of their

own technology. There exists no

greater challenge in education than

an institution such as Extension ad

dressing the problems of a people

learning to live meaningfully with

science. With all the rest of a rich

extension literature, the Scope Report

refines again the outlines through

With a goad classifying and filing system, which such an accomplishment may

your files work for you. be wrought."
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COUNTY CHAIRMEN

(Continued from page 211)

agreed that an outside speaker should

sound the keynote and the dean of

the school of forestry was invited to

do so. He was tremendously effective

in arousing audience interest in self-

improvement and developing a con

structive atmosphere for the two-day

session.

A panel of district service team

members dramatized the subject of

staff unity by role-playing two county

staff meeting situations—one nega

tive and the other positive. Audience

discussion drew out a listing of the

key factors involved in each.

Audience discussion also was used

in developing the salient points in

a junior-senior situation dealing with

the logical relationship between an

established agent and a new agent.

The audience was divided into

groups of about 12 people for three

workshop sessions. The first discus

sion topic was, "What is the chair

man agent's job?" The second session

covered five questions relating to self-

evaluation and the third dealt with

teamwork. Recorders reported each

group's conclusions to the entire audi

ence and arrangements are being

made to distribute these reports to

all agents.

Retrospect

County staff reaction to this series

of meetings was highly favorable.

Several agents volunteered that they

had come with some reluctance but

had found the two days stimulating

and satisfying and appreciated the

opportunity to take part.

Looking back over Oregon's experi

ence in this field of training, it ap

pears that the following points are

pertinent.

County chairmen are interested in

training which is aimed at helping

them do a better job. County admin

istration is a topic of interest to the

entire staff and training conferences

involving all agents are appropriate.

Talks which explain principles in

administration and human relations

are a necessary part of such train

ing meetings. Audience discussion in

small groups aids in understand

ing the practical application of prin

ciples developed by speakers. And

use of speakers from outside Exten

sion is good psychology and also good

public relations.

Improvement in county administra

tion is a step toward strengthening

the extension program and increasing

staff efficiency. Oregon's emphasis on

staff teamwork grows out of recogni

tion that the kind of program which

meets today's needs can best be ac

complished on a teamwork basis.

AGENTS RETOOL

(Continued from page 207)

and his success in helping to encour

age new industry and employment

opportunities in a less fortunate area

set another example

House lot sales in Lake County

brought many problems. Plans for

straightening out a confused real

estate development had top priority

for Fred Dostal in his new appoint

ment. With the use of projected land

use maps, Dostal has had unusual

success.

The first off-campus courses in land

planning were set up in 1955 to give

agents a chance to explore new re

source development possibilities and

to share ideas about approaches in

individual counties and communities.

During 1955 and 1956, 48 extension

workers, 15 soil conservation workers,

14 teachers, and 7 others participated

in these courses.

Course work has been built around

individual resources development

projects. Today one may see the

fruits of these efforts throughout

Michigan, particularly as a basis for

Program Projection and Rural Devel

opment.

Another different approach may

have a greater impact than all others

in retooling agents for resource de

velopment. In January 1957, the Up

per Peninsula Resource Development

Program was established to develop

cooperative programs, to avoid dup

lication and to broaden the services

for Upper Peninsula residents. Under

this arrangement, each local agent

in the 15 counties is recognized as a

representative of the entire Univer

sity.

To make the experiment possible,

the Michigan Cooperative Extension

Service joined with the Continuing

Education Service (which operates

general University extension) , the La

bor and Industrial Relations Center,

and the Highway Traffic Safety Cen

ter. The Colleges of Michigan State

University also pledged their support.

Examples of the retooling efforts

in the Upper Peninsula are the inten

sive tourist and resort training pro

grams which are conducted for

agents. This unique innovation is

being viewed with great interest

throughout the nation. It is too early

to report on the Upper Peninsula re

source efforts but there are many

signs of progress.

The Michigan Extension Service

made a bold declaration of efforts to

retool in its 1958 State Program plan.

Listed among top objectives were a

more prosperous agri-business, a more

satisfying family life, a more satis

factory development of youth, and

more orderly, efficient, and satisfying

use and development of natural and

community resources.

Subobjectives under this new em

phasis were listed as: coordinated

local land use planning and zoning;

development of improved employment

opportunities; improved tourist and

resort services and income ; integrated

system of parks and recreation areas ;

improved forest, game, and fish man

agement; improved forest products,

processing, and marketing; conserva

tion of soil and water resources; and

satisfactory development of commun

ities and community services.

Though these are objectives for

1958, they are also an indication of

the way the Michigan Extension Serv

ice is set to equip for future changes.

TODAY'S AGENT

(Continued from page 209)

training opportunities assists in mak

ing the extension worker aware of

additional training needs.

Responsibilities of present and fu

ture county extension agents are

numerous and complex. Expectations

of present and potential clientele

will continue to be greater and more

varied as changes in living patterns

continue. The degree to which the

extension agent can meet these in

creasing challenges will be largely de

pendent on adequate preparation and

the ability to involve people in de

ciding what is most important.
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CHALLENGES

(Continued from page 203)

Verne Varney of Wisconsin quotes

a 4-H Automotive Care & Safety Proj

ect member, "There's more to owning

and driving a car than just stepping

on the accelerator."

Mr. Varney points out that the

project was born out of necessity be

cause the motor vehicle is the prin

cipal cause of accidental deaths in

this country. Over 2 million youth

become of age to get drivers' licenses

each year.

Boys and girls 15 years of age and

older are permitted to enroll in the

Care and Safety Project. Interest is

high and the project is meeting a

real need for both rural and urban

teenagers.

Arkansas has launched a whole new

senior 4-H program. One of the proj

ects for this age group is community

service. D. S. Lantrip, State leader,

says agents expect a real boom in

enrollment of the senior 4-H group.

Their community service project

puts real emphasis on the youth

doing things to get facts about their

community, working with leaders, in

ventory of facilities, as well as

actually painting mail boxes, cutting

weeds, and stressing good health and

safety practices. Mr. Lantrip feels

these are the key to success in a

community service project with this

age group.

The Pennsylvania Extension Serv

ice has just contracted with Agricul

tural Marketing Service for a 2-year

program to plan, study, and develop

extension methods, procedures, and

materials for conducting educational

programs with 4-H boys and girls.

They plan to cover functions, activ

ities, and practices followed by agri

cultural marketing firms.

A National Advisory Committee has

been named and a plan of work has

been developed. It is expected that

this will result in challenging projects

for older 4-H members.

Illinois is among several States

which are giving babysitting projects

more emphasis. Anna Searl, assist

ant State home economics leader,

says, "The spark that triggered the

babysitting project in Illinois came

from our new venture with 4-H work

in metropolitan Chicago. We found

that many older girls had to take

care of younger brothers and sisters

while parents were working.

With Mrs. Margueritte Lynch, fam

ily ■ life specialist, they worked out

the Be a Babysitter project. It is de

signed to provide those enrolled with:

information on basic knowhow, tools

to do a better job, encouragement to

assist and strengthen family ties, in

centives for personal growth, and

skills which will enable them to make

money.

In Georgia, Miss Aubrey Morgan,

family life specialist, has prepared a

new 4-H self-improvement project for

older boys and girls. One section is

on manners—table, home, telephone,

street, driving and sports. Another

section on personal grooming includes

all aspects of cleanliness, clothing,

hair, and cosmetics. Personality im

provement tackles problems of speech,

human relationships, habits, self-con

trol, and character.

Youth and Money

The 4-H Money Magic Project in

Maryland helps older 4-H members

with budgets and how to get the most

out of their money. The principle is

to know how much money you have

to use, plan what you want it to do

for you, and see that it does it.

Some older boys buying cars are

concerned about credit and interest

rates, as well as how to budget to

get the most good out of their car.

Some are carrying the project while

they go to college.

Joanne Reitz, home management

specialist, says the project's objective

is to establish good money habits

early in life. These are as important

as good work habits or health habits.

North Dakota has launched a com

plete series of Clover Challenge Proj

ects for older club members. They

have prepared manuals and record

books in the ABC's of County Govern

ment, Safety and Courtesy in Driving,

Your Future Is What You Make It—

Choosing a Career, and Farming Is a

Business.

Craig Montgomery, State 4-H Club

leader, reports that they are getting

good response to these projects from

older club members.

These are a few examples of special

programs for older youth. Several

other States have similar special proj

ects. These projects are a challenge

to older youth and play an important

role in their development.

TODAY'S HOMEMAKERS

(Continued from page 198)

making, food preservation techniques,

and stain removal are popular topics.

Our home economics staff consid

ers that a percent of each year's pro

gram is experimental—that all in

formal education is in a position to

try new ideas.

Meeting New Needs

One such experiment during the

last year was a project in Berkshire

County called Managing on a Pinched

Income. It was designed to help those

who were suffering from industry lay

offs. Helpful subject matter was of

fered through meetings and mass

media. Food buying was emphasized

and new material was developed on

low-cost foods. Few unemployed fam

ilies were represented at the meetings,

so we plan to use a stronger mass

media approach in the future.

Programs of regular county home-

makers' groups also include many

management and consumer education

areas. Some of the titles are: Know

the Beef You Buy, Consumer Facts

and Frauds, Household Equipment,

Social Security Benefits, Children and

Money, How Not to Go Broke, and

Today's Fibers and Fabrics.

Changes have made us brainstorm

to answer the many new needs. Most

ideas for new programs come from

the counties. Then the State staff

works out subject matter and some

of the organization. That's how we

are meeting the needs of today's

homemakers.

Monthly Revisions in

Publications Inventory

The following new titles should be

added to the Annual Inventory List

of USDA Popular Publications. Bulle

tins that have been replaced should

be discarded. Bulk supplies of publi

cations may be obtained under the

procedure set up by your publication

distribution officer.

F 2117 Dodder and Its Control—Replaces

f 1161

F 2118 Soil Conserving Tillage Systems for

Corn—New

L 433 Selecting an Economical Dairy Ra

tion—New
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Summer

Schools

for Modern

Extension

Workers

by A. E. DURFEE, Assistant

Director of Extension,

New York

I only wish I had gone to summer

school 10 years ago, writes an

agent with 20 years of experience.

"I acquired many new ideas and

gained considerable knowledge that

should help me to be a more effective

county extension worker," writes a

4-H Club agent with several years'

experience.

"It was a rich experience getting

to know and studying with this inter

esting group of coworkers from 26

States and 8 foreign countries," re

ports a typical summary statement.

These ideas are repeated, in various

ways, in the reports of extension

workers from all parts of the country

every year. They are the best avail

able proof that the programs offered

at the regional summer schools are

up-to-date and meet many of the

needs of modern extension workers.

The concept of a regional summer

school was a startlingly radical and

useful innovation. It was developed

and promoted by a subcommittee of

the Extension Committee on Organ

ization and Policy during the early

1940's in an attempt to provide the

kind of training extension workers

need.

In recent years attendance at the

five regional schools has exceeded 600

annually. Many States liked the idea

so much that they developed their

own summer sessions. Many staff

members have been stimulated to

undertake further graduate work.

And the exchange of ideas about im

proved extension work has been facil

itated and encouraged across the

country.

Beyond Undergraduate Work

From the beginning, there was gen

eral agreement that the regional

schools should offer training to sup

plement and complement undergrad

uate training received by the major

ity of the extension staff. Thus, spe

cial attention has been given to the

social sciences—psychology, sociology,

economics—and to extension meth

ods, organization, and procedures.

Courses in traditional subject matter

of agriculture or home economics

have been included occasionally to

give emphasis and support to special

extension efforts such as marketing,

farm and home development, and

public affairs education.

You may ask, "What about the

changing needs of extension work

ers?" Let's think for a minute about

those needs. What are the needs you

see and feel confronting you?

Regardless of your position in Ex

tension, it is a safe guess that you

are experiencing a pressure to be

informed on an ever-increasing diver

sity of subjects and to know more

about the subject in which you have

already received training. You are

being subjected to demands that are

both broader and deeper than ever

before.

The in-service training program

available in every State or territory

has done much to help the extension

worker with technical agricultural

and home economics subject matter.

But many States have lacked re

sources for training in the sciences

which can help us understand people

—their organization, their motiva

tion, and ways of reaching them ef

fectively. This has been a challenge

to the regional summer schools. It

is a challenge they have met by offer

ing increased numbers of courses and

by offering courses which go deeper

into the subject than was possible a

few years ago.

Thirty-nine courses, representing 17

subject matter topics or areas of ex

tension concern, were offered at the

5 schools in 1958. Some of the newer

ones were Family Financial Manage

ment, Farm and Home Development,

Administration of County Extension

Programs, Extension Education in

Public Health, and the Changing Role

of the Specialist in Extension Educa

tion.

Depth has come as courses have

been changed to concentrate on prin

ciples and on the contributions from

various disciplines. The "practical"

is not being ignored but, as someone

said, the most practical training for

an extension worker is a sound under

standing of the science and knowledge

available to him.
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EAR TO THE GROUND

Pinpointing Your Audience is the

theme of this month's issue. It shows

examples of the growing trend among

extension workers to use specific com

munications channels for reaching

special audiences.

Messages today are audience-cen

tered, rather than message-centered.

This is one of the most significant

changes that has taken place in Ex

tension in recent years.

A few years ago, the content of the

message determined the communica

tion treatment. If it was time for

spraying a crop, a news release was

sent to the newspapers and radio sta

tions. Perhaps a TV show would be

planned to show proper spraying

methods. But the time came when

newspapers and radio stations weren't

carrying the story about spraying.

TV time wasn't available for how-to-

do-it shows.

As you will see in reading this issue,

many extension workers adapted to

this situation by seeking other means

of communicating with their audi

ences. They started using direct mail

and newsletters, breaking down their

mailing list according to farmers'

major interests. They developed spe

cial radio and television programs to

reach working wives, part-time and

time-and-a-half farmers, and urban

youth. In each case, they analyzed

the audience's needs and interests

and then sought the best means of

reaching them.

And this is a logical development,

too. You only have to look around,

in practically any area, to see that

a lot of changes have been taking

place. The number of farms and

farmers is decreasing, suburban com

munities are springing up in former

rural areas. Of course, the percentage

of farmers among newspaper, radio,

and television audiences is declining.

So mass media are no longer as in

terested in the kind of farm stories

that they used a few years ago.

This doesn't mean, of course, that

mass media are no longer important

in extension communications. They

want stories of general interest as

well as information of interest to

major groups of their audience, such

as suburbanites. And these mass chan

nels are still one of the best means of

cementing good public relations for

Extension and agriculture.

Next Month: Well have articles on

the nationwide campaign to encour

age dairy recordkeeping, program pro

jection, and marketing. You will

also be interested in an interpretation

by C. E. Bell, FES, of some challenges

facing extension workers today.—EHR

The Extension Service Review is published monthly

by direction of the Secretary of Agriculture as administra

tive information required for the proper transaction of

I lie public bu«lnes». I'm- nf funds for printing this publica

tion approved hv ihe Director of the Bureau of the Budget

(June 26, 1958).

The Review is issued free by law to workers engaged

in extension activities. Others may obtain copies from the

Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,

Washington 25, D. C, at 15 cents per copy or by subscrip

tion at $1.50 a year, domestic, and $2.25, foreign.
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by L. E. SARBAUGH,

Office of Information, USDA

For years, extension workers have

urged farmers to test soil to get

the most efficient crop production.

Isn't it just as logical for extension

communicators to analyze their aud

iences to get efficient communication?

A soil test may tell a farmer that

the soil contains enough lime for his

crop but it needs phosphorus and

potassium to get the most profitable

production. If the farmer didn't test

the soil and put on lime but no

phosphorus or potassium, he might

seriously cut his production efficien

cy. If the soil was already neutral

or slightly alkaline, the farmer not

only wasted his effort and money but

the additional lime might even re

duce his yields.

Now let's suppose that you are

planning a program to increase dairy

recordkeeping. Your audience will be

dairy farmers in your county or

State. They represent the field in

which you'll plant your message—

keep dairy production records. You

wonder what communications treat

ment will produce the highest yields

most economically.

You might ask whether your aud

ience needs knowledge, shock, en

couragement or some other treatment.

Is there prejudice that must be

drained off before other treatments

will work?

As part of your analysis, you'll

need to determine what knowledge

is required for a successful harvest

from your message. What knowledge

does the audience already have and

what knowledge is lacking?

Do they know that three kinds of

records are available? If they do

and you repeat it several times in

planting and cultivating your mes

sage, they may say, "Well, here

comes the same old stuff." This re

action may seriously reduce or de

stroy their acceptance of your mes

sage. You've had a crop failure.

What appeals will entice your

audience to accept your message?

What prejudices do they have about

dairy records? What physical limi

tations on their farms may prevent

acceptance of your message? Have

you carefully analyzed your audience

to learn their feelings about your

message?

What Test to Use

You have a choice of audience

tests, just as you have a choice of

soil tests. You can use the quick tests

that give you an indication but not

as accurate a measurement; or you

can use the more stringent lab tests.

One quick test is to visit a few

representative audience members —

dairymen in our example. Represent

ative, of course, doesn't mean a few

of the top dairymen. Include some

of the best, some of the poorest, and

some of the middle ones.

During the visit you can learn

what they already know about dairy

records, what their reactions are to

records, what their aspirations are,

and some of their prejudices. These

furnish clues for the treatment of

your message.

A more thorough test would be to

survey a random sample of dairy

farmers and keep a careful record

of their replies. You could find how

much of the. knowledge they have

that's required for them to keep

dairy production 'records. You could

have some opinion questions about

why dairymen do or do not keep

records.

For an even more exacting test of

attitudes and knowledge, psycholo

gists or sociologists sometimes use a

projective technique of testing. One

form of this is to show a person a pic

ture of a farmer keeping production

records. Ask him to tell you who the

people in the picture are, what they

are doing, and how they feel about

what they are doing. In this process,

the person being interviewed gives

a more accurate expression of his

attitudes than he will by direct

questioning.

Sources of Help

If audience testing seems a little

bewildering at this stage, you can

get technicians to help, just as farm

ers have technicians to help with

soil tests. Many campuses have stud

ies people on the extension staff.

And there are usually persons on the

education, psychology, or sociology

staffs who can help.

In this age of speed and mass op

erations, farmers may use airplanes,

tractor-drawn fertilizer drills, spread

er trucks, or attachments on corn

planters to apply the fertility ele

ments their fields need.

In communications we have tele

vision, radio, newspapers, magazines,

college and USDA publications, de

monstrations, letters, meetings, exhi

bits, and individual contacts such as

visits, telephone calls, and a few

more.

Mass media may give high speed,

even distribution of your message

treatment. But some parts of the au

dience may need special attention,

just as some parts of a field require

different fertility treatment. You

may provide the special communi

cations treatment by special letters

to selected parts of the audience. Or

you might have volunteer leaders

visit parts of the audience that need

a unique kind of treatment.

(See Audience Testing, page 231)
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COUNT

by JAMES H. WHITE,

Federal Extension Service

Once upon a time there were two

buggy makers. One day they saw

a strange-looking contraption huffing

and puffing down the road—scaring

the dickens out of the livestock. It

was an early "horseless carriage."

The two buggy makers had entirely

different reactions to the incident.

One scoffed at the idea that this

"foolishness" would ever become pop

ular with the public. He allowed that

he would keep on doing what he knew

best—making buggies for horses to

pull.

The other man was more sensitive

to change, though. He figured that

this machine would soon be com

monplace. Converting his buggy bus

iness into an automobile coach mak

ing concern, he made a fortune. The

first man—who resisted change—saw

his business dwindle steadily.

The purpose of this little analogy is

to point out that communications

methods also change. Perhaps they

don't change as dramatically as the

horse and buggy to the automobile

but just as relentlessly.

Take a close look at your local

newspaper. Is the editor still as eager

for "straight" farm news as he used to

be? And how about your local radio

station manager? Will he give you

choice time to air your messages?

You're luckier than most agents if

he does.

Communications media are becom

ing more and more discriminating

about the farm news they'll use—es

pecially that of a technical nature.

Some county agents complain that,

whereas they were once able to get

front page space in their local news

papers at will, they're now lucky to

get their stories in the paper at all.

What's responsible for these

changes? Mainly it's an awareness by

the media that farmers constitute

only 12 percent of our population.

That's a pretty small group of people

compared to all the other folks who

comprise the potential audience for

a newspaper, radio, or television sta

tion. And it has been predicted that

by 1970, the farm population will be

down to 5 or 6 percent. So it isn't

surprising that the media are be

coming increasingly wary about using

their air time or news columns to

reach a steadily shrinking audience.

It's squarely up to us to face these

facts of life and revise our commun

ications efforts accordingly.

Making Adjustments

One alternative is to adjust our

information to the changing demands

of the media. Many newspapers are

eager for news on homemaking, "how

to" stories on gardening, and the like.

In these areas we can slant our in

formation to appeal to a larger aud

ience.

Obviously, however we can't pop

ularize all of our technical infor

mation. And since we can't force the

media to carry information they

don't want to carry and for which

they have such a small audience, that

leaves us with only one other choice—

to change our channels of getting out

this information.

Some extension workers think the

answer is to direct communications to

specific audiences.

The results of a recent study show

that agents and specialists alike are

turning to newsletters, direct mail,

circular letters, commodity magazines,

etc., to communicate with special in

terest groups. These direct commun

ications methods enable the agent or

specialist to reach the person who

needs technical or specific infor

mation at the time he needs it—and

just as important—in the way he

needs it.

New Jersey's Associate Extension

Editor Russell Stanton, who recent

ly visited newspaper editors in a

surburban county, verifies the grow

ing reluctance of many suburban

editors to use "information type-

stories in their columns.

"My general impression of editors'

views of extension news," Stanton

says, "is that they care less and less

about the 'how to' story, except per

haps for gardening and filler stuff

about home economics. But the ed

itors want to know more about what

the farmers are doing. It isn't hard

to visualize an information program

in this (suburban) county made up

principally of newsletters directed

to home owners, garden supply

dealers, feed dealers and so on."

This doesn't mean that Stanton

is advocating that we forget all about

newspapers, radio, and television

He says, "The agent must have active

mass media contact so that he won't

be a man forgotten by those not on

his mailing list."

And, even though many news

papers and radio stations are less

prone to let themselves be used as

an educational medium for a rather

limited audience, this doesn't mean

they're going to ignore this audience.

As Stanton points out. they're in

terested in what farmers are doing

and what effect their activities will

have upon the general population.

That offers us many public relation

opportunities.

Special Interests

The trend mentioned earlier to

ward more direct communications

methods is reflected in Oregon.

There, where some counties list 50

major agricultural crops, many

agents feel that it's essential to deal

with special interest groups through

special mailing lists.

Few counties have a complete

mailing list of all farmers, but there

are lists of vegetable growers, pro

cessors, cattlemen, sheep growers,

bulb growers, etc. As a consequence,

information on sheep growing isnt

"wasted" on a vegetable grower and

vice-versa.

New York has gone even further

in this direction than most States.

Extension Editor Bill Ward estimates

that 90 percent of New York agents'

communications are directed at spe-

(See Every Shot, page 228)
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At Your Command -

A TOOL TO DO THE JOB

by ROBERT J. AMES,

Assistant Editor, New York

rrio reach your audience—a speci-

X fic group—direct mail can do the

job, says Bob Boehlecke, Chemung

County agricultural agent.

Like most counties, Chemung has

several types of farming. Recently

the number of rural nonfarmers has

increased.

With 20 years of experience to

draw on. Agent Boehlecke prefers

direct mail to reach his various

groups. Like other New York agents,

he uses circular letters, flash cards

(oversize postal cards), frank cards,

milk check stuffers, self mailers, col

lege-supplied service letters, and the

monthly county Farm and Home

News.

In fact, he is so enthusiastic about

the effectiveness of direct mail that

some of his messages hitch-hike with

direct mail sent out by other groups.

These include letters and folders

mailed by seed, feed, fertilizer, and

machinery dealers, plus local farmer

cooperatives.

Give It Individuality

Using the mails to reach his audi

ence is not always easy, Boehlecke

says, because of competition from

other mail. So he spends consider

able time thinking about the open

ing paragraph and a good tie-in il

lustration. He says it isn't necessary

to use a line drawing but it adds

"eye-ball" appeal.

Boehlecke has found that direct

mail's effectiveness is increased by

highlighting an incentive for carrying

out the practices or encouraging

attendance at meetings, tours, and

demonstrations. This can be in the

form of more dollars, security, needs

and wants, new experiences, recog

nition, and pride.

In the Chemung County office, the

address plates are tabbed for their

Items for circular letter are checked by Chemung County Agent Bob Boehlecke

secretary, Mrs. Louise Thomas.

his

special mailings. Boehlecke says,

"This is a must in today's agriculture.

Farmers get so much mail that they

want to receive only material and

notices that apply to their specific

type of farming. Did you ever get

a letter that didn't concern you? Of

course. Where did you put it? Right

in the waste paper basket. Farmers

are no different in this respect."

Small colored tabs on the address

plates indicate the person's interest.

Where two groups have a common

problem, mail is addressed to both.

This may mean a little hand sorting

before or afterwards so that no one

will receive two copies of the same

mailing.

Introduces New Varieties

Direct mail helped to carry the ball

in getting New York farmers to adopt

new higher producing legumes. In

1949, the State's dairymen had 52,000

acres of alfalfa and alfalfa mixtures.

In 1957 the acreage had almost dou

bled—1,002,000. The 1949 yield was

1.85 tons per acre, the 1957 yield,

2.10 tons.

Through teamwork and by beam

ing useful information to specific

audiences, the time has been short

ened between the completion of re

search and farm adoption. For ex

ample, Extension has been recom

mending Narragansett alfalfa for

only three years. A recent survey

indicates that 8,942 farmers (report

ing) have 56,288 acres. DuPuits, an

other alfalfa variety recommended

only two years, is already growing on

20,754 acres.

Direct mail had an important role

in these accomplishments. From spe

cialists' letters and other material,

agents prepared circular letters, flash

(See Direct Mail, page 228)
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GET

RESULTS

by HAROLD D. GUITHER,

Assistant Editor, Illinois

Newsletters are performing special

communicating jobs for some

Illinois county farm advisers that no

other method could do. Not all county

newsletters go to the same kind of

audience. Not all were started for

the same reason. Some are monthly

while others do not have definite

regularity. The size of the mailing

lists varies widely.

But In all cases we've been able to

track down, people who receive news

letters like them. And the farm ad

visers who've used them plan to con

tinue.

Probably the most seasoned user of

a newsletter in the State is John

Bicket, Greene County farm adviser.

He started his letter in June 1956 and

has continued it monthly ever since.

In Greene County, no single daily

paper reaches all farmers. Four

weekly papers are published, but due

to space limitations, a regular column

was all they would use.

Serving Cooperators

So Bicket, his assistant, and the

county extension council decided to

work up a newsletter. The State ex

tension staff artist helped design an

attractive letterhead and the county

staff assembled a mailing list of all

farmers who had made contact with

the extension office.

How has the newsletter worked

out? Bicket feels it is an effective

way to pinpoint their farm audience.

They surveyed their audience, found

the newsletter was popular, and de

cided to continue it. Personal obser

vations by the farm adviser and the

extension council also were favorable.

Farmers seem to appreciate its

value. One farmer told Bicket that

he didn't have time to attend exten

sion meetings. But he always read

the monthly newsletter to get the

facts covered in the meeting.

Subjects featured each month vary

widely. A recent issue was headed,

Change, Minimum Tillage, Soybean

Varieties, Forage Sorghum Varieties.

Another letter covered a complete in

sect control program on livestock.

For the convenience of farmers who

want to keep them for future refer

ence, letters are punched for a stand

ard three-ring binder.

Total Coverage

Probably one of the best indi

cations of real use of the newsletter

is when the farmer brings the let

ter back to the adviser's office and

refers to it while asking for further

information. When this happens,

Bicket feels that the newsletter is

serving one of its most valuable

purposes.

Another enthusiastic farm adviser

using a newsletter Is Curt Eisen-

mayer in Henderson County. This

letter was started because newspa

pers couldn't give the coverage of spe

cial information that farmers need.

Only one weekly paper serves the

county and dailies from four outside

cities circulate in parts of the county.

Eisenmayer's newsletter reaches

every farmer in the county. The

post office helped check the mailing

list to see that it was complete and

up-to-date.

Philip Farris, Mercer County farm

adviser, sends a special newsletter

to dairymen. Even though dairying

is not the most important enterprise.

Farris tried the newsletter because

there was a "lot of Interest." The

newsletter is mailed monthly to 100

farmers milking from 5 to 50 cows.

Items of special interest, including

the Weigh-A-Day-A-Month program,

are reported.

As a result of the newsletter,

Farris believes dairymen have shown

more interest in extension work and

in attending cooperative Dairy Days.

Warren Myers, Macon County farm

adviser, finds a newsletter an effec

tive way to get detailed, vital infor

mation to his complete list of exten

sion cooperators. The Decatur dallies

are cooperative on news stories, Myers

says, but they feel that detailed how-

to-do-it information has a limited aud

ience. So, when it's time to report

on effective weed control methods,

detailed insect control programs, or

special farm meetings, Myers sends a

newsletter.

Sparking Leaders

Earl Peterson, farm adviser in

Montgomery County, has used a news

letter for his county extension coun

cil and other key leaders since 1956.

His goal is to send the letter out

every month to keep his council in

formed on current programs.

This letter has a circulation of

only 50 but it serves a valuable pur

pose. It helps maintain the active

(See Newsletters, page 230)
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Matching Information to Your Audience

by HAYES T. FARISH, Tunica County Agricultural Agent, Mississippi

You and I, as extension workers,

are responsible for getting farm,

home, and marketing information

from the research centers into the

hands of people so they will put it

into practice. This means that each

of us must study the people we are

trying to help. We must know what

information they need and how to

present this information so that it

can be best utilized.

Here are some facts I know about

the people and agriculture of Tunica

County and what I have done about

it. Tunica is in the northern part

of the Mississippi Delta and has some

of the Delta's larger plantations. We

also have a number of family-size op

erations. The 160,000 acres in culti

vation are divided among 528 farms.

Widespread Interests

Many operators of larger farms

have college degrees and are among

the best informed about agriculture

in the area. But other farmers have

less education and need to receive

detailed information through our ex

tension program.

Our principal cash crop is cotton,

occupying about 28 percent of the

cultivatable acreage. Soybeans are

next in value, utilizing 40,000 to 50,000

acres. We have 4,000 acres in rice,

15,000 in wheat and small grain,

12,000 in corn, with other land used

for hay and pasture.

Livestock, primarily beef cattle,

have grown in importance within the

past 10 years. Commercial hog and

poultry production have appeared

during the past 3 or 4 years. Since

the area is well adapted to small

grain and corn, the production of

all types of livestock should continue

to increase during the next decade.

Due to the variation in the size of

farms and in the technical know-how

from farm to farm, getting the right

kind of information to the right

farmer at the right time is a complex

problem.

The county has no local radio sta

tion, TV station or daily newspaper.

However, we make good use of the

outlets that we have. Principally they

are the circular letter or newsletter,

weekly newspaper, and tours.

Several years ago we broke down

our mailing list by size of farm op

eration and enterprises. This enables

us to send out specific information to

different groups of farmers.

The mailing list breakdown shows

crops (cotton, corn, soybeans), 528,

or all farmers; rice, 14; small grains,

271; fully mechanized farmers, 125;

cattle farmers, 125; hog growers, 42;

and poultry producers, 8.

The regular newsletter to the en

tire mailing list is the best means of

getting information into the hands

of every farmer. This is the County

Agent's Green Letter. Because of the

great amount of mail that most farm

ers receive, we wanted to make this

letter distinctive and selected green

paper for easy recognition.

The green letter is usually limited

to a single copy and covers 3 or 4

subjects. Generally, the subject-mat

ter is more detailed than would be

suitable for the newspaper. These

letters are mailed about every 10

days or 2 weeks.

Try Being Specific

In late August one letter covered

specific recommendations for poison

ing cotton by airplane to control

late weevil migration. It contained

information about the materials rec

ommended by the experiment sta

tion, rate of application per acre,

mixing rates, and types of insects

each material should control. Dur

ing other seasons the letter is used

to inform farmers about crop var

ieties, fertilizer rates, and planting

rates.

A circular letter to a specific en

terprise group is an excellent way to

get research data into the hands of

the better educated farmers who can

study and apply it. For example, one

gave research comparison of various

(See Matching Information, page 231)

Operator of highly mechanized cotton farm in Tunica County checks technical information

from county agent's newsletter as he supervises spraying of crop by high-elevation ground

equipment.
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SPOTLIGHTING AUDIENCE INTERESTS

by Mrs. MILDRED SWIFT,

Ouachita Parish Associate Home

Demonstration Agent, Louisiana

Can you talk to groups? If so, you'll

have no trouble in writing an

informal newspaper column. This is

an easy way to get close to your peo

ple and bring them closer to you

First talk to your editor about the

mechanics of setting up a column.

Learn what he wants and when he

wants it, then abide by this.

A catchy heading catches readers.

Get ideas from friends and fellow

workers. A thumbnail picture will

aid in identifying you to your readers.

Who Reads It?

Your audience will range from be

ginners to experts. You don't want

to insult anybody's intelligence, nei

ther do you want to start "up in tne

air." Gardeners range from those who

have never planted a seed to the

horticulture-show winner. Cooks vary

from expert connoisseurs to those

who are just beginning. Men, too!

Just talk to your readers. This is

the easiest form of writing—the in

formal column. Keep the language

simple and light. Imagine you're

chatting with a club member and

just write that chatter. •

Be sure that information is local.

What homemaker cares about a re

cipe for zucchini squash if there are

none on the market? Keep the mate

rial timely, which is no problem as

you gather ideas when you travel.

Rose planting has little appeal in

August. Needless to say, the mate

rial must be authentic. Quoting the

source gives authority to the column.

A one-subject column would only

pinpoint one group. An agent writes,

talks, demonstrates many different

subjects in a week. That's a good

policy to follow in writing your col

umn.

Many humorous incidents come up

in your day's work. Write about them.

For example, "It's time to transplant.

Mrs. White says her husband wants

all plants mounted on wheels. They'd

be easier to move." Husbands will

love that joke because they are usu

ally the ones who do the moving.

Catch the Tren<l

Watch the trend in your area. If

it's patios, camouflage the how-to-do

it information with names and pic

tures. For instance, "Mr. and Mrs.

James Townes have completed a most

attractive and comfortable patio.

This was built as a family proj

ect. In the picture you'll see they

used brick for the hard surfacing,

laying it in a basket weave." Then

give your directions for mixing ce

ment, leveling, etc. "The family would

like you to drop by 1704 Maple Drive.

You can get some first-hand informa

tion from 'Pop' Townes."

Recently such an invitation was

given in a Sunday column written by

an extension agent. The interested

visitors came in such crowds it was

necessary to call an officer to con

trol traffic. They read these columns!

Many a monotonous monologue of

instructions can be "spiced" when

linked with individuals who have

tried out the techniques involved. For

example, "It's time to prune the tree-

type wisteria. This is the way the

Rogers' vine looked after the work

was done." Use a picture, then give

your pruning instructions.

Use names throughout your column

This is always an interest getter.

Move That Food

"Broilers and fryers are on the

U. S. Department of Agriculture plen

tiful food list. They're also in local

markets selling at budget prices."

Will those statements pinpoint your

audience and encourage women to

buy the birds?

Is this better? "I just can't be

happy unless I share Mary Young-

blood's southern oven-fried chicken

recipe with you. I caught this picture

just as she poured the yummy onion

gravy over the meat. Delicious, too,

I sampled it." This is a good spot

to follow with the recipe, then the

(See Spotlighting, page 228)
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RADIO

by MRS. BETTY FARKS STRUTIN,

Lackawanna County Home

Economist, Pennsylvania

How can we reach working women?

That's a growing problem for

Extension as the number of women

working outside the home increases.

Newspapers? Possibly, but most

women have housework to do when

they get home from the job and little

time for reading. Television? Time

usually isn't available for local edu

cational programs during the even

ing.

How about radio? This appeared

to be the most effective way to reach

the women. To find out, we decided

to experiment in reaching a specific

public with 1-minute spot announce

ments.

Benchmark Study

Women in five Scranton textile

plants were chosen for the experi

mental group. First we made a bench

mark study to discover their radio

listening patterns and homemaking

interests. Some data also were ob

tained to measure changes brought

about by the experimental program.

Later we made a followup study to

measure changes after the experi

mental radio program had run for

about 3 months.

On the basis of data from the orig

inal survey, an educational radio pro

gram was developed. This survey

helped us to determine the best lis

tening time for working women, what

radio stations they listened to, and

the type of homemaking hints they

wanted. .

Union stewards collected data from

the women during their lunch periods

and rest breaks. Plant owners, of

course, were informed of the experi

ment and supported our efforts.

When women were asked what

radio stations they generally listened

to, those who listened to any one

station ranged from 20 to 78 per-

ARE HITS

cent. Twenty percent listened to

two stations, 30 percent to another,

31 percent to a fourth, and 78 percent

to a fifth.

Replies to what time of day they

listened showed that the peak was

6:30 to 7 a.m., when 61 percent had

their radios turned on. The evening

peak came between 6 and 6:30 p.m.

when 43 percent listened to the radio.

Scheduling Spots

Radio managers were happy to par

ticipate in the experiment and agreed

to present our messages during the

morning peak listening period. The

program consisted of 1% minute an

nouncements, broadcast over four

radio stations once a day between

6:30 and 7 a.m. One station repeated

the announcement during the after

noon. The spots were carried 6 days

a week.

The spot was highlighted according

to the local announcer. Some used

a music theme to introduce it; others

just tied the name and Extension

together. For all stations, the pro

gram started, "Hi homemakers, this

is Betty Parks."

In order to determine how many

of the women knew Betty Parks, the

extension home economist, they were

asked if they had ever heard of sev

eral people, one of whom was Betty

Parks. Other names were local radio

announcers and county agents.

Twenty-five percent said they had

heard of Betty Parks. There appeared

to be no relationship between age of

the women and those who knew Betty

Parks. Married women were more

likely to know the name.

For three days just prior to the

final survey, the subject of colds was

emphasized on all the spots. Colds

were attacked from different angles,

such as the real relationship between

colds and low humidity in home, how

hot, dry air causes more colds, how

to add moisture to the house, and

women have more colds than men.

A spell of bad weather also increased

interest in the subject.

On our final survey several ques

tions were asked about this topic. One

question was, "Have you recently

heard on the radio that more colds

are caused by dry, hot air in the

home?" Fifty-one percent said they

had.

Names of local radio announcers

and county agents were again used

as a control factor, as well as to help

camouflage the name of Betty Parks.

In the final survey, 38 percent of the

women said they had heard the name

and identified the program.

The women were asked if they had

heard the spot announcements and,

if so, how often. When asked if they

had discussed with or passed on to

someone else the tips heard, 52 per

cent said they had. Twenty-five per

cent said they had made use of the

tips given on the show.

Conclusions

Changes were difficult to measure

because of the relatively few questions

asked, lack of control over the data

gathering situation, lack of a control

group of similar type women, and

labor turnover.

Several questions are raised by the

findings of this study. How effective

are educational-type spot announce

ments on radio? When should an

educational radio program be on the

air? Are women really receptive to

an educational program early in the

(See Radio Spots, page 228)
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by FOSTER MULLENAX

Associate Editor, West Virginia

East and west across West Virginia

from historic Harper's Perry to the

"Beautiful Ohio" and north and south

from the productive apple orchards

of the Northern Panhandle to the

Nation's richest soft coal fields in

the South, there are lots of busy peo

ple. Full-time farmers, part-time

farmers, time-and-half farmers, and

residential farmers—there are thou

sands of these industrious people in

the Mountain State.

For years extension workers have

been concerned about how to com

municate with the farmer-miner and

the farmer-factory worker. Because

theirs is a time-and-half job, they are

not available even to the radio for

noontime farm and home programs.

Early morning or late evening pro

grams also failed to serve these busy

people.

Calling All Commuters

One early attempt to reach farmers

working off the farm was initiated

at the suggestion of a radio station

manager. C. Leslie Golliday, manager

of WEPM, Martinsburg, started the

wheels turning in a conference with

the Berkeley County extension staff.

He pointed out that over a thousand

county men—a high percentage of

them farmers—worked in a large in

dustrial plant 20 miles away.

The traditional car pool was oper

ating like clockwork in this area. Be

tween 6 and 7 a.m. and 4 and 5 p.m.

a steady stream of cars flowed to and

from the plant. What's more, nearly

all the cars had radios.

Realizing the potential, the Berke

ley and Jefferson County extension

staffs teamed up to begin a new ap

proach toward these commuting farm

people. This was not a farm and

home radio program but a 3 to 5-

minute timely feature each half-hour

from 6 to 7 a.m. In all, 12 messages

each week were slipped into the morn

ing variety show of music, news,

time and weather reports.

Things happened in the county ex

tension offices when this idea went on

the air. Strangers called for more

details about what they heard on the

radio. Mail response for publications

mentioned on the broadcasts encour

aged the agents and impressed station

personnel. It must have been a good

idea—it has been going steadily for

6 years.

Following on the heels of this

hunch that paid off came Program

Projection. Wood County was among

the first to initiate this "take a look

at ourselves" approach. The city of

Parkersburg boasts three radio sta

tions. County agents have been broad

casting over two of these each Satur

day.'

A program projection survey soon

changed their way of doing things.

Agents learned that the station which

they were not using had many early

rising listeners. Station officials were

eager for the extension staff to pre

pare two daily 2-minute messages on

timely home and garden ideas and

food shopping tips.

We know that radio has different

meanings to many people. To some

it's an alarm clock, to others a friend

away from home, and still others a

working companion all day long. To

the several hundred highly special

ized commercial tree-fruit farmers in

our Eastern Panhandle, radio is the

lifeline to success.

Beaming in Others

Two key radio stations in the area

team up to provide a daily fruit spray

report with a complete weather pic

ture as it relates to spraying. In the

early spring for 3 weeks this service

is provided by the extension fruit

spray specialist stationed at the ex

periment station farm in the area.

Each morning the specialist calls

the Weather Bureau in Washington,

D.C. for an up-to-the-minute weather

picture. Then he goes on the air live

at WEPM, Martinsburg, and a direct

line feed is made to WKYR in Keyser.

Both stations tape record this feature

and rebroadcast it one hour later.

This is indeed a specialized service

with emphasis on spray applications

and weather conditions for each day

during the crucial spraying period.

Noontime farm and home radio

programs, including market reports

and weather forecasts, are designed

for the farm family eating at home.

Many have been quite helpful to farm

families. Programs especially for

4-H'ers and their families also have

been successful.

Special programs are for special

people. We know that people are on

the go so West Virginia extension

workers go too—with radio.
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He Teaches

in Parables

by MRS. ROSSLYN WILSON,

Assistant Editor, Tennessee

Extension workers are constantly

searching for ways to make

group teaching as effective as face-

to-face contacts in impelling people

to thought and action. In working

with groups, most extension workers

have used slides with varying degrees

of success.

Perhaps no other organization has

made as wide use of color slides in

teaching as has Extension. Here is

an effective adaptation of their use

to principles of education as old as

Christianity.

For the past 25 years, W. M. Land-

ess, a former Tennessee county agent,

has used slides to project the prin

ciples involved in the agricultural

work of the Tennessee Valley Author

ity. He has developed a color slide

use method that achieves amazing

results in helping people understand

and determine needed action.

Those who have experienced the

powerful impact of Landess' tech

nique, those who have analyzed it,

are aware that here is something dif

ferent in color slide use. Here is no

mere illustration of a lecture with

color pictures. Each of Landess' slides

is a parable of thought and action.

He tells little stories, incidents, or

experiences about each picture. These

are selected, arranged, and presented

so that the stories and pictures are

woven into a simple and basic story.

That story is not created in words,

but is a combination of words, slides,

and pictures called forth in the mind

of each listener.

The audience is never conscious

that someone is "teaching" it any-

thing; often it even loses sight of

the fact that anyone is speaking.

Each person is aware only of the

exhilarating experience of thinking

through for himself the basic truths

of his relation to the natural world

and his opportunities for influencing

the flowering of the human person

ality. "For the first time," said one

extension worker, "someone has come

with a challenge to think."

Making People Think

Teaching by parables is as old as

Christ, who told simple stories about

common things to illustrate the great

basic truths of life. His parables

came to no conclusions for His lis

teners, but caused them to draw their

own out of their experience and back

ground.

The parable slide technique devel

oped and used by Landess and his

extension associates combines the

powerful effect of parable teaching

with the impact of visual materials.

But it is fundamentally an approach

to education, rather than simply a

visual technique.

Basic to the success of Landess' pre

sentations is his firm belief that his

audience must understand the situa

tion discussed and come up with its

own interpretation of both problems

and action. He directs his pictures

and words to achieve audience think

ing, rather than spelling out in detail

the problems, solutions, and attitudes.

Another important principle of his

talks is the fact that Landess has

something fundamental to teach, and

believes with all his heart in its value.

His parables give his listeners a feel

ing of discovering basic truths which

are significant in their daily lives,

and which do not dissolve as they

leave the meeting. As a Wisconsin

editor wrote, "This man speaks of

the eternal verities of life."

These are the things on which en

during extension programs are built.

How many of us remember that when

we talk to people about crops and

soils, livestock, family life, and com

munity living?

The use of the parable slide method

takes intensive preparation. Landess

searches for years sometimes for a

specific picture to illustrate a parable

he wants to use. Each picture must

not only illustrate a parable, it must

also evoke a picture in the minds of

a particular audience. Too often we

select our slides for what they mean

to us, rather than for what they will

call forth from our listeners' experi

ence. Landess never uses the same set

of pictures twice; a new audience calls

for different pictures and a different

arrangement.

Individual Interpretation

"The individual begins to partici

pate in the learning process only

when, upon seeing a picture, say of

a hillside, he can say to himself, I,

too, remember a hillside . . .," Landess

points out. "His hillside is not the

one on the screen, but the situation

there is so similar to his own that

it sets in motion a continuing chain

of thoughts, all drawn from his own

storehouse of knowledge and experi

ence, and helps him interpret his own

hillside.

"When this happens, each individ

ual is doing his own thinking; the

speaker, with the aid of the pictures,

meets the requirements of creative

(See Parable Teaching, page 231)
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EVERY SHOT

CContinued from page 220)

ciflc audiences. All agents have spe

cial mailing lists. At the time farm

ers and others enroll in the County

Extension Service Association, the

member checks off his special inter

ests, i.e. dairy, poultry, apple growing,

livestock, etc. Many agents also have

assembled lists of businessmen in

fields allied with agriculture.

Washington State also offers a good

example of how agents can effec

tively use the "rifle" or direct ap

proach. As Extension Editor Al Bond

relates: "In our new Columbia Basin

irrigation area, agents were faced

with the problem of informing new

settlers about the efficient use of

water and related subjects. Many of

the areas were not too well served by

press or radio. They hit on the idea

of a circular letter because they had

an accurate list of all settlers.

"Grant County started it. They

called it Water Users Letter—two

pages, mimeographed, issued month

ly. Several agents contributed one

or two paragraph items to each issue.

It served as a meeting calendar as

well as for subject matter informa

tion."

Outside Cooperation

Another example in the same

State occurred when an agent, lo

cated in a rather sparsely settled

wheat county, found that his local

paper wouldn't give adequate cover

age of farm subjects. To establish

better communications with his farm

ers, bankers, implement dealers, and

other farm leaders, he started a

circular letter called Farm Briefs.

He asked for and received the co

operation of SCS, ASC, and others.

The letter was an immediate suc

cess—perhaps even too much so.

The mailing list grew so rapidly that

he had difficulty keeping the let

ter within his budget. Finally, he

figured things had got "out of hand"

and he'd just drop it. But public sen

timent was so much in favor of the

letter that he had to keep doing it.

California lists 192 county staff

people as issuing special letters regu

larly. Agents use specialists' letters

widely as source material for county

letters and information for mass

media releases.

Now this is not to say that all

agents would be better off to drop

their mass media efforts and begin

flooding the mails with newsletters,

circulars, pamphlets, and the like.

But if it should become harder and

harder for you to reach your farmers

and farm leaders through conven

tional channels, you may want to

check the possibilities of a more

direct method of communicating.

After all, none of us wants to be

left standing by the side of the road,

like the buggy maker mentioned

earlier, watching progress go speed

ing by.

RADIO SPOTS

(Continued from page 225)

morning when they are engaged in

dressing, preparing breakfast, etc.? If

we don't reach the working women in

this period, when will we reach them?

Our radio programming seems to

be the most effective with the short

1-minute spot. Radio managers like

the program and all but one have

continued the service. We cut our

regular 10-minute noon show, which

has been carried for many years, to

5 minutes and it seems to be just

as effective.

Radio messages, to be effective,

must be short, to the point, and of

interest to the listener. If programs

are of this nature, the listening pub

lic won't turn the dial.

DIRECT MAIL

(Continued from page 221)

cards, frank cards, and stuffers for

their dairy lists. Every type of direct

mail has been poured out to inform

farmers and encourage adoption of

these high producing legumes.

Agents have also prepared local

articles and used photographs show

ing the advantages of the new leg

umes in their monthly county Farm

and Home News. This made it pos

sible to localize college recommenda

tions.

In addition, specialists have pre

pared service letters for agents to

distribute to the dairymen. Each let

ter covers a single topic and is aimed

at a specific audience. A place is

provided for the agent's signature to

identify and localize the letters.

On top of this, local seed, fertilizer,

and feed dealers used their mailing

pieces to add to the agents' efforts.

To be effective, direct mail must

have eye appeal and be timely. It

complements other media in helping

to get a practice adopted.

Direct mail will influence changes

of practices at relatively low cost

while requiring a small amount of

agents' time in comparison to other

teaching methods. To really do the

job, it must be complete, concise,

clear, appropriate in tone, neat, and

well organized.

What does all this mean? Agents

and specialists have at their com

mand a powerful tool—direct mail.

If used properly, it can make a big

impact upon a specific audience.

SPOTLIGHTING

(Continued from page 224)

information on selection, grading, and

food value.

Check with your markets—youH

find they've moved those birds,

thanks to Mary Youngblood and your

column.

Try offering bulletins through your

column. "I was visiting in Broadmore

Tuesday and found Mrs. Tom Salis

bury fertilizing roses. It is time to

do that job, but let's not burn those

defenseless plants. Follow the instruc

tions in the extension bulletin. Call

6295 and ask for Roses for the Yard,

by R. D. Hanchey and W. D. Kim-

brough. It's a pretty bulletin with

roses in the colors nature gave them.

There are lots of facts you'll want,

too." We've had from 200 to 500 calls

as a result of such plugs.

It Works!

Believe me, that informal column

does work. Your editor likes it. It's

easy to read. You'll make many

friends because the reader feels close

to you. You'll touch all subjects that

homemakers need and want. They'll

stop you on the street, call you on

the phone, write you, and come to

your office to obtain more information

and bulletins on items mentioned in

your column.

The column is your only contact

with many people. Turn the spot

light on their interests and you'll feel

rewarded.
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4-H via TV

by MARIE WOLFE, Assistant State

4-H Club Leader; JOHN WORTH-

INGTON, Oak/and County 4-H

Agent; and R. P. WORRALL, Tele

vision Editor, Michigan

Leader Jim Culver looks over projects by Ingham County boys and girls who joined 4-H TV

Electrical Club. This exhibit was part of an achievement meeting held in television studios.

\ m ore than 5,500 Michigan boys

ItJL and girls joined, learned about,

and enjoyed 4-H Club work and elec

tricity in the Michigan 4-H TV Elec

trical Club this year. The figure 5,500

comes from the State 4-H Club office,

which kept the record of cards and

letters received after the series ap

peared on two commercial television

stations. The words "learned" and

"enjoyed" come from a research re

port edited by Paul Deutschmann,

head of Michigan State's Commun

ications Research Center.

The 4-H TV Electrical Club is an

experimental project to determine the

value of television in reaching urban

and suburban boys and girls. Beamed

to youngsters from 10 to 14, it is de

signed to satisfy some developmental

needs of this age—belonging to a

group, desire for approval, independ

ence, and the need to work with

things.

Studio Club

Specifically, it consists of a series

of 13 half-hour meetings of a 4-H

Club of 5 boys, 3 girls, and an adult

leader, Jim Culver. These meetings

were held and filmed in the studios

of WKAR-TV on the Michigan State

campus.

While Culver lead his studio club

through the project work and ac

tivities, youngsters of the same age

could participate at home. In each

of the first seven meetings he issued

this friendly invitation, "If you'd like

to be a member of 4-H TV Electrical

Club, just send us your name, address,

and county. We'll send you a pin and

card, making you an official member,

along with a project manual so you

can do all the interesting projects

right along with us."

County offices were given the names

of those who wrote in and many in

vited the TV Club members to the

county 4-H activities.

Initial Planning

Planning of the series began early

in 1956 soon after Russell G. Mawby

became State 4-H Club leader in

Michigan. Advice came from many

sources, including Reinald Werren-

rath, Jr., originator of Ding Dong

School; and representatives of the

College of Education and Depart

ments of Information Services and

Agricultural Engineering.

All agreed the project was worthy,

but raised numerous questions: How

about having no local leader? Will

the stations run the films? Can we

produce a series which will be

watched in competition with strictly

entertainment shows? Where, short

of New York or Hollywood, can you

find a central personality to carry

such a show?

These questions resulted in the

formation of a production team con

sisting of extension television editors,

State 4-H Club leaders, agricultural

engineers, and representatives of two

power companies. This group pooled

their experience in TV, youth work,

and electricity to come up with an

outline for the 4-H TV Electrical

Club.

Then, the team divided responsibil

ities and moved into action. Talent

was recruited, project manuals plan

ned and produced, contacts made

with commercial stations, guests in

vited, and props lined up.

In March 1957, the first club meet

ing was held and recorded. This

pilot film was then shown to the An

nual Michigan 4-H Club Conference

of extension personnel. The group

approved the idea and pledged sup

port locally. How this was done in

one county can be seen in the follow

ing report from John Worthington,

4-H Club agent in Oakland County.

Action in a County

Oakland County, which has a popu

lation of more than a half million

people, is bounded on the south by

the northern city limits of Detroit.

New subdivisions and shopping cen

ters are scattered throughout the

southeastern section of the county.

The problems of this county are quite

different from those of a primarily

rural county.

The first report we had of this new

thing called the TV Electrical Project

was simply by rumor. First concrete

evidence was at the 4-H Club Confer

ence, when a half-hour kinescope was

(See 4-H via TV, page 230)
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4-H VIA TV

(Continued from page 229)

shown and State staff member sug

gested how the program might work

within the county.

About Christmas the State 4-H of

fice reported that one of the TV sta

tions in our area had decided to run

the series on Saturday mornings at

9 a.m. We sent a letter to 4-H lead

ers in the county to explain the proj

ect. Then a meeting was held with

all local electrical project leaders, and

the 4-H Leaders Council further dis

cussed how we should handle the pro

gram within the county.

Press releases were sent to all local

radio and TV stations and newspapers

giving time and place, as well as ex

plaining the purpose of the 4-H TV

Electrical project. Club agents in

this area attended a briefing session

at the University and then further

talks were held with the 4-H Council

to develop our specific approach.

After the series started, we received

names and addresses of new TV Elec

trical Club members from the State

office. We sent each of them a letter

welcoming them to 4-H Club work,

giving further details regarding the

project and offering assistance.

Working with Schools

One of our principal approaches

was through the schools. The county

superintendent of schools referred me

to the science teacher trainer, who

was having local meetings with teach

ers throughout the county. His cur

rent topic was electricity, so he was

delighted with the idea of the 4-H TV

Electrical Club. Following our meet

ing, he distributed sample project

manuals and explanation sheets to

all teachers at his workshops.

Many boys and girls who became

familiar with the TV Electrical Proj

ect did not actually write in for the

manual. This was verified in many

cases while discussing 4-H with boys

and girls at school. Probably twice

as many boys and girls in the county

were contacted and affected by this

project as those actually recorded as

club members. Even so, more than

400 members were enrolled.

The county superintendent of

schools felt the electrical project of

fered an inducement for boys and

girls to study the principles of elec

tricity more thoroughly. He felt also

that using organized clubs within the

school or classroom could aid the

teacher in other classroom activities.

Considering its uniqueness, this

project was extremely successful in

making parents, boys and girls, and

the general public aware of 4-H Club

work. Perhaps the biggest problem

was that local extension agents could

not make individual contacts in all

cases. Wherever possible, the agent

should make individual contact with

boys and girls, their parents, and

perhaps their teachers, with the pos

sibility of organizing a 4-H Club to

supplement the televison presentation.

Project-wide Effects

An objective analysis of the success

of the effort is covered in Dr. Deutsch-

mann's research report. The answers

to the following five questions deter

mined the impact of the series on the

intended audience.

How many and what kind of people

were watching? How did they like

the program? Did boys and girls

learn anything from it? Did the pro

gram change their attitudes about 4-H

and electricity? Did it cause them

to join the club?

Deutschmann says, "It was a pion

eering attempt to carry a 4-H project

to completion via television without

the usual individual club meetings

under a local adult leader's personal

guidance. The primary and highly

practical purpose of this study was

to shed light on the effectiveness of

the series on fulfilling its objectives.

But the study's usefulness does not

end there. The data also tell us some

thing about television's potential as a

general teaching tool."

Pour separate tests were used to

get the necessary answers. First, while

the meetings were being televised,

phone calls were made to some 800

homes. Next a field survey was con

ducted involving face-to-face inter

views with children and parents.

Third, an experimental test of chil

dren was made in the Jackson

schools. The fourth test involved an

analysis of write-In response.

The survey showed that two out

of three sets in use the morning the

calls were made were tuned to the

4-H TV Electrical Club. More than

twice as many sets were in use that

Saturday morning than on an aver

age weekday morning. Nearly half

of the homes with children had sets

turned on.

About one out of every three chil

dren in the 8 to 9-year age group

and one of every four in the 10 to 12

and under 8-year age group were

watching. Viewing fell off sharply in

the 13 to 14-year age group and de

clined further among teenagers and

adults. More than two out of five

viewers were girls.

Encouraging Results

Results of the study indicated that

the 4-H TV series reached a large

proportion of its target audience in

the area surveyed, won favorable re

action from children and adults, pro

moted learning, and influenced atti

tudes favorably toward 4-H Club work

and electricity.

In combination with personal in

fluences exerted through schools and

other channels, the series was success

ful in generating substantial enroll

ment among urban and suburban

children who were new to the 4-H

organization.

On the basis of these findings and

with the 4-H TV Electrical Club com

pleting the circuit of Michigan tele

vision stations, the State 4-H Club

staff decided to move ahead with

more television work. The blueprint

is drawn and series number two will

soon be completed under the title,

4-H TV Science Club.

NEWSLETTERS

CContinued from page 222)

leadership and high interest that

are vital to carrying out a successful

extension program. Since its begin

ning, Peterson feels there has been

more interest and support for farm

tours and other extension events men

tioned in the newsletter.

Many county workers use letters

to their 4-H leaders, 4-H members,

and rural youth groups. These let

ters keep them informed about meet

ings, program plans, and special

events.

So, to get a special message to

farm people, Illinois county extension

workers find that newsletters are

the best communications medium.

They get the results wanted.
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AUDIENCE TESTING

(Continued from page 219)

"Pinpointing your audience" is

what some people call what we've

been talking about. In the remainder

of this issue you'll see some examples

of this, and some techniques used in

communications after the audience

was pinpointed.

Some farmers get along for years

without soil testing and grow some

crops. You may question how effi

ciently they do it.

E ZONE

YOU AND YOUR AUDIENCE

How is your E zone? To communicate

efficiently with our audiences, we must have

empathy with them. The E (empathy) zone

is the zone of effective communications be

tween the communicator and his audience.

It's the part where the communicator's ex

periences, knowledge, feelings, attitudes, and

beliefs overlap with those of his audience.

Some communicators get along for

years without more than a casual

analysis of their audiences. Have

they been communicating as effi

ciently as they might if they had

analyzed their audiences more care

fully?

How carefully have you been an

alyzing your audience? Who are you

really trying to reach and what are

they like — physically, mentally, so

cially, morally? What do they really

know about the message? Is the mes

sage appropriate?

What are the audience's feelings

about the message? What values do

they have and what are the social

pressures that may affect acceptance

or rejection of the message in a

given form? What are the strongest

motivational factors in relation to a

given message that will effect ac

ceptance or rejection?

How will the audience interpret

the message? How will they use it?

Testing audiences is as practical for

communicators as testing soil is for

farmers.

MATCHING INFORMATION

(Continued from page 223)

feeds for livestock producers who

are beginning to do some cattle feed

ing. This went to only 15 farmers.

Each year we develop general

recommendations for each enterprise

with the help of research people and

advisory committees. Our office staff

mimeographs this information and

mails it to farmers according to the

enterprise in which they are engaged.

Practically every farmer subscribes

to the county's one weekly news

paper. I have a weekly column and

include items on crop conditions,

general problems over the county,

and other information that should

interest most readers, both farmers

and non-farmers.

The newspaper editor uses the pho

tos I give him to emphasize a poLit

in my column or story. A photo and

cutline is often a valuable reminder

when used as a followup to a news

article or newsletter. For example,

after I mailed out a newsletter about

calibrating ground spray machines,

the newspaper used a photo of a

farmer and me actually calibrating a

machine.

Seeing Is Believing

Small tours, properly organized,

can be valuable. They relate more

closely to individual contact than

some of the other channels of mass

communications. Persons interested

in a specific enterprise or practice

can get detailed information on a

tour.

Besides local tours, we make an

nual visits to the Delta Branch Ex

periment Station. Special emphasis

is given to 1 or 2 subjects whicn we

cover thoroughly. Each year from 40

to 100 farmers attend these tours.

Farmers are anxious to get inform

ation concerning their operations

which they can put into practice

for more money in their pockeSs.

Surveys show that it takes an av

erage of 8 years to put recommen

dations from the research station

into actual practice on the farm.

This is much too long. By using tne

tools available, we can match in

formation to our audience's interests

and help farmers to keep abreast of

developments they can use in their

farming operations.

PARABLE TEACHING

(Continued from page 227)

teaching by becoming the director of

a trend of thinking, and not one

who attempts to dominate the

thoughts of the group by imposing

on them his own ideas."

At the end of a meeting, Landess'

listeners are truly burning with eager

ness to live out, individually and

through group action, their own ideas,

brought into focus by the parable

pictures. In this way, the speaker's

teaching becomes as effective with

each person in group meetings as if

it had been done through individual

face-to-face contact.

Individuals report that, "You gave

us a new vision of the wide meaning

and scope of conservation." "I came

away feeling closer to my little farm

than ever before, and can appreciate

the necessity for building and im

proving my land." "You have helped

us lift our horizons and see far be

yond the things we were thinking."

If we want our slide talks to move

people to action, perhaps we as ex

tension workers can make wider use

of this parable slide technique. To

use it effectively, we must believe in

the ability of people to understand

and solve their own problems, lead

them to see basic truths and prin

ciples, select and arrange our parable

slides for the pictures they create in

the minds of audiences, avoid the role

of expert or authority, and direct

the trend of thinking rather than

dominate it with our own ideas.

If we can do these things, our slide

talks will achieve their utmost in

effective extension teaching.

Monthly Revisions in

Publications Inventory

The following new titles should be

added to the Annual Inventory List

of USDA Popular Publications. Bulle

tins that have been replaced should

be discarded. Bulk supplies of pub

lications may be obtained under the

procedure set up by your publications

distribution officer.

F 1537 Johnson Grass as a Weed—Re

vised

L 438 Demodectic Mange in Cattle
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Telling Your Story at Low Cost

by RICHARD LEE, Associate Editor, Missouri

Despite the increasing trend to use specific channels,

mass media still have an important role in extension

communications. This article tells of an economical

way to tell a story to a general audience.

Can you get your extension mes

sage to 100 people at a total cost

of less than four cents? Sounds like

an economical way to do extension

work, doesn't it?

Art Edwards, Missouri associate ag

ricultural editor, got the trick done

hands down recently. His efforts

were designed to publicize the 16 dis

trict winners in the State-wide Bal

anced Farming award program for

1957.

Wide Circulation

A detailed accounting of all of

Edwards' expenses in gathering mate

rial on the 16 winning farm families

and preparing news releases showed

that it cost the Missouri editor's office

$828.32 to carry out the program.

For this $828.32, Edwards prepared

a news release, liberally illustrated

with glossy prints taken during on-

the-farm visits to the 16 district win

ners, that was used by 70 Missouri

weekly, daily, and farm publications.

These 70 publications had a combined

circulation amounting to 2,259,655.

Dividing this combined circulation

into $828.32 shows that it cost 0.00037

cent to put the Balanced Farming

material before a single person. Sta

ting it another way, Edwards made

100 contacts for less than four cents.

In arriving at these figures, no

effort was made to determine the

number of people reached through

radio, television, and out-of-state press

coverage. Since Edwards directed

considerable effort at making the

Balanced Farming information avail

able to these media, it seems safe to

assume that many additional con

tacts were made and the cost of

reaching one individual would there

by be lowered correspondingly.

Altogether, the 70 Missouri pub

lications using Edwards' news release

on the district Balanced Farming

winners devoted 2,578 column inches

of their news space to its display.

This space had an advertising value

of $12.485.53—a sum more than 15

times larger than the $828.32 spent

on the program.

Some of the headlines newspapers used with

release on naming of Missouri's district Bal

anced Farming winners.

What's more, the space value figure

used here is considered highly con

servative. Many of the column inches

devoted to the display of the release

couldn't have been purchased for

advertising purposes, regardless of

price.

Top Cooperation

The cover page of the Missouri

Ruralist, a semi-monthly State farm

publication at Fayette; a front page

display in the Weekly Star Farmer,

weekly farm newspaper at Kansas

City; and the picture page of The

Everyday Magazine in the Post-Dis

patch, a large metropolitan daily in

St. Louis, are examples of space not

for sale that was devoted to the dis

play of the release.

The moral of this story is that the

daily, weekly, and farm press is still

a highly economical way to make

your extension news available to a

large number of people at low cost.

And that's an objective of all exten

sion workers.
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EAR TO THE GROUND

The scene on this month's cover is

typical of what's taking place in

many rural areas as winter arrives.

It could be a 4-H member and his

brother going out to his forestry pro

ject to select the family Christmas

tree. Or it could be a boy enrolled in

the new 4-H dog husbandry project.

But the truth of the matter is that

it's neither. It's just a couple of boys

and their dog doing what comes nat

urally on a winter day in the country.

Today's labor-saving equipment and

methods not only help Pop farm

more efficiently, they give a boy more

time to get out with his dog and his

sled and learn some of life's real

pleasures. An objective of extension

is to help people enjoy better living.

Any of you who has experienced it

will agree that there isn't much better

living for a boy than finding out what

a sled can do on a snow-covered hill.

The article on page 235 tells about

the kickoff next month of a nation

wide campaign to interest dairymen

in keeping production records. County

extension workers will have a key role

in bringing the advantages of records

to the attention of dairy farmers.

You will be hearing more about the

campaign from your extension dairy

men and editors.

Keeping Your Bulletins Up To

Date, page 247, will help you to be

sure you are distributing the latest

available information from USDA. It

tells about the second annual Inven

tory of USDA Popular Publications,

which is designed primarily for coun

ty extension offices.

Along with the above, I think all

of you will want to read the articles

about extension's needs for the fu

ture, program projection, building a

county center, and extension work in

India. Some of the others will be of

particular interest to agricultural,

home demonstration, and 4-H Club

workers.

Next month's theme will be pro

fessional improvement for carrying

out today's challenging extension

jobs. One article will discuss use of

the scientific approach to determine

training needs. A series of articles

will discuss training needed to serve

a certain group, as in Rural Develop

ment, or to carry out a particular

activity, such as program projection.

Other articles will tell why an exten

sion worker chose a particular route

to professional improvement—gradu

ate training, summer school, or travel

—and how it benefited him.—EHR

The Extension Service Review is published monthly

by direction of the Secretary of Agriculture as administra

tive information required for the proper transaction of

the public business. Use of funds for printing this publica

tion approved by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget

(June 26, 1958).

The Review is issued free by law to workers engaged

in extension activities. Others may obtain copies from the

Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,

Washington 25, D. C, at 15 cents per copy or by subscrip

tion at S1.50 a year, domestic, and S2.25, foreign.
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VmtTtO STAT6S Of ""r

Let 's Sell Dairy Recordkeeping

by RICHARD E. BURLESON, Federal Extension Service

January should signal a busy year

for all of us interested in the fu

ture of the dairy industry. It will see

the beginning of a nationwide effort

to sell dairy recordkeeping to dairy

men owning the 90 percent of the

cows not enrolled in the National

Cooperative Dairy Herd Improve

ment Program.

The key man in this effort will be

the county agent. Successful county

dairy programs throughout the Na

tion are usually associated with the

enthusiastic interest and active sup

port of county agents. Realizing this,

we've accepted the challenge to

point out the values of dairy record

keeping in developing a strong

county dairy program.

Some of you may ask, why should

an agent sell dairy recordkeeping?

What can a recordkeeping program

contribute to a county dairy pro

gram? The following points will help

answer these questions.

Helps Cooperators

DHIA, Owner-Sampler, and Weigh-

a-Day-a-Month members become good

dairy demonstrators. Through their

success in using records, these dairy

men demonstrate extension recom

mendations in feeding, culling, and

selecting breeding stock. Many par

ticipate in field days, tours, and

other activities in the furtherance of

good dairy practices. Their contacts

with friends and neighbors give ad

ditional support to a county dairy

program.

Leaders are developed. This comes

about naturally through activities at

association meetings, closer contact

with county agents, field days, tours,

and the like. These experiences tend

to broaden the leader in other areas

of the dairy industry.

In the process, these cooperators

become familiar with extension meth

ods and philosophy and can pro

vide necessary leadership in working

with agents on many activities.

Record plans of the National Co

operative Dairy Herd Improvement

Program make it possible for agents

to work through a well-organized

group of cooperating dairymen.

These dairymen often take the initia

tive in developing and encouraging

sound dairy programs or practices.

This helps to relieve agents of cer

tain details and make more time

available for broader activities.

Helps All Dairymen

Information gained through coop

erating dairymen aids other dairy

men. For example, sire proving data

collected over the country enable ar

tificial breeding studs to evaluate

herd sires more effectively. These, in

turn, become available to all dairy

men.

One of Extension's goals is to serve

all dairymen. So, even though we

may never get all dairy herds en

rolled in a recordkeeping plan, the

information provided by herds on

test is a big help in providing guide

lines and making sound recommen

dations for other dairymen.

A community of recordkeeping

dairymen is usually a prosperous

community. This is revealed many

times by improved roads, good fen

ces, dairy buildings in good repair,

painted homes, and adequate, well-

kept schools and churches.

Educational programs are strength

ened when dairy records are avail

able on the farm. The information

obtained through records is essen

tial in assisting dairymen with their

feeding, breeding, and management

problems. Without records, extension

workers can go just so far in making

correct recommendations. Beyond

that point, it's like driving in a

strange country without a road map.

Plan for Everyone

Since extension workers deal with

farm people of varied incomes, one

of the important selling points in

dairy recordkeeping is that there's

a plan to meet the needs of any

dairyman. So the county agent isn't

faced with the necessity of trying to

sell one of the more expensive plans

to a farmer who feels he can't afford

it. The National Cooperative Dairy

Herd Improvement Program provides

a plan for a group of cooperating

dairymen (DHIA) as well as a plan

for a single dairyman. (WADAM) .

The above are some of the basic

reasons why we think extension

workers should sell dairy record

keeping. A more personal reason is

the feeling which comes with the

knowledge that we have had a small

part in pointing the way for a family

to achieve a successful dairy opera

tion.

Analysis of production records enables dairymen to follow sound feeding, breeding,

and culling practices.
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Give Them News

They Can Use

by MRS. EMILIE T. HALL, Home Economics Editor, New York

It you are giving your local news

papers all the news they can use

about home demonstration work, this

article probably is not for you.

On the other hand, if you think

you may be getting something short

of an even break on your local home

demonstration news, then perhaps

you will profit by the experiences of

other agents who have established

satisfactory, productive contact with

local media.

Cementing Good Relations

Mary Switzer is home demonstra

tion agent in Erie County where

there are 128 local units, reputedly

the most in any county in the coun

try. A pioneer in home demonstra

tion radio and television, Mrs. Switz

er also is on excellent terms with the

two local dailies. Here is what she

says about her working relationships

with them.

"Ellen Taussig, a reporter on the

evening paper, works with us on week

ly articles. I usually write the lead

stories, then Miss Taussig contacts

me if she wants more information.

We provide two versions of the same

release because editorial policy re

quires that the release .for the urban

edition be different from the one used

in the rural edition.

"When we sent out a release about

night classes for homemakers, the

morning paper sent a photographer

and reporter to one meeting. As a

result of this article, we had between

90 and 100 calls from women want

ing to know how they could join

home demonstration units."

On the other side of the State, the

tip-off for some good publicity for the

Saratoga County home demonstra

tion program came when Helen Bir-

chard, the agent, attended a local

meeting. The publicity manager for

the Saratoga Spa described some

public exhibits he had set up in the

lobby. The speaker's wife, also editor

of the local paper, suggested to the

agent that the Home Demonstration

Department would make a good sub

ject for a Spa exhibit.

"The next morning I went over to

the Spa to look at the exhibits," Miss

Birchard recalls. "They were large

ones on big topics—the New York

State Thruway, State Police, Ameri

can Cancer Society."

Awed by the size of the exhibits,

Miss Birchard intended to ask for a

small space. To her surprise, she was

offered all the space she could use.

Double Use

"I wasn't sure what I would do

with it, but I accepted and then

went back to the office to think it

over," Miss Birchard says. She de

cided to use an exhibit on the whole

Extension Service rather than just

one department. Fortunately, such

an exhibit was available from the

previous Farm and Home Week and

it was set up in the main lobby of

the Spa where 5,000 people pass by

each week.

"Since the editor of the local news

paper had the idea in the first place,

I sent her a little item about the ex

hibit," Miss Birchard says. "She not

only printed the item, but called to

say she wanted a picture of the ex

hibit. The latter was good for a three

column spread."

You never know when an editor

will decide he wants a special fea

ture. Acting Agent Marion Fellows

of Rochester City home demonstra

tion department doesn't take any

chances. She keeps a steady flow of

news going to the two local dailes. An

item in one newsletter resulted in a

series of six feature articles on home

demonstration unit members in the

Rochester area.

In Tompkins County, Mary Smith

was putting the finishing touches on

her annual report when a reporter

from the local daily called. "She

thought the report would make a

dandy story," Mary said. "Subse

quently she wrote three articles using

the annual reports from each depart

ment as sources."

When she decided to try a food

marketing column, Mary called on

the local editor and asked if he would

be interested. "He was very coopera

tive," Mary says, "and told us he

would be glad to have such a column,

provided we made it applicable to

local markets. We agreed and the ar

rangement is working out to every

one's satisfaction."

Stitch Here, Stitch There and Pres

to: Extension Service Proves Worthy.

This four-column head, a picture,

and 24 column inches of copy were

the result of a reporter's visit to a

Columbia County class in decorative

stitching. This article contained some

good plugs for several extension

homemaking programs, including

furniture reflnishing, citizenship edu

cation, and a conference the home

demonstration agent had slated to

help a volunteer fire company re

model their kitchen.

Reporter's Viewpoint

"Reporting the news takes coopera

tion," says Ted Townsend of the Utica

Observer-Dispatch. "Dozens of or

ganizations are competing for news

paper space. A new agent should im

mediately call on the State editor or

whoever handles extension news on

the local newspaper. There is nothing

like personal contact."

When the Observer-Dispatch car

ried a long series of articles on home

demonstration units in Oneida

County, we asked Townsend how it

came about.

"First I sat down with the home

demonstration agent and we went

over the program to find the materi

al which would make news," he said.

"Later the agent made it a point to

invite me to luncheons and Achieve

ment Day programs. This gave me

(See Give Them News, page 242)
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the

FORWARD

LOOK

IN EXTENSION

by CHARLES E. BELL, Jr.,

Federal Extension Service

Man is a restless creature—con

tinually searching for the secrets

of nature and harnessing them to im

prove his lot. Milestones along the

path of history mark significant dis

coveries that revolutionized his mode

of living. Each upheaval in status

quo has caused the downfall of na

tions, institutions, and business op

erations that could not adjust to sud

den change.

We are living in the greatest of

these periods today. The increased

tempo of change is spreading

through every facet of our social and

economic structure. Will the Cooper

ative Extension Service be able to ad

just to meet the needs of tomorrow's

world? Will we still have a place in

an intensely specialized, mechanized,

and industrialized agriculture?

Adjust to Needs

Extension has proven its ability in

the past to quickly change programs

and methods as emergencies have

arisen. It has been a successful edu

cational movement largely because it

is cooperative education for action,

prompted by the needs of the people

and involving them in the planning

and execution of its programs. As

long as Extension follows these basic

principles, there will be a need for

its services.

New situations, problems, and re

lationships require new programs

and procedures. Extension leadership

is seriously studying the implications

of our streamlined era and the ad

justments required to meet its chal

lenges.

The Scope Report is a masterful

appraisal of our job in the period

ahead. It points out forcibly the

broadening opportunities for service

by Extension and the dynamic type

of leadership extension workers must

provide if these needs are adequately

met.

Suppose someone were to ask,

"What is your stock-in-trade as an

extension worker?" What would you

say? I believe it could be answered

in one word, "leadership," in terms

of the following definition, the activ

ity of influencing people to cooperate

toward some goal which they have

come to find desirable." Here is ex

tension philosophy in a nutshell.

Changing Emphasis

The role of extension leadership

takes on new meaning in an age

when the number of family farms is

decreasing and agricultural produc

tion is becoming more and more con

trolled by off-farm influences. The tra

ditional charge to help people help

themselves is as valid as ever. The

difference is in Extension's broaden

ing relationships and shifting of em

phasis in its educational programs.

In the face of an expanding agri

business concept, the extension work

er will be working closer with the

marketing, processing, and distribu

tion link in the agribusiness chain,

if he is to serve the best interests of

the producers. His relationships will

be further broadened by increasing

demands from part-time farmers and

urban families.

Farm families in the past depen

ded largely on the extension agent

for information and guidance. Today

they have many sources available to

them for assistance. Commercial

Arms are employing highly trained

personnel to provide technical assist

ance to their farm clientele. In ad

dition, an increasing number of pro

ducers are entering into contractual

arrangements in which technical

supervision is provided.

How do these changing situations

affect the extension agent? Will he

be able to adjust to the needs of the

times? ,

The complexity of modern agri

culture requires that extension edu

cational emphasis be placed on

teaching management principles and

skills, economics, and leadership de

velopment, in addition to the practi

cal application of new technology.

Farm families everywhere are facing

major adjustments in their living

and occupational patterns. The re

sponsibility for providing them with

unbiased information and training

opportunities which will enable them

to make sound decisions is a real

challenge.

The opportunities for sound group

planning and action are greater

than ever. This is true in both spec

ialized commodity fields and broad

problem areas.

Agricultural problems are increas

ingly tied in with other segments of

our economy. The extension agent is

in the position of being the person to

whom all interests and groups can

look as coordinator and counselor

for group action. He is the one who

can bring farm, commercial, and pro

fessional people together to work in

unison toward the best interests of

all.

Through such efforts, leadership

is developed that rises above self in

terests and works with other groups

toward the solution of the many

problems of agriculture.

Future Role

The job ahead for extension work

ers will call for people with the high

est possible professional and leader

ship qualifications for they will be

working with people well trained in

their particular fields. The extension

worker who devotes his time to "dis

pensing pills" and "putting out fires"

is rapidly becoming a misfit. The

alert worker who has ingenuity, fore

sight, a broad perspective, and the

ability to inspire people to plan and

work together will find many oppor

tunities for service.

The successful extension worker in

(See Forward Look, page 245)
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More and Better Reading

by RUTH CURRENT, Assistant Extension Director,

North Carolina

librarians have noticed an increased demand for quality books

among rural readers.

One never knows what will hap

pen to an idea.

It was in early 1938 that a few

home demonstration club women

asked for a reading program. The

State Librarian, Marjorie Beal, and

the college home demonstration staff

took this opportunity to offer a sug

gested reading program for every

club woman in North Carolina.

The books were to be carried on

the county bookmobile that regularly

visited rural communities. Book sta

tions were in country stores, farm

homes, and sometimes rural churches.

A Growing Concern

With the success of this early ef

fort, we were well on the way to get

ting North Carolina home demon

stration club women interested in

reading. They welcomed this service.

Today, the idea of 20 years ago

has grown into one of the most valu

able and appreciated home demon

stration programs in the State. It

has been gratifying to observe the

steady growth of the program which

has brought about not only an in

creased number of readers, but also

a definite trend toward improved

quality of reading.

Mrs. Elizabeth Hughey, present

State librarian, recently said, "Appli

cations for reading certificates by

home demonstration club women

during the past year indicate that

they have not stopped learning. On

the contrary, their reading interests

have deepened and broadened. Li

brarians of the public libraries and

bookmobiles note a growing demand

for more books to live by—books to

inform and to inspire the whole fam

ily to a better way of life."

The Rural Reading Program is a

good example of cooperation be

tween State agencies working toward

a common goal. Working and plan

ning together, librarians and exten

sion workers are able to reach more

farm families. Our public relations

have been strengthened and extend

far beyond what we could ever have

hoped to have done alone. The total

extension educational program is bet

ter known by thousands of farm

people.

Even before bookmobile service

was made available in Haywood

County, some home demonstration

women had maintained community

book stations in their own homes.

The people, realizing the need for

extended library service raised $3,200

to buy a bookmobile. In the first

year it traveled over 34,000 miles cir

culating a total of 200,575 books.

Leaders' Reactions

County libraries are no longer

looked upon as a place for just city

women to go and read. Now rural

project leaders go there to do re

search in preparing various programs

for which they are responsible.

Mrs. H. E. Carter, Stokes County

education leader, says of the Rural

Reading Program, "It is widening our

horizons and making us broad-mind

ed. We realize that 'me and my wife,

my son John and his wife—us four

and no more' is not a satisfactory

philosophy of life."

Lenore Crouser, Bertie County

home demonstration agent, says a

total of 175 books were bought for

home libraries this year. Home dem

onstration members have also sub

scribed to 371 magazines and 164

newspapers because of the Rural

Reading Program. Education and

citizenship leaders urge farm people

to use the bookmobile service.

Lorna Langley, district agent, says,

"The home demonstration women in

Halifax County were so interested

in the Rural Reading Program that

they established a circulating library

in each community. The books were

exchanged in the community about

every two months. As a result, the

club members were instrumental in

getting an appropriation for county

bookmobile service."

Encouraging Readers

A book review certificate is award

ed to home demonstration members

when they have read three approved

books from the reading list (at least

one must be nonfiction) and. re

viewed these books before a group.

This fall the State librarian and her

staff checked requests for certifi

cates to be awarded to thousands of

rural readers.

Some will be given first certifi

cates. Others will receive advanced

certificates. They are awarded at

county-wide home demonstration

achievement day programs and this

public recognition motivates and

creates interest in better reading.

Among the thousands who will

be called forward to get their certifi

cates will be Mrs. J. W. Hardison of

Craven County. She is blind and

earned hers by reading Braille.

Rural reading is paying dividends

far greater than dollars and cents.

It is increasing knowledge, broaden

ing horizons, and inspiring people in

their daily lives. There is no way to

evaluate the great, lasting, and grow

ing good that is affecting the lives

of the rural people in North Caro

lina.
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PROGRAM PROJECTION

IS A NEW IDEA

by J. K. MC DERMOTT, Extension Economist, Indiana

Program projection in Extension

is something new under the sun.

It's different from longtime plan

ning. Or it should be! It's not simply

the same old stuff in a new package.

In this article "program" means

simply "all the things you do,"

whether it's the agricultural, home-

making, or 4-H phase of the county

or State extension program.

A "longtime" program, then, is

some understanding of all the things

you expect to get done over a "long

time" period. It is a rough or general

schedule of activities. And extension

planning in the main has been the

scheduling of these activities.

Deciding Problem Areas

Program projection is not in the

least concerned with scheduling of

activities. It carries no provisions for

how something gets done, who does

it, or when it is done. Program pro

jection in itself is concerned only

with making a logical decision on

what problems to work on.

We have always had some way of

deciding what problems to work on.

We may do what the agent is most

qualified to do, or what some pres

sure group wants, or what specialists

think we ought to do, or what specia

lists offer, or what we always have

done. It is often done quickly with

out much thought.

We are likely to spend a great

deal of time in deciding what acti

vities to do in the dairy project, the

crops project, or tractor maintenance

project. And we may spend too little

time in deciding what projects are

most important—whether to do any

work in dairy, crops, or tractor main

tenance.

Program projection is a scientific

and democratic way of deciding what

major problems to work on. It is not

an opinion poll, but a systematic

analysis of problems. Program pro

jection means making the best es

timate you can of the future which

you can use as a guide in selecting

the problems you do something

about.

Looking Ahead

Projection is the key word, and it

has two specific meanings. First, it

means projecting the most likely

course of events into the future.

Your county is gaining population.

By 1968 what will it be? Where will

they live? Researchers have found

a way to merchandise milk in tin

cans without refrigeration. What is

this going to do to your dairy situa

tion? What is integration going to

do to the hog business? Will more

farm wives be working outside the

home?

The first use of the word projec

tion then means to figure out where

you are going. You don't worry just

about where you are now. You want

to know where you are going.

After you have described the fu

ture, you have to apply some wants.

Do your people like what they see?

If so, there is no problem. If they

don't like it, can anything be done

about it? If not, don't spend any

more time on it. If they don't like

what they see, and something can be

done, you are in business.

Here the second use of the word

projection comes in. What are the

things that can be done, and what

is likely to be the result of each one?

Take the problem of farm family

income. You can do several things.

Which one or ones will be most fruit

ful? You can help farmers learn

more technical know-how or more

about what resources it takes to earn

a decent income and how to organ

ize them. You can help make more

capital available or help them to

know more about nonfarm jobs. You

can help increase the number of non-

farm jobs available, or help young

people decide on what career to fol

low.

Which one or which combination

of these general areas of work will

return the most for your efforts?

Each area of work is based on a

completely different problem. Which

do you work on?

You decide by projecting into the

future again. Project what would

happen if you did No. 1 or No. 2, or

some of the others. Then it is fairly

easy to choose the general areas of

work in which it will be most help

ful to concentrate.

So far, nothing has been done on

deciding what activities you carry

out. No scheduling has taken place.

Deciding how "to help young people

decide on a career" is a completely

separate operation from deciding

that "helping young people decide

on a career" is worthy of time spent

on it.

Another Angle

Let's use a completely different

example which illustrates the Pro

gram Projection process. Take your

own career. Suppose you estimate

that by 1965 you will be earning

$8,000 a year. If you are satisfied

with that, don't spend any more time

worrying about it.

But suppose you want a $10,000 sal

ary by then. What can you do? You

can: (1) move to another county or

State, (2) change occupations, (3)

get more training, (4) do a better

job in your own county, (5) put your

wife to work, or (6) a combination

of them.

Which of these things will be the

most effective? Where will it pay you

most to put your efforts? You decide

(See A ISeto Idea, page 246)
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LEADERS TAKE

A BOW

by CARL E. ROSE, Washington County Agent, Arkansas

Should parents of 4-H Club

msmbers and volunteer leaders

be given special recognition for the

part they play in promoting the 4-H

Club program?

Extension agents in Washington

County feel that active participation

of parents and leaders is an import

ant phase of the 4-H program and

that recognition should be given

when a good job has been accomp

lished.

We all know that 4-H Club mem

bers like to be recognized for their

work, and when we stop to think,

we realize that adults also like to

be recognized. It is almost impossible

to keep the interest of 4-H Club boys

and girls without the interest of

parents and volunteer club leaders.

Key to Success

There is a trend in our county from

school clubs to community clubs. For

community clubs to be successful,

good volunteer club leaders are a

must. These club leaders spend many

hours working with boys and girls in

their community. Their time is given

unselfishly and they deserve recogni

tion for the job done.

In many instances, volunteer lead

ers of community clubs are parents

of 4-H Club members. They are in

terested in seeing their club be ac

tive, not only from the standpoint of

providing an educational opportunity

for their own children, but to provide

an activity for all boys and girls in

the community. Many have remark

ed that the children look forward to

the 4-H Club meeting because it pro

vides an opportunity to associate

with other boys and girls in the com

munity.

The first method we use in giving

recognition to parents and volunteer

leaders is to assist them in organiz

ing a community club and to assure

them that the club belongs to the

community—not to the Extension

Ssrvice. Agents meet with commun

ity clubs and, in many instances,

praise the leaders before their own

people for the fine job being done by

the club.

Encourages Leaders

It doesn't take much time to praise

a leader for the good job done, and

it makes the leader feel that he or

she Is contributing something worth

while to the community. With this

feeling, they are willing to devote

even more time and effort to the

work.

Another method we use to recog

nize our volunteer leaders and par

ents is through an organization

known as the 4-H Club Leaders Coun

cil. This council is composed of all

the volunteer leaders in the county

and meets quarterly. Officers are

elected by the members and the pres

ident also serves on the board of the

4-H Club Foundation which has the

responsibility for raising and disburs

ing funds in the interest of 4-H Club

work in the county.

Further Recognition

At the council meetings, an effort

is made, not only to provide leader

ship training, but to point out cer

tain leaders who are doing a good

job. These leaders often are asked to

take part on the program of the

council.

An annual 4-H Club achievement

banquet is sponsored by the chamber

of commerce to recognize and honor

all members who have completed

their demonstrations and turned in

records. Because leaders also play

an important part in the program,

all volunteer leaders are guests at

the banquet. Awards are given at

the banquet to the outstanding man

leader and woman leader of the year.

This is another incentive for volun

teer leaders to do a good job.

Civic clubs in the county are al

ways interested in a 4-H Club pro

gram for one of their meetings. In

arranging such a program, the vol

unteer leader is given a big role to

play in the program and recognition

is given at the meeting.

Public Acknowledgement

Another way we recognize adult

leaders is on our daily radio pro

grams. Sometimes a club is asked to

present the program, at which time

the leader plays an important part.

In other instances, leaders are com

plimented for the fine job they have

been doing.

Newspaper articles are always a

good means of recognizing volunteer

leaders. When speaking of the good

job a 4-H Club member has done, it

is always good to mention the name

of the volunteer leaders of that club.

Does it pay to recognize volunteer

leaders? We think it does. The recog

nition that we give the leaders, which

in many instances is merely a "pat

on the back," makes them realize

that they are an important part of

their community and the nation

wide 4-H Club program. They feel

they are performing a fine service for

their community.
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Barn Raisin'

A County Center

by O. CLEON BARBER, Broome County

Agricultural Agent, New York

The old "barn raisin'" technique,

adapted to this specialization

age, built Broome County folks a

modern Farm, Home, and 4-H Cent

er. The new building is fast assuming

its assignment of being the center

of activities for farmers, homemak-

ers, and rural youth of the county.

With its 14,420 square feet of floor

space, the building houses the Exten

sion Service; Cooperative Farm Cred

it; Dairy Herd Improvement Coop

erative; county offices of the Agri

cultural, Stabilization, and Conser

vation Services; and the Soil Conser

vation Service. It is equipped with an

auditorium, demonstration kitchen,

and complete facilities for originat

ing television and radio programs.

It is difficult to pinpoint where the

idea was born. It could have been in

the thinking of William Hotaling,

Modern "barn raisin' resulted in this Farm, Home,

Broome County folks.

and 4-H Center for

County Agent O. C. Barber using facilities for

preliminary soil testing in the new County

Center.

president of the Broome County Ex

tension Service Association for 12

years. He headed the agricultural di

vision of the county post-war plan

ning group, the first group to recom

mend publicly that headquarters be

built to meet the demands of in

creased technical know-how and the

needs of agricultural activities.

Or, it could have been the skillful

planting of a seed by a former home

demonstration agent, Mrs. Katharine

Doyle.

Regardless of where the idea or

iginated, the will of Frances Cutler

was the catalyst which brought the

forces of thousands of county folks

together to construct the Center

which was dedicated in August.

Miss Cutler, treasurer of the asso

ciation for 15 years, was active as a

county leader in the home demon

stration program. She bequeathed

her home and 23 acres to the associa

tion "to be devoted to carrying on

the work and effectuating the pur

pose" of the extension service pro

grams.

It took a year of study, visiting,

and discussion for a planning com

mittee to determine the use to be

made of the property. Meanwhile the

activities and thinking of the com

mittee were being reported to all the

people, paving the way for unani

mous adoption of the recommenda

tions to build a new building.

Another year was devoted to the

fund-raising campaign to give every

man, woman, and child an opportun

ity to participate. A goal of $191,890

was based on estimated needs and

costs.

The campaign was organized in

four divisions to give farmers, busi

ness and industry, homemakers, and

rural youth a means to raise their

share of the costs. Individual "invest

ments" in the agriculture of the

county were made by farmers and

the business and industry in their

respective divisions.

Everyone Took Part

Home demonstration units made

pledges which were paid from activi

ties such as bake sales, lunches,

bazaars, etc. The 4-H Club members

pledged on an area basis and utilized

county-wide activities such as scrap

drives, sale of mailbox name plates,

and Christmas wreath packages.

With this spirit the goal was ex

ceeded with $198,044 in cash and the

written understanding with local

station WNBF-AM-FM-TV to provide

complete facilities for television and

radio broadcasting as well as the air-

conditioning of the auditorium.

A big disappointment faced the

leaders on the night the bids were

opened. The lowest bid exceeded the

estimate by nearly $50,000. A dis

couraged committee adjourned with

no action on the bids.

Progress was not stopped for long,

however. When the county govern

ing body learned that the association

might have to turn back in its

plans, they offered to guarantee a

loan for $50,000. Thus, the fifth seg

ment of the community, the govern

ment, was brought into "operation

barn raisin'."

(See Barn Raisin, page 242)
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BARN RAISIN'

(Continued from page 241)

There were many interesting ex

periences during our barn raisin'

venture. For example, one home dem

onstration member asked her son-

in-law at a family gathering what

his corporation was going to do to

ward "our" Farm, Home, and 4-H

Center. The result was the radio and

television facilities which television

people say are the envy of the in

dustry.

Another home demonstration mem

ber spotted an electrically cooled

drinking fountain in her brother-in-

law's factory. It is now being used on

the second floor of the new Center.

Seven town highway departments of

fered to grade and pave the drive

ways and parking areas.

Each of these experiences produced

great satisfaction. Together they re

present tremendous support of an

idea and a program.

Boosted Interest

County leaders say this is only the

beginning. Requests for membership

and new units are received daily by

the home demonstration department.

The central milk testing laboratory

will make individual cow records

available to three times as many

dairymen through owner-sampler

records. The auditorium is expected

to become a center for rural youth

activities, exemplified by a recent

turnout of over 100 to a band prac

tice and rally.

The work of the agricultural agen

cies is expected to be better coordi

nated with their offices under one

roof. Participation of farmers is al

ready showing an increase since they

can make several contacts on one

stop with no limit to parking.

Practical Layout

The time of professional workers

and county leaders can be more ef

ficiently used when meeting and

demonstration facilities are tailor-

made for extension programs. The

conference room, planned to seat 50

people, is also equipped with portable

sewing machines, a fitting room, and

a 3-sectional mirror. The training

kitchen has multiple units, such as

four cooking areas, for leader train

ing in foods.

The homemakers shop, built with

wide bench-like counters and a stone

sink, will make refinishing furniture,

upholstering and flower arranging

easier to teach, besides doubling as

a committee meeting room. The ex

ecutive conference room, furnished

with walnut tables and upholstered

arm chairs, sets an atmosphere of

thinking for decision-making groups.

The improved facilities will con

tribute only part toward the in

creased participation and the activi

ties of the programs in the future.

The building has a warm and cheer

ful atmosphere, and there is a new

feeling among the people. They feel

this is theirs and are proud of it

They want to use their new Center

to make their farming business more

profitable, their homes more enjoy

able, and their children better citi

zens.

It was made possible by the spirit

exemplified in the traditional barn

raisin' which built the original rural

communities of America. Success was

achieved through individual sacri

fices, group cooperation, and com

plete county-wide support.

GIVE THEM NEWS

(Continued from page 236)

an insight into what the Home Dem

onstration Department does and how

it operates. Then I started a series

of articles on the units in our area.

Our series of write-ups on local units

has reached 35 and we have plans to

cover several more.

"Last year I accompanied our

home demonstration women to Farm

and Home Week for pictures and a

feature article. If you can get home

town folks in stories and pictures, the

material is twice as valuable. We

asked the college editorial office to

line up some picture possibilities in

which we could pose our hometown

folks. The agent made sure the dif

ferent groups of women went to the

places where the pictures were

scheduled.

"All this took a lot of work on the

part of many people, but it paid off.

We had 100 or more comments on

the story, which took a whole page

of the newspaper."

There are 1,761 daily and 8,408

weekly newspapers in the United

States. Their business is to print the

news. Your business is to find what

constitutes news. How? By reading

each issue of your local newspaper

carefully to see what is printed.

Acquaint yourself with all the dif

ferent kinds of material which the

local newspapers favor—spot news,

features, editorials, and pictures.

When you know the kind of spot

news, pictures, features, and edi

torials each local newspaper uses,

you will see quickly what parts of

your program and activities are of

interest to them.
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in India

Working Together for a Better Living

by AMRIK SINGH CHEEMA, Deputy Director of Agriculture,

Punjab State, India

Editor's Note: The extension activi

ties reported in this article follow

the United States pattern of exten

sion work. While the U. S. helped

in explaining and demonstrating ex

tension principles and methods, the

work reflected in the article is solely

Indian. Mr. Cheema directed the

program described in this article.

The author was one of 23 Indian

officials who came to the U. S. in

1952 for a short training course and

for observations of extension work.

Last year he was enrolled in the com

parative extension education pro

gram at Cornell University.

A silent revolution is underway in

Bhadson district in the heart of

the Punjab on the northwest border

of India. Everybody from the most

humble villager to the Prime Minis

ter is working together in a common

cause—raising the level of living of

rural people.

Bhadson is one of 1800 extension

projects (districts) started since

1951. Assistance was provided by the

Ford Foundation in the early stages,

but its success can be attributed to

the cooperative effort of the villagers

utilizing the technical services pro

vided by their government. More

than 70,000 people in 168 villages,

80 percent of whom are engaged in

agriculture, are affected by this pro

gram.

After establishment of the Bhad

son project in 1952, extension work

ers conducted regional meetings and

carried out surveys to determine the

main problems faced by village

people. These studies established

low agricultural productivity and low

per acre yields as basic problems.

Contributing factors included frag

mented land holdings, making effi

cient cultivation extremely difficult;

a substantial area of waste land; in

sufficient use of ground water sup

plies for irrigation; and most impor

tant, lack of application of efficient

production practices.

Extension workers and village

leaders decided that greatest prog

ress could be made in two directions

—by developing physical and natural

resources and through the latent

potentialities of the people. It was

largely a matter of changing the at

titudes of the villagers.

An overall 5-year goal was fixed to

increase the production of the area

by 30 percent and to increase aver

age yields by 20 percent. Village

people and extension workers de

cided to consolidate all scattered

holdings, reclaim all possible new

areas for cultivation, construct new

irrigation works, introduce improved

seeds, compost and commercial fer

tilizer, and encourage the use of im

proved tools.

Standing crops and stored grains

were to be saved from insect pests

and diseases through improved con

trol measures. Diversification of

farming was to be encouraged by in

creasing the area under fruit and

vegetable cultivation.

Consolidation of Holdings

Extension first conducted an edu

cational program to create a favor

able attitude among village people

toward consolidation of holdings.

The State Department of Consolida

tion was then brought into the pic

ture to help carry out an action pro

gram. Starting with 25 villages in

1952, consolidation was completed

in 114 villages by 1957.

Each farmer now has his holdings

in 1 or 2 tracts instead of 10 or 20.

This opened the way for application

of other improved agricultural prac

tices, such as irrigation, organized

crop rotation, and the beginning of

mechanization.

At the beginning of the project,

37,207 acres or 24 percent of the

total area was waste land, much of

which was suitable for cultivation.

This exploitation offered a means of

(See In India, page 246)

Extension worker shows simple way to provide plant protection. Demonstrations are used to introduce improved cotton varieties.
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Short Course by Television

by DAVID BATEMAN, Associate Editor, North Dakota

Last February, extension specialists

I and experiment station personnel

of North Dakota Agricultural College

visited 46,500 homes ... by television.

They did this not once, but five

times. They talked to 140,000 viewers

every day. By the end of the week,

they had reached more people than

there are in the State of North

Dakota.

That briefly is the story of our

Agricultural Short Course by televi

sion. Add to this the 40,000 home-

makers who viewed the Homemaker's

Short Course during its 5-day run,

and you get an idea of what agri

cultural television is doing in the

Plickertail State.

Four of the 10 television stations in

North Dakota carry the Agricultural

Short Course. This takes the shows

to all corners of the State—a 300-

mile spread.

Shows are planned for February

when days are short and the weather

is brisk. They are aired at 1 p.m., so

farmers can pick up timely informa

tion that can be put to use right

away. Farmers can still get their

chores done before dark.

Electrical terms are explained on Agricultural TV Short Course by

Ag Engineer Art Schulz.

In talking to mothers about good nutrition for

children, Ruth Dawson, extension nutritionist,

gets help of Steve Dawson in turning signs

as subject comes up for discussion on Home-

makers TV Short Course.

A committee of extension and ex

periment station folks choose the sub

ject matter from a list of suggestions

by county agents. Since each show

is an hour long, we plan two subject

matter presentations of about 25

minutes each. This allows time for

commercials and tie-ins that add con

tinuity.

The show is sponsored by the Min

neapolis Grain Exchange. It's good

will business for them and gives

the short course viewing time usually

filled with "soap-operas."

North Dakotans are a hardy lot.

They don't stampede into acceptance

of an idea. If it has merit, they in

vestigate.

They look into our show material

every year to the tune of some 1,000

letters. All of them are helpful; many

are expressions of thanks; others

want the bulletins we offer.

North Dakota farmers know the

show is coming about a month in

advance. We print "stutters" for the

county agents to use as well as send

out posters advertising the shows,

dates, and subjects.

Film clips are also used on all of

the TV stations as spot announce

ments. University President Fred

Hultz, Extension Director E. J. Hasle-

rud, and Dean of Agriculture Arlon

G. Hazen participate in these an

nouncements. Of course press re

leases are furnished to weekly news

papers.

Farmers who don't have television

sets are urged to visit neighbors who

do during the show. In some cases,

TV dealers have set up receivers for

community viewing.

The follow-up is always through

county agents. They are the ones

who give the show its audience, and

from whom we get information on

how the show is going. Their reports

have been good.

Specialists also sample their audi

ences. One found that in an audience

of 200 in a county, over 90 percent

had seen one or more of the shows.

All specialists have reported that

farmers mentioned seeing them on

the short course.

Plans for Future

In 1959, the show will take on a

new look. Plans are for one show a

week for 5 weeks, over two more TV

stations. Weekly shows will allow

more time for preparation and polish.

The extra stations will increase our

audience to about 200,000 a day, and

give better reception on the fringe

areas.

In a recent resolution, the North

Dakota Advisory Council for Agricul

tural Research and Education assured

the future of the NDAC Agricultural

Short Course. "This committee strong

ly recommends that Extension tele

vision programs, including the TV

short course, be continued."
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Understanding Our Audience

by L. CLAIR CHRISTENSEN, Assistant Elko County Agent, Nevada

Good communications are of ma

jor importance in every exten

sion job. When you are working with

a group of people new to Extension

and have a language barrier as well,

good communications are vital to

success of the program.

My work is with the Indian people

living on the Duck Valley Indian

Reservation. The reservation is lo

cated in a valley surrounded by low

mountains abundant in native grass

es, making it one of the best cattle

ranges in the State.

Economy of the valley is based on

raising livestock. Resources of the

valley are only used to about one-

third their capacity. Approximately

half of the people are engaged in

livestock raising; others depend on

odd jobs, work for the Federal Gov

ernment, and many exist on welfare

assistance.

Because of the system under which

the Indians have been brought up,

with most of their decisions and

planning being done for them, they

have developed an attitude of de

pendence on the Federal Govern

ment.

Duck Valley has a community life

all its own, as the nearest town is

100 miles away. Some 800 people live

in the valley. They have their own

schools, churches, and local govern

ment. Most of the people do not take

newspapers and there is no local

radio or television. The job of com

munications thus becomes one of

personal contact, either with individ

uals or through meetings.

How People Learn

During the communications train

ing I received during the past year,

two points brought out have been of

major help. The first is, "people in

terpret ideas from others according

to their past experiences and train,

ing."

In practically every phase of our

work with Indians, we found that

their ideas and understanding of

things were different than ours.

Things that were common knowl

edge to us were unknown to them.

Their outlook and goals were also

different than we had expected.

We have spent considerable time

and effort trying to understand how

the people on the reservation

thought and understood things. We

know it's useless to begin a program

without such an understanding.

To illustrate this point, we found

that it is of little value to talk about

the nutritional needs of animals in

terms of protein, fats, and carbohy

drates. These terms were mostly un

known to our audience. When we

saw these terms weren't understood,

we communicated our messages by

talking of "so much hay and grain."

Leadership development is an important part

of extension work with Indians. The author,

right, is shown with two tribal leaders at a

State extension meeting.

The second major point brought

out in our communications training

that has proven to be an important

factor is, "Communications is a two-

way process."

When we began working with the

Indians, it was necessary to try to

change their understanding of the

Extension Service, as well as for us

to get to understand them. It has

been a slow and sometimes painful

process to help them understand

that our function was to help them

become self-sufficient through educa

tion and to help them work out their

own problems.

Many of the Indians were accus

tomed to having things done for

them, even to the point of having

their bills paid for them before they

could receive their money from cat

tle sales. We give them an opportun

ity to do their own planning and

make their own decisions. In many

instances it has been hard for them

to accept the idea that they would

get along better if they were respon

sible for themselves.

Various methods have been used—

meetings, demonstrations, and indi

vidual contacts. Of these three meth

ods, best results have been obtained

with individual contacts, working to

ward a common understanding of

what the problem is and how to do

something about it. It has proven

much more successful to help the

people see and do things themselves

rather than do it for them.

As these people grow in knowledge

and experience, they realize they are

not completely helpless and don't

need to depend upon the government

or extension agent. It's at this point

the value of self-sufficiency has final

ly been communicated to them.

Communications training has been

a valuable asset to our work among

the Indians. It has helped a great

deal in understanding our audience.

FORWARD LOOK

(Continued from page 237)

the future will be the one who can

see problems and opportunities be

fore they occur and have the knack

of inspiring people to do something

about them.

He will have to organize his sched

ule so that his efforts will be most

productive. To accomplish this he will

have to develop a true sense of val

ues and be able to discard programs

and activities that are outmoded or

less productive.

He will be the one who exercises

the type of leadership that works

through other people—training, mo

tivating, and counseling with local

leaders to assume their places of re

sponsibility.

To sum it up, the agent or staff

member who will have a role in the

future will be the person who devel

ops the "forward look" and exhibits

in great degree the attributes which

have traditionally been the mark of

a successful extension worker.
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IN INDIA

(Continued from page 243)

providing extensive employment as

well as increasing agricultural pro

duction.

Only 47 percent of the cropland

was irrigated, although a plentiful

supply of good quality ground water

was available at shallow depths.

Through a comprehensive program

of reclamation and irrigation in

which villagers, Extension, credit

agencies and others cooperated,

19,143 acres of waste land were

brought under cultivation and 21,000

acres were irrigated.

Through these projects, average

holdings per family were increased

from 11 to 14 acres, 50 percent of the

cultivable waste area was brought

under cultivation, and agricultural

production significantly increased

through expanded irrigation. All this

was brought about with a total cap

ital investment by the people and

the government of approximately

$400,000.

Demonstrations

From the beginning, Extension

gave high priority to expanding the

use of improved crop varieties. Six

hundred demonstrations showing the

advantages of improved seeds over

local varieties were established in

the fields of cooperating farmers.

Results of the demonstrations were

disseminated through meetings, mov

ies, distribution of literature, and

personal contact. Cooperative stores

were established to distribute recom

mended varieties of seed and com

mercial fertilizers, thus providing

farmers a convenient source of sup

ply. Surveys at the end of a 5-year

period showed that a majority of

farmers are now using improved seed

and enjoying higher income.

The poverty of the farmer in India

is correlated with the poverty of the

soil. Greatest deficiencies are in ni

trogen and organic matter. Less than

1 percent of the farmers of Bhadson

District conserved cow dung, most of

which was used for fuel, and the

total consumption of commercial

fertilizer in 1952 was two tons.

A variety of methods was employed

in a concerted attack on this prob

lem. Villagers organized compost pit

digging campaigns while extension

workers conducted demonstrations

on making compost. Home economics

workers convinced village women of

the utility of converting cow dung

into compost instead of burning it.

Five hundred fertilizer demonstra

tions were conducted on various

crops. Credit for purchase of fertil

izer was provided by the Department

of Agriculture.

A family survey conducted in 1957

showed that 21 percent of the farm

ers were making compost and 31 per

cent were using commercial fertilizer.

Although these results are encourag

ing, further expansion is to be under

taken and special emphasis is to be

given to green manuring which has

been slow in getting started due to

the high price of seed.

Improved implements for plowing,

sowing, and hoeing were recom

mended by extension. Some interest

has developed in mechanized agri

culture, especially on larger farms of

80 to 100 acres. The number of trac

tors has increased from 4 to 34 and

the area under mechanical farming

from 800 to 3,400 acres.

Various educational measures were

used to train farmers in the control

of insects and diseases. Arrange

ments were made to capture wild cat

tle and kill monkeys that were dam

aging crops. Campaigns were con

ducted for weed eradication and rat

killing. After 5 years, 40 percent of

the farmers were using insecticides,

700 wild cattle had been captured

and 2,000 monkeys killed.

Vegetable Production

Only 300 acres were devoted to ve

getable production in 1952. Improved

varieties of fruits and vegetable seeds

were procured and farmers were as

sisted in laying out small gardens

and vegetable plots. As a result, the

area under vegetable cultivation in

creased to 1,200 acres and 12,000

fruit trees were planted. The majori

ty of farmers now produce vegetables

for home consumption.

This cooperative program of villag

ers, extension workers, and all agen

cies of government is making sub

stantial progress in solving the two

basic problems of low agricultural

productivity and an attitude of hope

lessness and resistance to change on

the part of the villagers.

There has been a 40 percent over

all increase in production of food

crops and a 90 percent increase in

cash crops since 1951. Cotton income

alone has increased from $40 to $120

per family. In addition to the rapid

achievement of physical goals, there

has been a change in the attitudes

and skills of the people.

This program has demonstrated

that changes can be rapid in so-called

underdeveloped areas if people are

given adequate training and a mini

mum of economic assistance. The

process has not ended but is still go

ing on. With further expansion of ex

tension work, the entire concept of

"old method farming" can be

changed into a more dynamic sys

tem in other areas as well as in this

small segment of India's agriculture.

A NEW IDEA

(Continued from page 239)

this after projecting into the future

the consequences of doing each one.

But, if you were to decide what to

do, say to get more training, simply

because others were doing it, because

you didn't consider other alterna

tives, or because someone else en

couraged you, you may be passing up

a better opportunity.

Once you decide what you are go

ing to do—go to school, for example

—then comes figuring out how. You

decide the activities necessary to get

the job done, and you develop a

schedule like this: send off tran

scripts, get accepted at a university,

gets funds for study, go to summer

school in 1959, 1960, and 1961, and

take leave in 1962-1963 to finish. This

schedule is your longtime plan.

It's highly important to have this

definite plan of action. But the whole

point of this story is that you had

to make two decisions before you got

around to drawing up your plan.

First, you had to decide that some

thing needed to be done and second

to decide what one of several alter

natives to do. These two decisions,

based on projections of the future,

constitute Program Projection.

Exactly the same is true of your

extension program. And seeing these

two decisions as separate from your

longtime scheduling of things to do

will help make Program Projection

work for fou.
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Keeping Your

Bulletins Up To Date

by RICHARD A. HOLLIS, Chief, Inquiries & Distri

bution Service, Office of Information, USDA

hy do you read your newspaper?

"To find out what's going on," you

say. "Keeping up to date is part of

my business."

That's natural. Anybody who deals

in information faces that problem.

He has to keep his information fresh

—whether it's the facts in his head

or the facts he hands out in letters

and bulletins.

In working with rural people, one

of our daily concerns is trying to

keep our information up to date. And

that is the motive behind our annual

Inventory of USDA popular publica

tions. We want to help you folks "on

the firing line" have the latest edi

tions and the newest bulletins in

stock.

\>i<- Angles Added

This year we've redone the Inven

tory with some new angles to increase

its helpfulness to you. We hope it

will help you to keep your bulletin

rack attractive, neat, and stocked

with the latest information available.

The new Inventory is your guide as

to which popular publications are

current and available from the U. S.

Department of Agriculture and which

are considered obsolete. Your State

Extension Publications Distribution

Officer is sending a copy of this 2nd

Annual Inventory of USDA Popular

Publications to each county exten

sion office.

We have tried to make this year's

Inventory more useful to you by list

ing both in numerical and subject

matter sequence all USDA popular

publications currently available for

county extension offices to order in

quantity.

In using the Inventory you may

want to remember these points:

• Check the dates of publications

in your rack or in reserve stock

against those on the list. Discard any

that carry an older issue or revision

date, and order a supply of the new-

version.

• As a general rule, do not discard

bulletins for which there are slight

revisions. In most such cases, changes

made are of a minor nature and the

old edition is still useful.

• The fact that a publication you

are carrying in stock is not listed in

the Inventory does not necessarily

mean that the item is obsolete and is

to be discarded. If you have any

doubt as to the adequacy or accuracy

of the subject matter of a publica

tion, you will want to check it with

the proper State extension specialist

or your State publications distribu

tion officer.

Monthly Supplement

To help you keep the Inventory up

to date, the Extension Service Re

view will continue to carry a column

of the latest publications news in

each issue. This will provide a month

ly supplement to the Inventory by

listing new and revised USDA popular

publications as they become available

and those that are discontinued be

cause of obsolescence or other

reasons.

This service is specially planned to

help county extension agents. During

the last fiscal year more USDA popu

lar publications were ordered by

county and State extension workers

than ever before—3 million on indi

vidual orders alone. We attribute this

to the widespread use of the Inven

tory by agents.

We hope that you will continue to

use the Inventory. By so doing you

will avoid the inconvenience and de

lay involved in ordering publications

no longer available. At the same

time, you will be sure that you are

distributing the best and latest in

formation to people in your county.

The Inventory is part of a program

in which the Federal Extension Serv

ice, the Office of Information, and

other agencies of the U. S. Depart

ment of Agriculture are cooperating

with the land-grant colleges and uni

versities to help county extension

workers get most effective use of pub

lications which "aid in diffusing use

ful practical information on subjects

relating to agriculture and home eco

nomics."

Monthly Revisions in

Publications Inventory

The following new titles should be

added to the Annual Inventory List

of USDA Popular Publications. Bul

letins that have been replaced should

be discarded. Bulk supplies of publi

cations may be obtained under the

procedure set up by your publication

distribution officer.

F 2125 Making and Preserving Apple Cider

—Replaces F 1264

G 58 Shopper's Guide to U.S. Grades

for Food—Replaces M 553

L 324 Soil Treatment—An Aid in Termite

Control—Rev. Sept. 1958

L 437 Anaplasmosic in Cattle—New

L 442 How to Buy Eggs by USDA Grades

and Weight Classes—Replaces G

26
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LET'S SELL DAIRY RECORDKEEPING

"Dairy farmers have made great strides in improving their efficiency. But the need for making

continuous adjustments has never been greater in this rapidly changing field of dairying. Cer

tainly, sound decisions must be based on sound information of the type provided by accurate record

keeping . . ."—Ezra T. Benson, Secretary of Agriculture.

MAKE DAIRYING PAY

Your extension dairyman and extension editor

Records help a dairy farmer increase the

efficiency of his operation and boost his profits.

Yet, only 10 percent of the cows in the United

States are included in one of the National

Cooperative Dairy Herd Improvement Pro

gram's three plans—Standard DHIA, Owner-

Sampler, and Weigh-a-Day-a-Month.

Next month, a nationwide campaign, en

dorsed by State extension dairymen and the

Extension Committee on Organization and

Policy, will be launched to encourage more

farmers to keep records. Let's aim for a 20

percent increase in dairy recordkeeping in

1959.

/ill supply you with various informational and

background material to assist in your local can
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